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PREFACE.

The following papers differ from the Theological and

Philosophical Essays reserved for the next Volume, not so

much in their main subject, as in their mode of treating it.

In dealing with a religious problem, they address them-

selves, not to its theoretic essence, but to its practical

bearings on human life in historic schools and organized

Churches. Called forth for the most part by some social

event, like " The Papal Aggression," or some special pub-

lication, like an "Oxford Tract," now half-forgotten, they

might seem to be without excuse for their re-appearance
;

were it not that, for the right appreciation of transient

phenomena, appeal must often be made to critical prin-

ciples far from transient. I have given nothing a place

in these pages without first satisfying myself that its mode
of reasoning and rules of moral judgment are available,

mutatis vmtandis, no less for the determination of still

pending questions, than for a right verdict on the parties

and controversies of the past.

To no part of this volume does this remark more un-

reservedly apply than to a few minor pieces at the end on

the true principles of religious Union. They express a

life-long conviction and intense aspiration, which I for-

merly shared with many a friend, but which has ceased to

meet with any response, beyond a little unmeaning lip-

homage from those who practically contradict it. The
party-spirit has penetrated even to the seats of worship.

The centrifugal dread of theological error overpowers at

present the centripetal forces of reverence and love. But
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it may not always be so. And I cannot withdraw a pro-

test, however hopeless it may seem, against allowing the

Christian Church to remain a mere cluster of rival ortho-

doxies disowning and repelling each other, while, in the

inmost heart of all, secret affections live and pray, with

eye upturned to the same Infinite Perfection, and tears let

fall for the same universal sorrows.
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CHURCH AND STATE*

The questions which engage the attention of speculative

men often appear to have httle connection with the actual

affairs of their time ; and are regarded, both by those whO'

discuss them and by those who despise them, as mere

ideal things, touching at no point the reaHties amid which

they appear. Yet this estimate, invariably made by con-

temporaries, is as invariably reversed by posterity. In the

historical retrospect of any period, the relation between its

Thought and Action becomes clear ; and its philosophy

appears, no less than its poetry, its art, or even its polity,

distinctly expressive of its real internal life. Nay, the very

literature which most affects universality is often most

deeply stamped with the characteristics of age and race.

The genius of a peculiar civilization, slowly and obscurely

rising, appears to reach its culminating intensity in its philo-

* "The Ideal of a Christian Church considered in Comparison with

existing Practice." By Rev. W. G. Ward, M.A., Fellow of Balliol

College, Oxford. Second Edition. 1844.

" The Kingdom of Christ delineated ; in Two Essays, on our Lord's,

own Account of his Person and of the Nature of his Kingdom, and

on the Constitution, Powers, and Ministry of a Christian Church, as-

appointed by himself." By Richard Whately, D.D., Archbishop of

Dublin. 1841.

" On the Constitution of the Church and State, according to the Idea

of each." By Samuel Taylor Coleridge. 1839.

" Fragment on the Church." By Thomas Arnold, D.D., late Head
Master of Rugby School. 1844.

—

Prospective Kci'iew, May, 1845.
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2 CHURCH AND STATE.

sophy. Standing at that point of its culture, we occupy

the precise meridian from which it looked forth on the

universe. A\'hat it missed and what it saw, what it loved

and what it hated, all its conceptions of truth and all its

aspirations after good, are collected there, and so con-

structed into a systematic whole, as to be apprehensible at

a single view. There is nothing more absolutely Hellenic

than the Dialogues of Plato, or more distinctively mediaeval

than the writings of Thomas Aquinas : the England of the

Reformation perfected itself in Locke, and the France of

the Revolution is reflected in Diderot. He who would

thoroughly appreciate the actuating spirit of any period

must study, not only the debates of its Senates, but the

discussions of its Schools.

In the theories of Society produced by the great masters

of thought in ancient and in modern times, we find this

remarkable difference : that with the former the grand

problem is, to adjust the relations of the State to the Indi-

vidual ; with the latter, of the State to the Church. Yet

the change, when rightly interpreted, will appear a change

rather of names than of things, and presents us only with

two cases of a problem essentially one and the same. No
one can suppose that the agency of the Individual, so

much guarded against in the ideal communities of the

Greek philosophers, has vanished from modern society,

and carried off the difficulties which its presence was once

felt to introduce. Nor is it correct to imagine that the

influences which we denote by the word Church constitute

a new element special to Christian nations, and had not to

be taken into account in schemes of ancient polity. They

were in truth comprised in the Hellenic idea of the State ;

which was not equivalent, as with us, to the mere aggregate

of individual interests in respect to physical good, but

represented all those moral ends which transcend personal

happiness, and constitute the TeXetoVaroj/ riXos of human life.

An institution for the protection of " body and goods

"

would have been considered by Plato as a club of private
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persons requiring to be strictly watched; or at most as a police

organization subsidiary only to the true aims of govern-

ment : while, on the other hand, the direct training of indi-

vidual character, the influence over prevailing habits, the

maintenance of the highest sentiments, which we consider

the proper business of the Church, he claimed as charac-

teristic functions of the public polity. So that, when we

look to the principles of human nature operative in each,

we find in the modern State only the corporate existence

of the ancient iStwTj;?, and in the ancient TrdXt? the territorial

sovereignty of the modern iKKk-qa'ia. The real subject of

controversy is at bottom still the same ; as to the proper

sphere and limits, in the affairs of men, of Self-will on the

one hand and Reverence on the other. That the mere

form of the question has undergone a change, is a natural

consequence of the fieiv cast which has been given to

the elementary forces of social life. The Greek mytho-

logy and worship were, for the most part, uuDwral, and

had little tendency to control the individual will by a senti-

ment of duty ; and to inspire and maintain in a people

the sense of a law higher than themselves, philosophers,

left at fault by the Temple, looked to the Senate-house.

The Christian faith, on the other hand, is in its very

essence moral, and, wherever taken to heart, has established

over private life the august rule of conscience. Religion,

in its proper sense, having thus gone over from the State

to the Individual, has left the functions of the sovereign

power in a reduced condition, and made them rather pro-

tective of the personal desires, than an encroachment upon

them : and hence the modern notion of the purely negative

office of government, and the limitation of its action to what

are called secular affairs.

It is easy to understand, when these changes are taken

into account, why men whose minds were purely antique

—

as Pythagoras, Plato, Aristotle—regarded the State as

wholly including all the influences now contained under

our word " Church," while men in sympathy with modern

B 2
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ideas—as Warburton and Locke—regard it as wholly

excluding them ; why writers imbued with the wisdom of

both periods—as Hooker and Arnold—refuse to admit

either agency as prohibitive of the other, and therefore

pronounce the two spheres of operation absolutely coincident;

and why those who engage themselves chiefly with the

transition from the Heathen to the Christian civilization

should admire, with Mr. Ward, the sacerdotal system of

the Middle Ages, which practically leavened the mass of

European population with Christian ideas, and should

desire to subordinate the human sovereignty of government

to the divine supremacy of the Church.

At the present moment we can turn our eyes to no con-

siderable province of Christendom, which is not agitated

by the contest, between the State and the Church, for the

private life of individuals. There seems to be a general

conviction that the Reformation has developed itself into

an excessive self-will ; that its maxims have weakened

religious unity, and relaxed temporal authority ; that the

great multitude of men require more systematic guidance,

more protection from temptation, more steady help towards

a Christian life, than are secured by its methods, ever

alternating between the repose of latitudinarian ease, and

paroxysms of importunate zeal. That the let-alone system

is incompetent to the moral management of the new
economical conditions under which society exists, is the

inference generally drawn from the frightful mass of

practical Heathenism existing in the heart of Christian

countries. But whether the new and needed power shall

be assumed by the sceptre or the cross ; whether either

can make good its exclusive prerogative, from natural

reason, from human prescription, from divine ordination,

whether both must concur, and lay aside all mutual

jealousy in a work demanding alike the strength of the

one and the persuasion of the other,—are questions by

which the whole mind of Europe is vehemently moved.

Scotland, impatient of the restraints imposed by the law
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on its ecclesiastical activity, sets up its Free Church.

Ireland, ruled by priests, is tempting the State—too long

hated and defied—to seek alliance with the only power

through which the functions of government can be

recovered. England, ashamed of its neglected population,

is agitated by the rival eiTforts of a repentant legislature

and a repentant clergy, aiming to regulate the labour, to

abate the ignorance, to elevate the desires of the people,

the one by legalized discipline, the other by a sacerdotal

police. France, with a Catholic king, whose policy has

been indulgent to a clergy long despised, sees its Church

unsatisfied, and resolved to dispute with the University

the right of control over public instruction. Switzerland

becomes the centre of anxious attention to all Europe,

while deciding the fate of the Jesuits, to whom Lucerne

had intrusted the education of her citizens. And if at

Treves another Luther has arisen in the person of Ronge,

it is from too bold an attempt to reassert the power of

Ultramontane superstition over the Catholics of modern

Germany. Everywhere an aggressive action has com-

menced upon the private elements of society : and usually

the civil and ecclesiastical powers appear as competitors

for the new influence which is confessedly required.

Hence the revived interest in those discussions of polity,

which have at all times so much attraction for thoughtful

men, and have given occasion to the works of our greatest

moralists.

Of the treatises mentioned at the opening of this paper,

only those of Coleridge and Arnold attempt directly to

define the relation between the Church and State. The

other two are wholly occupied with the internal constitu-

tion and proper ofifice of the Christian Church considered

by itself. Incidentally, however, a State theory is involved

in this narrower discussion : for in proportion as the range

of ecclesiastical functions is made to take in more or less

of the moral work of society, will less or more remain for

the civil power to undertake. Accordingly, there is no
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difficulty in perceiving that Mr. Ward and Archbishop

Whately occupy the opposite extremities of poHtical philo-

sophy as well as of theological system. Their whole

conception of human life is so different, that, in dealing

with it, temporally or spiritually, each would precisely

invert the rules of the other. Whatever the one delights

to disparage presents the favourite views of the other ; the

ideas which the one has lived to expel, it is the highest

ambition of the other to restore ; and the lessons from

Scripture, from history, from science, from reflection, which

constitute the characteristic wisdom of the one, are present

to the other as a never-failing stock-on-hand of fallacies

and follies.

Mr. Ward maintains the world to have been prepared for

a divine revelation by the inextinguishable activity of con-

science ; which has power, even where connected with a

feeble will, to maintain a secret sense of danger, or, possibly,

an ineffectual sadness of aspiration. He lays the greatest

stress on the truths of Natural Religion and the obligations

of Natural Law : and regards Christianity as throughout

assuming these, and furnishing their supernatural comple-

ment. The Church is an institution set up for the divine

guidance of men ; to alarm, to counsel, to encourage them

to a moral obedience, of which, without such heavenly aid,

they will only have a distant and passing dream. Her title

to afford this guidance must be sought, not in any mere

external credentials, but in her self-evidencing power to the

conscience. Hence her discipline must begin with simply

taking up the disciple's existing conception of duty, and

effecting its realization in his life ; and for the acknowledg-

ment of her higher laws, the admission of her doctrines,

and the adoption of her characteristic methods of worship,

she must rely on the enlargement of moral perception and

enrichment of spiritual knowledge which the habits of a holy

life invariably bring, ^^'^hat, now, is the nature of the insti-

tution to which so great a work is assigned ? It consists of

a sacerdotal order, holding a mediatorial position between a
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Holy God and a sinful world ; intrusted with certain mystic

media, through which alone a reconciling grace can pass

;

and dispensing the heavenly guidance to those exclusively

who will accept the sacramental rites. Thus there is no

communion possible between the human conscience and the

Holy Spirit except through the appointed priesthood ; the

whole work and strife of penitence, of aspiration, of duty,

throughout the earth, is without a benediction unless offered

through them. Their office is not simply spiritual—i.e. , to

deal, by the methods of earnest wisdom, with the spirit or

moral reason of man ; but superhuman and ?/;«-spiritual—

to hold and to distribute certain physical conditions of

sanctity, of which they are depositaries, not from the purity

of their affections, the clearness of their discernment, and

the faithfulness of their wills, but from their standing in an

unbroken line of ordination, reaching through the bodies of

bishops to the Apostolic age. In addition, however, to their

supernatural function of dispensing or withholding the

divine grace and forgiveness, they have natural duties of

counsel, warning, and compassion to perform. Members of

a corporate community, which has gathered to it for eighteen

centuries the moral experience of saintly men, and whose

archives contain a record of every temptation and sorrow

that can befall, and every conquest that can ennoble, the

human heart, they have access to the wisdom of ages, and
are trained in such familiarity with its stores as to derive

from it the discipline and rules suited to every new
emergency. In the private confessional they must watch

and guide the individual conscience ; in public convocation

estimate the duty of classes, regulate the usages of profes-

sions, and pronounce on the moralities of empire. Their

duties have an immense range over the morals, the discipline,

the thought, the government of society. In morals they

have a negative office, as the stern representatives of the

divine abhorrence of evil : and must proclaim the hateful-

ness of sin by denying the communion, not only to open

transgressors, but to the idolaters of wealth and the uncon-
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scious slaves of low and unspiritual desires ; by excluding

from the education of the young every thing at variance

with the tastes of a holy mind ; by falling on the neck of

each softened transgressor, and committing him instantly to

the seclusion of some sacred retreat ; by the direct training

of saints, and holding up in visible contrast with the preva-

lent pursuit of earthly shadows an order of men wholly

dedicated to heavenly realities. To this must succeed the

positive task of watching over the duty of Christians in the

two related particulars of faith and obedience
;
preserving

perfect uniformity of language, without the slightest allow-

ance of individual discretion, in the statement of doctrine
;

constantly presenting the historical Christ of the Gospels to

the people as their God, who created them one by one, who
is closely present with them, and knows their thoughts ; and

habituating them daily to the phrases expressive of the two

great truths of Revelation—" Three Persons, one God,"

—

" One Person, two Natures." As a disciplinary institution,

the Church must not only provide a sublime and beautiful

ritual, "such as the Spirit himself has suggested to the

beloved bride of Christ," but must adapt her methods of

influence with versatile skill to the several classes of society.

The poor are her especial charge, to whom she must never

rest till full justice has been done. Such of their employ-

ments as are incompatible with the Christian life she must

detect and prohibit. Their oppressors, however powerful,

must be sternly denounced. Their day of rest must be

guarded, and refreshed by a religious ceremonial invested

with every beauty that may touch and solemnize their hearts.

The rich, too, must be warned of their temptations, not

only by direct resistance and reproof to the desire of wealth,

but by examples of cheerful and voluntary poverty. And
the educated must be saved from the dangers of corrupt

admirations and a mere diabolical acuteness, by imparting

in early life the Catholic rather than the Classical idea of

heroism ; and throughout his course keeping the student

closely implicated in habit with the discipline and offices of

the Church.
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Perhaps the hardest task imposed by Mr. ^^ard upon his

Church is, to maintain supremacy over the thought of

society. For this end he requires her to create a new htera-

tureand philosophy, antagonistic to that which, he complains,

the spread and advancement of knowledge has put into the

hands of unbelievers. She must find a way of prevailing

over the apparent results of the modern criticism and

exegesis ; must relieve the Old Testament of the difificulties

with which historical research painfully oppresses it ; must

harmonize the Hebrew cosmogony with the discoveries of

modern science ; and, in order to guide the reaction against

the infidel philosophy of the last century, must produce a

new system of metaphysics, capable of coping with the

subtlety of Protestant analysis, and of giving a scientific

basis to the Catholic system. Finally, the influence of the

Church over the body politic must be obtained, not by aspir-

ing to the direct administration of State affairs, but by pro-

claiming the application of Christian principles to political

government ; by denouncing State sins ; by guiding the

popular eagerness for redress. Nor are more positive inter-

positions to be avoided. Rules must be made for almsgiv-

ing, to correct the cold-hearted morality of economists. It

must be authoritatively settled what causes a barrister may
plead,—what books a bookseller may distribute. And
above all, the education of the people must be undertaken

by the Church, and a subsequent control over their habits

be maintained, with a special view to counteract the evils,

mental and moral, arising from the excessive division of

labour. All these duties devolve upon ecclesiastics, not by

delegation from the State, but by supernatural appointment

from God. Their long neglect is to be deplored with a

greater sorrow than for any unfaithfulness towards men ; and
they are to be resumed with the consciousness of an authority

above the law.

From this imperfect sketch of Mr. Ward's " Ideal," it

will be evident that, with him, the Church is constituted

wherever the clergv exist ; that its origin is higher than
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that of society, and its rights beyond the reach of the con-

sentaneous will of men ; that the sphere of its power is

coextensive with human life, and embraces, therefore, the

whole range of the State's activity ; that it may not, unless

through the law, enforce its claims by the temporal sword,

but may cut off offenders from communion with divine

mercy ; may " declare war in the name of the Lord against

wickedness in high worldly places, and draw the spiritual

sword which has so long rusted in its scabbard." (p. 437.)

We know of no living writer, of any reputation as a

thinker, who has proved so little, and disproved so much, as

Archbishop Whately. And on no one of his works is his

negative mode of treatment more impressed than on the

Essay now before us. We close it with the clearest know-

ledge of what the kingdom of Christ is not ; of the powers

which its ministers must disown ; of the purposes they can-

not serve ; of the spurious origin of almost every thing that

occurs to the mind when the Church system is spoken of,

catechisms, creeds, articles, liturgy, sacramental forms,

ordination, rubrics, canons, and episcopacy itself. But of

any high and holy ends worthy of a divine institution ; of

any principle of unity connecting its parts into a spiritual

whole ; of the nature of the vital activity which should per-

vade the organism of the Church, and its relation to the

other forces which determine the phenomena of society

—

the faintest possible conception is given. As the temple,

with its metropolitan priesthood, is the type of Mr. Ward's

Church ; so is the municipal synagogue, with its lay officers,

of Dr. Whately's. Our Lord determined to gather his

disciples after his departure into local societies. In the con-

stitution of these, the practice of the synagogue was naturally

followed : for there it was that the Apostolic missionaries

first sought a hearing ; and if they failed to convince the

majority of the assembly, so that the synagogue became a

church, the converted minority, on their secession, followed

in their new combination the model with which they were

familiar. Hence in the earliest Christian communities, the
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deacons, the presbyters, the bishops, had hke duties with

the ofificers of the same designation in a Jewish association

of worshippers. The effect of this statement on the pre-

tensions of the ecclesiastical body is evident. The several

societies of disciples may claim a direct sanction from Christ,

since he distinctly provided for their formation ; but he took

no notice of V\vqfunctionaries who were to administer their

affairs ; and that they exist at all, arises only from the wants

and convenience of the associations which they represent

;

every society having its officers, its rules, its terms of member-

ship. And as for the particular nature of the offices thus

created, that grew naturally out of an historical antecedent

which cannot possibly impart to it any superhuman

authority : for, whatever obscurity hangs over the origin of

the Hebrew synagogues, they certainly cannot be referred

to the Mosaic law, or to any causes higher than the human
will. Hence a Church is a " congregation of faithful men,"

to which the clergyman is but an appendage, with title

depending on his being the " regularly appointed officer of a

regular Christian community." Each society, moreover, is

as wholly independent of the rest, as the synagogue of

Athens from that of Csesarea ; connected indeed by

sympathy, and at liberty to establish a federal combination

with others : but no longer bound by such organization,

when it fails to accomplish its appointed end. The Church

has accordingly no unity but in name ; it is wholly pro-

vincial, and has no visible head, either individual or collec-

tive. And whatever range of discretion may be left as to

the functions of the clergy, one thing is absolutely excluded

by the very religion which they serve : they have no templar

and sacerdotal duties, can offer no sacrifice, absolve from no

sin, and stand between no man and his God. And even

in the prosecution of its legitimate ends, the Church must

wholly abstain from secular coercion, as an encroachment

on the " things that are Caesar's," and alien to the spirit of

a religion whose "kingdom is not of this world." All tem-

poral sanctions are replaced in Christian societies by the
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sanction of the world to come. This it is which, according

to Archbishop Whately, constitutes the spirituality of the

kingdom of Christ. We must protest, in passing, against

this prevalent but gross abuse of the word spiritual. It

does not denote a mere far-sighted self-interest, in opposi-

tion to the narrow calculations of a worldly mind ; but is

the name of a higher order of motive than any prudence,

long or short. Action which proceeds from personal hope

or fear is wholly unspiritual : the nearness or remoteness of

the pleasure or pain contemplated does not alter the moral

quality, but only the sagacity, of the agent's determination :

he makes an investment, in the one case for a quick return,

in the other giving credit on good security ; in both the

transaction is strictly mercantile. Were this the difference

between the foundation of the State and that of the Church,

then political society would be like a partnership for prose-

cuting a home trade with cash payments ; while Christian

society would resemble a joint-stock company for colonizing

some antipodal region, that, after the judicious outlay of

years, might yield, not the profits of a shop, but the revenue

of a commonwealth. It is the remark of Coleridge, that,

whether a " man expects the auto da fe, the fire and fagots,

with which he is threatened, to take place at Lisbon or

Smithfield, or in some dungeon in the centre of the earth,

makes no difference in the kind of motive by which he is

influenced ; nor of course in the nature of the power which

acts on his passions by means of it."* That influence

alone is spiritual which awakens the consciousness of obli-

gation and the sentiments of worship.

To sum up, then, the leading particulars of Archbishop

Whately's theory. The end of the Church is to enforce the

moral law, as recognized among Christians, by the sanctions

of a future life. The end of the State is the protection of

person and property by the use of temporal sanctions. In

both cases the institutions derive their existence from the

component members, over whom the functionaries have no
* " Church and State," p. 134.
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authority beyond that which belongs to regular official

appointment. And all questions as to the internal organiza-

tion of the Church, the mode of supporting its cost, and of

adjusting its relations to the secular government, are open

to determination by regard to expediency, provided coer-

cion, priesthood, and a visible head be altogether dis-

claimed.

In one important respect Dr. Arnold occupies an inter-

mediate position between the two writers already noticed.

In his design of a Church Mr. Ward labours for Christen-

dom, Archbishop Whately for a congregation, Arnold for a

nation. The Christians of this realm constitute, in the view

of the first, only an integrant part of one vast civifas, con-

scious of its unity ; in that of the second, an aggregate of

particular communities, forming together a local societas,

unconscious of its unity, but collected into a class by

observers from without ; in that of the third, one entire

and independent civitas among many within the wide

circuit of the Christian societas throughout the world.

This peculiarity, like every other in Arnold's theory, is

singularly expressive of the character of his mind. It was

not simply his historical taste, or his love of Aristotle, that

led him to identify the functions of Church and State, and
seek in Christianity the bond of citizenship to replace the

ancient ties of race. Hooker, so induced, had done the

same ;—with the significant difference, that he neither

hated a priesthood, nor appreciated the Puritans. Arnold's

all-prevailing moral nature made him seize with avidity,

from every age, all the securities for human duty which

genius had devised or inspiration imparted ; and reject with

indignation every counterfeit jiretending to do the sterling

work of a responsible will. He could not, for all his faith

in revelation, forego one jot of the ancient reverence for

law ; or, for all his high doctrine of obedience, allow the

priest to touch with one of his fingers the burden of in-

dividual obligation. He would save government from

degenerating into police, and Christianity into conjuring :
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he had an unconquerable aversion to accept the constable

as representative of the State, or the bishop of the Church.

Both institutions were to him but incorporated expressions

of the conscietice of their members ;—the one of its executive

energy, the other of its meditative aspirations ; neither,

therefore, having an aim less or more comprehensive than

the other ; neither complete and healthy without the other
;

and requiring, in order to effectuate the ends of either,

their coalescence into a living unity. The " Fragment on

the Church " contends, no less strenuously and successfully

than the " Essay on the Kingdom of Christ," against a

sacerdotal system, and subordinates the ministry to the

" congregation of faithful men "
: yet with the difference

that Dr. Whately seems to be stripping the clergy of their

pretensions ; Dr. Arnold, to be distributing to the laity their

duties : the one, impatient for the abatement of nonsense

;

the other, unhappy at the usurpation of a trust. Apart,

however, from this characteristic difference of feeling, there

is a perfect accordance between the two friends in their

negative conclusions, as to the internal constitution of the

Church. Nothing whatever, according to Arnold, is

instituted., except that the disciples shall form themselves

into communities, for mutual help in duty, in the same way

as mere society is an aid in civilization. It is a thing

authoritatively settled, that there shall be this divine pohty

of co-operation, for bringing the faith of Christ to the

masses of men, and remedying the extent of the Fall, as

individual devotedness countervails its intensity. But as

to the modes by which this association shall conduct its

contest against moral evil, and the scheme of organization

by which its parts shall be maintained in active unity, all is

left open to the discretion of successive ages. On this

point his language is most unqualified :

—

" In matters of doctrine, an opinion, however unimportant,

is either true or false ; and if false, he who holds it is in error,

although the error may be so practically indifferent as to be of

no account in our estimate of the man. But in matters of govern-
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ment, I hold that there is actually no right and no wrong.

Viewed in the large, as they are seen in India, and when ab-

stracted from the questions of particular countries, I hold that

one form of Church government is exactly as much according

to Christ's will as another ; nay, I consider such questions as

so indifferent, that, if I thought the government of my neigh-

bour's church better than my own, I yet would not, unless the

case were very strong, leave my Church for his, because habits,

associations, and all those minor ties which ought to burst

asunder before a great call, are yet of more force, I think, than

a difference between Episcopacy and Presbytery, unless one

be very good of its kind, and the other very bad."

—

Life, Vol.

II. p. 105.

The only material point on which Arnold dissented from

the opinions expressed in Whately's Essays was the right of

the Church to wield the temporal sword. And this, as it

appears to us, was a difference more in words than in

reality, and resolved itself into the question, whether the

power which enforced the laws in a Christian country-

should be called the State or the Church. Arnold was as

far as his friend from claiming coercive prerogatives for

either ecclesiastical ofificers or worshipping assemblies : all

judicial and executive authority he would leave where now
it rests : only he would regard the functionaries who
exercise it as deputed, not by the material interests, but by

the moral sense of the community, and standing for the law

of Christ by which all are bound. This ascription of a

sacred character to authorized and constitutional rulers is

all that Arnold meant by his desire to make " the Church

a sovereign society." He wanted, not more power to the

Church, but a more Christian temper to the State. He
could not endure that any part of life should escape the

reach of obligation ; that the process of social organization

should be thought to give rise, at any step, to relations

exempt from moral inspection ; that any voluntary deeds

between citizen and citizen, between subjects and rulers,

between the commonwealth and foreign states, should be

treated as less amenable to the divine rule of conscience,
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than the private conduct which is abandoned wholly to its

sway. Hence he was impatient of the false distinction

between "secular" and "spiritual" things; under cover of

which he believed that countless questionable ways of

thought and act passed without a just verdict, or even an

inquiring challenge, and whole provinces of life were ceded

as irreclaimable for Christian cultivation. He felt how un-

truly this distinction presents the real difference between

the pursuit of physical and that of moral good, as if they

were each a separate business, to be achieved in society by

different agents, in individuals by different acts. As in the

case of private persons there are not two sets of employ-

ments, one irresponsibly abandoned to the natural desires,

the other the exclusive realm of duty ; but moral good

consists in the regulated pursuit of natural good according

to a divine and holy law : so in communities there are not

two spheres of work and office, one with only physical ends,

the other with only spiritual ; but all parts of the body

politic must serve one supreme intent, viz., that the whole

natural life of society shall also be a moral life. Arnold,

accordingly, with adventurous nobleness, insisted on carry-

ing the Christian standard through every department of the

state : sovereign and council, judges and ministers, legis-

lators and magistrates, were to regard themselves as

functionaries of a Christian Church. Nay, he did not

shrink from applying his principle to the province of

government most difficult to reduce under the rule of truth,

honesty, and justice,—we mean, the foreign relations of the

commonwealth. He had no idea of leaving, in diplomacy,

a privileged nest of retreat for chicanery and fraud ; or in

war itself, a licensed escape from moral obligation. In all

questions between nation and nation, in the conduct of all

disputes, and the resistance of aggression, there actually

exists a right and a wrong : and is it for Christian men to

throw up these things in confusion and despair, and bid

conscience turn the back till they have scrambled through

a crisis they cannot manage by their rules ? He was not to
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be scared, therefore, by any amount of Machiavellian prac-

tice, from including ambassadors, army, and navy in the

staff of his national Church. They were all instruments in

that contest with moral evil, and pressure towards the

highest good, which formed the true %pyov of every Christian

community, and must share alike the responsibility and the

dignity of their association with such a work. Arnold

would have heartily adopted his favourite Aristotle's

estimate of the religious character of wise and thoughtful

sway, when he identified the rule of reason and law in

states with the authority of God, and said that, to allow

scope for the unregulated will of governors, was to give

power to the brute.* Of this sentiment, indeed, the

following passage from the " Fragment " is little more than

a Christian amplification :

—

"It is obvious that, the object of Christian society being

thus extensive, and relating not to ritual observances, but to

the improvement of the whole of our life, the natural and fit

state of the Church is, that it should be a sovereign society or

commonwealth ; as long as it is subordinate and municipal, it

cannot fully carry its purposes into effect. This will be evident,

if we consider that law and government are the sovereign in-

fluences on human society ; that they in the last resort shape

and control it at their pleasure ; that institutions depend on

them, and are by them formed and modified ; that what they

sanction will ever be generally considered innocent ; that what
they condemn is thereby made a crime, and if persisted in be-

comes rebellion ; and that those who hold in their hands the

power of life and death must be able greatly to obstruct the

progress of whatever they disapprove of ; and those who dis-

pose of all the honours and rewards of society must, in the

same way, be greatly able to advance whatever they think ex-

cellent. So long, then, as the sovereign society is not Christian,

and the Church is not sovereign, we have two powers alike de-

signed to act upon the whole of our being, but acting often in

* O \ii.v oxiv rov vovv KeXevwj/ ap^eiv SoKfi Ke\(va>p apvetz/ ruv

Qfov Ka\ Tovs vofiovi, 6 S' avdpanov K(\(va)v TrpodTidrjcn kqI Orjpiov.

— Polii. III. 16.

VOL. II. C
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opposition to each other. Of these powers, the one has wis-

dom, the other external force and influence ; and from the

division of these things, which ought ever to go together, the

wisdom of the Church cannot carry into effect the truths which

it sees and loves ; whilst the power of government, not being

guided by wisdom, influences society for evil rather than for

good. The natural and true state of things then is, that this

power and this wisdom should be united : that human life

should not be pulled to pieces between two claimants, each

pretending to exercise control over it, not in some particular

portion, but universally ; that wisdom should be armed with

power, power guided by wisdom ; that the Christian Church

should have no external force to thwart its beneficent pur-

poses ; that government should not be poisoned by its internal

ignorance or wickedness, and thus advance the cause of God's

enemy, rather than perform the part of God's vicegerent."

—

Ch. I. p. ID.

It is impossible, in reading this passage, not to be re-

minded of the well-known saying of Plato, that there can

be no cessation of ills to states, or, generally, to the human
race, unless either philosophers become their kings, or their

so-called kings and rulers become true philosophers ; and

unless such a coalescence takes place between political

power and philosophic wisdom, that natures devoted to

either, at the expense of the other, are for the most part

expressly excluded from public affairs.* To Arnold, " so

natural was the union of religion with justice, that (he

thought) we may boldly deem there is neither, where both

are not."t And he held to the conclusion so impressively

stated by Hooker :—

-

* Eai/ [IT] J] 01 ^tXoo"o(]f)oi ^acr iXevacdcriv eu Ta7s TToKecriv, tj ol

(Baa-iXrjs re vvp Xfyo/xei/oi Koi dwaarai (f>i\oa-o(f)7]aroiai yvrja-icos re

Koi tKavcos, Koi tovto ets ravTov ^vfiTrecrrj, dwaixis re TroXtriKrj koi

cf)L\oao(j)ia, ra>v he vvv Tropevofievcov X'^P'^ ^4* e/cdrepov al TvoXXai

(jjvcreii e'^' dvc'iynris anoKXeia-doiaiv, ovk ecm kqkcov navXa, co cjiiXe

TXavKuv, Tois nuXeai, doKco 8e ovde r<a avdpanriva yevei.—De Rep.

V. 473, D.

t Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity, 13. 5, § i.
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" Seeing, therefore, it doth thus appear that the safety of all

estates dependeth upon religion ; that religion unfeignedly loved

perfecteth men's abilities unto all kinds of virtuous services in

the commonwealth ; that men's desire in general is to hold no

religion but the true ; and that whatsoever good effects do grow

out of their religion who embrace, instead of the true a false,

the roots thereof are sparks of the light of truth, intermingled

with the darkness of error,—because no religion can wholly

and only consist of untruths,—we have reason to think that all

true virtues are to honour true religion as their parent, and all

well-ordered commonweals to love her as their chiefest stay."

—Ecd. Pol., B. 5, § I.

The views of Arnold, as to the perfect identity of aim in

Church and State, set him directly at variance with the

philosophy of his political party, and the theology of his

ecclesiastical order. He could keep no terms with War-

burton's principle, generally received by the Whigs, that

—

" It was the care of the bodies, not the souls, of men that

the magistrate undertook to give account of Whatever, there-

fore, refers to the body is in his jurisdiction ; whatever to the

soul is not."

—

Alliance betiveen Church aiid State, B. i, Ch. 4.

He maintained that, if this were so, the State could not

be a '''sovereign society"; inasmuch as there would be

interests above its reach, and exempt from its command

;

and that, as there is such a thing as spiritual good, which

in the form of personal perfection, constitutes the highest

end of individuals, so can nothing less than this good, in

the form of a moral civilization, present a true aim for the

collective will of a community. He therefore regarded

everything as within the province of the State, which might

elevate the life of its people ; and held it the duty of

government to provide for their education, to afford ex-

pression for their worship, to superintend the construction

of their dwellings and the organization of their towns, and

to control, with a view to moral results, the distribution of

employments which might arise from the unrestrained

operation of economical laws. While he separated himself

c 2
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thus from " the Hberals," by asserting for the commonwealth

higher aims than corporeal, he stood almost alone among
ecclesiastics in denying to Christianity any function that

was ritual. Religion and government met on the common
ground of moral life,—the life of responsible man, not of a

sentient creature on the one hand, or of a magical saint on

the other. In short, from both extremities he dismissed all

physical ends, simply as such ; whether of the zoological

kind giving animal ease for this world, or of the theological

kind, providing an enchanted safety for the next. His

theory would have been complete and self-consistent if he

could have adhered to his conception of the purely moral

character of Christianity ; and asked for no more, in his

definition of a disciple, than a certain state of the con-

science and affections. But this was impossible. Dealing

with the Newmanites, he boldly vindicates a spiritual Gospel

against a ceremofiial. Dealing with Unitarians, he cannot

allow a spiritual Gospel against a doctrinal. And were it

even otherwise, the difficulty of managing this new in-

gredient of belief cannot be overcome. Do what you will

to give exclusive prominence to the moral element of

Christianity, still, when all that is " sacramental " is

cancelled, and the minimum of creed is spared, it does

not become identical with the law of conscience ; it

requires assent to some things not necessarily obvious

to every man of good and honest heart ; there is

yet a residue of certain historical propositions to be em-

braced, to impose which as a condition of citizenship is

certainly to exceed your prerogative as guardian of the

moral life of the community. Arnold did not shrink from

the practical consequences of his own scheme ; he strenu-

ously advocated the application of a theological test as a

means of discriminating aliens from citizens ; he resisted

the removal of the Jewish disabilities ; he wished to enforce

a Scriptural examination in the London University ; he

would thank Parliament for having done away with dis-

tinctions between Christian and Christian," but " would
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pray that distinctions be kept up between Christians and

non-Christians."* He struggled hard, but, in our opinion,

ineffectually, to reconcile this adoption of a State creed

with his principle that "union of action," not "union in

belief," should constitute the social bond. In one mood,

he maintained that every society " has a right to establish

Us oivn ideas "
;t but if so, it " chooses for its end truth,

rather than good,"—the very thing which he emphatically

condemns. I At another time, he denies that the reception

of Christianity implies any belief in " the truth of a propo-

sition," and treats it as a purely practical allegiance, which

any man may render at will, to a law of conduct ; and in

defence of this position, he adduces the example of the

early Christians, among whom were some members " not

even believing that there would be a resurrection of the

dead." Then, if so, with what consistency could Dr.

Arnold draw up a creed for the express purpose of defining

the amount of belief sufficient to make a British citizen ?

He protests against Mr. Gladstone's doctrine, that the

propagation and maintenance of " religious truth " are to

be admitted among the proper ends of government ; and

considers himself as defending the very different proposition,

that " man's highest perfection " should be the final aim of

the State.§ But by including among the indispensable

elements of human "perfection" a certain portion of

"religious," and even historical "truth," he borrows the

fundamental principle of the very theory he confutes, and

lays himself open to every objection which can be brought

against it, except as to the extent of its exclusiveness.

There is not a consequence deducible from Mr. Gladstone's

scheme, as to the treatment of dissidents, which does not

equally follow from Dr. Arnold's,—with only the difference,

that the sufferers are less numerous. The revival of a test-

* Life, Vol. II. p. 32.

t Life, Vol. II. p. 38.

J Lectures on Modern History, Vol. I., Appendix, p. 50.

§ Ibid., p. 52.
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act, the enforcement of the law of religious libel, the

punishment of active heresy as lawless disaffection, are

direct practical corollaries from a theory which inserts the

New Testament among the statutes at large, and com-

mits the estates of the realm to the maintenance of its

authority in faith and practice. The truth is, Arnold's free

and true nature led him to adopt in feeling the moral and

affectionate conception of Christianity, as a simple aspira-

tion towards the ideal of character presented in its records.

But when, no longer reposing in the interior of this con-

ception, he attempted to reach its boundary, and determine

the external relations of the religion, he found that his

definition must take in certain elements of theological

belief; and what was meant to discriminate good from evil

turned out to be the old barrier between orthodox and

heretic.

Such was the snare by which Arnold's divinity contrived

to trip up his philosophy. That he fell into it is the more

remarkable, because, in a work to which he frequently

refers, Coleridge had set a signal example of its avoidance.

The three writers whom we have already analysed have

treated, under the name " Church,^'' exclusively of the

organization of Christiafi communities. To these they

have referred the whole spiritual work of society, and have

omitted all notice of any other possible forms which may
be assumed by the agents of the higher culture of man.

Accordingly, in defining the proper constitution of these

agencies, their final appeal has been to Scripture and

ecclesiastical experience ; with their several methods of

skill they have extracted a model thence, and never doubted

that this would meet the exigencies of all commonwealths

worthy to attract our speculations. This assumption, how-

ever natural to divines, is not satisfactory to the philosopher.

He cannot but remember that human nature is older, and

human population more widely spread, than Christianity

;

that one race, one half of the authentic annals, and one

third of the present numbers of mankind, exhaust all that
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is characteristic of Christendom ; that the religion itself, as

a social element, is but one phenomenon of that Mind and

Conscience which governed life in the times of Abraham

and Zoroaster, of Solon and Confucius, of Socrates and

Numa, of Cato and Cratippus, no less than in those of

Cyprian, Gregory, and Luther. In constructing a system

of social philosophy, a securer and a wider basis must be

laid than can be found in the historical phenomena, how-

ever instructive, of a particular period, however extended :

and the foundation sought in the elementary tendencies

and inherent instincts of that human nature which runs

through all periods, and produces all histories. Coleridge

has not precisely done this ; but he has raised himself far

above the ecclesiastical point of view. He has evolved his

" Idea " of a Church from a survey of nations so vast that

Christianity appears as only one of many religions illus-

trating its application. In the practice of the Semitic race

on the one hand, and of the Kelts, Scandinavians, and

Goths on the other, he finds a principle involved, by which

at once to justify the existence and to try the efficiency of a

National Church. All these tribes, constituting the stirps

geiierosa seu historica of the world, divided the land of each

country which they occupied into two portions, neither of

w^hich was to be abandoned as a possession to arbitrary

self-will, apart from all duties attached as conditions of

enjoyment. One of these portions comprised the heritable

lots, or propriety, whose fiduciary character implied only

private obligations, necessarily left in detail to the conscience

of the individual, but secretly watched over by the con-

science of the community. The other constituted a

nationalty, or inalienable reserve for perpetual income, in

which only life-interests were allowed, conditional on the

performance of certain official services.* The purpose of

* It will occur to some of our readers that a similar bi-partition

of the land is recommended by Aristotle ; the pul)lic rents being

applied to the expenses of government, the public meals (serving in
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this public endowment was to provide for that higher cul-

ture of the citizens, without which civilization can make no

advance, and even enjoy no stability. The end was to be

obtained by the maintenance in perpetuity of a clerisy,—not

constituting a priesthood, or dedicated to either ritual or

doctrinal ofifices, but furnishing, first, a class of students for

enlarging the range of knowledge ; next, a class of in-

structors for effecting its distribution.

A certain smaller number were to remain at the fountain-

heads of the humanities, in cultivating and enlarging the know-
ledge already possessed, and in watching over the interests of

physical and moral science ; being likewise the instructors of

such as constituted, or were to constitute, the remaining more
numerous classes of the order. The members of this latter,

and far more numerous body, were to be distributed throughout

the country, so as not to leave even the smallest integral part

or division without a resident guide, guardian, and instructor ;

the objects and final intention of the whole order being these

—to preserve the stores and to guard the treasures of past

civilization, and thus to bind the present with the past ; to

perfect and add to the same, and thus to connect the present

with the future ; but especially to diffuse through the whole

community, and to every native entitled to its laws and rights,

that quantity and quality of knowledge which was indispensable

both for the understanding of those rights, and for the per-

formance of the duties correspondent ; finally, to secure for

the nation, if not a superiority over the neighbouring states,

yet an equality at least, in that character of general civilization,

which, equally with, or rather more than, fleets, armies, and

revenue, forms the ground of its defensive and offensive power."
— Chtirch ajid State, Ch. V. p. 46.

The true end for which this educated and educating

class is created, and that on which alone the State has a

right to insist, is the training of citizens in the essentials of

the social character,—the diffusion among the people of

part the purpose of a poor-rate), and the ?nainttnaiice ofpi(hlicivorship.

Ta irphs tovs dtoiis hanavrniara Koiva Traarjs rrjs Tro'Xfws ecrriv.

(IvayKoiov toIvw els 8vo fJ-epr] dirjprja-dai rfjv ;^^a)pai/, Koi tt]v ixkv

fivai KOivi]v, tj)v 8e rcoj/ Idicorcov.—Polit. VII. 10.
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" legality, that is, the obligations of a well-calculated self-

interest, under the conditions of a common interest

determined by common laws." (p. 58.) The provisions

for this national culture may be wholly detached from the

institutions of the Christian Church : they vested, among

the Hebrews, in the Levites, among the Kelts, in the

Druids, before Christendom existed : and in countries of

mixed religions, either receiving the advance or witnessing

the retreat of Christianity, they could not be identified with

an ecclesiastical system having only partial contact with the

people. In some respects they have to accomplish more,

in others, vastly less, than falls within the province of the

Church of Christ upon the same spot ;

—

-more, inasmuch

as they must include the support, not of theology and

morals alone, but of all the sciences, not omitting those

which sustain the lay professions of law and medicine ;

—

less, because they are content with forming good sub-

jects for the commonwealth, and stop short of the high

aim at perfection through the whole inner and outer

life of individuals. The functions, therefore, of the

national clerisy are truly distinct from those of the

Christian clergy : and in relation to the Church of the

body politic, " Christianity is a blessed accident, a providen-

tial boon." (p. 59.) Whether, the functions being

different, the functionaries can ever with advantage be the

same, must depend on historical conditions present in one

age, absent in another. The circumstances under which

Christian institutions developed themselves in the earlier

period of English history, rendered them in every way the

fittest depositaries of the national trust. They were the

centres of all the intellectual and spiritual light which ages

of violence had left unquenched. No physical science, no

mental skill, no moral art, had yet disengaged itself from

their fostering shelter. They comprehended

—

" all the so-called liberal arts and sciences, the possession

and application of which constitute the civilization of a country,
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as well as the theological. The last was indeed placed at the

head of all ; and of good right did it claim the precedence.

But why ? Because, under the name of theology or divinity

were contained the interpretation of languages, the conserva-

tion and tradition of past events, the momentous epochs and
revolutions of the race and nation, the continuation of the

records, logic, ethics, and the determination of ethical science,

in application to the rights and duties of men in all their

various relations, social and civil ; and last, the ground-know-
ledge, the prima scietttia, as it was named,—philosophy, or the

doctrine and discipline of ideas."— p. 49.

At a time when the Christian Church in the nation

failed of no function appropriate to the Clerisy of the

nation, ecclesiastics were naturally taken as the Officiaries

also of the national Church. That they were ministers of

a religion which, besides securing the civil ends, went on

to accomplish something more and better, did not dis-

qualify them for their State trust. It is only needful that

their work should comprise an instruction of the people in

legal obligations.

" Whatever of higher origin and nobler and wider aim the

ministers of the national Church, in some other capacity, and

in the performance of other duties, might labour to implant

and cultivate in the mind and hearts of their congregations and

seminaries, should include the practical consequences of the

legality above mentioned. The State requires that the basin

should be kept full, and that the stream which supplies the

hamlet and turns the mill, and waters the meadow-fields,

should be fed and kept flowing. If this be done, the State is

content, indifferent for the rest, whether the basin be filled by

the spring in its first ascent, and rising but a hand's-breadth

above the bed ; or whether, drawn from a more elevated

source, shooting aloft in a stately column, that reflects the

light of heaven from its shaft, and bears the Iris, cceli decus,

promissujiiqiic Jovis lucidum on its spray, it fills the basin in

its descent."—p. 59.

The fitness, however, of the ecclesiastical body for the

State task confided to them diminished in proportion as
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their power assumed more prominently a sacerdotal

character, and their influence was exerted rather on the

superstitious fears, than on the reason and conscience, of

the people. When at length they lost all patriotic ties, and

merely resided on the land, as members of a cosmopolitan

priesthood under allegiance to a foreign head, the grossest

abuses of trust occurred. Large portions of the heritable

lands of the country were absorbed into the Nationally, by

bequests dictated in ghostly fear : and, on the other side,

estates were sacrilegiously alienated from the Nationalty

by those who were only life-trustees. The true " Idea " of

the English Reformation,—though never worked out,—was

to right the balance thus disturbed, and to re-impose upon

the clergy the neglected conditions required of them as

functionaries of the commonwealth. The Nationalty

should accordingly have been allotted to the maintenance,

(i.) of the Universities and great schools of liberal learn-

ing
; (2.) of a pastor or parson {persofia, exemplar of the

personal character) in every parish
; (3.) of a schoolmaster

in every parish,—who might succeed to the pastorate
;

(4.) of the poor, from age or sickness
; (5.) of the Church

and School buildings. How far the miserably imperfect

results of the Reformation in England constitute an unfit-

ness in the Church of England for any longer performing

the duties of the National Clerisy, Coleridge nowhere

declares his opinion. Writing with a special reference to

the Catholic Emancipation Act, he enumerates only the

disqualifications for this trust peculiar to the Roman
priests, viz., allegiance to a foreign power, and compulsory

celibacy, in connection with an anti-national head. But

his principles manifestly imply that the State may at any

time vest the Nationalty in the body of men,—be they

who they may,—best fitted to realize its proper ends ; and

if, from changes either in themselves, or in the community
around them, the Clergy no longer represent and guide the

intellect and conscience of the nation at large, either new
orders of Educators may be added to them as the comple-
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ment of their defects, or they may be wholly discarded in

favour of a Clerisy of lay-instructors.

The utter contempt of " vested interests," and even dis-

regard of individuals, in contemplation of the public weal,

which marked this conception of the Church, are no less

apparent in Coleridge's Theory of the State. He looks

upon society, not in Arnold's way, as composed of persons,

but as a combination of class i?iteresfs and tendencies ;

while the persons change, like the atoms of an animate

body, these, like its essential organs, remain through all its

growth and activity, and constitute the functional powers,

whose deranged or consentaneous operation determines

the death or life of communities. He resolves the total

well-being of a State into two elementary interests,—that

of Permanence, represented by the landed property of a

country, held ( I.) by the Major Barons or Peers; (2.) by

the Minor Barons or Gentry : and that of Progression,

represented by its Personalty, under the several heads of

( I.) the manufacturing people in towns; (2.) the commer-

cial, in ports
; (3.) the distributive

; (4.) the professional.

The negative end of all the activity of the State is, to

guard the interests and concerns of the whole Proprietage,

whether landed or personal ; and even the protection of

life and limb is an object of care only in so far as it is

involved in this. But when this negative end has been

attained, there still "remain its positive ends : (i.) to make

the means of subsistence more easy to each individual

;

(2.) to secure to each of its members the hope of better-

ing his own condition or that of his children
; (3.) the

development of those faculties which are essential to

his humanity, that is, to his rational and moral

being."* It is evident from this that, in his estimate

of the proper functions of a State, Coleridge occupies

an intermediate position between Whately and Arnold

;

embracing within its ends more than the negative system

of the former, and less than the full Christian Polity of the

* Lay Sermons, p. 415.
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latter. While he would not restrict the State to a mere

work of police, he does not require it to become an instru-

ment and help to the special perfecting of private life,

demanding of it, not " those degrees of intellectual cultiva-

tion which distinguish man from man in the same civilized

society, but those only that raise the civilized man above

the barbarian, the savage, and the brute."* Arnold nowhere

gives us, so far as we remember, a hint of any thing which

his State, alias Church, can not do : he affirms everywhere

that it covers the whole ground of human life : no portion

of the energy of individuals is left afloat for independent

action ; but all is merged into the organization of the body

politic or the body ecclesiastic. Coleridge, on the other

hand, declares it essential to the well-being of the common-
wealth, that there should be a reserve of latent power in the

hands of individuals, and that this shall be maintained in

due proportion to the embodied power of the State. He
deprecates the loss of individuality which takes place in

absolute monarchies and in absolute republics,—in the one

case by autocratic annihilation, in the other by democratic

absorption of private characteristics : and justly refers the

practical freedom of the English people to the fact that they

have not delegated their zvhole power to the Parliament and

sovereign. This point secured, there is but one other con-

dition on which the healthy action of the State depends

;

viz. : that there be a due proportion between the real social

influence of its several classes and interests, and their

recognizedpoliticalpower. If the Permanent and Progres-

sive elements have their relative forces adjusted in one way
in society, and in quite another in the legislature ; if any

class has risen into possession of influential wealth, without

admission into the public franchises ; or if intellect and skill

obtain direct entrance to administrative offices, without any

of the securities afforded by cognizable possession ; this

rule is violated, and the equilibrium of social functions is

disturbed. It may be observed, however, that where the

* Lay Sermons, p. 415.
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conditions of well-being in communities seem to be hope-

lessly absent, a spontaneous compensation takes place, till

the requisite element has had time to unfold itself. Thus
Coleridge himself remarks, that while the Progressive

interest in our own country lay yet undeveloped, the Church

in a great degree performed its functions and supplied its

place ; counteracting feudal tyranny and relaxing the severity

of vassalage ; holding forth the benefits of knowledge and

the means of future civilization ; and, by opening in its

monasteries an asylum for fugitive dependents and oppressed

franklins, becoming the nursery of towns. We would add,

that at this moment a striking illustration of the same

principle of compensation is working itself out before our

eyes. It is undeniable that among the disorders of our

English State we must reckon it not the least, that the Pro-

gressive interest has not political power at all in proportion

to its free life and energy in society ; and that the " clear

and effectual majority of the lower House," provided for it

in the theory of the Constitution, has been shifted into the

opposite scale. Of this disorder the obstinate maintenance

of the corn-laws and the game-laws are the plainest and

most irritating symptom. But who can fail to observe the

healthy and natural tendency of this incorrespondency to

right itself? The elements which have hitherto composed

the Permanent interest are manifestly undergoing dissolu-

tion. The la}ided influence has for ages included both the

oivners and the occupiers of the soil : and to regard them

otherwise than as one body would have been considered, a

century ago, a sign of ignorance and folly. And so it

might have continued, had thefiduciary character of landed

possession never been forgotten, and had not a course of

cupidity and ambition on the part of the owners reduced

the cultivators to a state of dependence and uncertainty,

without any enduring stake in the fields of their own tillage.

But this very dependence, this precarious tendency, con-

verts them into mere traders ; makes the principles of com-

mercial exchange not only applicable (which of course they
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must always be) to the produce of their toil, but paramount

with them over every feeling which might otherwise have

continued to determine their political associations. They

are accordingly undergoing a transference from the landed

to the persofial interest ; learning to regard themselves as

mere capitalists ; and acquiring the feelings, the notion of

rights, the estimate of duties, which characterize that class.

This we consider to be one of the most momentous social

changes of our own time : the remoter consequence of

which may be, when a system of long leases has restored

the feeling of independence, to shift the Progressive move-

ment of society, now dangerously limited to town popula-

tions, back among a rural yeomanry, ruled in their political

aspirations by a sterling and steady sense of justice, rather

than by the capricious and self-willed notions of liberty that

are apt to impel the city multitudes.

We refrain from following Coleridge through his historical

illustrations of his theory, from the development of the

constitutional powers of the British commonwealth. What
has been said will suffice to present his system of thought

in comparison with Arnold's ; over which it seems to us to

possess two prime advantages. On the civil side, it gives

a more precise and practicable definition of the proper

functions of the State, and removes the negative doctrine,

not by verbal arguments about " a sovereign society," but

by furnishing a positive substitute. On the religious side,

it has the unique merit of wholly separating the National

from the Christian Church : thus vindicating the principle

of public endowment for the higher culture of the nation,

without implicating it with theological disputes : imposing

no confession of faith as a condition of citizenship ; requir-

ing no legal definition of Christian essentials ; and keeping

the staff of government officiaries aloof from controversies

between Episcopacy and Presbytery, Priests and Preachers.

It is curious that Arnold, with his wide historical view, with

his interest in modern colonization, with his epistolary con-

nections in many lands, should have failed to perceive the
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Utter impracticability of his theory in such an empire as

that of Great Britain. With Indians and half-castes in

Canada, with Pagan aborigines in New Zealand and

Australia, with Hottentots at the Cape, with the Buddhists

of Ceylon, the Parsees of Bombay, the Brahmins of Ben-

gal, and Jews everywhere, embraced within the sovereignty

of England, how is it possible to make the profession of

Christianity a requisite for political rights and civil offices?

It is vain to thrust these vast territorities out of sight, and

construct a theory that shall be bounded by the British

seas. Ecclesiastical and educational institutions, direct

ramifications from those at home, already exist in all our

dependencies : an administrative system pervades them all

;

and the relation of the natives to these cannot be an

external one : wealth, character, intelligence,—all the ele-

ments of social influence,—must not be disowned in behalf

of religious exclusion ; and once admitted as trusted func-

tionaries of colonial governments, they surely are not to be

held disqualified by creed from serving the imperial. The

difficulties of Arnold's theory are great enough in England

;

when it is carried to the offsets from English power, it

vanishes in impossibihties. Yet, widely as methods of

governments must be diversified with the populations to

which they are applied, a political philosophy ought surely

to reach some fundamental principles which underlie them

all, and to enable the widest and most various empire to

preserve a characteristic unity.

We are unwilling to try our readers' patience by needlessly

extending a discussion which, from the compressed form it

unavoidably assumes, occasions, we fear, an unwelcome

strain upon their attention. Yet we cannot close without

indicating, in some imperfect way, the course of reflection

by which, as we conceive, these great questions of Polity

may be brought to a successful issue. We are satisfied

that no test can be applied to the several competing systems

of our day,—that no sound guidance can be obtained even

through the confusion of the Maynooth debate,—without
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adverting to the first principles of political society. Almost

all the ecclesiastical schemes of our times seem to us well-

reasoned from the premisses they severally assume. The
voluntaryism of the Independents, the Catholicism of Mr.

Ward, the Establishment scheme of Warburton and Mr.

Macaulay, the National endowment of Coleridge and

Chalmers, are all admirably defended, and command the

assent of those who can take their first step without hesita-

tion. But here is the difficulty. To us they seem to set

out with Scriptural interpretations, or Apostolic parallels,

or historical predilections, or ethical maxims, or party

phrases, or rules of expediency, of the most unreal and

questionable kind ; to which, at all events, we find no corre-

spondent conviction ; and before and beyond which we must

search for the point of divergence of these different systems.

Our real clew must be found in the principles of human
nature that give rise to Church and State,—Religion and

Government ;—principles, of which all historical precedents,

and even Christianity itself, as a received faith and source of

social phenomena, are but the results ; and without reference

to which only a blind and empirical use can be made of

the lessons of the past.

An origin has been sought for the social existence of man
in the weakness of the isolated individual, and the necessity

of union for purposes of self-defence. The manifest

objections to this view, familiar as they have been made by

the reasonings of Aristotle and Cicero against it, have not

prevented its frequent reappearance.* A general preference,

however, has been given to the theory which refers the for-

mation of communities to the affectionate propensities of

our race : and this account of the original social bond has

received the sanction of Aristotle, f But it appears evident

that the relation of mutual equality which would ensue

from the mere sentiment of attachment {(f>i\ia), and which

* See Say's "Cours Complet d'Economie Politique," p. 544 ; and
Sismondi's "Fall of the Roman Empire," Chap. I. p. 2.

t Polit. III. i. 9.

VOL. II. D
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Aristotle himself points out as its consequence, is not that

which binds together the most elementary human societies.

A principle of subordination seems essential even to the

very idea of a group brought into permanent unity. This

principle is to be found, we believe, in the characteristics of

man as a moral being, and would be wholly absent if he

were made up of animal instincts, adaptive understanding,

and sympathetic affections. These characteristics are two : a

self-consciousness with respect to the various principles of

action which impel him, attended by an intuitive perception

of their relative worth ; and a causal power to act in accord-

ance with this perception. The former is what is usually

termed Conscience ; the latter. Will. These attributes con-

stituting the true human distinctions, he who manifests

them in the highest degree is regarded as the most perfect

man. Within the limits of our own consciousness, a

higher principle of action cannot occur to us as practicable,

while we are under solicitation from a lower, without our

feeling its right over us ; nor can we imagine the effort made
to serve its bidding, without a secret " Well done !

" Let

the same things be suggested to us, not in the comparative

view of our own impulses, but in noticing the men around

us, and the same sentiments will arise. A being manifestly

under the influence of principles higher than our own
awakens our reverence, and obtains a recognized title to

guide us : a being with evident force of resolve to execute,

more unfailingly than ourselves, what is simply on our level,

excites our admiration, and wins authority over us. The
one is the representative of Conscience, the other of Will : the

one has the spiritual attribute of nobler quality ; the other,

in greater quantity : the one attracts our aspiration, and is

contemplated as something god-like ; the other inclines us

to obedience, and is owned as something kingly ; the one

becomes the occasion of religion ; the other of govern-

ment.

If, then, there were no inequalities of character among

our race, the sentiments of worship and of allegiance
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would remain undeveloped. But the co-existence in the

same family of persons of different ages secures this felt

inequality, and provides that every human being in turn

shall live in the presence of those who are above him in

both the attributes of manhood. The parent stands to the

child in the place of God and King. It is this, indeed,

which makes the proper family, in distinction from the

litter and the brood. Were this all, however, the sentiments

in question would never pass the mere inchoate state, or

effect any wider and more enduring combinations ; all

populations would be composed, not of communities, but,

like the Greenlanders and others, of families living in sight

of one another. But as the child becomes the adult, the

moral inequalities which had been furnished by difference

of age are replaced by those which the varieties of natural

genius and character supply. It is impossible for a number

of human beings to be collected within reach of mutual in-

fluence without the appearance among them of some highest

soul to be their Prophet, and some bravest soul to be their

King : and around such a one,—in the former case, as a

source of law for internal guidance, in the latter, of strength

for external defence,—will gather the first truly social group.

Without such centre of attraction, it does not seem that

any equal and collateral sentiments, either of fear or friend-

ship, which men might entertain infer se, could become
sufficiently reflective or sufficiently extended to give rise to

the primitive forms of association. It is then the common
looking up, not the mutual lookiiig ronnd, that effects this

end : and society and reverence begin together. It is con-

ceivable that, for a while, a human object alone might

engage this feeling ; but soon it must rise and determine

itself towards invisible powers. For the strongest human
wills have yet a stronger, and after every triumph, vanish

as transient effects : and the highest consciences have yet a

higher, that they only serve ; and while the noblest beings

pass away, the binding law they lived to manifest continues

still the same. Thus that which they made men venerate

D 2
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becomes disengaged from their personality, and felt to be

independent of the limitations of mortal existence : and

the transcendent form of reverence arises which constitutes

proper Religion. Now, for the first time, there is an in-

visible object of faith and homage distinct from the visible :

the latter becomes simply repi-esentative of the former,

—

the embodiment of a sacred rule over human life;—not

the divinity, but the shrine. The lawgiver and prophet,

being now only the mediinji of faith, becomes the source of

Church and State, as separate from Religion.

If such are the elementary forces from which a com-

munity would arise, one and the same germ contains the

future growth of Church and State. There is nothing to

prevent the Lmvgiver, who defines and enforces recognized

obligations,—and the Prophet, who awakens the sense of

new ones,—from meeting in the same man ; and until ex-

perience has exercised its analytical industry on the func-

tions of human life, this will actually be the case. The
two characters were united in Moses, in Pythagoras, in

Mahomet : and all societies which either are actually trace-

able to the spontaneous principles of combination in their

smplest state, or have ascended to these in theory, and

been deliberately constructed upon them, have possessed a

theocratic character, and expressed the whole consciejice of

their members. Nay, in the conception which we naturally

form of a perfect community, we unavoidably resume the

same idea, and wholly sink the distinction between civil

and ecclesiastical rule. In the imagination of a Messianic

kingdom which occupied the Hebrew mind,—in the expec-

tation of a Millennial reign, which engages the thoughts of

many Christians,—in the faith which all disciples have of a

society of the immortal good beyond the reach of death,

—

a perfect coalescence takes place between the ideas of

Religion and Government, and the rule of a Divine Law
over reverencing natures absorbs the functions of them

both. If only one association existed in the world, so as

to be wholly intent on its internal regulation, and if the two
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qualities of higher conscience and of stronger will were

always combined in its leaders, this union of the elements

of Church and State would never be dissolved. But these

are not the actual conditions under which we live. A com-

munity falls into foreign collisions and disputes ; military

qualities,—rarely found in the prophetic type of man, and

implying a predominance of force of will over loftiness of

conscience,—become indispensable ; the hero most able to

head the business of self-defence and aggression acquires a

temporary pre-eminence : and different functionaries now

represent the moral law and the resolute strength of the

society. The effects of this loss of isolation and assump-

tion of external relations all tend to widen the separation

of Church and State. Conquest is made ; new territory is

taken, partitioned, and occupied : the direction of this work

devolves on the victorious leader, apart from the earlier

governors left at home. Hence he obtains kingly rights

over the fresh acquisitions ; and to guard these rights, to

modify, to interpret them, a special body of rules and

officers becomes necessary, constituting a different system

from that which before had managed all common affairs.

Of this system, the title to personal possession and the

preservation of contracts of service and tenancy would

manifestly form the chief objects, as between the members

of the victorious people. Growing up by a recognized

authority among themselves, it would still not lose the

moral character hitherto felt to belong to all rule, and would

be acknowledged as binding on them in a higher sense than

that it was their interest to submit. In other words, the

new code, though proceeding from their State-power, not

from their Church-power, would still form part of their

religion. With the subjugated tribe it is different. In

relation to them, conquest gives rise to a system of coercive

law, to which there is nothing answering in their conscience).

It is invested with no sacred character, and is long obeyed

under protest and with reluctance. Hence arises a great

part of the penal legislation of a country : and, connecting
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this consideration with the preceding, we see why the State

officers—representatives of kingly rights—take cognizance

of offences against pubHc authority and private property

;

while the Church courts long retain the cases of primitive

difficulty and injury between human beings, and settle the

domestic questions of divorce, paternal right, and in-

heritance.

Besides these general causes, involved in the assumption

of external relations by a community, certain special

agencies connected with the historical development of

Christian institutions have forced asunder the associate

ideas of Church and State. During the first century of our

era, the disciples not only held a new religion, but con-

stituted a new polity. Their monotheistic earnestness was

alone sufficient to prevent their having recourse to the legal

system of franchises and protection afforded by a Pagan

government, especially under a sway which no longer left to

any of its subjects a history to boast or a country to serve.

Add to this the expectation of a speedy return of Christ

to reign over them, the feeling of allegiance to him, the

sense of fellow-citizenship with each other, and total

alienation from the world about to perish ; and it can no

longer excite surprise that they organized a distinct republic,

and secretly withdrew their civil as well as their religious

life within the precincts of their own association. Mean-

while, the Empire continued, and its law nominally regu-

lated the political affairs and the temple worship of all

civilized lands. When Constantine, therefore, embraced

the new faith, he was himself at the head of a Pagan

system of Church and State : he found coexisting a Chris-

tian system performing also the functions of Church and

State : with this he formed an alliance, dropping the Church

element of the Pagan scheme, appropriating the State

element of the Christian, but leaving without much inter-

ference its ecclesiastical offices. Thus two social mechan-

isms, long independent, and even antagonistic, recognized

each other : instead of either absorbing the other, they
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entered into compromise and partnership ; and the false

distinction between secular and spiritual things became

established. The subsequent dissolution of the Empire

confirmed and widened this distinction. One temporal

sword no longer held sway over the whole geographical ex-

tension of the faith : but while Christendom retained its

unity, new centres of political government were everywhere

forming themselves, and creating distinct social systems

;

the incipient promise of modern European nations.

Provinces had long established their independent sove-

reignty, before the ecclesiastical power ceased to be

Catholic ; and even the mere partnership of Constantine's

creation was destroyed by the vicissitudes which caused

the dismemberment of the Empire to precede the disrup-

tion of the Church.

It is evident also that the growth of sacerdotal doctrine

could not but contribute to the same end. Not that this

would deny to the Church any of the proper powers of the

State. But not even the genius of a Gregory could reduce

the world to an avowed theocracy. And, failing this.

Priesthood takes the other course, and denies to the State

the powers of the Church ; claims supernatural offices

which no human governor may touch, yet without which all

other ordering of life is vain ; and thus goes apart from

the system which it cannot appropriate and absorb. The
Catholic doctrine, it is true, maintains an accord, to some

extent, between the civil and ecclesiastical powers as to

their ends ; both are to secure obedience to the moral law

of God. But the one is an earthly, the other a divine in-

strument, for this end ; and till the sceptre is content to do

the bidding of the crosier, it is but the emblem of an

agency unaccepted and unblessed.

But of all the causes tending to detach from each other

the ideas of Church and State, none has had so powerful

an operation as the Lutheran tenet of Justification by

faith. It represents Christianity as entirely annulling all

Law, and substituting a principle at variance with any
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lingering consciousness of its dictates. It treats the whole

system of feelings connected with the moral sense,—-the

scrupulous care, the self-denying resolve, the binding

pressure of duty, the recoil from retributory justice,—as

the characteristic marks of an unregenerate mind : and

regards the extinction of all these in a sentiment of reli-

ance on the sacrifice of Calvary, as a necessary act of

Christian self-renunciation, fulfilling the one great end of

Revelation. Now the State subsists wholly on the natural

sense of obligation : according to the Lutheran view, the

Church subsists wholly to supplant it. The State proclaims

the supremacy of Law ; the Church, its abrogation. The
State relies on the hopes and fears of responsible beings

;

the Church triumphs in their annihilation. Thus the two

institutions aim at ends directly contradictory : the condi-

tions of mind which they severally seek to produce in a

people cannot co-exist ; and every individual successfully

ruled by the one is detained or reclaimed from the other.

The State, in short, belongs wholly to the system of uncon-

verted human nature and a perishing world : and is the

positive opposite of the Church, which, by agencies beyond

the compass of our will, gathers out of that world an eman-

cipated community of saints. This doctrine is the true

source of the modern notion of a " separation of Church

and State " : and in proportion to their earnestness in its

adoption do English sects distinguish themselves in the

agitation of which this phrase is the symbol. The strength

of Voluntaryism lies in the belief that the ends of Christi-

anity are not moral ends.

From this brief account of the disturbances which have

interrupted the original partnership between the two

elementary powers of society, some augury may be collected

as to their possible re-approximation. We have found

them drawn into contrast with each other by historical

differences of origin in their present form ; by doctrinal

differences as to their ends ; and practical differences as to

their means. The effects arising from the first of these
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may fairly be expected to wear out. The accidental condi-

tions under which Christian institutions on the one hand,

and the political arrangements of modern Europe on the

other, developed themselves into their present form, offer

now but the mere inert resistance of custom to the perma-

nent force of natural human sentiment : and must

insensibly yield up their influence to the new social

tendencies in which that sentiment will ever re-assert itself.

Then, the doctrinal schemes by which the ends of Church

and State have been brought into contrariety, either as to

their nature or as to their extent, are, in our estimation,

false. Neither have the sacerdotal claims which would

add a supernatural function to the moral duties of the

Church, any foundation in Christianity : nor is the Lutheran

disregard of Law, which would withdraw from the Church

the moral aims of the State, any thing but the exaggeration

of a truth which leads to no such consequence. There

remains, as the only real and essential distinction between

the two institutions, a practical difference in their means.

Coerdofi must be habitually employed by the civil society

against the violator of its laws, irrespectively of the

offender's own sense of justice ; by the religious society

jiever. The only punishments it can invoke in this latter

relation are such as may be in accordance with the pledged

conscience of the transgressor, constituting an outward

expression of his remorse, and partaking of the nature of

penance: or else, they must amount to simple expulsion,—
an act which may have no doubt a penal effect, but is

intended as merely declaratory of a cessation of the bond
of connection. The ground of this distinction is found

in the very idea of the two associations. Both aim at the

governance of life by moral law ; but with this difference :

the Church proceeds on the assurance that all men are

conscious of that law ; the State, on the observation that

some men violate it. The Church assumes their anxiety

to serve it; the State, their reluctance. The Church,

looking round on the sphere of human temptation, speaks
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out in the vow, " We will not " ; the State, in the command,
" Thou shalt not." The Church, therefore, from its very

nature, relies upon the feeling of moral Reverence ; the

State, on the dread of Retribution. If all its proper pur-

poses could be accompUshed by the former, nothing would
remain for the latter to achieve : but conscience failing to

prevent evil in its spiritual beginnings, fear must interpose

to arrest its external development. The State is thus the

dernier ressort to the Church,—society's forlorn hope for

the check of moral ills. And hence it is, that it must

never fail; or else, being an expression of the community's

strength of Will, it loses its right, no less than its might

:

while the Church, representing the common aspiration

towards a perfection that cannot cease to be owned as

divine, remains unimpaired through all failures.

It is obvious that the characteristic use of coercion by

the State, though a peculiarity in the nature of its means,

must introduce a limitation into the system of ends at

which it aims. There is no human good, no element of

social perfection, which it might not fitly attempt to realize,

if there were reasonable hope of success. But wielding

no instruments except the hope of public reward and the

fear of public punishment, it is unable to reach the whole

of life ; and large provinces of duty must remain beyond

its vigilance and control. Without attempting to draw any

exact boundary around its proper realm,—which indeed

must vary with the historical conditions by which it is

environed,—it is clear that it can take cognizance only of

external actions, susceptible of attestation ; that it cannot

regulate acts of simple prudence and imprudence ; that,

even of injuries, only those can be brought within its

power which admit of definition, and of something like

admeasurement, both as to their intent and as to their

effects. Though, however, these limitations might be
carried further, we altogether deny that they reduce the

business of the State to the " protection of body and
goods." We believe that a government which refuses to
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attempt more will soon be unable to accomplish this : and

that when it seems to move with success within these

narrow bounds, the order of which it boasts is bequeathed

from an age when it aspired to a nobler power, and is sus-

tained by sentiments lingering from that better time. The
superannuated village schoolmaster may retire into the

dignity of village constable ; and when he sees the decent

habits, the quiet security, the neighbourly respect, prevail-

ing in the place, not a cabbage stolen from the gardens,

not a bit of washed linen threatened in the fields, the old

man may indulge in complacent reflections on the potency

of his office, and see in all this the terrors of his staff.

He forgets that he taught the alphabet before he vindicated

the law ; that the men and women in the cottages were,

a few years ago, the boys and girls on his old school-bench
;

that the kindly thoughts around him were born in the

play-ground or the cricket-green ; and that the reverent

sense of Christian hope and duty, first awakened by his

own serious voice, is the real guardian of the peace and
order he admires. A State that, on the appointment of

some philosophy more easy than wise, is in a condition to

retire into official "protector of body and goods," must

have had some more respectable occupation in its youth.

On the whole, we should say, as the general result of

the previous reflections, that the Church is that system of

organized agencies by which men in society may be led

towards compliance with the whole moral law, through

reverence : and the State is that system of organized

agencies by which men in society may be led to comply

with sucli parts of the moral lazv as are within the reach of

public retvard and punishment. Besides the Chitrch proper,

including the arrangements (i.) for worship, (2.) for educa-

tion, there are a number of unorganized agencies of

the same class : they comprise the whole set of influences

proceeding from higher minds upon lower, whether in

domestic government ; in the exercises of charity, in litera-

ture, or in social intercourse. And besides the State
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proper, including (i.) the legislative, (2.) the judicial, (3.)

the executive systems, there are also a number of

unorganized agencies of the same class : they comprise the

whole set of prudential motives, whether from physical

pleasure and pain, from public opinion, or from expecta-

tion of future reward and punishment. It is evident, that

if the Church, in this largest sense, were perfect in its

action, the State functions would never come into existence,

but always stand at zero : that if, on the other hand, the

Church had no action, the State functions would become
infinite, and cease to be possible : and that every success

of the Church is a burden taken from the State. What
then is the conclusion to be drawn as to the mutual rela-

tion of the two institutions ? Manifestly this : since a

Society-in-State has no ends of self-government, which [the

same Society-iti-Church does not aim to anticipate and

realize in a better way, theformer has the deepest interest in

aiding the experiment of the latter. In principle, then, we

see no ground for denouncing the interposition of civil

support on behalf of educational and religious institutions.

If it be competent to the sovereign authority to spend the

resources of the country in punishing wrong-doers, it seems

perverse to say that the same authoritymay not engage itself

in preventing their existence. Unfortunately, however, the

abstract conclusion which we have stated lies at a vast

distance from the practical questions which create the

ecclesiastical controversies of the present day, and affords

but an incipient clew to guide us through their intricacies.

The State authorities may have the right to aid the Church ;

but suppose they cannot find it; that the national sources

of Reverence lie among the unorganized agencies, and

have deserted the visible ecclesiastical system ; suppose

that the citizens, unconscious of the devout sentiments

which unite them at heart, are so sensitive about the formal

beliefs which separate them in understanding, that a com-

mon recognition by the sovereign power threatens an

implacable strife ; suppose it impossible to gain assurance
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that the thing aided is a Church and a national Church,

—

that is, does really inspire reverence for the obligations of

citizenship

;

—what then is to be done ? Can the right

take effect ? or, for want of the proper historical conditions,

must it be inactive till better times ? We shall not

attempt to resolve these questions now ; anxious, in tracing

our path through the theory of Polity, to admit no disturb-

ance from the sceptic laugh, and fanatic fears, and party

rage, that confuse every entrance on its practice.





II.

THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.*

We have often wondered that the EngHsh, the most

sensible, but the most illogical of nations, should endure so

patiently the intricacies and uncertainties of their law.

That the careless and acute Athenian should frequent his

city's courts, with keen relish for the subtlest pleadings by

which sophistry could entangle justice, is in keeping with

the characteristics of his vivacious and intellectual race.

But the docile attention with which an English grazier or

tea-dealer, apter to deal with things than with words, will

listen to long arguments on forms of evidence and points of

law, content no less to let the decision go by flaw than if

taken on the merits, is a truly singular phenomenon. The
man has no taste for verbal gymnastics ; and fine distinc-

tions, if he can see them at all, give him the headache.

The fact is, however, he has an obtuse feeling that, through

* I. " The Church, the Crown, and the State : their Junction or their

Separation ; considered in Two Sermons bearing reference to the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council." By the Rev. W. J. E.

Bennett, M.A., Perpetual Curate of St. Paul's, Knightsbridge. Third

Edition. London. 1850.

2. "Lives of the English Saints." London. 1S44, 1S45, &c.

3. " The Temporalities of the Established Church, as they are, and

as they might be." By William Beeston, an old Churchman. London.

1850.

4. " Religion, the Church, and the People ; a Sermon."—By J,

Hamilton Thorn. London. 1S49.— Westminster Rcvieiv, 1850.
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all this play of ingenuity, justice on the whole gets substan-

tially done. Moreover, the mere legal quibbles are used

as instruments of escape, not of condemnation, and fall in

with his leanings to mercy. Once begin to confiscate the

patrimonies of his neighbours by help of legal informalities,

or to hang men by sophism, and he will give full proof of

not only his love for real justice, but his aversion for logical

semblance.

As it is with law, so with divinity. Give the English

layman something like right on the whole, and he will not

begrudge the lawyers an ample margin for the manoeuvres

of a questionable skill. Give him something like truth on

the whole, by which he may guide himself and live, and he

will indulge the divines with license of unlimited talk, and

even look with reverent admiration on ponderous libraries

written about his simple creed. He looks no further into

theology than the demeanour of the parish clergyman. Let

the vicar and his curate read the service impressively, preach

no novelties, light no candles, look after the village schools,

make themselves useful at the board of guardians, and keep

the neighbours on pleasant terms with one another, and,

for aught he cares, they may suit themselves with any

doctrine between Whitgift and Grotius, Laud and Tillotson.

He looks on the clerical eagerness about dogma as he does

on his wife's gossip and voluminous correspondence,—as

inherent in the genius of the class, and somehow related to

the nice perception and voluble enthusiasm of which he

himself feels the fascination. Only you must not ask him

to take a part : his business-like habits are apt to bruise the

graces ; and his plain understanding rubs out all the fine

distinctions of the creeds. He leaves these things to

ecclesiastics, and with so free an indulgence that there is

scarcely any intensity of bigotry and absurdity that may not

have its way, provided he and his church are not positively

committed to them. Folly and narrow-heartedness in one

priest are counterbalanced by the wisdom and charity of

another ; the Calvinism of a Simeon by the Arminianism
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of a Maltby ; the sacramental doctrine of Puscy by the

ethical theology of Arnold. The English are not a specu-

lative i)eople. And so long as they see such men as

Whately, Thirlwall, and Sumner amicably seated on the

same bench as Blomfield and Philpotts, no religious

Churchman will miss there a representative of his faith,

and the Established Church will gain the credit of being

reasonably open to varieties of opinion. The decisions in

the Articles may be stringent, the pretensions of the

ordination-service arrogant, and the imprecations of the

creed unflinching : but while they are not pressed into any

visible form of ecclesiastical action, the persons of a few

mild and charitable bishops suffice to counteract their

effect, and to persuade men, fresh from the very sound

of her anathemas, that they belong to the most liberal of

churches.

Till within the last fifteen years, the English clergy have

well understood the conditions on which this favourable-

interpretation of their system depends. They have not,

indeed, always confined their controversies within friendly

bounds ; and an over-zealous bishop, like Dr. Marsh,

might draw around his diocese a close cordon of eighty-

seven questions for the exclusion of Calvinistic preachers.

But they have kept these differences to themselves : the)'

have not driven the secular bystander to take sides ; they

have, rather, relied on the inattention of the majority of

laymen to dogmatic divinity ; and, amid internal heart-

burnings, have accepted compliments from neutral admirers,

on the generous latitude which admits into one communion

Parker and Burnet, Newton and Paley. For some time

past, however, they have evinced more ingenuousness and

less discretion ; the boast of variety they have exchanged

for pretensions to unity ; the inconsistencies which consti-

tuted their strength they would wipe out as a reproach.

The Anglican talks in high strain of the Catholic consent,

as if he were not contradicted by the Bible-Society preacher

in the next parish church. The Evangelical glorifies the

VOL. II. E
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Lutheran Reformation, which his Tractarian neighbour

denounces as an apostasy ; and the communion to which

they have both taken vows is praised by the one as the

great ally, by the other as the appointed barrier, to the

Protestantism of Europe. Both parties affect to be ignorant

that the Church of England is the product of compromise,

and, in its scheme of doctrine and usage, has been voted

into its form of existence by the accidents of party and the

confused action and reaction of opinion. They pretend

that it is constructed around an " Idea "
: as well might

you look for such a thing in a Parliamentary resolution,

framed to catch votes. It is a dangerous employment to

hunt for theories in a system of pacified discrepancies ; for

while such theories are sure to be mutually destructive,

each necessarily insists on having the whole system to

itself, and will let no lodgings under the same roof to its

contradictory. Hence, differences, wide as those which

rent Christendom asunder in the sixteenth century, coexist

in the national Church ; but coexist only till one class is

strong enough to expel the other, or the nation provoked

enough to silence both. It is now conspicuous, that the

scope for various thought within our ecclesiastical pale is

an involuntary merit. It is no result of a wise tolerance,

but is openly treated as the vice of a lax discipline. The
Bishop of Exeter leaves us in no doubt as to what the

Church would be, if he might have the weeding of it ; and

could the past, as well as the present, be cited before courts

under his inspiration, it is curious to think how her

history and libraries, no less than her pulpits, would be

thinned. The noblest lights of her literature would be put

out. Had the Episcopal rules now contended for always

prevailed, Barrow would have been known only by his

lectures upon optics, and Samuel Clarke as an editor of

Caesar; Tillotson would not have preached at Lincoln's

Inn, or Butler at the Rolls ; no Cudworth would have

mediated between heathen speculation and Christian faith ;

where the names of Berkeley and Cumberland stand, the
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history of philosophy would have been blank ; Erasmus

would have found no biographer in Jortin, and Wallis no

admirer in Whately : Lowth and Whitby, Paley and

Coppleston,—in short, all men whom a mild and modest

temper has disinclined towards extreme views, or a clear

intellect disqualified for sacerdotal pretensions, would have

been lost to the service or adornment of the Church. The

question which the ecclesiastical parties of the day are now

trying among themselves is, whether a stupid uniformity,

impossible to genius and repulsive to scrupulous integrity,

shall be forced upon the state religion. Momentous as

that question is, it wakes up others far more ominous.

The litigation in the Gorham case is on too large a scale,

and in too curious a court, not to attract regards seldom

directed to theological affairs. Men who doze through the

sermon at their parish church are all attention at the rare

chance of hearing dogma translated from the language of

the pulpit into that of the bar. " Now, at least," they

think, " we shall learn what all this is about. We shall get

some notion what the schemes are between which we have

to choose." We are much mistaken if the result has not

been general among the educated laity, of utter disgust at

both ; of amazement to find themselves thrown back upon

the scholastic jargon of the Middle Ages, and into the

dreams of an unawakened civilization ; of shame at the

utter unreality, the emptiness, the cold distance from nature

and life, of the tenets said to constitute the religion of this

nation. Every Englishman has an interest in the Church

which is intrusted with the highest culture of the people,

and for that end has been endowed with resources unex-

ampled among Protestant spiritual corporations ; which

monopolizes the Crown and the Universities ; which is

protected by the oaths of Parliament, and represented in

the House of Peers ; which distributes over the land an

organized body of twelve thousand priests, whose primate

is the highest of subjects, while her curates are in contact

with the lowest ; whose vicissitudes mingle everywhere with

E 2
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the history of his country, and sometimes almost make it

;

and which still, in the eye of the world, represents the

place which England is to hold in the ultimate retrospect

on Christendom. In wading through the recent arguments

of counsel on baptismal regeneration and prevenient grace,

we could not help asking ourselves, " How will this whole

scheme of doctrine look when gazed at from an historic

distance,—like that from which we regard the banishment

of Anaxagoras, or the trial of Socrates ? When classed

among the systems of human thought upon divine things,

and thrown into the series in which are reviewed the myths

of Plato, the ethics of Antoninus, the Immanent Cause of

Spinoza, and the moral theology of Kant, what figure will

this Religion of the English in the nineteenth century

present ? " The future historian of opinion will write of

us in this strain :

—" The people who spoke the language

of Shakspeare were great in the constructive arts : the

remains of their vast works evince an extraordinary power

of combining and economizing labour : their colonies were

spread over both hemispheres, and their industry penetrated

to the remotest tribes : they knew how to subjugate nature

and to govern men : but the weakness of their thought

presented a strange contrast to the vigour of their arm ;

and though they were an earnest people, their conceptions

of human life and its Divine Author seem to have been of

the most puerile nature. Some orations have been handed

down,—apparently delivered before one of their most

dignified tribunals,—in which (as the notes to the last

critical edition fully establish) the question is discussed,

' In what way the washing of new-born babies according to

certain rules prevented God's hating them.' The curious

feature is, that the discussion turns entirely upon the

mamier in which this wetting operated ; and no doubt

seems to have been entertained by disputants, judges, or

audience, that, without it, a child or other person dying

would fall into the hands of an angry Deity, and be kept

alive for ever to be tortured in a burning cave. Now, all
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researches into the contemporary institutions of the island

show that its religion found its chief support among the

classes possessing no mean station or culture, and that the

education for the priesthood was the highest which the

country afforded. This strange belief must be taken, there-

fore, as the measure, not of popular ignorance, but of the

most intellectual faith. A philosophy and worhip em-

bodying such a superstition can present nothing to reward

the labour of research."

It is a mistake to suppose that tenets of this kind may

be prudently let alone, as out of contact with the interests

of this life : and to urge as a plea for indifference and silence

that theories about the future may be left to be corrected

by the future. On the contrary, there is no heavier incubus

upon the present than false visions and untrustful fears.

Ideal though they be, they are a heavier burden than

unequal taxes and excessive toil. They depress the springs

of hope, mar the simplicity of speech, set a police watch

around the movements of thought, and drain off the natural

joyousness of good hearts : and this, the paralysis of the

person, is worse than the crippling of the lot. But their

power will prove adequate to both: and only waits till

emboldened by indulgence, to crown the possession of the

invisible world with the conquests of the visible. Alread}

the very superstition of which we have spoken exercises no

despicable tyranny, and is constantly demanding more. For

instance, we were recently present at the following scene. An
artizan, who had an infant in dangerous illness, hastened to

the nearest clergyman, and implored him to come and baptize

the child. The clergyman, a person of more sense and kind-

ness than orthodoxy, questioned him as to the grounds of so

urgent a wish, and intimated that, in his view, the admonition

of parents, rather than any mystic operation on the child, con-

stituted the essence of the rite ; so that, where the parental

duties were about to be cancelled by death, he could scarcely

feel that his ministrations would be in place. The man, thus

encouraged to speak out, protested that neither he nor his
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wife had the slightest faith in baptism. " But, then, Sir,"

he added, " our parson will never bury the poor child if

she hasn't been sprinkled." We know this to be a case of

constant occurrence. The clergy are habitually employed

to perform a rite on whose efficacy no one present has the

faintest reliance, and which is submitted to as a part of the

funeral fee ; and they are thus the occasion of surrounding

the cradle of tenderest death with sullen unbelief and
hypocrisy. The guilty pretence is not felt by the parents

as a disgrace, since it is the appointed purchase of Christian

interment for their child. The church has here ordained a

struggle between veracity and affection ; and who can

wonder that her minister is used as the tool of falsehood,

rather than endured as the agent of tyranny ? In every

direction the signs abound of a disposition, not only to

retain, but to extend the pressure of Church ceremony and
dogma upon public institutions and private life. What is

the gist of the whole controversy between the National

School Society and the Educational Committee of Privy

Council about the management of parochial schools ?

There is no question here, as between sect and sect ; for no
one can belong to the governing board of such school with-

out signing a solemn declaration that he is a bona fide

member of the Church of England ; but the National

Society would revive the sacramental test, and compel him
to qualify by taking the communion thrice in the year.

There is no question about the character of the religious

instruction to be given in the schools ; for it is consigned to

the clergymen of the parish, with a final reference to the

diocesan, in case of any source of grievance or complaint

;

and it is imperative that, with the Holy Scriptures, the Lit-

urgy and Catechism of the Established Church shall be

taught ; but the National Society requires that the Bishop

should be at the last appeal on all school matters, secular

as well as spiritual. In short, the Committee of Privy Coun-
cil, as trustee of the Parliamentary grant, insists on a fair pro-

portion of lay influence, of local administration, of secular
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instruction : the National Society regards as a grievance

every thing that threatens clerical ascendency, or raises

mental culture into independent importance. Not to

educate, but to restrain education within limits suitable to a

faith in baptismal regeneration, is the almost avowed end

;

and this end is to be accomplished, if possible, at the public

cost,—not out of ecclesiastical funds, but from the exchequer

of a many-faithed and half-dissentient nation. If any one

is simple enough to doubt the possibility of so monstrous

a demand, his incredulity will be removed by the proceed-

ings of a " meeting of the friends of national education on

strictly Church principles," held at Willis's rooms, February

7th. On that occasion, Mr. Napier, M.P., expounded the

duty of the State, with the peculiar mellifluous modesty

which finds favour in ecclesiastical assemblies : that duty,

he said, " resolved itself into the confiding to the accredited

instruments of God the duty of bringing the minds of the

children of God into harmony with his mind and his will."

If these terms had less unction, they would have more

sense. But we can hardly err in supposing that the

" accredited instruments of God " are the gentlemen in holy

orders ; that by " his mind and his will " are meant " strictly

Church principles "
: that " the children of God " are the

youth of these realms. The speaker, therefore, intimating

that " the question ought to be easy of settlement," requires

that the whole education of the country be delivered over

into the hands of the clergy. And this he afiirms to be,

" not preference for the Church, but justice "
; declaring the

refusal of it by the Privy Council to be " an attempt to ex-

clude God from the Government of the world ; to separate

Providence from man ; to set up the wisdom of man
against God's truth." Is anyone so ill-read in ecclesiastical

history as not to know the savour of this language ? The
tact of our forefathers discovered that a cardinal's fit of

humility, and tears of unusual pathos from the servant of

all, were the sure prelude to some high audacity of the

triple crown : and the tone of aggrieved innocence in a
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church is the common disguise of meditated usurpation.

The resolution which immediately follows Mr. Napier's

demand of "justice to the Church," throws a further light

upon the meaning of this plaintive phraseology. It prefers

against the educational Committee of Council the complaint,

that they " have in their corporate capacity no definite creed,"

but encourage indiscriminately various and conflicting forms

of belief" And, in urging this complaint, Mr. G. A. Deni-

son ingeniously states the only remedy which the ecclesiasti-

cal conscience can accept :

—

" The greatest danger of all was the practical negation of

definite truth which was found so largely in the Church itself,

from that spirit of compromise which led men, for the sake of

what they erroneously called peace, to fritter away the objective

truth of God ; from that sickly sentiment which made men
shrink from unfurling the banner of God, because on that

banner were written the awful words, ' This is the catholic faith,

which unless man believes he cannot be saved.' The effects of

this spirit of negation and of compromise were not far to seek.

The question of education had been, from the first, between the

maintenance or the surrender of the creed and doctrines of

the church catholic, and of the catechism of the Church of

England. All education flowed from, and necessarily depended
upon, the doctrine of regeneration in baptism,— that doctrine

which has so monstrously been of late made the subject of

appeal to a court not necessarily composed of churchmen, and
having necessarily no spiritual character."

The State, then, acting through the Committee of Coun-

cil, does wrong,—a wrong to the Church,—in " encouraging

various and conflicting forms of belief" The " encourage-

ment," however, consists simply in letting them alone ; in

setting up no inquisition into the orthodoxy of the voluntary

schools to which it renders aid ; in not forcing Jewish

infants to learn the Sermon on the Mount, Presbyterian

teachers to inculcate episcopal succession, Socinians to pro-

fess the Athanasian Creed, and Quakers to take the

Eucharist. The crime of the government,^—the injury it

inflicts upon the Church,—is in allowing these heretics to
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teach any thing at all : they should be wholly ignored
;

made to pay for the instruction of their neighbours' chil

dren—perhaps their own—in what is abominable in their

eyes ; but be left to their native darkness, until they repent

of the error of their ways. Poor, injured Church ! Was

there ever a harder case ? Was ever innocence so buffeted ?

How can she discharge her commission on these terms ?

They are nothing less than an Egyptian cruelty, demanding

bricks and withholding straw. Is she not intrusted with

the sacraments, without which there is no salvation ? And

how can she dispense these, and indulge her mercy for im-

perilled souls, if deluded parents are allowed to exercise a

vain self-will, and train their children in the fatal errors of

an unbaptized intelligence ? How can she be faithful, if

sectaries, whom she is bound to treat as aliens and pity

as apostates, are to be admitted as subjects equal under the

law ?— if she is to be responsible to infidel or schismatical

legislators and their latitudinarian commissions ?—if she is

not to feel herself above the people's will in her use of the

people's money, and meet no rival to undo her work in dis-

pensing this world's goods for another world's blessings ?

It is not possible to mistake the tendency of all this lament-

tation. The plaintiff of this class would be thankful for a

discriminating earthquake, that should swallow up, without

fault of his, all people who frequent mass-houses and con-

venticles, and get rid of all difficulty, by rounding off the

nation into the old ecclesiastical integrity, paring away the

ravelled edges of dissent, and leaving the Church smooth

and trim as a texture selvedged every way. Nay, he must

be the most illogical of men, if he would not contribute, by

a free use of direct persecution, to the same result. If the

State is bound to help only the true Church, is it not bound

to hinder the false ones ? Why mulct the dissenter's pocket

on behalf of God's truth, and leave his person free to pro-

pagate a lie ? If, according to the doctrine of the Anglican

clergy and the French police, " the duty of every govern-

ment is to combat false ideas, and to direct those which are
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true by placing itself boldly at the head ofthem,"*— it is folly

to go one-armed into the combat, brandishing a left-handed

encouragement, and letting the heavy fist of repression hang

down as if under the spell of palsy. Unless it can be

shown^and assuredly it cannot—that the sword and the

rack are ineffectual for the eradication of sects, the same
obligation which pledges the public treasure pledges no less

the penal law to the " definite creed " of the government
" in its corporate capacity." Nor could we ever see any

reason, on " Church principles," for squeamishness upon the

matter. Eternal consequences must override all the lesser

humanities. You make no scruple about shooting a score of

mutineers to prevent the disorganization of an army : why
hesitate to burn up a small sect, to stop the perdition of a

people ? To believe in the necessity of baptism, we are

told, is " fundamentally vital to salvation "
; and hence " all

education must flow from this doctrine, and the State is

bound to have it taught to the people. But if salvation

includes among its conditions a belief in the rite's necessity,

much more must it involve, as an inner nucleus of essential-

ity, the actual rite itself ; and the government which is to

sanction only baptismal teaching must a fortiori tolerate

only baptismal practice. It is absurd to enforce the doc-

trine and not secure the thing. Then why not provide a

State font at every market cross, and baptize under inspec-

tion of the police ? Why not enact penalties against the

" pretended holy orders " of dissenters, by which a spurious

and ineffectual imitation of the divine charm is palmed off

upon simple people ? You punish quacks who destroy life

by giving medicines which they know not how to handle :

why not put away heretics who ruin souls by administering

a rite that turns from a sacrament to a poison in their

hands ? To allow the self-will of pare?!ts any voice in the

matter is the mere imbecihty of false indulgence. It ha.s

for ages been held, that a father has no power against the

life of his children ; it is now generally acknowledged, that

* See the Proclamation of M. Carlier, Police Minister, Feb. lo.
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he must not be at liberty to suppress their intelli^e7ice ; and

shall we leave to him the right to sequestrate their salvatio7i ?

To limit by penal law the minor excesses oi\^&patriapotestas,

and refuse a like protection against this most tremendous

injury, is the grossest inconsistency ; and it should be made

the duty of the detective force to ferret out every unbaptized

child, and take him to the nearest successor of the Apostles.

These consequences of the " strictly Church principle " are

so obvious, that, if they are not openly mentioned, it can

scarcely be that they are yet undiscerned. At all events, if

our Anglican clergy make no immediate proposal to revive

the penal laws, it is not for want of premisses suitable for

its defence ; the requisite logic is ready at a moment's

notice, and only slumbers within the theory till the dawn

of some reactionary crisis favours its waking into activity.

It appears to be shocking in the eyes of our spiritual

guides that any one but themselves should look into the

doctrines which they inculcate,—discuss them,—do any-

thing with them but believe them. Holy hands are lifted

up in horror when such mysteries are approached by the

gaze of a layman's uncommissioned mind ; and a divine

patent is claimed not only for dispensing, but for discerning

sacred truth. That men like Lord Campbell, accustomed

only to the rules of profane evidence, should exercise their

judicial understanding upon a sacramental proposition,

affects the perpetual curate of St. Paul's, Knightsbridge,

with lively consternation :

—

" At this very instant, one of the vital doctrines of our faith

is \i€\Vi^jnds,cd,—is being called in qia'stioit,—is being argjied

a7id debated about, as though it had not been the creed of the

Catholic Church, known and witnessed to from the Apostles

downwards. It is being argued, and is to be judged, by those

who, in good truth, cannot by the laws of Christ sit in judg-

ment at all, seeing the laws of Christ have given them no such

power.
" How can tJicy judge of Christ's doctrine, who have had no

conunissloti from Christ ?
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" How can they judge of what is Truth, to whom the word
of truth has not been committed ?

" How can they take upon themselves, even for a moment, to

let the question move past them, as a question, who know not

that the Foundation of Christianity Hes in the doctrine

which they dare to handle ?

" It is an awful thing even to be, as we are now, for months
in suspense as to what the State may pronounce about a doc-

trine which is fundamentally vital to salvation.

" It is an awful thing to see men of a mere temporal power
dive into the mysteries of the deep things of the Spirit.

" It is an awful thing to see the men of Caesar,—as of Caesar,

—plunge so recklessly, and with such utter confusion, into the

things of God."—p. i5.

This sacerdotal arrogance might be permitted to have its

way, and spend itself against the energies of the age, if it

w^ere the outpouring of some private sect, delivered from

the pulpit of an oratory, or flattering to the owners of an

Ebenezer. The visions of Swedenborg, the pretensions of

Poughkeepsie seers, and the Mormon inspirations of Joe

Smith the prophet, may be left without remonstrance to try

their strength upon the ignorance of the age or on the

permanent tendencies to psychological illusion. And if

any number of Oxford graduates, whose heads have been

turned with ecclesiology, are convinced that they hold the

power of the keys, and if, by the combined force of bad

arguments and good works, they can induce country gentle-

men and suburban shopkeepers to employ them, at their

own charges, in opening and shutting the kingdom of

heaven, no one would have the least title to complain.

But when this sort of profession occupies the parish

church and claims the parish school, when it lives upon the

farmer's tithe, and grows on chapter lands, and thrives with

bishops' rents, its proud repulse to lay investigation be-

comes ridiculous. It is open to criticism, not from the

controversialist only, but from the politician. While every

theology is exposed to the question, Is it true ? a State

Church theology is liable to the more practical inquiry, Is it
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adapted to the condition of the national mind ? Does it

express this people's noblest thought and purest aspiration ?

Does it stand in sympathy with their common affections,

yet above their highest culture ?
' These questions a

government is bound to ask, and public men to urge ; and
a Church that cannot answer them in good affirmatives, or

that will not condescend to answer them at all, is dis-

qualified for longer occupancy of the national endowment.

A priesthood which, asserting a Divine commission, cannot

submit to any lower question than 'Is it true ?
' nor even to

that, except from its own tribunals, so that question and
answer shall both issue from itself, is, ipsofacto, unfit for

alliance with the State. The temporal powers must estimate

the claim by a humbler rule :
' Does our nation thi7ik it

true ?
' If the reply be negative, lament as we may the

perversity of human nature, the Church is no better able

to teach the people than if she were not infallible.

\\x are well aware that this is " low Erastianism "
: we

know the kind of feeling with which such principles are

regarded by divines like Mr. Bennett. The argument of

his pamphlet, however, has done much to confirm us in

their truth. He boldly denies any obligation on the part

of the Church to accept or perform conditions imposed by

the State ; asserts, that it is unfettered by any civil engage-

ments ; is not bound, except as a matter of painful necessity,

to recognize Parliament at all ; and ought to have all the

temporalities of an earthly establishment with the spiritual

al)soluteness of a heavenly hierarchy. The Church's

alliance is not with the State, but with the Crown. These
positions are made to rest entirely on the arbitrary power

of the Tudor and Stuart monarchs, in whose reigns the

Anglican Church was constituted, and on the then unde-

veloped state of our representative institutions. At the

time of the Reformation, and long after. Parliament was

of no account : its very existence, as a power in the State,

the Church at its formation never intended to recognize.

The oath of supremacy was, and is, to the sovereign alone
;
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to the sovereign, moreover, not as constitutional head of

the empire, but as ruUng by divine right. Churchmen have

" the high privilege and blessing of looking on him as our

anointed terrestrial governor under Christ." "Thus the

case stands as between the Church and the sovereign ruler

;

but between the Church and the State the question is en-

tirely different. The sovereign exercises his office as

coming from God,—the State as coming from Man. The
State is nothing more than an incorporation of a legislative,

judicial, and executive power, appointed, regulated, and

changing from time to time according to the constitution

of a country, which in England depends on the will of the

people, and is not in any way of necessity ecclesiastical."

" While adhering to the one as God's appointed terrestrial

governor, it might be severed from the other as being at

enmity with God."—p. 7.

After this profession of anti-state-church loyalty, we had

concluded that the " anointed pet'son " might rely on Mr.

Bennett's implicit obedience ; while an heretical Parlia-

ment,—unless it stopped the mouth of its judicial com-

mittee,—would be in imminent danger of losing his services.

What was our amazement to find, on the one hand, that,

on the first sign in " God's terrestrial governor " of any

deviation (as in James the Second's reign) from "true

allegiance to the Church," he would disobey the crown

(p. 10); and on the other, that, though his "conscience

should be aggrieved " by " unjust law," and he should feel

the time come to " obey God rather than man," he could

never think of resigning his pastoral office on that account

;

it would be far too cruel to " the little ones in Christ,"

—

"the Poor,"—whose "faith hangs on liis ; whose dutiful-

ness and adherence to the Church depend on /lis." " He
must not dissolve that bond that was made for him by the

Holy Ghost lightly." He must think that it is "the hire-

ling only that fleeth, because he careth not for the sheep."

He must anticipate the question which will be put to him

at the great day,
—" WJiere is thy flock, thy beautifulflock ?

"
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(p. 32.) And so, with a bleeding conscience, in a Church

bereft of catholic truth, the preacher proposes to remain
'' Perpettial QvlxzX.^ of St. Paul's, Knightsbridge."

If, however, he abides by the flock, and acquiesces in

Parliamentary law, it is more than could fairly be expected,

and must not be misinterpreted. The Church entered into

its engagements in the time of the Tudors, and has nothing

to do with any of the follies which society may have com-

mitted since. Cranmer having had no notion of the

Reform Bill, the clergy are not bound to recognize the

existing legislature ; and Queen Victoria is to them only a

perpetuation of Henry the Eighth.

" In regard to this point, i.e., that in the reign of Heiiry the

Eiglith the wholepower of the State resided virtually ijt the

person of the sovereign, it must be evident that the Church,

though she embraced (in consideration of an anointed king,

set over her in the Lord) the idea of obedience to him per-

sonally under Christ, she never contemplated the possibility of

the present form of government, by which the sovereign perso-

nally is of no power whatsoever.
" Henry the Eighth, and the sovereigns succeeding him,

were absolute and despotic ; and their own will was sufficient

argument for acts of power, however arbitrary. Their minis-

ters and their Parliaments were mere shadows. They had
none of that constitutional strength, by the voice of the people,

which now makes them irresistible. By the abdication of

James the Second, and the introduction of a new family upon
the throne, opportunity was taken to break down this despotic

power of the Tudor and Stuart kings. Acts were passed in

the reign of William the Third, limiting and defining the

royal prerogative. From that time,—the democratic power
gradually increasing, and the constitution, in every change,

becoming more of the people and less of the sovereign,—now
it has come to pass that all real government and power is

lodged, not in the crown, but in the prime minister,—that

officer of the State becoming so, virtually, by the voice of the

people. So that now, as in practice we know it is, the Church

is governed, not as the Church promised she would be

governed, by the anointed of the Lord, but by the voice of
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some accidental person, whomsoever the convulsions of politics

may from time to time cast up into the seat of power."—p. 23.

Now, what would be thought of any other corporation,

not ecclesiastical, that should reason in this way, and not

only plead its charter against Parliament, but contend that

the royal control can only be exercised according to the

forms and offices of the sixteenth century ? Besides, the

more absolute the monarch to whom the Church pledged

her obedience, the less questionable his right to delegate

his powers to whom he will, and distribute to Parliament a

share of the prerogative once centred in him. And how

stands the historical fact, as to the alleged submission of

the Church to the mere person of the sovereign ? The

preamble to the " Act (ist Elizabeth) for the uniformity of

common Prayer and Administration of the Sacraments,"

runs thus :—

" When, at the death of our late Sovereign Lord King

Edward the Sixth, there remained one uniform order of

Common Service and Prayer, and of the Administration of

Sacraments, Rites and Ceremonies, in the Church of England

which was set forth in one book, intituled, ' The Book of Com-

mon Prayer, and Administration of Sacraments, and other

Rites and Ceremonies, in the Church of England,' authorised

by Act of Parliament holden in the fifth and sixth years of our

said late Sovereign Lord King Edward the Sixth, intituled, 'An

Act for the Uniformity of Common Prayer, and Administration

of the Sacraments,' the which was repealed and taken azuay by

Act of Parlianit'nt, in the first year of the reign of our late

Sovereign and Lady Queen Mary, to the great decay of the due

honour of God, and discomfort to the professors of the truth of

Christ's Religion
;

" Be it therefore enacted by the authority of this present

Parlianieftt" &c.

If the unqualified subservience of the Tudor Parlia-

ments to the royal will be urged against such early evidence,

we have only to come down to a later period,—a period

disgraceful indeed in many ways, but not without adequate
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memory and experience of Parliamentary power ; and in

the 14th of Charles the Second we have a similar wording

in the Bartholomew act of Uniformity :

—

" Be it enacted by the King's most excellent Majesty, by the

advice atidwith the consent of the Lords Spiritual and Tempo-

ral, andof the Commons ifi this present Parliament assembled

and by the authority of the same, that all and singular ministers

in any Cathedral, collegiate, or parish church or chapel, or

other place of public worship within this realm of England,

Dominion of Wales, and Town of Berwick-upon-Tweed, shall

be bound to say and use the Morning Prayer, Evening Prayer,

Celebration and Administration of both the Sacraments, and

all other the Public and Common Prayer, in such order and

form as is mentioned in the said book, annexed and joined this

present Act, and intituled, ' The Book of Common Prayer, and

Administration of the Sacraments,'" &c.

Here is an act of Parliament, under which the prayers

are weekly read, and the sacraments administered through-

out all England ; which introduced alterations on the

previous forms ; which ordained the severest penalties

against recusant clergymen ; and, by enforcement of such

penalties, vacated about two thousand livings, and created

the body of Dissenters. Yet the Church, we are told, ought

to hold on its way in sublime unconsciousness of a House

of Commons ; conniving perhaps, occasionally, at its

existence, and using, for clerical purposes, " the disagreeable

truth," that "the real seat of power" lies there ; but always

prepared to fall back upon divine right, and disown the

constitutional state as a vulgar innovation. Mr. Bennett

himself, in seeking redress for what he is pleased to call

" the religious disabilities of the Church of England,"

does not deign to speak to the High Court of Parliament.

He petitions her Majesty in person, and prays her to take

in hand this disagreeable business of dealing with the

Houses. And what is the message with which he would

send her Majesty down to St. Stephen's on his behalf?

Why, to tell the Peers and the Commons, that they, " being

VOL. II. F
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no longer the Church, but having the Church under their

dominion, must be dema?tded to forego that domitiion as

beitig afi unrighteous usurpatiofi
!
" (p. 27.) A pleasant

errand to " the real seat of power "
!

It is a strange infatuation to imagine that Englishmen will

ever recognize in their Church an independent, self-govern-

ing, immutable body, exempt from constitutional restraints,

and shielded from those changes which the progress of

knowledge and the vicissitudes of thought introduce every-

where else. They are not in general very well read in the his-

tory of their country ; but every boy from the upper classes

of a British or National school knows enough of the course

of ecclesiastical affairs during the last three centuries to make
the pretensions of the Anglican priests to catholic unity

appear preposterous. Moreover, a claim that might pass

without challengewhen all the religion of the land was centred

in one communion, becomes not only offensive, but intrin-

sically incredible, when the characteristics of a devout mind,

and the faithfulness of the Christian life, present them-

selves without visible distinction in numerous churches. A
citizen of a large town can wander every Sunday into the

chapel to hear mass, or into the Friends' meeting-house to

keep silence, or into the Wesleyan, or Independent, or

Unitarian chapel, to hear in each a different doctrine of

nature and of grace, expounded perhaps in a manner quite

as edifying as the rector's. How can you persuade that

man that Christ has only one church in England ?—
that the rector is distinguished from all these people, as

a divine messenger from a set of impostors ?—that he

is appointed to open and shut the heavenly kingdom,

while they are set for a delusion and a snare ? If you

should provoke his sense of justice by this style of talk,

does he not know that Parliament, which once put the

Roman Catholics out of the parish churches, could put

any of these sects in ?—or could leave each parish as free

to choose its ministers as its church-wardens ?—or could

repeal the Act of Uniformity, which deprives the clergyman
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of all power to vary the worship according to his own state

of mind, or that of his parishioners ? A people that have

found a new'shape for their Parliament will not believe their

Church inflexible. The clergy, who apparently cannot distin-

guish between the permanence of objective truth and the

mutability of representative forms and dogmas, will probably

wait for the painful lessons of experience. But other classes,

startled by the reappearance of doctrines worthy of the age

of Laud, and discussions in the style of Peter Lombard, are

meditating the question whether the Church is really fulfil-

ling the understood conditions of an establishment. This

question, as now entertained, goes much further, we are con-

vinced, than it ever did before. It is not a mere doubt about

patronage and the sale of presentations, though that is a thing

odious to common sense and natural piety : it is not a

scruple as to pluralities, though custom only can grow toler-

ant of the abuse : it is not an objection to the incomes of

the bishops, though they do seem to detach the apostolic

function from the apostolic lot : it is not a discontent with

the monopoly of the Universities, galling as that is to the

intellectual aspirations of dissent : it is not a pity for poor

curates, or an aversion to ecclesiastical courts, but the far

deeper question whether that which the Chirch teaches can

truly be called the religioii of this nation. Its theory of life,

its picture of human nature and representations of the divine,

its ideal of moral perfection, its demands on intellectual

assent,—are they in agreement with the living faith, the

noblest inspirations, the clearest knowledge, and the true

heart-worship of the present English people? Or must it be

said, that what is held true by the best-informed rouses the

frightened ecclesiastic instinct ; that what the devoutest be-

lieve is not written in the creed ; that what the purest and

richest souls admire breathes through no appointed prayer
;

and that, in the real doubts and strife of their existence, men
betake themselves to other thoughts than the curate's com-

mon-place ?

Recent events, we believe, have awakened thousands to

F 2
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the consciousness of an alarming interval between the

dogmatic system of the Church and the living spirit of the

time ; and for one who refers this to the degeneracy of the

age, there are a hundred who regard it as a superannuation

of the Church. Unhappily, there is no simultaneous

growth of confidence in any other denomination, and so

the clergy, always debarred from ready access to doubting

hearts, and seeing at present no swarm from their parish

pews to the conventicle, are blind to the signs of the

time. They will be the last to know how completely

exceptional, among their hearers, is any genuine faith in

the system of doctrine which they teach ;—how many,

with all the tastes and habits of conformity, are conscious

of an active unbelief, and sigh after something of higher

truth ;—how many more rather suffer the service to pass

before them and graze the surface of their minds, than

take it up as any expression of the depth and intensity of

their nature. The patience of the English race, the endow-

ments of the English Church, and the respectable character

of the English clergy, only mask for a while the fact,

conspicuous in the rest of Europe, that the orthodoxy of

the sixteenth century has worn itself out, and gives no

adequate voice to the faith and piety of the present age.

The very difficulty felt in dealing plainly with this subject,

—the delicacy with which it is always handled,—the air of

solemn respect with which public writers look at it, and

pass by on the other side,—are evident indications that a

blight of unreality has fallen on the national theology. A
faith truly breathing and pulsating in the soul cannot thus

hold itself back in interior congestion, leaving the external

form of contemporary thought stately as marble and impas-

sive as death ; but will flow into a thousand significant

varieties of natural language, and flush the frame and
quicken the features with a free and flexible life. The
reverence, the trust, the devout hope of a great people,

can never fall into the artificial custody of a " religious

public," or utter themselves only through the mouthpiece
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of a separate " profession." Doctrines which cannot be

gravely mentioned without incurring the imputation of

cant,—which are distasteful, not chiefly to the vain and

careless, but yet more to the thoughtful and earnest,

—

which no educated man, unless he be in orders, can defend

without loss to his reputation, or attack with any gain to it,

—which leave scarce a trace on the fiction, the philosophy,

the poetry of the time, and would be silenced but for

special organs which they have created for themselves,

—

which openly despair of their own future, unless they can

coerce the popular education,—have manifestly lost their

living hold upon the minds of men, and are not fit to re-

present the religion of the extant generation. On this point

we shall discard all conventional fastidiousness, and plainly

state where we think the Church theory of human life stands

in hopeless contradiction to the wants, the affections, and

the henceforth ineradicable persuasions of the human soul.

All men instinctively feel that it is the office of religion

to draw them upwards by helping the tendencies of their

purest veneration and their worthiest love, by embodying

for them what they inwardly know to be holiest, and

reminding them of what they feel to be best. The voice

of prophet or of Saviour is ever a voice of sympathy and

tenderness, the sympathy, indeed, of a higher nature, the

tenderness of a diviner sphere ; still, however, addressing

them, not as strangers to whom the idiom of heaven is like

an unknown tongue, but as kindred in unwilling exile, on

whose forgetful yet unalienated love the dear domestic

tones will fall as a music of restoration. If it speaks of

fears, it is of fears whose shadow is already on the heart

:

if it denounces guilt, it is a guilt that sits invisible as a

nightmare on men's dreams. It goes, in short, direct down
into their consciousness, and deals with them as with con-

genial beings gifted with a sacred insight which they neglect

to use. It professes to deposit no sanctity, like an incrusta-

tion of security, upon them ; but elicits it from them, like

colours of a native beauty created by the touch of light.
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The Church theology makes no such appeal ; talks to men,

not of what they ought to know, but of what they cannot

know ; and makes its authority depend, not on its true

interpretation of the oracles of living souls, but on the

pedigree of manuscripts, the surmises of tradition, and the

slippery chain of episcopal anointments. Its expounders

assume a station outside the human, and profess (like the

sophists) a wisdom beyond the apprehension of man,

—

^eifti) Tiva T] Kar avSpanrov ao(f)[av,*—expecting no sympathy

from the answering heart, but demanding obedience from

the submissive mind. In their mismanagement,—as ever

happens when prophecy is dead and priesthood lives,

—

Christianity becomes a threat; "if you do not use our

magic and believe our mysteries, ' without doubt you shall

perish everlastingly.' " Nor is this the accidental feature of

some one school of theology ; it is a common character in

the teachings of Tractarian and of Evangelical, who may
quarrel about the means of grace, but can shake hands

over the eternal wrath. From this the whole economy
which they profess to administer is nothing but a contriv-

ance for escape. This is the fundamental postulate from

which the whole scheme is developed, which dictates all

its language and gives meaning to all its forms. The
charming away of this infinite curse is the very problem

which the Church proposes to solve, and which is held to

justify her existence. She is not there to make good

citizens and good men, to give sanctity to the laws of obliga-

tion, and hope to sorrow and pure affection ; but distinctly

to wash out of them a physical poison, and save them from

the tortures of an inexhaustible vengeance. And this

tremendous end she refuses to accomplish, except on con-

ditions which the wisest may be unable to trust, and the

most faithful may scruple to accept. For who can say that

goodness may not doubt the sacraments which Clarkson

and Elizabeth Fry disowned, and purity of heart reject the

dogmas which Arnold and Channing never held ? Either

* Plat. Apol. Socr. 20. D.
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what the Church insists on as essential are not essentials,

and her commission to dispense them comes to naught, or

some of the best of men and most saintly of women are

among the damned. We question whether any one, pro-

fessing such a faith as this, is to be believed upon his own

word. He professes a psychological impossibility. No
man, who would himself hesitate to put Channing on the

wheel, and object to burn Mrs. Fry, feeling that his reluct-

ance comes of a good heart, can believe that God will do

these things on a scale more terrible.

It requires, indeed, no great insight into character to

discover that any reality in this eternal curse and penalty

has for some time ceased. In proposing to rescue men
from it, the Church makes an offer which no one cares to

accept. Have our lay readers ever practically met with a

person,^—not under remorse for actual and heinous sin,

—

who wanted to be delivered from eternal torment ? If ever

a man does really apprehend such a thing for himself, and

wring his hands and fix his eye in wild despair, how do we

deal with him ? Do we praise the clearness of his moral

diagnosis and the logic of his orthodoxy ? Do we refer

him to the font for baptism, or the keys for absolution ?

No : we send him to the physician rather than the priest

;

we put cold sponges on his head, and bid his friends look

after him. Nor does his doctrine any better bear applica-

tion to the persons around us than to ourselves. If we
sometimes act and speak by it, we never feel, and rarely

think by it. Who ever knew a mother despair of her un-

baptizcd and departed child ? Let it only be considered

what is the scene, what is the perspective, before

her imagination, if she be at once sound and sincere

in the faith ; and it must be owned that even her most

passionate grief never rises to the pitch of such piercing

shrieks as she would hurl into the place of unutterable

agony. The whole conduct and demeanour of the very

persons who defend this doctrine afford the clearest proof

that it is incredible. The late Dr. Hamilton, of Leeds,
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wrote a book to prove that, beyond the little circle of

choice believers, the universe is a vast torture chamber ; and

yet a merrier laugh, a more exuberant wit, a greater geni-

ality, was rarely to be found. The professional hours of his

life were spent, like those of some old painters, in colouring

lurid pictures of his neighbours clutched by devils, and the

world in general swallowing hot pitch ; and for the rest of

his time he was free to dine with the reprobates, and crack

his jokes with the damned. No one, who seriously con-

siders the intense inconsistency involved in such a life,

can suppose that the theologian really held a faith which

the grasp of a friendly hand and the welcome on a

familiar face sufficed to dissipate. It is the same through-

out the whole class of the sincerest and most faithful

Christians. They delude themselves with the mere fancy

and image of a belief. The death of a friend who departs

from life in heresy affects them precisely in the same way as

the loss of another whose creed was unimpeachable ; while

the theoretic difference is infinite, the practical is virtually

nothing,—perhaps a sign of acquiescence in the clergyman's

official compassion, or a faint desire that it had been other-

wise ; but not half the distress which had been felt when
the .same friend had broken his leg and lost his Pennsyl-

vania dividends. What room, indeed, could there be for the

business, the amusements, the contests of this world, if it

reflected from every salient point the red light of so horrible

a background ? Who could spare any attention for the

vicissitudes of cotton and the price of shares, for the merits

of the last opera, and the bets upon the next election, if the

actors in these things were really swinging in his eye over

such a verge as he affects to see ? We would ask any

clergyman who reads the Athanasian Creed, How can you

transact your daily affairs with any peace of mind ? Your
coat was made by a man who doubts the co-eternity

;
your

grocer thinks the Holy Ghost created
;
you pay your rent to

a landlord who confounds the persons ; and your fishmonger

divides the substance. If you found any of these with his
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house on fire, you would not think it a time for prosecuting

your business : you sec him in a greater peril and you coolly

inquire about sugars, or discuss the choice of salmon

!

The misfortune is, this doctrine is in some degree protected

by its own monstrous character ; which takes it so sheer

out of all nature, that it can scarcely be confronted with

reality. If we apply to it such tests of experience as would

suffice in other cases, we produce results whose startling

look distracts the attention from their logical consequen-

tiality ; and when we demand from men a life in simple

accordance with their profession, the thing itself is so im-

possible that we are apt to seem unreasonable, and become

charged with the very extravagance which we impute. It

is, however, notorious that a large number, even of the

clergy, are fully conscious of their unbelief in this doctrine
;

and among the educated laity the impression is general that

no one, except here and there a dull curate or a pugnacious

bishop, is sincere in his assent to it. Will it not, then, be

got rid of? Not a bit : the instinct of ecclesiastical cohesion,

and the passion for nominal unity, will outweigh all sense of

human veracity and reverence for godly simplicity ; and year

after year, as sure as the Athanasian festivals come round,

thousands of clergymen will solemnly profess before tens

of thousands of assenting people, a creed which is false to

the heart of all. Depend upon it the State will wake up to

a sense of right and dignity in this matter before the Church;

and the honour of politicians grow sensitive to the blot, while

yet the conscience of divines could bear a longer shame.

Now, we need not undertake to decide whether the age

be perverse, or the doctrines be false. We only say that

there is an irreconcilable variance between them, and that a

Church which represents the one does not exhibit the

religion of the other. It is not just, however, to affirm

that the modern recoil from the stringent forms of the old

orthodoxy is the result of a light and audacious spirit. On
the contrary, it manifestly springs, in a large class of cases,

from a profound moral earnestness. They who are deeply
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impressed with the problems of positive and personal sin

are not likely to give much heed to the talk of a latent birth-

sin ; any more than, in the awful crisis of a fever, they

would consult about the patient's chance of hereditary

gout. It is the reality of evil, the living sense of moral

conflict, which makes faithful men impatient of charms

against a bad lineage, instead of help against a strong

temptation : what care they for the loins of their parents,

while the battle runs high between the better and the worse

in their own souls? Nay, paradoxical as the assertion may
appear, this deeper feeling of inward strife, which marks the

age, renders it not more possible, but much less, to say much
more about the corruption of human nature. It has ceased

to be a theory, scholastically looked at from the outside ; or

a sentimental formula, dropping from the lips of nurse-

maids jilted by their lovers, or squires robbed by their

butlers. You must touch it with discrimination, for its

meaning is known ; and with its truth the truth also of its

opposite has been discovered. It is impossible for a man
to find his ill but by the perception of good ; to explore his

darkness, but by an eye of pure vision and a lamp of holy

light : he cannot loathe the wrong without aspiring to the

right, nor combat with fiends without the instinct of an

angel. His self-consciousness necessarily reveals to him
both halves of his nature at once, and disgusts him hence-

forth with all one-sided doctrines,—whether the Church

whines to him about human depravity, or Socinianism

repeats its platitudes on human dignity. The feeling of

the present age demands, we are convinced, an observance

of this just equilibrium : the dogma must adapt itself to the

fulness and refinement of modern experience, or pass away

as the fiction of a world half passionate and half monastic.

The interpretation which thoughtful and devout Church-

men have long put on the established forms of theological

expression must be accepted. By the constitutional corrup-

tion of man they commonly understand no more than

the openness to evil which is inseparable from a free
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being

—

hvva\iis of sin as opposed to its ivfpyeia^—together

with that constant lagging of the halting will behind the

winged desires which humbles us to seek the help of God.

This is no stain which faith can cleanse, or hands ordained

to sprinkle wash away ; but an integrant part of our

nature,—its peril and its glory,—without which we could

serve under the bondage of no law, and win the freedom

of no gospel. And a meaning far different from the

historical definition of divines is currently given to the

word salvation,—a word, however, which, after every soften-

ing, is not sincerely congenial with the highest religion of

the time. Its direct opposition to datjination is very much
lost, and, instead of denoting mere rescue from a penal

doom, it is accej^ted as an expression for personal iiniofi

with God, spiritual pcrfectness of character ; or, without

reference to any penal alternative, the simple attainment

of a blessed and immortal state. These changes are the

inevitable results of more humane and more trustful

thought, trying to embody itself in forms selected by a

sterner and a coarser time. Let the Church be reconciled

to them, and adopt them. Though they change the

logical basis of its theology, they preserve whatever can

endure in its religion. Nothing is more dangerous to

faith, more surely fatal in the end, than to press with

rigour the forms of dogma which have begun to bind and
hurt the soul. Prove as you may that they would sit quite

easy but for the perverse writhing and resistance within,

the band has discovered itself to be unyielding, and from

that instant it is the very function of life to take alarm,

and either make it pliant or throw it off. It is as if you

tried to argue back the alienated love of those who once

were of one heart, but have diverged into uncongenial

tastes and admirations. The more stringent your demon-
stration that they ought to feel as of old, the more im-

possible do you make it : your substantial failure is

proportioned to your formal success. Religion, like

poetry, is a life, a spirit, that must find its own forms by
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development from within, and cannot be moulded by ex-

ternal constriction
; and the larger freedom you have courage

to allow, the less will you have to regret irregularity and dis-

tortion; for it has inherently a tendency to order and beauty,

only determined, not by authoritative mechanism, but by
the rhythm and symmetry of the affections themselves.

Every devout era has been marked by a free enthusiasm,

unconscious of reluctant beliefs, or boldly disengaging

itself from them. From such a time the descent to an age

of dogmatic construction is deep ; to that of dogmatic

reconstruction, is final. From the period of St. Paul to

that of Eusebius, what an infinite declension in every

thing that should be dear to Christian man ! In both,

diversity of theology abounded : nor in intellectual concep-

tion of the objects of faith did the rival creeds of subse-

quent times stand in stronger contrast than the Judaic and

Gentile Christianities, the doctrines of faith and works, the

Logos and the Son-of-David theories of the Messiah, the

Palestinian demonology and Alexandrine spiritualism,

which lie harmoniously together within the compass of the

New Testament itself. No greater difference separated

Jerome and Rufinus, Theophilus and Chrysostom, Augus-

tine and Pelagius, than is found between the theocratic

doctrine of Mark's Gospel and the mystic depth of John's

;

or between James, the apostle of ethics, and St. Paul, the

champion of faith. But the first age was inspired with

intense affections ; the other was withered up with dry

contentions. In the one, Christianity was a breathing

faith ; in the other, a dialectic exercise. The one had a

creative soul, the other a critical understanding ; and while

the former, rich in various populations, out of its differences

produced unconscious theologies, the latter out of its

theologies produced only conscious differences. Divisions

without end, and passions without check, have been the

invariable result of ecclesiastic legislation for unity and

peace. It brings with it strong delusion and a corrupting

poison into the clerical mind ; bewildering its perception
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of the proportions of things, and confounding the solemn

and the frivolous ; where mystery is deepest, raising highest

the conceit of knowledge ; where forbearance is most due,

removing all restraints from anger ; where penalty can least

avail, applying it with cruellest force ; substituting the

pleader's arts for the disciple's simplicity, and the sophist's

pride for the saint's meekness.

The organization of dogma is symptomatic of the dis-

solution of faith ; it is an unwholesome mushroom growth

from the rotting leaves now fallen from the tree of life.

That blessed foliage feeds it, no doubt ; only not from the

vital sap, but from the juices of decay. It is bad enough

that the Church should have inherited her chief formulas

of belief from such an age and such a reign as that of

Constantine ; a reign hideous with guilt ; an age so sur-

rendered to depraved morals and misdirected intellect, that,

if ever there could be in Christendom an incapacity for

discerning spiritual truth, it must have been then. But to

make such a time the rule for all others,—to dignify by

the name of " the Catholic faith " the propositions which

emerged from its wranglings, by outvoting or outreaching

the rest ; to scorn, in comparison, the light of recent

thought, and constrain the modern Englishman to put

back the index of his Christian consciousness to the hour

when Athanasius triumphed,—is a weak rebellion against

providential tendencies, and an irreligious scepticism of

God's perpetual inspiration. If, by a liberal interpretation,

or, better, a complete revision of the technical phrase-

ology of doctrine, the bands of creed l)e not relaxed, the

Church must either descend to the rank of a sect, or

become a vast hypocrisy
;
pretending to unity, yet torn by

divisions ; representing the faith of the country, yet

sheltering its unbelief; the symbol of piety, yet a store-

house of unveracity ; the nominal head of all our culture,

yet sworn to the words of an age that had none of it.

How long will educated Englishmen bear patiently the

injurious decree of ecclesiastics,
—" Vou shall not be
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religious, except on conditions impossible to the under-

standing " ? It is notorious that the present time is prolific

beyond all that have preceded it in lioncst varieties of

devout belief; and for a Church pretending to the affec-

tions of such a time, and comprising among her honoured

names Sewell and Milman, Hare and Close, to insist upon

the inflexible standard of doctrine, presents a singular

aspect of infatuation and insincerity.

The prevalent alienation from the stereotyped system of

Church dogma is by no means confined, we believe, to the

points on which we have touched. Men, we have said, do

not want to be " saved " from an " eternal torment " which

has no hold upon their faith ; or to escape, by ritual

exorcism, a congenital curse which frightens them no more.

They do, however, want to be helped into a conscious

peace with God, and a pure fidelity of life. Much as we

hear from divines of the pride and self-righteousness which

oppose the reception of their doctrines, and freely as we

admit the operation of moral causes like these on the

aptitudes for faith, we deny the general applicability of this

imputation ; and are prepared to vindicate the humility

and devoutness of a large and increasing class of doubting

and dissatisfied Churchmen. They are not less sensible

than others of the delusions of heart and decrepitude of

will, by which they fall away from the life to which they

aspire, and in which alone they can be in harmony with

God ; and they have no higher wish than to find a mediator

of this contradiction, and rise into the freedom of recon-

ciled affections. But the mechanism provided for this end,

in the dogmas of the Church, has lost its efficacy upon all

the higher class of minds, and wields no longer any worthy

power over the lower. The forensic scheme of vicarious

atonement is too palpably at variance with the habitual

moral sentiments of men, to command the old reverential

assent ; too manifestly conceived in the artificial style of

legal fiction, to suit a people ever eager to ground them-

selves on some veracious reality. It is useless for the
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preacher to treat the repugnance of reason and affection to

this doctrine, as the sign of a graceless heart. His hearers

know better, and are fully conscious that the protest comes

not from their lower passions, but from their highest

discernment ; from indignation that the dealings of the

Infinite should be described in the language of debtor and

creditor, and the universe, as the theatre of responsible

existence, be degraded into the likeness of a bankruptcy

court. They feel, moreover, that to accept the offer of

such a doctrine would be unworthy of a noble heart : for

he who would not rather be damned than escape through

the sufferings of innocence and sanctity is so far from the

qualifications of a saint, that he has not even the magna-

nimity of Milton's fiends. We are spared, however, the

necessity of stating the objections which we know to be

widely felt to this doctrine, as it appears in the Church

formulas ; for the following remarks^ by an orthodox

clergyman, present them with a force and clearness that

leave nothing to be desired. The writer divides the views

prevalent upon this subject into two classes : the first

representing the death of Christ as a literal substitution of

evil endured, for evil that else would have to be endured
;

the other holding it as an expressio7i of abhorrence to sin,

made through the sufferings of one, in place of the same

expression that was to be made by the suffering of many.

In reference to the former class of representations, he

says :

—

" We may say, comprehensively, that they arc capable, one

and all, of no light in which they do not even offend some right

moral sentiment of our being. Indeed, they raise up moral

objections with such marvellous fecundity, that we can hardly

state them as fast as they occur to us.

" Thus, if evil remitted must be repaid by an equivalent,

what real economy is there in the transaction ? What is

effected save the transfer of penal evil from the guilty to the

innocent ? And if the great Redeemer, in the excess of his

goodness, consents, freely offers himself to the Father, or to

God, to receive the penal woes of the world in his own person,
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what does it signify, when that offer is accepted, but that God
will have his modicum of suffering somehow, if he lets the

guilty go,—will yet satisfy himself out of the innocent ? In

which the divine government, instead of clearing itself,

assumes the double ignominy, first, of letting the guilty go,

and secondly, of accepting the sufferings of innocence I In

which Calvin, seeing no difficulty, is still able to say, when

arguing for Christ's three days in hell, ' it was requisite that he

should feel the severity of the divine vengeance, in order to

appease the wrath of God, and satisfy his justice.' I confess

my inability to read this kind of language without a sensation

of horror ; for it is not the half-poetic, popular language of

Scripture, but the cool, speculative language of theory, as con-

cerned with the reason of God's penal distributions.

" And yet this objection is aggravated, if possible, by another

representation, that Christ did not suffer willingly, or by con-

sent, save in the sense that he obeyed the command by which

it was laid upon him to suffer. Thus, a distinguished Ameri-

can writer, in his treatise on this subject, written only thirty

years ago, says, ' The Father must command him to die, or

the stroke would not be from his own hand,' carrying still the

analogy of punishment so far as to suppose that, like all penal

inflictions, Christ must die under ' authority' of God in order

that his death should have any theologic value. It is of no

moment to ask, in this connection, what becomes of the deity

of the Son, when he is thus under the authority of the Father

;

for he is not merely under it, as being in the flesh, as the Scrip-

tures speak, but it is ' authority' that sends him into the flesh.

To profess the real and proper deity of Christ, in such a con-

nection, is only to use words as instruments of self-deception.

His deity, after all, is not believed, and cannot be where such a

doctrine is held.

" Again, it is a fatal objection to this view, that it sets every

transgressor before the law, when, as yet, there is nothing right

in his chai-acter ;
producing, if we view it constructively, and

not historically (for historic and speculative results do not always

agree), the worst conceivable form of licentiousness. For if

the terms of the law are satisfied, the transgressor has it for

his right to go free, whether he forsake his transgressions or

not. As far as any mere claims of law or justice are concerned,

he may challenge impunity for all the wrongs he has com-
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mitted, shall commit, or can commit while his breath

remains !

"*

In such trenchant manner does a Presbyterian divine, in

a book written to defend the Trinitarian theology, deal

with the favourite Evangelical topic. ^Ve do not profess,

with our Boeotian apprehension of dogmatic subtleties, to

perceive the essential distinction between the opinion thus

criticized and what he calls " the second and more miti-

gated class of orthodox opinions," namely, those which

make the efficacy of Christ's death consist, not in what it

is, but in what it expresses. Between a substituted

" punishment," and a substituted " expression of ab-

horrence for sin," we can find nothing but a verbal

difference ; seeing that only by being punishment would it

express any thing against sin, or replace as a substitute,

with equivalent functions, the great penal scene of the

universe. We suppose, however, that a practised theo-

logical vision can detect some valid distinction where it

evades the ordinary eyesight. Dr. Bushnell, while paying

a higher respect to the second hypothesis, visits it,

notwithstanding, with the following decisive judgment :

—

" This latter seems to accord with the former view, in

supposing that Christ suffers evil as evil, or as a penal visita-

tion of God's justice, only doing it in a less painful degree
;

that is, suffering so much of evil as will suffice, considering the

dignity of his person, to express the same amount of abhor-

rence to sin that would be expressed by the eternal punish-

ment of all mankind. I confess my inability to see how an

innocent being could ever be set, even for one moment, in an

attitude of displeasure under God. If He could lay his frown

for one moment on the soul of innocence and virtue, He must

be no such being as I have loved and worshipped. Much less

can I imagine that He should lay it on the head of one whose

nature is itself coequal Deity. Does any one say that He will

do it for public governmental reasons ? No governmental

reasons, I answer, can justify even the admission of innocence

* " God in Christ." Three Discourses, delivered at New Haven,

Cambridge, and Andovcr, with a Preliminary Dissertation on Language,

By Horace Bushnell. (Hartford, Connecticut, 1849.) P- '95*

VOL. II. G
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into a participation of frowns and penal distributions. If con-

senting innocence says, ' Let the blow fall on me,' precisely

there is it for a government to prove its justice, even to the

point of sublimity ; to reveal the essential, eternal, unmitigable

distinction it holds between innocence and sin, by declaring

that, as under law and its distributions, it is even impossible

to suffer any commutation, any the least confusion of places.

"All the analogies invented or brought from actual history

to clear the point are manifestly worthless. If Zaleucus, for

example, instead of enforcing the statute against his son which
required the destruction of both his eyes, thinks to satisfy the

law by putting out one of his own eyes and one of his son's, he
only practises a very unintelligent fraud upon the law, under

pretext of a conscientiously literal enforcement of it. The
statute did not require the loss of two eyes ; if it had, the two

eyes of a dog would have sufficed ; but it required the two

eyes of a criminal,—that he, as a wrongdoer, should be put

into darkness. If the father had consented to have both his

own eyes put out instead of his son's, it might have been very

kind of him ; but to speak of it as public justice, or as any

proper vindication of law, would be impossible. The real

truth signified would be, that Zaleucus loved public justice too

little, in comparison with his exceeding fondness for his son, to

let the law have its course ; and yet, as if the law stood upon

getting two eyes, apart from all justice, had too many scruples

to release the sin, without losing the two eyes of the body, as

before he had lost the eyes of his reason.

" According to the supposition, the problem here is to pro-

duce an expression of abhorrence to sin, through the sufferings

of Christ, in place of another, through the sufferings of the

guilty. Now the truth of the latter expression consists in the

fact that there is an abhorrence in God to be expressed. But

there is no such abhorrence in God towards Christ ; and

therefore, if the external expression of Christ's sufferings has

no correspondent feeling to be expressed, where lies the truth

of the expression ? And if the frown of God lies upon his

soul, as we often hear, in the garden and on the cross, how can

the frown of God, falling on the soul of innocence, express

any truth or any feeling of justice ?
"*

* See "Tracts for the Times," Nos. So and S7, especially Part V.

sec. 3.
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After such a verdict as this, pronounced by an orthodox

divine, distinguished ahke by genius and moderation, who

can wonder at the aversion with which noble and culti-

vated minds recoil from the so-called " economy of

salvation " ? Of the feeling which its technical phrase-

ology produces, the acute and refined Tractarian leaders

are well aware ; and one of their earliest aims was to

withdraw this doctrine from open publication, under

pretence that it was too sacred a mystery to be more than

whispered in the sanctuary. If it was obtruded upon

unprepared minds, it was said, it might be extremely

dangerous ; for the secret treasures of God were not

always to be shown ; a vain display of them before the

eye of the unregenerate might have serious consequences
;

all holy things, in proportion as they were springs of life

to the faithful, were of awful peril to the unprepared.

Better would it be if the " stewards of the mysteries

"

would reserve this truth deeply in the shade, and adopt

respecting it the " disciplina arcani." What could be

more covert than our Lord's own dealing with it ? Is it

not a latoit presence in his teachings, never prominently

and explicitly declared ? And it is ever most effectually

impressed on others by silent implication, and the

" instruction of a penitent and merciful demeanour,"

rather than by being " proclaimed, as it were, in the

market-place," and opened to all indiscriminately.* Now,

let it be remembered whence this curious pleading comes ;

and that all the writings of its class must be read

shrewdly, like a paper from the foreign office ; for the

Tractarians, as God's ambassadors at the court of Human
Nature, have introduced a most diplomatic spirit into the

divinity propounded there : let this be remembered, and

the real motive for converting the warmth of the atone-

ment doctrine into a latent heat will not be far to seek.

Left to radiate at large, it produced a shrinking of the

mind, a withering sense of blight to the moral sentiments,

* Bushnell, p. 199,

G 2
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which endangered the whole Church scheme ; and if any

lofty and tender souls were to be retained in allegiance to

it at all, this dogma must be taken out of the mouth of

popular declaimers, thrown back into secrecy, and com-

mitted to sacraments of solemn look and silent form.

In rebuking this Jesuitry, the Evangelical clergy have

certainly all the honesty on their side. But in practising

it, the Tractarians rightly interpret, we believe, the

alienated feelings of a class of men, without whose
sympathy and convictions no Church can remain rational,

no theology respectable, and no religion above the taint of

gross superstition. There is no way, however, of preserv-

ing or of recovering their sympathy, or any sympathy by

which religion can profit, but by perfect simplicity and

truth. No management, no suppression, can serve the

end ; the guilt and discredit of artifice are spent only in

the purchase of failure. It is not by manoeuvring people

back into persuasions from which they have in heart

emerged, but by urging the Church forward, to comprehend

and interpret their ennobled affections, that the forfeited

harmony can be restored. The shadow on the dial of

history cannot be coaxed back. Lost positions in the

movements of the human mind are never recovered, and

in the oscillations of faith no reaction ever touches the

old points and reproduces the same attitudes of thought.

The same subjective tendency may undoubtedly recur

after long sleep, but it finds a new set of objective

conditions forbidding the re-creation of the past ; as a

south wind that has blown in spring may set in again with

the late summer ; but, as it falls on a different season, it

will open a fresh set of flowers. No doubt the recoil from

the Protestant disintegration of Churches has impressed

upon the present age a Catholic aspiration ; an admiration

for the unity which we have lost. But this feeling is

simply insulted by offering to its imitation the mediaeval

Romanism. Aspiration cannot imitate ; it must create

;

and whatever unity may yet arise in Christendom will be
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no less different from any thing we have yet known than

the factory from the monastery, the locomotive from the

packhorse, or the Times newspaper from the illuminated

manuscript. Above all, fellowship must be sought, not

by exclusion, but by inclusion ; not by enforcement of

dogma, but by sympathy of spirit ; not by suppression of

individuality, but by development of it, till its contrarieties

drop away, and it yields up Catholicity of faith as a

product of unity of nature. The " bond of the spirit

"

sufficed, without metaphysical definitions, for the disciples

in the age of the Apostles ; and every Church which

fears to trust its guidance is self-convicted of being non-

apostolic.

Perhaps the most positive divergence of the age from

the Church is to be traced in their irreconcilable notions

of what is best in human character. Their admirations

are not simply different, but opposite. The life which

appears noble and great to the mechanic, the merchant,

the statesman, is unholy in sacerdotal eyes ; the heroes of

modern fiction and biography are unconsecrate according

to the measure of theology ; and against that which the

newspaper praises the sermon lifts its voice. Nor is this

discordance at all concurrent with the old quarrel between
" flesh and spirit " ; the low, self-seeking desires, and the

reverent faithfulness of the human heart. It is an honest

and an earnest difference in the moral tastes and standard

of the devout ecclesiastic and the devout layman. If a

Massillon or a Barrow denounced from the pulpit the

corruptions of his age, the rake and the hypocrite who
listened were either pricked in conscience at his words, or

else aware of being too far gone for scruple and contrition.

But the modern invectives against the world and its ways

carry with them no piercing reproach : the state of mind

extolled as spiritual is felt to be only ecclesiastical : it

kindles no affection, rouses no sacred ambition ; at best,

it is only looked at from without as a quaint old picture,

romantic to see on the dead wall of time, and no man is
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eager to present himself in its likeness on the Exchange

or at St. Stephen's. We have reached a time when the

broad chasm between the Church and the world cannot be

kept open ; and we must have something to mediate

between the natural conscience and the Christian life.

The theory which entirely removes Christianity from

contact and sympathy with the common springs of human
action and movements of human affection,—which treats

it as a supernatural grace induced from without,—neces-

sarily creates a type of artificial and unmoral goodness,

incapable of being sustained in the permanent admiration

of mankind ; and then the Church, while abandoning in

despair, as a piece of doomed corruption, the real and

living nature which to a pure culture would yield the

noblest fruits, fails to impart any better inspiration.

Whoever persuades himself that, in the awards of another

world, there are to be two grand classes, separated by all

that can render contrast terrible, and that already, as they

walk the streets, men bear upon them the sealing grace or

the cursing brand, will not be content to see them look so

like each other. He will ignore the visible lights and

shades of genuine character, to dwell upon mystic and

viewless distinctions. Religion is not equivalent with him

to a pure mind and harmonious character, and may even

tend to distort the conscience and misapply the energy of

the will. It sets itself up, apart from morals, as a separate

business, involving a distinct series of acts, and rather

eclipsing all finite relations than glorifying them to infini-

tude. The heavenly frame of soul which must be sought is

not simply the best and highest spirit applicable to the

worldly work of the hour, but something above all worldly

work ; something that feels the very contact of such affairs

as a mean distraction, and that aims to sit aloof from them

in higher contemplations. The one thing needful in its

estimate is, to keep up in the mind, in a state of vivid

excitement, a certain limited set of thoughts and emotions,

which are taken as signs of communion with the Spirit.
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The great business of life is to perpetuate, not the uncon-

scious influence, but the conscious presence, of these

sentiments : whatever suffers, they must be watched, pre-

served, stimulated to greater intensity : everything is valued

solely by its tendency to suggest these ideas, or to burnish

them again when they have become dull within the heart.

This is adopted as the test of right and wrong ; and the

most injudicious efforts of zeal are approved, if they do but

deepen the essential sentiments ; while no employment of

the understanding can be so noble, no sympathy so pure,

no pleasure so innocent, no duty so worthy of our humanity,

as to escape condemnation, if it tend to withdraw the mind

from its prescribed meditations, and melts its rigid catalepsy

of thought. Hence the first place in the rank of obligations

is given to acts of devotion ; and the devotee lives that he

may learn to pray, instead of praying that he may learn to live.

The excitement of the Church becomes more welcome than

the drudgery of the home : a higher relish is found in a trans-

port than in a duty : the simple pleasures, the unpretending

moralities, the secular utilities of life, let down the mind to a

pitch too low for saintship;and those who cannot always be

strung up to the spiritual point, but who are careful to do

the duty that lies nearest to them ; those who, by the

spontaneity of a pure conscience, do good without a thought

of self, and give the cup of cold water, not in order to

be divinely meek, but in order to assuage a human suffering ;

those who refresh family and neighbours by the perennial

flow of refreshing sympathies, without knowing that they

have any themselves,—encounter the contempt of these

pecuHar people of God. Detaching religion from morality,

they concentrate their whole anxiety on the performance of

acts having exclusive reference to God, and an abstinence

from others which have no further guilt than that of pre-

occupying the mind, which is to be left vacant as his temple.

In the highest minds religion has no separate duties of

its own, but is the spirit which should impregnate all

duty : it changes the direction of no obligation, but gives
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intensity to the force of all : it has no rivalry with any pure

affection, but befriends and consecrates them all. Under

its influence, therefore, life is not essentially changed in

character, but simply hopes more, loves more, aspires more.

This view alone can save religion from degenerating into

morbidness and superstition : but it arranges men too much
by the natural groupings of character, and melts away too

completely the great eternal classification, to suit the priest-

hood intrusted with the power of the keys. The Church is

committed to a Manichean theory of the phenomena of life,

and binds herself to detect in it only the struggle of extreme

and absolutely hostile principles. Total spiritual night, and

supernatural illumination, divide this scene of things between

them ; and to give some semblance of probability to this, a

badge-morality must be set up, that it may be clear who's

who. The notion that they are living in a lost world visibly

influences the moral judgments of divines. They are bound

to find " the world " guilty, and see it under an aspect of

indiscriminate condemnation. Hence amusements, occupa-

tions, habits, beliefs, are condemned, not for their intrinsic

demerits, but simply because they are favourites with a class

prejudged as unconverted. What these children of perdi-

tion do, the heirs of grace make a point of avoiding ; and

where the wordly go, the holy stay away ; or if they happen

to meet in any scene which the former enjoyed, the latter

will be found to be groaning in spirit. Contrast and dis-

tinction thus become prime essentials with those who fancy

themselves secretly marked out from the sinful herd with

whom their lot is thrown ; and were there no world to

inveigh against and shun, one half the rules by which they

speak and live would disappear.

This contrast of character between the world and the

Church has not always, we confess, been as unreal as it has

now become. Usurping a place in Christianity among the

theocratic ideas which corrupted the religion almost from

the first, it operated largely on history, and tended to

realize itself. Under certain conditions, moreover, society
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inclines, by natural law, to part into extremes. The ideal

of Christian perfection, once given to the mind, could not

live in the close presence of a universal corruption of

morals, such as spread over the Roman empire in its

decline ; and to fly from such a world seemed the sole

resource for those who would be faithful to the vows and

hopes of their discipleship. In the eleventh and twelfth

centuries the whole aspect of Europe supported, by its

opposite colouring, the theory of a secular and a spiritual

race coexisting on this earth. The face of every country

was dotted over with castles as the symbols of the one, and

abbeys of the other ; and on the roads, the helm and sword,

or the cowl and staff, showed at once the traveller's class.

Nor, with all the vices of the monastic system, was the

external and assumed distinction entirely deceptive. One
difference of character, at all events, never failed : the

world was a camp, the abbey a sanctuary ; the one con-

tested at all points by men of war, the other occupied by

disciples of the Prince of Peace. But besides this, the

state of manners among the nobles and gentry, the cruelties

and treachery which marked their feuds, the oppression

with which they treated their serfs, the riot and excess which

disgraced their dwellings, turned many a province into a

plausible likeness to some devil's realm, and rendered it

scarce habitable by any but rude and untamed spirits. And
so the gentle and devout were driven, by the mere repul-

sion of such a scene, to take the vows of poverty and

celibacy. Through weakness and incapacity also many
were forced, by greedy relatives, into the cloister ; and
though the retreat often degenerated into a hiding-place

of idleness and hypocrisy, yet whatever divine enthusiasm

seized anywhere upon the souls of men sought a refuge

there ; whatever declension might afterwards creep on, at

least the moment of entrance was warm with the fresh

fervour of devotion : and that was the moment when the eye

of spectators, bidding adieu to the young devotee, caught the

contrasted glimpse of the world and the Church. Time
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after time, the convent door seemed to dose behind some

soul purely consecrate to Christ. In that age, therefore,

there was little to contradict the Church classification : as in

heaven, so on earth, were the spheres of character distinct

;

and to the opposite directions were qualities truly opposite

attracted. When all the business and enterprise of life was

of a kind that a pious Christian could not touch, it was

excusable in him to fly, and, in the absence of all worthy

scope for human faculty, make a business of religion.

But what can be more preposterous than to exhibit this

type of mind as a model for the emulation of the present

age ?—as if we had no more natural gymnastics for the

character than were furnished in the objectless life of the

monk ; no temptations, without meeting with devils in a

wood ; no self-denials, without pricking our waists with sharp

chain-belts, or mimicking with piercing hats the crown of

thorns ! Yet, to reawaken the English admiration for this

ascetic discipline, the " Lives of the Saints " are avowedly

written ; to induce converted bankers to quit Lombard
Street for a life of contemplation, to incline cotton-spinners

to recite the Psalter every day, and bring Sir Robert Peel

down to the house in a hair shirt.

These books are to us in the highest degree melancholy

;

not the less so for their singular beauty and fascination.

Their subtle grace of form and style, their frequent depth

and delicacy of expression, are the fair disguise of a fatal

unsoundness ; their brilliant and romantic colouring is but

the sad hectic of the spirit. Their whole aim is to re-

commend, not self-devotion to high ends, but a species of

suicide for Christ's sake ; the quenching of passion, the

abrogation of intellect, and the plucking up of the fairest

human affections, to be trampled on as weeds. The
intensest forces of the soul are to be spent in nothing else

than in crushing themselves ; and when beauty has made

itself hideous, and eloquence learned to stammer, and

acuteness blunted its edge against holy contradictions, and

creative genius brought itself to do nothing, and he who
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might rule an empire sweeps a drain,—then is the sacrifice

complete, and the whole nature thus ruined is said to be

dedicate to God. As if He were a great devouring abyss of

annihilation, demanding to be fed by the everlasting con-

sumption of whatever is lovely and glorious ; and stationing

men here only to watch every grace and power as it emerged

into life, and instantly pitch it back again into death.

In no instance is the extravagance of this doctrine more

strikingly presented than in the sketch of St. Bernard, con-

tained in the Life of St. Stephen, Abbot of Citeaux. This

poor monastery, the birthplace of the Cistercian order, was

distinguished by its severity of discipline. For fourteen

years it had existed without drawing to it any new inmates

to replace the original fraternity as death thinned their

numbers ; and already the life of unprofitable pain, and an

atmosphere of wood and swamp, had made great havoc with

the little band. Amid these discouragements, however, the

lonely place was one day startled by the knocking at the

gate of thirty men, who applied in a body for admission

as novices. This group, composed of men from the

noblest houses of Burgundy, was gathered around the

person and under the lead of the young and highborn

Bernard. The saint's graces of countenance and soul, the

sweetness of his eloquence, the quickness of his intellect,

are described by the author with the fervour of a manifest

sympathy. The enthusiasm of the youth was not content

with the sacrifice of himself ; but he set himself to drag all

his relations with him into the cloister. And he succeeded.

Genius, kindled by the consciousness of high resolve, has

vast power ; and Bernard combined, in utmost perfection,

all the qualities before which lower minds, in spite of their

rude stubbornness of will, are found to bend and yield

;

like iron that resists an outer pressure, but grows pliant with

inner heat. His burning words and indomitable zeal

carried off into monastic captivity his five brothers, who
left their old father " to sit alone in his deserted halls with

his daughter Humbeline," " a barren trunk, with the choice
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boughs lopped off" ; besides an uncle and many friends,

torn not from estates and possessions merely, but often

from their wives, whom Bernard persuaded or terrified into

consent and the widowhood of a nunnery. Our biographer

does not shrink from the protest which affection and

conscience utter against this frightful fanaticism. Whether

his replies are satisfactory to faith, we cannot presume to

say ; but assuredly they are not convincing to reason

;

indeed, so fine and feminine are they, that they can be

called answers only by a species of logical gallantry.

" Now, it may be asked, that Stephen has housed his thirty

novices, what has he or anyone else gained by it?—what

equivalent is gained for all these ties rudely rent,—for all these

bleeding hearts torn asunder, and carrying their wounds un-

healed into the cloister ? Would not rustics suit Stephen's case

well, if he would cultivate a marsh in an old wood, without

desolating the hearths of the noblest houses in Burgundy .''

Human feeling revolts, when high nobles, with their steel

helmets, shining hauberks, and painted sercoats, are levelled

with the commonest tillers of the soil ; and even feelings of

pity arise when high-born dames, clad in minever and blazing

with jewels, cast all aside for the rough sackcloth and the poor

serge of St. Benedict. What shall we say when young mothers

quit their husbands and their families, to bury themselv^es in a

cloister ? There are here no painted windows and golden

candlesticks, with chasubles of white and gold to help out the

illusion : feeling and imagination, all are shocked alike, and

every faculty of the natural man is jarred at once at the thought.

Such words might have been spoken even in Stephen's time
;

but ' wisdom is justified of her children.' One word suffices to

silence all these murmurers ; Eccc ho7no,—Behold the man !

The wonders of the incarnation are an answer to all cavils.

Why, it may as well be asked, did our blessed Lord choose to

be a poor man, instead of being clothed in purple and fine

linen ?—why was His mother a poor virgin ?—why was He born

in an inn, and laid in a manger?—why did He leave hisblessed

mother, and almost repulse her, when she would speak to Him ?

—why was that mother's soul pierced with agony at the suffer-

ings of her divine Son ?—why, when one drop of His precious
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blood would have healed the whole creation, did He pour it all

out for us ?—in a word, why, when He might have died (if it be
not wrong to say so) what the world calls a glorious death, did He
choose out the most shameful, besides heaping to himself every

form of insult, and pain of body and soul ? He did all this to

show us that suffering was now to be the natural state of the

new man, just as pleasure is the natural state of the old. Suffer-

ing and humiliation are the proper weapons of the Christian,

precisely in the same way that independence, unbounded
dominion and power, are the instruments of the greatness of the

world. No one can see how all this acts to bring about the

final triumph of good over evil ; it requires faith, but so does
the spectacle of our blessed Lord naked on the cross, with St.

]\Iary and St. John weeping on each side. After casting our

eyes on the holy rood, does it never occur to us to wonder how
it can be possible to be saved in the midst of the endearments
of a family and the joys of domestic life ? God forbid that

any one should deny the possibility !—but does it not at first

sight require proof, that heaven can be won by a life spent in

this quiet way .'' Again, let us consider the dreadful nature of

sin, even of what are called the least sins, and would not any-

one wish to cast in his lot with Stephen, and wash them away
by continual penance ? Now, if what has been said is not

enough to reconcile the reader's mind to their leaving their father

in a body, which looks like quitting a positive duty, it should

be considered that they believe themselves to be acting under

the special direction of God. Miracles were really wrought to

beckon them on ; at least, they were firmly convinced of the

truth of those miracles, which is enough for our purpose ; and

they would have disobeyed what they considered to be God's

guidance, if they had remained in the world. Miracles, indeed,

cannot be pleaded to the reversing of commands of the

Decalogue ; but persons leave their parents for causes which do

not involve religion at all, as to follow some profession in a

distant quarter of the globe, or to marry ; and we may surely

excuse St. Bernard and his brothers for conduct which was so

amplyjustified by the event. One word more : every one will

allow that he who is continually meditating on heaven and

heavenly things, and ever has his conversation in heaven, where

Christ is sitting at the right hand of God, is more perfect than

he who is always thinking on worldly affairs. Let no one say
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that this perfection is ideal, for it is a mere fact that it has been

attained. Stephen and Bernard, and ten thousand other saints,

have won this perfection, and it may be it is won now, for the

Church verily is not dead, nor have the gates of hell prevailed

against her. All cannot attain to such a high state on earth,

for it is not the vocation of all. It was, however, plainly God's

will, that all Bernard's convertites should be so called, from

the fact of their having attained to that state of perfection.

They were happy, for to them it was given not to fear those

words of our Lord, ' Whosoever loveth father or mother more
than me is not worthy of me' ; or again, that saying, spoken to

one who asked to go and bury his father, ' Let the dead bury

the dead.' Moreover, they knew that blessing, ' Verily I say

unto you. There is no man that hath left house, or brethren, or

sisters, or father, or mother, or wife, or children, or lands, for

my sake and the Gospel's, but he shall receive an hundred fold

now in this time, houses, and brethren, and sisters, and

mothers, and children, and lands, with persecutions ; and in the

world to come eternal life.' Bernard did receive back both

father and sister, for his father died in his arms a monk at

Clairvaux, and his sister also in time retired to a cloister. Let

any one read St. Bernard's sermons on the Song of Solomon,

and he will not doubt that monks have joys of their own,

which none but those who have felt them can comprehend."

—pp. 113-115-

To unravel the complex web of this dialectic is the less

needful, because it is, in its very nature, of that delicate

kind that no mind can be held entangled in it, except by

spontaneously resting beneath it, pleased with the feel of it

on the surface of thought. Besides, who can untwine the

windings of a gossamer, thrown with its dewdrops on his

reason ? It breaks in the attempt ; and, to be rid of it, the

only way is to wipe it off. As to the argument, however,

from the incarnation, which is to be good against all cavils,

we would ask,—Is it then true that the Redeemer might

have saved the world at much less cost? and was a

portion of his suffering absolutely gratuitous ?—can his

example be quoted in favour of the assumption of pain for

its own sake ? We had always thought that, " When he was
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rich," it was ^^for our sakes that he became poor " ; and if a7iy

of his privations were unrelated to an end, why not all?

Again, it is an abuse of all reasonable doctrine of self-

denial, to pronounce that " suffering and humiliation " are

the proper weapons oi Xhe Christian, just as independence,

dominion, and power. " Suffering and humiliation " are

mere negations, productive of nothing, conquering nothing

in and by themselves : they do not stand related to the

ends of the Christian life as power to the ends of the

worldly life ; for power achieves its purposes, whatever

be the quality of the will that guides it ; but suffering

achieves nothing, apart from the spirit that bows under it

and interprets it : else might a man be saved by a tooth-

ache or a bankruptcy. It is easy to see the source whence

this exaggeration springs. The genuine moral service laid

upon us in this world cannot be accomplished without the

endurance of hardship and privation ; and he who cannot

dispense with his ease and indulgences, and go fasting long

months or years without the taste of them, is no faithful

vassal of the Divine Power that rules him. There is

danger lest he shrink from the post of allotted trial, and

the spectacle of privation drive him back from his fidelity.

This danger must be provided against by devotedness

and resolve : suffering must be so vanquished as to be no

hindrance, and impose 7to limits to the perseverance of high

affections. But a positive help, an efficacious instrument,

of noble purposes, it cannot be : for, what moral, what

spiritual character, can there be in tortured nerves or a

lacerated skin ? Avhat sanctity in having the body brought

low ? does not the spent voluptuary, as well as the

fasting saint, accomplish that? Suffering and humiliation

are indeed conditions^ under which a good man must be

willing that his moral purposes and vows shall act without

abatement or recoil ; but in those purposes, with the

sustaining help of Heaven, lies his power ; there alone is

the armoury whence he draws the " weapons " of his con-

quest. No doubt, the apparition of a sudden difficulty, the
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threat of a great peril, nay, even the tension of some terrible

anguish, will condense, as it were, the energies of a strong

soul, and bring them to a pitch of sublimity impossible to

mere volition : but only on this condition, that the suffer-

ing be involuntary, starting up as a resistance to be hurled

away, not sought as an end to be retained. At once to

court and to repel resistance involves a self-neutralizing

action of the soul, inconsistent alike with its force and its

repose.

It remains to be proved, says our author, with evident

inclination to the negative, whether a married man or woman
can be saved ! Is the doubt serious ? What a cheerful

prospect must his faith open to him in the future ;—not even,

—as we had thought,—Abraham and Isaac and Jacob ;

—

but in the absence of family groups, anchorites and ceno-

bites, priests and nuns ! It is unfortunate for the celibate

successors of St. Peter that he was a married man ; and

curious, that St. Paul, the Apostle of the Protestants, pre-

ferred to remain unmarried. Nothing can more clearly

prove, than this query about matrimonial salvation, the

slavish Avorship of pain which is taking possession of a large

class of ecclesiastics in the present day. Sickened with the

prating about happiness and interest among moralists of the

last generation, they do not perceive that this wretched

idol, like all others, may be worshipped in two ways,—as a

god, or as a devil ; by adoration, or by deprecation ; with

the worship of love, or the worship of fear. The ascetic is

unconsciously a votary of the very same false deity as the

epicurean ; only shrinking from him in terror, instead of

approaching him with hope
;
getting into his power through

antipathy instead of sympathy ; and visiting his approaches

with exorcism rather than with prayers. In the eye of truth,

however, an idol is neither god nor devil, but just nothing

in the world. And so this foolish happiness,—much||stroked

and much beaten image, carved out of the stock of a wooden
philosophy,—is nothing to the essence of human duty at all.

Neither positively nor privatively does obligation lie in the
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feeling flesh or in the sensitive spirit : the sensibilities can

give no sanctities, and take none away : but simply stand

by as a neutral presence, that is neither to invite nor to

deter. Other scales than any they can give,—scales not

of measured intensity but of divine quality,—have authority

to determine the ends and provide for the holiness of life.

It is perhaps a very shocking confession, but we shall

nevertheless avow our doubt, whether "he who is con-

tinually meditating on heaven is more perfect than he

who is always thinking on worldly affairs." " Continually

meditating " on any thing whatsoever we should regard as

a state so little perfect, that the question of more or less,

according to the object that might engage so mutilated a

soul, is without practical value. But as the sustained con-

templation of " heavenly things " seems to preclude, while

the attention to " worldly things demands," the descent of

the will into action, and some wholesome strife for the

moral powers, we submit that the last is so far higher than

the first. If by " worldly things " we are to think only of

objects intrinsically evil, and to suppose the man planning

how to cheat his creditors, or wreak his revenge, or pamper

his appetites,—the question begs its own answer, and any

celestial quietism is better than that. But if the parallel

be drawn between a mind floating in spiritual space, and a

soul accepting, like a good athlete, the conditions of its

battle here, and animating the limbs to work, and the brave

heart to throb, under the controlling eye of the great

Arbiter, then we say that this last, though he served behind

a counter at a retail trade, is a higher graduate in saintship

than the most accomplished enthusiast of the cloister.

Whatever be the Divine communication with human nature

here, it can run through us safely, if at all, only like the

electric fluid of the atmosphere above, when we stand in

connection with the great earth-currents beneath our feet :

and he who would have all and hold all within himself that

comes from heaven will find, on his glass stool of insulation,

but fruitless shocks or dead paralysis. No man, poising

VOL. II. H
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himself apart, can there set and solve his own problems,

—of duty any more than of truth. And with all the rich

painting of these " Lives of the Saints," nothing appears to

us more deplorable than the image which they give of

minds intrinsically great and good, vainly expending their

intensest force against the impalpable resistance of their

own passions in vacuo.

The formidable encroachments made by the Anglican

party of late years, and the wide influence exercised by them
through the indirect channels of an attractive literature,

raise these topics of doctrine, morals, and taste into matters

of national, and even political importance. The ecclesias-

tical phenomena of our time are very anomalous. While

the clergy are, beyond comparison, more active and faithful

than at any time since the Revolution, this is in great

measure owing to an intellectual ferment among them,

which places them at a greater distance than before from

the sympathy of the nation which they serve. The fresh

tide of ideas and sentiments which has rebaptized them
with earnestness, and delivered them from routine, has

poured in upon them from the Universities. It is of

academic source, and of academic character. It is the

accumulation of thought and theory, the product of books :

the result even of a vast and deliberate design, conceived

and partly realized by one commanding and systematizing

intellect. Of that deep and vivifying mind the change in

the clergy is, in great measure, but the propagated influence.

Meanwhile, during this reanimation of the Church on the

collegiate side, the tide of life without has run in the

opposite direction ; and the very feeling prevalent, that

Oxford has been the scene of a sort of Popish plot for

plunging England back into Romanism, and, by a species

of logical black art, spiriting away across the German Ocean

the Reformation and all its works, has broken down popular

faith in the simplicity and veracity of the clergy, and shaken

the whole fabric. The new doctrines are hated ; and the

old ones,—as would appear from the eagerness to be rid of
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them,—were not satisfactory to the divines themselves. The

people who believe on authority are pulled two ways ; those

who believe on conviction are pulled neither ; and thus,

while the momentum of an inert perseverance is lost, the

vis viva of a new impulse is not gained. There is some-

thing, moreover, exceedingly offensive in the grand and

sacerdotal style with which the new ritual pretensions are

put forth by men who have only recently discovered them
;

and among the names most prominent in their assertion,

there is one at least whose appearance in such a connection

does more to discredit the whole movement than shoals of

tracts and CatencB Patnnn to advance it. In the Times of

March 28th appear certain resolutions having reference to

the Gorham decision : they declare, among other alarming

results of Mr. Gorham's interpretation, that the Evangelical

" portion of the Church," by participation in " such con-

scious, wilful, and deliberate act, become formally separated

from the Catholic body, and can no longer assure to its

members the grace of the sacraments and the remission of

sins." Among the subscribers to this denunciation against

the Evangelical party are two sons of William Wilberforce !

Everybody asks, Were not these gentlemen brought up at

Clapham ?—were they not baptized themselves by a vital

clergyman, and catechized by a Cambridge saint ?—was not

Charles Simeon the trusted friend at the paternal house ?

—

were they not, moreover, trained in a peculiar horror of

wax candles and holy water, as in all the other essentials of

decided piety ? When did they discover the good father's

" formal separation from the Catholic body," and his uncer-

tain provision for the remission of their sins ? And this is

the school which, when it would keep stagnant the young

thought of a new generation, preaches up " the inherent

sanctity of hereditary religion "
! Conscience no doubt is

imperative, and superior to all weaknesses ; but conscience

bears, without forfeiture of authority, some little mingling

of human affection ; and few would have condemned a

preference, in the present instance, for the silent modesty

H 2
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of filial reverence over the forward pomp of sacerdotal

denunciation.

Be this as it may, the hierarchical style is looked on with

suspicion in England, especially when it is an upstart affair,

new to the ears of men fifty years old. It is ranked with

the rhodomontade of a Mexican dictator, or the bombast

of a Haytian emperor. The chief effect of the dissensions

which have produced it is to startle quiet people into a

discovery of what the Church theology really is ; to convince

them in what latitude of thought she lies ; and show them

that, while they have been drifting down the living current

of centuries, she strives to hold to her moorings in the past,

and denies that she even drags her anchor in the least.

The old doctrines being undisguisedly reproduced, people

exclaim, " This is not what we believe, and we do not

choose to be bound by it. It may be all right after the

fashion of the old doctors ; but somehow it does not ring

like the Sermon on the Mount, and does not seem to fit

with men that ride on railroads, read newspapers, and sail

round the globe." The complaint, though felt rather than

uttered, or uttered by those who cannot explain and justify

it, is perfectly well founded. It is impossible for the layman

of the nineteenth century to think after the manner of the

fourth, or even of the sixteenth, and he must insist, sooner

or later, on carrying the clergy with him. They, living

more among books, may find it easier to sustain a stationary

mood of mind ; but they, too, must secretly feel a change,

the open recognition of which would be an infinite relief to

their sincerity. The affectation of immobility incurs in this

world the penalty of destruction. Catholic theories can no

more arrest the course of change, than the doctrines of a

universal atmosphere can stop the wind. It may be very

true that the Church is built upon a rock ; but the rock is

rooted in the earth, and stands above the sea, and with the

mountains and the floods must roll on through the great

seasons of Providence.

A glance backward into the past will show that the aliena-
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tion of the national intelligence and piety from the Church

system is not wonderful, or to be simply bewailed as a sign

of degeneracy. That system, if we assume the Anglican

point of view, was made up before the end of the fourth

century ; and if we take the Evangelical, early in the six-

teenth. No change has found admission since. Let any

one cast his eye, however superficially, over the course of

knowledge and the history of civilization during the last

three centuries, and say whether the image men formed to

themselves of the constitution of this universe, at the com-

mencement of this time, could possibly remain equally

credible at the end. It is vain to say that a revelation

abides steadfast amid change : the dogmatic system of the

Church is not a revelation, but a human elaboration of the

contents, materials, and even accretions of revelation ; and

its soundness and durability as a structure depend, not

simply on the substance of the living rock within it, but not

less on the selection, the combination, the proportion of

parts ; for all which the architectonic intellect of man is

alone responsible. No less vain is it to plead that the

creeds have reference only to moral and religious truth,

which lies above the reach, or at least beyond the range, of

the inductive sciences and practical arts, and so shines with

constancy through all their shifting light and shade. The
allegation is not tenable in fact. The Articles of the

Church abound with metaphysical propositions, with

historical judgments, with verdicts of literary criticism

which have no claim whatsoever to a moral or religious

character. This is not, in our opinion, to be charged as

a fault against those who framed the code of belief,—unless

on the ground of an excess in definition : it is impossible for

faith to remain purely subjective : it looks within and without,

and from its eager eye darts an interpreting glance on all

things : it has the attribute which Plato assigns to philoso-

phy,—that it is avvoTTTiKos ; and as it is ever in part a heritage,

in part a correction, of the past, its position in relation to

antecedent thought must needs be laid down. We do not,
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therefore, agree with those who complain of reHgion for

meddhng at all with physical and metaphysical questions,

and mixing itself up with human history as well as divine.

Minds at once inquisitive and devout cannot rest without a

certain philosophy of faith, in which all that comes before

their thought finds a place in harmony with their perception

of a divine order. We will not even raise the question

whether, in the age of the Reformation, the propositions

expressive of such a theory might properly be erected into

authoritative conditions of Christian fellowship. But in

defending the right of theology to go out from its own

centre, and clear itself all round by objective definitions,

we forego the plea which was to excuse it from all change,

and can no longer say that, being wholly ethical and

spiritual, it is free from admixture with the mutable and

mortal. Its liberty to visit the entire realm of knowledge

is not to be converted into a hostile occupancy : the guest

must not settle as the usurper, nor the seer's rod be turned

into the iron sceptre. The essence of the religion of

Christendom is eternal ; but the dogmatic scheme con-

structed by applying it forward and backward in time from

the last hour of chaos to the day of doom, and along all

radii in space from " the spirits in prison " to the seventh

heaven, must take the risks of human theory, and be open

to the enlargements of human experience.

Now, consider only the picture of the physical universe

familiar to the mind of the sixteenth century at its

commencement, and trace the inevitable effect of our

altered distribution of natural bodies in space. The
Ptolemaic system,—not refuted till 1543, and not renounced

even by the learned for half a century more,—had universal

possession of the European imagination at the time when

Luther preached. All men judged of the relations of

earth and sky by the same immediate impressions of un-

aided sense which dictated the first chapter of Genesis.

Under these conditions, not only was the Mosaic cosmo-

gony accepted as a matter of course, but little difficulty
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was felt in conforming to even the narrow Hebrew concep-

tion of the actual system of the world,—a subterranean

Hades, stored with incarcerated spirits, and a heaven rising

in successive tiers for the reception of souls in light, and

the personal abode of Christ and God ; a place pictured

rather as an Oriental edifice than as an astronomical

creation. Those caverns under the earth, and those halls

above, supplied a local hell and heaven, which rendered

easy all the dogmatic imagery respecting the ascent and

descent of beings from province to province of this

realm. And, while the earth maintained its station in the

midst, no misgiving was encountered in representing the

spectacle of the Advent and Incarnation as a central object

of attention to the universe, and the Redemption as a fact

not in the interests of one world, but in the history of all.

But by the telescope and the calculus these conceptions are

set afloat and scattered through infinite space, with no

structural picture to give them coherence and support their

relations.

From the architecture, turn to the chronology of

nature. In the sixteenth century, no facts were known
demanding more than some five or six thousand years for

the past duration of the globe ; nor was there any induce-

ment to assign to different dates the origin of man and of

his abode, or of this planet and the heavenly bodies.

Hence, not only was there no hypothesis of development

to embarrass by its rivalry the literal theory of creation,

but no scruple was present to hinder the compression of

the whole birth of things into six days. Thus the Sabbath

rested undisturbed on its primitive foundation. That the

Creative Power, having framed all else, should culminate

in man, was no hard conception to those who deemed this

earth the metropolis of the universe. Through the

researches of geologists, this whole system of conceptions

has become untenable. The process of creation has

escaped all limits of chronology ; and burst into infinitude

of time, as well as space ; and no Sedgwick or Buckland
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of the Church can henceforth read, without rationahzing

interpretation, the passage of the Decalogue inscribed

above every altar :—^" For in six days the Lord made

heaven and earth, the sea, and all that in them is, atid rested

on the seventh day ; wherefore the Lord blessed the seventh

day and hallowed it."

During the last three centuries, the knowledge of the

earth's surface, and of the tribes that people it, has been

vastly extended. The natural history of man, deriving

light from new sources, and especially from the contrasts

and affinities of different languages, has become the object

of a distinct science. We shall not be accused of over-state-

ment if we affirm, as the result of this change, that the

question as to the unity of human species, their descent

from a single pair, is a perfectly open one. Notwithstand-

ing the decision of the late Dr. Prichard, the weight of

opinion is probably in favour of the distribution of man-

kind into several races, originally distinct. The topic, at

all events, is not prohibited even by the " Index Expurga-

torius " of conventional theology, and was freely discussed

between Arnold and Whately in their correspondence.

Any influence which should discourage such inquiries

would be inimical to all the higher interests of society

;

and any intellectual clergyman would treat with just scorn

the impertinent bigot who should accuse him of heresy for

maintaining that a Papuan savage was of a different stock

from the Caucasians. Yet is the bigot so entirely illogical?

Is not the Church the commissioned medium of salvation ?

is not salvation conditional on regeneration ? is not regen-

eration the reversal and obliteration of birth-sin ? is not

birth-sin an affair of lineage, transmitted from the corrup-

tion of Adam's nature ? and was not that corruption the

penalty of the fall ? If, therefore, we are not all the

children of one stock, either there must have been many
Edens, and Satan must have offered a plurality of apples

to numerous Eves, black, red, and white ; or else the curse,

and with it the counteracting redemption, must be valid for
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only one tribe. In both cases, the dogmatic scheme of

the Church suffers from manifest embarrassment : in the

first, from an incredible hypothesis, too absurd to name

except for argument's sake ; in the second, from a vast

system of missionary effort, no less than of speculative be-

lief, resting entirely on the universality of certain propo-

sitions respecting the lost condition of man through heredi-

tary contamination. The Reformers would have staked

their entire religion, without hesitation, on the assertion

that all men are sons of Adam. Does any instructed man,

in the present day, feel that on such a basis Christianity

may fitly rest ?

Examples might be multiplied without end. Dr. Buck-

land can tell us whether any change of opinion has taken

place respecting the Noachic deluge ; whether it was

always thought a thing indilTerent to Church theology to

defend the doctrine of a universal flood, or to give it up ;

or whether any advocate was ever found so indiscreet as to

work up an eager mass of evidence and hypothesis on this

point, impressed more with the exultation of the triumphant

divine than with the calmness of the inquiring philosopher.*

And Bishop Thirlwall could pronounce whether the light

thrown by comparative philology on the affinities of

languages and the filiations of mankind affects at all the

quiet credence with which, a century ago, the " Inspired

Narrative " of the confusion of tongues was read by the

learned, no less than the unlearned ; and whether, in

general, the modern admission of a mythical element in

the records of ancient nations can easily be repelled from

the Hebrew literature, so as to place its monuments in the

exceptional position of having no ante-historical period.

These particular features in primeval history have, it is

* See Buckland's '^ Reliqidiz Diluvimuc ; Observations on the

Organic Remains contained in Caves, Fissures, and Diluvial Gravel

and other Geological Phenomena, attesting the Action of a Universal

Deluge.'" 1S23. Compare Buckland's Bridgewater Treatise, Vol. I.

p. 94, note, where this "attestation" is withdrawn.
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true, no immediate reference to the dogmatic system of the

Church, but they belong to the same record that supplies

the whole scheme with its theological data ; and it is im-

possible to throw open to discussion the questions they

involve, yet retain the adjacent topics under the key of

ecclesiastical authority.

Again, let it be considered what -a revolution has taken

place in human physiology and psychology, bringing under

the dominion of ascertained law a host of phenomena, once

familiarly referred to preternatural agency. The mere re-

moval of demonology from modern belief has introduced

a wholly new condition of the human imagination, and

alienated it from many conceptions formerly esteemed in-

separable from orthodox faith. In the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries, the sphere yet open for Satanic interposi-

tion in the affairs of the world was not small, precarious,

invisible,—the mere secret suggestion of a wicked thought,

which after all might as well be indigenous as foreign,—but

various and palpable ; recognized not in creeds only, but

in medicine and law ; and furnishing formulas of expression

to the learned, and a thousand usages to the people of

every class. Lord Bacon was not above the belief in

" possession." Sir Thomas Browne regarded the denial of

witchcraft in the light of downright atheism, inasmuch as

the same authority which reveals the dispensations of God
and his goodness declares no less clearly the agency of the

false one and the delusions of sorcery. Witches were dis-

posed of by a process of trial more indicative of a sus-

ceptible faith than of a very sensitive justice : they were

put into a pair of scales, with the parish Bible for a

counterpoise, and their guilt or innocence decided by

weight. The more formal and deliberate procedure of the

regular courts affords, however, still stronger proof of the

tenacity with which this belief was interwoven with the

religious faith of cultivated men ; and the fact that two

widows were hanged for witchcraft in 1665, under the

sentence of Sir Matthew Hale, may help us to realize the
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entire change which has befallen the climate of modem
thought.

Yet no one, we think, can look with the mere lufnen

siccum of a logical understanding at the arguments by

which the supporters of the doctrine of possession

defended their position, without confessing that, on the

Church principle of using all canonical Scriptures, not

merely " for example of life and instruction of manners,"

but as an " authority " " to establish any doctrine," their

ground is unassailable.* " Let a man," says Coleridge,

"be once fully persuaded that there is no difference

between the two positions, ' The Bible contains the religion

* We subjoin the accovint of the trial of the two poor creatures

referred to; taking it from S. T. Coleridge's "Confessions of an

Inquiring Spirit," p. 45.

"Rose Cullender and Amy Duny, widows, of Lowestofif, Suffolk,

were tried for witchcraft, on the loth March, 1665, at Bury St.

Edmund's. Sir M. Hale told the jury, ' that he would not repeat the

evidence unto them, lest by so doing he should wrong the evidence on

the one side or the other. Only this acquainted them, that they had

two things to inquire after : first, whether or no these children were

bewitched ; secondly, whether the prisoners at the bar were guilty

of it.

'

'
' T/iat there were such creatures as witches, he madejio doubt at all.

For, first, the Scriptures had affirmed so much. Seco7idly, the wisdom

of all iiatioits had provided laws against such persons, which is an
argume}it of their confidence in such a crime. And such hath been the

judgment of this kingdom, as appears by that Act of Parliament

which hath provided punishments proportionable to the quality of the

offence. And desired them strictly to observe their evidence ; and

desired the great God of heaven to direct their hearts in the weighty

thing they had in hand. For to condemn the innocent, and to let the

guilty go free, were both an abomination to the Lord.' They were

found guilty on thirteen indictments. The bewitched got well of all

their pains the moment after the conviction ; only Susan Chandler felt

a pain like pricking of pins in her stomach. The judge and all the

court felt fully satisfied with the verdict, and thereupon gave judgment

against the witches, that they should be hanged. They were much
urged to confess, but would not. They were executed on Monday,
17th March following, but they confessed nothing."—State Trials, VI.

p. 700.
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revealed by God,' and ' Whatever is contained in the

Bible is religion, and was revealed by God
'

; and that what-

ever can be said of the Bible, collectively taken, may and

must be said of each and every sentence of the Bible, taken

for and by itself,—and I no longer wonder at these

paradoxes. I only object to the inconsistency of those

who profess the same belief, and yet affect to look down

with a contemptuous, or compassionate smile on John

Wesley for rejecting the Copernican system as imcompatible

therewith ; or who exclaim, ' Wonderful !

' when they hear

that Sir Matthew Hale sent a crazy old woman to the

gallows in honour of the Witch of Endor. In the latter

instance it might, I admit, have been an erroneous (though

even at this day the all but universally received) interpre-

tation of the word which we have rendered by witch ;—but

I challenge these divines and their adherents to establish

the compatibility of a belief in the modern astronomy and

natural philosophy with their and Wesley's doctrine respect-

ing the inspired Scriptures, without reducing the doctrine

itself to a plaything of wax, or rather to a half-inflated

bladder, which, when the contents are rarefied in the heat

of rhetorical generalities, swells out round, and without a

crease or wrinkle ; but bring it into the cool temperature of

particulars, and you may press, and as it were except, what

part you like—so it be but one part at a time—between

your thumb and finger."

The state of belief, in relation to demoniacal possession,

at the commencement of the seventeenth century, is

evidenced, not merely by casual and private examples, but

by the public statutes of the Church of England. In the

seventy-second Ecclesiastical Canon, the practice of exorcism

by the clergy is placed under regulation : it is classed with

other offices of the ministry,—such as the keeping of fasts

and holding meetings for sermons, and is submitted to the

same restraints ; that is, the license and direction of the

bishop of the diocese must be first obtained and had under

his hand and seal, ere a clergyman is to attempt, under
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pretence of possession or obsession, by fasting and prayer,

to cast out any devil or devils. We would recommend to

the Bishop of Exeter the revival of this neglected episcopal

prerogative : this reserved right of expelling or retaining

devils is no small part of the power to open and shut.

Why let it lie idle ? If exorcism is not a sacrament, it bears

comparison with one : it casts out Satan, while baptism

casts out his works. Is it not a part of the Apostolic

commission,—" Cast out devils ; freely ye have received,

freely give " ? Why take up the transmitted authority by

halves,—an authority given in the Gospels and reaffirmed

by the Canons ? Did not the same voice which commanded
the twelve to baptize command them to exorcize ? The
operation of both offices is preternatural alike : and as even

false prophets and apostles could cast out demons, there

is no pretence for saying that the function is beyond the

reach of Christ's true representatives on earth, ^^'here, we
ask, can this parallelism be broken ? And if the progress

of knowledge has put every sane man, though an ecclesiastic,

out of condition for speaking of exorcism with a grave face,

and forced every critic, however orthodox, to explain away,

as best he can, the favourite evidence, with the first three

Evangelists, of their Lord's Messiahship, viz., the instinctive

recognition of Him by the devils who met his eye or heard

his name,—is it to be expected that kindred conceptions,

lying within the same scheme, should be as welcome to the

minds of men as they were three centuries ago ?

These changes in the whole intellectual atmosphere of

the age are patent to all the world. They affect the

general body of the educated laity, so as to place them in

the most painful or the most dangerous of all positions,—

a

position above the faith which they profess. Such men have

to make excuses for that which should penetrate and rule

their nature ; and to patronize where they should adore.

The somewhat narrow, though scholarly, education of the

clergy may often screen them from the full effect of this

popular light of the time. But then, on the other hand,
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the great advance made during the last half-century in the

theological sciences is known, for the most part, to them

alone ; and if this has not largely modified their whole

conception of the Christian faith, and made them conscious

of many a doubt within their system, and a whole world of

thought beyond it, the effect has been very different from

that which the devoutest and most sober minds have

experienced in every other Protestant country. The light

which has been thrown on the origin and structure of the

earliest Christian records,—on the presence wathin them of

purely local and human elements,—on the several streams

of Jewish, Oriental, and Platonic influence, which blended

with divine constituents to form the creeds of Christen-

dom,—has rendered necessary a freer and larger method

for disengaging the permanent from the transitory in the

Church than was possible to the criticism of the sixteenth

century. To those who study in earnest for holy orders,

this is no secret. And so keenly do they feel the

discrepancy between what they must promise to teach and

what they apprehend to be true, that the number is yearly

increasing of candidates who are repelled from the

Church by the conditions of ordination. These cases are

smothered and kept secret, as far as possible ; but to many

it is well known that they comprise a large proportion of

the finest genius and devoutest conscience that might

of late years have been gained to the service of the altar.

One after another have such men been brought, in the deep

mood of holy faith and discipleship, to the very thres-

hold of the Church ; but when the moment of entrance

came, the low and narrow portal would not let the high

thought and the great heart pass. Minds of puny stature,

or of a thin subtlety, or of compressible scrupulosity, slip

through ; while natures at once of massive reality and of

divine proportions are excluded : the priest glides in ; but

the prophet stands without. Who can wonder at the

spreading impression, that statesmen and high ecclesiastics

fear and hate to see the consecration of earnest genius to
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religion ? that they tvish the Church to be a refuge for

mediocrity ? and that, so long as sagacious dulness or

pliant laxity shall find no hindrance, they are content to

let the Christianity of England lie far behind the average

intelligence of her people, and sink into an object of

unbelief to the learned, contempt to the intellectual, and

shame and sorrow to the devout ? If they think by such

means to clear away all troublesome spirits, and maintain

a dignified, but unproductive repose, even this unworthy

policy experience will convict of mistake. There

are other dangers to her establishment, and to the State

with which it is connected, greater than can arise from

eminent and powerful personal qualities in its ministers.

The erratic energies of original minds are, no doubt,

difificult to adjust with the drowsy persistency of an

aristocratic Church ; and that Beresfords and Blomfields

are not anxious for the companionship of young seers, with

fresh eye, and brotherhoods under vows of piety and of

poverty, is far from strange. The decent and tasteful for-

malism which with inoffensive elocution drops the heavenly

word upon the earth-cold pavement of a cathedral ; which

thinks infinite questions honoured with the vehicle of

gentlemanly breath ; which is content if burning truths but

melt a little way into the icy heart of fashion ere they

become extinct.—is preferred, on very intelligible grounds,

to a deeper and more insatiable fervour. Yet even to the

temporal peace of a Church there is a peril more alarming

than would be the genius of Pascal, the visions of Bunyan,

and the enthusiasm of Wesley. When men, who begin life

with the passions of the hustings, end it with the professions

of the saint ; when the pamphleteers of a faction become
successors of the Apostles and vicars of Christ ; when the

perturbations of personal temper appear beneath the holy

and oily surface of episcopal address, and, under plea of

zeal for souls, the mitred party-leader finds his occupation

once again,—the repose of the Church is not less broken

than if a Baxter had been pronounced orthodox, or when a
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Whitefield had carried off his converted coHiers to the

conventicle. The higher order of minds may demand too

much freedom, but the lower do not always prove con-

veniently pliant. If they secure you against the chances of

a grand faith, they do not save you from the danger of a

mean superstition ; and the aggressive fervour of the one

may need less vigilance than the proud obstinacy of the

other.

Religious enthusiasm is the outburst of an individual's

mind, and, radiating from his spirit, passes beyond this

living centre in fainter waves away. A sacerdotal super-

stition, on the other hand, is the fixed passion of a class

which remains permanent, and whose collective spirit can

but slowly change. From the very nature of the case, it

exists under conditions inaccessible to reason. It relies

for support on the class of feelings which have subjugated

men to thaumaturgic imposture ; and it so blends the

interested pride with possibly the disinterested faith of

the priesthood, as to produce a certain amphibious pas-

sion between hypocrisy and conviction, found peculiarly

in the decline of religions. That passion is, perhaps,

of all human influences the most difficult for the State

to encounter. It is neither temporal nor spiritual : it

has neither the prudence of reason, nor the generosity of

faith : it is closed alike to persuasion and to affection : it

lives neither on the land nor in the stream ; but evades

you in the slime, where the produce of the secular earth

grows rank, and the waters of a pure enthusiasm lie

stagnant. This monster passion is growing huge in

England just now ;
—

" Behemoth, in the covert of the

reed and of the fens, that trusteth he can draw up Jordan

into his mouth " : but " from the mountains shall new

rivers come down," and, " like a lion by the swelling of

Jordan," he will be borne away.

What, then, is the duty of the State towards the Church

in a crisis like the present ?—to represent, by a more

intelligible demeanour than ever before, the alienated
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affections of the country ; and, in relation to dogmatic

conditions of fellowship, to take a course directly opposite

to the tendency of the agitating ecclesiastics. The sacer-

dotal party are struggling for a narrowed creed ; the

Judicial Committee have wisely vindicated the principle

of latitude. The Anglicans contend for dogmatic unity
;

let the State boldly demand provision for variety. The
government is trustee in this matter, not only for a Church

already marked internally by wide diversities, but for a

nation of which nearly one half has, at different periods,

been injuriously driven from her pale. The civil disabili-

ties of these excluded classes having been removed, their

ecclesiastical excommunication cannot .safely remain

neglected in any future legislation for the Church ; and

so far from any contraction of the terms of communion
being for an instant entertained, a gradual enlargement of

them ought to be steadily enforced by the government.

Were all harmonious and healthful within the pale, there

might be some fair excuse for leaving in quiet action what

answered at least the wants of a definite majority in the

country ; but it is notorious that if to-morrow all the sects

of the nation were thrust into the Church, its disunion

and diversities of creed would be no greater than at

present ; and its only decent plea against comprehension

is entirely forfeited. Besides, a state cannot lend itself as

a party to theological disputes, but is bound to estimate-

the Church purely by its moral efficiency,—its competency

to express and sustain the highest life of the people, to-

hold and train their affections, and to educate them

according to their consciences, in their obligations as

citizens of this world and children of God.

If there be in a country an organized community of

Christians, enjoying the confidence and sympathy of the

nation at large, and able, by appeal to reverential feeling,

to secure those moralities of the social state which law can

defend only by coercion, we know of no valid theoretical

objection against the endowment of such a body by the

VOL. II. 1
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legislature ; and if its members choose to include within

their aim other ends, foreign to the purposes of govern-

ment,—such as the removal of mystic stains by mystic

rites,—let them be free to do so, provided no damage is

this done to the prior state req2iisites. But this proviso

must be stringently enforced ; and if the supplementary

ends are of a nature to prejudice the primary ; if they

comprise dogmas and ceremonies by which the range of

social agency is restricted and its integrity lowered ; above

all, if they so withdraw the mind of the clergyman from

the rational and moral interests of society as to convert

him into an obstacle in the way of national education and

culture, except on the exclusive terms of his professional

speciality,—then the alliance is justly forfeited, and the

State, failing to gain the stipulated benefits, reclaims of

right the vested endowment. Can any candid observer

affirm that the Established Church fairly performs the

national function intrusted to her ? Is she not at this

moment spending all her zeal on disputes which, but for

their "possible results, the nation regards with contemptuous

indifference ? Have her teachings been such, her methods

of operation such, as to retain in her faith and power the

great working class of this country ? She complains perhaps

of the copresence of rival sects, that break and paralyze her

energies. But did she not herself disown them and drive

them out ? and have they not had, in her coldness or

narrowness, such sufficient cause to quit her communion,

that their founders are, for the most part, remembered

with a just reverence, accounted as the worthies of our

history, and acknowledged to have done a good work ? To
what, so much as to the incompetency and mismanage-

ment of the Church, are we to ascribe the state of things

so forcibly described by Mr. Thom, in the following

page?

" The Christian Church has instruments enough, and self-

sacrifice enough, to parcel the world among her ministers, to
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break up the close layers of its masses so that, instead of only

like consorting with like, and ignorance and vice pressed

together, lying in thick strata on one another, human beings,

instead of dense, impermeable clusters, should stand forth,

individual and distinct, so that air and light could circulate

around them, and not one soul be left without living contact,

through a brother's touch, with the sympathies of earth and
the supports of heaven. But the Christian Church cannot do
this as it now exists. With its conflicting creeds, and rival

interests, and deadly jealousies, it cannot unite its devoted

servants, and send them forth in one spirit to divide the toil

between them. If we were all of one heart, believing that

holy affections are the only powers that can enlighten and
regenerate fallen men, there might not be a spot in all this land

in which even an individual could be found without the light

and love of a brother's spirit bent full upon him. And why is

not this the case now ? Because, in consequence of our divi-

sions about doctrines, Chfisitafiity cannot be locally applied.

In that fact lies mainly the explanation of the spiritual condi-

tion and destitution of the people. A parochial administration

of Christianity, a beautiful and competent idea, is now an
impossibility. A catholic religion requires a catholic church

;

but we have only Roman catholic churches, and Church of

England churches, and Calvinistic churches, and other recip-

rocally repeUing and antagonistic churches. If Christianity

was one power, and could use the world's wisdom of the

division of labour, it could assign to each manageable dis-

trict its own responsible agency, sufficient to flood it with

light. But this cannot be where you will hardly find two

neighbouring houses in which the same theory of salvation is

accepted. And so our Christian churches gather their

isolated worshippers from all quarters ; and in our large towns,

at least, no man has an allotted field, and no church and no
person is charged with the spiritual condition of any spot.

And thus our churches sit apart, exerting some attraction over

scattered individuals of like affinities among the dispersed

multitudes, but with no power of thoroughly occupying the

Field of the World, each cultivating its own corner of the

vineyard. And as with that village of Samaria which would

not receive our Lord because his face was as though he was
going to Jerusalem, there arc places in Christian lands where
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disciples, earnest and beloved as James and John, would not

be received ; and, probably, like James and John, might know
so little what spirit they are of, as to be ready to call down fire

from heaven in their Master's name. These are the consequences

of established creeds and churches,—and this the price we
pay for a Religion of Doctrines, instead of a religion that

looks only to the spirit and the life ; for a religion of saving

orthodoxies, instead of a religion of all-purifying love. The
prophecy remains to be fulfilled, and Christianity cannot

occupy the world as the waters cover the deep, because Theo-

logy forbids the union and the distribution of its powers.

We have left to Sin and Satan the advantage of the principle.

Divide and Conquer."—/vt'//«/(7;/, the Church, a7id the People,

p. 20.

The Church of England has enjoyed rare opportunities.

It wants nothing that history can give to render it respect-

able. It lost little of the external dignity of the elder

system when it opened a way for some infusion of energy

from the Reformation. Its hierarchy ascends by the same

gradations, and retains the same titles, as the parent body :

its creeds are translations of ancient forms : its liturgy is

a provincial idiom of the language of the universal

Church. The Anglicans are right in maintaining that it

was not of Protestant origin, but rather a national graft

detached from the stem of so many centuries ; that it did

not rudely tear away, but simply trained around the local

structure, the sacred ivy of antiquity. Yet it was not left

without the purifying influence of a day of persecution, as

well as the prolonged contact of more earnest and spiritual

reformers, who sometimes introduced within the pale the

self-denying virtues and rude fervour that are the secret of

popular power. The honourable duty was devolved upon

it, by the folly of a king, of being the advocate of liberty,

and the representative of injured conscience. It has had

the almost uninterrupted and exclusive command of all

the resources and all the distinctions of the ancient

universities, and has enriched English literature with some
of its most cherished names. If ever a Church has had a
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chance of collecting into the focus of its action the most

various and even opposite influences that can sway the

human mind, it is the Church of England. Yet, at last,

the day is coming when the account will be asked of these

opportunities. The churches of our forefathers will not

be permanently left to the sort of teachers who are now
wearying the world with their puerilities, and shocking it

with their intolerance ; nor the ecclesiastical estates of the

nation abandoned to the guardianship which has been so

shamefully abused. To the large and humiliating subject

of the Church temporalities, we have abstained from

adverting. Convinced as we are, that what alone the

Church cares to teach has ceased to be the real religion of

this nation, we have not thought it worth while to enter

into the abuses of secular administration. The exposure

of the Ecclesiastical Commission is fresh in every one's

recollection. And in Mr. Beeston's sensible pamphlet will

be found a series of facts as to the management of

episcopal and chapter lands, which we should think it

impossible to parallel in the history of private rapacity

and corporate dishonesty.

" Raro antecedentem scelestum

Deseruit pede Paina claudo."

No one who reads the statements to which we refer can

believe that the reckoning will be long delayed; and among

the chances of the near future, we esteem it not the least,

that an irresistible force of opinion will support in

substance the prayer of a Memorial to the Queen, which

appeared in this " Review " two years ago,—for Freedom
OF Conscience in Matters of Religion.*

" Admittance to the Universities of Oxford and Cam-

bridge, and the liberty of worshipping and expounding the

Scriptures in the churches of our ancestors, are now

made to depend upon subscription to certain articles of

* See the No. for July, 184S, p. 497.
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faith known as the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of

England.

" This test, when first established, was 'a departure from

the principle of the Protestant Reformation, founded upon

the right of private judgment, without which there can be

no progress in religious truth ; and it led to those lament-

able schisms which have since divided English Protestants

into Churchmen and Dissenters of various denominations,

who would otherwise have remained a united religious

community. These schisms are now widely extending,

from the differences which have lately sprung up within

the Church itself upon the meaning of the Thirty-nine

Articles ; and we call upon your Majesty, by removing

this cause of sectarian distinctions, as a middle w\ill of

partition unknown to Christianity, and by promoting the

application of the divine precepts of universal charity,

to restore among your Majesty's subjects the ' unity of

the spirit in the bonds of peace.'

"We ask /c'r the repeal of the Act of UuifoT-mify (14

Car. II. c. 4) / the abolition of all subscription tests for
admission to universities, the houses of Parliament, or for

holy orders ; and that in the case of all churches built,

ejidoived, or supported zvith public money, the people, by

their local representatives, or i?i their religious congrega-

tions, shall have a voice in the appointment of their oivn

relinous teachers.^''



III.

THE BATTLE OF THE CHURCHES.*

In 1822, a French philosopher discovered the grand law

of human progression, revealed it to applauding Paris,

brought the history of all civilized nations to pronounce it

infallible, and computed from it the future course of

European society. The mind of man, we are assured by

Auguste Comte, passes by invariable necessity through three

stages of development ;—the state of religion, or fiction ; of

metaphysics, or abstract thought ; of science, or positive

knowledge.f No change in this order, no return upon its

steps, is possible ; the shadow cannot retreat upon the dial,

or the man return to the stature of the child. Every one

* I. " Lectures on Certain Difficulties felt by Anglicans in submitting

to the Catholic Church." By John Henry Newman, Priest of the

Oratory of St. Philip Neri. Second Edition. London. 1850.

2. "The British Churches in Relation to the British People." By

Edward Miall. London. 1849.

3. " Gilbert's Pamphlets, including the Pope's Brief ; Cardinal Wise-

man's Pastoral ; Lord John Russell's Letter, &c."

4. "The Bishop of London's Charge, delivered in St. Paul's, Satur-

day, Nov. 2nd, 1850."

5. " The Cardinal Archbishop of Westminster and the New Hier-

archy." By George Bowyer, Esq., D.C.L. London. 1850.

6. " Cardinal Wiseman's Appeal to the Reason and Good Feeling of

the British People. Nov. 19, 1850."

7.
" Lord Beaumont's Letter to the Earl of Zetland. Times, Nov.

26, \%^0.— Westminster RevirM, 1851.

t Cours de Philosophic Positive. 1""= Le(,-on, p. 3, et seqq, 51
=

Le9on, p. 653, et seqq.
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who is not oehind the age will tell you, that he has out-

lived the theology of his infancy and the philosophy of his

youth, to settle down on a physical belief in the ripeness of

his powers. And so, too, the world, passing from myth to

metaphysics, and from metaphysics to induction, begins

with the Bible and ends with the " Cours de Philosophie

Positive." To the schools of the prophets succeeds

" L'Ecole Polytechnique " ; and our intellect, having sur-

mounted the meridians of God and the Soul, culminates in

the apprehension of material nature. Henceforth the

problems so intensely attractive to speculation, and so

variously answered by faith, retire from the field of thought.

They have an interest, as in some sense the autobiography

of an adolescent world : but they are never to return in

hving action upon the earth.

In 1850, the most practical nation of Europe,—the
nation in which the high-priest of inductive science was

Chancellor nearly two centuries and a half ago,—where

the law of gravitation, and the theory of the tides, and the

aberration of light, were demonstrated, the circulation of

the blood discovered, the steam-engine invented, the first

railroad made,—the nation of factories and ships,—with

instinct against all hypotheses, and impatience for every

subtlety,—signs requisitions about the grace of baptism,

holds county meetings on the doctrine of Apostolicity,

demands leading articles on the remission of sins, and

listens in crowded town-halls to the canon law and the

Tridentine decrees. M. Comte's law stands aghast.

Since the memorable date of his discovery, the world must

have been altered : he found it in its last stage ; it is now in

its first : it had then for some ages emerged from the last

trail of theology ; it has now plunged again into the very

nucleus of that nebulous light. The vaticinations of

philosophy on human affairs are seldom more fortunate

than studies in the Apocalypse ; the pomp of discovery

.becomes ludicrous in the completeness of the frustration.

In the present instance, this can be no just matter of
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surprise or regret ; it was a bold, and by no means a cheer-

ful presumption, that mankind could never again feel an

interest in those awful topics which have so long and

deeply engaged their curiosity and affections. Were the

prospect ever so inviting of such an advance into the maturity

of reason, a shade of melancholy wonder would fall back

on the long infancy of the race. We would not willingly,

for the most brilliant promise of the future, be made

utterly ashamed of the past. But if, as Comte's law would

persuade us, the whole career of religion on the earth is

but the action of a nursery drama ; if, until it is played out,

the real business of this world cannot begin \ if the energies

displayed in it pursue illusions, and are barren as the

tossing of the arms in dreams,—with what sad eye must we

look on the greater part of human history ! the faith, which

is the first cement of nations and source of law, is but the

trick of nature's police for cheating them into order. The

poetry which issues from mythology and leads to history,

springs from a root that bears no truth. The greatest

revolutions the world has ever seen have broken forth from

Jerusalem, from Mecca, from Wittenberg, to sweep over

the earth without a meaning, and pass away. The old

Hebrew race survives, testifying to nothing, but perfectly

fulfilling its destiny by selling quills and buying old clothes.

The Church of Rome, of all institutions the most august

and durable, which crosses the chasm between ancient and

modern times, and the ocean between the New and Old

World ; which has cost mankind more thought and

treasure, and given them a more wonderful guidance, than

any earlier or later agency,-—has been but an empty

presence, the richest pageant in the carnival of folly. All

the thought and genius spent on questions of faith, and

inspired by the sentiments of devotion, have been wasted

and misapplied : they come down to us, not for our help,

but for our warning ; and if we admire them, we catch no

high contagion of wisdom. In short, if all the divinity, all

the speculative philosophy, all the poetry and records of
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religion, are to be banished to the juvenile library of the

world, what literature remains to be the heritage of its

maturity ? A theory which treats the " theological con-

dition " of the human mind as one which is to be out-

grown, exhibits history in the dreariest light, as a confused

waste of unproductive activity and misguided faculty. We
know of nothing to countenance such a contemptuous

interpretation of the historical development of mankind
;

or to encourage the belief that the passions, which direct

themselves on supernatural objects, have spent their force.

Their partial and local decadence, a phenomenon invariably

marking, not the advance, but the decline of national life,

has hitherto been succeeded by some wider renewal of

their power. They have shown themselves capable of

coexisting with the greatest vigour of intellect, the highest

style of character, and the most various capacity for thought

or for affairs. If we are amazed at the absurdities to which

they sometimes commit themselves, we find a parallel in

the superstitions of the dry reason ; and the devotee, who
expects miracles from a saint's bones, is not more credulous

than the mesmerist, who undertakes to read a newspaper

through a brick wall. If we complain of the dissensions

produced by rival creeds, we are met by the more fatal

disintegration effected by sceptic egotism ; and must con-

fess that the disruption of grand masses of society, as at

the Reformation, is less terrible than the silent dissolution

of all moral and ideal cohesion. And however monstrous

the crimes into which ecclesiastical passions betray men,

they are, after all, less revolting than the loathsome

atrocities of periods, lost to all restraints of reverence ; and

even the Papacy of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries

appears innocent, in comparison with the government of

Asia and Greece under Alexander's successors, and of the

Empire during the decline of Rome. We cannot admit

that the theological turn of the present excitement in

England betokens a retrograde course of civilization.

A true British Protestant, whose notions of " Popery

"
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are limited to what he hears from an EvangeHcal curate, or

has seen at the opening of a Jesuit church, looks on the

whole system as an obsolete mummery ; and no more be-

lieves that men of sense can seriously adopt it, than that

they will be converted to the practice of eating their dinner

with a Chinaman's chop-sticks instead of the knife and

fork. He pictures to himself a number of celibate gentle-

men, who glide through a sort of minuet by candlelight

around the altar, and worship the creature instead of the

Creator, and keep the Bible out of everybody's way, and

make people easy about their sins : and he is positive that

no one above a " poor Irishman " can fail to see through

such nonsense. Few even of educated Englishmen have

any suspicion of the depth and solidity of the Catholic

dogma, its wide and various adaptation to wants ineffaceable

from the human heart, its wonderful fusion of the super-

natural into the natural life, its vast resources for a power-

ful hold upon the conscience. We doubt whether any

single Reformed Church can present a theory of religion

comparable with it in comprehensiveness, in logical

coherence, in the well-guarded disposition of its parts.

Into this interior view, however, the popular polemics,

neither give nor have the slightest insight ; and hence it is

a common error, both to underrate the natural power of

the Romish scheme and to mistake the quarter in which it

is most likely to be felt. It is not among the ignorant and
vulgar, l)ut among the intellectual and imaginative,—not

by appeals to the senses in worship, but by consistency and

subtlety of thought,—that in our days converts will be

made to the ancient Church. "W^e have receded far from

the Reformation by length of time : the management of

the controversy has degenerated : it has been debased by

political passions, and turned upon the grossest external

features of the case ; and when a thoughtful man, accus-

tomed to defer to historical authority, and competent to

estimate moral theories as a whole, is led to penetrate be-

neath the surface, he is unprepared for the sight of so much
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speculative grandeur, and if he have been a mere Anglican

or Lutheran, is perhaps astonished into the conclusion, that

the elder system has the advantage in philosophy and

antiquity alike. From this, among other causes, we incline

to think that the Roman Catholic reaction may proceed

considerably further in this country ere it receives any

effectual check. The academical training and the clerical

teaching of the upper classes have not qualified them to

resist it. At the other end of society there are large

masses who cannot be considered inaccessible to any

missionary influence, affectionately and perseveringly

applied. Not all men, in a crowded community, are

capable of the independence, the self-subsistence, without

which Protestantism sinks into personal anarchy. The
class of weak, dependent characters, that cannot stand

alone in the struggle of life, are unprovided for in the

modern system of the world. The co-operative theorist

tries to take them up. But somehow or other he is usually

a man with whom, by a strange fatality, co-operation is im-

possible ; intent on uniting all men, yet himself not agree-

ing with any ; with individuality so intense and exclusive,

that it produces all the effect of intolerant self-will ; and

thus the very plans which by his hypothesis are inevitable,

are by his temper made impracticable. He appeals, how-

ever, and successfully, to the uneasiness felt by the feeble

in the strife and pressure of the world : he fills the

imagination with visions of repose and sympathy : he

awakens the craving for unity and incorporation in some

vast and sustaining society. And whence is this desire^

disappointed of its first promise, to obtain its satisfaction ?

Is it impossible that it may accept proposals from the most

ancient, the most august, the most gigantic organization

which the world has ever seen ? that it may take refuge in a

body which invests indigence with sanctity,—which cares

for its members, one by one,—which has a real past instead

of a fancied future, and warms the mind with the colouring

of rich traditions,—which, in providing for the poorest
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want of the moment, enrols the disciple in a commonwealth

spread through all ages and both worlds ? \\'hatcver

socialistic tendency may be diffused through the English

mind is not unlikely, in spite of a promise diametrically

opposite, to turn to the advantage of the Catholic cause.

The middle classes of this country, and the foremost ranks

of the artizans, have been so thoroughly cast in the

Protestant mould, and so jealously vindicate their sturdy

individuality, that no reaction from Rome will affect them

with any feelings but of amazement and contempt. Still,

in the peculiar combinations of the present period,

materials enough exist in England for the successful opera-

tions of a well-equipped, devoted, and skilful priesthood

;

and if the prudence of Rome has failed her as to the

manner of her recent advance, her true instinct has perhaps

detected the right tnomeiit. It must be admitted that his

Holiness has thoroughly puzzled the English people. It is

not clear to them how they should comport themselves

towards his pretensions. They have objections to arrogance

at all times ; and when an Italian priest meddles with their

national geography, disposes of their counties, draws lines

around their cities, and, fixing an admiring eye on the un-

furnished cathedrals of Westminster and Beverley, supplies

bishops for their future adornment, they feel inclined at

least to let him know that t/iey are here, and that England

is not an unoccupied colony to be parcelled out among his

flock. But they read Cardinal Wiseman's Appeal ; and
become convinced that, if anything is amiss, it is their own
fault ; for that, apparently, nothing has been done beyond
the fair .scope of law. Then it is useless to be angry, unless

they alter the law : yet to repent of what they did, with a

purpose of justice, and in a temper of generous trust ; to

recall their deliberate concession of free religious develop-

ment ; to resume again the detestable policy of theologic

legislation,—is a course which they would feel ashamed to

contemplate. Moreover, in such a course, it is equally

diftkult to know how to begin, and where to stop. To
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legislate about mere names and titles, apart from the func-

tions they denote, would be a helpless expression of childish

irritation : to prohibit the offices themselves would be to

drive a wounding law into the interior structure of the

Roman Catholic Church. Were this admissible, what

principle would remain to hinder the dissolution by law of

the Methodist Conference, or the Free Church Synods ?

Yet even those who most clearly see the dangers of action

at the present crisis arrive regretfully, we think, at a con-

clusion in favour of entire inaction. An uneasy suspicion

remains, that a step made good by the Papal hierarchy in-

troduces an unsound element into English life ; that the

case of the Roman Catholics is not parallel with that of the

modern Nonconformists ; and that, however we may ignore

the red hat and the archiepiscopal title, Dr. Wiseman con-

tinues, after all, something more to the state than a " Dis-

senting minister." These impressions, we think, are to a

certain extent wholesome and legitimate ; and may be at

once justified and moderated by a glance at the theory and

inherent action of the Roman Church, especially in its co-

existence with the state.

All Protestant controversies turn upon questions of doc-

trine : all Protestant sects are marked off by some

peculiarity of creed ; and whoever, in the conscientious

exercise of his private thought, approves of the distinctive

peculiarity, thereby falls into membership of the sect, which

is but the voluntary concurrence of many individuals in the

same confession. In the whole circle of Christian, or

quasi^Christian doctrines, there is not a point which has

not Ijeen looked at by some believer or other, with such

intensity as to grow incandescent before his mind, to

radiate a divine light upon him, and to be assumed as the

centre of a system. Like the astronomer, intent on some

suspected mystery in a star of inferior magnitude, he directs

his soul,—turned by some special susceptibility into a

powerful reflector,—towards one of the lesser lights in the

great arch of faith, is dazzled by what the natural vision
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can scarce discern, and suffers even neighbouring objects to

remain in shade, and whole constellations of truth to lie

beyond his field of view. Each sect being thus the direct

result of some individuality, not even its own members

pretend that its speciality is to be held up as an essential

:

chey claim for it no other merit than that of recovering some

important position from unmerited neglect. At the period

of the Reformation, indeed, a different feeling prevailed.

It was then thought a very serious thing to separate from a

previous communion, and constitute a new one ; and

nothing short of a difference in " fundamentals " was held

as a justifying plea. But the process has been so often

repeated, and by protracted indulgence to individuality the

religious sympathies have grown so fastidious, that distinc-

tions even more trivial, descending from conscience to

opinion, and from opinion to taste, have become familiar

as demarcations of worship. Hence, to the Protestant

apprehension, denominations without end may coexist

within the wide embrace of Christianity ; and provided the

deviations do not run beyond certain ill-determined bounds,

they involve no forfeiture of the Christian name. " What
do these people believe ? " is the question of the passer-by,

as he sees the crowd streaming from the conventicle of

some new sect or sectiuncle. Each Nonconformist name
suggests, to those who know its history, some particular

tenet or turn of thought, of which it has undertaken the

guardianship :—Methodism expounds the new birth

;

Calvinism, the irrevocable decrees
;
Quakerism, the in-

fluence of the Spirit ; Lutheranism, the justification by

faith. Now this inveterate habit of attending exclusively

to doctrines, Protestants are apt to carry into their estimates

of the Romish system. They put it down among the sects

of Christendom, and judge it as they would Moravianism

or Presbyterianism. They accuse its worship of idolatry,

and its creed of falsehood; they are offended by the

apparent contrast with the simplicity of their own Scrip-

tural or rational scheme ; and yield cither to all the anti-
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pathies of intolerant zeal, or to the mild contempt of

tolerant indifference.

Both results are equally unwarranted. If Catholicism be

a superstition, that is no reason for interfering with it by law.

If it is not more a superstition than Methodism, that is no

proof that it is as little dangerous. Whether its solution of

questions of divinity be wiser or more foolish than that of

the Protestant Confessions, is a matter with which the state

has no concern. It may go astray on all the topics of the

Thirty-nine Articles, may blaspheme in its prayers to the

" Mother of God," may be idolatrous in the mass and

pagan in the ritual, without justifying the slightest legis-

lative check. Were it heretical as Antichrist, and false as

the scarlet abomination, its career should run free of the

Attorney-General. Englishmen enjoy,—as inseparable from

freedom of conscience,—unlimited right of error and de-

lusion. There is (or recently was) an establishment near

London for the adoration of the Vital Principle ; where it is

the most serious of crimes to eat beef, a deplorable infirmity

to cut a cabbage, and the height of holiness to live on

apples ripely dropping into the expectant aprons of

devotees. The disciples of Mr. Holyoake undertake the

propaganda of Atheism. The Book of Mormon succeeds

among thousands in the North to all the honours of the

Bible. And a nation which is wise enough to leave these

things unmolested by coercive check cannot abandon its

forbearance in dealing with the confessional and the

eucharistic sacrifice. If the Latter-day Saints may organize

their staff of " Angels," and send them, in the name of

Joe Smith, to baptize converted potters and believing

housemaids in the waters of every large river ; the Catho-

lics cannot, on any charge of superstition, be denied their

order of bishops, for the supervision of their priesthood,

and the governance of their faithful. After tolerating so

much new nonsense, we have lost all plea for growing

angry with the old.

If, then, we had to deal simply with a form of worship
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and theology, there would be no ground for distinguishing

between the case of the CathoHcs and that of the Dissenters.

And practically, perhaps, in the actual condition of Europe,

the question now in agitation might be permitted to rest

there. But, in fairness to the Protestant feeling, it should

never be forgotten that the Roman Catholic system presents

a feature absent from every other variety of Nonconformity.

It is not a religion only, but a polity ;—and this in a

very peculiar sense. Other systems also,—as the Presby-

terian,—include among their doctrines an opinion in favour

of some particular church-government ;—which opinion,

however, professing to be derived from Scripture by use of

private judgment, stands, in their case, on the same footing

with every other article of their creed. You might differ

from John Knox about Synods, without prejudice to your

agreement in all else. But with the Romish Church it is

different. It is not that her religion contains a Polity : but

that her Polity contains the whole religion. The truths she

publishes exist only as in its keeping, and rest only on its

guarantee : and if you invalidate it, they would vanish, like

the promissory notes of a corporation whose charter was
proved false. Christianity, in her view, is not a Doctrine,,

productive of institutions through spontaneous action on
individual minds ; but an Institution, the perpetual source

of doctrine for individual obedience and trust. Revelation

is not a mere communication of truth, not a transitory visit of

heaven to earth, ascertained by human testimony, and fixed

in historical records : but a continuous Incarnation of Deity,

a permanent Real Presence of the Infinite in certain selected

persons and consecrated objects. The same Divine

Epiphany which began with the person of the Saviour has

never since abandoned the world : it exists, in all its awful-

ness and power, only embodied no longer in a redeeming

individual, but in a redeeming Church. The word of

inspiration, the deed of miracle, the authority to condemn
and to forgive, remain as when Christ taught in the temple,

walked on the sea, denounced the Pharisee and accepted

VOL. II. K
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the penitent. These functions, as exercised by him, were

only in their incipient stage : he came,—to exemphfy them

indeed, but chiefly to incorporate them in a Body which

should hold and transmit them to the end of time. From
his person they passed to the College of the Twelve, under

the headship of Peter ; and thence, in perpetual Apostle-

ship, to the Bishops and Pastors, ordained through legiti-

mate hands, for the governance of disciples. These officers

are the sole depositaries, the authorized trustees, of Divine

grace ; whose decision, whether they open or shut the gate

of mercy, is registered in heaven and is without appeal.

Not that they can play with this power, and dispose of it

by arbitrary will. The media through which it is to flow

have been divinely appointed : its channels are limited to

certain physical substances and bodily acts or postures,

selected at first hand for the purpose ;—water at one time,

bread at another, oil at a third, handling of the head at a

fourth. But the infusion of the supernatural efficacy into

these "alvei" depends on an act of the appointed official;

through whom alone the divine matter,—no longer choked

up,—can have free currency into the persons of believers.

To this inheritance of Miracle is added a stewardship of

Inspiration. The Episcopate is Keeper of the Christian

Records : and as those records are only the first germ of an

undeveloped revelation, with the same body is left the

exclusive power of unfolding their significance, and directing

the growth and expansion of their ever-fertile principles.

Whatever interpretation the hierarchy may put upon the

Scriptures, whatever doctrine or discipline they may an-

nounce as agreeable with the mind of God, must be

accepted as infallible and authoritative. The same Spirit

of absolute Truth which spoke in the living voice of Christ,

which guided the pen of Evangelists, still prolongs itself in

the thought and counsels of bishops, and renders their

collective decisions binding as divine oracles. The people

who form the obedient mass of the Catholic Body are not

without a share of this miraculous light in the soul ; not
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indeed for the discernment of any new truth, but for the

apprehension of the old. The moment the disciple is

incorporated in the Church, faith bursts into sight : he passes

from opinion into knowledge : he perceives the objects of

his worship, and the truth of his creed, with more than the

certainty of sense ; and as he bows before the altar, or

commits himself to the " Mother of God," the Real Presence

and the invisible world are as immediately with him as the

Breviary and the Crucifix. Through the whole Catholic

atmosphere is diffused a preternatural medium of clairvoy-

ance^ which at every touch of its ritual vibrates into activity,

and opens to adoring view mysteries hid from minds with-

out.*

Now, with the spiritual aspects of this theory we are not

here concerned. Reason has no jurisdiction over the

inspiration that transcends it. But there is a humbler task

to which the common intellect is not incompetent. We
may plant this system in a political community, set it down
beside the state, imagine it surrounded by families, and

schools, and municipalities, and parliaments, by the prison

and the court of justice ; within the shadow of law and in

presence of sovereignty : and we may ask, how it will work

amid these august symbols of a nation's life, how adjust

itself in relation to them ? Will it leave them to their free

development ? Can it tranquilly coexist with them, and be

content to sec them occupy the scope which English tradi-

tions and English usage have secured for them ? We are

convinced it cannot ; that every step it may make is an

encroachment upon wholesome liberty ; that it is innocent

only where it is insignificant, and where it is ascendant will

neither part with power nor use it well ; and that it must

needs raise to the highest pitch the common vice of

tyrannies and of democracies,—the relentless crushing of

minorities.

* Adequate authority for these statements will be found in Dr.

Moehler's Symbolism, Part I. Chap. V., and in Newman's Lectures,

III. p. 66, and Lect. IX. fassini.

K 2
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For what is this scheme but an organized and undying

attempt to estabhsh a theocracy ? The Church is not only

a Heaven-appointed polity, but an imperishable incarnation

of the Personal Deity ; the Episcopate is the head-office of

his supernatural administration ; the sacraments, his occa-

sions of audience and union with his subjects ; the priests,

the ministers of his court, the directors of its ceremonial,,

the channel of every petition and every reply. On what

terms can the mere secular state live with such a com-

panion ? Those who wield the sceptre of the Most High

will pay small heed to the baton of the constable. Where

the Almighty reigns, what room will there be for the police

magistrate ?—and where Omniscience directs, for debates

in parliament ? What ?iatural function can fail to undergo

eclipse, where the mystic shadow of the supernatural

traverses the air ? True, the Catholic declares his belief in

a sort of divine right vested in the civil government, and

adopts the language of St. Paul, that " the powers that be

are ordained of God " ; and, on the strength of this, often

professes a loyalty even more profuse than accords with the

taste of a people who at times have had to uphold law

against kingship. So, in truth, this doctrine of the state is

not so lofty as it looks : for while Government and the

Church are both called divine, the one is referred to the

God of nature, the other to the God of grace \ the one is

the old mechanism of heathen corruption, the other the

new economy of heavenly redemption ; the one is for the

coercion of enemies to the kingdom of Christ, the other for

the guidance of friends ; and ivho are enemies, ivho friends,

the Church alone can tell. The result is inevitable. The

civil power, however extolled as similar in origin and

anterior in date, is treated, after all, as subordinate in

authority, and bound to place itself and its sword at the

disposal of the ecclesiastical order. Its highest honour and

perfection is to play the part of censor and avenger, jailer

and executioner, for the offended sacerdotal sanctities. Its

province is to do the rough work, to undertake the odious
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necessities, which saintly hearts are too tender to behold,

and saintly hands too clean to touch. Spiritual men
cannot work at the forge and rivet chains, but only point

to the limbs that are to l)car them : they cannot teach

sword exercise, but only name the crusade where it might

serve a holy end : they are unaccjuainted with worldly

finance, but can mention to the magistrate what sum would

be useful, and meditate within themselves the purposes to

which it shall be applied. Where the theocratic pretension

prevails, it is idle to suppose that another supreme jurisdic-

tion, resting on a mere human basis, can peaceably coexist

with it. Professedly destitute of divine direction, unde-

fended from passion and error, how can the inferior function

sustain itself against the boundless grasp and grandeur of

the superior ? Well is it called, in the language of ecclesi-

astics, the secular '' arvir As surely as the body obeys

the mind, and the nimble hand or heavy fist follows the

keenness of thought or the shock of rage, must the temporal

power, in every sacerdotal state, sink into the mere instru-

ment of spiritual subtlety and anointed indignation. In

proportion as it assumes a truly independent action, and

insists on the supremacy of law, the Church considers itself

injured, complains of the arrogance of the princes of thi..

world, and puts on that air of hurt innocence which is the

favourite disguise of the intensest pride. Hear, for instance,

the affecting statement by Father Newman, of the hard lot

of the true Church, from the disturbing vicinity of the

State.

" The Church is a sovereign and self-sustaining power, in the

same sense in which any temporal state is such. She is suffi-

cient for herself; she is absolutely independent in her own
sphere ; she has irresponsible control over her subjects in

religious matters ; she makes laws for them of her own
authority, and enforces obedience on them as the tenure of their

membership in her communion. And you know, in the next

place, that the very people who are her subjects, are in another

relation the State's subjects, and that those very matters which,
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in one aspect, are spiritual, in another are secular. The very-

same persons and the very same things belong to two supreme

jurisdictions at once, so that the Church cannot issue any order

but it affects the persons and the things of the State, nor can

the State issue any order without its affecting the persons and

the things of the Church. Moreover, though there is a general

coincidence between the principles on which civil and ecclesi-

astical welfare respectively depend, as proceeding from one

and the same God, who has given power to the magistrate as

well as to the priest, yet there is no necessary coincidence in

their particular application and resulting details, just as the

good of the soul is not always the good of the body ; and

much more is this the case, considering there is no divine

direction promised to the State, to preserve it from human
passion and human selfishness. Under these circumstances,

it is morally impossible that there should not be continual

collision, or chance of collision, between the State and the

Church ; and considering the State has the power of the

sword, and the Church has no arms but such as are spiritual,

the problem to be considered by us is, how the Church may be

able to do her divinely appointed work without molestation or

seduction from the State If the State would

but keep within its own province, it would find the Church its

truest ally and best benefactor. She upholds obedience to the

magistrate ; she recognizes his office as from God ; she is the

preacher of peace, the sanction of law, the first element of

order, and the safeguard of morality, and that without

possible vacillation or failure ; she may be fully trusted ; she is

a sure friend, for she is indefectible and undying. But it is not

enough for the State that things should be done, unless it has

the doing of them ; it abhors a double jurisdiction, and what

it calls a divided allegiance ; ant Cccsar aiit milliis, is its

motto, nor does it willingly accept of any compromise. All

power is founded, as it is often said, on public opinion ; to

allow the existence of a collateral and rival authority, is to

weaken its own ; and though that authority never showed its

presence by collision, but ever concurred and co-operated in

the acts of the State, yet the divinity with which the State

would fain hedge itself would, in the minds of men, be con-

centrated on that ordinance of God which has the higher claim

to it."—pp. 144-146.
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Simple people imagine that theocratic claims are harm-

less, because they refer only to spiritual matters. Cardinal

Wiseman assures the Dean and Chapter of Westminster,

that he does not covet their Abbey, or begrudge their

revenues, or dream of meddling with their congregation.

He only wants to be a city missionary, and carry light and

consolation into noisome courts and alleys, where the

Protestant influence cannot penetrate. He and his epis-

copal brethren have no other function than to see that the

" poor Irish " say their prayers, — that the priests are

diligent in their calling,—that the altars have clean cloths,

and the broken crucifixes get repaired. They administer

in a kingdom that is not of this world ; and never can

quit their quiet sphere to enter into the affairs of civil life.

Human interests and institutions are no more in danger

from them than from the angels in heaven. We believe

this to be said in perfect good faith, from the Catholic

point of view ; and for the hour to be true even from the

Protestant. But before we concede, upon this plea, the

demand of every church to perfect autonomy,—before we
turn away with the careless assurance that these clerical

matters are no affairs of ours,—it might be well to know
how and where the line is to be drawn between temporal

and spiritual things. Even in the Reformed churches,

this boundary has been a topic of serious dispute. They
have all declared that the kingdom they aspired to find

was not of this world. Yet Calvin made laws in Geneva,

about the dress of brides and the ringing of bells ; em-

ployed the police to drive the inhabitants to church ; shut

up the theatres, carried off the fashionable from the mas-

querade to bridewell, issued warrants against dancing, and

rendered it felony to question the dogmas or criticize the

preaching of his party. John Knox contended, that, " to

the Civil Magistrate specially appertained the ordering and

reformation of religion," and the Reformers of Edinburgh,

in 1560, made the repeated celebration of the mass punish-

able with death. The zeal of the Free Church of Scotland
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for the " crown rights of the Redeemer," (that is, for the

irresponsibihty of the clergy,) has rendered impossible its

friendly alliance with the State. But the very nature of

the Protestant system presents a limit to these incon-

veniences :—First, its doctrine is not sacerdotal ; it pre-

tends to no secret magic all its own : its appeal is popular

;

it rouses the conscience of men in masses, instead of

practising on their weakness one by one. Secondly, it

looks on the world as so lost to God, that no evangelical

men can mix themselves much with its affairs. From their

spiritual position, they see it across a vast chasm, dividing

the opposite poles of destiny : they communicate with it as

with an alien, if not a hostile land ; where no province lies

which it is given them to rule. A realm, therefore, always

remains as the proper theatre of temporal sway. They
may mark its boundary wrong, but they mark it somewhere.

But on the Catholic map of this universe, no such line is

found at all ; or if it seems to be there, it is but as the

shadow of a window-frame, throwing its bar across the

sheet, and shifting as the sun of ecclesiastic glory rises or

declines. What is temporal in England is spiritual in

Spain ; what belongs to the kingdoms of this world in the

nineteenth century, belonged to the kingdom of heaven in

the sixteenth. De jure, the divine commission extends to

every thing, and might absorb this planet into the Papal

state ; de facto, it includes what it can, and stops where it

must. In Paris, the Archbishop celebrates high-mass to

orders from an Algerine General, or the Prefect of Police,

and bestows his pliant benediction on King or Revolu-

tionary hero. In Turin a law is passed to render ecclesi-

astics amenable to the civil courts : the high dignitaries of

the Church refuse obedience : to the minister of state who
proposed the law, they deny, on his last bed, the rites of

his religion, and he dies unshriven : Rome supports them

in their resistance, and they are now in exile or in prison

for preferring their vows to their allegiance. To recede

with passive resistance in every step, to advance with
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active pressure in every open direction, is the policy of a

priesthood that never dies. The city and territory of Rome
itself exhibit perfectly the result to which the Cathohc

distinction between the civil and the spiritual departments

will reduce itself, when let alone. There, the Pope is

Monarch, as well as Primate, and can divide the offices as

he will : and there, the temporal functionaries consist of

the soldiery and the police. This narrow restriction of the

business of the government, which is there brought about

by the ascendency of the priesthood, may be elsewhere

partially produced by the freedom of the people. The
larger the range of life that is left to individual self-direc-

tion, the less does there remain for public law to take up,

and the more limited will be the work of public rule.

During the last thirty years, there has been, till lately, a

constant retreat of legislation from its interference with

the private will : from the press, from commerce, from

litigation, from religion, restrictions have been removed

;

and the notion has become current, that the State has

nothing to do but to protect " body and goods." So long

as such an idea retains its influence, and government

attempts no more than to stop theft and keep the peace, it

can scarce come into collision with any priesthood, and no

apprehension of any interference will exist : the two rivals

are for the time on different walks, and will not meet.

The vicar apostolic does not aspire to be constable, or

the lord-lieutenant to perform extreme unction. But the

time comes of inevitable reaction against our exaggerated

trust in individual self-guidance : fever and pauperism in

cities, sullen indigence in the country, excessive work in

factories, and juvenile ignorance everywhere, compel us, as

a community, to enlarge our aims and embrace some moral

ends. Reformatory discipline is attempted in the prison;

industrial training in the Poor Law Unions; public grants

are made for education ; and in Ireland, first, common
schools, next, lay colleges, are created under sanction of

Parliament. No sooner does this nobler statesmanship
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begin to take effect, than the politician is told that he is

trespassing on the churchman's ground. Who but the

priest can undertake the " cure of souls " ? Who but he

distinguish their medicine from their poison ? Who else

has a right to care about God's poor ? Are the Catholic

youth to read history without a spiritual guide at their

elbow, to tell them whom to canonize and whom to hate?

-—and to learn geology without the art of squeezing

the ages within orthodox dimensions ?—and to study

astronomy without warning from the contumacy of Galileo?

No ; vested interests of the holiest kind preoccupy the

territory of knowledge : no plough shall touch, no harvest

insult, its special right of eternal barrenness : it is the

Tefievos of a God : only sacred cattle shall graze there ; and

every intruder be taken to the sacrifice. And so, amid a

pageantry and with a secrecy fitted to mystify a deed of

darkness, the Irish Episcopate hold a Synod at Thurles
;

resolve to quench the best light of promise that for

many a generation has been lifted above the storm of

faction ; and surmising, with sure instinct, that what brings

the nation to port must bring the priesthood to wreck, they

repent of the prospect of repose, and steer the vessel right

back into the tempest. The colleges where Protestant and

Catholic may meet in the class-room, and find that they are

made of the same stuff, and feel the blending flames of the

same generous enthusiasm ; where science cannot be

bewildered, or history suborned ; where Rome under the

Republic may be compared to Rome under the Primacy,

and natural politics appear beside the supernatural ; where

tastes may grow up too heroic for the sacerdotal type of

saintship,—are denounced as " godless " : their con-

demnation is procured from the chair of St. Peter ; and

the project is set on foot of an exclusive university, where

no heretic step shall ever tread, and the mediaeval measures

of nature and standards of truth shall be supreme. We
trust that the government will patiently uphold these

colleges ; and will so give to the Catholic laity the
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opportunity of proving, that the ecclesiastical demand upon

their obedience may be over-strained ; that they will not

lay down at the feet of a confessor their duties as parents

and as citizens ; and that they will put to a practical test

Lord Beaumont's regretful assertion, " The Church of

Rome admits of no moderate party among the laity

:

moderation in respect to her ordinances is lukewarmness,

and the lukewarm she invariably spews out of her mouth."

The crusade commenced against the colleges is now spread-

ing, it is said, to the national schools. When they were

first established, it was at the expense of a monopoly

previously enjoyed by the members of the Protestant

Establishment ; and encountering the bitter hostility of the

clergy, they were accepted as a boon by the priests. But

now the times are changed : through the perseverance of

government and the patient energy of Archbishop Whately,

the prejudices of his Church have given way ; and in the

local administration and working of the system, religious

parties are becoming equalized. At this symptom the

priesthood begin to show signs of restiveness : to the

Catholic imagination, mere equality of privilege has grown

flat and lost its charm ; and schools for many hundred

children are deserted and closed, because the parish

priest is not made visitor. And so, in proportion as

legislation rises above matters of police, and interposes to

the check ills of neglected private obligation, in proportion

as it lets the stiffness of a pedantic economy give way a little

to natural humanity, and attempts beneficent prevention

instead of posthumous infliction,—^just therefore when it

begins to interest the moral feeling of the nation, and

attest the growth of higher sentiments,—does the altar

appear to bar the way, and the priest declares that all

within the rail is his. At the moment and in the act of

aspiring to a nobler life, the State is blocked out and

spurned as most profane. So has it always been with that

proud Church : and so must it ever be. Yet, strange to

say, all this may be without fault, without pride, in
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individuals. It involves no reproach to private believers

or to official guides. They are entangled in a net whose
threads have shot out fibres into their wills, and penetrated

the very substance of their souls. What, indeed, is a man
struggling in a Theocracy, but as an insect in the waters of

a cataract ? He has become part of a mightier element,

and must drift whither it will sweep. The arrogance of

Rome is something impersonal : it is a function of her

organism, a law of her ecclesiastic life. It utters itself

alike from the lips of the meekest and the most insolent

of her prelates ; and whether acting through the energy of

Hildebrand, the frivolity of Leo the Tenth, or the saintly

virtues of Pius the Fifth, never permits you to forget the

"Vicar of Christ." It is in the very atmosphere of her

traditions. Like the wind which, in crossing the ocean,

distils its surface, taking up the pure water and leaving the

brine ; these traditions, sweeping over the ages, absorb

every glory and omit all the shame ; and the temper which

they nourish is the accumulated product of a history which

forgets no victory and dwells on no defeat. But the social

operation of this spirit is not alleviated by its absence as

a personal disposition, from the individual heart. It cannot

be untrue to its tendency. A system pledged to solitary

and universal empire ; engaged to see nothing, hear nothing,

upon God's earth, except itself, and the subjects given for

its sway ; bound to blot out all countries from the map,

and all ages from Christian history, which do not bear

witness to its unity and majesty,—can make terms with no

rival, and endure no equal. Others are free, when only

not oppressed ; but this feels itself a slave, till it is lord

of all.

What, then, is the political inference to be drawn from

this theocratic character in the Roman Church ? Have we
been supplying premisses for a no-popery conclusion ? Not

so ;—unless the canons of Exeter-Hall logic are henceforth

to be the rules of English statesmanship ; and a fickle

cowardice to take place of that noble courage with which,
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in many a danger, the English people have dared to be

just. Ambition in a sect, and exclusiveness in a creed, are

good reasons for not arming them with special power, and

trusting them with political privilege ; but no reason at all

for withholding from them civil equality, or imposing

coercive limits on the spontaneous development of their

religious institutions. No one thinks of insisting on humility

of mind as a condition of the franchise, or denying the

alderman's gown except to the shoulders of modest inno-

cence : and as little can we make the temper of a Church

a qualifying ground of its civil freedom. The religious

liberties which have been won, through the cost and

struggle of two centuries, would not be worth a twelve-

month's purchase, were they held on no tenure of immutable

justice, but only during theological good behaviour. Shall it

be said that, in passing the great Emancipation Act, the

British legislature mistook the nature of the Romish system,

and fancied it a meek affair, like Quakerism ? Is the

Catholic religion so new a thing that its character, obscure

in 1829, wakes up into wild surprise in 1850? If there is

any thing in history known by the attestation of unbroken

experience, if any thing deep-cut into the memorials of

British life by the graver of the nation's resolve and agony,

surely it is the lofty pretensions and the sleepless patience

of the Church " one and indivisible." Had this been a

secret twenty years ago, the removal of Catholic disabilities

would lose not only every noble, but every respectable

feature ; and would be degraded from an act of legislative

rectitude to the level of a defeated bargain, or an extorted

boon. But it was no secret : the repeated Parliamentary

debates, the protracted controversies between the established

and the disabled communions, had long brought out every

feature of the case ; and nothing was done but with open

eyes. It was fully intended to take all the risks of a just

course, and to leave to the Roman Catholics the undisturbed

advantage of any arrogance or weakness, any policy or

success, any mitre, pallium, or title, for which room might
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be found within the Hmits of the law. We have seen

nothing to convince us that the appointment of the new

Cathohc hierarchy involves the violation, or even the

slightest straining, of the law : and it may now be fairly

presumed that Mr. Bowyer's pamphlet, in which the legal

aspects of the case are strikingly presented,—is felt to be

unanswerable.* The Papal brief, then, is valid for its end :

the bishops it appoints are already there, lawfully accosted

by their titles, and exercising supervision over the clergy of

their dioceses :—no prosecution can disturb them :—if they

are to be deprived, it must be by act of Parliament ; but

what could be the provisions of such an act ? Is it to

prevent the Roman Catholics from having bishops?—to

say that their Church must cease to be episcopal ? This

would be tantamount to an absolute proscription of their

religion ; which, as we have shown, is essentially a polity,

and, apart from the prelatical element, can have no exist-

ence. It is a mockery of toleration to permit people to

believe in a divine corporation, and then refuse them the

corporate officers. Or is it to allow the bishops, but to

make restrictive rules as to what they shall be called! This

being the most simply vexatious course, enough to show a

petty temper, not enough to touch the distribution of real

power, is most likely, we fear, to be thought soothing to

the English clergy, and to be offered to them as adapted

to their taste. It were better, we think, to leave them

unsoothed than to bring British legislation into contempt.

Or, finally, is it to allow both bishops and their names, but

to control their nomination from Rome, and in some way

insist that their origin be indigenous, and their dependence

* Sir E. Sugden's opinion has since been given, against the legality

of the Papal procedure, so far as the publication of the Letter Apos-

tolic is concerned. The offence, however, is against a law which has

been stripped of its penalties ; and is apparently constituted, not by

the substantive act of creating and allocating the new hierarchy, but

by the formal error of publishing the instrument through which this

is done. If so, prosecution may touch some person, but cannot affect

the thing.
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insular ? On political grounds, this is the only measure for

which a plausible excuse can be urged. It might be

plausibly said to the Roman Catholics, "You shall have

every liberty enjoyed by any subject of these realms : no one

advantage shall Methodist or Baptist possess over you :

•whatever the largest exigencies of religious freedom have

been defined by your countrymen to include, shall be

secured to you. If you are content to stand on an equality

with them, no prejudice shall disturb your position : but

your demands go beyond theirs : no sect before ever asked

to have a body of ruling officers distributed over the country,

owing their appointment and their spiritual allegiance to a

foreign power. If the Pope should fall under the ascendency

of cabinets unfriendly to England, what security have we
that unpatriotic influences may not be poured through the

channels of power, thus ramifying to our poorest popula-

tion ? Insulate yourselves, like other Nonconformists, and

your faith shall be absolutely free. But at present you

require, under the name of religion^ a privilege which every

one else would Q.?X&tva. political.
""

This argument, however, is not applicable as against the

admission of the new hierarchy. For, if you sweep that

hierarchy away, you only reinstate the Vicars Apostolic,

whose Papal dependence is even more close, and more

open to the objection urged, than that of the provincial

episcopate. Must we go further, then, and cut off the

organic connection with Rome in every form ? Desirable

or not, the thing is simply impossible. Without the living

connection with their Head, the members of the Catholic

Church cannot subsist as parts of a spiritual body : and to

require them—either by electing their bishops or by vesting

their allocation in an English High-priest—to form them-

selves into a detached Church, is only to insist on their

becoming apostates. No doubt, they ask more than satisfies

the Dissenter ; but it is not optional with them to do this

or to take the humbler place. They cannot shut up within

the four seas a Church, whose universality, whose identity
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with entire Christendom, whose bounden allegiance to the

chair of St. Peter, is the prime article of their belief. They
must either enjoy, then, this larger liberty than others, or

they must have none at all. While their altars remain

open, and hundreds of priests daily appear at matins and

vespers, no choice remains but between open and clandes-

tine communication with Rome ; and if there be contingent

political danger in a foreign connection, that danger is not

likely to be lessened when the correspondence is maintained,

in the style of a conspiracy, between an offended Pontiff

"and a disaffected English and Irish people.

With our eye, then, full upon the inevitable tendencies

of the Romish system ; with the conviction that it generates

a state of mind at variance with the English standard of

civil and religious liberty ; with the certain knowledge, that

the equal and tolerant treatment it receives it will never, in

its place and day of power, be willing to reciprocate,—we
yet say to our fellow-countrymen. Be just, and fear not :

put not your trust in coercive laws : dream not that divine

truth can be bought with the coin of human injury : be

resolved, if ever you have to defend your own rights from

encroachment, to enter the field without reproach. The
free mind and the large heart, in yourselves and your

children, will be a surer charm against the priest and the

canon law, than preventive statutes or an outcry for the

Queen's supremacy.

And this last phrase, this "Queen's supremacy," brings

us to the real source of most of the zeal, and of all the

confusion, so conspicuous in the present anti-Papal excite-

ment. We have hitherto treated the question as if it

seriously lay between the Roman Catholic body and the

British nation. But the real quarrel is felt to be between

the Papal and the Anglican headships, and between the

rival Episcopates proceeding from them and now existing

side by side. Whoever sees, in the vehemence of the

storm now raging, a comforting proof of the Protestant

spirit of the English Establishment, puts a very false reading
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on the signs of the times. We do not hesitate to say, that,

in one aspect, it is the strongest symptom which has

appeared since the time of the Stuarts of the profoundly

sacerdotal* character of our Church, and its intense aliena-

tion from the Reformed religion. For whence, and on

what occasion, is this mighty outburst of indignation ?

Does it break forth on the appearance of some devastating

heresy, and take some glorious and threatened truth under

the protection of its enthusiasm ? Not at all : no alarming

doctrine, no insidious book, no new missionary of error, has

been introduced into the land : the people believe to-day

what they believed three months ago : no fresh agency, not so

much as a single priest, has been added to the powers of

" perversion " existing before. Nay, the experience of

seventeen years, during which the so-called " Anglican

"

movement has been going on, has shown with what patience

every distinctive feature of the Pontifical creed and disci-

pline might be contemplated ; how complacently bishops

could negotiate with these, how meekly endure the new
grandeur they conferred, so long as the oracle came from

Oxford, not from Rome, and the apostolic glory, exposed

to no competition, enjoyed the monopoly at home. Nearly

two thousand clergymen passed silently into the English

Church, to teach everything Roman, except the Primacy of

Rome ; and the services of this powerful ambuscade

against the march and fortresses of the Reformation, are

quietly accepted in every diocese of the land : twelve

Romish priests do but change their title and their dress,

and the whole l^ench of bishops is convulsed. Why is

this ? and what means the language in which the change is

* Throughout tliis paper we use the word "Priest," not loosely, as

merely equivalent to " Minister," but in the pi'oper hieratic sense, to

denote a person who interposes himself between man and God, and

claims to be the indispensable medium of their effectual communica-

lion. This idea must be carried into all the kindred words, "sacer-

dotal," "pontifical"; and, with the needful modification, into the

word " altar " as opposed to " communion-table."

VOL. II. L
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denounced as an " aggression," a " usurpation," an " inva-

sion " ? " Usurpation " is the violent seizure of power from

the sole rightful possessor ; and when such an act is charged,

it implies that the accuser is smarting under the feelings of

injured legitimacy. The anger of the clergy arises from

their holding the very same doctrine with their opponents

;

viz., that on the same spot there cannot be more than one

bishop ; that, if two appear, one or the other must be a

pretender, and must be got rid of, unless both are to be-

come ridiculous ; that the very nature of their office is lost

if the title be distributed. If the episcopal form of Church

government were held simply as the best human contrivance

for maintaining the order of a Christian community, there

would be no conceivable reason why one denomination

after another should not be thought free to adopt it ; and

those who admired it would naturally rejoice to see their

own judgment and preference confirmed by the concurrence

and practice of other bodies of disciples. That the oppo-

site feeling prevails, convicts our Church of holding Epis-

copacy as a supernatural institution, and of claiming the

very same perpetual apostleship which is maintained by

the Romish theory. In a new bishop is seen, not a super-

intendent of a separate class of religious societies, but a

rival assertor of the same indivisible authority. What now
does that authority include ? The exclusive possession of

all the means of grace ; the sole power of transmitting the

Holy Spirit ; the nomination of trustees for the divine

sacraments, of stewards of absolution and the remis-

sion of sins. The sacerdotalism of the English Church is

as absolute as that of the Roman. It matters little whether

the sacraments be more or fewer ; whether their modus

operandi be a little more subjective or a little more objec-

tive ; whether the right to absolve be used with the healthy

or only with the sick,—so long as a ritual purification

of human nature is pronounced indispensable, and the

patent right to effect it is conceded by a j'lis divinum to a

certain body of men, the whole mischief of the Papal
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scheme remains. The disconnection from Rome simply

renders the evil provincial instead of universal ; but the

malady, by becoming insular instead of continental, does

not abate its danger. In every form and in every degree,

mediatorial persons intrusted with mediatorial substances,

and standing with supernatural incantations between man
and God, are perilous to the well-being of the State. They

occupy a position above the law : they constitute a

polity distinct from the civil organization, and are never

content till it is subordinated to their ends. No statesman

can expect ecclesiastic peace till every trace of priestly

doctrine is removed from the formularies of the Church,

as it already is from the heart of the nation ; and the

sacramental offices retained from the Pontifical Church be

reduced to the simply memorial rites of the Helvetic

Reformation, No clergy can expect free action in alliance

with the State, so long as they claim functions involving

the irresponsible supremacy of their order. On the theo-

logical evidence of the sacerdotal system, we pronounce no

opinion, but of its political bearings there can scarcely be

a doubt :—it disqualifies any religion for being the estab-

lished religion. It would be difficult for any government

to take the twelve Apostles into its pay, were they living in

Europe now. Their miraculous gifts and the movements
of their inspiration would spurn the conditions imposed by

a Chancellor of the Exchequer or a Minister of Public

Instruction. Parliamentary committees on their missionary

expenses, and blue-book reports on their xaptfrnara, would

seem an intolerable indignity : Mr. Roebuck would be a

thorn in the flesh, and Mr. Bright a messenger of Satan to

buffet them. It cannot be otherwise with apostolic men,

like Henry of Exeter and the holy Incumbent of St. Bar-

nabas. Charged in this world with a divine mission, they

are above being judged by man's judgment ; and, before

the tribunal of the nation, feel like Christ before the bar

of Pilate. Trustees of a supernatural endowment, and in

its disposal acting as organs of the Holy Ghost, they can

L 2
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make no terms with secular men, who think, Hke Simon

Magus, "that the gift of God may be purchased with

money." Agents of a heavenly polity for ruling the souls

of men, they are bound, by paramount obligation, to guard

and administer the precise form of dogma committed to

them ; receiving it pure from the Church, and neither judg-

ing it themselves, nor suffering others to judge it. This class

of ecclesiastics are very provoking to the statesman. They
appear perverse and obstinate. He cannot moderate them :

with a nucleus of incomprehensible pride covered by a

surface of unctuous meekness, they slip through his fingers

and pursue their course. His canons of reason and theirs

are hopelessly at variance : their respective modes of

thought never meet; and the longer they negotiate, the

less do they agree. The statesman, less enduring than the

ecclesiastic, and wielding the keen instruments of decisive

coercion, grows angry, and cuts short the controversy by an

ultimatum of obedience or exclusion. He can do nothing

else, without betraying the best interests of the nation.

Yet we must say, that in being subjected to his ban, and held

up to the indignation of the people, the Anglicans are very

hardly used. It is a shameful tyranny to retain their

doctrine in the Prayer-book, and then abuse them for be-

lieving it ; to bind them by solemn engagement to a sacer-

dotal theory, and then lose all temper when they reduce it

to practice ; to say to them as each enters his office,

" Whose sins thou dost forgive, they are forgiven ; and

whose sins thou dost retain, they are retained," and then

be offended at their lofty airs. It is undeniable that the

sacramental and priestly doctrine embodied in the Anglican

movement is fully authorized by the formularies of the

Church, and that no clergyman who disbelieves it can have

given a veracious " assent and consent," " willingly and ex

animo" "to all things contained in them." There is no

more ground for charging dishonesty on the Anglican party

than on the Evangelical. Each finds its justification in a

part,-—neither in the whole,—of the Liturgy and Articles of
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the Church : but the Anglicans being in the minority, and
tending in a direction with which the nation does not

sympathize, are treated with opprobrium as traitors to the

faith. We beheve them to be the most pernicious men of

all within the compass of the Church ; but also the most

sincere, the most learned, the most self-denying ; the most

faithful, intellectually and morally, to the ecclesiastical

training which has been provided for them. Had it been

possible for them to win over the majority of the nation to

their views, and had logical considerations any weight with

the tribunal of popular opinion, they would have been

regarded, not as the insidious corrupters of the Church,

but as the consistent restorers of its characteristic principles.

Their fate is determined by historical combinations, rather

than by any essential principle of justice. But in sacri-

ficing them, let no wrong be done : let the act be one, not

of disgrace upon persons, but of preference for a principle :

let the expulsion be, of priesthood from the Prayer-book,

not of priests from the altars they have served. In driving

them to the Vatican, the Church which has nurtured them
in Romish tastes, committed them to Romish pretension,

and shut them up in a University the very focus of medi-

aeval revival, owes them some reparation : nor could she

present a more fitting apology than the erasure from her

own system of every line that has misled these erring sons.

Unless this be done, and the State decisively refuses to

recognize the Church as a stipernahiral corporation, the

evil will perpetually recur. The demand for ecclesiastical

supremacy and independence, however dangerous, is irresis-

tibly reasonable, if the Church be the holder of a commis-

sion, and the performer of a work which no human power

can touch. Concede this claim, and the national control

becomes a manifest tyranny ; and if the control be optional

the claim must be denied. Hence the emphasis with

which all " Churchmen " dwell on the treasure of " dogma
and sacraments " consigned to the guardianship of the
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Church ; and on the right, thence arising, of a lofty bear-

ing towards the temporal power.

" The State claims the allegiance of its subjects on the

ground of the tangible benefits of which it is the instrument

towards them. Its strength lies in this undeniable fact, and

they endure and they maintain its coercion and its laws, because

the certainty of this fact is ever present to their minds. What
mean the array and the pomp which surround the sovereign ?

the strict ceremonial, the minute etiquette, the almost unsleep-

ing watchfulness which eyes her every motion, which follows

her into her garden and her chamber, which notes down every

shade of her countenance, and every variation of her pulse ?

Why do her soldiers hover about her, and officials line her

ante-rooms, and cannon and illuminations carry forward her

progresses among the people? Is this all a mockery? Is it

done for nothing ? Surely not ; in her is centred the order, the

security, the happiness of a great people. And, in like manner,

the Church must be the guardian of a fact : she must have

something to produce, she must have something to do. It is

not enough to be keeper of even an inspired book ; for there is

nothing to show that her protection of it is necessary at this

day. The State might fairly commit its custody to the art of

printing, and dissolve an institution whose occupation was no

more. She must do that, in order to have a meaning, which

otherwise cannot be done ; which she alone can do. She must

have a benefit to bestow, in order to be worth her existence
;

and the benefit must be a fact which no one can doubt about.

It must not be an opinion, or matter of opinion, but a some-

thing which is like a first principle, which may be taken for

granted,—a foundation indubitable and irresistible. In other

words, she must have a dogma and sacraments : it is a dogma
and sacraniefits, and nothing else, which can give meaning to a

Church, or sustain her against the State ; for by these are

meant certain facts or acts which are special instruments of

spiritual good to those who receive them. As we do not gain

the benefits of civil society unless we submit to its laws and
customs, so we do not gain the spiritual blessings which the

Church has to bestow upon us unless we receive her dogmas
and her sacraments.''

—

Ncwina/i's Lectures, p. 178.

This is the pretended basis of the English, no less than
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of the Roman Church. The pretence is palpably false
;

all consistent teaching being utterly lost, the sacraments

having become the centres of heretical disputes, and the

inconsistencies of the formularies laid open to public ex-

posure. The Act of Uniformity, it is now confessed, en-

forces a heterogenous congeries of theological propositions

with no organic unity, held together by no higher bond
than the printer's frame of types, and incapable of coex-

isting in any mind of logical grasp and moral earnestness

to use it ; and the only uniformity which it secures among
the clergy, beyond the weekly monotony upon the ear, is

that of invariable self-contradiction, of partial unveracity,

and bitter mutual aversions. Nevertheless, absurd as the

pretence is, of a supernatural trust of dogma in the keep-

ing of our ecclesiastics, it has not been relieved of its mis-

chief in being bereft of its truth. It operates powerfully

against the most salutary and moderate reforms. It refuses

to recognize the fact, impressed on the whole course of his-

tory and necessitated by the very constitution of the human
mind, that religious faith cannot be made immutable ex-

cept under the humiliating condition of universal igno-

rance and apathy ; but requires, from time to time, new in-

tellectual forms for its sincere expression. It affects to

shrink from every doctrinal modification, as the breach of

an eternal trust, and, to evade the confession of fallibility,

will repeal nothing even of what has passed into desuetude or

disgust. This hollow profession of an unreal unity and

fixedness most unfavourably influences the character and

culture of the clergy. The national life of England has

been particularly productive of fresh and eccentric varieties

of religious activity, which the sturdy realism and moral

energy of her people have not left to be frittered away

in speculation or to sleep in books, but have pushed

forward to take the command of events. From the Pre-

cisians of Queen Elizabeth's reign to the Free Church be-

lievers of Queen Victoria's, there has been a series of in-

tellectual movements connected with religion, so important
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as to colour the whole complexion of our history. But as

these have, for the most part, been suffered to take place

outside the Church, they are not in favour with the clergy ;

and whatever part of the infection of change has spread at

times to the interior, is so disturbing to the theory of a

doctrinal stewardship, that the periods marked by it lie

under disgrace. The clerical habit, therefore, is to ignore

the entire existence of Nonconformity ; to treat it precisely

as the Pope now treats the established schism ; to walk

through history like a coxcomb through a ball-room, eyeing

his nearest neighbours as if he had never seen them, and

looking another way when an inconvenient acquaintance

approaches. By rights, he appears to think, such people

have no business to be there at all : he would never have

allowed it, had it rested with him : but the admissions were

settled at St. Stephen's ; and with such a miscellaneous

committee of management as that, one cannot be surprised

at anything. Often, indeed, it may well happen that the

clergyman has only an obscure and hearsay belief in

the reality of Dissenters. His father, the rector of a

country place, "never allowed them in his parish." At

Oxford, the phenomenon was invisible, and never men-

tioned. In his studies, the youth had never been referred

to any Nonconformist books, though, in getting up the

history of heresies, he had heard of some great discom-

fitures inflicted on them by orthodox bishops. And now

he is curate in a village, from which, a month before he

came, the only Dissenter,—a Baptist cobbler,—had re-

moved, because there was no school but the " National,"

and he would not let his children learn the Church

Catechism. And so, of the stirring religious life of the

conventicle, which gathers into it so much middle-class

energy, and still more of the uiireligious and alienated

life of the classes below this, the academic Churchman

knows nothing. Unless his lot be cast in a large town,

he lives in a social world where he is little disturbed by the

new spirit of the present century, and where he may cherish
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the ideas of an obsolete generation. Nor is it only in his

narrow view of his own time that the professional perver-

sion is seen : it corrupts still more conspicuously his esti-

mates of the past, and generates historical tastes dishonour-

able to men of English birth. Dreaming of dogmatic

unity as the indispensable mark of the Church, and finding

no clear and steady traces of it in the last three centuries,

nor much pretence of it, except in the Romish and Angli-

can communions, he carries all his admirations up, along

the narrow path of Episcopacy, into the mediaeval period,

and through it to the dreary ages when ecclesiastic consoli-

dation took up the crumbling Empire of the West. The

august image of an indivisible Christendom, instructed by

the Fathers, represented by the Councils, ruled by the Head
of the Church, accompanies and fascinates him ; and we

know of no preconception so powerful as this to pervert all

history, to spoil all purity and manliness of taste, and to

produce a state of mind uncongenial with what is noblest

in the actual life of this nineteenth century. He sees,

upon a writer the most mean and tedious, the imprimatur

of ecclesiastical adoption, and wastes upon him the

reverence due to thought and genius. He allows dogmatic

grounds to determine all his judgments of human charac-

ter and literary merit : the silliness of Epiphanius escapes

him, lest a needful witness be lost : for fear of encouraging

Jovinian, Jerome's fanatic passions must have their way

:

the apprehension of Arius makes everything in Athanasius
" great "

; and the presence of Pelagius excuses Augustine's

persecuting zeal. The bald grossness of the Ambrosian

hymns is extolled for simplicity and grandeur ; and the

conceits of Marbod and Hildebert, for poetic richness

and fertility. Anselm becomes the model of a philosopher

;

Aquinas, of a theologian ; and Bernard, of a saint. Kings

and emperors are estimated, not by their capacity and

virtues, but by their orthodoxy : Constantine, the murderer

of all his kindred, Theodosius, who desolated the streets of

Antioch and Thessalonica with frightful and almost
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gratuitous massacres, are applauded as " great," because

they were prodigal to the clergy, and merciless to heretics. In

every contest between the ecclesiastical and temporal power,

the " Churchman's " sympathies go with the former, and,

without regard to any merits of the dispute, he visibly

glories in the abasement of the crown before the mitre :

it is a triumph to him, that to the family of Valentinian

the Second, and to the Emperor himself, because he was

an Arian, every church in Milan was denied, and from the

Basilica the chant of St. Ambrose, ceaseless by night or

day, defied the soldiers of the prince ; and he loves to read

how Becket extorted penance from the king. But above

all, he holds in greatest antipathy the whole system of in-

fluences under which the constitutional liberties of modern

England have been matured. The Reformation under

Luther and Melancthon, Calvin and Zwingle, is contemp-

tuously disclaimed as a vulgar insurrection of private judg-

ment ; so that any sympathy with Continental Protestant-

ism has long become the recognized mark of a Dissenter.

The whole cluster of modern churches is swept scornfully

away, with the pedantic remark, that they are only a repro-

duction by ignorant men of the ancient heresies ; over which

orthodoxy, supernaturally triumphant once, will return in

full tide again. English Churchmen describe the Presby-

terianism of the North, as " that form of schism which is

established in Scotland." New literary idols are set up

even among the writers of their own communion, and many

of the older potentates dethroned. Of the elder divines,

the High-Churchmen are alone in favour, Andrewes and

Laud, Jackson and Cosin ; and of the more recent, the

nonjurors awaken the strongest interest, Brett, and Ken,

and Beveridge.

The praises of such men as Ridley and Parkhurst,

who would have brought Zurich and London into the

fraternity of a common reformation, are no longer heard.

Tillotson, having proposed a scheme of large-hearted com-

prehension, is regarded as a traitor to the primacy which
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he adorned. And in proportion as any divine has enlarged

his range as a theologian on the side of philosophy, he is

set aside, with Cudworth and Clarke, as a miserable

latitudinarian. In regard to every political struggle by

which the nation has obtained fresh guarantees of civil

liberty or made a new step in religious toleration, it is

fashionable for "good Churchmen" in our days to sym-

pathize with the doctrines of servility and oppression.

Clarendon himself could find no fault with the modern
clerical view of " the Great Rebellion " ; and the settle-

ment in 1688 is regarded as the ill-omened commencement
of that fatal series of changes by which, through the

removal of tests, Parliament has become a medley of

heresies, and the Church been laid prostrate before Quakers,

Papists, and Socinians. In our literature, there is scarce

a name venerable to the popular ear, which is ever men-

tioned by this class of men without a gloss of disparage-

ment. Milton, unfortunately, was neither orthodox nor

prelatist. Locke set the fashion of that presumptuous

reliance on experience, which is the root of all infidelity
;

and brought into vogue that sophistical "toleration," which

amounts to " total indifference to all objective truth."

Bunyan is abandoned to the coarser imagination of the

Noncomformist, while Thomas-a-Kempis is fitter for the

pocket of an Anglican. The world could better have

spared Adam Smith than have suffered the dreadful blights

of Political Economy. This sort of taste, which for twenty

years has been fostered in the University Churchman, sets

him down as a stranger in this trading, bustling, practical

England. He looks with simple alarm and aversion on
the characteristic life of the age, its vast material develop-

ment, its irresistible and crushing growth of mechanism,

physical and human, its swarming towns, its distracting

mills, its noisy agitations, its teeming press, its chaos of

beliefs and unbeliefs. In the days of Queen Bess, it was

not thought unfitting for religious men to share in the

national pride awakened by expanding prosperity and
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power : but in our time an ecclesiastical cant has arisen

against all the marking features and moral results of the

immense productive power and commercial complications

of the empire. We are not blind to the embarrassing

social problems springing out of these conditions : but

there is no solution to be found in sneering at the politics

of Manchester, and treating the West Riding as a pande-

monium. When the appointed guides of the people despair,

it is a confession of incapacity. In these smoky towns, too,

under the very shadow of the mill, they have but to deal

with men, each with a heart in his bosom and a faculty of

thought in his soul. If danger there be, it is that, though

the new forces and enlarged quantities of society be not in

themselves too strong, the old Church provisions for direct-

ing and organizing them are quite too weak, and may be

shattered and humbled in the attempt. In reading the

writings of modern " Churchmen," nothing strikes us so

forcibly as the intense antipathy to every thing distinctively

national. The Lectures of Father Newman abound in

bitter sarcasms on the " free-born, self-dependent, animal

mind of the Englishman," who will have no " restrictions

put upon grace, when he has thrown open trade, removed

disabilities, abolished monopolies, taken off agricultural

protection, and enlarged the franchise." These Lectures

are indeed written by a Roman Catholic ; but they were

addressed to Anglicans, and by one who has superlative

skill in the selection of topics adapted to their tastes. The
following passage is a fair specimen of the ecclesiastical

feeling towards English life, described under the theological

sobriquet, " the world."

" Were it to my present purpose to attack the principles and

proceedings of the world, of course it would be obvious for me
to retort upon the cold, cruel, selfish system, which this supreme

worship of comfort, decency, and social ordernecessarily intro-

duces ; to show you how the many are sacrificed to the it\y,

the poor to the wealthy, how an oligarchical monopoly of enjoy-

ment is estabHshed far and wide, and the claims of want, and
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pain, and sorrow, and affliction, and guilt, and misery are prac-

tically forgotten. But I will not have recourse to the common-
places of controversy while I am on the defensive. All I would
say to the world is. Keep your theories to yourself, do not

inflict them upon the sons of Adam everywhere ; do not

measure heaven and earth by views which are in a great degree

insular, and never can be philosophical and Catholic. You do
your work, perhaps, in a more business-like way, compared with

ourselves, but we are immeasurably more tender, and gentle, and
angelic. We come to poor human nature as the angels of God,
and you as policemen. Look at your poor-houses, lunatic asy-

lums, and prisons ; how perfect are their externals, what skill

and ingenuity appear in their structure, economy, and adminis-

tration ; they are as decent, and bright, and calm as what our

Lord seems to name them,—dead men's sepulchres. Yes !

they have all the world can give, all but life ; all but a heart.

Yes ! you can hammer up a coffin
; you can plaster a tomb

;

you are nature's undertakers : you cannot build it a home. You
cannot feed it, or heal it ; it lies, like Lazarus, at your gate, full

of sores. You see it gasping and panting with privations and
penalties ; and you sing to it, you dance to it, you show it your
picture-books, you let off your fireworks, you open your men-
ageries. Shallow philosophers ! Is this mode of going on so

winning and persuasive, that we should imitate it ?
"

—

Lectures,

p. 209.

This invective against all secular forms of compassion

towards want and suffering addresses itself to a feeling

exceedingly lively, we fear, among the priesthood of the

English Church. They certainly are free from the lec-

turer's reproach ; for who ever found them singing and
dancing to poor human nature, plying it with picture-books,

or even, to any great extent, with the alphabet ? What-

ever has been done of this profane kind is really not to be
laid at their door. They were no partners to Joseph Lan-

caster's zeal for spelling, apart from regeneration ; and had

it depended on them, not an unbaptized man, from the

Cheviot to the Channel, would, to this hour, have been

able to sign his name. They were guiltless of abetting

Raikes's project for Sabbath-breaking schools ; and, if they
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could, would have kept the precincts of every place of

worship pure from the sacrilegious presence of slate or

copy-book. Dr. Birkbeck did not complain of any rivalry

from them in the establishment of Mechanic's Institutes
;

nor are the cheap concerts, and zoological gardens, which

are so painful to the son of St. Philip Neri, peculiarly cleri-

cal establishments. There were chaplains to the prisons,

—

those whited sepulchres,—before the time of Howard and

Elizabeth Fry : the places were perhaps quite as sepulchral,

but they were certainly less white. In fact, lay the poor

Lazarus at the gate of the Romish and of the English

priest, and what is the difference ? The one will con-

fess him ; the other, reading to him the service for the

visitation of the sick, will " move him to confess "

;

and both will give him absolution. Neither of these

" comes to poor human nature " exactly " like a police-

man "
; neither of them, we devoutly hope, is much " like

the angels of God "
: but whatever the one is, the other is

surely not dissimilar ; and the lecturer's sacerdotal sarcasms

against the methods of secular benevolence and social ad-

ministration express the spirit and temper of them both.

The only difference is, that the priestly element is less

ascendant in the English than in the Roman system, and

that our Church is politically too dependent on the nation

not to be distinctly affected by national sentiments. In-

stead, therefore, of absolutely blocking them out at their

origin, after the fashion of an Austrian or Bavarian priest-

hood, our clergy (notwithstanding honourable exceptions)

obstruct their course and hang upon their rear, and follow

with antipathy the movements of a generous lay sentiment

which it is their place to guide with sympathy. It is un-

deniable that into every social improvement, every exten-

sion of mixed education, every removal of religious

exclusion, which has characterized the last half-century, the

Church has been reluctantly dragged. They have been

found against the changes which the prevailing feeling of

the country, which Parliament, which statesmen, which
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history, must regard as the best features of the age. Were

this a truly devout conservatism, the enthusiasm of self-

devotion arresting the downward course of a degenerate

time, we could joyfully do homage to their fatal zeal in

clinging to the untenable. But who can pretend to dis-

cover in it any trace of the prophet's quick instinct for good

and ill ?—who deny that its only steady principle has been

the priest's tenacity of threatened power ? If there is a

spot in the empire which may fairly be regarded as the

inmost shrine of the Church, authorized to express its

genius and will, that spot is Oxford. Some century and a

quarter ago, John Wesley was P'cllow of Lincoln College

and Greek Lecturer there. With a few companions, recoil-

ing, like himself, from the profligate habits of the place, he

took to heart the appeals of Law's " Serious Call," and

resolved to live with the invisible realities which with others

served but for a stately dream or a mocking jest. In the

cold midnight, beneath the truthful sky, he struggled for a

faith worthy of so great a sight. He prayed without ceas-

ing : he fasted in secret : he passed the mystery on from

his own heart to the soul of others ; and led the saintly

life with less offence to creed and prejudice, than almost

any devotee in history. The son of a High Church rector,

he could not be charged with unsacramental doctrine or

Nonconformist sympathies : he denied the Christian bap-

tism of Dissenters, and drove them from the communion
as unregenerate. He duly proved his spirit of self-sacriiice

by preferring a mission to the Indians of Georgia to a

parochial provision at home, and the fraternity of the poor

Herrnhiiter to the aristocratic priesthood of England.

The sequel is well known ; how he took up the labours,

while others boasted of the privileges, of Apostleship

;

civilized whole counties ; lifted brutal populations into

communities of orderly citizens and consistent Christians
;

and in grandeur of missionary achievement rivalled the

most splendid successes of Christendom. With what eye

did the Church, as the Mother, and the University, as the
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Nurse, of so much greatness, look upon his career ? Did
they avail themselves of his gifts, bless Heaven for the

timely mission of such rare graces, and heap on him the

work which he was so eager to do, and they so much
needed to get done ? Did they found an order to bear

his name and propagate his activity ? He coveted their

support ; and so clung to their alliance, that seldom has a

strong enthusiasm been combined with such moderation.

But in their most favourable mood, they did but stare and

stand aloof. It was in vain to look to the clergy for their

help : he was driven to a lay organization, and even a lay

ministry : the Wesleyan Chapel became the rival, instead

of the auxiliary, of the Parish Church ; and the most

loyal of all popular religious bodies was absolutely repulsed

from conformity. When the leaders, with a cart for their

pulpit and a field for their church, provoked the vices and

passions they denounced, and were stoned and carried off

to prison, the rector was less likely to be their intercessor

than their judge. And in Wesley's college days, where the

premonition of his religious movement was distinctly given,

he met no wisdom and affection to protect him from the

scorn of the learned and the laughter of the rich. The
Apostle of popular piety was repudiated and contemned.

Early in 1829, the Duke of Wellington became con-

vinced that the fit moment had arrived for terminating the

contest between the British Government and the Catholic

Association, by removing the political disabilities affecting

nearly one third of the subjects of the empire. Sir Robert

Peel had represented in Parliament the University of Ox-

ford, and on adopting the resolution to act in conjunction

with the Duke of Wellington, resigned his seat, and asked

from his constituents a verdict upon his new opinions. It

was a significant election. Had the attachment to a toler-

ant policy been strong, the conversion to it of the most

practical statesmen of the day would have been readily

accepted as an assurance that state expediency, instead of

hindering, imperatively demanded its application. Had
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the spirit of exclusivcness been weak,— a mere waning

tradition ready to die out,—there was an unexampled

opportunity of discarding it without danger, if not without

reproach : for the Universities were expressly excepted from

the new sphere of honour open to the Catholics. The result

is not forgotten. The confidence of Oxford was transferred

from Sir Robert Peel to Sir Robert H. Inglis ; and a dis-

interested testimony borne against all concession of reli-

gious liberty.

But perhaps nothing else could be expected froni such

an institution,—the great guardian of our Reformed Church.

Perhaps the traditions of 1687 were too vividly preserved,

and the tower of Magdalen was too visible a monument
of danger from Roman Catholic aggression, to permit the

least negotiation with so insidious a faith. Under the

tyranny of James the Second, had not Popish principles

been imported into the place, been taught by the Fellows,

proclaimed in the chapel, and occupied the Bishop's throne ?

And must not a body which had carried on a contest with

a king in such a cause be jealous of its Protestant repute
;

and, having withstood the Declaration of Indulgence, pro-

test against the Act of Emancipation ? Let the answer be

given by events. Four years after the election of 1829,

began to issue from Oxford a series of publications, in

which the whole Protestant theory of Religion was assailed

from its foundation ; the Reformation treated as a sacri-

legious rebellion ; the Continental churches disowned ; the

Patristic theology declared authoritative
;
private judgment

solemnly renounced ; and Christianity rested on Apostolic

succession, sacerdotal prerogative, and sacramental grace.

It seemed a bold undertaking to spring up in the very

fortress of the national Protestantism ; the rash i)rowess,

perhaps, of solitary and miscalculating zeal, secure of

instant rebuke from the spirit of the place. Time has

undeceived us. So congenial did the Academic influences

prove, that the leaders in the movement appeal to their

success, as too wonderful for natural persuasion, and giving

VOL. II. M
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visible evidence of miracle. Not undergraduates alone

worked into the fervours of romance ; but fellows, tutors,

preachers and professors joined the Catholic revival
;
pre-

lates were soon found among their ranks ; and, were any-

one curious to compare the creed of Parker with that of

Wilberforce, it might remain doubtful whether episcopacy

in Oxford was much more Protestant in 1850 than in 1687.

At all events, hundreds of clergymen have learned, in

colleges speaking the voice of the Church, principles which

throw contempt on our revolt from Rome, and on all that

we have v/on from the sixteenth century to the present

hour. Oxford, so resolute against the Pope's Catholics,

could gently nurse her own. Sacerdotal claims were

dangerous only in rival and in foreign hands. She fosters

them against the English nation ; but keeps them all with-

in the English Church. Thus have three opportunities

been given to the greatest of our ecclesiastical institutions,

to declare itself in relation to the deepest national interests,

—Methodism, Toleration, Sacerdotalism. It pronounces

against any day of Pentecost for the people ; against any

relaxation of disabling laws on account of religion ; and

encourages priestly pretension in its own communion.

The operation of this spirit is the more to be deplored

because it determines the temper of the higher classes of

English society. Politicians, we are aware, are accustomed

to calculate on the ascendency over the clergy of lay, and

especially of aristocratic influences. And no doubt the

system of patronage, and the opinions of wealthy and

powerful parishioners cannot be without their effect on the

clergyman. But in quiet times, and in the long run, the

mental action, we are persuaded, is prevailingly in the

opposite direction. The squire is usually a man of less

activity of thought than the curate or the vicar ; and be-

yond a certain range of political judgments to which he is

pledged by habits and profession, is not likely to resist the

steady pressure of sentiment from the most intelligent and

venerated authority in his vicinity. The remark applies
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Still more strongly to the ladies of his family. Hence,

whatever tendency exists actively in the clergy, impresses

itself on the great body of the country gentlemen and

noble houses ; and should the tendency be unfortunately

in contradiction to the predominant bias of the nation,

dangerous social divisions are produced. The aristocratic

contempt felt towards Nonconformists and their institutions

is mischievously enhanced by this cause. The picture

which Mr. Miall draws, in the following sentences, of cler-

ical influence in the rural districts, is not free from exagger-

ation ; and, in referring the evil to state endowment, he

appears to us to mistake the nature of the malady ; but we
presume he expresses the prevalent feeling of the Dissenters,

and must be received as an unexceptional witness to their

occasional experience.

" This legalized ecclesiasticism, claiming exclusive right to

dispense God's Gospel to the people of these realms, and cast-

ing contempt on all unauthorized effort, puts itself into jealous

and active antagonism to the Christian zeal which sends forth

into our neglected towns, and amongst our stolid peasantry,

labourers of various denominations, for the purpose of rescuing

immortal souls from a cruel and fatal bondage. Every one

familiarly acquainted with our rural districts can bear witness to

facts in proof of this position. Go into almost any village in the

empire, and set yourself down there to win souls to Christ ; and
your bitterest foe, your most energetic and untiring opponent will

prove to be the clergyman,— the state-appointed minister of

Jesus Christ. The very first symptoms of spiritual life which

show themselves among his parishioners,— social meetings for

prayer, anxious inquiries for the way of salvation, eager atten-

tion to the proclamations of the Gospel,—will attract his vigi-

lant notice, and provoke his severest censure. The thing is so

common, and has been so from time immemorial, as to cease

to excite surprise. Would you stir up in men's minds serious

concern respecting their highest interests, the parish ' priest

'

will be sure to cross your path at every step. Gather round

you the children of the poor, to instil into their young and sus-

ceptible hearts the truths of the Gospel, and instantly their

parents are threatened with a forfeiture of all claims upon

M 2
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parochial charity. Circulate from house to house plain, pun-

gent, religious tracts, and in your second or third visit you will

learn that the vicar has forbidden their reception. Assemble

a few men and women ' perishing for lack of knowledge,' that

you may preach to them the message of reconciliation, and ten

to one you will be informed, in the course of a few weeks, that

the occupant of the house in which you laboured has been

served with a notice to quit. It matters nothing that your

efforts are free from all tinge of sectarianism, they are regarded

as intrusive, irregular, and mischievous. How many villages

are there in this country, in which, through clerical influence,

it is impossible to hire a room, within the narrow walls of

which to proclaim to rustic ignorance the tidings of eternal

life ! How many more in which, from the same cause, mis-

representation, intimidation, and oppressive power are brought

to bear upon miserable and helpless dependents, and to scare

them beyond the reach of the gladsome sound of mercy ! How
many millions of souls, hemmed in on all sides by this worldly

system of religion, cry aloud from the depths of their ruin to

earnest Christians for help, whom, nevertheless, State-churchism

renders it impossible to reach ! It was, doubtless, with this

melancholy picture before his eyes, that Mr. Binney so em-
phatically pronounced his opinion,-—fully justified, I think, by

the facts of the case,—that the Church of England destroys

more souls than she saves."—p. 369.

We are brought back, from whatever aspect of our

ecclesiastical affairs we choose to study, to the one evil

which impresses all foreign observers of the Anglican

Establishment, and which recent events render so conspic-

uous,—its sacerdotal character. The Church might be

excessive in its endowments, aristocratic in its connections,

narrow in its creed : but did it pretend to nothing but to

be the Nation's Church, these things might easily be

mended by the nation's will. It is the claim of a super-

natural character, that renders its exclusiveness at once

hopeless and intangible. So long as this claim remains

uneffaced, no statesman will be able to deal successfully

with the ecclesiastical problems presented to him, and

must be checkmated in every game he plays with the
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Episcopacy. We do not say whether the claim be true or

false ; but we do say, that the Church which refuses to

withdraw it is ipso facto disqualified for recognition as the

establishment in a nation of mixed religions. Prohibited

by its principles from becoming comprehensive, it must be

content with a position less than national. It is the sacer-

dotal doctrine which involves the whole subject of the

Royal Supremacy in such miserable confusion, and renders

the constitutional phraseology of the Tudor times wholly

inadequate to the exigencies of the present day.* When
Henry the Eighth required from convocation an acknow-

ledgment of his prerogative as supreme head of the Church

in these realms, his intention undoubtedly was to provide

fully for the consequences of his breach with Rome, and

to centre in the Crown all the prerogatives which it had

hitherto shared with the Papacy. In the appointment of

bishops, he had already possessed the right of investing

them with their temporalities ; he now acquired the right

of conferring on them their spiritualities : and nothing

remained in the whole process of making or unmaking

bishops, to which his prerogative was inadequate. It was

not meant by this to reduce the episcopal office to a mere

state appointment ; else there would have been no occa-

sion, on discarding the Pope, to assume any new power for

* This is the "Oath of Supremacy" :

—

"I, A. B., do utterly testify and declare, that the Queen's highness

is the only supreme governor of this realm, and all other her highness'

dominions and countries, as well in all spiritual and ecclesiastical

things or causes as temporal ; and that no foreign prince, person, pre-

late, state, or potentate hath or ought to have any jurisdiction, power,

superiority, pre-eminence, or authority, ecclesiastical or spiritual, with-

in this realm ; and therefore I do utterly renounce and ft)rsake all

foreign jurisdictions, powers, superiorities, and authorities, and do

promise that from henceforth I shall bear faith and true allegiance to

the Queen's highness, her heirs and lawful successors, and to my
power shall assist and defend all jurisdictions, pre-eminences, privileges

and authorities, granted or belonging co the Queen's highness, her

heirs and successors, or united and annexed to the imperial crown of

this realm."
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the King. The purpose was not to lower, or in any way-

change the nature of Episcopacy, but to exalt the functions

of Royalty by absorbing into it the spiritual rights disen-

gaged from Rome. How the lineal Apostleship of the

Supreme Pontiff, and the prerogatives inherent in St.

Peter's chair, could be imported into the English mon-

archy, was not very clear. But the difficulty was got over

by appeal to the divine right of kings ;—a right not ques-

tioned in those days, and admitting of easy extension from

the sphere of natural to that of Christian polity. In

acknowledgement of the royal supremacy in this unre-

stricted sense, Cranmer and other bishops, on the acces-

sion of Edward the Sixth, renewed the tenure of their

sees, by taking out commissions for holding them during

the pleasure of the Crown. While this notion prevailed,

and the sovereign, in addition to the functions of chief

magistrate, held a pontifical character, room was left for

the maintenance of Episcopacy as a divine institution,

annexed to the sacred prerogative of the Crown, as the

officers of state belonged to its civil dignity. In this

sense, and in this only, is the royal supremacy extensive

enough for its avowed end, namely, completely to block

out the Pope from this kingdom. It soon occurred, how-

ever, to the stricter reformers, that an oath of supremacy,

constructed with such a meaning, contained two positions,

— a negative one, that the Pope had not in England the

supremacy he claimed ; and an affirmative one, that the

sovereign had. The former they could cordially take ; but

the latter involved crown rights of consecration and

ordination which the school of Geneva scrupled to admit.

It was important to gain their acquiescence; and unim-

portant to insist strongly on any thing but the negative part

of the oath. A further distinction was therefore drawn ;

the spiritual prerogative, as conceived in its plenitude by

Cranmer, was divided into two elements,—the supernatural

or pontifical, in virtue of which the Crown would cease to

be a lay power, and might confer divine offices ; and the
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simply ecclesiastical, in virtue of which the judicial powers

of the Crown were to be liable to no exceptions, and

the canon as well as the civil law was to find its final

interpreter upon the throne. By insisting only on the latter

of these two, and expressly disclaiming " authority and
power of ministry of divine service in the Church," Eliza-

beth relieved the scruples of her Calvinistic subjects, and

rendered the oath unobjectionable to all but Catholics."*

The consequences of this restriction of the spiritual supre-

macy are curious. It no longer involves any thing which

the Dissenter of the present day could hesitate to own :

the jurisdiction of the Queen over all persons and in all

causes which by law may be brought before ecclesiastical

tribunals, is not a matter which he is at all concerned to

deny. Were authority claimed, indeed, over himself in

the concerns of his religion, he would not acknowledge it

;

but no such claim is made : the concerns of his religion do

not fall within the legal scope of " spiritual and ecclesiasti-

cal things and causes "
: were they comprised within the

terms of the oath at all, it would be under the designation

of " things temporal " ; for as the Nonconformist minister

is a layman, so we apprehend is his church, or his synod, a

secular body in the eye of the law. But not even under

this title are any affairs of dissenting conscience included :

for the Queen's temporal supremacy goes only to the execu-

tion of the laws, and cannot encroach upon that which the

law leaves free ; and this is the case with the Nonconfor-

mist's faith and worship. We conceive, therefore, that

Cardinal Wiseman mistakes the purport of this crown pre-

rogative when he says :

—

" The royal supremacy is no more admitted by the Scotch

kirk, by Baptists, Methodists, Quakers, Independents, Presby-

terians, Unitarians, and other Dissenters, than by the Catholics.

None of these recognize in the Queen any authority to inter-

fere in their religious concerns, to appoint their ministers for

* See Ilallam's Constitutional History, Vol. I. p. 152.
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them, or to mark the Hmits of their separate districts, in which

authority has to be exercised."

—

Appeal, Sec. I.

Certainly, the sects in question recognize no such

authority. But no such authority does the royal supremacy

include ; for where tlie law assumes no control, the Queen

can have no jurisdiction.

But why, in this view, need the Catholics themselves

object to take the oath ? The royal supremacy no more

includes any power to appoint their bishops than to name
a Methodist superintendent ; and might apparently be

acknowledged, without prejudice to the reserved rights of

conscience, by Dr. Wiseman no less than by Dr. Bunting.

A Presbyterian minister is tried for heterodoxy by a synod

which hears the cause and decides by vote. A Catholic

priest is accused of publishing an heretical book, carries

his appeal to the Pope, and is required to recant. With

neither process does the English law interfere ; and if on

this account the Presbyterian trial is no infringement on

the royal supremacy, how can the Papal decision be so ?

The oath guards the sovereign as carefully (though less in

exiensd) from domestic as from foreign interferences with

the prerogative ; and if it lets in the Synod can hardly

keep out the Pope. In both cases the interposition of

some other person than the Queen for the adjustment of a

dispute, or the determination of a doubt, is of the nature

of mere private influence, and no more constitutes a

trespass on the royal supremacy, than the moral power of

a father over sons who have attained their majority, or of

arbitrators over disputants resorting to them. The Catho-

lic, therefore, is not hindered from taking the oath of

supremacy by the spiritual allegiance which he owes to the

Supreme Pontiff; for he can pay that allegiance, and

freely move within the pale of his church affairs, without

encountering the crown prerogative at all. There is no
" divided allegiance " in submitting to a legally permitted

influence. The real bar to the Catholic's taking the oath

of supremacy lies elsewhere. That oath requires him to
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5ay, not simply that the Pope "has not," but that he

'^ ought not to have any jurisdiction " within this realm;

and this is what he cannot affirm without giving the lie to

his faith, which teaches him that the Pope, of divine right,

is entitled to that appellate jurisdiction, which, for three

centuries, England has improperly denied to him. In

refusing the oath of supremacy, the Catholic must there-

fore be regarded, not as the jealous guardian of his own

spiritual allegiance, but as protester against others' spiritual

defection. By the act of 1829, which sanctions his refusal

and substitutes another form, the right is reserved to him of

maintaining this protest ; and of living in the State as a

person who must always desire an ecclesiastical restoration

of the realm of Rome.

Observe, finally, the operation on the Established Church

of Elizabeth's lowered interpretation of her spiritual

supremacy. The pontifical prerogative of the sovereign

being thrown away, the divine rights of Episcopacy lose

their support and go a-begging. Whither, now, are they to

look for their legitimation ? Formerly they claimed in right

of the Holy See. That title being cancelled, they held of

the consecrating power of the Crown. This having disap-

peared, what becomes of them ? They ought, as de-

pendents, to have shared the fall of their superior, and

vanished from existence ; leaving to the bishop's office

mere human functions of ecclesiastic administration, for

which a civic nomination would serve as adequate creden-

tials. But against this, the liturgies and offices of the

Church were, and are, a standing and insuperable obstacle.

Who was to say, " Receive the Holy Ghost by the imposi-

tion of our hands " ? Who was to convey the stewardship

of Sacramental Grace ? Was the disposal of Regeneration

in the patronage of the Lord Privy Seal ; and the power of

Absolution in the gift of the Wool-sack ? So long as these

supernatural pretensions formed an integral part of the

Church theory, they must be vested somewhere, and pre-

tenders would not be wanting. There were but two re-
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sources,—to reaccept the authentication of Rome, or to

transfer to the AngHcan hierarchy, as a pontifical aristocracy,

the prerogatives ahenated from the monarchy of St. Peter.

In either case, the concession made by the Crown is of no

profit to the kingdom : the claim resigned is simply rein-

vested. The whole Papal authority exists among us still

;

and in dividing the spoil, the Crown obtains only the Court

of Arches, while the Episcopacy come in for the keys of

heaven and hell. Thus the pontifical rights, which seemed

to have become as disconsolate ghosts in the sixteenth

century, are again in the body of the nineteenth. Like

the unclean spirits, had they been cast out by the finger of

God, with the simplicity of a heavenly command, they

would have gone to their own place for ever. But under

the clumsy exorcism of human policy, they have but

wandered awhile through the dry places of ecclesiastic con-

troversy, seeking rest and finding none : till, seeing the old

Anglican abode not only temptingly swept and garnished,

but still empty of any diviner spirit, they have returned

whence they came out ; and, being now many instead of

one, threaten to make the last state of that Church worse

than the first. The Queen's supremacy and the nation's

Protestantism have far more formidable rivals in the sacer-

dotal pretensions of the Church, than in the titles of

Catholic prelates and the boundaries of Papal dioceses.

Politicians, we are aware, have no belief that any mere

theory, like that of a priestly polity, can have the least

practical effect. They do not deny that the Liturgy is too

Romish ; but they rely on its being counteracted by the

Calvinistic tone of the Articles, and on the tendency to

either extreme being virtually lost in the predominant good

sense and moderation of the English people. They admit

that the Church scheme of religion cannot stand the test

of a severe, or even of a lenient logic ; that it is not a con-

sistent whole, and bears evident traces of the contradictory

energies from whose balance it sprung. But this, they con-

tend, which spoils it for the thinker, recommends it to the
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nation." There is something to suit every taste; and he

who"'iinds his own sentiment reflected from the Collects

does not care to test it by the Commination. Compromise

is the secret of all united action and united profession

;

and the moment you reconcile the formularies with each

other, you split the Church itself to fragments. Coherence

among men must be brought about by incoherence in their

creeds. It is the peculiar glory of the Anglican theology,

that it has found a via media between the unreformed and

the over-reformed Churches ; enriches the cold and rigid

lines of Puritanic faith with mediaeval colouring
;
places

a mixed trust on Scripture and tradition,—on history and

the soul,—on the priest and the prophet,—on reason and

authority,—on truth and the magistrate. In this way ex-

tremes are avoided, controversies kept within limits, and

the tempers of men retained around a centre of mildness

and sobriety. The spirit of the Church impersonates itself

to the imagination of the statesman in the form of a bland

Archbishop, entirely composed of unrealized inclinations

;

a little evangelical ; something of a Church reformer ; not

too easy with his clergy ; skilled in charitable words, but

patient of exclusive things ; content to leave doctrine as he

finds it ; making no attempt to steer the Church in storm,

lest he should wreck it, but punctually sitting at the helm

and reading prayers for it.

This favourite style of defence is like the thing de-

fended,—a via media between truth and falsehood ; and

suits the national taste for a ready-made opinion, without

the trouble of thought or a care for consistency. It is cer-

tainly true, that, in order to effect combined action, indi-

vidual views must give way, and a course be assented to

which probably no one person sharing in it regards as the

best. But there is a manifest distinction to be drawn be-

tween partnership ih external action and partnership in the

profession of coniJiciioft. You are member of a committee

for building public baths : one man wants them at the east

end of the town, another at the west ; the secretary wants
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a brick structure, the treasurer insists on stone ; the chair-

man is anxious for a Roman design, but you have brought

a plan from Flanders. In these various suggestions there

is no absolute right or absolute wrong. No one imagines

that his own proposal has more to recommend it than a

certain preponderance of advantage ; and he feels that his

duty is satisfied when he has fairly pointed out the grounds

of his preference. Nothing that could be gained by sub-

stituting his scheme for another would be worth the risk of

forfeiting co-operation. The primary end for which the

combination was formed is gained by compromise, and

would be lost by unyieldingness. But suppose you are on

the council of a political league, engaged in preparing a

declaration of principles. One member moves a preamble

announcing the doctrine of natural equality ; another,

equally intent on the abolition of serfdom, believes from

Scripture in the annointing of kings. One is convinced

that colonies are a mere excuse for cost and jobbing, and

should be turned adrift ; another, no less zealous for free

trade, relies on colonial empire as a main element of

political security and greatness. One is for an immediate

appeal to arms ; another is president of the Peace Society,

and insists on disclaiming the right to take away human

life. What would be the reception of the mediating coun-

cillor who should rise and say :
—

" Gentlemen, it is plain

there must be some mutual concessions. There are many

points on which we differ ; whether there are any on which

we agree all round is the less necessary to determine, be-

cause on the one practical conclusion we all concur,—We
must have a declaration, and must uphold our league. The

document—since it must be signed by us all—cannot be all

of one complexion ; no gentleman at this table can expect

to deal with it as a private paper embodying just his own

system of ideas. But among reasonable men, looking mainly

to the practical end of securing adherents to our body,

there can be no desire to press severely on particular views,

and perhaps questionable niceties. The Address must
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have many paragraphs, and will enable us to assign to each

gentleman a fair proportion. If the preamble is too strong

on human equality, it can be corrected Ijy referring in the

body of the paper to the divine rights of the Crown ; and

if our Quaker friends put too much emphasis on their doc-

trine of passive resistance, we can soften it by a postcript

demanding that the militia be called out. In this way,

nobody will be able to read through the Declaration with-

out finding something to approve ; all tastes will be suited
;

each one of ourselves, having for the sake of his principles

put his name to something that qualifies them, will be de-

terred, in case of controversy, from pushing his doctrine to

any hurtful, and (let me add) vulgar extreme. Amid the

general support of sensible people, we can easily make all

dissentients appear in the light of egotists or fanatics."

If such proposals as these would be intolerable in rela-

tion to political profession, they are certainly not less so in

reference to religious. In affairs of external action, there

is a more or less expedient and effective, in every grada-

tion. In declarations of faith, there can be no such

gradation, nor any of the liberty of honest choice which it

allows : every proposition presents itself to the mind as

either simply true or simply untrue ; and the assent to it

is either absolutely veracious or absolutely unveracious.

The rule of integrity is not satisfied when a man has

provided for the due assertion of a truth ; it prohibits his

ever being consciously a party to the assertion of a false-

hood ; nor can he compound for a moderate allowance of

fraudulent statements by an adequate mixture of positions

heartily believed. In erecting a public bath-house, the

supporter of brick and the advocate for stone may come to

a fair agreement, by deciding on a brick building with

stone facings. But in raising the structure of a Faith, the

Catholic and the Calvinist cannot honestly settle their

differences by embodying sacerdotal and sacramental

doctrines in the Liturgy and Rubric, and throwing the

Genevan ingredients into the Articles ; and whatever peace
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is secured on such terms is morally disgraceful to both

parties, and can be desired only by those who see no truth

in either. In the practical affairs of men, compromise may
be brought about by indiisioti of something that is in

favour with each, but in faith and worship, only by

exclusion of whatever is offensive to any. This, we are

convinced, was the principle on which, originally, the

services and formularies of the Church were framed.

There was no " compromise," in the degrading sense in

which that word is now continually employed,—no intention-

al admixture of truth and falsehood out of complaisance
;

but simply an abstinence from statements of doctrine in

which concurrence seemed impossible. But the incongruous

mixture then unconsciously produced is no longer un-

consciously mantained. Amid the struggling elements of

the Reformation period, when the intellect and reverence,

usage and power, were settling their respective claims, the

just logical boundary between the new and the old systems

was long undetermined : the clearest vision could not dis-

cern it : and it would have been surprising, had not attach-

ment to the past preserved some elements which would not

bear the scrutiny of the future. The historical development

of three centuries has since exhibited the character and fixed

the theory of the two religions : we know what belongs to

each ; and the controversies of the last fifteen years have

clearly elicited this result, that where there is pontifical doc-

trine, there caft?iot be Protestantism ; and that ivhere there is a

jus divinum there can be no harmo7iy with a free State. This

is emphatically the discovery, legible in the awful handwrit-

ing of Providence upon the surface of this age; dazzling

enough to startle even the heedless multitude, and a timely

warning to those who would restore the Church before her

days are numbered. It is now too late to sound the praises

of compromise : when once it has become detected in-

consistency, its charm and power are gone ; it fascinates

only the sceptic contemner of mankind ; it repels the

truthful and the noble. The time is come when the dis-
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cordant elements must part : either within the Prayer-Book,

to the revival of the Church ; or, in the persons of her

disciples, to her dissolution. So far is the preservation of

the via media from being an essential to permanence, that

it is the most certain mark of a transitional and temporary

Church. No half-way scheme of doctrine, throughout

the ages of Christendom, has been able to sustain itself in

any strength ; Semi-Arianism, Semi-Pelagianism, moderate

Calvinism, are transient phenomena of human thought,

—

like some seedless annual, whose root dies in the

ground,—not like the natural grass, that grows for ever.

What scheme of belief, on the other hand, is so coherent

and compact, what ecclesiastic administration so uniform

and unbending, as the Roman Catholic, whose duration

and e.xtent are above rivalry ? It is vain by any artificial

adjustments, any eclectic composition, to coerce incon-

gruous sentiments into partnership. In each great scheme

of faith there is a vital principle of its own, which rules its

development and prescribes the conditions of its vigorous

growth. To force two into the same organism,—like

thrusting a grape-seed into an acorn before you sow it,—is

either to destroy both, or to waste the strength of one

in killing the other, and then throwing it off when dead.

Does not, indeed, the history of the English Church itself

show the ineflEicacy of a mixed system as an instrument of

union ? Is it true that she has retained the attachment of

both the Catholic and the Protestant class of minds in her

communion ? On the contrary, she has secured the love of

neither. No Church born of the Reformation has driven

out half the number of Dissenters : and as to Romanists

she will have created more in this generation than the

Jesuit missionaries could steal in a century from any other

communion. Never was incompetency proved on a scale

so gigantic ; never was pretence more preposterous than

that of the Church to unite believers of every shade,

—

with a third of the religious English Dissenters, and a

third of the empire Catholics ! Have we not a right to
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complain, as British citizens, that boasting to be national,

she cannot keep us together ? Nay, that she is incapable

of even defending us against the very religion she was

erected to exclude ?—and what is worse, actually reproduces

it and supplies it with a centre of fresh European life ?

Moreover, we have the melancholy conviction, that

nothing whatever will be done towards cutting out the root

of the evil. The clergy just now are very angry with the

Catholics ; which is taken by simple people as proof that

they are truly Protestant. There are some, indeed, who

look a little further and suggest a revision of the Prayer-

Book. But what are the alterations contemplated ? A
shortening of the Morning Service,—a better selection of

the lessons,—an omission (unless as a record) of the

Athanasian Creed,—with such a, reform in the rubrics as

may exclude Tractarian histrionics : all good proposals in

themselves, but leaving the active source of evil entirely

untouched. The real mischief of such a phenomenon as

the temple of St. Barnabas is not in what meets the eye,

not in vestments, lights, and postures, in the piscina and

the almoric, in the sign of the cross or swell of the organ
;

these things are in themselves matters of perfect indif-

ference, and were they mere externals, might be as harm-

lessly allowed as the candles retained by the Lutherans not

only in their churches, but even in the baptismal service at

private houses. But for the jneaning ih.ey embody, the new

excesses in these things would be mere spiritual fopperies,

which a bishop might usefully castigate with peremptory

contempt : they are, however, much more than this ; they

are more even than the mere court etiquette attached by

custom and accident to the Papal system, disagreeably

reminding us of discarded mummeries : they are the

symbols of one special thought, the clear, deliberate,

precise language handed down for its picturesque expres

sion ; the ceremonial that surrounds a certain doctrine,

which, if true, is the living principle, if false, is the con-

suming disease, of pure Christianity. What is that doc-
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trine ? That the clergyman is a priest, and the com-

munion-table an altar, and that, by letters patent from (lod,

it is only through the hands of one and the rites of the

other that Divine grace can enter any soul of man, and sin

depart. This it is which alone gives significance to the

new practices : and this, unfortunately, has full warrant

from the Prayer-Book, and, while it stands there, bids

defiance to the resources of Episcopal discipline. Till it

is cancelled, the Tractarian acts with reason in introducing

his favourite emblems ; the bishop, in prohibiting them,

acts with no reason at all : the one has an idea to convey,

the other has none to exclude : in the hands of the one

the contest is for a principle, in that of the other it is an

empty logomachy. So long as that element remains, there

could be no more foolish task than the reform of the rubrics

and the simplification of the ritual. You might dress your

clergymen like Quakers, furnish your chancel in the style

of Cromwell, make your communion-table like a joiner's

bench, and set it to the north
;
you would find that, as silk

and surplice do not make a priest, neither can coercive

drab and sackcloth unmake him ; that it is not the altar

decorations, but the altar doctrine, in which the grievance

has its life. Take the sacerdotalism away : say with Luther,

that every Christian, with only the inward ordination of the

Spirit, is on a par with priest or bishop, and that the

minister is but the delegated teacher, qualified " proprio

motu et generali jure " ;
* and all the millinery and up-

holstery, and mystifications of the sanctuary, will spontane-

ously wither, never to appear again. Some of our prelates,

many of the clergy, and vast numbers of the laity, are well

* See his Essay to the Bohemian brethren, as cited by Dr. Moehler

in his "Symbolism," Robertson's translation, Vol. II. p. 92. Luther

here, as was too often the case, deforms a noble truth with coarse

invective. "Catholic ordination is exhibited as a mere daubing,

shaving, and jugglery, whereby naught but lying and idle fools, true

priests of Satan, were made. One could likewise shave the hair off

any sow, and put a dress on any block."

VOL. II. N
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aware of this : they know, too, that the priestly doctrine,

with much that hangs upon it, has no real life in the heart

of the English people, and is little better than a monstrous

unveracity
;
yet they will leave it as it is, will screen it as a

fundamental of the Church, will gladly divert attention

from it by a vigorous attack on the mere external symptoms,

which engage the eye and the passions of the multitude.

Englishmen have ceased to look for transparent simplicity

and directness in their clergy, except in matters which lie

remote from the dogmas of their profession, and, in

persons like the Anglicans, seized on by some new, perhaps

dangerous idea. In the mass of the order, and especially

in the prelates, the class feeling is well known to be so

strong as to overpower the natural virtues, and enfeeble

the Christian graces ; to give, unconsciously to the pos-

sessor, but conspicuously to the observer, not only the

double tongue, but the double mind to work it, to train

the outspoken in the arts of reserve, to bind the living

and truth-loving intellect to the dead bodies of the very

errors which, in days of nobler prowess, itself has slain,

and even oblige it to provoke them into vivacity again,

and show them off as if they were alive. No amount or

solemnity of profession can afford the least index to a

clergyman's real state of mind in a Church where Catholics,

Calvinists, Latitudinarians, all protest, by hundreds, their

entire and detailed assent to the same elaborate system of

theology : the result is, that the preachers of truth in their

own place and office are the very last persons in the nation

to be believed ; that the pulpit is as little trusted for sincerity

as that appointed resort of hired advocacy, the bar ; that

the letters of the bishops in crises like the present are not

read as reliable expressions of the writers' minds, but

watched as diplomatic manifestoes, and studied as the

artful movements of a game. Hence there is no hope

that any bishop will do more for the Church than die in it.

To seize the moment for effective revival, the moment of

detected incompetencj', of inevitable change, of reanimated
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Protestantism, of lay interest and enthusiasm, of pacified

nonconformity, and by trenchant reforms call back the

alienated portion of the nation, is an enterprise beyond the

aims, and, mainly on that account, beyond the power, of

those to whom England is ecclesiastically intrusted. And
so not even the glaring offence of the hour will be

removed ; but, after stripping off a few of the blossoms and

leaves of Romanism, the sacerdotal root will be left in the

ground,—to put forth anew, whenever brought once more

under the light of a genius intense enough to nurture it

and, under the husbandry of Oxford Apostles, give the

retributive increase.

But, we shall be asked, will you not allow people to

believe in priests and their divine prerogatives ? Would
you pass a law to hinder it, or compel the High-Churchmen

to erase the doctrine from their system ? Far from it : let

every man be entirely free to profess and worship according

to his conscience. We only say, that this doctrine operates

as a disqualification for the exclusive alliance with the State

of any Church that holds it ; and can never be politically

harmless, except where either all sects or no sects are en-

dowed by the commonwealth. The reason is plain.

When a body of men tell us, that they are sole trustees

under God of a certain set of dogmas and channels of

grace, they arc bound to guard the sacred deposit with

incorruptible care, and to hand it down from age to age

without the shadow of a change. Their primary obligation

is the preservation of an immutable identity of teaching and

administration. On the other hand, the jirimary necessity

of a free people is an incessant change of thought and

character ; and the primary duty of their government is to

readapt their institutions to the successive states of the

national mind. To suppose that this law of change in

human society will make an exception in favour of religion,

is a weak defiance of all experience. However fixed the

objective sources of faith may be, they cannot fall on

changing minds with unchanged results. New arts, new

N 2
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literature, new wealth,—an altered distribution of social

classes,—a quickened circulation of ideas,—a copious im-

portation of foreign thought, — inevitably produce a

different people, before whom you cannot present the

problems of religion with only the old results. The State,

we conceive, must look upon this as a fact ; and, ere com-

mitting itself to exclusive alliance with any body of disciples,

must stipulate, as an indispensable condition, that they

have a flexible faith ; not, of course, that individuals are to

be called upon to hold loosely by their own convictions,

but that there is to be no bar to silent and spontaneous

modification from age to age. This is precisely the con-

dition which a sacerdotal communion is bound to repudiate :

if it remain not inflexible, it is a traitor to its stewardship

:

and so incompatible are the duties of the two, that the

highest faithfulness of a templar church is supreme un-

faithfulness in an Establishment. The coexistence of the

two functions—political and pontifical—is simply impos-

sible ; either the nation must give up its will, or the church

its trust. This is better understood at present by the priest

than the statesman ; and is shown with admirable irony in

the following sentences :

—

" As physical life assimilates to itself, or casts off, whatever

it encounters, allowing no interference with the supremacy of its

own principle, so is it with social and civil. When a body
politic grows, takes definite shape, and matures, it slights,

though it may endure, the vestiges and tokens of its rude be-

ginnings. It may cherish them as curiosities, but it abjures

them as precedents. They may hang about it as the shrivelled

blossom around the formed fruit ; but they are dead, and will

be sure to disappear as soon as they are felt to be troublesome.

Common sense tells us they do not apply to things as they are
;

and if individuals attempt to insist on them, they will but bring

on themselves the just imputation of vexatiousness and extrav-

agance. So it is with the Anglican formularies ; they are but

the expression of the national sentiment, and therefore are

necessarily modified by it. Did the nation grow into Catho-

licity, they might easily be made to assume a Catholic de-
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meanour ; but as it has matured in its Protestantism, they

must take, day by day, a more Evangelical and liberal aspect.

Of course I am not saying this by way of justifying individuals

in professing and using doctrinal and devotional forms from

which they dissent ; nor am I denying that words have, or at

least ought to have, a definite meaning which must not be

explained away : I am merely stating what takes place in

matter of fact, allowably in some cases, wrongly in others,

according to the strength on the one hand of the wording of

the formulary, and of the diverging opinion on the other. I

say, that a nation's laws are a nation's property, and have their

life in the nation's sentiment : and where that living intelligence

does not shine through them, they become worthless and are

put aside, whether formally or on an understanding. Now
Protestantism is, as it has been for centuries, the nation's

religion : and since the semi-patristical church which was set

up for the nation at the Reformation is the organ of that

religion, it must live for the nation ; it must hide its Catholic

aspirations in folios, or in college cloisters ; it must call itself

Protestant when it gets into the pulpit ; it must abjure anti-

quity ; for woe to it, if it attempt to thrust the wording of its

own documents in its master's path, if it rely on a passage in

its Visitation for the Sick, or an article of the Creed, or on the

tone of its Collects, or on a catena of its divines, when the

age has determined on a theology more in keeping with the

progress of knowledge ! The antiquarian, the reader of history,

the theologian, the philosopher, the Biblical student, may make
his protest ; he may quote St. Austin, or appeal to the canons,

or argue from the nature of the case ; but la Rcine le vatt;

the English people is sufficient for itself; it wills to be Pro-

testant and progressive ; and fathers, councils, and schoolmen,

Scriptures, saints, angels, and what is above them, must give

way. What are they to it ? It thinks, acts, and is contented,

according to its own practicable, intelligible, shallow religion ;

and of that religion its bishops, its divines, will they or will

they not, must be exponents."

—

Newman's Lectures, p. 1 8.

We simply borrow the lecturer'.s argument, and turn it

round. He says to the Anglican ecclesiastics, " As an

established clergy, you cannot be faithful to your priestly

vows " : we rather say, " As faithful to )our priestly vows,
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you cannot be an established clergy." He says, " The
nation will constrain you not to serve your conscience "

:

we more respectfully contend, " Your conscience will con-

strain you not to serve the nation." The divergence of the

two obligations is forcibly brought home to us by the de-

mand, just now so frequently urged, for the revival of

convocation, or the organization of some new chamber, for

the settlement of ecclesiastical affairs. The question im-

mediately arises, In what capacity is the body to meet ?

—

as priesthood, or as establishment ?—as divine corporation,

or as human ?—as answerable to God alone, or under re-

sponsibility to the nation ? On the answer to these questions

would depend the whole composition of the assembly.

Who are to be represented ? If only the associations of

persons bound together by belief in the Articles and
baptism into the same communion, then must the repre-

sentatives be all Churchmen, if not all priests ; they must

qualify at the parish altar, and produce credentials from

the parish register. But if the national EstahlisJunent is

the thing to be represented and discussed, then must the

representatives be drawn indiscriminately from the whole

body of Establishcrs, that is, from the nation at large ; and

the Assembly would be but a duplicate of Parliament. In

the former case, the definitions of doctrine and rules of

discipline adopted would be simply declaratory of the senti-

ments of a particular sect : they could have no binding

force in reference to the ecclesiastical constitution of the

country : they could not be imported as new conditions

into the compact with the State. The utmost that could

be allowed would be, that they should come before Parlia-

ment as proposals,—if approved, to become law^ ; if disap-

proved, to terminate the partnership between the nation

and the Church, and to forfeit the temporal endowments

of the spiritual corporation. In the latter case, the decrees

adopted would determine the doctrine and discipline on

which the nation resolved to insist in any ecclesiastical

body henceforth admitted or retained for endowment.
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They would obtain, after royal assent, the validity of law

;

and it would then remain for the body hitherto established

to decide whether it will accept these conditions, or transfer

the national trust to others who are prepared to do so. As
a body under priesthood, the Church is a corporation with

a charter from on high ; and when its affairs are in con-

fusion, they must be set in order by prayer and discussion

with closed doors on the part of the corporators themselves.

As an Establishment, the Church is a corporation with a

charter from the State, and when its working needs revision,

it must be brought before the legislature, for reform, not

only in the administration, but, if requisite, in the consti-

tution of its charter. This distinction was of little moment
during the first centur}' after the separation from Rome

;

because throughout that period the persons composing the

State and those composing the Church were the same : the

divine charter, however variously interpreted, was univers-

ally recognized as creating an incorporation which was to

be coextensive (at the least) with the nation : the idea

prevailed of one only Christian communion ; and even

those who could not join in its actual conditions hoped to

obtain changes which would bring them in. All ecclesi-

astical differences lay, therefore, within the Church, among
parties struggling to grasp and wield in their own sense its

undisputed and undivided authority. In the disputes

which arose between the temporal and the spiritual powers,

—in the variance, for instance, between Convocation and
Parliament as to the nature of the royal supremacy,—the

collision was not between tAvo classes or bodies of men, but

between two functions of the same body ; between the

clerical and the lay element of a single communion. But

since the Restoration, these conditions of the problem have

been passing away ; and it is impossible any longer to con-

sider the State and the Church as merely two aspects of

one community. The Act of Uniformity was the com-
mencement of that fatal policy which seeks unity by

exclusion, instead of by comprehension. By driving the
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spiritual exiles to despair of their return, it set them on

providing separately for themselves. Compelled to regard

their ejected condition as no longer provisional, they gradu-

ally founded their own institutions, educated their own
clergy, and in baptism, ordination, creed, and worship

formed themselves into independent societies. From that

moment was realized a condition entirely new ; namely, the

coexistence of many communions on the same soil. Still,

the time had not fully come when the State and the Church

should be composed of different persons ; for the Noncon-

formists, in turning their backs upon the Church, had, for

a time, to forfeit their position in the State ; and, for relief

of conscience, paid the price of their civil rights. At first

treated as enemies, then endured as fiiToiKoi, they slowly

approached a recognized isopolity. Now, however, they

fully belong to the State, without belonging to the Church :

the personal range of the two bodies is no longer coexten-

sive ; and the Church, in its relation with the State, has to

deal, not with the laic function of her own life, but with an

external power, partially in the hands of those who do not

own her. The State, in other words, has outgrown the

Church ; and in readjusting their relations, the legislature

cannot narrow its view to the old ecclesiastic circle, and

work within the conditions there laid down ; it is bound to

provide for the nation in its enlarged proportions ; and, as

in the case of a small borough expanded to a great town,

to throw down the municipal boundaries, and modify the

corporate rights, in a way to render them commensurate

with modern wants. In the performance of this undeniable

duty. Parliament, amid many embarrassing problems, would

have the advantage of one principle perfectly clear ; namely,

that, if the Episcopal Church is to continue in her estab-

lished position, her sacerdotal doctrine must be withdrawn,

and her pretended charter of sacramental trust be sur-

rendered ; because f/iis the whole nation beyond her

communion, and probably the vast majority within it,,

entirely disown. Whatever differences there may be among
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the sects, on this the very fact of their nonconformity

proves their unanimity, ^^'^ere this removed, the work of

producing a truly National Religious Establishment would

indeed be only begun. But while it stands, not even can

a beginning be made ; a hopeless bar remains between the

growing margin of the nation, and the contracting area of

the Church,—a bar, moreover, scarcely less hateful to the

laity within, than to the unbaptized multitude without. In

the present temper of the country, there is a happy consent

between the Dissenters, and all but the retrograde portion

of the Church, most favourable to a reform of the Prayer-

Book in this sense. The external forces that lie beyond
the Anglican pale would raise no storm to interrupt such a

work ; they would either sleep around it in indifference, or

watch it with supporting sympathy. All the turmoil would

spring up to the interior. Certain it is, that, under such a

charge. Dr. Pusey could not accomplish his vow to die in

the Church of England. The moment her " priesthood "

is converted into an unpretending " ministry," a Tractarian

secession is inevitable. But however formidable such an

occurrence might be, whether it took the shape of a new
schism or of a Papal relapse, its evasion or postponement

must incur a far greater danger,—the perpetuated reproduc-

tion of Romanism by the agency of the Church herself. On
this point we have the judgment of a very competent

observer, who watches the course of events from the Papal

side. The Rev. W. Maskell, having joined the Roman
Catholic Church, records the following opinion in a letter

to the Morning Chronicle

:

—
" If ever the day should come that both the Prayer- Book

and the Articles should speak, whether upon this side or upon
that, no matter which, one uniform, consistent language, con-

troversy between members of the English Church and Catholics

must take a very different line. For myself, I do not hesitate

to declare, that, in my judgment the strongest of all our hopes

rests on the continuance, unchanged, of the present English
formularies; and that no immediate accession to us of numbers,
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however large, would compensate in the end for the slower but

more sure gain, from an unceasing flow into the One Church

of men inquiring honestly for truth."

Leave to Rome undisputed occupation of the sacerdotal

field, and the domain will soon cease to be enlarged. The
preparation thus made for nationalizing the Church must

no doubt be followed up. The first effect is to throw out

a large body from her communion : and unless this be

compensated by reinforcements from without, her position

in the country will be less tenable than ever. But the

grand obstacle in the way of such reinforcements is removed,

when the clergy no longer pretend to hold the dogmas

which they teach by any higher tenure than that of private

judgment and conscience in interpreting the sources of

divine knowledge. Their responsibility retires within the

modest dimensions of their own personal sphere ; and asks

only that their conscience and their teaching shall have free

scope of activity. It ceases to be aggressive ; and being

conscious of no title which others do not equally possess,

they exchange the insolent ig7ioring of their neighbours for

respectful, however firm, dissent. Among men thus

minded, of what religion must the National Church be the

organ ? Assuredly of the ?iatioftal religion. It is vain to

pretend a duty on her part to sanction nothing but the

absolute truth. She has no resources for discriminating the

absolute truth. With the repudiation of pontifical claims,

she loses the false semblance of an objective oracle for the

determination of doubts ; and can do no more in this

matter than produce in her teachers the subjective con-

ditions favourable for the discernment of truth,—the sound

learning, the Christian temper, the unanxious thought. If

these claims are to be rejected, not in vindication of indis-

pensable freedom, but as means of tighter bondage,— if,

when they are gone, we are left with a creed simply narrower

by their expulsion,—better let them remain. But we are

persuaded that both laity and clergy are ashamed of the
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ridiculous affectation of a dogmatic unity to which every

Sunday publishes a thousand contradictions. They well

know that, in spite of this pretence, the English Church

harbours every great heresy that ever provoked the peremp-

toriness of Rome, and among her writers of renown can

produce the modern counterparts of Arius and Eutyches,

of Pelagius and Sabellius ; nay, the mere politician appeals

to these notorious differences as redounding to the praise

of the Church, and giving evidence of the wide scope of

liberty practically enjoyed by her members. We accept

the fact, but must refuse the praise. For the question

occurs, whether the Church gives this latitude, or whether

her members take it. We cannot consent to credit her

with a result, which all her resources arc always strained to

prevent before it takes place, and to disown afterwards

;

but which she is at once too weak to suppress and too

uncandid to acknowledge. Those who belong to her com-

munion enjoy the latitude they have, not because they

belong to the Church, but because they live in England
;

the free secular spirit of which is too much for the ecclesi-

astical influence in the opposite direction. Heretical

clergymen and bishops are forced upon the Church by

statesmen who look only at their personal qualities, or by

patrons who appoint from considerations of family, not of

creed. For the praise of liberality the Church must wait

till she has spontaneously relaxed some one of the dogmatic

restrictions by which she fences her rigid orthodoxy round.

So far as, without doing this, she admits heterodox theo-

logians, it is by a shameful unveracity. That is a price too

dear to pay for any dogmatic comprehensiveness : nor can

the Church relish such admiration as was once lavished by

an esprit fort on some of the sceptic priests of the first

French revolution. " Our clergy, to be sure, are all per-

jured ; but then, how charmingly liberal !
" If we are called

on to choose between an intellectual and a moral good, we

are constrained, not to applaud the freedom, but to con-

demn the falsehood ;—the more so, as all the intellectual
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freedom is undeniably furnished by the spirit of the nation^

and all the moral falsehood by the system of the Church.

Latitude on these terms has none of the benefit of an

allowed liberty. It is a mere forfeiture of unity without

the gain of comprehensiveness ; for when thought larger

than the creed gets in, it is only on condition that it be not

scrupulous. Our Church has thus neither enjoyed the

advantages of freedom, nor secured the rewards of oppres-

sion. She has, however, effectually destroyed the pretended

plea, that in her teaching we have a witness to some system

of coherent and unalterable truth. Absolute truth then

being wrapped, if amongst us at all, in impenetrable disguise,

camiot be an object of selection : and we can find no claim-

ant for establishment, if it be not the national religion : and

what that may be is happily a thing easily determinable by

vote. In revising the formularies, nothing should be

retained which conclusively offends the convictions of any

considerable class of worshippers : its retention would be a

positive grievance to those whom it would repel : its

omission would compromise no religious teacher, provided

he were free to supply it in his personal preaching, and to

seek a congregation in sympathy with his belief. Such a

relaxation of the dogmatic bond would probably not add a

single new mode of sentiment to those already existing in

the Church. It would be simply a change from an insincere

to a sincere allowance of inevitable and actual varieties ;

—

a change which, we are convinced, would be acceptable,

not only to the essentially veracious mind of the secular

Englishman, but to that pure and faithful religion which,

in every communion, is impatient of pretence, and fears no

reality. The State, at all events, cannot, in its dealing with

ecclesiastical institutions, proceed upon any abstruse theo-

logical theory, or limit its basis to the decisions of Nice, of

Chalcedon, or of the Westminster Assembly of Divines. It

can only accept 'OciQ facts before it, and recognize the religion

which has living possession of the mind of the nation, and

declares itself unmistakably in their labours and sacrifices
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on its behalf. There are but two ways in which this can be

done : either the strongest of the actual sects may be taken

as expressive of the general will, to the exclusion of all the

rest ; or they may be all assumed as partial declarations of

national faith, to which, as a whole, no one of them is

competent to give complete expression. The first method

cannot be persisted in without exposing the most divine

element of civilization to a series of violent revolutions, and

enthroning, in naked might, the very influence which is to

teach the world the inviolable sanctity of right. The most

powerful spiritual body in the country may yet comprise

but a minority of the inhabitants. Its favoured position

will be felt as an injustice, and will naturally provoke a

crusade, which, on the first confederation of the hostile

forces, will succeed in the work of deliberate destruction,

and then miserably scramble towards a fortuitous recon-

struction. The second method is undeniably the true

exponent of the present facts of society, and can alone

restore religion to its tranquil and dignified position above

the secular rivalries of the world. We believe that the

great mass of the English laity would rejoice in such a

change in the formularies of the Church as would allow the

gradual return to conformity of classes now excluded by

scruples which no honest conscience can despise. Is it

objected that but a slender creed would remain if it omitted

every thing which was inadmissible by Wesleyan and

Baptist, Independent and Arian? We reply, in the first

place, that with the slenderness or fulness of the creed, the

State, in determining the conditions of established support,

has nothing to do. If there be enough in it to train good

men and citizens, to nurture the sentiments of duty, and,

by spontaneous reverence, bring about, and in a better

way, all the highest ends of law, there is sufficient to entitle

it to recognition. It expresses the weighty fact, that the

noblest aims of civil society are embodied in the private

faith of its members, and anticipated by their aspirations.

We reply, in the second place, that whoever felt the creed
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to be defective should be at perfect liberty to fill it in from

his own supplementary convictions. Beyond the public

liturgies, which should be much shortened, range might be

left in every service for the free ministrations of the clergy-

man. It would be no doubt necessary, in order to secure

harmony, under this free system, between the pastor and

his people, to give the congregations a voice in the appoint-

ment of their ministers. But against this no objection can

be made, except on behalf of the patron's interest,—an

interest which, through long abuse and sordid sale, has

become so odious to the religious feeling of the country,

as to be plainly marked for destruction, unless speedily

redeemed by compromise with the principle of congrega-

tional election. If the State, by a regulated education,

such as it requires in preparation for the other professions,

provides the class of religious teachers, while the natural

affinities of churches have play in allocating iJidividuais,

security is taken that religion shall be purified by passing

through an enriched and practised intellect ; and yet an

appeal is left to that nameless spiritual instinct by which

alone the presence of a living heart can be detected. Under
such an arrangement, the Church would soon cease to be

disgraced by all the shameful abuses of a close corporation.

It would no longer be true, that, out of twelve thousand

benefices, eight thousand are transmitted by purchase and

sale, and upwards of three thousand in the possession of

non-resident incumbents. It would no longer be endured,

when once the laity are admitted into the concerns of the

clergy, that laborious pastors should starve on ^35 a year,

and be indebted for ^30 of it to Ecclesiastical Commis-

sioners,* some of whom, for sixteen years, have enjoyed

* See " Return to the House of Commons of the Number of Small

Livings augmented by Grants at the Disposal of the Ecclesiastical

Commissioners," June 4, 1S50. The living referred to is the Perpetual

Curacy of Stai-ndrop, Durham, page 31 of the Return. How many
livings of ;^5 a year are unaugmented by the Ecclesiastical Commis-

sioners is not recorded.
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from the Church an annual revenue of ;^ 10,000, and

appropriated west-end fines to an untold amount, modestly

estimated at half a million. We fear, indeed, that the

admission of more popular control into ecclesiastical affairs

affords the only hope of remedy for mismanagement and

misuse, more flagrant than can now be found in any depart-

ment of the State. The diocesan and capitular conscience

is too easy ; the Parliamentary check is too slow, and too

much broken by official obstructions ; and nothing but a

local and provincial clement of lay administration, the

recognition of a municipal principle in Church affairs, will

suffice to break up the sacred oligarchy, and let in the

honest daylight on the mystification of their affairs. The
rudiments of such a scheme must be sought in the enlarged

powers of each congregation for self-government, and the

concession to it of a voice in the election of its pastor.

\V'e confess, however, to a doubt, whether a plan of

comprehension such as we have imagined is not now too

late. The Church, long abandoned to the slumber of a

lazy conservatism, is, indeed, awake with a better spirit,

and abounds with devoted ministers and high-minded

laymen. But in an age so rapid and impatient as ours,

repentance may easily miss the tide ; and we fear that,

after every effort and concession has been spent, England

will remain with many churches instead of one. The free

development of separate denominations has proceeded

very far. It has created a number of powerful organiza-

tions, each of which, in its continued operation, has

worked for itself a distinct social channel, and appro-

priated a scarce disputed domain. It has covered the

populous portion of the land with chapels and school-

houses, and so accumulated around the sectarian centres

of administration a vast cluster of properties, all in active

use. It has called into existence many societies, occupying

different spheres, for the advancement of popular education,

and several colleges for the cultivation of the higher learn-

ing, and the special training of a Christian ministry. After
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English society has so long set into these forms, it may well

be doubted whether their continuance has much depen-

dence on the phraseology of the Liturgy or the breadth of

the Articles. When, too, it is remembered, that, if the

variances in dogmatic theology were all happily smoothed

away, questions of ecclesiastical discipline would arise, and

that to some Nonconformists Episcopacy is offensive, while

others insist on the independent isolation of each knot of

worshippers, it will scarcely appear feasible to remodel any

one communion so as to embrace them all. Is there, then,

no hope of that return to greater unity, after which, amid

all the din of seeming strife, the spirit of the nation evi-

dently pines? We do not despair. Nonconformity is

now aware of its inadequacy to the complicated wants of

the nation ; feels the heavy burden of voluntary taxation

;

and begins to reckon the waste of a number of rival efforts

of the same kind upon the same spot. Moreover, the

affinities which originally distributed the religious popula-

tion into its several masses are rapidly changing : repulsions

are acting around the centre of every sect, and attractions

making themselves felt across the borders. Only the habits

of a declining principle of vitality hold the present forms

together : the incipient life of the future is loosening them

for unexpected recombination. Looking at the whole

matter from a point beyond the inclosure of sects, we see

in both the Church and the Dissenters aptitudes for special

work which cannot be interchanged between them ; and we

see vast national endowments which ought to be made sub-

servient to the impartial spiritual culture of the whole people.

The State is the trustee of those endowments ; and, as judge

of the rules by which they should be dispensed, may become

the point of unity in which the various labourers and reci-

pients may find their separation lost. It is not unnatural

to look at the course of public education as affording some

augury in relation to the direction of ecclesiastical affairs.

The competing societies of the Church and the Dissenters

(the National and the British and Foreign) with the Wes-
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leyan and the Catholic school associations, have so far

relaxed their severe voluntaryism as to stand in common
relation to the committee entrusted with the distribution of

the Parliamentary grant for education. Separate in their

actions, free in their several movements, they meet in the

presence of the State. The inherent feebleness of volun-

tary institutions, and the difficulty felt by an aristocratic

corporation like the Church in grasping the whole popula-

tion of this land, may surely lead to a similar ecclesiastical

partnership, through the mediation of the civil government,

commanding for the purpose, not a mere Parliamentary

grant, but the vast remains of a long-wasted and abused

Church property. Thus to gather up all the religious

agencies of the country, under the headship of the State,

without encroachment on religious freedom, would doubtless

be a most arduous and delicate task
;

yet, in the hands of

a great statesman, by no means impossible. We can

imagine a series of measures by which the end might be

gradually approached, without apparent offence to the

most sensitive conscience. Were the Act of Uniformity

repealed, the use of the services of the Prayer-Book, in

their complete and unaltered form, would no longer be

obligatory on the clergy ; and a power of adapting the

modes of worship to the convictions of the worshippers

would be left. Episcopal ordination, however, would still

remain indispensable ; so that the external boundaries of

the Establishment would not thus be enlarged, though its

interior latitude would be increased. In order to secure

this further advantage, liberty might be given to parishes,

after some regulated compromise with the patrons,—to

elect their own ministers ;—no one being eligible except a

person with a University degree and ordination or recogni-

tion according to the usages of some one denomination

known to the law. This would enable a parish to become
Wesleyan or Presbyterian, if such change accorded with the

predominant feeling of the place. To meet the financial

problems to which such cases would give rise, it would be

VOL. II. O
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necessary to vest in an Ecclesiastical Administration, fully

responsible to Parliament, the whole of the Church pro-

perty, with powers, duly guarded and checked by locally

elected Boards, of redistribution according to the real exi-

gencies of each neighbourhood. But not only must Non-

conformist persons be rendered admissible ; Nonconformist

institutions and property must be made susceptible of

ecclesiastical adoption. To accomplish this, it might be

provided that, on the surrender of any Dissenting chapel

to the ecclesiastical trustees, such chapel should lapse to

the National Church estate ; and the congregation, ceasing

to be a private club, would be incorporated into the public

system, and, on certain conditions, would become entitled

to a stipend computed in the compound ratio of its neces-

sities and its beneficent activity. The conditions referred

to need not be complicated, though their definition would

require the utmost clearness and caution. They must be

absolutely free from every possibility of interference with

religious belief, and comprise no other inquiry than into the

extent of social service rendered by a society as instructor

of the poor and the young ; and in the estimate of this a

large influence should be assigned to the judgment of the

district. To secure good service in the clergyman, a

minimum of stipend should be fixed, and a part of it

always drawn from the efforts and award of his congrega-

tion or neighbourhood. Not one of these provisions would

in the slightest degree touch the independence of either the

Church or the Dissenters. They do not meddle with the

Prayer-Book, except negatively, by declining any longer to

enforce its compulsory use ; and the members of the Epis-

copalian communion might freely settle for themselves, in

any representative assembly possessing their confidence,

whether they would alter or wholly retain their present

formularies. A similar freedom of internal organization

and government would be left with every sect. Nor,

again, is there the least interference with those Noncon-

formist Societies which micrht choose to remain on the
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basis of pure voluntaryism. They are exposed to no

disadvantage, made liable to no tax, and, for aught they

would ever meet with in their own experience, might re-

main unconscious that any alteration had been made. One
political change of serious magnitude would, however, be

involved in such a series of measures. All ground would

be removed for retaining the bishops in the House of Lords.

The religious communion to which they belong would be

only one among several churches embraced within the

national establishment ; and if the Episcopalians were to

have their spiritual Peers, so must other religious bodies

now introduced into a similar relation to the State. Justice

would require that this political privilege should be either

abolished or extended ; and it cannot be reasonably doubted

which method of equalization would be most agreeable at

once to the political and the religious sentiment of the country.

It is not our purpose to fill up this outline. We sketch it

simply to indicate a course, which, however strange to the

imagination now, appears to us more practicable,—no less

than more desirable,—than either the unyielding retention

of the Church as it is, or the entire repudiation of all

national interest in religion, and the utter sacrifice, to the

ends of mere financial economy, of the noble ecclesiastical

endowments inherited from former times. We see nothing

inconsistent with the sentiments proper to the devoutest

Christian in a recognition of religion, left to its free develop-

ment, as the highest department of a nation's culture ; and

think that the objection to this springs rather from low and

irreverent notions of the State, than from any elevated con-

ception of the offices of the Church. Not till the old Greek

reverence for the public polity of a nation shall blend itself

with the spirituality of the Christian's private and personal

faith, will the restless antagonism of egotism with social

power in secular affairs, of individual conscience with

general law in morals and religion, cease and pass into a

harmony.

2





IV.

PHILOSOPHICAL CHRISTIANITY IN FRANCE.*

It is the frequent error of a generous faith, to insist on

the inefficacy, as well the wickedness, of persecution. The

state of Protestantism in France presents formidable diffi-

culties in the way of so consolatory a belief The scanty

circle of the Reformed Church in that country cannot be

supposed to comprise all the fruits, which the genius of a

great people would naturally gather from the Reformation
;

and the meagreness of the result is manifestly due, not to

any national inaptitude for the revised faith, but to the

fatal success of ecclesiastical and political coercion. Far

from being indifferent to the corruptions of the Church,

and careless as to the purity of Religion, our continental

neighbours were the first among modern nations to betray

their sensitiveness on these points. The revolt of the

Paterins of Languedoc against the abuses of the clergy

and the pretensions of the Papacy had been suppressed by

the policy of Innocent and the sword of Simon de Mont-

fort, two centuries before the ashes of Huss were thrown into

the Rhine. Even before the close of the eleventh century,

Roscelin, followed by the celebrated Abelard, had vindicated

* " Le Christianisme Experimentale ; par Athanase Coquerel, I'undes

Tasteurs de r%lise Reformee de Paris." Paris, 1847. Christianity:

its perfect Adaptation to the Mental, Moral, and Spiritual Nature of

Man : by Athanase Coquerel, cSic, translated by Rev. D. Davison,

M.A., with a Preface, written expressly for the English Edition, by

the Author. London, iZ^T.—Frosfalive A'n'U'.u, February, 184S.
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the liberty of philosophizing with a popularity which awak-

ened the alarm, and drew down the punishments of the

Church. If a mediaeval politician had been asked to name
the country most likely to secede from allegiance to the

Latin hierarchy, and to be the cradle of a new Christianity, it

can scarcely be doubted that he would have mentioned

France. That the fact turned out otherwise is no evidence

against the sagacity of the prediction. The Papal Court

provoked indeed the first fatal resistance at Wittenberg :

but only because it had selected the German Empire as a

hopeful field for its most audacious enterprise. No sooner

had the schism ripened itself into an independent religion,

than it found a hospitable welcome among the subjects of

the house of Valois. In no country did it more equally

divide the State with the old faith ; so that the history of

Protestantism in France is the history of its civil wars.

Had Henry of Navarre been succeeded by a prince equally

magnanimous, and the Edict of Nantes been maintained as

the basis of religious peace, no one can doubt that the whole

course of European history would have assumed a different,

and,—according to all human estimate,—a more visibly be-

neficent direction. France, disappointed of her Reformation,

was driven forward to her Revolution. The crisis of grave

religious earnestness was allowed to pass : its remon-

strances against wrong in the spiritual stage being spurned,

slumbered till the evil assumed the palpable shape of debt

and hunger ; and then broke out, not from the sober

middle-class as a cry of conscience, but from the populace

as an outburst of despair. Every great national struggle

leaves behind it a class triumphant and a class depressed

;

whose altered relations determine the destinies of many
generations. The great social revolution of modern times

was effected, in Germany by the princes and literati ; in

England, by the yeomen and the trades ; in France, by

the plebs and the press : and accordingly, the dominant

influence remains, in the first case, with the secular powers

and the Universities ; in the second, with property ; in the
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third, with personal quahties and democratic passion.

Protestantism, successful m Germany by the weapons of

learning more than by popular resolve, never forgot its

first alliance : philosophy, in that country, has been

developed side by side with theology ; instead of waiting,

as in England, till religion compelled it to awake, or push-

ing itself forward, as in France, to an independent com-

pleteness and sufficiency. Among us, it is the interest

of the speculative thinker to keep on terms with the

divine. In the country of Luther, they may recommend,

without mutual disturbance, in the same building, and to

the same audience, systems variously contradictory of each

other. In Paris, it is necessary for theology to conciliate

philosophy. It is unequal to a contest with M. Cousin,

and must accept of truce or treaty ; the claims of Isaiah

being admitted, with reservation of the rights of Kant ; the

futurities of the Apocalypse and the third Heaven of Paul

remaining unchallenged, so far as may consist with the non-

existence of both Time and Space. Notwithstanding the

lofty tone of M. Coquerel's work, a painful feeling oppresses

us that the conditions of his advocacy are essentially

humiliating. We are fully alive to the importance of

harmonizing faith and science, so long as each retains its

own ground, its own method, its own language. But we

do not love to see religion playing the lackey to philosophy
;

aping its pomps, assuming its livery, and standing behind

its chair. Even where a less obsequious relation prevails,

it is but too evident which power is patron, and which the

client. We are forcibly reminded by the book before us,

that Protestantism has no lineage of great recollections in

France, no continuous literature, no course of development

;

that its noblest traditions were abruptly dispersed through

other lands, and checked in their indigenous results. For

anything that appears, this might be the first work of dog-

matic theology in the French language. The absence of

all historical matter, the absolute isolation of the author's

system, the curious subordination of Scriptural to meta-
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physical evidence, betray the peculiar conditions under

which the task has been wrought out. Reformed Religion in

fact has lost its parentage in France
;
presents itself as an

orphan or a foundling without the shelter of an ancestral

home ; and, though willing to work its way in part by its

own merits, submits not unnaturally to appear as the

adopted child of that powerful philosophy, which holds

empire over the gravest minds in the metropolis of

European culture. M. Coquerel himself speaks of the

Bible as " little known to the public at large in this coun-

try"; and that it is expected to be far less familiar to his

readers than the " Fragmens Philosophiques," is evident

from the whole structure of his work. His instrument for

determining " the principal problems of the Human
Mind," including the theory of Redemption, is the Logic

of the eclectic school : and the dexterity of fence with

which its weapons are wielded and its evolutions performed,

contrasts strangely with the elementary simplicity of the

Scriptural illustrations and proofs. These however are

banished, in each of the six books, to the dark closet of an

Appendix, into which few will be inclined to penetrate from

the light and airy chamber of our author's reasonings ; and

in which still fewer will remain long enough to bring down
their dazzled vision to so deep a dusk.

We refer to these features of M. Coquerel's book, that

our readers may estimate its adaptation to a particular

latitude of thought. It is a compromise with the spirit of

the age in Paris. It accommodates its expression of what

we hold to be eternal truth to the formulas of what we
believe to be a transient fashion of the schools ; and drives

its admeasurements through the universe, from a base

which, we fear, is ill-determined, and with instruments not

unaffected by the metaphysical temperature of the hour.

Strange to say, the subjective sciences, when they affect

the most rigorous demonstration, and present a complexion

most free from local and historic colouring, are the first to

lose their persuasive efficacy by removal to a new place or
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time. By attaching his Christianity to them, our author

has probably consulted well the temper and wants of the

church for which he labours. But his logic, we fear, will

neither migrate nor keep. It is like an electric charge,

carefully collected from a well-dried machine and in a crisp

air : to be brilliant and effective, it must be discharged at

once : for we live in a wet world ; and in awaiting the

weather of another generation, or even crossing the

Channel to this cloudy land, it oozes off in the damps and

disappears. Upon ourselves at least, notwithstanding the

most favourable predispositions, we confess that the experi-

ment has been vainly tried. We retain the most delightful

impression of M. Coquerel's preaching. We know that

his character is no less dignified than his intellect is rich.

We concur in the main results of his theology, and rejoice

that a faith so generous should have an advocacy so splen-

did. We see in the title of the book an aim altogether

just,—to draw from the self-consciousness of man a con-

fession of the divine beauty and authority of our religion.

We were encouraged, by the full and interesting Preface to

the English Edition, to expect a privilege most precious,

—and be admitted to the interior of a mind affluent injhe

gifts of nature and experience :

—

"The work," says M. Coquerel, " assumes to be a complete

view of Christianity, under the twofold aspect of reason and

faith, of human knowledge and Divine Revelation : the volume

unfolds, if the labour answers the aim, a complete system of

philosophy and of religion,—the religion of the Gospel, such as

I consider and believe it to be.

" It is the labour of my whole life, the summary of the long

studies of thirty years spent in ministerial duties.

" The purpose of this treatise would not have been answered

if the book, a work of conscience, was not a work of perfect

sincerity : it is even so much so, that the system of religion

unfolded in these pages is complete : all the deep and awful

questions put to the human intellect by the Christian faith are

answered. I have said all that I believe : I have kept nothing

in reserve, no sentiment of my mind, no secret of my under-
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standing, no conviction of my creed. I have spoken with that

tranquil security which faith inspires ; and if I have always

found myself at ease with respect to the risk of error, it is

simply because I have felt myself supported by the calmness of

sincerity : in the language of Montaigne, I always could say to

myself, ' Ma conscience ne falsifie pas un iota ; mon inscience

je ne sgay.'

" Every thing is consistent in the book : the thoughts are

bound up together : they all serve in their turn as premisses

and conclusions : it belongs to the very essence of religious

truths to be melted down into a condensed alloy, to be orderly

disposed in a connected system. To detach a few fragments,

to weigh some separate propositions, to discuss not the ground-

work and the whole, but some scattered theories of the essay

after breaking the links of the chain, would be to dispose of the

volume without justice to the author, or without fruit to the

reader."—Page xiii.

The programme is charming : and seldom have we opened

a book with heartier hopes of finding rest for many a

doubt and higher certainty for many a truth. Alas !

—

slowly and sadly have we been brought to confess it,—we

find here many problems, few solutions. These logical

" chains," that seem so securely stringent to those w-ho

fasten them, are too often like the fetters that bind us in

our dreams ; to the prisoner, defiant of fracture ; ideal and

non-existent to the observer. The inconclusiveness of M.

Coquerel's reasonings appears to us precisely of this kind :

they press upon the brain, and do no more. We have

read books which have profoundly convinced us of the

falsehood of the positions they maintained : no writings, for

instance, have ever so cleared for us the foundations of

religious faith, as Hume's sceptical Essays. But the pre-

sent work is innocent of so perverse a result. It provokes

no doubt ; but it helps no faith. We see the language of

demonstration, but are unconscious of the presence of

argument. We often agree to the conclusions ; only they

seem considerably more certain than the premisses. And
after passing from some semblance of rhetorical dialectics
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to the luminous statement of a great principle with the

pendant of a happy illustration, we are tempted to wish

that our author had followed Lord Mansfield's advice,

—

given his judgment and withheld his reasons. The
real, natural sources of human faith appear to us to be

scarcely named ; and in their place, are substituted pro-

cesses so artificial, that we know not how any one can

fancy them to be the ground of his assurance. \\'hy, for

example, do we believe in the resemblance between the

human and the Divine mind?—Because man has no model

but himself, from which to conceive of God ; and we trust

in this limit imposed upon our Reason for not debarring

us from truth. Our author however replies. Because we
know that God had no model but himself, from which to

create man (p. 22). Again, most writers on Christian

evidence are content to rest the divine authority of Jesus

on his personal claims and the ascertained contents of his

human life; and having been drawn to him thus, they

sometimes throw a wider glance around him, and under-

take to show that in the place of his birth and the age of

his appearing there is nothing at variance with the good

Providence of mankind. Our author proceeds in the

inverse order : he finds his Redeemer, as Le Verrier found

his planet, by calculating his whereabouts. He demon-
strates, from the perturbations of history and the

necessary action of the world's central forces,—that there

is but one era and one spot at which Messiah (T*?//A/ appear;

and having predetermined the elements of his orbit, leaves

it to common observers to point the telescope of experi-

ment, and detect him, precisely where he is due, in the

spaces of the Past. Jesus must be the Saviour : for either

date or place would else be wrong. Once more : it seems

conformable with nature, to know a little of our acquaint-

ances before we grow fond of them,—to feel pretty sure

that their honour is not a semblance or their genial graces

a dream, ere we open our hearts to them ; and though our

continental neighbours are certainly readier in their social
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advances than a stiff-necked Briton can well understand,

Ave were not prepared to learn the extent to which they

outstrip us. Their affections, not content with being

faithful to past intimacies, are prophetic of future; and,

like the incubating bird, hatch into reality the objects of

their yearning instinct. The first notice men have that a

friend exists is

—

the love they bear him : the caress of the

parent proves that there is a child. M. Coquerel lives in a

pretty populous city : he preaches every week to crowded

assemblies : yet the best proof he can find that the earth

is not a solitude breaks out in his exclamation, " Pleasant

and affecting thought ! I am s?ire of the existence of my
fellowmen, because I love them !"—(P. 12.)

From these examples it will be evident that our author's

reasoning is of the a priori kind. The large propositions

which this method assumes for its point of departure ; the

vague terms with which it deals ; the facilities it opens

at every step for the admission of unauthorized assump-

tions ; render it a treacherous instrument in the hands of

the closest thinkers ; and where Spinoza and Clarke have

not succeeded, it is no dishonour if M. Coquerel have

failed. The main purpose of his work being to show the

fitness of Christianity to human wants, Man becomes to

him the measure of all things. The mind is not only the

seat, but the standard, of all science ; its conceptions being

the representatives of possibility, its faculties the indicators

of corresponding realities. Hence, all knowledge must

start from self-knowledge ; and not till we have noticed

which way the mind's countenance is turned, and followed

the sweep of its outlook, can we tell by what external

objects we are environed, and in sketching our panorama

of the universe, distinguish between the landscape and the

mirage. With this idea, our author begins with an analysis

of Self, as the prototype or skeleton sphere, whose shadow,

projected by the central light of consciousness through the

outer vault, hits upon all actual existences, and gives us the

form of Nature and of God. Considering the extreme im-
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portance of this analysis to all that follows, we feel bound

to register one or two difficulties with which it stops us at

the outset.

The source of our idea of Causality has given some

trouble to philosophers. It has been referred, at one time

to the observation of external successions,—at another, to

the feeling of internal volition. Perhaps neither of these,

if eternally isolated and unawakened by the other, would

suffice for the explanation ; and the collision of our spon-

taneous activity which knows beforehand what it would be

at, with obstructions that check us without notice, is needful

to give us the related and simultaneous ideas of cause within

and cause without. This dual conception is equivalent, we
think, to the consciousness of Self as contrasted with Not-

self; and we have therefore no objection to say, that

self-consciousness implies the notion of causality, with the

belief in external objects that no7v operate upon us. But it

does not imply any belief that our oivn causality has been

caused ; or refer us back to any time when we ourselves

began to operate as agents. Our knowledge of such a time

is derived, we apprehend, from quite a different source,

from testimony and the current observation of human life

;

and no turning of the eye within would ever reveal it to us.

We therefore cannot assent to the following passage, con-

taining our author's proof of the creation of the human
race :

—

" Consciousness of existence is accompanied by two corollary

notions, which are inseparable from it :

"i. This consciousness of being has not always existed, it

has had a beginning ; if my existence had not begun, I should

know it, since I know my existence. I find myself in the

present ; in the past I do not find myself.

"An existence unknown to him who possesses it, is not an
existence, properly so called : it reckons for nothing, or, more
correctly speaking, it is to be reckoned otherwise.

" 2. In this existence, of which he is conscious, man feels

that his will or his power has had no part : he does not pre-

serve it, and if it is not he who maintains it, it is not he who
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has conferred it. He would employ for its maintenance, the

power displayed to possess it. Whatever may be the cause of

the existence of man it is something foreign to himself ; it is

apart from and without him. Life, that phenomenon which the

human mind has never succeeded in defining, has not its source

in life."— (P. 2.)

If simple consciousness of existence involved a know-

ledge of its commencement, it would necessarily report to

us the date of its commencement. Enabling us to com-

pare together a present in which we find ourselves and a

past in which we do not, it must detect for us, at their

point of contact, our moment of nativity ; and every man

could tell his own age, without resort to the parish register.

As there have been years of childhood, of which our memory

preserves no report, so, though other years or even centuries

had been prefixed, it is quite possible that no trace of

them might be found in our immediate self-knowledge.

Having alighted upon this supposed evidence of the

origination of mankind, our author would seem to be on

the verge of discovery as to the existence of God. He
has obtained a glimpse of the hiding-place of some creative

power ; and by pressing another step in advance, we should

expect him to apprehend the nature of that power, and to

stand in the presence of the great Object of worship. He
refrains however from proceeding further in this direction

;

and reaches his Theism by an argument which has no re-

ference to causation, and would remain precisely the same,

though the human race had no consciousness of a deriva-

tive existence. The mind, on close inspection, resolves its

unity into five separate tendencies or powers—Intellect,

Conscience, Affection, Sensitiveness to enjoyment, and

Religiousness. Each of these inspires us with an ideal

notion of something that would bring it entire content,

and which secretly serves as a standard measure in every

judgment that we make. Now every ideal thus employed

as a rule must be more than a mental creation : it must

have an objective reality answering to it. The ideal of the
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fifth or religious faculty is an Infinite and Perfect Mind.

Such a Mind therefore exists ;—proved by our veneration,

as our fellovvmen are proved by our love.

There is a painful slightness and precariousness in this

reasoning ; and it is not without shrinking that we see the

most solemn of truths thrown off, in this aeronautic way,

to float in so fragile an ark through metaphysic skies.

What possible reliance can be placed on the loose proposi-

tion " that the ideal cannot be a mere abstractio?i" " but

that it is realized without us,—that it exists,—that it is a

fact ? " Our author himself directly contradicts this on the

adjacent page, where he says, "A perfect man is the mere

abstraction of our minds "
(p. 4). And did we not join

him in this contradiction, into what absurdities should we
not run ? An "ideal" must be an ideal something: and

according to the arts or studies which engage men, do they

acquire facility in improving their conceptions, and form-

ing images of faultless objects. Within the dreams of

every aspiring tailor there hang, no doubt, ideal coats,

—

poorly represented on the clothes-frame at his street-

door ; and the precincts of all livery stables are haunted

by ideal horses of most tantalizing perfection ; and, in

such neighbourhoods, "all appreciations are founded on

the measure of the ideal." But alas ! are such garments
" realized without us ? " do these steeds of Diomed " exist

"'

in " fact ? " Whatever has " objective validity " dwells

somewhere in space and time,—for this it is that consti-

tutes an object ; and until our author's ideals can be

referred to by date and position, his Realism goes for

nothing. We regret the more the rashness of this reason-

ing, because we think it susceptible, by close limitation to

our Moral nature, of exhibition in a valid form. If it can

be shown,—as we incline to believe,—that the mind, while

capable of mechanical and aesthetic, is incapable of moral

invention, but must be lifted into higher conceptions by

the direct influence of another and higher nature, the

basis of an argument is laid for proving the reality of an
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invisible and Perfect Mind. We cannot pause to raise the

structure now ; but were unwilling to quit M. Coquerel's

discussion of this point, without thus far qualifying our ex-

pression of dissent. Nor can we dwell upon the ground

of our belief in the Unity of God ; any further than to

confess that our authors curt argument,—which he pro-

nounces to be the sole possible proof,
—

" Since the ideal is

one, God is one" (p. 20),—lies wholly beyond our com-

prehension.

The problem then stands thus : (i). Wanted, a Power

for the creation of man : (2). Found, a Being absolute

and infinite, the " ideal of intelligence.^'' The question

rises, can we avail ourselves of this discovery to supply the

previous want ? may we say, that the perfect Being is no

doubt the Causal Power? To bridge this vast chasm be-

tween the Moral entity and the Physical agency of God, is

perhaps the most difficult task in the great architecture of

natural religion. M. Coquerel flies across himself with

enviable speed ; but lends us no wing, and builds us no

road, by which we can follow him. Here is his passage

from the notion of ideal Perfection to that of creative

Causality :

—

" Creation, in God, is a natural consequence of infinity ; and

this explains how the fact of creation is completely a truth of

faith, and not of reasoning. And since God is one, every thing

except himself is creation ; without this, the ideal would neither

be one nor a being ; and we have seen that religiousness in man
tends, not towards the ideal personified in imagination, but

towards the ideal personalized. Man, an individual, aspires

towards God, an individual."— (P. 22.)

How " Creation should be a natural consequence of In-

finity," we are at a loss to imagine. Ponder as we may

the relation between finite and infinite, it yields us no

conception of active power. Space is infinite ; but does

space create ? To establish the origination of man by some

foreign power, our author uses an argument which would

equally prove the created nature of Deity. " Man," he
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says, " does not preserve his existence ; and feels that he

has not conferred it."—(P. 21.) Did God confer his own
existence ? does he preserve it ? can he extinguish it ? Is

it not even less at the disposal of the Will than ours ?

How then can the domination of Volition over Life be

adopted as a test of independent existence ? The truth is,

M. Coquerel, like many of his predecessors on the a priori

track, misses altogether, as it seems to us, the proof of

Divine Causality ; and thus leaves a fundamental un-

soundness in his structure, which no subsequent ingenuity

can repair.

In running over our author's catalogue of five faculties,

a practised psychological eye will notice his silence re-

specting the Will : and the question will arise, why has an

element, so important in the analysis of self, been altogether

omitted ? There is a looseness and fluctuation in the

language referring to this subject, which prevents our giving

a steady reply. In one place, we find the following :

—

"This will, this power, this freedom of man (for freedom is

only power), which cannot go so far as to rob him of the ele-

ments of his nature, does go so far as to disturb their equili-

brium, to lead him to prefer and cultivate one faculty to the

detriment of others, and even so far as to subject the religious

to the inferior tendencies, though its province is to rule, because

it is that which most nearly approximates the infinite. It is

obvious that the liberty of a being, whatever it may be, consists

precisely in the free use of the faculties inherent in its nature,

and of all its faculties or powers without exception. There is

no question of more or less free ; freedom exists or it does not.

Imagine the smallest hindrance ; freedom exists no more ; it is

only possible on condition of being complete ; it is only real on

condition of being absolute If I carry the slightest

fragment, the smallest grain of shot, I march perhaps, but I do

not march unimpeded, and wherever freedom appears sus-

pended or violated by outward facts, if man thinks he acts, he

is under the influence of an illusion ; he does not perform acts
;

he only makes movements."— (P. 6.)

In the beginning of this paragraph, liberty is made to

vor.. II. p
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consist in the power of selecting some favourite from among

the five tendencies for special culture and indulgence. As

such a power cannot itself be any member of the five, but

descends upon them ab extra, the list of faculties already

given cannot furnish a complete account of what a man
finds in himself, and the classification is at fault. At the

end of the paragraph, liberty is differently described :—as

the absence of hindrance from any form of activity,—an

unimpeded course for a tendency towards its appropriate

end. In this sense, every force of our nature, so long as

nothing is in the way, is free, and (since our author affirms

freedom and will to be the same) voluntary. The wall,

therefore, on this supposition, is not an additional and

omitted element in the analysis of self; but only the state

or function of each faculty in its unobstructed isolation.

Were we to accept this account of the matter, we must

allow that the inferior animals possess more free-will than

man : for their energies of instinct or affection possess

them in more absolute surrender, and proceed to their end

with less embarrassment, than the balanced impulses of

the human mind. As these two ideas of free-will hope-

lessly diverge from one another, in the following sentences

is a third, which will not coalesce with either :

—

" To will or to act is to choose. Every action of a free being

is a choice, and every choice implies an alternative, one at least.

" Thus, each of our tendencies is, as it were, placed in the

face of an alternative.

" The alternative of the intellectual power is true and false.

" The alternativ'e of the moral power is good and evil.

" The alternative of the affections is devotedness and selfish-

ness.

"The alternative of our sensitiveness is contentment and

suffering.

" The alternative of religiousness is fervour and indifference.

" These alternatives, between which it is the province of our

freedom to choose, and these directions which each of our

tendencies may follow, are indefinite ; nothing limits, nothing

terminates them ; they never say, it is enough. Our faculties
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are never loaded to the utmost ; there is always room for

something more."— (P. 30.)

Here we are brought back again to the original idea of

choice:—a choice, however, no longer made by the Will

among the Tendencies ; but by each Tendency between

opposite directions. This view therefore conveys a volun-

tary character into all our faculties : and the intellect in

believing, the affections in loving, even sensitiveness in

enjoying, perform acts no less intentional and controllable,

than moral resolve springing out of a warm bed on a frosty

morning. It also follows, that the adoption of a course

abhorrent to the very nature of a tendency must arise

from the deliberate choice of that tendency itself: and,

when we meet with a wrong-headed, a selfish, a suffering

man, we must say, it is his intelligence that elects error
;

his affections that prefer coldness ; his sensitivetiess that

had rather be miserable.

Unable as we are to conciliate these varieties of phrase,

we cannot expect to receive much help from our author in

solving the great problem of necessity. His attempt in-

troduces us to yet another shifting of his definition :

—

"The mystery of free will," he says, "that ancient stone of

stumbling in all religions, all systems of philosophy, and all

schools,—lies in the point of separation of the two powers, the

creating power and the power created. To ask hoiv inajt is

free, is to ask how the Creator, his work being finished, separated

himselfand kept Jiiinselfseparate from his creature and leaves

him to himself."—(P. 24.)

If these questions be equivalent to one another, it fol-

lows that " freedom " consists in the non-intervention of

God ; and that all causes that are permitted a range of

separate operation ^xtfree. But the great physical agen-

cies of the universe, by which the motion and change of

bodies are occasioned, are usually believed to be of this

description,—powers commissioned to go of themselves.

p 2
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Do they then repeat the difficulty of freedom ? We should

suppose so from the following sentences :

—

" The same mystery appears again in inactive existences.

" We know not how the Creator's power ceases to weigh

upon free beings, raises and keeps raised the sluices of the wiU.

" We know no better the manner in which creative power de-

taches itself froin matter, and leaves physical laws and secon-

dary causes to play their part.

" The hand of God, we say, launched the planets in the

tangent of their orbits, and since that time the universe rolls on

alone. But how has God withdrawn his hand ? That is the

question."

The withdrawal of God's hand then leaves the planet

and the will alike free. The feature which constitutes

liberty is common to them both. We claim no more for

the will than we find in the star ; and in proportion as the

latter case sits lightly on our apprehension, should we dis-

embarrass ourselves of difficulty as to the former. Is not

this the way in which every reader understands M.

Coquerel ? Has he not established an analogy, in respect

to freedom, between the will and the planet ? Ought not

the final inference manifestly to stand thus ? ' The ques-

tion then regards not the freedom of the will exclusively,

but presents itself identically in the equal freedom of the

planet ?
' How is it possible, then, not to be thrown aback

by his own summing up of his argument ?

" The question is not then respecting the freedom of the will,

since it presents itself identically where there is nofreedom."

The frequency with which the conclusions thus admin-

ister an emetic upon the premises we have been induced

to swallow, renders the study of this work an inconvenient

discipline ; like the tossing of Charon's boat to Lucian's

cargo of philosophers ; expecting at last, poor shades ! a

portion of Elysian wisdom, and doomed only to be relieved

of all that they had learned above, and left shivering on

Stygian banks.
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In the present case, our author's retractation was evi-

dently necessary to save his hbertarian faith. He had

mounted upon an analogy that could not but run away

with him straight into fatalism. What more can the ad-

vocate of necessity require than that God should be allowed

to stand at an equal distance from the products of volition

and the effects of gravitation ? If he is no more separated

from our voluntary acts, than he is from the sweep of a

planet, then he is as much the cause of the one as of the

other ; and is no less absolutely the author of our moral

good and ill, than of the earth's vicissitudes of season.

The prime condition of the whole doctrine of free will is

the denial and demolition of the delusive analogy to which

M. Coquerel has had recourse for its illustration.

Through all the indistinctness of our author's language

on the subject of the will, one fixed misconception appears

to us to pervade his book. He recognizes no involuntary

ckfnents in human nature. He reverses the error of James

Mill, who dissipates volition into association, and resolves

the most sustained exertions of thought into a passive pro-

cession of inevitable suggestions : and he makes the will

cover the whole ground of our faculties, determining what

we shall believe and love, no less than what we shall do.

It must be owned however that if he had fallen into no

snare here, he would have achieved an unexampled suc-

cess. The precise distinction and mutual relation of the

voluntary and involuntary functions of our nature consti-

tute the critical point of all such systems. They intersect

the course of every theory with a slippery passage, on

which the foot of the firmest thinker seems unable to hold

its place. If all the active phenomena be voluntary, as in

our author's apprehension, we are responsible for all, and

may deserve well or ill for our judgments and sentiments

as well as for our acts. If jwne of them are voluntary, or

(what amounts to the same) if those which are so called

follow in inevitable sequence from involuntary antecedents,

we are responsible for nothing, and cannot deser\-e well or
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ill for our actions more than for our judgments. This is

essentially the Calvinistic theory ; according to which the

will, before regeneration, is necessarily determined by cor-

rupt inherited affections, and after regeneration, by super-

induced divine grace : only it is inconsistently maintained^

that while this second condition, not being the agent's

work, carries no merit, the first, in which he is equally

powerless, possesses infinite demerit. The followers of

Hartley appear to us to exhibit, in different portions of

their doctrine, the conflicting influences of these two ex-

tremes. The tendency of their Ethics is to claim every

thing for morality and the will,—to enforce a stern doctrine

of accountability,—to carry the feeling of duty through the

whole mind, to accept no excuses from the arts of the

Devil, and expect no help from the Spirit of God. The

tendency of their Metaphysics, on the contrary, is to en-

croach upon and extinguish the Causality of man, to

assimilate mental with physical agency, to resolve every-

thing into mechanism, and mechanism into mere sequence
;

so as to retain in their conceptions no reservoir of real

power save God himself. Each of these tendencies, if its

demand were unimpeachable, ought to absorb the other :

both however express an ineffaceable sentiment of our

nature : and their continued co-existence, without any due

adjustment of their boundary, attests at once the presence

of an element of truth, and the inefficiency of that philo-

sophy which cannot part with either, yet cannot reconcile

the two. Only by the union within us of the freely volun-

tary with the involuntary can room be left for the joint

presence of a human and a divine element in our spiritual

life,—for obligation on the part of man and co-operation on

that of God : and a theory which does not recognize and

faithfully describe this union, fails to satisfy the primary

conditions of a religious philosophy.

Our author's psychology conducts us directly to his

moral theory. To a being entrusted with moral liberty,

there is necessarily opened a career of indefinite approxi-
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mation to God or alienation from him. A law of progress

is imposed upon a nature thus endowed ; and in case of

unfaithfulness to such law, the doom of regress and degra-

dation is its inevitable counterpart and substitute. This

is no peculiarity of man in particular; but, as a direct

corollary of free will, applies to all beings, in all worlds,

who are susceptible of the idea of duty. There is clearly

no fixed limit at which the spiritual movement of the soul

towards or away from the infinite model of Perfection

suffers arrest. It is therefore interminable ; and immor-

tality necessarily belongs to all moral beings. Nor need

we hesitate to descend with this high claim to a lower

stage of creation. Along with man there dwell upon the

earth iinprogressive races,—the animals submitted to his

power. Now in the system and arrangements of a world,

it is a law that the highest term of being it contains deter-

mines all that is below : the place is accommodated to the

inhabitants : and the inferior members to the chief occu-

pant. Hence the merely animal tribes share the human

fate ; the same incidents of birth, death, suffering, are en-

tailed upon them. In this respect however they suffer an

injustice : for it is the wickedness of man that has intro-

duced suffering in the world, and brought it upon unof-

fending creatures. They have therefore a claim to com-

pensation : which will be afforded, in M. Coquerel's belief,

by their partnership in our immortahty, as in our humilia-

tion. No preacher of " judgments,"—no Jew inquiring

' Did this man sin or did his parents, that he was born

blind,'—no Plumptre deprecating potato-rot or cholera by

fast and humiliation,—ever proclaimed with less qualifica-

tion than our author, that all physical evil is the result of

moral evil. There was a time—the duration of which he

does not define,—when " human progress was fulfilling

its aim ;" and so long, man was in Eden. The first step

in a direction opposite to progress, by whomsoever taken,

constituted the Fall : the effect of which is twofold : en-

tailing, through the social or family relationship of man-
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kind, a moral retardation, or original sin, on the whole

species ; and deteriorating, through the necessary corre-

spondency between the tenant and the abode, the conditions

of the globe itself, so as to create earthquakes and volcanoes,

to remove the barriers from disease and decay, and for the

first time annex pain to the processes of birth and death.

This causal connexion between moral and physical ill, is

not, moreover, a mere incident of our present phase of

being. It is fixed in rerum natura,—and as activity is

continuous, and human existence indefinitely prolonged,

on the one hand the approach of the soul to its Creator or

retreat from him may be perpetual, and, on the other,

corresponding results of blessing or dismay must spring up
along the endless path. Hence, rewards and punishments

are alike eternal, and alike self-inflicted.—(Pp. 31. 85.)

We have endeavoured to present a faithful abstract of

M. Coquerel's conceptions as to the moral history and
physiognomy of the unredeemed world. Let us first ask,

whether any one, simply studying the past by the lights of

science and interpreted tradition, the present by the help

of consciousness and observation, and content to follow

the indications of evidence, could possibly arrive at such a

creed ? and next, whether it agrees any better with the fair

results of Biblical exegesis, so as to present a picture of the

state of mind found in any one of the Scripture writers ?

It professes to be a deduction of purely subjective religion,

—the report of self-consciousness respecting its contents

and its surroundings ; and not till it has been drawn forth

whole and entire thence, is it ostensibly set up by the side

of the sacred w-ritings, in order to justify the exclamation,

"See how the living spirit and the ancient letter say the

same thing ! " So rigidly does our author propose to adhere

to his psychological method, that he expressly discounten-

ances all ajDpeal to chronological fact, and refuses to

submit his theory to such a test. He tells us that before

" the fall " there was no evil, and that all convulsions and

disasters of the world will be found lower down. If we
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are to try this assertion at all, the first step, one should

think, must be to reach the date of the fall, that we

may compare the state of things fore and aft, and see

whether we stand at the incunabula inaloruni. We are put

off however with the assurance that " it is of no con-

sequence " to search into the duration before the fall, the

precise period at which the fall took place, or the number

of the first authors of the introduction of moral evil."

" These questions,'' he adds, "are to be discarded from the

sphere of dogma : they belong to the domain of history ; and
whether left out of view or thoroughly examined, resolved in

one sense or another, declared to be doubtful or unknown, they

make no change whatever on the discoveries and definitions

of Christianity, as expounded in these pages."—(P. 81.)

These are lofty words : only we are perplexed to under-

stand how, at this sublime height above history, an histo-

rical event of the first magnitude,—in fact, a revolution in

terrestrial nature, comes to be known. If M. Coquerel,

like less philosophical divines, referred us plainly to the

book of Genesis, and said, " Here is my authority : but

for this I should know nothing of the matter,"—we should

understand how to deal with his positions. ' Did the

Hebrew cosmogonist mean this ?
' and ' Was he qualified

to affirm it ?
' would then be our questions. But our

author rejects the idea of any inspiration of the Scriptures

on matters of science and history : he limits it to religious

truth ; and all religious truth is subjective : so that nothing

is appealed to as divine in the Bible, except what he can

in some way recognize in himself. But by what ingenious

self-scrutiny does he discover, that the pains of childbirth

are the effects of guilt ; that the fires of ^tna are penal

;

that, until remorse was felt, the law of atmospheric equi-

librium precluded the possibility of storms ; and that our

earliest progenitors found it agreeable to die ? How far

these things might disclose themselves to ?nesmeric intro-

spection, we cannot say. The Poughkeepsie seer tells us
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of the delight with which the inteUigent inhabitants of

Jupiter give up the ghost ; and how they walk, not arm in

arm as we do, but on all fours, like Kangaroos with the

short legs set on behind and the long in front ; and with

what ingenuous modesty they amble along, protruding

foremost the tremulous snout which reveals their spiritual

sentiments. These disclosures about an existing planet

seem to us to have no less probable a truth, and a much
more. certain prudence, than the theological delineation of

the Pre-adamite earth : for while nobody can contradict

the one, Geology has a word to say upon the other. The
causes which prepared the world for man, and which oper-

ated through a dreary immensity of ages before it became
the scene of any moral good or ill, have left their record

every where upon the outer shell of our planet. In the

attempt to trace the course of their effects, it has usually

been deemed necessary to assume the prevalence, in the

ancient globe, of energies vastly more tremendous than are

witnessed now. To avoid this necessity, the question has

no doubt been raised, whether by an exhaustive use,

through unlimited time, of our existing stock of convulsive

forces, the revolutions of sea and land might not be ex-

plained. But we have never before heard of a geological

theory more tranquil even than this ; and are at a loss to

conceive how, with the gases in so mild a mood, the

Andes were upheaved, and with the old cauldrons

temperately simmering, the basalt could boil over and

split the hills. The images presented in a geological

museum do not help one's conception of a paradisiacal

state : and notwithstanding M. Coquerel's guarantee against

disease, we would forego the privileges of " the lacustrine

period" in favour of the sanitary commissioners and a

better drained condition of the world. Our author admits,

with great fairness, that the natural history of extinct

races of creatures presses against his hypothesis as to

the dependence of physical suffering on moral transgres-

sion ;

—
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" Science," he says, " has proved, that before the existence

of man there had already been sufferings amongst the animals

which peopled the earth, whether they were similar or not to

those which now exist ; and it has proved that in those

primitive times animals devoured one another, as they do

now."— (P. 43.)

Conclusive as these facts would seem, our author's

philosophy is not without resources for escape from

them :

—

"It may be answered, that as we know not when our phase

of progress will terminate, we know no better when it really

commenced ; that the union and connexion between animals

and man was established even from before the existence of

man ; and, in fact, this merely amounts to saying that the

servants preceded the master in their common dwelling-place.

" Still more, the physical sciences in their actual progress

begin to open up and explain the providential truth, that the

geological periods, the successive organizations of our planet

before the creation of the human species, have from of old been

preparatory to the present condition of the globe, the pro-

ductions which clothe its surface, and the atmosphere by which

it is
\
surrounded. Pre-adamite organizations, animals of all

kinds, whose fossil remains are deposited and scattered in

prodigious masses at different depths in the bosom of the

earth, constitute an essential part of this preparation, and the

phenomena of their existence have served from of old to

render possible in this world the more exalted phenomena of

human life. Above all, let us never forget that these notions

of bcfoi'e and after are always without value and without

application when we speak of God, the Infinite Being ; and

that consequently, in the divine mind, the phenomena of

geological periods are as intimately connected with the destiny

of the human species as those of the present order of

things."— (P. 44.)

If we rightly apprehend this reply, it declares that "the

servants " not merely preceded the master in their common
dwelling-place, but were punished there for his future sin,

ages before he was in existence ; that they found their

" common dwelling-place " already fitted up as a prison-
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house and furnished with the penalties of " the fall," while

the very being who was to be put upon his trial appeared

only in the far perspective of God's designs. \\'hat is this

but to say, that, although " no foresight can answer for

mankind" (p. 340), the Creator presumed beforehand on

the guilt of a free being yet untried ?—and that the effect

indefinitely preceded the cause? So that after all, that

"golden age," that "reign of the gods," when life was

painless and unspoiled, and birth and death took place

without a struggle, eludes us even in the guiltless era of

the world. It was not worth while to set it up, when there

was so little chance of its being permanently wanted.

Where then are we to find it ? Manifestly ?iowhere within

the compass of objective reality : it is what our meta-

physical neighbours strangely call a truth of subjective

religion, disdaining the criteria of external fact ; and what

we should call a fiction of the fancy, valid for nothing

except the empty semblance of compromise between the

geologists and Moses. It is evident indeed that in " the

Fall," as represented by M. Coquerel, there is nothing

peculiar to the human race ; nothing limited to a particular

date or occasion ; nothing, in fine, that does not hourly

take place, wherever moral agents exist with unattained per-

fection. It is to be presumed that every race of beings

endowed with free-will, must present some instances of

neglected obligation, and exhibit traces therefore of "a
fall." And though it is natural, in contemplating the

operation of a permanent cause like moral evil, for the

imagination to run back to its supposed commencement,

and to fix a special interest on that moment, as representa-

tive of the whole tribe of succeeding phenomena, there is

no real reason for assigning to the first case of slighted

conscience effects different in kind or materially in degree,

from those of present transgression. There are, alas

!

Adams in abundance "falling" every day;—beings not

less recent to our world and fresh from God ;—destined to

be progenitors of families widening into races, who cannot
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be unaffected, more than we, by the character of their pre-

decessors. Every incident of the great moral drama passes

in dayhght before our constant observation ; why delude

us by pushing it back into the primeval darkness ? \\'hy

exalt into a crisis of romance and revolution an event,

which, however disastrous, takes its place among permanent

human facts. As well might you charge all the carnage on

the field to the first shot that was fired : its author, no

doubt, is more likely to be named, and its effect to be

marked, than any other element in the fight : but its fatal

history might be told again of each component item in the

thick vollies for which it gave the signal.

The attempt then to swell the results of early human
transgression, and carry them throughout animated nature,

appears to us altogether unsound. Still less can we ap-

prove of the compensation offered for this extravagance,

—

the claim of a future life for the tribes of inferior creatures.

At best, and without quitting the zoological level, the

wants of man, and his carnivorous propensities in parti-

cular, present some distressing problems in relation to the

brute creation. But to us there is something unspeakably

shocking in the idea of being drawn in a cab by a horse

that one might meet on everlasting pastures, and of per-

mitting immortal sheep to be driven to the abattoirs. The
class of conceptions thus opened would be fatal, we are

convinced, to the belief in a futurity for our own race.

That belief demands a reverential estimate of the human
being ; a lofty appreciation of his affections, reason, and

conscience ; a conviction that these endowments can bear

the weight of so glorious a lot. On these powers it is that

the real burthen of our great hope is thrown. And these

are precisely the attributes which put us in contrast with

the brutes, and represent us as of different nature. Trans-

fer the plea for immortality from these to the qualities that

make us partners with the lizard and the lobster, and who
will undertake to defend so desperate a cause ? Faith has

enough to overcome already in the spectacle of sordid aims,
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of low and sensual passions, in mankind : if all the Mam-
malia are to crowd upon it with their petitions, it will

inevitably be stifled to death.

The attention which our author bestows on the proof

and illustration of the Fall, is explained as we approach

his exposition of the Christian system. With him,

Christianity, in its essence, is not the Impersonation of the

Divine Character and of the Human Ideal in Jesus of

Nazareth : it is not the miraculous disclosure of a Future

Life : it is not the authoritative announcement of a system

of Doctrine and Duty : but it is the accomplishment of

Redemption,—the reversal of the Fall,—the arrest of man-

kind in their course of alienation from God, and the restora-

tion of them to their destiny of advance towards him. It

needs a personal Redeemer to achieve this task, and

become " a Stator on the way of evil :
" and as on the one

hand he has to touch upon the work of God, and on the

other to become the leader of men, he must be at once
*' the alter ego of the Infinite Being," and the equal brother

of mankind. He must pass through the four great mo77ients

of human existence, — birth, life, death, resurrection.

Whilst his work is subjective,—in the heart of man,—his

credentials and manifestation must be objective,—in out-

ward facts. He must not take the world by surprise, but

must be fore-announced by Prophecy. He must not be

inconspicuous to contemporaries, but must be introduced

to them by Miracles,—whose peculiar evidence is essetiiial

to eye-witnesses, but expires with them. The nature of his

office determines the period of his coming : he must not

delay, till the race is irrecoverable : he must not appear, till

hope of its self-restoration is at an end : we shall therefore

find him at the crisis of Society's lowest moral descent ; i.e.

in the reign of Tiberius. The same considerations deter-

mine his place. All the tribes of mankind divide them-

selves into progressive and stationary races, according as

they practise monogamy or polygamy : the progressive

races however, quickest in evil as in good, reaching their
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ultimate corruption first, in consequence of the more

virulent action of Idolatry among them. They occupied

the Mediterranean shores ; and there accordingly, in the

centre of the world that was in retreat from God, was it

needful for the Redeemer to appear. Yet a stationary race

was best fitted for the long and patient prophetic waiting

for his arrival : and by presenting himself among the

Hebrews, he touched, on either side, the opposite elements

of ancient civilization. The ''testimony of 7'edemption^' i.e.

the predictions, and the historical manifestation of its

Advent, constitute Revelation ; from which we have no
right to expect anything beyond this bare witness to a fact.

The personal qualification for giving the testimony is

Inspiration, a Divine communication of the requisite know-

ledge to the human understanding,—not verbally (for

" God utters no words "), but through the medium of

dreams and ecstacy, or mental states carrying with them
their own subjective evidence of authority.

This scheme, unfolded in the 3rd and two following

Books, ranges over many interesting topics. But they are

so related and disposed, as all of them to revolve around
the notion of Redemption as their centre. That is the

thing done ; to which Revelation is but the witness ; which

again has Inspiration as its qualifying means. To deter-

mine therefore what this redemption is must be our main
anxiety. And fortunately we must be in a favourable

position for this purpose. For we have to deal here, with

unfait accompli. Before the fact, prophecy could only say,

* It will be done / ' at the time, miracle could but declare,

* It begins to be done :
' but now, history and experience

spread samples of it before us in the minds of individuals

and nations during eighteen hundred years. M. Coquerel's

is not one of the ordinary systems of theology, which can

evade this appeal to fact. He does not make salvation an

affair of the next world only, that may give no sign in this.

With him, both lapse and redemption are changes of

character in the present phase of being,—continued indeed
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hereafter, but having their primary seat and manifestation

here. \\'hat then is that moral revolution which reverses

the Fall and is termed redemption ? And has Christendom

realized this change?

Our author repeatedly defines Redemption by the phrase

" return towards God," and renders it evident that he

denotes by it spiritual progress (p. 349). In individuals

its presence declares itself by the re-entrance of the mind

into its proper sphere, so as to escape from the humiliations

of its fall (p. 127) : in the world at large, by the commence-

ment of a new and higher civilization (p. 145). What

more than this may lie concealed under the words " the

sublime secret of redemption "
(p. 352) we do not presume

to conjecture : this is all that the present work communi-

cates.

Now in proof of that aberration from his sphere which

the gospel is to remedy, our author appeals to that sense of

short-coming, that disproportion between aspiration and

achievement, of which every thoughtful man is conscious.

But if this be proof of the need and absence of redemp-

tion, then the best Christians are the least redeemed. It

seems to us strange that, in evidence of ruin should be

adduced the sentiment most characteristic of healthful

advance. That this consciousness is painful is very true :

that it is evil^ or bears witness to any growth of evil, cannot

be allowed. Instead of regarding it as the wreck and trace

of a lost perfection, must we not recognize in it a distinct

provision for unlimited progress? From the mind that

treats its own higher perceptions with insult or neglect, it

speedily passes away : but we know no excellence so divine,

—not even that of Christ himself,—as to escape its shade.

Its disappearance, here or hereafter, would dry up at the

roots every immortal possibility ; and, with all the fair show

of joy and health, would be, like the beauty of consumption,

the sentence of certain death. We should appeal to it,

therefore, to prove rather that man is in his sphere, than

that he is " out of his sphere." Still,—whether Christianity
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gives it or removes it,—whether its presence or its absence

indicates an " approximation to God,"—we do not see

how individual believers can now-a-days be spoken of as

" redeemed :
" being born into the progressive influences,

they have not undergone that change from a retrograde

condition which is necessary, in M. Coqucrel's own view, to

give fitness to the apphcation of the word. The phrase

is only a misleading equivalent of other and sufficient

terms, by which we usually describe moral and spiritual

improvement.

Redemption, then, must be looked for at the point of

transition into Christianity, and dealt with as an historical

fact. Our author states the case thus, as to the world at

large :

—

" It is impossible not to perceive, that, since the beginning of

human annals, since the time in which, ascending through the

darkness of antiquity, we see the first dawnings of history, evil,

error, and crime went on increasing till the advent of Jesus

Christ, human activity followed its illegitimate alternative, and
more and more yielded to its evil impulse ; humanity retro-

graded ; and mankind went continually further from God, by

error after error, and iniquity upon iniquity ; there was an in-

creasing progression of perdition.

" With Jesus Christ, mankind stops on the fatal road and
goes back ; it retraces its steps towards God, towards truth and
duty, towards charity and peace ; it re-ascends the long un-

trodden paths of knowledge and virtue ; it reconquers its like-

ness to God, and since the advent of Jesus Christ, there is an

increasing progression of salvation."—(P. 144 )

Such wide-sweeping judgments upon the past cannot well

be submitted to any satisfactory test,—in itself a proof of

their questionable value. Without losing ourselves in

vague discussions, we will merely express our surprise, that

any one familiar, as our author must be, with the state of

Europe and the East from the time of Caligula to that of

Charlemagne, should describe that period as a " re-ascent

of the long untrodden paths of knowledge and virtue ;

"

VOL. II. Q
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and, in contrast with it, the equal antecedent period, as "a

progress to the chmax of perdition." The Advent of Christ

nearly bisects the interval between the founding of the city

and the crowning of the new Emperor of the West. It

must be a strange historic balance, fabricated by monkish

hands, or set uneven by Prankish chronicler, that can really

give preponderance to the latter half; even though Christian

zeal should throw into the scale, as a make-weight, the

Saxon sword of Charlemagne, and the hammer with which

his grandfather broke the Saracenic power. These eight

centuries of ever-deepening gloom comprise the widest

miseries, the most unrelieved corruption, the vastest obliter-

ation of every acquired good, of which the annals of man-

kind retain any trace : yet we are called upon to prefer this

moral and social disintegration,—simply because it is on

this side the Christian era,—to the magnificent rise and
spread of Roman civilization ! We cannot even perceive

(and it has always appeared to us a painful mystery) that

during the process of social degradation and decline, Chris-

tianity assumed the attitude of protest and antagonism.

The few gleams that burst from the clouds were thrown by
the sinking orb of Pagan greatness, or the indignant flash

of oriental reformation :—the virtues of the Antonines, the

vigour of Diocletian, the philosophy of Julian, the learning

of Boethius, on the one hand ; and on the other, the transi-

tory brilliancy of Palmyra, and the theocratic conquests

that broke forth from Mecca. What counterpart to these

things can be found in the morals of the Byzantine Court,

the literature of the patristic schools, the theology of the

Greek priesthood ? Of all the objectionable elements in

the Roman Catholic religion, there is not one which seems

to us so mischievous, as the necessity which its theory

creates of corrupting and falsifying history ; of drawing

forth into special veneration ages replete with puerile

ignorance and revolting crimes ; of covering with the gloss

of a false sanctity characters in the past whose naked aspect

would excite in the present only horror and disgust ; and
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thus of misdirecting the moral perceptions of its disciples,

to save the repute of its ecclesiastical discipline. Into this

very error the larger and more generous zeal for Christian

evidence has betrayed our author. The language he em-

ploys would have more the appearance of truth if Jesus

Christ had appeared in the tenth century instead of the

first. So long as his religion operated chiefly on the South

European and African races, and co-existed with the re-

mains of Greek and Roman civilization, its favourable in-

fluence is difficult to trace : but as soon as it comes into

full contact with the Teutonic tribes, and is invested with

the exclusive trust of their education, its genius is rapidly

unfolded, and it betrays itself divine.

On the whole, we cannot think M. Coquerel successful

in his attempt to make the Advent in Galilee the centre

point of world-history,

—

6fi(f)dK6s ipi^pofiov x^ovbs. It cannot

but lead to distorted views of things to force all human
events and characteristics into a linear path, first dipping

into an abyss of seeming hopelessness, and then suddenly

rising again towards the upper light. God does not .set his

designs upon a railway, to run so thin a course. They
must have breadth as well as length, and require dimension

every way. As the physical earth proved not to be a

superficies, of which the Delphic stone could claim to be

the central boss, but a globe of many continents and seas

clustered into several groups ; so is there something spheri-

form in the Providence of humanity, with the nucleus of

many a different system, and types of various life : and it is

not by sacred boastfulness about our own in particular, but

by docile comparison of all, that we can hope to compute
the radius of God's plan, and circumnavigate its everlasting

round. It is not in the least requisite to the authority of

Christianity as a divine revelation, that it should occupy the

historical position which our author assigns to it : and we
regret that his conception of it as a Redemption should have

led him to advance claims for it, which it is but too easy to

refute.
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But the peculiarity which most forcibly strikes us in

M. Coquerel's book is the singular obscurity in which he

has left the Redeeming influence itself. He demonstrates

h priori, the necessity of a Redemption : he affirms that

it has been realized : he finds the place, date, and person,

whence it is to be traced. But by what transforming

efficacy a revolution so great has been wrought is not

declared. Explicit about the antecedents, emphatic upon

the consequents, our author is silent as to the crisis of

power itself. He presents the drama of Christianity, with

omission of the part of Christ ; who is indeed talked about,

—has his rank defined, his relations explained,—yet does

not himself personally appear. We hardly know how to

describe to our readers the feeling of mystification on this

matter with which we closed the book ; asking ourselves,

' But what is this great redeeming force, ushered in by

such an immense apparatus, and followed by a complete

turning in the human tide ?
' The work reminds us in

this respect, of certain charts we used to study, showing

the magnetic lines of equal variation in different latitudes,

and seeking, by help of their converging directions, to

discover the place of the magnetic pole. Innumerable

curves, after sweeping over land and ocean with constant

mutual approach, suddenly broke off, and stood unan-

imously pointing to a centre where they ought to meet

:

but the spot of mysterious attraction, secretly present on

the blank paper, was not shown ; or if mathematically

indicated, claimed no real existence in the geography.

The curious wonder that fastened the eye to that empty

space,—the residence of hidden power,—is revived by

our author's way of approaching and receding from the

redeeming point, laying down all its surroundings, tending

thitherwards across every latitude and longitude of time
;

yet leaving the force itself in the waters of vacancy,

and establishing for it no reality. Since it is a force

upon the souls of men, it must consist in some new

ideas or new emotions ; it implies the discovery of truths
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which must be susceptible of expression, or the influence

of fresh admirations whose objects may be named. We are

therefore impelled to ask for a specific definition of this

power. Nor have Christian writers in general any difficulty

in answering the demand. They have usually considered

Jesus as the medium of a new disclosure of divine truth

and higher law ; and have found the efiicacy of his

religion in belief of the doctrines and submission to the

obligations. M. Coquerel, however, has cut himself off

from this reply. With him, Christ is not the introducer of

a Revelation : but Revelation is the introducer of Christ

;

and having completed the attestation which brings him on

the stage, it simply leaves him there and retires. There

appears, accordingly, an enormous disproportion between

means and ends. Our author's claims for all the instru-

mental apparatus of Christianity,-—for prophecy and

preliminary history,—for miracle and contemporaneous

testimony,—are positive and lofty. His account of the

Christianity itself to which this vast procession leads, is

negative and vague. The Gospel is " not a system of

instruction" (p. 281). Instead of communicating, it takes

as axiomatic or admitted, " all truths concerning God, his

attributes, creation, providence, free-will, and immortality,"

the unity of the human race and fraternity of men (pp. 287,

288), as well as all moral rules respecting " the con-

stitution of a family, that of property, individual liberty

and political order, and finally, suicide "
(p. 289). On the

other hand, it " holds back or avoids " all truths respecting

"the Divine nature of Christ," "the union of soul and

body," " the relation between the living and the dead," the

" end of the world," the constitution of the future life

and the mutual recognition of friends there, the nature of

angels and demons (pp. 295—298). The only truths

which it is said to determine by facts, are " the identity of

man through the process of death," and " the existence of

angels, good and evil" (p. 285) : and even in setting these

questions to rest. Revelation appears to be carried beyond
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its defined function of " testifying Redemption." When to

this we add, that Christianity, in order to vindicate its

spiritual character, must, in our author's view, free itself

from discipHnary rules,—from every remnant of form,

—from the letter of Scripture,—and from dogmas,—no less

than from clerical influence and human authority,—some
wonder may be felt at the alchemy of his philosophy,

which, after ransacking the world for its ingredients, and

exposing them to the white heat of its refining process,

finds its crucible empty as at first, instead of heavy with

its residuum of gold. For our own part, we heartily con-

cur in M. Coquerel's negative verdicts, and are content to

receive at the hands of Christianity, the pure truths of

natural piety, cleared from all that oppresses and degrades

them. We receive these however through the mind of

Christ, and deeply coloured by the transmission. His

divine life has disclosed a fresh image and ideal of

human perfection ;— changed and raised the standard

of aspiration ;—and, above all, furnished a new type,

representative of God, and determining the spirit of

every heavenly hope. In this, his personal occupancy

of our reverential and trustful affections, has consisted,

we believe, the essential power of Christianity. Only,

for the exercise of a function like this, we cannot pretend

that the prophetic expectations of twenty centuries, the

wonders of supernatural birth, or even the escort of a

train of outward signs, appear to be indispensable : if

there be but miracle enough to fix the eye, and give time

for the impression to sink into the heart, and propagate

itself from age to age, the ends of such an inspiration are

achieved. We cannot at all feel the force of our author's

emphatic assertion, that in order to effect a redemption,

—

that is, a subjective change,—there must be objective

miracles. We can understand this doctrine from those

who take Christianity to be " a system of instruction," and

who deny the natural power of man to appreciate that

instruction from its intrinsic character
;
provided they hold.
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at the same time, that miracles, being deviations from the

laws of nature, are special acts of God ; and provided

further, they conceive the operation of time and distance

in weakening supernatural proofs to be insignificant. But

]\I. Coquerel denies every one of these propositions. He
makes Christianity subjective, and his whole work brings

it to the appeal of consciousness
;
yet, on behalf of prophecy

and sign, he declares the insufficiency of that appeal.

He pronounces miracles to be, like planetary perturbations,

within the compass of natural law
;
yet assigns to them a

demonstrative power which requires them to lie beyond

the resources of nature. He confesses that the evidence

afforded by miracle exists only for eye-witnesses
;
yet while

insisting on its necessity for their faith, maintains its

superfluousness for all others. If the question about the

a priori need of miraculous witness is to be opened, and a

competition of want is to be set up between the prophet's

contemporaries and his successors, we fear that distant

times possess the more urgent claim. Surely the divine

messenger has a more interrupted and difficult contact

with posterity than with his associates : and if there be

any persons on behalf of whom the natural resources of

persuasion require to be enlarged by extraordinary displays

of power, it must be the strangers separated by ages, and

•deprived of the thousand lights of living proximity.

Whether a religion spreads from East to West in space, or

from generation to generation in time, in either case it is

given to new minds : there is no more of simple conti-

nuity in the one instance than in the other : an agency

needed as a missioimry witness cannot be pronounced use-

less as ^ perpetual wxino.?,^ : and whoever argues the question

upon this speculative ground of a presumed antecedent

necessity, precludes himself from closing the plea of con-

tinued miracle against the Roman Catholic Church.

In these remarks we intend simply to express an opinion,

that the questions in relation to prophecy and miracle are

historical and critical, and are totally incapable of phi-
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losophical prejudgment. It is our author's treatment of

the topic, more than his results, which fails to satisfy us.

He has a favourite auxiliary in all his arguments : he

declines the verb To be in only one form. Must be. We
have an old-fashioned prejudice in favour of the tenses

Has been and Is. We cannot profess any intimate famil-

iarity with the numerous necessities of this universe. It

is chiefly the ambition to prove too much that challenges

objection to M. Coquerel's reasoning. For example, when

he contends that it would be improper to grant us, in

religion, more than a frugal allowance of evidence, because

"too much revelation would destroy free will" (pp. 234.

301), a host of embarrassments are conjured up by the

suggestion. If then Christ had a higher assurance than

we, he had less free will, and suffered the very evil from

which God has protected us : in proportion to his superior

perception, his uncommunicated light, he lived under

different moral conditions, and his example carries no

obligation ; and the Omniscient Being must be without

free will at all. Again, our author undertakes to tell us

what things it is better that we should not know, and so

explains the " reserve " of Scripture, assuring us that it

was " intentional." He appeals to the mischievous pro-

phecies, often re-produced, of the end of the world,—to the

mystical attempts to establish an intercourse between the

living and the dead,—to the horrors of demonology, in

order to convince us that silence on these points was indis-

pensable.

" What is the nature of angels 1 On this subject the Gospel

is mute, to the extent of commonly designating angels by their

functions and their names of honour ; and even sometimes as

young men. With respect to demons or bad angels, the

Gospel explains itself still less positively ; and it is very remark-

able that its language is often much more allegorical on the

subject of superior beings fallen from their holiness, than when

it speaks of spirits which have remained pure. The horrible

errors into which the demonology of the middle ages fell, and
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which are yet far from being extirpated, are sufficient proofs

how necessary it was not to give any plausible pretexts to

impure and unholy imaginations. Between the impossibility of

saying nothing or of saying every thing, revelation has said the

least possible, and guarded itself against becoming the in-

voluntary accomplice of superstition."— (P. 298.)

Surely this is strange argument. To establish the evil

of too much knowledge of a certain subject, our author

adduces the mischief of ignorance and mistake upon it

;

and virtually exclaims, ' If it was so pernicious to know
next to nothing, how dreadful it would be to know the

whole ! ' Or, if it be admitted that it was not the portion

of knowledge allowed, that wrought the ill ; then the evil

must be referred either to the remaining ignorance,—which

more revelation would therefore have blessed us by re-

moving; or to the mere discussion of the subject, which

Scripture has said enough to raise. In fact, who can deny

that the state in which such questions as demonology are

described as being left in the Bible, is precisely such as to

lead the disordered imaginations of men to the very mis-

chiefs here deprecated ; which have arisen from acccepting

as necessarily true what the Evangelists imply in their

narratives of demoniacs. And what room would have been

left for such abuses, if we had been directly told, either

that there are no demons, or that they are cut off by an

impassable barrier from relations with our world ? The
principle involved in this species of reasoning appears to us

most dangerous and fallacious. Once allow that there is

any test for determining beforehand what it is good, and

what it is bad for us to know ; and rules must follow for

the repression of curiosity, and the restraint of intellectual

freedom. There can be no more monstrous presumption

than for a being in the dark to hold forth upon the disad-

vantages of light. If he is ignorant of a subject, how can

he anticipate what would ensue on the removal of that

ignorance ? While the cloud is round him, he cannot lay

down the landscape which its dispersion will unveil.
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It is however the piety, and by no means the timidity, of

our author, that engages him for the moment in this ques-

tionable defence of reserve in Revelation. He would have

been equally ready to take the other side had God seen fit

to disclose to us what is now kept secret. M. Coquerel

has, after all, a genuine love of light : and there is a noble

tone pervading his claim for intellectual freedom within the

church, indicative of a generous and high-minded faith.

" Let every one guard himself from supposing that this liberty

can ever be prejudicial to faith—to truth. It will, on the con-

trary, eminently favour the influence of Christian doctrines over

the human mind, for this plain reason—that the greatest number
of persons are turned away from the faith by disputes concern-

ing its truth ; what disgusts the world with dogmatizing is, that

even now, to enumerate dogmas is to excite strife ; to enforce

convictions is to rouse enmities ; and, nevertheless, there is

only one kind of firm, consolatory, and saving faith, which

suffices as a guide and support in life and in death : that is the

faith which is the result of a man's own inquiries.

" This freedom is also the only means which the Lord has

conferred upon Christendom, to found and maintain religious

peace between its various priesthoods and their Churches.

During eighteen centuries this peace has been sought in vain,

in an identity, liomogeneity, complete harmony of faith and

teaching. Experience, therefore, is decisive ; experience which

has come down to us through the tumult of so many dreadful

religious wars,—through torrents of human blood, and the

flames of multitudes who have suffered martyrdom at the stake.

Religious peace is not to be founded by a harmony of intellects

(minds) but a harmony of hearts ; and this last is impossible,

till we fully recognize the sacred duty of mutual respect for

sincere opinions, and for the fundamental principle of the value

of sincerity before God and man."—(P. 392.)

Whatever obscurity may hang around M. Coquerel's con-

ception of Christianity, most of the definite propositions

which he affirms respecting it we find to be true of our own.

He does not suppose that its destinies are completed in

this life; but follows it into the future phases of human
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progress ; and ventures to trace the influences of the

" celestial gospel," upon the minds then first opened to its

light. And if by "the Gospel" we understand the per-

sonal ascendency over lower natures of the great model-

soul, the divine ideal of humanity,—this essence of our

religion is doubtless common to both spheres : and is so

far from being arrested by death, that it then first attains

its power with the transition from traditional reverence to

personal discipleship. For the foreigners to Christendom,

whether sage or barbarous, a glorious naturalization is there

reserved.

" Undoubtedly, the great men and great geniuses of antiquity,

who served the cause of truth and virtue as far as the light of

their conscience and reason rendered such service possible

—

Socrates, Aristides and others—were astonished, the instant

after death, to give up their souls with joy unspeakable to

developments of which they had no anticipation, and to read, in

some measure, a heavenly Gospel upon the shell of their ostra-

cism, or the lip of their cup of hemlock. Titus rejoiced to under-

stand, that in eternity not a single day was lost for well-doing
;

and Epictetus, at having discovered that true liberty of a wise

man, which shall be guaranteed for ever in heaven. Un-

doubtedly, the unhappy savage, who has never displayed any

other virtue than barbarian firmness in enduring the prolonged

torments of the fatal stake, will exchange his cruel heroism for

a state of perfection, of which he never could have entertained

the slightest idea ; here below he was hardly a man ;—the feel-

ings of his humanity have been reserved for a better state."

—

(P. 404.)

Whether this conversion will be open even to those

" whose ignorance or infidelity of the deepest dye has been

only a resource of immorality," or whether the path of

return to God is determinately closed with the present

life, is a question on which the most rigorous theology has

long begun to speak with a significant reserve, and which

our author unhesitatingly resolves in favour of the mer-

ciful side of the alternative. He fully accepts the doc-
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trine of Universal Restoration ; and we can ill afford to

quarrel with any process of thought which tempers the

severity of ordinary creeds with so benign a hope. We do
not think however that M. Coquerel, in repudiating the

usual arguments in favour of his own conclusion, has suc-

ceeded in substituting any better, or in removing the

question from its old ground. He relies mainly on the

assumption that a self-conscious being cannot suffer with-

out being instructed by his sufferings, both as to their

causes and as to their cure ; and conceives that efforts

of successful self-recovery must thus be awakened and

sustained ; that punishment, in short, of its own nature

becomes transformed into chastisement. We fear that

this argument for the self-destructive nature of evil labours

under a fatal defect. It supposes that seeing clearly and

feeling deeply are the sole conditions of acting wisely;

that remorse must lead to exertion, and conscious know-

ledge stimulate recovery. It overlooks the prostration of

will induced by unfaithfulness, and expects strength from

the brilliant lassitude of decline. There is a point in the

history of the guilty mind, at which fear provokes to flight

no more,—the hands are only wrung in stationary anguish,

—and the lips, too hopeless for prayer, can but curse the

day of birth. And thenceforth, the finest discernment of

moral cause and effect affords no security for amendment

;

the most " instructive " punishment is but a remedy

brought when the pulse is gone. In this condition of the

mind, motive, in the ordinary sense, is only thrown away :

self-cure becomes impossible : but not every source of

healing is yet cut off. There is an openness still to the

agency of pure and loving beings ; the broken pride, the

conscious shame, the incapable will, are even singularly

prone to lean upon a nobler nature, to take the shelter of

an unreproachful affection, and become docile as a child to

a loving and protecting power. Restoration therefore must

resort for its hope to this spiritual clienicla, which surely

harmonizes well with the conceptions of a reasonable faith.
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And with this supplement, our author's argument, relieved

of the most embarrassing class of cases, becomes better

able to sustain the weight it is called upon to bear.

Some of the gravest considerations on his own side of this

question are treated with a slight and off-hand dismissal

which we cannot admire. Surely, for instance, there is a

foundation in natural reason and justice for the feeling,

that the transgression of a finite being cannot merit infi-

nite penalty, and the sin of a moment incur a never-

ending woe. M. Coquerel pronounces the argument

"worthless :" for

—

" The objection drawn from the disproportion in extent, so to

speak, between time and immortality, transports the intuition*

of Time beyond the limits of this world."—(P. 408.)

* It is to be regretted that, after the example of the English Editors

of Kant, and adhering to tiie analogy of the French, Mr. Davison has

expressed the meaning of Ansiliaiiimg by the word Intuition. This

term, in Enghsh, is pre-engaged. It denotes the immediate, as opposed

to the mediate, recognition of truth or falsehood in a proposition. The
mental act to which it refers requires a predication for its object, and

is an act of the understanding. The term AnscJiautmg, on the other

hand, denotes the Representation of an object, whether of perception

or of imagination ; a mere solitary image, without any relation involv-

ing truth or falsehood. This mental looking at a thing (not at a judg-

ment) is referred by Kant to the faculty of Sense : every act of which

pre-supposes, as its condition and ground, the representations of Space

and Time.

Having touched thus far upon the Translator's task, we will add
that, in general, its execution appears to us to merit the praise accorded

to it by the Author in his Preface. We have noticed, however, a few

blemishes, which, for the sake of any future Edition, it may be well to

mention.

Page. Line.

33 — 26. ' /«accomplissement ' is rendered 'accomplishment,'

instead of ^failure.''

84 —Title. ' Peines de I'Eternite ' is rendered 'Eternal Punish-

ments.'

91 — IS- ' Soulevees ' is rendered ' removed,' instead of ''raised.^

93 — 26. ' Would ' instead of ' should.''

100 —Title. ' Distraction ' is rendered 'distraction,' instead of

^absence'' or ' abstraction.'
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It will be seen that reference is here made to the Kantian

doctrine, which declares that Time has no objective exist-

ence, but is a mere form of human thought,—the subjective

ground on which it is given us to represent to ourselves the

phenomena within or without us. This doctrine, by shutting

up Time and Space (which comes under the same category)

with the human constitution, seems to forbid our carrying

out into the sphere of external realities any propositions in-

volving these representations. The systematic enforcement

of such a prohibition is manifestly impossible : not only

would all the sciences of quantity and proportion, of ante-

cedence and sequence, disappear ; but as Space in its

vanishing carries with it whatever is external, and Time,

whatever is internal, the entire sphere of all reality dissolves

away, and nothing remains about which an affirmation can

be made. Under these circumstances, wise men will sub-

mit to the laws of their own minds ; and be content to wear

the spectacles which God has given them. Pull them off,

and Man, Nature, God=o; keep them on, and Space and

Time= Infinite, comprising or coalescing with Man, Nature,

God. As no one can affirm the first equation without ipso

facto denying it, there seems no resource but to accept the

second. If any one, however, regardless of consistency,

chooses to shift about from one to the other, it is evident

Page. Line.

129 —Last. ' Dans le ^OM^aw/ de notre theorie ' is unaccountably

rendered 'in the elimination of our theory.'

155 — 5-7. The sentence, obscure in the original, is unintelligible

in the translation. The meaning, however, is, that

' Idolatry is no more than the consolidation into insti-

tuted forms of the false, the bad,—of disordered affec-

tions and selfish practice.' * Degenerescencc' is not

English ; and in its spelling violates the Latin

analogy.

302 — 27. ' Faith in human religiousness ' makes ' religiousness

'

the object of faith. ' L'dtablissement de la foi dans la

religiosite humaine ' means ' the establishment of faith

within the religious faculty of man.

'

395 — 25. ' Doit resulter ' is rendered ' otight to result.'
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that wonderful effects may be produced. Glasses on, the

order of things is real : glasses off, the order is gone. He
gains a power of annihilation ad libihan ; can spirit away

any disagreeable proposition, without the trouble of ex-

amining it,—for it is sure to have some element of time or

space in it, and to vanish when they are turned out of the

window. In short, he can reserve chronology and room
enough for himself and his theories, and dislodge every-

thing else into the inane. M. Coquerel is much given to

the use of this enchanter's wand, and the solutions he
effects by it are curiosities in philosophy. In the example

adduced above, he contends, that no duration of punish-

ment can be disproportioned to guilt, because time does

not exist, and can have neither proportion nor dispropor-

tion of parts. We find also the following arguments :

God regards the longest and the shortest,—the greatest

and the least,—sufferings with the same sentiment : time

and degree being nothing in reality, nothing therefore to

Him.— (P. 408.)

The Word might be in the beginning with God, and yet

God be prior to the Word ; because, as there is no Time,

there can be no Priority.—(P. 461.)

There is no difficulty in the texts which, on the cruci-

fixion day, place Christ, with the thief, in Paradise ; which,

before the resurrection day, send Christ to Hades to the

spirits in prison; and which describe his ascension into the

clouds ; because, the space being unreal, all problems of

place disappear.—(P. 460.)

Heaven and Hell cannot be future and cxfe?-)ml, but

must he present and i?itcrnal ; because there is no Time or

Space.—(P. 397.)

Christianity,—the attested fact of a Redemption,

—

though its records speak of a Coming of Christ and End
of the World, contains no local or chronological proposi-

tion ; for time and space are only its unreal frame-work.

—

(Pp- 395- 398.)

The Scriptures, in affirming that God exists at all times
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and i7i all places, must be understood to deny the reality of

ajiy time and any space.—(P. 105.)

The existence of animal suffering before the Fall is no

objection to its being regarded as the consequence of the

Fall ; for as Time is nothing, priority is nothing.—(P. 44.)

Other examples, less capable of compendious statement,

might be cited : but these will sufficiently illustrate the

strange metamorphoses which this philosophical divining-

rod can produce.

We have not space to render any account of M.

Coquerel's Scriptural exegesis. Occasionally, we meet with

very sound and sensible critical expositions ; as of the

Proem of John (p. 166); of i Tim. iii. 16 (p. 170); of

Heb. V. 7 (p. 178); of the passages containing the word

Sheol (p. 117). But, in general, his style of interpretation

appears to us too fanciful and ingenious ; divesting the

sacred writings of their distinctive hues of race and age, and

throwing over them the pale light of modern philosophy.

It is difficult to make the Hebrew warriors and prophets

speak the language of M. Cousin. The time is past when

a divine could put down the doctrine of a priori ideas, by

quoting Job's dictum, "We brought nothing into this

world:" and when we find our author refuting "Idealism,"

and proving the antithesis of Self and Not-self, by the text,

" Ye fools, did not he that made that which is ivithout,

make that which is within also" (Luke xi. 40), we cannot

but regret the encroachments of the metaphysician upon

the province of the critic. On some important points,

—

especially on the leading principles of the Pauline theology,

—we find ourselves in imperfect accordance with M.

Coquerel : but the brevity of his notes, as well as the

exhausted patience of our readers, will plead our excuse for

passing these topics in silence.

In looking back upon our notice of this work, we feel

conscious of having expressed a more copious dissent from

the author, than our prevailing concurrence in his conclu-

sions would seem to render natural. But the structure of
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his book, which professes to be a logical whole, and the

express claim in the Preface, that the iron chain of demon-

stration shall be tested and not the golden lustre which it

supports, have left us no choice ; and have unhappily pre-

cluded us from dwelling on several detached parts of the

treatise to which we assent with hearty admiration. Had
we been at liberty to treat the work, not as "a complete

system of philosophy and of religion," but as a manifesto of

Protestantism in France, measuring the line to which the

Reformation had advanced in that country, we should have

welcomed it with no words but those of sympathy. And
we cannot refrain from closing our notice with a delightful

paragraph, showing how comprehensive a charity is blended,

in the author's mind, with a profound and thoughtful

faith :—

" There lived in our country (France) a man who believed in

the real presence, in the sacrifice of the mass, in the reign and

worship of the Virgin, in works of supererogation, in treasures

of indulgences, and in the power of absolution ; he believed in

the infallibility of the Pope so thoroughly, that perhaps the

only trace of affectation observable in his life was the demon-
strations of submission, publicly made, to a papal decision.

Assuredly, according to the Protestant faith, this man was a

very imperfect Christian, as respects his faith. He gave, how-

ever, examples of all the Christian virtues : he lived an

eminently Christian life, opened his palace to all the wounded,

friends or enemies, condemned all violence and persecution on

the pretext of religion ; he lived like an admirable Christian, in

one of those periods when it was most difficult so to do ;— his

name was Faielo7i. Does any one imagine that there are many
Protestants at the present day who refuse to admit that Fenelon

was eminently Christian in everything except his faith ?

" In our own days there has lived a man in our country who
believed the Papacy to be a scandalous usurpation of human
dominion over the kingdom of God ; who believed that the

bread and wine used in the Lord's Supper are merely the

common product of corn and the vine ; that the sacrifice of the

mass is the most prodigious of errors ; that every priest who
absolves, usurps the prerogative of God ; that the Assumption

VOL. II. R
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of the Virgin is a fable, and her worship a superstition ;—this

man, by the uninterrupted devotedness of half a century,

succeeded in rescuing from misery, ignorance, immorality, and
irreligion, a whole comjimnc, lost in a wild and pathless district

of the Vosges. In order to succeed, he had recourse to the

secret of St. Paul ; he became all things to all men ; he was at

once pastor and schoolmaster, judge and arbitrator, farmer,

mason, road-maker, and became even a printer, in order to

diffuse the holy truths of Christianity ;—his name was Oberlin.

According to the Catholic faith, it would not have been easy to

have met with a Christian more imperfect in respect of faith.

Does any one imagine that many Catholics could be found at

the present day who would hesitate to proclaim, that in all other

respects it would have been difficult to have found a better

Christian than Oberlin ?

" To these illustrious examples, how many more humble ones

might we add ! Who does not discover on his path of life, who
does not remark among his circle of friends and relations, and
often in his private family sphere, minds whose faith he con-

demns, and whose Christian virtues he admires .''

" In a word, who has not seen the holiness, the charity, the

touching humility of the Gospel extending their sweet influence

over the course of life, in spite of the superstitions and errors

which have taken possession of the understanding ? "—(Pp.

389-391-)



V.

LETTER AND SPIRIT.*

This discourse was delivered before the ministers and

delegates of the Congregational Union. The audience was

choice; the subject, great; the preacher, eminent: and the

hearer,—still more, the reader,—might reasonably expect a

thoughtful contribution towards the settlement of a deep

and intricate question. He will be disappointed. Should

he already be in Dr. Vaughan's state of mind,—alarmed at

the freedom with which the outward authority of Scripture

is often treated, and startled by the tones of a Christian

piety apart from the reputed essentials of Christian dogma,

—he will find vigorous expression here given to his own
disturbed feelings and offended attachments. Should he,

on the other hand, be in any sympathy with Theodore

Parker or Francis Newman, or even J. D. Morell, he will

experience the peculiar style of cruel candour distinctive

of pulpit polemics ; being first mildly coaxed into the

preacher's hands, and then sharply beaten. But should he

be an earnest thinker, needing real guidance between these

two directions, he will receive no help, unless he can extract

it from this riddle, which contains the substance of the

sermon,—that he must take both paths, and for that end

never quit the preacher's one. " You must believe nothing

against the spirit: you must believe everything according to

* "Letterand Spirit : a Discourse on Modern Philosophical Spiritual-

ism, in its Relation to Christianity. " By Robert Vaughan, D.D.,
London : \Zi,().—Prospective Rcfieiu, May, 1S50.

R 2
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the letter : which may be easily done, by just accepting the

letter as the rule for the spirit."

The object of Dr. Vaughan is to counteract the influence

of the writers just named, by assailing a position common
to them all, viz., that we are "to subject everything religion

may be supposed to include, to the test of an intuitive sus-

ceptibility or power of the mind, which, quite apart from

the ordinary lights of the understanding, is held to be our

great denominator in respect to all religious truth, and all

certainty in relation to it." This " dreamy theory" (the

" Religion of the Spirit ") he regards as an extravagant

reaction against the "Religion of the Letter,"—the "super-

stition which looks more to documents, institutions, observ-

ances, than to any of those realities which are among the

necessary elements of an inward and spiritual life." He
undertakes to weigh the good and evil of both these

opposite tendencies, and to find the point of equilibrium

where they combine in a partnership of wisdom.

If Dr. Vaughan had fulfilled this promise ; if he had

adjusted the claims of the inward Soul and the outward

Book ; if he had shown how the one is to be the judge

without ceasing to be the disciple of the other,—to impose

on it conditions and yet be ruled by it as a law ;—he would

have relieved the religion of the age from one of its most

oppressive embarrassments. The problem is in truth the

ecclesiastical form of the great struggle between Idealism

and Realism,—between the rights of subjective conscious-

ness and those of objective tuition. As, in the doctrine of

Perception, the question is raised, whether the mind spon-

taneously provides Space as a condition for apprehending

Body, or from experience of Body learns the lessons of

Space; as, in the logic of the natural Sciences, it is doubted

whether our thought throws out the law of Causation upon

phenomena, or gathers it from them \ as, in ethical Philo-

sophy, there is a controversy whether the sense of Obliga-

tion indigenously springs from reflection on our own acts,

or is imported into us by observation of the acts of others :
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—SO, in Religion it is asked how far the native faiths of our

purer mind are to bear authority, and how far we are

dependent on the historical testimony of physical miracle,

and the propositions of a verbal revelation. This last ques-

tion cannot be discussed, any more than the others, without

carrying the research pretty deep into the constitution of

human nature, so as to determine the precise relation of the

faculties to one another and of all to their outward oppor-

tunities. Whoever contends for intuitive apprehensions of

divine truth supposes the mind spontaneously active ; who-

ever denies them, conceives of it as merely receptive. He
who never doubts a faith to be true which he feels to be

holy, places his understanding at the disposal of moral

sentiment and affection : while he who cannot own it as

holy till witnesses have proved it to be true, postpones the

suggestions of conscience to the intellectual estimate of pro-

babilities. A different conception of the mind's action, and

a different ranking of its several powers, evidently lie at the

bases of these contrasted theories ; and a discussion which

does not sink to these foundations must remain without

result ; superficially exhibiting an antipathy which it cannot

radically resolve. Our author's unconsciousness of this

renders his whole treatment of his subject loose and

unsatisfactory.

The very problem on which he is engaged is so un-

steadily conceived as to fluctuate with almost every state-

ment. The antithesis of "letter and spirit " is employed

chiefly to contrast intuitive with testimonial authority in

matters of religion ; and the rivalry between these two

sources or antecedents of faith is the main topic of dis-

cussion. But on one page (p. i) "the letter" is defined

to mean "the t)-uth which our Lord taught," and " the

spirit " to be " that condition of our spiritual nature which

is the natural result of Christian truth." On another (p. 5)
" the letter " becomes " the Church system to which a man
has given his adhesion ; " " the spirit,"

—
" the character he

has realized." On a third (p. 6) the opposition lies between
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" the form of godliness " and " the poiver of it." On a

fourth (p. lo) "the state of a man's soul towards the object

of religion" is given as the true definition of the word
" spirit :

" " this," we are told, " is our Lord's meaning in

the text " (John vi. 63) ;
yet is not " its strictly evangelical

signification
!

" In short, the preacher's ideas, directed

only by the metaphor of his text, visit irregularly anything

to which that metaphor applies ; contrasting now the

Pharisee and the Mystic ; and now opposing orthodoxy to

deism. Habitually he employs the word "spirit" to denote

the moral ^^&qX\ox\% produced by faith; and not, as his argu-

ment requires, the moral affections producing it. A thesis

thus inconstant forbids all durable result.

And even where the question under consideration is

rightly presented, the method adopted for its determination

can produce no conviction. Recourse is had exclusively to

the argument of promise and threat : the reader is to be

frightened or enticed into his conclusions by a picture of

what must become of him, if he will not believe according

to the approved pattern. " Beware how you trust to any

moral and spiritual evidence, or you will find yourself a

Deist ! Let nothing slip from the authenticity and infalli-

bility of Scripture, or your Christianity is gone !
" It may-

be so : but how does this help me to any new light, or

resolve any devout scruple ? As well, and with injury

scarcely more coarse, might you urge :
" Take heed how

you believe about the Atonement, or you will lose your

salary ! Think discreetly on the matter of religious educa-

tion, or your party will disown you ! " The sanctified and

conscious effrontery with which the Tractarians have

pressed this meanest of arguments can surprise no one whO'

knows the contempt with which they regard human nature,,

and their despair of attaining objective truth. But such a

weapon is too vulgar for such a hand as Dr. Vaughan's ;

and we are astonished that he condescends to touch it. Is

our faith then without positive grounds, that we must be

hunted into it as a mere refuge from worse evils ? Are
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there no first truths in rehgion, to which our schemes may
be referred for legitimation, and our errors for detection ?

Or arc we to determine our position by shrinking and

avoidance, to beUeve by repulsion, to worship by fear ? We
confess to an abhorrence,—instinctive or otherwise,—of

this argument from consequences : we believe the resort to

it to be an infallible mark of a sceptical age : and no con-

servative airs can beguile us from the persuasion that,

where it is used, the orthodoxy which it defends has

become an empty habitude, and the root of genuine faith

been cut. Whoever applies to us such an instrument of

conversion not only fails to convince us, but makes us

aware that he is unconvinced himself. This may easily be

without any moral insincerity. The stages through which

an age or an individual mind passes in a change of faith

are gradual, and many of them unconscious of their

tendency ; and the appeal to consequences, so habitual in

the present day, is one of the last struggles of a yet possible

sincerity.

This impression is not removed, when we attempt to

define from this Discourse Dr. Vaughan's own theological

position, in relation to the question of internal and external

authority in religion. He appears to us not to know
clearly where he stands ; but to say and unsay, to con-

cede and retract ; to attack opponents for propositions

indistinguishable from his own \ and applaud doctrines

at variance with the data he supplies. For instance, he

says,

—

" We readily admit that there are certain religious ideas and

sentiments that may be said to be common to the race, and

that will perish only as man shall perish. These ideas, and

the impulses natural to them, have their place at the root of all

religion. ... In a word, it is not more clear that man was born

to see the light and breathe the air, than that he was born to

be religious. But if this be true, it cannot belong to revealed

religion to contravene these tendencies, or to act independently

of them. It may be a part of its office to correct and elevate
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them, but it must be itself in substantial agreement with them,

must, in fact, be founded upon them. We go one step

further, as consequent on this admission. It is not enough that

documents, regarded as containing a revelation, should be to

all appearance genuine ; the contents of the supposed revela-

tion must not be at variance with the moral nature of man,
rightly interpreted, nor with the known facts of the divine

government. This distinction between the external and the

internal proofs of Christianity is old as the literature of

Christian evidence ; and we are not disposed to attempt any
vindication of the language employed by some eminent ortho-

dox disputants in which they seem wholly to overlook this fact.

It is not true, in our humble judgment, that the authority of the

documents being once settled, in so far as the moral evidence

derivable from history may be expected to settle it, we have

henceforth nothing to do but to receive the contents of the docu-

ments unhesitatingly, however much at issue they may seem to

be with what may be known of the Divine nature through other

channels, or with what we feel to be the unalterable laws of

our own nature. On the contrary, we have to do, as responsible

agents, with the matter of which a supposed revelation may
consist, as certainly as with the evidence by which it may be

attested."— Pp. 10-12.

Now if this concession means anything, it surely allows

that the moral sentiments are to be used upon the contents

of a supposed revelation, in the same way as the under-

standing upon the sources of its documents ; and that as

the latter is competent to test the extrinsic evidence, the

former is no less " certainly " competent to test the intrinsic

spiritual truth. We have something else to do,—it is ac-

knowledged,—than " to receive the contents of the docu-

ments unhesitatingly. What else then, unless to judge of

the contents, by criteria treasured in our own highest reason

and affections ? If, in spite of their credentials, we are not

to take them on trust, how can we proceed a step further

but under the guidance of our own religious sentiment ?

Is not that sentiment then a " test of truth or falsehood in

a religion ? " Yet a few pages later Dr. Vaughan says,

—

" The evidence which should establish a religious authority
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of any kind or degree in a book, must of course be fatal to the

absolute authority claimed for religious sentiment in the mind.

Hence the tendency of this whole school to depreciate all the

forms of 'historical proof,' in relation to this subject. Hence
their solicitude to draw the Christian away from this ground,

—

to bring him to admit that the proper test of the truth or false-

hood of a religion lies, after all, not in anything historical, out-

ward, or written, but in the sentiment of the mind,—in the

conviction and feeling of man's moral nature. The Christian

being once so far seduced as to make this concession, resting

his argument on half the basis proper to it in place of the

whole, all that is distinctive of Christianity is then readily

explained away, and the residuum is a philosophical deism

under a Christian name. The pride of our pseudo-spiritualism

cannot brook a rival. Man must have all his needed resources

from himself He must be equal to his own destiny. The
word u'iiJtin him must be the only livino^ word, the word
without him must be the dead letter."— P. 20.

We submit that our author has himself made the very

concession which he here denounces. He granted to

" religious sentiment " the "authority" he is now so eager

to withdraw. It is vain to plead that its authority was not

to be " absolute," or to supersede its " rival." There is no

rivalry, and can be none, between historical criticism

as to the age of books, and moral intuition as to internal

sanctity of sentiments. The object-matters to which

they apply themselves as criteria are perfectly distinct ; and

each power is independent, within its proper sphere, of

interference from the other. We cannot, on the one hand,

decide by moral sentiment whether Matthew's gospel was

written in Hebrew ; or, on the other, prove by the testi-

mony of ancient heretics and fathers, that " the pure in

heart shall see God." The two kinds of evidence, our

author does not deny, must concur, in order to prove a

Divine revelation. Each therefore has a veto upon the

assertion of a revelation, and suffices to exclude it ; though

neither by itself is adequate to establish it. This is all that

is meant when " historical proof" is depreciated in relation
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to Christianity. It is an apparatus that results in nothing,

unless the seal and suffrage of the soul be added to the

faith it recommends.

The right which Dr. Vaughan claims for the human
mind, to judge of the contents of a proffered revelation,

we are also unable to reconcile with his doctrine of scrip-

tural infallibility. " The idea of a revelation to be con-

tained in a book includes," he observes, " the idea of

inspiration, that the truth recorded may be pure truth."

By what process of evidence does our author ascertain the

presence of this unerring inspiration ? Does he take it on

trust, before estimating the teachings thus conveyed ? Then

what becomes of the trial to which, "as a responsible

agent," he is bound to submit " the matter of the supposed

revelation ? " Or does he accept it not till after this trial

has been completed, and all the contents have proved satis-

factory ? Then does he believe the Scriptures inspired

because they are true, instead of owning them true because

they are inspired. If the truth be a condition of the

inspiration, all is granted that the " spiritualist" asks: if the

inspiration is to be security for the truth, the contents must

be taken on trust, and less is granted than Dr. Vaughan

himself demands. Our author professes to be shocked that

men should find in the Scriptures any inconclusive reason-

ing, or regard any of their various writers as capable of

error. But of what service is the permission to judge of

the matter of a book, if the verdict is to be thus bespoken,

and we are forbidden to see anything imperfect ?

" It is too commonly maintained, not only that we should

regard the language, the whole literary character, and the

natural science of the Bible as of purely human origin, but

that even in respect to moral and religious matters, the sacred

writers should not be viewed as secure from misconception

—

from degrees of error. On the contrary', it is said to be mani-

fest that these writers could reason illogically, could fall into

mistakes and differences about religious things, and were by no

means superior to the current prejudices of their times. The
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best of them, accordingly, is to be received as being no more

than substantially trustworthy.

" Now let the authority of the Scriptures be once reduced to

an affair of this defective and fragmentary kind, and of course

that authority ceases to have any real existence. If the sacred

writers may reason badly, and err even in respect to religious

things, it is natural to ask—how am I to distinguish between

the sound and the unsound in their reasonings, between the

truth and the untruth in their statements ? In this case, it must

be obvious, the only authority left to settle these questions is

our own mind ;—what to receive, what to reject, must be deter-

mined simply by our own sense of fitness. This sense of fit-

ness, accordingly, comes to be our revelation ;—we have not,

cannot have, any other. Each man becomes a Bible to himself,

and the Bible external to himself possesses no more authority

than the Bible within him may be prepared to cede to it ;—that

is, it possesses no real authority at all. Such is the natural

history of our modern spiritualism."—P. 22.

Are we then to understand that our author,—in order

that the authority of the Scriptures may not become defec-

tive and fragmentary,—does not choose to see any difference

between St. Matthew and St. John, any Hebrew prejudice

in St. Peter, any temporary logic in St. Paul ? or, that

having studied these wTitings freely as a literature, he can

discover, by the critic's ordinary tests, no trace of any such

human features ; and therefore holds them of infallible

authority ? Is he then prepared to stake the existence of

revelation on this issue? and if he should meet, in the

epistle to the Galatians, with a questionable argument, or

find the Thessalonians instructed in a mistaken hope, or

read in Luke a prophecy of Christ's return within the

limits of that generation, will he throw his Christianity

away ? Does Dr. Vaughan think that believers in de-

moniacal possession were altogether " superior to the

current prejudices of their times ? " Or will he avail him-

self of the saving clause by which he escapes the responsi-

bilities of precise statement, and say, that errors of this

kind are not " about religious things 1 " The evangelist who
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declares " the devils knew that he was Messiah," and who

supposed himself to be thus adducing a supernatural testi-

mony to the divine office of his Lord, would have been

surprised to learn that this was no " religious thing." The
apostle whose eye was fixed upon the near Trapova-ia, and

who found his joy and crown in the theocratic prospect,

would hardly have consented to degrade this faith into a

mere secular hope. Wherever this idle distinction is drawn,

it is invented for the mere purpose of evasion. Everything

in the Bible has always been regarded, by its mere presence

there, as deifig religious, until criticism has fastened on it

some doubt : but as soon as it becomes incredible, it is

suddenly discovered to have no relation to religion. To
those who disbelieve it, it has none; but to its believers it

was sacred as the doctrines that still remain. This shifting

line is as purely subjective as the " sense of fitness " which,

on that ground, our author charges with incompetence;

and is just as certain to surrender successive ingredients of

Scripture, till each mind and each age "becomes a Bible to

itself." Dr. Vaughan asks :
" How am I to distinguish

between the sound and the unsound in the reasonings of

the sacred writers ? " We can only do it, he replies, by the

exercise of our own minds : and that he prohibits as an in-

fidehty. It follows that we must not do it at all, but take

the whole reasonitig on trust and ask no questions. This,

however, implies that we are forbidden to understand the

reasoning which Scripture may spread before us. For no

man can understand an argunioit without either feeling its

force or failing to feel it ; the successive propositions might

possibly be taken on trust ; but their logical sequence can-

not be owned without being felt ; nor can their logical

inconsequence be suppressed from the intellectual con-

sciousness by any act of will. What, then, would our

author recommend as the fit attitude of mind for the study

of an apostolic argument ? We had always supposed that

whoever reasons with us appeals, by the very act, to our

understanding, and invites a judgment on what he says
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But if we are forbidden to draw distinctions between the

sound and the unsound, the reasoning is a mockery, and

the appeal a snare. The very existence of ratiocination in

the Scriptures is at variance with their plenary inspiration

and their use as infallible oracles : and when once the least

infringement is allowed upon that plenitude of authority,

there are nothing but degrees between Dr. Vaughan and

his most obnoxious opponents.

The appeal to the evidence of our moral and spiritual

nature in matters of religion is egregiously misrepresented

when described by our author as yielding the following rule:

" We are to receive Christianity asfrom God, in the measure

in which we see that it might have comefrom man, and only
in that measure" (p. 17). Truth which touches the con-

science and finds our highest nature, is not made human,

—

does not cease to be divine,—by simply entering our con-

sciousness. It does not follow that, because we can recog-

nize its worth when presented, we could originate it, if it

were not. As well might you say, that because we can see

the sunshine, we could make it : and that, since we are in-

sensible to it till it falls upon our sphere and visits our eye,

" IP^e receive it as from Heaven, in the measure in which we
perceive that it might have come fro7n Earth, and only in

that jneasure" Dr. Vaughan, as often in the windings of

this Discourse, supplies the proper answer and the just re-

buke to himself, when he says, " The capacity to see the

reasonableness of a truth when revealed, is confounded with

the capacity to discover that truth without the aid of a

revelation. The distinction here is so obvious that no

philosopher should be pardoned for overlooking it."

With these few criticisms we quit this little volume ; not

attempting, with so slight a basis, to lay out systematically

the great subject of which it treats. With some of the

writers to whom he refers we have no sympathy of faith

;

with others, only a very qualified accordance: but we think

they all deserved a better answer. Had the matter of this

Discourse been of a higher order, the manner would pro-
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bably have been less assuming and the style more re-

strained within the limits of good taste. The preacher's

undeniable vigour degenerates continually into harshness

and browbeating, and impresses his readers more with the

strength of his antipathies than with the depth of his con-

victions. Dr. Vaughan is an accomplished man ; but he

wins our admiration more as an historian than as a

polemic.



VI.

EUROPE SINCE THE REFORMATION.*

The first half of this volume treats almost exclusively of

the theological movement commenced at Oxford in 1833,

in which the Author played so conspicuous a part.

Through seven consecutive Lectures, he addresses himself

entirely to the peculiar feelings and convictions of those

who had been his partners or followers in that extraordinary

reaction against the doctrines of the Reformation. With

relentless force and penetrating subtlety of argument, he

drives them from every position short of that which he him-

self has assumed ; and conclusively shows that, except

within the Papal Church, their principles can find no scope

or recognition, and must be doomed to perpetual feebleness

and contempt. The reasoning of the Lecturer is so cogent,

and at the same time so obvious and direct, that the wonder

is, how it should have remained inoperative on so acute a

mind for a dozen or fifteen years : and when we remember

that during the whole of that time the very considerations

by which he now presses so hard upon his old companions

were constantly urged upon himself from both Romish and

Evangelical critics of the "Tracts," we think he might have

spared a little of the sarcasm which he scatters on his "dear

brethren," and softened the arrogant tone of triumph with

* " Lectures on certain Difficulties felt by Anglicans in submitting to

the Catholic Church." By John Henry Newman, Priest of the Oratory

of St. Philip Neri. Second Edition. London, 1850.

—

Prospective

Revirw, February, 1851.
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something of the humbler voice of sympathy. On this part

of his volume, however, it is not our intention to comment.

We think that it establishes his case in the most complete

and unanswerable manner ; while the delicate irony, the

rich illustration, the scholarly style, everywhere enliven and

adorn the argument as it proceeds. But the controversy

between Oxford and Rome is after all a mere provincial

affair, more and more lost in vaster interests upon which its

narrow course has drifted us. It is a happy result of the

present ecclesiastical dissensions,—a result which may be

set off against the obvious evils of an angry crisis,—that

controversy is obliged to enlarge its operations and widen

its field : it no longer lies between sect and sect of Pro-

testants ; or between the select aristocracy of Romish

doctrines approved at Exeter and the plebeian remnant

contemptuously left as the peculium of the Vatican ; but

engages all the forces of a sacerdotal Christendom against

the subjective and spiritual gospel of the Reformation. It

embraces the whole historical question as to the merits of

the last three centuries compared with the thirteen or four-

teen preceding ones ; and compels thoughtful men to look

back to the days of Tetzel and Cajetan, and compute what

we have gained. In the latter half of his volume our

author enters upon this difficult ground. In the eighth

and ninth lectures, he discusses the present condition of

the old Catholic countries ; and maintains that there is

nothing in their political and social state, as compared with

Protestant lands, which can justly be thought to prejudice

the sanctity or weaken the claims of the Romish Church.

His treatment of this topic is in curious contrast with his

management of the narrower argument against theAnglicans.

We miss the direct and forcible statement, the stringent

logic, the triumphant exhibition of hopeless dilemmas ; and

we meet instead,—as if to cover the sophistical evasion of

all reasoning,—with a series of animated pictures and

eloquent invectives ; our admiration of which is saddened

by the impression that the author, master alike of dialectic
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and of rhetoric, uses the one or abuses the other for any

end of persuasion he may desire to serve. We propose

first to state, with greater fuhiess than was suited to his

purpose, the objection which he professes to discuss ; and

then to estimate his success in getting rid of it.

It is a welcome rehef when a theologian will at all con-

sent, like our author, to quit the literature of polemical

divinity, and appeal, for the settlement of doubts, to eccle-

siastical and social phenomena visible to the common eye.

It is a wholesome check to fixlse or partial reasonings, to

adjourn our controversies from books to life ; to correct our

dogmatic preferences by the verification of history ; and

follow the creeds from the wrangling of councils to the

silent arbitration of fact and the world. No doubt, the

intrinsic truth of a belief, the adequacy of the evidence on

which it rests, must always constitute the first object of

inquiry respecting it \ and if this be well established, its

authority over us is complete, without appeal to any ex-

ternal experience. But few minds are calm and capacious

enough to embrace and estimate all the conditions of such

a problem ; and the majority of men feel, that a religion in

theory is like a political constitution on paper,—con-

sistently adapted perhaps to some supposable world, but of

uncertain operation when thrown among the passions and

preconceptions of a particular time and place. Human
faith must be judged less as a philosophy than as a life

;

and must call nations as well as arguments in witness of its

claims. The Historian, who knows what a system has

do7ie, is often a better critic of its worth than the divine,

who thinks only of what it is : and a journey through

Europe may teach a better theology than a life spent in

the study of the Fathers.

There is great difficulty however in this task of weighing

religions by their social fruits. It lays a careless imagina-

tion open to a thousand delusions. On the one hand we
are tempted to ask for results which we have no title to

expect ; on the other, beguiled by fancy, to accept a false

VOL. II. s
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standard of excellence. At one time, we leave momentous
facts unnoticed in the dark : at another we read them by

a coloured light. An ancient church, like the Roman
Catholic, possesses vast resources for dazzling and fasci-

nating the observer, and throwing dignity around its con-

ceptions, and romance about its usages. Before the

venerable aspect of tradition, young thought stands

abashed ; and beneath its warm breath the coldness of

criticism melts away. No faith can live a thousand years

without gathering around it a glorified cloud of witnesses,

without passing through noble periods and sharing in

grand exploits. Whatever is most affecting in the struggles

of its early days will be embodied in its rites : whatever

is most august in its hour of triumph will be heard in its

tones : whatever is most heroic or saintly in the characters

it has formed, will be represented in its legends. In

the course of so long a time it must have come into

comparison, perhaps into rivalry, with much that is in-

ferior to itself, and appear resplendent by the contrast.

And when all these effects are worked up by a skilful

polemic, or gathered together by the affinities of a generous

imagination, they may easily produce an impression more
powerful than just. In applying to a system the test of

experience, our judgment is not positive, founded on any

balance of merits and demerits derived from the study of

it, in and by itself ; but is altogether comparative, resulting

from a parallel drawn by the mind between the system

which we are weighing, and some other of which we think.

On the standard which we, perhaps unconsciously, adopt,

will depend the conclusion at which we openly arrive ; and,

by cleverly managing the points of comparison, by en-

gaging us wholly on contrasts selected for special effects, an

adroit controversialist may wield the simple at his will. All

the moral judgments of men are \h\x% preferential ; and one

half of the discussions which they occasion would be
readily brought to an end, if the suppressed term of com-

jjarison in the minds of the disputants were openly stated
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and mutually understood. Now the Roman Catholic

Church is the oldest organization in the Western world.

The language of her services belongs to a people of which

only ancient history tells. She heard the first lisp of every

modern tongue ; and had then already lived in Italy, as

long as the Mars-born State from Romulus to the Ccesars,

She saw the elements break up, into which the old civiliza-

tion dissolved ; and the incipient movements which have

consolidated the new. She reviewed on their appearance

the last classical productions of Latin and Cireek literature,

and remembered them when she heard the first minstrelsy

of Castile and Provence. She knew Constantinople while

it was yet Byzantium ; and was a living observer still when

it sunk into Stamboul by the baptism of the infidel. At

the birth of the Eastern Empire, and at the death of

both, the murmur of her prayers was heard. Her eye

watched the Arab cloud that moved on from Mecca

and the East ; saw it sweep over the cities of Africa and

wept for the desolation of her children ; beheld it cross,

the provinces of Spain, and finally break against the rock

of Frankish valour. At the discovery of the new world

she was ready to enter on that great field of spiritual con-

quest : on the revival of letters, to guide the fresh spirit by

her counsels ; on the invention of printing, to make the

young power multiply her voice ; on the re-birth of Art,

to consecrate it to her service and adornment. Neither

lengthening duration nor widening extent has scattered her

forces, or weakened her combination ; and the two hundred

millions of souls of which she now boasts as under her

guardianship, are more closely bound to her sway, more

promptly obedient to her will, than at any former period of

her existence. An institution thus vast and ancient, can-

not but be rich in comparisons favourable to its character.

For ages the whole power of Christianity had no other

shrine. When from the military and judicial organization

of the Roman empire, which coerced into artificial citizen-

ship races using no common speech and animated by no

s 2
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common sentiment, we turn to the moral unity established

by the Church, it is a sublime thing to see the persistence

of one Christendom amid the shifting of tribes, the chaos

of law, and the struggles of force ; and to own that amid

elements of infinite confusion, a spiritual power has

achieved a task which the energies of the republic, the

weight of the empire, the virtues of a Trajan, the armies of

a Diocletian, could not accomplish. Other faiths have

created intense and vigorous nationality :—in Judaea, in

Egypt, and among the Hellenic race, the ties of a common
origin, and the heritage of one tradition, have produced

distinct types of character and a separate life in history.

But in these instances, lineage, language, religion, blended

all their powers into one ; and never, till the Church arose,

did the unaided sympathies of faith undertake the conquest

alone, triumph over diversities of speech and antipathies of

race, and form an incorporation combining the stringency

of Hebrew enthusiasm with the flexibility of a cosmopolite

philosophy. Nor is the contrast less striking between the

prophet of Mecca and the pontiff of Rome ; while the

comparison is more natural, inasmuch as both stand at the

head of a professed theocracy. At the moment of its

origin, the Arab faith was perhaps purer and more noble

than the corrupt scheme which usurped the name of

Christianity: to dissipate the dreary inanities of Greek and

Oriental superstition, the world needed a proclamation, at

any cost, of the Eternal Monarchy of God ; and Islam

burst into existence, to be the wntness to that threatened

truth. But the zeal that is kindled by a solitary truth is

ike a force arising from disturbance of equilibrium, fierce

and evanescent ; compared with the agency of a compre-

hensive and balanced faith, it is as the fury of the wind

contrasted with the nourishing presence of the atmosphere.

The tempest of Mohammedanism subsided, while the

repose of Catholicism remained : and now that it has

passed, it is clear that the Arabian faith could take up none

but the second-class nations of the world ; that it gives an
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inspiration which Paganism cannot resist, but Christendom

need not fear ; that it Hghts up into energy at the provoca-

tion of the one, and wastes away by the contact of the

other ; and that, while younger by centuries than the

Church, it is gone into decrepitude, while its rival's step

is yet fresh upon the earth. Proudly then may the Vatican

point us to the ruins of the Capitol, the desolation of Jeru-

salem, the wastes of Arabia, and the monuments of the

Alhambra, and say, " All these, in their scorn and splen-

dour, reproached me once, but I have seen them pass

away : the blessing of men is no longer upon them, and
the will of heaven is written on their remains : let my
bitterest foe declare whether there is one he could wish

back in exchange for me." But this is not the appeal by

which the pretensions of Rome are to be tried : though it

is that which her skilful polemics are always urging on our

notice. We allow her all her mediaeval and ante-mediffival

glories, when her cause was that of Christianity itself

against inferior powers. A higher term of comparison has

been present for the last three centuries : with this alone

we have to do. We close the book of earlier history : we quit

the countries of the unbaptized : we keep to the field where

Protestantism has run its career in the presence or the vicinity

of the older faith ; and by the social and moral condition of

similar nations abandoned to the rival religions, we may esti-

mate the worth and quality of their respective influence.

The result of this comparison is so striking and wonder-

ful that no Catholic can deny it, and no Protestant account

for it. It is notoriously true that every European country

which during the last three centuries has vindicated a higher

place in the great family of states, and advanced towards

the first rank in industry, intelligence and power, is either

Protestant, or largely affected by Protestant influence

;

while all those which are either stationary or retrograde, are

Catholic. This would be easily explained if the reformation

had taught, as some erroneously imagine, the principles of

civil or religious liberty ; if it had embodied any generous
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political doctrine ; if it had conceded the right of private

judgment, and chscarded the pretence at dogmatic unity; if

it had looked with a more kindly eye upon the interests of

this world, and studied the arts and knowledge on which

their administration depends. But none of these things are

true. It accepted the alliance of princes more readily than

of peoples ; and appeared as often on the side of repression

as on that of democracy. It seized hold of monarchies

which remain absolute to this day; and on republics which

had been as free before. It retained the penal practices

against heresy, and allowed that every schism should be

punished but its own. It handed over to the magistrate

the dominion over thought which it had wrested from the

priest. And on the arts and elegances of life, the appli-

ances of wealth, the pursuits of secular knowledge, on

all that makes the splendour and glory of the world, no

ascetic could look with a severer eye. Apparently in-

different to all these things, it has yet brought them all to

the highest perfection which they thus far exhibit. Abso-

lutism prevails in both Prussia and Austria ; the Protestant

kingdom has inherited nothing from antiquity, and from

the hand of nature received the bleakest desert of Western

Europe : the Catholic empire is heir to the titles of

Charlemagne, and is a collection of rich and various

provinces, filled with all the diversities of genius and

valour that can be nurtured on the plains of the Danube

and in the recesses of the Alps, or cluster round the

shores of the Adriatic. Yet compare the two countries

in administration, in finance, in productive industry, in

popular education, in the just fame of their universities, in

the activity and affluence of their press ; and in all that

constitutes the higher life of a nation, the Northern state

has immeasurably outstripped the Southern. Or take an

example from the opposite political extremity : the Swiss

Cantons of Berne and Vallais are both republics, and to

cross from the one to the other is but a morning's walk.

That the mountains which divide them are the boundary of
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two religions as well as of two states, you may read on the

very face of the fences and the fields, before you enter a

village and speak to an inhabitant. The decent and sub-

stantial order, the cleanness of culture, the thoroughness of

work, the compactness of structure, the wholesome self-

respect of the people, in the one commonwealth, are ex-

changed in the other for the slovenly and chaffy look, the

unmended buildings, the noisome streets, the tawdry dress,

the constant beggary, the profuse civility of speech, the

good humour so loosely hung, which mark the catholic

stage of civilization. Do you say, that, in spite of similar

institutions, the difference is explained by physical dis-

advantages and some contrast of employment ? Compare
then two countries at the opposite extremities of Europe,

both of them devoted, in about the same proportions, to

the same occupations, of agriculture, mining and fisheries.

"When Sweden was lying unknown in hyperborean darkness,

Sicily was the ornament of the INIediterranean, and the

granary of the Tiber ; the favourite of Phoenicia, who
coveted nothing that was poor ; the envy of Greece, who
admired only what was beautiful ; the rich prize contended

for between Carthage and Rome, who made no mistake

about the elements of power. From the warm bays of its

sea to the summits of its mountain range, it presents a com-

pendium of latitudes and bears the products of every clime.

Nowhere does nature yield a more grateful return ; no

where has the industry of man left monuments of more
splendid example. Yet, but for wild fruits, not two-thirds

of the diminished population could live on the present pro-

duce of the soil. The grain, the fleece, the fruits, the

animals, are all degenerate : the olive-trees were planted by
Saracenic hands ; and man appears as though retained in

Paradise to exhibit the better the utmost misery of the fall.

Large cities, not a century old, lie deserted and in ruins on
the land. Amid a swarm of fifteen thousand monks, and
with priests in every village, the people are in the grossest

state of ignorance and neglect. Sweden, under the bene-
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diction of no sunny sky, and with the invitation of no

mellow land, exports largely from the produce of her soil :

notwithstanding the temptations and the vices of a wintry

clime, her industry is constantly progressive, and encroaches

more and more on the forest, the beach, and the morass :

and though schools are not carried into the recesses where

the mountain hamlets lie, such is the spontaneous zeal for

education, that even of the Lapland race there is not one in

a thousand that is unable to read. Whoever would com-

plete the round by contrasting the state of commerce and

manufactures under the opposite influences, may place

England and Holland by the side of Spain and Italy. Of
all the courts in Europe, the Hague is probably that in

which priests have least to do : the Vatican certainly is that

in which they have the most. While Amsterdam is a hive

of industry, Rome is a nest of lazy pauperism. In the one

country they keep out the sea : in the other they rather die

than drain the land. While the foggy Gelderland is brilliant

with verdure or loaded with grain, the prolific Campagna is

a desert. In the one, the people live by thrift, in the other

by a mixture of mendicancy and plunder. On the shores

of Zuider Zee it is their pride to make the leanest of kine

fat : on those of the Adriatic the wild animals are extermi-

nating the tame. In the secular state, the population are

sedulously raised above the degradation of ignorance : in

the ecclesiastical, they are protected against the dangers of

knowledge. What stronger practical proof can be imagined

than these comparisons afford, of the tendencies of sacer-

dotalism ? By what evidence could it be more thoroughly

convicted of depraving the characters of men, and disquali-

fying them for the offices of civil society? For, be it

observed, the induction of instances is complete. Shuffle

the nations as you will, no contrast can be produced which

yields an opposite result. Belgium indeed affords a

favourite topic of Catholic appeal ; and has been recently

adduced by Cardinal Wiseman as a happy model for Eng-

lish admiration ; in which, amid a people of Romish faith,
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entire religious liberty is allowed, education is provided for,

and the produce of the field and the mill can vie with those

of Norfolk and Yorkshire. ^Ve are not anxious to weaken

the force of this example, and rejoice if a country so reason-

ably governed is really an object of archiepiscopal admira-

tion. But a case so exceptional must spring from some

exceptional cause. And who can forget how the Nether-

lands was one of the strongest early seats of the Protestant

faith ; how the English artisans and rich manufacturers of

Flanders, under favour of municipal freedom, had eagerly

opened their gates to the reformers ; how iconoclast bands

had roamed over the land, and borne fierce witness that

even the rude peasantry had caught the flame \ how the

cold-blooded treachery of Philip the Second, and the

atrocities of the Duke of Alva, had driven even the

Catholic governors and nobles into rebellion ; how the

Inquisition, by perpetrating eighteen thousand judicial

murders in five years, had united all good men of both

faiths in detestation of religious persecution, and taught

them to bear with one another and live side by side. That

dreadful conflict with the priestly tyranny of Spain contains

the distinctive glories of Flemish history. Thanks to the

madness of oppression, the legends of every city secure

it by hereditary pride to the interests of a just liberty
;

and the name of every hero like Egmont is an irrevocable

pledge of toleration. In a population enclosed between

the republican polemics of France and the Calvinistic

religion of Holland, ruled by a Protestant King, and

sustained in independence by Protestant alliance, there

is no room for the development of ultramontane ten-

dencies. The Past and the Present alike bind it down

to the policy of the secular, rather than of the priestly

government.

Now these contrasts are the more impressive, because

their chronological boundary is just as clear as their geo-

graphical. They have all arisen since the sixteenth century.

The countries now of foremost rank were then insignificant
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or politically unknown ; while the Catholic land of the

South had held whatever was great and dignified in history.

Of what weight was our own country in the councils of

Europe during the wars of the roses ? AVhere was Den-
mark, where Holland, where Prussia, before the voice of

Luther broke the repose of the Empire and the Church ?

It cannot be said that they owe their relative rise and
growth to causes unconnected with religion, such as the

opening of new regions in the Western world. It was a

subject of the Court of Madrid that broke the mystery of

the Atlantic : it was Cortez the Spaniard who told his

monarch that " he had gained him more provinces than

his father had left him towns :
" it was from Lisbon that

the arm was stretched forth which grasped the riches of

Brazil ; and the new colonial and maritime empire created

by the enterprise of the fifteenth century, as well as the

mineral wealth it poured upon the shores of Europe, fell

chiefly to the lot of the still Catholic peninsula. The age

of the Reformation found that favoured land in possession

of every element of material civilization and political

power ; first upon the land, greatest on the sea, and with

young realms of boundless promise to refresh and perpetu-

ate its glories in the new world. As if struck with mys-

terious blight, that early promise has withered, and now
simultaneously droops on both sides of the Atlantic ; while

the British race, which gave welcome to the new religion,

has succeeded to the commerce, and outstripped the empire

of Spain in the East and in the West. Nor is this pheno-

menon confined to the mere material ingredients of politi-

cal greatness. The inheritance of intellectual progress has

been no less transferred, and by the very same rule, to new
seats. Italy, which was the cradle of the renovated in-

tellect of Europe, has for some time been its grave. The
lively genius of her people has achieved what it could,

under the incubus of pontifical oppression ; and in the

direction of Music, which reveals no secrets of the uni-

verse, and cannot contradict the Pope, and of historical
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and antiquarian research, which keeps at a safe distance

from the present, has never ceased to show that it is there,

and only waits its time. But the fresh, original, enduring

literature ; the new arts ; the scientific interpretation of

nature ; the philosophy distinctive of modern times ; in

what regions have they been indigenous ? In Elizabethan

England, in Lutheran Germany, in unbelieving France !

Even the apparent exceptions do but prove the rule ; the

Jansenism of the Galilean church, so rich in the fruits of

thought, owing its life to virtual revolt from Rome ; and

the romantic school of Schlegel being composed of con-

verts trained in the freedom of Protestantism. The chief

activity recently displayed by Rome in relation to letters,

has been in prohibiting what living nations have created,

and preserving its own frontiers as the sacred enclosure of

apathy and death !

This transference of both political and intellectual empire

from Catholic to Protestant countries is the more remark-

able, because it is the result of no deliberate aim, and is

the unforeseen, incidental consequence of an irresistible

development. All the advantage of well-defined purpose,

of matchless organization, of united will, of consistent

theory, of practised skill in government, have been on the

side of the old religion ; which accordingly has succeeded

in maintaining and even extending its ground, only at the

cost of letting slip the noblest elements of our world. It

has gained its own ends, but they are eclipsed by higher,

in which it has no share. It has consolidated itself, by

loosening and debasing everything else. Protestantism, on

the other hand, impulsive, inconsistent, divided
;
possessed

by a spirit which it did not understand ; aiming at one

thing and realizing another ; resistless in attack, embar-

rassed in defence ; ever proposing to persecute, yet obliged

to liberate and redeem ; scared by freedom, yet driven to

be its foremost champion ; sworn to orthodoxy, yet the

parent of every heresy, has been the manifest instrument,

in the hands of Providence, for the unconscious achieve-
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ment of the sublimest ends. Like all the grandest and
least perishable powers in this world, it has failed of its

own objects, but accomplished better tasks of which it

never dreamt. It has been ever loosening its own structure,

but consolidating every society on which it acts. It has no

self-knowledge; has always mistaken its own nature and
place in history : but it has a true eye for reading, the true

hand for using, the facts of human life and the administra-

tion of God. It is veracious, and puts its trust, not in a

system, but in the truth. It has a conscience, which it

disciplines to speak for itself, and will not part with to

another, and so, with but guerilla forces both of men and

thought, gathered from the untrodden mountains and
retired homesteads of the earth, it defies the mighty legions

which Rome has disciphned for ages; and in their very

face, wrests kingdoms from their grasp, and calls up a new
and more human world, with a diviner spirit to rule over it.

God therefore has pronounced that Sacerdotalism must

cease to rule, and go out at the lower end of human life.

This is the clear theme which his own voice of Reality

passes along the courses of recent history ; this, the illumi-

nated legend which his finger writes on the crumbling

surface of a decrepit civilization. From Bellarmine and
Bossuet, from the subtleties of mediaeval metaphysics and
Tridentine divinity, the bewildered Protestant may securely

appeal to this verdict of intelligible fact. So long as the

Romanist advocate can detain his opponents among the

controversies of the schools, he has many advantages over

them which it would be uncandid to deny. He justly

charges Protestants with inconsistency, in demanding
soundness of faith, as a condition of grace, yet providing

no check to the vagaries of private judgment. He accuses

them of rejecting Transubstantiation, on the ground of its

absurdity, yet retaining the Trinity, as if it were agreeable

to reason. He convicts them of self-contradiction, in

denying to human nature all free-will and capacity of recti-

tude, yet dooming to eternal penalty this race of mere
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incapables. He reproaches them with their failure to

create a church, their inability to bring their disputes to

any settlement, their ever multiplying divisions, the un-

impeded success among them of the extremest rationalism

and the vilest superstition, and the apparent exhaustion

already of all their resources for further progress. He asks

them why they believe in the miracles of the first century,

and not in those of the second ; and admit the authority

of the first four councils, yet deny the rest ;—talk of the

" holy Catholic Church," yet denounce as idolatrous the

only communion which has any pretension to Catholicity.

To these perplexities it is difficult to give any satisfactory

reply. But a layman, with good sense and a fair knowledge

of modern Europe, may turn the controversy with irre-

sistible force into a different direction, by asking such

practical questions as these :—Whether a Roman Catholic

gentleman had rather own a thousand acres in England or

in the Papal States ? or a labourer earn his wages in the

Campagna or the Lothians ? or an intelligent schoolmaster

preside at his desk in the Transteverine quarter, or in a

Dublin National School ? or a professor of philosophy

occupy a chair at Bologna or at Berlin ? The facts to

which these questions point, can be spirited away by no

logical legerdemain. They are the ineffaceable monuments
which time has erected and inscribed to the reformers. If

all the elements of civil life, and agencies of human culture,

are found in their lowest stage where the priestly power is

the highest ; if property has less value, labour less reward,

knowledge less encouragement, speech less freedom, there

than in pai-tibiis infidelium ; if there are more paupers,

more thieves, more marauders ; if there is little reverence

for law, and no confidence in justice ; it is impossible not

to hold the religion which there has undisputed sway

accountable for a social debasement neither due to that

favoured land, nor shared by contemporary nations.

Nor does the Catholic advocate altogether refuse to

accept this responsibility. At least. Father Newman in
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addressing himself to this difficulty, neither ventures to

deny the facts, nor hesitates to allow that they are constant

accompaniments of the ascendency of the Church. In the

name of Italy and Spain he is content to plead guilty to

the charge of a low civilization, but in mitigation of sen-

tence he puts in two pleas of defence : viz., first, that the

Church is not responsible for the secular life of the coun-

tries where it prevails, having never undertaken to invent

spinning-jennies, and build tubular bridges ; and secondly,

that the boasted civilization of Protestant countries is but

an illusory good, certainly not worth its spiritual cost.

The former of these apologies he presents in these forcible

sentences :

—

"
. . . . The question is this :—How is it, that at this time

Catholic countries happen to be behind Protestants in civiliza-

tion? In answer, I do not determine how far the fact is so, or

what explanation there may be of the appearance of it ; but

any how the fact is surely no objection to Catholicism, unless

Catholicism has professed, or ought to have professed, directly

to promote mere civilization ;—on the other hand, it has a work
of its own, and this work, I have said or implied, is, first, dif-

ferent from that of the world ; next, difficult of attainment, com-

pared with that of the world ; and lastly, secret from the world

in its parts and consequences. If, then, Spain or Italy be

deficient in secular progress, if the national mind in those

countries be but partially formed, if it be unable to develop into

civil institutions, if it have no moral instinct of deference to a

policeman, if the national finances be in disorder, if the people

be excitable and open to deception from political pretenders, if

it know little or nothing of arts, sciences and literature ;— I re-

peat I do not admit all this, except hypothetically ; I think it

an exaggeration ;—then all I can say is, that it is not wonderful

that civil institutions, which profess these objects, should

succeed better than the Church, which does not. Not till the

State is blamed for not making saints, may it fairly be laid to

the fault of the Church that she cannot invent a steam-engine

or construct a tariff. It is in truth merely because she has

often done so much more than she professes, it is really in

consequence of her very exuberance of benefit to the world,
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that the world is disappointed that she does not display that

exuberance always,—like some hangers-on of the great, who
come at length to think they have a claim on their bounty."

—

Lcctio-e rill., p. 200.

Never surely was there a more sophistical evasion of the

point at issue than this. We demand why, in Catholic

countries, the State does its work so much worse than in

Protestant ; and we are told in reply that the Church can-

not pretend to perform the business of the State ! ^V^hy,

nobody asked her. In no land, be the clergy reformed or

unreformed, do we expect railroads at the hands of Bishops,

or cheap calico from the ecclesiastical courts : in England

also, as in Spain, the curate is a person different from the

constable, and has his own work, as special, as difficult, as

much hidden in the heart, as that of any priest of the

Orator)'. The contrast between two nations cannot be ex-

plained by a circumstance common to both, viz., the

separate spheres of operation assigned to the civil and the

religious powers. The author treats Protestantism as if it

were a// State, Catholicism as if it were ali Church ; and

then says, " it is not wonderful that civil institutions, which

profess these (secular) objects, should succeed better than

the Church, which does not." But are there no "civil in-

stitutions, which profess these objects," in Naples and

Madrid ? Does Vienna modestly disclaim all pretensions

to govern, and possess no army, no paper money, no police,

no prisons, no power of the sword? Are ships unknown
in the Tagus, and was the printing-press never heard of at

Venice i* However sublime may be the sacerdotal indiffer-

ence to these worldly things, we presume there are laymen

in those places, to whom they are a care : the people do
not entirely live on the consecrated wafer, without any need

for clothes to their backs, a market for their produce, and
the alphabetical characters for their children. Grant that

the priesthood are quite pre-engaged in their own mission :

we do not ask them to condescend to the contemplation of

new tariffs, or the travelling by new locomotives : we only
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would discover how it is, that, in their presence, the Staie.^

the worldly organization of the nation, which does "profess

these things," accomplishes them so ill; creating laws which

are not reverenced, magistrates who do not protect, taxes

which swell the debt, schools that do not educate, and uni-

versities that mount guard against the approaches of know-

ledge. All the agencies and pretensions of civil rule and

secular well-being exist in Catholic lands : that they are in-

efificient and corrupt, that they deceive the people by under-

taking what they do not perform, is to be ascribed, not to

the Church's fidelity to her mission, but to her intrusion

into that which is not her mission. She hinders the work to

which she affects a lofty disregard ; and having poisoned

the fountains of law, of morals, of instruction, looks mildly

on the agonies of the perishing multitude, and says, her

only business is to shrive the people when they die. The

very excuse offered on her behalf is a direct confession,

that civil institutions cannot co-exist with her, except as a

mockery ; that, only in Protestant countries can you rea-

sonably expect to find them and their work ; that, else-

where, the priest's task must be so exclusively driven, as to

paralyze the magistrate and absorb the State, and disentitle

us to expect any of the fruits of civilization. This is but

another way of presenting the politician's complaint, that a

sacerdotal order never interposes to mend the affairs of this

world ; but reserves its interference till it can mar them.

Far more plausible, because striking our conscience with

an element of painful truth, is the second line of defence

resorted to by Father Newman : that in our Protestant

civilization there is often but a showy and illusory good,

purchased at too heavy a spiritual cost. The standard of

good, it is said, recognized by the world, is not in accord-

ance with that which is owned by the Church ; and it may

well happen that, in approaching it, we may be uncon-

sciously receding from our real welfare. The mode in

which this divergency actually takes place is thus de-

scribed :

—
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" I may say the Church aims at three special virtues, which

reconcile and unite the soul to its Maker ;—faith, purity, and

charity ;—for two of which the world cares little or notliing.

The world, on the other hand, puts in the first place, in some

states of society, certain heroic qualities : in others, certain

virtues of a political or mercantile character. In ruder ages it

is personal courage, strength of purpose, magnanimity; in more

civilized, honesty, fairness, honour, truth, and benevolence :

—

virtues, all of which, of course, the teaching of the Church com-

prehends, all of which she expects in their degree in all her con-

sistent children, and all of which she exacts in their fulness in

her saints : but which after all, most beautiful as they are, are

really the fruit of nature as well as of grace ; which do not

necessarily imply grace at all ; which do not reach so far as

sanctity, or unite the soul by any supernatural process to the

source of supernatural perfection and supernatural blessedness.

Again, as I have already said, the Church contemplates virtue

and vice in their first elements, as conceived and existing in

thought, desire and will, and holds that the one or the othcr

may be as complete and mature, without passing forth from the

home of the secret heart, as if it had ranged forth in profession

and in deed all over the earth. Thus, in a certain sense, she

ignores bodies politic, and society, and temporal interests :

whereas the world talks of religion being a matter of private

concern, too personal, too sacred, for it to have any opinion

about ; it praises public men, if they are useful to itself, but

simply ridicules inquiry into their motives, thinks it impertinent

in others to attempt it, and out of taste in themselves to invite

it. All public men it thinks pretty much the same at bottom
;

but what matter to it, if they do its work ? It offers high pay,,

and it expects faithful service ; but as to its agents, overseers,

men of business, operatives, journeymen, figure-servants, and
labourers, what they are personally, what their principles and
aims, what their creed, what their conversation is, where they

live, how they spend their leisure time, whither they are going,

how they die,— I am stating a simple matter of fact, I am not

here praising or blaming, I am but contrasting,— I say, all

questions implying the existence of the soul, are as much
beyond the circuit of the world's imagination, as they are

intimately and primarily present to the apprehension of the

Church."

—

Lecture VIIJ., p. 204.

VOL. II. T
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Yes, the concerns of the soul are present to the appre-

hension of the Church ; but of the Protestant Church, no

less than of the Catholic : they are disregarded by the

world ; but by the world in Austria as in England. This

is no distinction between the South European and the

North, but between the religious and the unreligious mind
everywhere. With what right does the author thus in-

sultingly identify all Protestant countries with the World,

all Catholic with the Church ? What reformed commu-
nion fails to watch, with vigilance equal to his own, over

the three special virtues of " faith, purity, and charity " ?

What statesman, what merchant in Spain or Italy, concerns

himself more than in Holland with the private creed and
hidden aims of the agents he employs, provided he obtains

faithful and efficient service ? We do not say whether this

is right or wrong ; but only this, that as it is in Amsterdam
or Bristol, so is it in Lisbon or Leghorn ; and that the

official and commercial morality is regulated by no higher

principle, and insists no more on personal sanctity in Papal

than in anti-Papal lands. To read the author's description,

any body would suppose that in England the religious in-

structors were utterly careless about inward holiness, and

were__a kind of police for maintaining the decencies which

covered a heart of corruption ; that in private life, purity

and [devoutness of soul, shrinking from sin, self-scrutiny

and prayer, were unknown ; that there was a national

understanding to estimate all persons by their usefulness as

public machines, and let the tools be odious, if only they

are profitable. Whereas if there is any country dis-

tinguished above another for the weight it attaches to

character, for the contempt it feels towards those whose

inward does not correspond to their outward man,

for the wholesome sternness with which it guards the

domestic sanctities, for the genuine depth of its moral

reverence, we believe that nation to be our own. God
knows we have sins enough to answer for ; but when it is

said that we have sacrificed the faith, purity, and charity,
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SO conspicuous in Rome and Naples, to the lust of gain or

power, the accusation shows how fast the prejudices of the

convert's creed may generate ingratitude to his country.

There is however a difference, strictly due to the two

religions, between the conception of the State entertained

in Protestant and in Catholic lands. The reformation trusts

the individual to himself and his God ; sweeps away the

petty meddling of a ritual ever busy with his soul ; delivers

him from the ecclesiastical nursery in which he had been

detained ; and solemnly consigns him to his own best foith

and love. Reflect only on the operation of a single

change, the abolition of the confessional. So long as that

usage continues, what is the work enjoined upon the con-

science ? Simply that of registering the moral facts of life,

and faithfully reporting them : whoever has learned enough

of the rules of right and wrong to read off the emotions of

his heart and the actions of his hand, and know when he

is tempted and when he falls, is qualified to present his tale

at the sacerdotal ear. He appears there as a witness against

himself ; but, like the witness in a court, he has but to tell

the truth: he has nothing to do with estimating the heinous-

ness of the offence, and pronouncing on its fitting punish-

ment : he only proves the case ; the priest pronounces the

verdict. Now, destroy the confessional, and what becomes

of him? Entering his closet and shutting the door, he lays

his burden before God. But God asks him no questions,

and leads him on only by the silent eye of infinite purity
;

and so he has to search himself with the lonely lamp of

that penetrating presence. And when he has breathed it

all, and the sad story is spread there for judgment, no voice

sums up with Jesuit casuistry : only the still night or morn-

ing lie pitying round, filled with the dear God looking

speechless on, or merely whispering, in answer to every cry,

" My sentence is written in thy heart, my mercy is hidden

in thy love
;
go seek them there." Thus conscience springs

at once from the humble bar of testimony to the august

throne of justice, and is invested with prerogatives, without

T 2
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which it will but serve the Church, instead of ruling and
sanctifying life. The business of religion is no longer

summed up in blind obedience. Duty reveals itself as

something divine and awful, now that its spiritual part

returns home, and is no more done by deputy. The
natural result of such new discipline will be, that the moral

sense will acquire a quickness of discernment, the will a

clearness of decision, and the whole character a manly
vigour, never known before : a childish light-heartedness

will be replaced by grave earnestness ; and to a volatile

trust in others will succeed great energy of personal

resolve. Hence the different stuff, the different moral

material, of which Protestant and Catholic countries are

composed ; and hence the different functions which they

respectively assign to the state. Where the new religion

prevails, a much larger portion of life is surrendered freely

to individual responsibilities ; and men are left to govern

themselves in a thousand cases, with which elsewhere

public authority interferes. In the family, the public

amusement, the school, the trade, the Church, the personal

range of action is exempt from almost every interruption of

law ; and the presence of government is felt only nega-

tively, by the exclusion of hindrances and injuries which

might invade the province of private will. The conse-

quence is, that the State has more and more given up the

attempt to govern men ; and, leaving them to their own
guidance, has fixed its attention upon things ; making rules

about the transmission of property, the medium of ex-

change, the construction of roads, the conditions of com-

merce ; but taking no notice of any person, unless he

presents himself in the character of a violator of some of

these and similar rules. He may poison himself with

intoxication, drag down his wife into the agonies of despair,

bring up his children as thieves, and spread fever and

demoralization among his neighbours
;

yet prolong the

course of his existence unquestioned for half a century.

Unite this political feature with an immense industrial
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development, with a mechanical power collecting labour

into masses hard to organize, with an absorption of small

capitals into large, with continual increase in the number of

those who depend entirely on wages; and a nation in which

these phenomena are combined will present many anxious

problems and many unfavourable characteristics. The
trust of uncontrolled personal responsibility, extended to

classes without the education of property, or the influences

of a decent home, will be abused, and produce only miser-

able fruits. As, in the eager competition of skill, these

classes are accepted as labourers and neglected as human
beings, counted as " hands " and forgotten as souls, it will

be no unnatural reproach that men are only used as tools

for the production of fkings : that the worth of a human
life ranks below that of a steam-engine ; that guilt and

misery are no matter to us, provided we get our cloth ; and

that, in order to oppress the world with our wares, crowd

the ocean with our ships, and stun the ear of night and day

w'ith our machinery, we are content that the house, the

village, the city, should lose all wholesome order, and

become lurking-places of every abomination. It is not

surprising if those who compare the extremes of society in

England, the princely luxury of the wealthy with the heart-

rending privations of classes at once too obscure and too

numerous to count, should accuse us of seeking to dazzle

the eyes with the display of an aggregate wealth at a reck-

less cost of individual life and worth. Thus a system

springing from reverence for the individual mind seems to

end in its ruin ; and the work begun in a spirit of generous

trust threatens to issue in universal selfishness. On the

other hand, we are assured that wherever the Catholic

Church prevails, her presence, diffused among all ranks

alike, secures a recognition of the infmite value of every

soul ; she cares for her children one by one ; watches over

them, not according to their outer appearance, but their

inner wants ; where temptation is strongest, brings the

strongest help ; where misery is deepest, breathes the
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sweetest consolation ; is never disgusted, never tired ;

neither corrupted nor terrified ; but in the hovels of

Naples, among the bandits of Calabria, in the prisons of

Rome, constant to redeem from sin and prepare for heaven.

The better to achieve her divine office and leave no part of

it unfulfilled, the Church descends to the minutest division

of spiritual labour : and a whole order is founded, devoted

entirely to the single task of fitting the condemned criminal

to die. The scene at the execution of a Roman felon,

under the influence of this merciful fraternity, is thus

strikingly pourtrayed by Father Newman :

—

. . . .
" When a culprit is to be executed, the night preceding

the fatal day, two priests of the brotherhood, who sometimes

happen to be Bishops or persons of high authority in the city,

remain with him in prayer, attend him on the scaftold the next

morning, and assist him through every step of the terrible

ceremonial of which he is the subject. The blessed Sacrament

is exposed in all the churches all over the city, that the faithful

may assist a sinner about to make a compulsory appearance

before his Judge. The crowd about the scaffold is occupied in

but one thought, whether he has shown signs of contrition.

Various reports are in circulation, that he is obdurate, that he

has yielded, that he is obdurate still. The women cry out that

it is impossible
; Jesus and Mary will see to it ; they will not

believe that it is so ; they are sure that he will submit himself

to his God before he enters into His presence. However, it is

perhaps confirmed that the unhappy man is still wrestling with

his pride ; and though he has that illumination of faith which

a Catholic cannot but possess, yet he cannot bring himself to

hate and abhor sins which, except in their awful consequences,

are, as far as their enjoyment, gone from him for ever. He-

cannot taste again the pleasure of revenge or of forbidden in-

dulgence, yet he cannot get himself to give it up, though the

world is passing from him. The excitement of the crowd is at

its height ; an hour passes ; the suspense is intolerable, when
the news is brought of a change ; that, before the crucifix, in

the solitude of his cell, at length the not unhappy any longer,

the happy criminal has subdued himself; has prayed with real

self-abasement ; has expressed, has felt, a charitable, a tender
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thought towards those he has hated ; has resigned himself

lovingly to his destiny ; has blessed the hand that smites him ;

has supplicated pardon ; has confessed with all his heart, and

placed himself at the disposal of his Priest, to make such

amends as he can make in his last hour to God and man ;
has

desired to submit here to indignity, to pain, to which he is not

sentenced ; has resigned himself to any length of purgatory

hereafter, if thereby he may, through God's mercy, show his

sincerity, and his desire of pardon and of gaining the lowest

place in the kingdom of heaven. The news comes ; it is com-

municated through the vast multitude all at once ; and I have

heard from those who have been present, never shall they for-

get the instantaneous shout of joy wliich burst forth from every

tongue, and formed itself into one concordant Ave of thanks-

giving, in acknowledgment of the grace vouchsafed to one so

near eternity."

—

Lccliirc VIII., p. 212.

This certainly is a picture which, placed by the side of

a London execution, brings into strong relief the peculiar

difference between Catholic and Protestant societies. The

Catholic religion is so administered as to keep hold of

the very lowest population, and have believers as com-

plete among the hovels of the lazzaroni as in the cloisters

of the convent. Ignorance and moral debasement, vices

of sensuality, and crimes of blood, do not destroy the gift

of faith : so that the acts of worship are seen, the names of

the saints are heard, the trust in the " ^Mother of God " is

felt, no less in the taverns and the jails than in the churches.

The priesthood succeed in making the objects of devotion

so real and vivid to the popular mind, that they take their

place among the settled facts and fixed scenerj' of the

universe : Heaven and Hell are as much a part of the

Italian's geography as the Adriatic and the Appenines :

the Queen of Heaven looks on the streets as clear as the

morning star ; and the souls in purgatory are more readily

present to conception, than the political prisoners immured

in the dungeons of Venice. Faith, in short, is independent

of character, in the Romish creed ;—a supernatural gift, in-

fused at Baptism, and nourished by the Sacraments, but
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capable of co-existing with any and every condition of

affection and conscience : like the vision of the sunshine

and the face of nature, open to the senses of the evil and

the good, and fitted, by use or by abuse, to kindle the glow

of a holy inspiration, or to light the pathway of mortal

guilt. Protestantism, on the other hand, exjiels the un-

faithful ; will not consort with the habitually and impeni-

tently wicked ; treats the pretence of religion in those who
are not even morally respectable as an odious hypocrisy, to

be spurned from the altar as a vain oblation. She there-

fore lets slip entirely all who descend below a certain level

of character ; making indeed spasmodic efforts at their

conversion ; but, failing in this, turning away again, and

shaking off at them the very dust of her feet ; and furnished

with no mid-refuge between salvation and perdition, within

which they may be held on at some distance from utter

ruin, and the last cords of hope remain unbroken and

ready, in some happy moment, to be drawn in and bring

them home. Thus it is undeniably true, that, in Protestant

lands, the profligate and criminal population escape all

Christian control, and become wholly irreligious ; that even

the simply poor, however worthy, are with difficulty retained

in union with religious institutions : and that a certain grade

of habit, a certain style of house, a particular type of culture,

are almost indispensable conditions of Protestant disciple-

ship. The Christianity of England ranges, accordingly,

only over certain classes of society, while others lie in all

the heartless neglect of heathenism.

Now we are far from denying the charge advanced against

the modern civilization, that it neglects and crushes the

weak, and, in the pride of material grandeur, loses the

tenderness due to the human beings by whom the imposing

structure is raised. We freely admit that cheap production

of commodities is not the main end of civil society ; and

that if, in quest of this end, we have sacrificed any portion

of human well-being which might have been preserved,

have embittered the lot, increased the temptations, degraded
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the children of any class, we are guilty, in our Mammon-
worship, of apostacy from (iod. We fully believe that the

theory of individual independence has been carried to a

vicious extreme, and that the authority of the State must be

extended over a wider range than the severity of economic

doctrine has been willing to allow ; concerning itself again

with the houses, the hours, the education, the amusements

of the people. But when the invectives against our type of

civilization issue in praises of the Catholic populations, and

in holding up their condition as the alternative, it is im-

possible not to feel a violent recoil. Granted that the

lowest and most criminal classes of Italy are so far retained

in the faith, as to swear by the saints, and invoke the virgin,

and buy masses for the soul of a thief in purgatory : granted

that they doff their caps at a crucifix, make farces at fairs

out of Scripture incidents, and finish off their carnivals with

a grand representation of the general judgment ; the ques-

tion arises, whether such a faith,—a faith without any root in

thought or any blossom of good,—is of the slightest benefit

;

—whether it is even truer than the indignant unbelief which,

by re-action, it provokes. What more shocking spectacle

is there, than a people held fast by a religion, yet restrained

by it from no debasement and excess
;
perfectly at home in

it, yet contentedly abiding in deepest moral degradation
;

not living the better for it, but only brought by it to make
a hollow and guilty peace with heaven, before they die.

More just and reverential by far appears to us the Protes-

tant feeling, that religion can in no form co-exist with

habitual insult to laws human and divine ; that unfaithful-

ness to conscience constitutes banishment from God ; that

the sinner's remnant of faith is turned from a blessing to a

curse ; and that to enlist under Satan, with God yet before

the eye, is an apostacy impossible to even the extremity of

guilt. What clearer testimony can there be to the sanctity

of the reformed religion than this,—that it must be got rid

of before men can surrender themselves to their tempta-

tions ; that it is a clog on the career of evil, and while it
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remains, acts only as a terror and restraint ; that no one is

qualified to enter the ranks of villany and license till he has

unlearned its creed and scoffed at its authority ? For our

own part, we desire in our people no faith but one that

comes and goes with the life of Conscience. Never let us

be tempted to say. Since there must be wicked people in

the world, it is as well to keep them on the Protestant side.

Let it be remembered also at what cost the ancient

Church keeps hold of the ignorant and degraded. Is it

not by losing the intellectual, the generous, the noble, in

corresponding proportion ? We own, indeed, the frequent

alliance of genius and saintly virtues with the Catholic

faith : and, did we not, the names of innumerable worthies

would start from the calendar to rebuke us. But still it is

undeniable, that in Italy itself, beneath the very shadow of

the Vatican, all the interests of freedom, of morality, of

patriotism, of knowledge, are arrayed agai?ist the religion

there enthroned ; that the educated class in all catholic

countries are largely infected with utter unbelief ; that for

the extremest " rationalism,"—not the rationalism which has

found another truth, but that which questions all truth,

—

we must look, not to sectaries of England, not to the Uni-

versities of Germany, but to the students, the gentry^ the poli-

ticians, possibly even to the p?-icsts, of Italy and Spain. No
portent can be more alarming than this. It will not be

permanently possible to hold the populace, while alienating

the classes who must rule and teach them. Divorced from

the higher intellect and nobler aspirations of a people, no

religion can long sustain its power ; having its chief refuge

among the pagani, it must pass into a Paganism. No,

whatever form our future Christianity may assume, to re-

cover the outcast and the perishing who throng its altars no

more, it cannot be that of a spurious Catholicism, of which

Science is ashamed, and from which Purity recoils ; but of

some church truly universal in which, while misery shall find

an asylum and penitence a hope. Genius shall not be left

without its inspiration, or any noble virtue without its work.
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In spite therefore of our author's skilful use of every

semblance of fault and failure in the development of society

under the reformed faith, we feel an unshaken assurance

that the current of civilization will not change the direction

in which it has set for the last three centuries. We believe

that priestly Christianity is smitten with inevitable decay.

Its decline may have left some human wants unsupplied :

and as time brings these into distinct consciousness, and

intellectual panic gives them wider extension, some re-

action in favour of the old system of authority is not un-

natural. But it will take up only the w-eaker elements of

society,—the minds that have never truly received the

modern spirit, but, whatever the name of their worship,

have always been dependent and sequacious, without much
susceptibility of enthusiasm. The classes of persons, the

types of character, the social interests distinctively created

by the Reformation, constitute the living forces of the age

;

and these are quite outside the reactionary sphere. They

will continue to command events, and to fix the conditions

on which Popery shall remain a tenant on the world. In

dynasties, in confederacies, in parties, there may be Resto-

rations ; but in Religions, none. In their higher spiritual

relations, human affairs do not go back to the last thing,

but take up the next ; and new powers perish, only on the

accession of newer. It is with a view to impart a firmer

reliance on this truth, and to check, so far as in us lies, the

unworthy consternation into which the Protestantism of

England has recently been thrown, that we have endeavoured

to fix our readers' attention on the balance of moral power

in the world since the sixteenth century. We call the con-

sternation " unworthy," because its apparent impulse is to

seize in self-defence the stained and discarded weapons of

Law. Even if the battle of the Reformation had to be

fought over again, surely we might find something better

than the old barbarisms of such a warfare, some strategic

skill made wiser by the lessons of experience. If there be

danger, it is not by fettering Romanism, but by freeing
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Protestantism, that the evil can be met. ^Ve do not intend

to argue the question of the new CathoHc hierarchy,—

a

question so strangely created and run into exhaustion within

three months. But, in closing this notice of a kindred

topic, we desire to record our conviction, that while the

present attitude of the Romish Church calls for the private

counteraction of an opposing zeal and fidelity, no case has

appeared for restrictive legislation ; and that if somethijig

must be allowed to the offended dignity of the country, the

concession should be strictly limited to a moral and decla-

ratory, and by no means include dj\y penal, retort.



VII.

PHAETHON.*

We have few greater teachers than ^h: Kingsley, yet

none more certain to go astray the moment he becomes

didactic. The truths which move him most he reads off at

a glance ; and the attempt to exhibit them to others as the

result of intellectual elaboration naturally fails. His genius

is altogether that of the artist^ for the apprehension of con-

crete reality, not that of the philosopher, for finding in

thought the grounds and connections of what he perceives.

With rare qualifications for seeing, feeling, and believing

right, were he to abstain from reasoning, he would not

often be wrong. No living writer brings a quicker eye to

catch the looks of nature, a humaner heart to interpret the

tragedy of life, a devouter faith to hope for the good while

contending with the ill. His descriptive passages have the

very smell of a new-ploughed field ; his insight into the

secret sorrows of a sceptic and selfish age is evidently

caught through the manly tears of pity, and not by the dry

stare of inquisitorial suspicion ; and his aspirations after a

nobler and juster society—however ill-defended from objec-

tion—are clearly the product of a healthful reverence for

human nature and trust in the Living God. The very

faults which attach to his productions as works of art arise

from the intensity of his moral convictions and the obtru-

* " Phaethon ; or, Loose Thouj;hts for Loose Thinkers." By Rev.

Charles Kingsley, Canon of Middleham and Rector of Eversley.

Macmillan. 1852.

—

Prospective RcvirM, 1853.
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siveness of generous sympathy, rushing in to disturb the

dramatic impartiahty of his representations. His ideal

world,—the type of character he loves, the spirit of life he

sighs to create, the religious faiths to which he clings,—we

seldom find to be without deep truth and beauty : the

admirations and aversions he awakens are essentially whole-

some and ennobling ; and if he errs, it is in fitting them on

amiss to actual classes and persons little known to him by

direct experience. True alike in direct observation and in

pure conception, he is apt to mistake in the mixed region

of half-seen realities, where vision gives but the outline and

the colouring is filled in by thought. Towards the object

painted he teaches you to direct the right feeling, be it of

love or hate ; but when he borrows his names from actual

men and things, he sometimes labels the object wrong, and

so misdirects the favour or disfavour of his readers towards

the personages of the present or the past. Whatever his

impulsive nature seizes on as odious on any account, is

liable, if discerned in the obscurity of distance, to appear to

him odious on all accounts ; and he accumulates accusa-

tions upon it which have no congruity with one another,

and constructs defences against it which miss the path of

its approach.

This combination of just and clear feeling with unjust

and confused polemic is curiously exemplified in Mr.

Kingsley's Phaethon. In this little book, which borrows

its form from the Dialogue of the Academy, the author

applies his reverence for Socrates and imitation of Plato to

express his abhorrence of Emerson. More charming paint-

ing and more miserable reasoning, better dialogue and

worse dialectic, so strong a flavour of good English senti-

ment, and so faint a trace of any Hellenic thought, it would

be difiicult to find within the compass of a hundred pages

professing to take their inspiration from the schools of

Athens. Plato is a dangerous master to men in whom a

fervid genius has not been tempered by the severest disci-

pline. His infinite fascination depends, like the charm of
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all great works of Grecian art, on the blending and balance

in one grand whole of the chief elements of strength and

beauty ; and it is vain for any mind of partial faculty, how-

ever genuine, to attempt the same effects. With some
approach to him in power of portraiture, in graceful dia-

logue, in religious depth, in pregnant irony, Mr. Kingsley

has nothing in common with his speculative subtlety and
his systematizing symmetry and grasp. The consequence

in the present volume is an unhappy caricature of the most

questionable features of the Platonic method ; introduced

by a delightful English prelude where no Socrates is

wanted, and followed by a deep-hearted English conver-

sation when he is gone. ^Vhatevcr persuasive power the

volume may have resides, we venture to say, wholly in

these passages of mere delineation, and is only impaired by

the intermediate tissue of ambiguities and sophisms.

The theme of the book is professedly the tendency of

Emerson's philosophy ; and especially the doctrine that, as

long as men sincerely speak and live by the faith they have,

its relation to absolute truth is a matter, if not of indiffer-

ence, at least of no practical concern. The scene is laid in

the park of a Herefordshire gentleman, Templeton by

name ; at whose dinner-table the topic has already been

discussed, the day before the opening of the piece, on the

occasion of a visit to the hall of one Professor Windrush,

an American prophet of the " spiritual school." The party

gathered around the table had been such as to draw out all

the points of the controversy. The hostess, Lady Jane

Templeton, a refined and saintly evangelical, having retired

with the ladies to the drawing-room, there were left a

blundering Pligh Church curate, who was no match for the

transcendentalist ; Templeton himself, offended by the pro-

fessor's rudeness and irreverence, but intellectually in sym-

pathy with his doctrines ; and a clerical friend and former

college companion of Templeton's, who evidently represents

Mr. Kingsley's own sentiments, Socratically defending the

Catholic creeds, and who appears in the first person through
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the volume as narrator of the whole. Of this party, only

the last two,—the host and the philosophical clergyman,

—

are personally brought upon the scene. The colloquy is

between them alone. On the morning after the Windrush

visit, we find them on the bank of the park stream, with

fishing-rod in hand, but with the oppression of yesterday's

controversy so heavy on their minds that the chances of

sport pass unheeded by; and on the old keeper's venturing,

as he strolled by, to twit them with their awkwardness, they

find out that their thoughts are running on the same matter;

and the clergyman confesses that he has been sitting up all

night, writing a Platonic dialogue in exposure of the pro-

fessor's heresies. The manuscript is in his pocket; and as,

in their present humour, they prefer philosophy to fish, it is

produced and read as they sit upon the grass. To the

hour and the spot of this piece of out-door dialectic we are

brought by the following delicate sketch from nature :

—

"Templeton and I were lounging by the clear limestone

stream which crossed his park, and wound away round wooded

hills towards the distant Severn. A lovelier fishing morning

sportsman never saw. A soft gray under-roof of cloud slid on

before a soft west wind, and here and there a stray gleam of

sunlight shot into the vale across the purple mountain-tops, and

awoke into busy life the denizens of the water, already quickened

by the mysterious electric influences of the last night's thunder-

shower. The long-winged cinnamon-flies spun and fluttered

over the pools ; the sand-bees hummed merrily round their

burrows in the marly bank ; and delicate iridescent ephemerae

rose by hundreds from the depths, and, dropping their shells,

floated away, each a tiny Venus Anadyomene, down the glassy

ripples of the reaches. Every moment a heavy splash beneath

some overhanging tuft of mill-foil or water-hemlock, proclaimed

the death-doom of a hapless beetle, who had dropped into the

stream beneath ;
yet still we fished, and fished, and caught

nothing, and seemed utterly careless about catching anything
;

till the old keeper, who followed us, sighing and shrugging his

shoulders, broke forth into open remonstrance."— (P. i.)

The figure of Professor Windrush is skilfully brought out,
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touch after touch, by the preliminary conversation of the

two companions. Many of the separate strokes are capital,

and place before us to the life one phase or other of the

modern American freethinker. The curiosity of the re-

publican traveller, avowed on presenting his letters of intro-

duction, to witness " the inner hearth-life of the English

landed aristocracy " ; the petting he has enjoyed at Man-
chester from the local illumina// and -toe to whom every

sceptic is a hero ; his worship of the "glorious nineteenth

century," and contempt for more elderly beliefs ; the

credulous expenditure of his unemployed faculty of wonder

and zeal on mesmerisms, electro-biologies, loves of the

plants, and vegetarianisms ; the thaumaturgic cant which

talks of the spiritual world as if it were within the sphere of

sense, and then balances the account by " spiriting " the

material away into a fanciful mythology ; his neutral

admiration of all well-marked specimens of any sort of

man ; his faith, not so much in the unity of " the Deity,"

as in the non-Trinity of // ; present us with a series of

features, not one of which can fail of recognition by

observers familiar with the mental pathology of the newest

time and the youngest nation. But by uniting them all in

one person, and giving them as the characteristics of one
" school," Mr. Kingsley has produced a confused and in-

conceivable picture ; and by attaching to this picture at

one time the name of Emerson, at another that of Parker,

and then an allusion to Francis Newman, he commits a

practical injustice. To make each of these writers re-

sponsible for the theories of the others, and all of them for

the superstitions of magnetists, ascetics, and magicians, is

at once a fallacy and an injury. Our author adopts the

prevalent fashion of including them all under the name of

" spiritualists "
: but if this word expresses, as we suppose,

a belief in the soul's apprehension of divine truth by imme-
diate communion with God rather than by external media,

it not only includes Mr. Kingsley himself, but denotes the

very doctrine which his Platonic dialogue is written to up-

VOL. I. U
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hold. The practice of classing all persons together who
agree in their negative attitude towards the historical Scrip-

tures is not surprising among the mere populace of Christen-

dom : to them there are no differences discernible beyond

their own circle : Protagoras and Parmenides, Plato and.

Hippias, Zeno and Epicurus,—nay, Proclus and Moham-
med,—are all simply " heathens " alike. But such indis-

crimination is without excuse in a scholar and a divine ;

nor can we understand how any one whose creed is wide

enough to take Socrates as a proper type of method in re-

ligious thought, and who knows how to oppose him to the

sophists and atheists of his day, can refuse to feel the pre-

sence of a deep and noble religion in Theodore Parker and.

Francis Newman, or can condescend to suppress the con-

trast which separates them from Emerson. It would be

difficult to find two living writers more diametrically opposed

to one another in their whole mode of thought and feeling,

in the structure of their beliefs, in the tendency of their

lives, than Emerson and Parker ; and equally difficult to

find two men more alike in the roots of their faith and

character than Kingsley and Parker. The English rector

and the Boston preacher are nothing less, we do believe,

than twin brothers in the eye of reality; their intense moral

convictions, their impatient social compassions and indig-

nations, their eloquent dogmatism, their deep trust in a

Holy God and his ever-living inspiration, their aversion to

the sublime neutrality of our modern nature-worship, their

reverence for the immortal capacities of the soul,—mark

them out as not far apart in the invisible church ; indeed,

as joint prophets set to rebuke all despair of divine truth

and indifferentism to human duty. Listening more to his

ecclesiastical antipathies than to his natural sympathies, Mr.

Kingsley has put into one category,—because they are all

outside the " Catholic creeds,"—persons whose whole bases

and development of belief are entirely different from one

another. The consequence is, that he has set before him-

self and his readers no one clear form of heresy or unbelief
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for refutation. The proposition which he chiefly attacks is

the characteristic of no nameable school ; is expressed in

language vaguely figurative; and exposed in arguments

which play with the metaphor employed, and evade the

reality concealed. That proposition, attributed to Wind-

rush, is thus introduced by the clergyman, in his conversa-

tion with Templeton :

—

"
' Do you think, moreover, that the theory which he so

boldly started, when his nerves and his manners were relieved

from the unwonted pressure by Lady Jane and the ladies going

upstairs, was part of the same old foundation ?

'

"'Which, then?'
" * That, if a man does but believe a thing, he has a right to

speak it atid act on it, right or -wrong? Have you forgotten

his vindication of your friend, the Radical voter, and his "spirit

of truth " ?

'

"
' What, the worthy who, when I canvassed him as the

Liberal candidate for , and promised to support freedom

of religious opinion, tested me by breaking out into such blas-

phemous ribaldry as made me run out of the house, and then

went up and voted against me as a bigot .''

'

"
' I mean him, of course. The professor really seemed to

admire the man, as a more brave and conscientious hero than

himself. I am not squeamish, as you know, but I am afraid

that I was quite rude to him when he went as far as that.'

" * What, when you told him that you thought that, after all,

the old theory of the divine right of kings was as plausible as

the new theory of the divine right of blasphemy ? My dear

fellow, do not fret yourself on that point. He seemed to take

it rather as a compliment to his own audacity, and whispered

to me that "The Divine Right of Blasphemy'' was an

expression of which Theodore Parker himself need not have

been ashamed.'
"

' He was pleased to be complimentary. But, tell me, what
was it in his oratory which has so vexed the soul of the country

'squire ?

'

" ' That very argument of his, among many things. I saw,

or rather felt, that he was wrong ; and yet, as I have said

already, I could not answer him ; and, had he not been my
guest, should have got thoroughly cross with him as a pis aller.^

U 2
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*I saw it. But, my friend, used we not to read Plato to-

gether, and enjoy him together, in old Cambridge days ? Do
you not think that Socrates might at all events have driven the

professor into a corner?

'

" ' He might ; but I cannot. Is that, then, what you were
writing about all last night ?

'

" It was.'"— (P. 14.)

According to this statement, the question which the

Dialogue undertakes to solve is a purely ethical question,

•' Whether a man ought to speak out imconditioiially his own
sincere cojtvictiofis ; or whether such duty is contingent on his

convictions being absolutely true."

Whoever maintains the latter is bound to produce a test

whereby we may distinguish absolute truth from relative

certitude ; otherwise he leaves the duty of veracious pro-

fession subject to an impossible condition, and condemns

it never to appear. With this fatal omission Mr. Kingsley's

Socrates is chargeable.

To maintain the former, we need not assume that abso-

lute truth is unattainable or unimportant, and say that, pro-

vided we get a faithful picture of men's thought, it is of no

consequence whether their thought be a correct image of

reality. On the contrary, those who afifirm that there is, at

all events, a good in veracious profession, do so, not simply

from the moral instinct of ingenuousness, but also with a

view to the ulterior good of realized truth ; regarding the

comparison of conceptions as the appointed prelude to the

command of facts. The opinion, which is thus directly

expressive of a hope of truth, is made, by Mr. Kingsley's

Protagoras, to imply a total despair of it, and an utter i?t-

difference to it.

The question is not helped forward to solution by show-

ing that mischiefs are attendant on the belief, and therefore

on the propagation, of error. Good, also, attends on the

belief, and therefore on the propagation, of truth. "Sincere

convictions " are, to their possessor, identical with truth

:

did he withhold them from fear of doing mischief, he would
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either treat them as false,—^Yhich contradicts their sincerity;

or would assume truth to be hurtful,—which is the meanest

atheism.

Nor, finally, do we gain any light for our problem by

being told that there are times and places unsuitable for the

divulging of certain thoughts, however sincerely entertained.

There is no human duty that may not be similarly mis-

placed, and that has not to be assigned to its proper season

by the exercise of moral tact and judgment. If you think

a man a fool, you are not to go and tell him so ; but if

your best friend proposes to take him into partnership and

asks your opinion of him, you are bound to speak your

mind. It is not that there are any supposed truths

intrinsically unfit to be uttered ; but that there are none

that may not be abusively dislocated by passion and im-

prudence.

Yet these irrelevant positions are the only ones which

Mr. Kingsley's dialectic even attempts to make good

against the doctrine of ingenuous unreserve. Thus his

Thesis {i.) extinguishes the obligation of intellectual veracity

by submitting it to an impossible condition
; (2.) attributes

to his opponents a scepticism (as to the accessibility of

truth) with which their opinion could not co-exist. And
his Argument shows only, what nobody denies, namely, (i.)

the invariable hurtfulness of believed error ; and (2.) the

occasional unseasonableness of spoken truth.

The scene opens with the arrival at the Pnyx of the

young Alcibiades and Phaethon, and the discovery of

Socrates, standing with his face towards the rising sun, rapt

in prayer for light to see the truth, in whatever matters

might be discussed there that day. Alcibiades and his

companion had been discussing, on their way, a yesterday's

lecture of Protagoras, the doctrine of which they thus

describe to Socrates:

—

" Truth was what each man troweth, or believeth to be true.

' So that,' he said, ' one thing is true to me, if I believe it true,

and another opposite thing to you, if you believe that opposite.
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For,' continued he, ' there is an objective and a subjective

truth ; the former, doubtless, one and absolute, and contained

in the nature of each thing ; but the other manifold and re-

lative, varying with the faculties of each perceiver thereof.

But as each man's faculties,' he said, ' were different from his

neighbour's, and all more or less imperfect, it was impossible

that the absolute objective truth of anything could be seen by
any mortal, but only some partial approximation, and, as it

were, sketch of it, according as the object was represented with

more or less refraction on the mirror of his subjectivity. And
therefore, as the true inquirer deals only with the possible, and
lets the impossible go, it was the business of the wise man,

shunning the search after absolute truth as an impious attempt

of the Titans to scale Olympus, to busy himself humbly and

practically with subjective truth, and with those methods,

—

rhetoric for instance,—by which he can make the subjective

opinions of others either similar to his own, or, leaving them as

they are,—for it may be very often unnecessary to change

them,—useful to his own ends.'"—(P. 19.)

It is perhaps too much to expect that our author, any

more than the historical novelists, should bind his fiction

by any close fidelity to fact. Having set himself to find,

within the Athens of the Socratic age, a true sample of the

New England Emersonian, he may have been obliged to

put up with Protagoras, as the best-matching sophist that

could be had. But we fear that the Protagoras of the

TheJEtetus would hardly know himself again in the disguise

of the Phaethon. The principle of his scepticism,—indeed

of the whole Hellenic logic,—is mis-stated here, and con-

founded with a modern doctrine essentially different. "The
subjective is all that we can attain ; and it affords no certain

clue to lead us to the objective," is the maxim of modern

Idealism, and of the Critical Philosophy on its speculative

side. '' The. J)heno?!ie?ial is :i\\ that comes before us; and

thence no bridge can be found to conduct us to the real"—
was the position of the sophistic school of Athens. The
antithesis expressed by the words "subject" and "object,"

with all the problems involved in it, was latent in the Greek
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schools, and there prevailed instead another antithesis,

partly indeed concurring with the former, but crossing it

at various points, expressed by the words yiyvo^iiva and ovTa.

The charge against human knowledge was not, that one

man's faculties reported differently from another's, so as to

exhibit subjective discrepancies ; nor that, however accord-

ant with itself, it was still all a subjective affair, without any

objective guarantee ; but that the universe being merely the

perpetual genesis and flow of phenomena, there iverc no

fixed realities to be known. This principle was borrowed

from Heracleitus : but he had resolved only the external

world into the procession of eternal change, and had left

to the mind at least the power or knowing phawmena.

Protagoras advanced a step further ; extending the rule to

man as well as the rest of nature, he contended that the

percipient not less than the perceived, the active as well as

the passive condition of perception, was liable to the law of

Heracleitus, and that what we call external phenomena are

but the product of a relation between two transiencies,

without any constant term. Apart from sight there is no

colour, apart from hearing, no sound ; and where there is

no perception, there is no phenomenon, and therefore

nothing. This is the meaning of his celebrated maxim,

that " Man is the measure of all things," phenomena re-

quiring his senses as their condition ; and existence being

at zero where phenomena are not. When, therefore, our

author makes Protagoras say that " there is an objective

truth," which is
'' doubtless one and absolute, contained in

the nature of each thing," the statement is at variance with

the fundamental doctrine of his system. The search after

this "absolute truth," so far from appearing to him an

"impious attempt " to reach a reality too divine for us, was

the mere futile grasp of a dreamer at a non-existence. And
hence, the limitation of ourselves to phenomena was no

humble surrender of impossible though desirable attain-

ments,—no acquiescence in necessary ignornace ; but a

positive converse with the only things there were. It was
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therefore, in his view, not an ignorance, but a knowledge
;

and error, not truth, was the condition unattributable to

thought. His maxim was that " All thought is knowledge,"

and the contrary proposition, that '^ No thought is know-
ledge," belongs not to him, but to Gorgias. We quite

admit the moral equivalence of the two positions : but

their logical derivation is different, and the affinity of both

with the Emersonian tendency too slight to justify the re-

presentative function which Mr. Kingsley has assigned to

them.

Waiving, however, all historical niceties, and taking the

doctrine as it is set up for attack, we are afraid that our

author's dialectic weapons fly all round it without so much
as grazing it at all. The first stage of the argument brings

us to the conclusion that it is possible, and hurtful, to

believe what is false ; a proposition which Mr. Kingsley's

Protagoras has not the least interest in denying, and does,

indeed, ipso facto admit, when at the outset he allows an

objective reality, and complains that men, who cannot knoiv

it, will yet think about it. Nor would the genuine Prota-

goras question for a moment the hurtfulncss of such a So^a

as the following sentences amusingly describe :—

•

" Socrates. ' Therefore, if a thing subjectively true be also

objectively false, it does not exist and is nothing.'

" ' It is so,' said I.

" Socrates. ' Let us, then, let nothing go its own way, while

we go on ours with this which is only objectively true, lest

coming to a river, over which it is objectively true to us that

there is a bridge, and trying to walk over that work of our own
minds, but no one's hands, the bridge prove to be objectively

false, and we, walking over the bank into the water, be set free

from that which is subjective on the further bank of the Styx.'

" Then I, laughing, ' This hardly coincides, Alcibiades, with

Protagoras's opinion, that subjective truth was alone useful.'

" ' But rather proves,' said Socrates, ' that undiluted draughts

of it are of a hurtful and poisonous nature, and require to be

tempered with somewhat of objective truth, before it is safe to

use them at least in the case of bridges.' "— (P, 25.)
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In the Thecetetus (166, C.— 167, C) Protagoras is made

to explain his mode of dealing with just such cases as these.

He allows fully that the opinions of men may widely differ

from one another in utility or hurtfulness, in healthy or

morbid character, in wisdom or folly ; that none is so

skilled as the physician in relation to animal life, or as the

farmer in relation to vegetable growth. Mr. Kingsley's

ideal bridge he would simply call a novijpa a'i<j6r]cris
; and

instead of being bound to uphold it, as if nothing subjective

could come amiss, would condemn it precisely and solely

on the ground of its mischievousness. Having flung away

the test of anterior objective reality, he was forced all the

more to that of consequent injury or good. True, no

thought could, in his phraseology, be other than knotvledge.

But within this comprehensive category, he made room for

the better and the worse, the salutary and the pernicious :

his effigy would have been the fittest vignette for the publi-

cations of the Useful Knoivledge Society ; and should the

loquacious shades of Protagoras and Lord Brougham ever

meet, a little rhetoric may be naturally exchanged in claim-

ing the preconception of that renowned association.

The next stage of the discussion is occupied in extending

to things moral and religious the allegation now admitted

in reference to things physical, namely, that error is mis-

chievous, and carries in it painful consequences, not from

the anger of any offended being, but from the jarring rela-

tions in which it places us with the real nature of things.

Just as a mistake in arithmetic spoils our accounts and is

felt within our purse ; in music, creates dissonance instead

of harmony ; in the reading of human character, places us

at the mercy of a knave ; so must every false interpretation

of the cause of causes, the legislator of law, bring men into

discordance with the primary thought and purpose of the

universe, involving the loss of needful help, or the dangers

of vain reliance. Towards an Infinite Being, moreover, all

errors must be errors of defect ; and he who falls into them,

lives as if under a rule less just and holy than that which
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really embraces him ; a mistake operating in the worst

direction, and, as measured by the greatness of its object,

little less than infinite in its amount and in its misery.

" * As if, for instance, a man believing that Zeus loves him
less than He really does, should become superstitious and self-

tormenting. Or, believing that Zeus will guide him less than

He really will, he should go his own way through life without

looking for that guidance ; or if, believing that Zeus cares about

his conquering his passions less than He really does, he should

become careless and despairing in the struggle ; or if, believing

that Zeus is less interested in the welfare of mankind than He
really is, he should himself neglect to assist them, and so lose

the glory of being called a benefactor of his country ; would

not all these mistakes be hurtful ones ?

'

" * Certainly,' said I ; but Alcibiades was silent.

" S. 'And would not these mistakes, by the hypothesis,

themselves punish him who made them, without any resent-

ment whatsoever, or Nemesis of the gods, being required for

his chastisement ?

'

" ' It seems so,' said I.

'' S. ' But can we say of such mistakes, and of the harm
which may accrue from them, anything but that they must both

be infinite ; seeing that they are mistakes concerning an infinite

Being, and his infinite properties, on every one of which, and
on all together, our daily existence depends .''

'

" /". 'It seems so.'

" S. ' So that, until such a man's error concerning Zeus, the

source of all things, is cleared up, either in this life or in some
future one, we cannot but fear for him infinite confusion, misery,

and harm, in all matters which he may take in hand.' "

—

(P. 32.)

No deeper truth can there be than this ; and no nobler

statement of it. It has a tone in it of Plato's voice ; touched

by which, we find it hard to listen to the scruples of criti-

cism, begging us to explain the logical relevancy of this

reflection to the main argument. Yet what would our

Socrates have us to do ? Granted all error is mischievous

;

religious error, transcendently so ; what then ? Do you
say, that we must not make ourselves parties to the mischief,
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by propagating error ? ^Ve have no intention to do so ; no

man ever had. When we utter our convictions, it is in

resistafice to error ; and the more you persuade us of its

mischief, the more must we be impelled to speak.

"Hitherto" (might a Phaethon and Alcibiades say) "we
have always found, in the evils of human ignorance and

mistake, the strongest reason for endeavouring to correct

them according to our light, and contributing whatever

better word seemed given us to say ; and though it was not

hidden from us that we too might possibly be wrong, yet

whether it were so, there appeared no better way to tell,

than by submitttng our thought to the great dialectic of the

world. For in consorting with you, O Socrates, we have

experienced the following thing : We have come to you

with a secret opinion on some matter,—perhaps about

justice, or beauty, or the gods,—which seemed to us right,

and which we had never fetched out of the silent part of

us, so that we or anybody else could hear it. And when

we were asking you about quite a different thing, ^—it might

be geometry or music,—you have somehow caused us to

confess in words this secret opinion, and have put to us

many questions with regard to it, so that we could not help

seeing whether it agreed or disagreed with other things

which also appeared certain. At the end of our talk we

have been ashamed to find how little true and noble was

the opinion which we had supposed so good ; and we are

afraid we should never have discovered this, had you not

made us speak our thought and hear about it : for so long

as it lay still, it had a comely look ; and was like a person

who when asleep indeed appears beautiful, but opening his

eyes and getting up, is found to squint and hobble. How
then is it, O Socrates, that your maieutic art consists in

making us, even against our will, openly speak out our

errors, and so become free from them ; and yet now, you

advise us, of our own resolve, ' to hold our tongue about

them ' ?
"

In short, when the inquirer has spared no honest
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endeavours to sec things as they are, there are but two

inferences open to him from his contemplation of the

mischiefs of mistake. He must either say everything, in

hope that it may be truth ; or say nothing, for fear it should

be error. To do the last is to hold, in relation to his belief,

the attitude of unbelief; to presume the falsehood of all

thought ; to behave towards his own truth as if it were

nature's lie ; to act therefore on the postulate that the

human faculties are instruments of delusion ; and what is

this but the ultimate stage of the most pestilent scepticism ?

To do the former is to protest against the despair of truth
;

to assume it to be attainable, and to love it as the best ; to

trust in the power of reality to get the better of sem-

blance, and work its current on by the insensible abrasion

of ignorance and obstinacy ; to live in the faith that the

mind of man is capable of veracious correspondence with

the facts of God : and what is this but a healthy and devout

persuasion, the common basis of philosophy and religion ?

Between these extreme courses there is no intermediate

;

unless Mr. Kingsley will show us how he can be simul-

taneously conscious and unconscious of mistake in what we
hold ; retaining it in thought from presumption of its truth ;

suppressing it in speech from consternation at its error.

Whether our author himself was, up to this point, quite

convinced by his own reasoning, we cannot but feel some

doubt ; for, in the next and third stage of the argument,

his dialectic assumes a termagant character ; he loses all

logical count, and scolds at the human impulse to utter

ingenuously what is believed sincerely, as a propensity

absolutely brutish. The discussion here becomes purely

ethical^ respecting the value of a certain inner spring of

action, namely, ^^ the spirit of truth," which is defined as the

feeling which leads a man to "say honestly 7vhat he be-

lieves." In order to strip this " spirit " of all moral

character, Mr. Kingsley begins by supposing it to say

dishonestly what it does fiot believe ; after which ingenious

tack, there is nothing but plain sailing to the end of the
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argument. Whether Alcibiades or Socrates be the greater

simpleton, in the following outset of the discussion, let the

reader judge :

—

" Alcibiades. ' I assert, that whoever says honestly what he

believes, does so by the spirit of truth.'

*'' Socrates. 'Then, if Lyce, patting those soft cheeks of yours,

were to say, "Alcibiades, thou art the fairest youth in Athens,"

she would speak by the spirit of truth .''

'

" Alcibiades. ' They say so.'

" Socrates. ' And they say rightly. But if Lyce, as is her

custom, ivished by so doing to cheat you into believing that she

loved you, and thereby to wheedle you out of a new shawl, she

would still speak by the spirit of truth ?

'

"Alcibiades. ' I suppose so.'"— (P. 35.)

Lyce's sly ways having passed muster as examples of

"honest belief," the counsel who had appealed with success

to this audacious illustration, has it all his own way ; and

the " spirit of truth " is speedily and opprobriously put out

of court ; not, however, without further damage from con-

fused and calumnious fallacies. To illustrate its temper,

the case is put, of a person gratuitously proclaiming to the

world a shameful act of which he knows, or perhaps only

suspects, his own father to have been guilty ; and as an ex-

ample of its morals, in action rather than in speech, we are

referred to the systematic and conscientious murders of the

Thugs ! We own to a feeling of shame and grief, when we

find these wretched and worn-out pleas, with which incom-

petence and sciolism in philosophy are accustomed to assail

the first principles of morals, adopted in a moment of blind-

ness by a great religious teacher, and used by him expressly

to fling contempt upon the personal reverence for truth and

right. Mr. Kingsley must know perfectly well how to

answer himself, and resolve the perplexities of his own ex-

amples. A son who publishes his father's shame acts

against natural affection and filial reverence ; and no one

would justify this, unless the spring of action which he

obeys is higher than that which he puts aside. The "spirit
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of truth," which he is said to follow, may be a very good

spirit, and yet may fall in sometimes with a better than

itself. It is indeed a mistake to deal with it as a simple

spring of action at all ; for, by its very definition, it com-

pounds and entangles itself with the social affections, postu-

lates them in every act, and takes the complexion of their

worth. Truth (as here taken) is an affair of speech : speech

implies the presence of hearers, and has its motive in our

relation to them, and our sense of their interest in what we
have to say. If the matter which lies ready for utterance

belong to the realm of doctrinal or speculative belief, it is of

cosmopolitan concern; and all men on or near our own in-

tellectual level have a right to expect from our common
human feeling a veracious interchange of thought. If it be

political^ the duty springs from national sentiment, and the

claim upon us is narrowed to members of the same State.

If it be domestic, the obligation contracts itself to the circle

round the hearth ; if private, it vanishes from without, and

falls back into our own solitary mind. A father's guilt,

—

supposing it to be personal sin, not public crime,—is not a

thing that the world at large has any need or any right to

know ; the son who proclaims it cannot be supposed to act

from any solicitation of social affection ; and, even if he

could, still the ascendency in him, without any constraining

obligation from mutual understanding, of the dilute cosmo-

politan feeling over the concentrate filial reverence, would

be a shocking depravity. It is not his speaking the truth,

but his speaking at all, that we condemn in such a case ;

and whenever we applaud the " spirit of truth," we refer in-

variably, not to any fondness for delivering ourselves on all

occasions, and to everybody, of the whole volume of our

beliefs, but to the disposition never, at the crises proper for

the introduction of a given topic, to leave a false impression,

either by what we say, or by what we withhold. The choice

of proper crises must be determined by various conditions,

—many of them foreign to the present question, and con-

tingent on the grouping of social relations in the midst of
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which we stand. As to the case of Thuggism, and other

odious fanaticisms, if Mr. Kingsley does not know how to

distinguish between speech against the common opinions of

men, and overt crimes against their natural rights and com-

mon conscience,—if he thinks, as he says, that both ahke

require " to be restrained,"—he certainly vindicates the

claim of his dialogue to its title of " Loose Thoughts for

Loose Thinkers" ; and, in one sense, converts us to his own
doctrine, that it were well for a man to "restrain" in him-

self a " spirit of truth " which rushes into ethical questions

without accurate insight into their nature, or reasonable

preparation for their solution. On such subjects it is a

very grave responsibility for a public teacher consciously to

throw out " Loose Thoughts," and still more to fling them

superciliously down as good enough for " Loose Thinkers,"

—the very persons to whom such homoeopathic treatment

is sure to be most poisonous. A less careless temerity of

argument would better have bespoken a reverence for truth,

as holy ; and a less flippant title-page have better suited a

temper considerate to error, as human.

What, then, is the amount of our author's assertion, that

the " spirit of truth " is not a moral feeling, because it is in-

different to right and wrong, as when a son proclaims a

father's shame ? Simply this : that the truth of a thing is

not of itself sufficient to recommend its utterance at any

chance moment when it comes into the mind; but that the

right or wrong of speaking it depends on the concurrent

presence or absence of other conditions. If this be suffi-

cient to withdraw a feeling from the category " Moral," we

have no one moral feeling at all ; for there is not a spring

of action which has autocratic rights of self-assertion, with-

out taking counsel of whatever other impulses, and whatever

outward circumstances simultaneously appear upon the field.

Again: what means the statement, that "the spirit of truth"

is not intellectual, because, being content Avith the avowal of

sincere, though questionable opinion, it is indifferent to truth

and falsehood 1 Simply this : that veracity is no sufficient
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guarantee of knowledge, but may co-exist with mistake. In

this sense, it will be allowed on all hands that sincerity of

profession is not an intellectual quality : but is it therefore

to be described as " indifferetit to truth and falsehood "
; a

phrase which implies that the sincere man does not care

whether his belief be true or false, and that his sincerity

bears not only an indecisive relation, but absolutely ?20 re-

lation to the apprehension of facts as they are ? Veracity

of profession, at all events, proceeds on the hypothesis that

reality is best ; and it is so far intellectual ; and also on the

further hypothesis, that to perceive a reality is to hold a

trust, and lie under an obligation; and it is so far moral. In

direct contradiction, therefore, of Mr. Kingsley's assertion,

we submit that " the spirit of truth " is both intellectual and

moral, and that without the mixture of any other element

whatever. It is indeed inadequate to the determination

of truth and duty ; but it is concerned with nothing else.

Throughout the argument of our author, the want must

be felt, by even his most convinced disciples, of some

practical rule, separating the cases in which they ought to

declare their belief, from those in which they ought to hide

it. At last the rule comes out ; they are to speak out ivhe7i

they agree with the tnany ; to be silent, when they have

other thoughts of their own. The atheist, we are told, is

bound to conceal his unbelief :

—

" For there would be far more chance that he alone was
wrong, and the many right, than that the many were wrong,

and he alone right. He would therefore commit an insolent

and conceited action, and, moreover, a cruel and shameless

one ; for he would certainly make miserable, if he were

believed, the hearts of many virtuous persons who had never

harmed him, for no immediate or demonstrable purpose except

that of pleasing his own self-will ; and that much more, were

he wrong in his assertion."—(P. 41.)

If this process, of consulting the suffrages of mankind, is

good against the expression, it is good also and antecedently

against the belief of atheism. The man is to hold his
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tongue, in the persuasion that most probably he is in the

wrong ; in the persuasion, therefore, that the evidence goes

against him, and that "the (iods exist" after all. So the

reasoning stands thus : he ought not to say, " I am an

atheist"; why?—because he ought not to l>e an atheist.

The obligation to suppress the belief is deduced from the

obligation to renounce it ; and the duty of silence about a

conviction is made contingent, by our author himself, on

the conviction being no longer there to avow. He cannot

justify the silence, except by expelling the very matter for

speech. Thus it turns out impossible, after all, for a high-

minded man, like Mr. Kingsley, to set up a defence of

insincerity without translating it back into sincerity first.

The injunction, however, to accept the votes of a majority

as decisive of greater probability in questions of religion

is futile and impracticable. The authority of numbers and

acknowledged wisdom necessarily and properly determines

our belief in matters whose inner relations we have never

entered ; and we receive without question the diagnosis of

our physician, and abide by the judgment of our lawyer.

But when once we have investigated the grounds on which

a doctrine rests, and pronounced them to ourselves in-

adequate, the consciousness of this inadequacy cannot bt^

affected by any reckoning of the votes against us. An out-

side observer indeed, looking only at our paucity compared

with the common voice of all mankind besides, may fairly

surmise that, when the lots are drawn from the urn of

reality, the white ball of truth will not be found with us.

But once admitted into the interior processes and texture

of belief, we cannot transpose ourselves again into the

blind external position to which alone this computation of

chances is approximate : we feel as though we had looked

into the urn, and read off the fated rule by which the

award must foil. Nor is it just to charge with insolence

and conceit those who refuse to surrender the convictions

of seeming insight to the voices of other men. It is not

modesty ; it is not faith ; but, on the contrary, a lax and

VOL. II. X
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impious scepticism, to look reason in the face and say,

" probably it is a lie" ; to feel ourselves behind the sacred

screen of reality, yet treat it as the hiding-place of juggle-

ries, that play us false. It is a more fatal thing to lose the

reverence {or fact,—that last root of religion, which even

atheism does not destroy,—than to lower our intellectual

deference for the opinions of mankind. Does Mr. Kingsley

really think that, whether there were a God or not, his

existence and providence should at all events be taught ?

Would our author himself, if unhappily he lost his belief in

immortality, deem it, notwithstanding, best to keep up the

notion, and, in giving the moral picture of the world and

life, to substitute a fictitious theory of men for the real pro-

gramme of God ? Impossible ? and yet, if the lips of

doubt and disbelief are to be sealed, if philosophy is always

to expound and never to dispute the consensus of the

greater multitude, this doctrine of imposture cannot be

escaped.

Sufficient discredit having been thrown upon the Wind-

rush spirit-of-truth, it disappears from the dialogue ; and in

its place the author's real spirit of truth presents itself for

interpretation. To release it from its subjective limits as

a mere private propensity ; to assign to it not only an ob-

jective but a divine and self-conscious nature ; in fine, to

raise it to the character of the Logos as a common medium
of reason between the minds of men and God, is the pur-

pose of this concluding portion of the discussion. We
cannot profess to think either the reasoning or the con-

clusion satisfactory : the one appears to us illogical, and
the other pantheistic. The arguments are these : (i.) The
spirit of truth tells facts as they are ; therefore sees them as

they are : but this is a power possessed exclusively by God;
therefore the light by which moral truth is discerned is not

human, but divine. (2.) What we longfor, is not yet pos-

sessed by us, is moreover beyond us, and not either an

effect or a pait of us : we long for truth ; which is therefore

beyond our personality,—is not ours to win or to possess ;
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hence the spirit of truth is a foreign agency which possesses

us, and vouchsafes to us a portion of holy Hght. (3.) As

seeing, the spirit of truth is intellectual ; as seeing facts of a

moral nature, it is moral ; therefore also personal ; and as

seeing God, it is God, who alone can know himself. In

calling the conclusion pantheistic, we do not use this much-

abused word vaguely but strictly, to express the sacrifice of

the human personality to the claims of the Divine Infini-

tude. The spirit of truth, being that whereby we see facts

as they are, is coextensive in us with our rational nature
;

and if, in being personal, it be God himself, what person-

ality is left for us ? Our whole rational nature being flung

away into the Infinite Mind, nothing remains but the brute

element in lis, where it were vain to look for any attribute

that will keep us in the rank of persons, and prevent us

from being only things. God thus becomes the only In-

tellect of the universe ; and though our personality is sur-

rendered for no other purpose than to provide for his, and

the doctrine of a personal God may thus appear to be pre-

eminently secure
;
yet those who have studied the courses

of human belief know that the very reverse is true ; that

without the relation between two persons, there cannot

long survive the attributes of one ; and that to drown the

human soul is, for purposes of faith, to desolate if not to

dissipate the Divine. This very inference, moreover, by

which our author reduces the persons in the universe to

One, is drawn from an argument which supposes tivo ;
—

there is a being who longs for the truth, and is therefore a

person: there is an object longedfor ; which again is affirmed

to be also a person : there are consequently in the premisses

two persons who, in the conclusion, disappear into one.

We content ourselves with pointing out this interior contra-

diction in Mr. Kingsley's doctrine ; without pressing any

further analysis upon arguments which probably have

neither convinced any reader, nor served as the real

grounds of conviction to the author himself.

But there is one inference deduced from his theory,

X 2
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which must not be passed without remark. If all our

intellectual apprehension is a direct presence of God in

person, it must be and must give only pure and unmixed

truth. Whence then the errors into which we fall ? Since

the divine light is without blemish, and is never denied to

our longing prayer, its deficiency and failure must be

ascribed to the want on our part of adequate love and
aspiration. In other words, mistaken judgments and dis-

cordant faiths are referable solely to moral causes, and are

to be regarded as proofs of guilt.

Phadhon. " Yet what are we to say of those who, sincerely

loving and longing after knowledge, yet arrive at false con-

clusions, which are proved to be false by contradicting each

other ?

"

Socrates. '* We are to say, Phaethon, that they have not loved

knowledge enough to desire utterly to see facts as they are, but

only to see them as they would wish them to be ; and, loving

themselves rather than Zeus, have wished to remodel in some
things or other his universe, according to their own subjective

opinions. By this, or by some other act of self-will, or self-

conceit, or self-dependence, they have compelled Zeus, not, as

I think, without pity and kindness to them, to withdraw from

them in some degree, the sight of his own beauty. We must

therefore, I fear, liken them to Acharis, the painter of Lemnos,

who, intending to represent Phoebus, painted from a mirror a

copy of his own defects and deformities ; or perhaps to that

Nymph, who finding herself beloved by Phoebus, instead of rever-

ently and silently returning his aftection, boasted of it to all

her neighbours as a token of her own beauty, and despised the

God ; so that he, being angry, changed her into a chattering

magpie ; or again, to Arachne, who having been taught the art

of weaving by Athene, pretended to compete with her own
instructress, and being metamorphosed by her into a spider,

was condemned, like the sophists, to spin out of her own
entrails endless ugly webs, which are destroyed as soon as

finished, by every slave-girl's broom."—(P. 64.)

This is a characteristic instance of Mr. Kingsley's ten-

dency to dash, out of the repulsions of a partial experience,
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into the most extravagant antagonism of judgment. It is

conspicuous and undeniable that moral causes have not

merely a collateral and accidental, but a direct and essen-

tial, influence in the formation of human beliefs ; and

especially that the religious faith of men is so immediate a

product of their affections and conscience, that the logical

thought stands to it chiefly in a negative relation, deter-

mining its limits and systematizing its form. That self-

worship renders all religion impossible ; that exclusive

confidence in the will breaks it short off at morality ; that

the overbalance of conscience makes it superstitious, and

that of love, fanatical,—are certainties of deepest import,

with which the doctrine of the involuntary and irre-

sponsible nature of belief requires to be qualified. For

any liberalism which denies these things ; which releases us

from a holy vigilance as to the secret springs of our faith

or doubt ; which forbids us ever to see in bigotry or in dis-

belief a root of conceit and arrogance, however obvious

the symptoms may be to every eye,—we feel nothing but

contempt. But our moral criticism is not, in such in-

stances, visited upon the opinions, as such ; it addresses

itself to the concomitant temper and natural language of

character ; and whenever these present the aspect of purity

and reverence, it joyfully believes in this good sign, and

retires within the pale of equal intellectual discussion. In

this view, error is treated as having origin, possibly indeed

from moral sources ; but possibly also from unmoral ; and as

never to be referred to the former, in the absence of justify-

ing indications. Mr. Kingsley's doctrine, on the other

hand, stops up every opening for charitable construction,

and requires us to look on all intellectual differences as the

product and the symptoms of a bad heart. On the strength

of mere error and mutual contradiction, we are to presume

the existence in men of evil passions, which make no sign
;

to disbelieve the fair look of candour and piety, and ex-

change our natural trust and admiration for dogmatic pity

and suspicion. The moral scepticism implied in this tenet,
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—the willingness to accept creed-evidence against charac-

ter,—is the most melancholy delusion which ecclesiastic

unity has introduced into philosophy and life ; and we are

sorry that Mr. Kingsley, whether in recoil from American

free-thinkers, or from entanglement with the " Catholic

creeds," has allowed his generous nature to be betrayed

into so ungenial a sophistry.

After all, we have somehow the feeling, on laying down
this little book, that Mr. Kingsley does not really mean its

narrowness and fallacies, and is truly himself in all its

beauty, truth, and nobleness. The dialectic is made up ; the

deep sentiment is his own. Laughter at his eccentric logic

passes into tears at the pathetic faithfulness with which he

draws the agonies of doubt beneath the fair surface of

English opulence and culture. That society throughout

Europe is rapidly suffering a loss of moral strength from

the decay of clear and assured faith is but too certain ; and

no one has a juster discernment of this fact than Mr.

Kingsley. He appreciates it in its breadth ; he sees it in

its detail ; he reads its hidden drama beneath the vicissi-

tudes of states and the decadence of churches. If he will

but cease to tamper with philosophy, and neither rail at it

nor adopt it,—if he will only paint and preach,—if he will

simply tell the visions which the living spectacle of the

world flings upon his mind, and announce without proving

the faiths deepest in his being; he is fitted to be among the

prophets of recovery, who may prepare for us a more whole-

some future otherwise than by vain reproduction of the

past.



VIII.

ALEXANDRIA AND HER SCHOOES.*

The intensity of j\Ir. Kingsley's genius always secures to

his productions a certain singleness of impression. The
most heterogeneous materials, put into the crucible of his

thought and brought to its white heat, flow down into forms

perfectly characteristic and distinct. The unity, however,

is simply that of his own personality, meeting us again and

again ;—a phenomenon, let us say, ever delightful to us,

and rich in whatever it is best to love and admire ; but

needing for its full power more elaboration of matter and

harmony of plan than he exacts from himself. These

Edinburgh Lectures deal with a topic eminently special

and rounded off within itself,—with a feature prominent

if not unique in the moral physiogomy of the world : nor

does any one more truly apprehend its significance than

the author
;

yet, for want of observing its real limits, he

has presented it in the midst of confusing accessories, and

broken the force of his own interpretation. By the " Alex-

andrine School " is usually understood the peculiar develop-

ment of philosophical doctrine, which had its origin from

Ammonius Saccas, its chief representative in Plotinus, and

its last teacher in Simplicius ; extending therefore from the

end of the second century through the first quarter of the

• "Alexandria and her Schools." Four Lectures dehvcred at the

Philosophical Institution, Edinburgh. With a Preface. By the Rev.

Charles Kingsley, Canon of JNIiddleham, and Rector of Eversley.

Cambridge: ^lacmillan & Co. 1S54.

—

Prospective Ra.>icii\ 1S54.
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sixth. This system is entitled to a separate chapter in the

history of mankind. It is a genuine and distinctive pro-

duct of its time, which you cannot even in imagination

transpose. It bears the mingled colours of an old world

and a new ; and is the twilight dream of thought between

the sunny hours of Pagan life and the nightwatches of

Christian meditation. It is moreover the one original

growth of .'Kgypto-Hellenic civilization ; and its expositor

naturally encounters in his task whatever is indigenous to

the city of the Ptolemies. To this episode in the story of

the human mind Mr. Kingsley, however, has not confined

himself. Alexandria is with him " a geographical expres-

sion " ; her " Schools " are in the plural number, and

include the taskwork of critics and grammarians, as well

as the efforts of native speculation ; and whatever he finds

upon the spot, whether put there by external succession, or

arising by proper evolution, he passes under hasty review

;

enclosing his proper subject between a superfluous prefix

on the erudition and science of the Ptolemaic era, and an

irrelevant supplement on the Mohammedan conquest and

religion. The parts have not that natural connection with

each other which is needful to any successful sweep over a

thousand years in four evening lectures ; and though a

scenic variety is thus attained, it is the variety of a local

handbook rather than of a tale of character and life.

Perhaps the range, as well as the selection of the subject

was determined for the author by the Institution where

the Lectures were delivered ; for assuredly the lessons

which it is his purpose to impress would have been more

distinctly brought out by a less discursive survey.

Mr. Kingsley, it has long been evident, is haunted by a

supposed analogy between the Neoplatonic period of the

declining empire and the intellectual tendencies of the pre-

sent age. And certainly if any believer in the metempsy-

chosis chose to identify Margaret Fuller with Hypatia,

Emerson with Porphyry, the Poughkeepsie seer with Jam-

blichus, and Frederick Maurice with Clement, grounds of
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recognition would not be wanting. Nor does the parallel-

ism wholly fail in the broad features of the two ages.

The decline of ancient faith without mature successor to

take the vacant throne ; the attempt of metaphysics to fit

the soul with a religion ; the pretensions of intuition and

ecstasy ; the sudden birth, from the very eggs of a high-

flown spiritualism, of mystagogues and mesmerists, as larvte

are born of butterflies ; the growth of world-cities and world-

science, with their public libraries and institutes, their

botanic and zoologic gardens, their cheap baths and open

parks ; the joint diffusion of taste and demoralization, of

asceticism and intemperance ; the increase of a proletary

class amid the growing humanity of society and the laws ;

the frequency of frightful epidemics ; the combination of

gigantic enterprises and immense commerce with decay at

the heart of private life;—afford undoubtedly a curious

group of symptoms common to the Europe of that day and

of this. And when Mr. Kingsley justifies, by appeal to the

example of the Old World, his despair of any philosophy or

theology which substitutes opinions about God for faith in

him, and idolizes its own dogma instead of trusting his

living guidance, we think his estimate not less seasonable

than it is just. For all time the difference is infinite be-

tween the partizan of beliefs, and the man whose heart is

set upon reality,—between one who is lifted up in the pride

of his representative notions, and another to whose humility

the divine truth is present in person : and whether the old

orthodox forms or the newlight images be the better type

of thought is a barren controversy, breeding only error and

nursing only conceit, till the mood of advocacy be changed

;

and they are no longer appropriated as our ideal scheme,

but surrendered to God's realism. Our century also, no

less than the third and fourth, requires to be recalled from

subjective systems to objective fact ; to cease prating of the

" Religious Sentiment " in the august hearing of the very

God ; and, instead of straining the fine metaphysic wing to

seek him in the seventh heaven, simply to let him be here
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and tell us what to do. In fetching this lesson out of the

Alexandrine history, and warning us of the difference

between worship of human intellect and reverence for

divine truth, Mr. Kingsley renders good service. But

when he seems to anticipate for Europe a social dissolution

like that of the lower empire, his divination overstrains, we
hope, the analogy between the periods which he is accus-

tomed to compare. When the Macedonian conquests had

suppressed the nationalities of the East, and Rome had

completed their extinction in the west, all local colour

faded from the surface of the civilized world ; intellectual

culture and political organization attained a cosmopolitan

diffusion ; the special became the provincial, and the pro-

vincial passed into the servile. There were but two

languages, foreign to the vast majority of Roman subjects,

in which thought and passion could gain audience ; all

others, though they might flow more naturally to the lips,

were abandoned to the chaffering of the market, the games

of children, and the altercations of slaves. The favoured

languages themselves suffered by their own privilege, and

bore testimony to their own degeneration. The Latin,

which now gave the world its laws, could not forget the

Forum, and had in it the flavour of a pride and virtue

that were gone. The Greek, now forced to do the in-

genious and polite for all mankind, had its bloom and

glory in an autochthonic literature, breathing a faith, and

fresh from a life which the sickened age could no longer

understand. All that was indigenous and characteristic

was smoothed away ; and over the wooded uplands and

sequestered meadows of history, the paved roads of uni-

versal empire pushed their level way. The whole problem

of the scholar was to extract something for men in general

out of what was meant for Greeks alone ; to wipe out the

Hellenic, or translate it into the human ; and eliminate

from the formulas of Attic thought every term that did not

admit of indefinite expansion. Those only who have a life

of their own can really set themselves to appreciate the life
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of another people : the vapid lot of the Alexandrines, with-

out country, without ancestry, enabled them, neither by

analogy nor by antithesis of pride and admiration, to under-

stand the traditions and vicissitudes of the Athenian com-

monwealth. To accommodate the contents of a unique

literature to the spirit of a characterless civilization was the

function of the philosophers of the Nile. As all the wor-

ships of mankind had been connected with the locality and
race, the absorption of States was the dying out of religions :

divinities, once venerable in their native abodes, were pen-

sioned off into the Pantheon ; and the reconciled East and
West met in Rome to exchange compliments and gods.

To save a comprehensive religion out of the wreck of

perishing mythologies is a hopeless attempt : reverence,

wounded in the concrete, cannot be restored in the

abstract; and piety, accustomed to warm colours and
concentrated air, turns pale and dies in the ether and its

cold light. It is not surprising that the effort should fail to

turn a world-wide tyranny to account for the creation of a

universal faith, and to make men who had unlearnt their

worships one by one, believe them all again, as soon as

they were regimented into system. The cosmopolitanism

of modern times is altogether different. Instead of being

the residuary effect from the negation of prior faiths,

it arises from the positive presence, to begin with, of

a universal faith. It is essentially a religious feeling, ac-

knowledging the common law and common kindred of the

human race, in all the highest relations. It is encouraged,

no doubt, as in the Roman period, by the extension of

mercantile transactions and facilities of intercourse ; and
from the mixture of trading interest with evangelic senti-

ment, many delusive dreams of unity and peace, and much
stupid indifference to municipal, ethnological, and political

distinctions cannot fail to arise. But with all this,—with a

catholic religion, a terrestrial commerce, and our share in

the speculative philosophy whose very aim it is to grasp

the all of things,— it is impossible for the wide synoptic
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tendency to obtain exclusive dominance over us, with no

other check than individual self-love or passion. The past

providence of God has taken care of this. The mere co-

existence of so many cultivated languages, each with a

literature of its own, preserves securely the rich variety of

the world's life, and treasures up, for the hour of reassertion,

whatever noble heritage of race and history a transient over-

balance of force may have neutralized. Nor is our age, as

compared with its predecessors, chargeable with disregard,

in its arrangements and aims, of the historical data of

European society. The mimicry of " classical " antiquity,

and the propagation of paper "constitutions," which satisfied

the pedantic aspirations of reform in the last century, are

laughed at in this ; and it is the violence done to natmiali-

iies that revolutionary movements everywhere resent, and

even diplomacy is learning to regret. With the unity of

human nature given in our religion, and the right of various

development enforced on us by the necessity of history, we

hold in happy balance, as it seems to us, the two opposite

conditions, of which the Neoplatonic age had lost the latter

and vainly sought to find the former. Persons no doubt

there are, and particular schools amongst us, who may run

again the morbid course of Alexandrine thought ; but we

believe there is health in the heart of European nations to

pass through such pestilent hours as they may bring.

Whatever may be our author's forebodings as to the

future of Europe, he treats with just disdain the pleas of

selfishness and tyranny, and manfully enforces the duties of

free States, in the crisis brought on by Russian encroach-

ment :

—

" Europe needs a holier and more spiritual, and therefore a

stronger union, than can be given by armed neutralities, and the

so-called cause of order. She needs such a bond as in the

Elizabethan age united the free States of Europe against the

Anarch of Spain, and delivered the western nations from a

rising world-tyranny, which promised to be even more hideous

than that elder one of Rome. If, as then, England shall pro-
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claim herself the champion of freedom by acts, and not by

words and paper, she may, as she did then, defy the rulers of

the darkness of this world, for the God of light will be with her.

But, as yet, it is impossible to look without sad forebodings

upon the destiny of a war, begun upon the express understand-

ing that evil shall be left triumphant throughout Europe, where-

soever that evil does not seem, to our own selfish short-

sightedness, to threaten us with immediate danger ; with

promises, that under the hollow name of the Cause of Order,

—

and that promise made by a revolutionary Anarch,—the wrongs

of Italy, Hungary, Poland, Sweden, shall remain unredressed,

and that Prussia and Austria, two tyrannies, the one far more
false and hypocritical than the other, even more rotten than

that of Turkey, shall, if they will but observe a hollow and un-

certain neutrality (for who can trust the liar and the oppressor?)

be allowed not only to keep their ill-gotten spoils, but even now
to play into the hands of our foe, by guarding his Polish frontier

for him, and keeping down the victims of his cruelty, under

pretence of keeping down those of their own We
shall not escape our duty by inventing to ourselves some other

duty, and calling it ' order.' Elizabeth did so at first. She
tried to keep the peace with Spain ; she shrank from injuring

the cause of order (then a nobler one than now, because it was
the cause of loyalty, and not merely of mammon), by assisting

the Scotch and the Netherlanders : but her duty was forced upon

her; and she did it at last cheerfully, boldly, utterly, like a hero;

she put herself at the head of the battle for the freedom of the

world, and she conquered, for God was with her; and so that

seemingly most fearful of all England's perils, when the real

meaning of it was seen, and God's will in it obeyed manfully,

became the foundation of England's naval and colonial empire,

and laid the foundation of all her future glories. So it was

then, so it is now ; so it will be forever : he who seeks to save

his life will lose it ; he who willingly throws away his life for

the cause of mankind, which is the cause of God, the Father of

mankind, he shall save it, and be rewarded a hundred-fold.

That God may grant us, the children of the Elizabethan heroes,

all wisdom to see our duty, and courage to do it, even to the

death, should be our earnest prayer It is re-

ported that our rulers have said that English diplomacy can no

longer recognize 'nationalities,' but only existing 'governments.'
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God grant that they may see in time that the assertion of

national hfe, as a spiritual and indefeasible existence, was for

centuries the central idea of English policy ; the idea by faith

in which she delivered first herself, and then the Protestant

nations of the Continent, successively from the yokes of Rome,

of Spain, of France, and that they may reassert that most Eng-

lish of all truths again, let the apparent cost be what it may."

—

Preface, p. xviii.

Before treating of the " physical " and " metaphysical

"

schools of Alexandria, Mr. Kingsley explains the origin and

meaning of these two terms :
" physical " denoting that

which " is born " and grows (<^verat), or, the phenomenal

;

" metaphysical," that of which we learn to think after we
think of nature ; the supernatural ground of all phenomena,

which never begins and ends, but always is. By :i. physical

school, then, we should understand one which treats of

phenomena ; by a 7iiefaphysical, one which treats of real or

fundamental being. Mr. Kingsley, however, with one of

his strange and sudden twists, pronounces all Alexandria

one physical school. Why? Not because it engaged itself

in the study of phenomena, but because the city and its

history constitute a phenomenon ; and he no less claims it

as a metaphysical school, on the counter-ground, that it held

human beings with imperishable elements and spiritual re-

lations. Assuredly, not Alexandria alone, but any smallest

fact or object in this universe, being an evolution in time

out of that which is eternal, presents material for both

physical and metaphysical study ; but this is nothing to the

point ; and is as if, when we want to know what the College

of Physicians thinks of asthma, you were to give us the

name of a wheezy doctor. The digressions into which our

author starts off in this wild illogical way are always eloquent

and often deep and beautiful ; but a quieter command of

coherent thought would awaken stronger trust ; and it is

hardly well that our guide across a great tract of time

should be so ready to plunge off into the forest to chase a

bird, or dart aside over the prairie just to ride into the wind.
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We have said that it might have been more judicious in

our author to pass without notice the labours of the Ptole-

maic savants, and go at once to the single original product

of Alexandrine culture, the system of Plotinus and his suc-

cessors. With this the researches and instructions of the

Museum had nothing to do. In the lecture-rooms of that

great literary and scientific institute various knowledge was

taught ; the stores of the past were gathered up and syste-

matized ; mathematical and astronomical science was im-

proved ; what genius had created industry criticized : but

no great work relieved the barrenness of the time. All the

schools of Greek doctrine—Pythagorean, Academic, Aristo-

telian, etc.—had their separate representatives, who ex-

pounded the systems as they had been handed down ; but

no fresh philosophic impulse originated new speculation or

fused and recast the old. Neoplatonism was not only a

later, but a wholly independent product, in which the

patronage of the palace and the institute can claim no

share. Mr. Kingsley has not clearly distinguished historical

juxtaposition from causal connection, and has presented

the pre-Christian erudition and the post-Christian meta-

physics in a continuity of development which did not

belong to them. But he so finely exhibits in its essence

the sterility of the early artificial school, and traces it so

justly to blind reverence for the letter rather than the

spirit of ancient wisdom, that we care not to criticize his

plan :

—

" This, if you will consider, is the true meaning of that great

command, ' Honour thy father and mother, that thy days may
be long in the land.' On reverence for the authority of by-gone

generations depends the permanence of every form of thought

or belief, as much as of all social, national, and family life; but

on reverence of the spirit, not merely of the letter ; of the

methods of our ancestors, not merely of their conclusions. Ay,

and we shall not be able to preserve their conclusions, not even

to understand them ; they will die away on our lips into skeleton

notions and soulless phrases, unless we see that the greatness
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of the mighty dead has always consisted in this, that they were

seekers, improvers, inventors, endued with that divine power

and right of discov'ery which has been bestowed on us, even as

on them ; unless we become such men as they were, and go on

to cultivate and develop the precious heritage which they have

bequeathed to us, instead of hiding their talent in a napkin

and burying it in the earth ; making their greatness an excuse

for our own littleness, their industry for our laziness, their faith

for our despair ; and prating about the old paths, while we
forget that paths were made that men might walk in them, and

not stand still, and try in vain to stop the way.
" It may be said certainly, as an excuse for these Alexandrian

Greeks, that they were a people in a state of old age and decay

;

and that they only exhibited the common and natural faults of

old age. For as with individuals, so with races, nations,

societies, schools of thought ;
youth is the time of free fancy

and poetry ; manhood, of calm and strong induction ; old age,

of deduction, when men settle down upon their lees, and con-

tent themselves with reaffirming and verifying the conclusions

of their earlier years, and too often, alas ! with denying and

anathematizing all conclusions which have been arrived at since

their own meridian. It is sad ; but it is patent and common.

It is sad to think that the day may come to each of us, when
we shall have ceased to hope for discovery and for progress

;

when a thing will seem a priori false to us, simply because it is

new ; and we shall say querulously to the Divine Light which

lightens every man who comes into the world, ' Hitherto shalt

thou come, and no further. Thou hast taught men enough
;

yea, rather, thou has exhausted thine own infinitude, and hast

no more to teach them.' Surely such a temper is to be fought

against, prayed against, both in ourselves and in the generation

in which we live. Surely there is no reason why such a temper

should overtake old age. There may be reason enough, ' in the

nature of things.' For that which is of nature is born only to

decay and die. But in man there is more than dying nature
;

there is spirit, and a capability of spiritual and everlasting life,

which renews its youth like the eagle's, and goes on from

strength to strength, and which, if it have its autumns and its

winters, has no less its ever-recurring springs and summers ; if

it has its Sabbaths, finds in them only rest and refreshment for

coming labour. And why not in nations, societies, scientific
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schools ? These too are not merely natural ; they are spiritual,

and are only living and healthy in as far as they are in harmony

with spiritual, unseen, and everlasting laws of God. May not

they, too, have a capability of everlasting life, as long as they

obey those laws in faith, and patience, and humility ? We
cannot deny the analogy between the individual man and these

societies of men. We cannot at least deny the analogy between

them in growth, decay, and death. May we not have hope that

it holds good also for that which can never die ; and that if they

do die, as this old Greek society did, it is by no brute natural ne-

cessity, but by their own unfaithfulness to that which they knew,

to that which they ought to have known? It is always more hope-

ful, always, as I think, more philosophic, to throw the blame of

failure on man, on our own selves, rather than on God and the

perfect law of his universe. At least, let us be sure for ourselves

that such an old age as befell this Greek society, as befalls many
a man now-a-days, need not be our lot. Let us be sure that earth

shows no fairer sight than the old man, whose worn-out brain

and nerves make it painful, and perhaps impossible, to produce

fresh thought himself ; but who can yet welcome smilingly and
joyfully the fresh thoughts of others ; who keeps unwearied

his faith in God's government of the universe, in God's con-

tinual education of the human race ; who draws around him
the young and the sanguine, not merely to check their rash-

ness by his wise cautions, but to inspirit their sloth by the

memories of his own past victories ; who hands over, without

envy or repining, the lamp of truth to younger runners than

himself, and sits contented by, bidding the new generation

God-speed along the paths untrodden by him, but seen afar off

by faith. A few such old persons have I seen, both men and
women ; in whom the young heart beat pure and fresh, beneath

the cautious and practised brain of age, and grey hairs, which

were indeed a crown of glory. A few such have I seen ; and
from them I seemed to learn what was the likeness of our

Father who is in heaven. To such an old age may he bring

you and me, and all for whom we are bound to pray."

—

The sketch of the proper Alexandrine philosophy given

in these Lectures is too slight to admit of either criticism

or completion. The few lines and points that are jotted

VOL. II. Y
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down may serve, perhaps, as indicative memoranda to

those who know the ground ; but so indistinct a picture

can neither be filled in with supplementary features to

make it true, nor exactly condemned as intrinsically false.

In fact, Mr. Kingsley's interest in the Neoplatonic system

arises not from anything special to it and discriminating it

from all other schemes of doctrine, but from a character

which it has in common with most of the great Greek and

modern German schools, namely, its proper realism, or

assumption of something to be known behind phenomena
and their laws. He resents the indignity put upon meta-

physic by Locke, in reducing it from a science of real

being to a classification of mental appearances ; and per-

ceives, with sensitive religious instinct, that if only pheno-

mena can be known, God, who is no phenomenon, must be

inapprehensible by the human mind. In his antipathy to

this notion, he welcomes as an ally every system at marked

variance with it ; and exaggerates the relationships between

doctrines which have little in common beyond their com-

mencement from an ontological ground. He puts together,

as if they belonged to the same philosophical group, Philo

the Jew, Numenius the Pythagorean, Plotinus the Plato-

nist ; and attributes to the first especially an influence over

the speculations of the last which it is quite gratuitous to

assume. To say that " the father of New Platonism was

Philo the Jew "
(p. 79), and that " from the time of Philo,

the deepest thought of the heathen world began to flow in

a theological channel " (p. 93), is to give a totally false im-

pression of the order of action and reaction between the

Judaic and the Hellenic thought. Indeed the latter of

these assertions is essentially erroneous even in relation to

the external fact. No change towards a more theologic

character marked the course of philosophy till the appear-

ance of Ammonius—the ^eoSi'Saxror, as he was called—at

the end of the second century ; the religious sentiment of

Epictetus belonging to the doctrine of the Porch ; and that

of Numenius to the Pythagorean scheme. Nor is there
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any reason to believe that the New Platonism would have

been materially different if Philo had never lived. It is

possible indeed that Plotinus, whose curiosity respecting

Oriental notions emboldened him to share the dangers of

Gordian's Persian expedition, may have referred to Philo's

writings as a source of Jewish knowledge, and felt a con-

genial interest in his doctrines of the absolute as dis-

tinguished from the rational Deity, and of the contempla-

tive union of the soul with the divine nature. But even

where the resemblance is least doubtful, plagiarism, or even

derivation of the later from the earlier, is not to be pre-

sumed. The condition of the world rendered it inevitable

that the Hellenic thought should penetrate and win the

Hebrew ; impossible that the Hebrew should at all con-

siderably influence the Hellenic, except indeed within the

Christian Church, the appointed providential medium for

their conjunction and reconciliation. The East, twice sub-

jugated by the West, had surrendered to its culture not less

than to its arms, and could negotiate on no equal terms

with the languages of Alexander and Pompey. The Greek

and Roman literature, apart from any higher claim, was

the literature of conquerors, and gave the law to education,

to taste, to manners, to art. To be at cross purposes with

it was to be disqualified for polished society. The schools

of philosophy and rhetoric which trained the youth and

interested the leisure of the wealthy and accomplished

classes, kept alive the admiration of Athenian models,

and were wholly engaged in expounding the wisdom and

copying the intellectual discipline of the city of the

Sophists. Nor was any lesson more readily communicated

by Greek egotism to Roman pride, than the contempt for

" barbarian " literature ; and if some exception must be

made on behalf of Magian, Indian, and Egyptian doctrines,

which enjoyed the repute of a mysterious antiquity, and of

having passed under the notice of Herodotus and Plato,

no such romantic attraction rescued from contempt the

intellectual pretensions of the Hebrew people. The Platon-

Y 2
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izing system of Philo only shows how completely the

dominant civilization carried all before it, and found even

the impenetrable substance of Jewish belief not proof

against its infiltration. Had the philosophical impulse

been strong enough in him, as it was in Spinoza, to induce

apostasy and deliver him over from the synagogue to the

academy, he might have affected the future development of

doctrine. But he has no dialectic genius ; no disposition

to compromise his nationality ; only the bad taste to dress

up Moses in the philosophic cloak, and hang the w'hite

sheet on a many-coloured history that it may play the part

of ghostly allegory. His appropriation of Greek ideas to the

honour of Hebrew theology is precisely the use of them

which would most certainly repel the fastidiousness of

Gentile scholars, and limit his influence to his compatriots.

We believe, therefore, that the New Platonism of Ammo-
nius and Plotinus was of pure Hellenic descent ; and arose

naturally from the confluence of Ionic and Doric elements

of thought at a time when there was nothing to maintain

their distinction, and when the loss or degradation of living

?;wrfl/ activities, whether in the family or the state, drove

the soul upon mystical methods of self-reconciling union

Avith the absolutely good. This Alexandrine school was

the last effort of a culture purely Greek to satisfy out of its

own resources the altered demands of the human mind,

and stop the encroachment of Eastern barbarism and super-

stition. For this purpose all the appliances of Hellenic

wisdom were brought together and exhausted in the compre-

hensive genius of Plotinus ; but nothing was touched that lay

beyond ; the very problem being to show that the Western

schools were equal to the utmost strain that could be put upon

a system of philosophy and religion. This jealous Greek ex-

clusiveness is indeed the key to the whole history of Neo-

platonism ; and the tendency of the French eclectics on the

one hand, and of Mr. Maurice and his disciples on the other,

to run its genealogy into the lines of Jewish and Christian

development, only confuses the apprehension of the period.
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If on historical grounds we object to the slurring to-

gether of these two elements, we still more decidedly pro-

test, in the interests of philosophical criticism, against the

attempt to harmonize them, and apply them both, indiffer-

ently, to the interpretation of the Hebrew Scriptures. Mr.

Kingsley approves of Philo's procedure in forcing the

Platonic doctrine of «K7 on the Mosaic account of the

creation ; adopting, we presume, Mr. Maurice's suggestion,

that the first chapter of Genesis describes the origin of

archetypal kinds, and the second the creation of concrete

individuals ; and the Divine guide and teacher of Israel

he brings under the same essential category with the demon
of Socrates. We hold it to be quite illegitimate, thus to

try a set of Athenian keys to unlock the Arcana of the

Israelitish temple. The Jewish Theism and the Greek Pan-

theism are radically distinct in their genesis and whole

development ; even their passages of apparent analogy are

but false parallelisms ; and whatever reconciliation they

may have, in objective truth fully understood, can only

come out at the end, and must not be presupposed at the

beginning of their career. The old Testament literature

was anterior to even the incipient approximation between

the two directions of thought ; and interpreters who infuse

into it Platonic ideas to take out its stains, do but bleach

away the rich colours of its native life, and destroy one of

the most picturesque and instructive contrasts in the history

of the human race. Mr. Kingsley, approving oi Philo's

theosophy, condemns his allegorizing, as dissipating in

vapourous piety the concrete and passionate humanities of

the Hebrew tradition. But the two things are inseparable

from each other. If you will have Moses philosophize

about (ihrj, you cannot leave Samson making crazy riddles

about a beehive in a dead lion. The whole method of

this exegetical school is spurious and mischievous. The
least intrusion of metaphysical interest in the work of inter-

pretation is an impertinence; and spoils that pure historical

sympathy which, when directed by adequate learning, is
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the proper organ of intelligence with regard to the monu-

ments of the past.

Mr. Kingsley is happier in drawing the contrast than in

giving the derivation of the Christian and Pagan schools

of Alexandria. He says most justly, that, while they both

aim to find a way of reunion between the divine nature and
the human, the Christian represents God as stooping to

man, while the Pagan professes to explain how the soul of

man may rise to God.

" There is a vast gulf between the Christian and the

Heathen schools, which when any man had overleaped, the

whole problem of the universe was from that moment inverted.

With Plotinus and his school, man is seeking for God ; with

Clemens and his, God is seeking for man. With the former,

God is passive, and man active ; with the latter, God is active,

man is passive,—passive, that is, in so far as his business is to

listen when he is spoken to, to look at the light which is un-

veiled to him, to submit himself to the inward laws which he
feels reproving and checking him at every turn, as Socrates

was reproved and checked by his inward demon. Whether
of these two theorems gives the higher conception, either of

the Divine Being, or of man, I leave it for you to judge. To
those old Alexandrian Christians, a Being who was not seeking

after every single creature, and trying to raise him, could not

be a Being of absolute righteousness, power, love ; could

not be a Being worthy of respect or admiration, even of

philosophic speculation. Human righteousness and love flows

forth disinterestedly to all around it, however unconscious,

however unworthy they may be ; human power associated

with goodness, seeks for objects which it may raise and benefit

by that power. We must confess this, with the Christian

schools, or, with the Heathen schools, we must allow another

theory which brought them into awful depths ; which may
bring any generation which holds it into the same depths. If

Clemens had asked the Neoplatonists: ' You believe, Plotinus,

in an absolutely good Being. Do you believe that it desires to

shed forth its goodness on all?' ' Of course,' they would have
answered, 'on those who seek for it, on the philosopher.'

* But not, it seems, Plotinus, on the herd, the brutal ignorant
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mass, wallowing in those foul crimes above which you have

risen ?
' And at that question there would have been not a

little hesitation. These brutes in human form, these souls

wallowing in earthly mire, could hardly, in the Neoplatonists'

eyes, be objects of the Divine desire. 'Then this absolute

Good, you say, Plotinus, has no relation with them, no care to

raise them. In fact, it cannot raise them, because they have

nothing in common with it. Is that your notion? And the

Neoplatonists would have, on the whole, allowed that argu-

ment. And if Clemens had answered, that such was not his

notion of goodness, or of a good Being, and that therefore the

goodness of their absolute Good, careless of the degradation

and misery around it, must be something very different from

his notions of human goodness ; the Neoplatonists would

have answered—indeed, they did answer— ' After all, why not ?

Why should the absolute goodness be like our human good-

ness ?
' This is Plotinus's own belief. It is a question with

him, it was still more a question with those who came after

him, whether virtues could be predicated of the Divine nature

;

courage, for instance, of one who had nothing to fear ; self-

restraint of one who had nothing to desire ? And thus by

setting up a different standard of morality for the Divine and

for the human, Plotinus gradually arrives at the conclusion

that virtue is not the end, but the means ; not the Divine

nature itself as the Christian schools held, but only the purga-

tive process by which man was to ascend into heaven, and

which was necessary to arri\e at that nature—that nature it-

self being—what?"—P. 100.

This will be found to be the great fundamental difference

between ^Monism and Monotheism,—between the meta-

physic evolution of the universe from one pri?iciple, and

moral recognition in it and beyond it of one God. The
latter doctrine retains without fear the human analogy in

its conception of the Divine nature, and places there what-

ever is venerable and holy in character. The former, often

doubting whether its Deity really thinks, can never per-

suade itself that he feels. The source of all can be reci-

pient of nothing ; and he abides behind the impressions

which he only gives. Hence not only the doctrine of the
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impassibility of God, but, in mischievous reaction from

that doctrine on human morahty, the notion that the

extinction of feehng, the absorption of the sensitive facul-

ties in the contemplative, constitutes the true approach to

God. In nothing does the contrast of this idea witli the

Christian appear more striking than in its application to the

theory of worship. In the Neoplatonic treatise De Mys-

teriis, belonging to the time of Jamblichus, the question is

raised, how, if the gods are impassible, can they be acces-

sible to prayer. The answer,—though we have heard it

from other than Pagan lips,—is intensely heathen :
" It is

not that the gods descend to the soul of the suppliant, but

that he lifts his soul to them. Nor is it change of place

only that must be denied to them ; there is no change of

feeling in relation to the worshipper ; for they are unsuscep-

tible of joy or grief, of anger or love. Do we speak some-

times of their anger ? we only mean that the soul withdraws

from them ; of their propitiation ? we mean, that the soul

draws nigh. Prayer is simply a means of rendering one"s

self like the gods ; whatever resembles them has them
present in essence." Let this be compared with the passage,

" If any man love me, he will keep my words ; and viy

Father will love him, and we will come u7ito him, and make

our abode with him;"—and the difference between the

genius of Heathen theosophy and Christian faith is

exhibited in its very essence. ^Ve have often thought that

the doctrine of the incarnation may have been an indis-

pensable means of guarding the church from this most

pestilent delusion of philosophy,—that to be divine, a

nature must not feel. So long as the voluntary adoption

of a human life by the Divine Logos is the object of

affectionate faith, the disciple is at least secure against the

doubt whether there can be care and tenderness for him

in heaven. He is not terrified by the infinitely arduous

problem of finding by his own devices One who makes no

offer to meet him, who is deaf to his entreaties and un-

moved by his utmost passion of aspiration. Be the errors
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involved in his theology what they may, they are at least

compatible with trust and devout affection.

With these desultory remarks on a desultory book we
must content ourselves for the present ; not without a

hope of some time returning, under more systematic guid-

ance, to the study of a phenomenon singularly instructive

to our own age. The reactionary movement of the third

century towards philosophical heathenism, presents many
features of resemblance to the fanaticisms of the present

time. And when Porphyry tells us of the boundless in-

fluence of Plotinus over the educated and fashionable circles

in Rome ; of the religious veneration in which the traditions

and words of the Athenian sages were held ; of the consecra-

tion of their birthdays by special liturgies and offerings ;

of the distinguished citizens who laid down their offices

and sold their property in devotion to the resuscitated faith;

of the noble ladies who retired from society and took their

vows to the philosophic inspiration,—it is impossible not to

be reminded of a modern revival of elder faith, appealing

to the same historic reverence, embodying the same con-

tempt of partial sects, and making the same boast of

Catholic equivalence to all separate wisdoms. We recom-

mend Mr. Kingsley's little book to all who would know
how suggestive are the phenomena of that curious time.





IX.

PROFESSIONAL RELIGION.*

Reviews, like railway-carriages, must sometimes bring

honest men and knaves together. Between the respectable

literature represented by the four last titles on this list and

the fellow-traveller in the first seat there is nothing in com-

mon, except the destination to which we propose to convey

them. However various their purposes and merits, the

point at which they all alight is the same ; and presents a

pretty wide view over the ecclesiastical landscape of the

hour. Each of these books deals with the officials of the

altar and the pulpit, — Romanist, Anglican, or Noncon-

formist ; and from the combined impression of them all

arises a picture tolerably distinct, in spite of its mixed

effects, of the administered or professional religion of the

present age.

The "Confessions," however, throw no light whatever on

the character of the Catholic clergy, but only on the malig-

* "The Confessions of a Catholic Priest." London: Chapman,

1858.

"Scenes from Clerical Life." By George Eliot. Two vols. Edin-

burgh and London : Blackwood, 1S5S.

" Barchester Towers." By Anthony TroUope. Three vols. Lon-

don : Longmans, 1857.

"The Life and Correspondence of John Foster." Edited by J. E.

Ryland, A.M. ; with Notices of Mr. Foster as a Preacher and a

Companion," by John Shephard. Two vols. London: Bohn, 1852.

"Preachers and Preaching." By Henry Christmas, M.A., F.R.S.,

&c. London : William Lay, 1858.—National Reviciv, October, 1858.
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nant animus with which they may be regarded. If, indeed,

the autobiographical pretensions of the book were veracious,

its pages would make us acquainted with one " Priest " not

a shade better than the dark fancies of Exeter Hall, only

vain enough to parade his wickedness, and stupid enough

to make it simply tiresome or revolting. And could we
further rely on the word of such a reporter, we should have

to believe that the Parisian priests in general are even more
shameless hypocrites and profligates than himself, and are

accustomed to pass straight from their holiest offices into

ribald jests and atheistic blasphemies. But what credence,

nay, what hearing in any honest court, can be given to an

anonymous reviler, who at the very moment of assuming

the role of offended virtue was, by his own admission, cele-

brating mass for temporary hire, with the full consciousness

of broken vows and utter unbelief? The very attempt to

procure reception for such statements, without the open

voucher of the witness's name, appears to us a heinous

offence against literary morals. We know of only one thing

worse, viz., that the alleged witness should be not nameless

simply, but fictitious ; invented to confer the semblance of

fact on the suspicions of a malign imagination. Yet such a

personage, the internal evidence inclines us to fear (and

external there is none, the " Editor " being anonymous like

the " Author," and of indistinguishable identity), this Hun-
garian " Catholic Priest " must be. His story, from the

moment of his exchanging the vows of the lover for those

of the priest, to his adulterous passion and suicide at last, is

without unity or verisimilitude. His descriptions have no

touch of reality ; his personages, no life ; his reflections, no

sincerity of actual experience. How far, indeed, a nature

unhinged and demoralized may be brought to pass through

life without a clue of continuous tendency, however low,

and with only hazy perceptions of people and things, it is

difficult to say. But we hardly think that any real career

could be relaxed in its delineation to such shapelessness as

this. ^Ve lay no stress, therefore, on the statements of our
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pretended " exile." We do not believe in the systematic

hypocrisy and secret flagitiousness of Paris priests or any

other order of Christian clergy, but take them to be neither

less nor more sincere than other men. We refer to the

sickly rhapsodist who brings the charge, partly in protest

against such anonymous indictments, partly in evidence of

the appetite there is for rumour damaging to the sacred

class.

It is no wonder that clerical character should be a

favourite topic in the literature of domestic and social

fiction. The sitter for portraiture is everywhere : he sits in

public, so that every one can read the likeness ; and his

presence throws off daily photographs in every variety of

light. The lawyer and the doctor are indeed almost equally

ubiquitous ; but people without parchments know nothing

of the one, and the healthy have only bowing acquaintance

with the other. The parson, be his nature ever so retiring,

leaves a distincter and wider impression. He is not only

seen, but heard ; and on the tones of his voice his personal-

ity flows forth, reporting and repeating in others the life or

death within himself. Genially or querulously we all

criticize him, and take our measure of him. There are few

who do not ponder, or at least feel, the two lives apparently

co-existing in him,—that which prays in the church, and

that which gossips at the table; the solemn heart that beats

under the cassock, and the organ of flesh and blood that

throbs in the world's hot race. He is the visible represen-

tative of this mystery to all, to some perhaps its true inter-

preter; and while shrewd people of course can believe only in

his secular side, and young reverence only in the spiritual,

observers with any depth as well as tenderness of eye see

their own reflection in them both. In one way or other he

is the object of a universal feeling ; even those whose pride

it is to care nothing for him being pleased to see him

treated with indifference. The novelist has but to set him

up, and a whole host of ready-made sympathies and anti-

pathies are at hand to give interest to the figure. If in
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passing a print-shop you saw in the window a picture of

your neighbour or your rival, you would stop to look at it.

And on the same principle, the tale-writer who would bring

a crowd of faces before his glass naturally sets an image

there, friendly or frightful in the sight of all.

To this must be added, without the least disparagement

of such artists as Mr. Eliot and Mr, Trollope, that where

there is a broad groundwork of class-characteristics, the

delineation is sure of a certain grade of success on easy

terms. Costume in portraiture is a great help to the recog-

nition of likeness ; and it needs but an individual trait or

two, added on to a given and familiar kind of character, in

order to leave a sufficiently concrete impression. And no

one can deny that the class is strongly marked by some-

thing far deeper than " the cloth." In fact, there is a

tempting facility about ecclesiastical natural history most

seductive to the observer who is eager for specimens to fill

his cabinet of character. The genera of the order Clerus

are peculiarly distinct :—the Catholic priest, with his alien

sympathies, his mediaeval training, his skill in the archaeo-

logy of Art, his solitary life, his meek absolutism ;—the

Episcopalian clergyman, insular and national, steeped to the

lips in the academic tincture of Oxford or Cambridge, pre-

sumed to be a gentleman without the trouble of proving it,

and sure to be the scholar rather than the divine ;—the

Nonconformist minister, bourgeois in his manners, American

in his politics, cosmopolitan in his philanthropy, too little

of a Heathen to be a great scholar, and too polemic a

Christian to be ill-equipped as a special theologian,—with a

weakness for eloquence, a dependence on popularity, and a

contempt for quiet forms of strength. Nor are the species

under each of these heads hard to discriminate. No one,

for instance, could be five minutes in the presence of Dr.

Pusey, Dean Close, and Bishop Thirlwall, and suppose

them churchmen of the same complexion. And even

further down still, High-churchism is conspicuously dif-

ferent, according as it is Catholic or English, springing
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from sacramental doctrine or from conservative reverence

for the social hierarchy ; Low-churchism again, according

as it means a zeal for the Genevan type of dogma, with in-

difference to ritual and insensibility to art, or simply ex-

presses the infinite need to the human soul of a grace and
communion open only to faith ; and Broad-churchism,

according as it is critical and rationalistic in its basis, or

verges to the Christian Gnosticism of Lincoln's Inn Chapel,

or is merely liberal, ethical, and whiggish. So well deter-

mined is the moral physiognomy of all these, that they are

not less attractive to the novelist than the face of Lord

Brougham and the person of Lord John Russell to the

caricaturist. To some of their parochial varieties we are

introduced in the "Scenes from Clerical Life"; whilst

" Barchester Towers " never quits the precincts of the

Cathedral, presents us to City society, and domesticates

our fancy with the dignified clergy of the Deanery and the

Close.

It is foreign to our purpose formally to criticize these

productions as works of art. But in gratitude for pleasant

hours spent over them, a word is due to their respective

merits. Mr. Eliot's strength lies in the conception of

female character ; and each of his three tales is but a

framework for the setting of a woman's portrait. The
second of these,—an Italian orphan, adopted by a stately

English house, and, in spite of its sedative world of kindly

decorum and opulent trifling, asserting her heritage of

music and of passion, is original and vividly wrought out.

The effect in this instance depends on the surprises of so

unique a combination, nursing in the still air of country

gentility wild storms of love, revenge, and sorrow. In the

other cases the pathos rather arises from the picture being

not exceptional, but representative. The native grace and

ladyhood of the poor curate's wife, her overplied strength

worn down before his stupid eyes by his children and the

impossible problems of his house, her genius for self-

sacrificing contrivance and achievement, her all-harmonizing
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tact and love bringing leaf and blossom of life out of sordid

conditions, and the early sundering of so fine a fibre under

so great a strain,—are drawn with tender truth, and raise

the sadder sighs because in a hundred churches every

Sunday that gentle lady kneels. The third picture opens

the interior of a more afflicted home ; where, by brutal

abuse, a hard-headed, hard-drinking country lawyer drives

his noble, trustful, childless wife to secret intoxication. In

a crisis of agony, turned out of her home, she falls under

the influence of an evangelical clergyman, who himself had

passed through an act of repentance into rare self-devotion;

and who, in spite of local resistance, led by her husband, is

quietly conquering the heart of the place. It is only in this

third tale that we have any interior " scene of clerical life,"

with events really hinging upon its spring of character. In

the first story it is the outward lot, not the inward per-

sonality, of the curate, that spreads the stage for the drama;

and in the second, it is a mere accident that there is any

clergyman at all. The title of the book is thus far a little

misleading, the principal character-painting being thrown

upon other personages than the clerical agents in the

scene.

With Mr. Trollope's clever novel it is quite otherwise.

His humour delights in studies of ecclesiastical human
nature. The snug dwellings, with trim gardens, that cluster

within hearing of palace-rookeries and cathedral-bells, show

him their interior as if made of glass. True, we miss in

him any very deep and subtle penetration to the springs of

feeling, any attempt to construct a character from within by

the working of its living essence. But he well understands

the artificial affections, of taste and antipathy, formed by

the mingling of self with religion,—whether the gross self

of mere personal interest and desire, or the refined self of

cultivated intellect, tact, and admiration. The supercilious-

ness of Anglican scorn, the meanness of Evangelical spite,

the easy-going goodness of the old-school clergyman, kept

right amid party storms by the gentlemanly moderation of
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a Christian mind, are forcibly impersonated. And the very

shghtness of the plot,—all turning upon the appointment of

a new Dean and a new Warden to a hospital,—serves to

give point to the satire. The scale and quality of clerical

life receive significant illustration from the mere fact that

you are carried through three volumes of humour, excite-

ment, and intrigue about these golden apples of the palace-

orchard.

Indeed, the one deep impression which we carry away

from all these books is, that the order of men of which such

things can be plausibly written must have, and deser\^e to

have, but very feeble hold of the world. Nor is there any

thing to relieve that impression in the glimpses into Non-

conformist life opened by such biographies as that of P'oster.

Traces are found there also of embarrassed and waning

professional power ; of indeterminate and therefore uneasy

relations between people and pastor ; of conditions im-

posed which are repulsive to ministers of large culture and

scrupulous sincerity ; of a certain style and standard of re-

ligious pretension false to men's real reverence and out of

harmony with the best facts of life ; and of the comparative

rarity with which the pulpit rises above its heavy reputation.

Into the cause of this last fact Mr. Christmas inquires, in

his pleasant little volume on " Preachers and Preaching "
;

without, however, any appreciable result beyond a personal

estimate (sensible enough) of a few favourite Christian

orators. For, with all his zeal to effect an improvement,

he denies the inferiority of the best modern sermons to

those of the most honoured ages of Christendom, and

doubts Avhether a Basil or a Chrysostom would especially

draw a London congregation. He does not admit that the

average is lowered, or that, on the whole, church and chapel

were ever taught by a more able and earnest set of men.

He reminds us that the complaint of dulness is not new

;

that to those who have no inward preparedness, spiritual

addresses speak in vain ; that in every age the number was

probably small, in comparison with the careless world out-

VOL. II. z
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side, that thronged the pavement round the pulpit, and

made it here and there a power and a name. If this be

so,—if the grievance be of so old a date and such obstinate

persistence,—how are we to meet it ? What does our author

counsel should be done ? Choose your text with judgment

:

succinctly explain it in your exordium : clench it in your

peroration : practise action before the glass : study punc-

tuation and emphasis : give the hearers intervals to cough.

Discreet advice, perhaps ; but a little out of proportion,

surely, to the estimated difficulty to be overcome. The

evil lies, you say, in the permanent sluggishness of human

nature ; and you prescribe nice doses of rhetorical breath.

Your frigate is becalmed : send for the bellows to fill her

main-sheet ! The proposal of so petty a remedy in so great

a case sounds to us more dreary than the dullest sermon.

Fancy Isaiah " declaiming before the glass," or St. Stephen

" attending to his punctuation." Not that we undervalue

the personal gifts of pure speech and irreproachable utter-

ance. By all means let the human organ of the Divine

Spirit have what perfection it can. But in clearing away

instrumental blemishes, let not the preacher be seduced

into the paramount disqualification of all,—of setting his

office before him as an Art, in which he plies his own

dexterity and criticizes his own performance. If now, as of

old and always, the Power of the Spirit declines to pass

upon the world except through souls that can forget them-

selves and yield their faculties as the vehicle of Higher

Will,—then, wherever you create the attitude of self-atten-

tion, you cancel the capacity for Christian preaching, and

substitute the dead for the living Word. Leave it, we

entreat you, to actors, whose business it is to represent and

not to be,—to set their laugh to music, and accentuate the

"crescendo" and "diminuendo" of their grief: but let

the chief of all realities remain a first-hand simplicity. If

it hurts the natural feeling of every sincere spectator to see

an act of prayer put upon the stage, commit not the same

offence conversely by putting the stage beneath the acts of
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public prayer and forgetting the difference between the

pulpit and " the boards." No true emotion bears tutoring

as to its natural language : it becomes simulated in very

act. The angry girl who cries and sobs " to pattern,"—the

parting friends that should do their embraces " before the

glass,"—the mourner's lament that should rehearse itself

beforehand,—would disgust us with their unreality, and

none the less though the acting were " to the life." Why
should the expression of religious affection be considered

as more innocently open to the operations of the posture-

master and the elocutionist ? For us the inefificacy of

preaching would require no explanation in an age when

clergymen should learn from stage-players how to " read

the Service " of the Church.

If the fact be so old and steady, that sermons are felt to

be unprofitable things, it is at least curious that we hear so

much of it just now. All the authors we have cited groan

over it with more or less of anger or pathos. Some of them

even profanely wish that such part of the Service as follows

the text were altogether abolished. This remarkable hint,

with the prevailingly disparaging picture of the preaching

class connected with it, raises the doubt, whether there is

not something unhealthy in the whole system thus com-

plained of,—a fatal variance between the reprcsetifed and

the real religion of the living generation. Not only is the

complaint more emphatic than ever before ; it has also this

peculiarity, that it proceeds from a more serious-minded

laity against a more earnest clergy. It is not the sceptical

and frivolous who complain : it is not the negligent and

incapable that are complained against. That the devout

and thoughtful preacher should have uninterested hearers

among the selfish or sensual, in whom love and reverence

sleep, would be nothing new. That devout and thoughtful

hearers should be aggrieved by a preacher without sym-

pathy or insight for the deeper life of men, is natural enough.

But neither of these cases corresponds entirely with the fact.

Could a comparison be instituted between last Sunday's

z 2
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sermons all over the country, and those of any correspond-

ing day fifty years ago, we feel convinced that the products

of the new time would show a vast and indisputable super-

iority. And could account be taken of the yawners and

grumblers at the two dates, they would be found, we believe,

chiefly among the careless and unawakened in the earlier

instance, but in the later among the reflecting and sus-

ceptible. The modern discontent with the pulpit is the

expression not so much of hardened indifference as of

baulked capacity,—of wonder disappointed, of conscience

unaided, of reverence unexercised, of aspiration sent thirst-

ing away. The minister in such cases is not equal to the

religious demands of his hearers. Yet because they, who

are in the real battle of life, perplexed by its problems, and

eager for sympathy in its duties and temptations, care little

for his technical theology and commonplaces of morality,

he often treats them as carnal-minded, and lectures them

for their coldness in things Divine. How often may you

hear this sort of consecrated libel from lips the least entitled

to pronounce it,—uttered by some shallow-hearted closet-

priest, made up of artificial venerations, in the presence of

manly nobleness and womanly tenderness and childlike

simplicity less far from the kingdom of heaven than him-

self! The patience with which it is borne by hearers

conscious of not deserving it, is part of that fatal Enghsh

courtesy which is exceptionally paid to the professional

representatives of religion, and which so much disguises

their real position. The clerical mode of insulting the

laity is by anathema and incontinent speech ; the retort of

the laity is a studied politeness and careful reticence. In

such a game the balance of success is certainly not with the

clergy ; and the success, like every substitution of retaliation

for sympathy, is pernicious to both. The real meaning, we

fear, of the outward respect paid by men of the world to

men of "the cloth" is often this: "We cannot stop your

mouth on Sundays, and you must have your fling at us : it

is the regular thing expected of you, and we shall not take
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it amiss. But you shall know nothing about us : you are

bound to be squeamish
;
your ears shall not be grated : we

keep all the pleasant things till you are out of the way."

This relation between the two classes is more like a

borrowed piece of French good-breeding, which thinks

itself stupid without its little hypocrisy, than the manly

veracity of English courtesy. If, indeed, it were merely

this, that the presence of a person representing the sanc-

tity of religion and the moral law acted as a reminder

to the real conscience of his companions, and maintained

the spontaneous authority of their right affections, the in-

liuence would be one of genuine sympathy, the healthy

power of higher character on lower. But if their decent

reserv^e be a mere personal concession, a deference to an

official rule of right which is another's and not their own,

—

then it indicates a fatal chasm between the professed and

the really felt standard of obligation : it is a sign that the

public teacher enforces a law to which men's conscience

does not respond, praises what they do not admire, de-

nounces what they do not abhor, and exhibits to them a

life foreign to their ideal. When once it comes to this,

when the tacit understanding prevails,—you go your way

and we go ours,—it is all over with the living power of the

" Company of preachers " as interpreters of the eternal

sanctities : the Church and the World coexist by established

insincerity, having found their terms of mutual indulgence

and immunity, but without action of heart on heart, or re-

cognition of a common worship.

How can it have come to this ? AV^hence the failure of

the religious teachers in recognized possession to carry

with them the responding convictions of their time ? It

certainly arises from no want of opportunity; for what

set of men ever found so commanding a position ready

made for them ? They have not to watch and seize

the spare moments we begrudge, and fling themselves

across the world's tide to stem it as it flows : it pauses of

itself in their behalf, and freely leaves them the seventh
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part of all the years. They have not, Hke the politician or

the author, to win a preoccupied ear, and prove our concern

in what they say : they find us waiting, not only without

aversion and resistance, but with hope and longing sym-

pathy. Say what they will of the natural distaste for

Divine truth, they have unexampled advantages in the

mood we carry to them. So lately worn and weary, we are

fastidious about nothing that belongs to the new refreshing

hour. In the recoil from too much action, there is a wel-

come relief in thought ; dazzled with the glaring surface of

things, we gladly sink for shade into the invisible deeps ;

the withering heats withdrawn, the pores of natural feeling

open and lie thirsting for the gentle rain. And are our

spiritual guides stinted in their resources for moving an

audience thus prepared ? Is not the Revelation they inter-

pret coextensive in its bearings with the entire range of

human character and condition ? Is it not theirs to draw

forth the sacred meaning from the common look of things,

and take away the veil of every scepticism and scorn that

hides the awful beauty underneath ? The materials for

which the tale-writer racks his memory and invention are

scattered in profusion at their feet. Domestic interiors lie

open to their eye in strange variety, dark with troubled

temper, or gleaming with pure affections. The young

promise of life is consecrated by them at the beginning,

and its story often recited to them at the end. They see

the problems of conscience struggling to a solution under

marvellous contrasts of condition. As occasional con-

fidants of bitter doubt or temptation, they look into tragic

depths concealed from the common eye. All that has an

interest for the human heart,—from the daily cares and
crosses of every lot to the rarest mysteries of grief and
passion,—is part of the theme they are called to treat.

Appointed to guard the springs of Pity and of Trust, they

can never want a cause to plead so long as the world has

sorrows unnoticed or unsanctified. Nor are they confined

to the moral phenomena before their own eyes. As inter-
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preters of an historical religion, whose Divine source lies

far up in time, and whose scheme embraces the whole life of

humanity, they have the scenery of the past placed at their

disposal ; and can often leave the truest lessons by repro-

ducing the images of sacred story, or presenting portraits

of faithful men in the setting of a just reverence. On
another side, the topics permitted them verge towards

philosophy. Not only are the great bases of Natural faith

which Christianity presupposes deeply laid in the human

soul ; but the most familiar phrases and antitheses of

Scripture,—Nature and Grace,—Spirit and Flesh,—Faith,

Works, and Love,—Temporal and Eternal,—the Father

and the Son,—have the very fibres of their life far down

in reflective experience and speculative thought. There is

therefore scarcely a special taste of the intellectual, or an

affection common to us all, that is not open to the preacher's

appeal. His scope is practically unrestricted. He may be

poet, moralist, philosopher, historian, without prejudice to

his function as a divine. Why does he not, with so many

appliances, mould us as potter's clay within his hand ?

Partly, perhaps, because of this very breadth of his

scope,—too great for a definite official class to occupy with

success. To constitute a distinct "Profession" there is

need of distinct duties and powers ; and in proportion as

the range is left indeterminate, energy and concentration

become impossible. Inherent in Protestantism itself there

is a difficulty in creating and practically working a separate

profession for " the cure of souls." The Roman Catholic

Priesthood is an intelligible thing, the necessary Executive

of a Sacramental economy. If there be in the world a

fund of supernatural grace, vested in a sacred corporation

and inaccessible through other media, trustees are needed

for its distribution : their qualification and their function

are simply official and perfectly precise,—the one arising

from regular appointment, the other consisting in the use of

given forms. These conditions being satisfied, all the

essentials arc there ; and the main end is not disappointed
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by any thing amiss in the personahty of the sacerdotal

agent, or by the total absence of any moral relation be-

tween him and the objects of his ministration. He has

been duly passed by the Spiritual-Service Examiners, and

has his bureau for business, like any Comptroller of Cus-

toms or Distributor of Stamps. Men of this kind,—with-

out whose wet cross upon the forehead no baby can have

grace, without whose benediction on marriage its children

are illegitimate, and whose anointing of the dying body is

the needful passport to the flitting soul,—have a clear and

unmistakable status, and can give a consistent account of

their separate existence. But this whole theory, in spite of

Anglican attempts to patch together some shreds of it

again, was practically torn to pieces by the Reformation.

In one form or other, sacerdotal mediation has vanished

from modern Christendom. It matters not whether you

say, in the phrase of one theology, that all Christians are

Priests, or, in the terms of another, that )io Christians are

Priests but only the Saviour himself, the result is the same:

universalized on earth, or concentrated in heaven, the official

order is gone. What room, then, it may be asked, is there

any longer for a clerical profession at all? What now can

be its essence and idea?

It rests in fact upon a twofold need. The sources of

Divine truth are writtefi and uinvritten, the Letter without,

ihe Spirit within : the one, the depository of God's past

dealings with mankind ; the other, his living Witness in the

soul and in the world to-day. Both of these are certainly

open in one sense to all : there is no outward hindrance

barring access to them ; they are the property of none. But

the inward fitness to use them is any thing but universal,

and involves special qualities which form the groundwork

of an exceptional class. To interpret and appreciate sacred

records written in foreign and ancient tongues, to reproduce

and explain the social and spiritual life of which they are

the expression, to make intelligible the identity and the

difference of human feeling in their day and in our own, to
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trace, by gleaming lights of good and beauty, the steps of

the Divine Guide through history,—all this requires ripe

scholarship and disciplined thought, such as it were vain to

expect but from a specially trained body of men. It is one

of the incidental blessings, indeed, of a historical Revelation,

that it snatches its believers from the tyranny and isolation

of their own age, widens their Time-view, makes them con-

scious of belonging to a rich and ripening world, and glorifies

their heart with a thousand saintly sympathies and heroic

admirations. Without a learned and accomplished Ministry

this blessing, with all that it involves, would soon be starved

out : they are the indispensable storehouse for its distribu-

tion. In sects that depreciate this systematic culture,

Christianity rapidly degenerates,—confuses itself with every

stage of Judaism, or runs up into spiritual egotism ; and

losing the Divine breadth by which it moulds the indivi-

dual, sinks to the measure of private experience and passion.

And if, in Churches which give academic training to their

clergy, no adequately ennobling contrast is presented, it is

because they give a timid half-culture, full of insincerities

and reservations ; with no hearty devout trust in reality,

—

turn out as it may,—but with foregone purpose to work up

to a given scheme, and prohibit all paths that do not hit it.

No man can serve two masters. Either scientific theology,

or else doctrinal fixity ; but not both. If you are bound

to a confession, you are not free as a scholar ; and your

attainments, not reverently serving God's hidden ends, but

skilfully securing your own preconceptions, sink to the rank

of unconsecrated personal adornments. The erudition of

a clergy pledged to certain critical and dogmatic results can

have no judicial balance and breadth : it will be full of

disproportion, empty and silent in one part, noisy and brow-

beating in another ; ever tending to rabbinical trifling and

antiquarian punctiliousness ; and will want the fresh, manly,

hopeful, and believing voice which makes you feel the

difference between patched-up conviction and unreserved

faith. The poor results of the clerical teaching-function in
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in this country can surprise no one who considers the

restraints under which the whole professional mind lies.

How can a man in the stocks rise up and show you the

way ?

At best, however, were the exposition of the records and

history of our faitli ever so well achieved, the result would

only be a Theology^—a knowledge or intelligent scheme of

Divine things ; not Religion,—the inward consciousness of

God and reverent acceptance of his guiding will. Theo-

logy, as the critique of Religion, always stands at one

remove from its reality and essence ; and no more involves

it than Scientific Ethics involve personal conscientiousness.

Take away every hindrance from the free development of

biblical, historical, and philosophical studies, suppose even

a clerisy, such as Coleridge imagined, at the head of all

liberal knowledge, still they would thus far only form a

body like the Divinity Professors of Germany ; from whom
indeed, as prevailingly lay teachers, theological literature

receives all its richest accessions, but who are in no closer

contact with the moral life of their nation than the jurists or

the physicians. By learning from the best-equipped instruc-

tors the truest doctrines in the most demonstrative forms, no
single soul was ever saved. There is need, therefore, of a yet

higher function ; which we have described as the interpreta-

tion of the ii7iwritten Word, the appeal to the Living Wit-

ness of God in our humanity. That Witness is present in

every movement of Conscience, every pure admiration, every

secret reverence,—holy and gentle leadings that pass from

us as a transient mood, unless some true diviner's voice

finds their authority for us and awes us by what they are.

The dim and mystic zone of our higher nature, where the

human meets with the Divine, grows so clear to some, that

they can divide the light from the darkness, and turn what

to us is a confused chaos into a firmament of stars. The
indeterminate suspicions that sleep within and make only a

sadness there, they lift into vivid consciousness and set

above us as our heavenly guide. Describe the fact as you
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will,—say, if you please, in mere psychological language,

that the sentiments of duty and worship are infectious and

spread from mind to mind ; or, in what we deem the truer

terms of Christian realism, say that God's Spirit abiding in

us is recognized by all as soon as seen and shown by any,

—certain it is that men there always are whose simple out-

pouring of reverence, pity, and trust, finds ready in other

hearts a solemn and loving response. This is the true

prophetic function, the discovery in our nature and life of

the meeting-place of God and man ; where alone is the key

of all our force and the consecration of all our work.

Those who can exercise this are God's natural ministers,

with or without ordination : those who cannot are but

secular, though their names be in the Clergy List. Here,

it is evident, is the essence of religious power, without

which historical Revelations He off at a distance, and all

churches and chapels are but as the glass-cases in a Museum
to preserve and exhibit the sanctities dried and classified.

The testimony of history to God's Providence, of Scripture

to his spiritual dealings with our race, and of all things to

his Being, is rich and various and worthy to be shown forth.

But greater than any testimony is the thing testified ; that,

with all his seeming silence, he hourly speaks with us,

pleading with us in our temptations, appealing to our trust

in sorrow, and living in all our better love ; that he is in

our midst, forming, in communion with all willing fellow-

workers, his kingdom of Heaven ; and that not death at

last, but faithfulness and self-surrender at any time, will

translate the soul into his life eternal. These realities,

kindling in the light of immediate consciousness, cast

all theological media into the shade. The mountain

from which yesterday's sun was seen to set becomes

sacred as Horeb or Tabor ; and the obscurest room in

London where any sacrament of love is fulfilled to-day

shines like that upper chamber in Jerusalem. When your

Friend is with you, you no longer discuss the evidence that

he exists.
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Of the three conceivable functions, then, constitutive of

a clerical order,—the Priestly, the Rabbinical, and the Pro-

phetic,—the first is with us extinct. The other two agree

in requiring a special class, with qualities separating them

from the mass of mankind. They differ, however, in this,

that the Rabbi can be made, the Prophet cannot. The
one is a scholastic product ; the other, a divine gift.

" Schools of the prophets," indeed, there must always be

;

not, however, in the vain hope of inspiring the scholar, but,

through humble patience, to make a scholar of the inspired.

This, no doubt, it is often difficult to do. It has been the

frequent error of enthusiasm (as among the Quakers and

Moravians) to pronounce it impossible or superfluous ; nor

is it uncommon among less eccentric believers to hear the

heaviness of a preacher referred to the weight of his erudi-

tion, the cold reserve of his affections explained by the

polish of his intellect. A learned man is even expected to

be dull. In these vulgar impressions there is a confused

mixture of just observation and illusion. It is true that the

temperament susceptible of high intellectual training is

much more common than the gifts by which the depths are

stirred of secret religion in men's hearts ; so that great

attainments afford no presumption of moral power. It is

also true that there is no tendency in the study of scientific

theology to change the climate of any mind, and give a

tropic fervour to an arctic nature : so that from a man's

"sacred" learning you can no more infer an earnest godly

soul, than you can be sure from his acquaintance with the

Flora of the equator that he is not a phlegmatic Swede. It

is further true, that the native prophetic fire often burns into

false heats of impatience and presumption upon young

hearts, and tempts them to decline the toils and despise

the discipline of steady culture. But this belongs to its

human infirmity, not to its divine excellence ; and entails

the vitiating curse inseparable from pride and haste.

Where the religious call is faithfully and meekly answered,

an anxiety will surely prevail to place at its disposal faculties
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in highest order. If the Divine Guest proposes to take up

his abode with you, it were a rude negligence to leave the

house unclean and let the rooms be dark. The simplest

reverence requires that, ere he " stands at the door and

knocks," you have it " swept and garnished," and adorned

with every grace attainable. Far from allowing the irre-

ducible, uncontrollable nature of the prophetic impulse, we

are convinced that if it is not eager for the yoke of patient

discipline, if it fears to be stifled beneath any store of finite

knowledge, it is a spurious glow not all from heaven.

There is, then, a foundation in the natural specialties of

men for an order of religious guides. And there is an im-

perative reason in the constitution of the Christian faith for

making them accomplished scholars and theologians. How
far does this abstract defence apply to the system which

exists ? How far does the 7iatural sacred class coincide

with the actual ? \\' hat provision is there for selecting per-

sons of some religious genius, and excluding those in whom
no incense ever kindled ? Every one familiar with Puritan

history will remember with what devout care the gifts and

graces were scrutinized of each young aspirant to the pulpit,

and how it was deemed a downright sacrilege to choose one

whom God had not chosen. Of those who were to be "his

ambassadors " he had of right the prime and real nomi-

nation, which we had only to discover and accept. Some
faint remnant of this reasonable no less than pious usage is

still found, we believe, among the Nonconformist bodies
;

a large proportion of whose ministers are accordingly deter-

mined to their profession by intrinsic fitness, real or sup-

posed. But how is it with the parochial clergy ? What
proportion of them would the tutors at Oxford and Cam-
bridge report to be drawn to their office by true affinity ?

In hundreds of families where a son is destined for Holy

Orders, the question is never asked whether any divine

mark is on him indicating a Higher Will. Mr. Christmas

defines the Preacher the "Ambassador of God." How,
then, was he chosen for so lofty a diplomacy ? His uncle
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promised the lad " the Hving " at his park-gate ; or his

father was a shrewd attorney, and bought an advowson

cheap. Shocking as the contrast is between this shameless

scandal and the sublime pretensions of High-Church office,

the connection between them is perfectly natural. In a

sacerdotal system, personal qualities go for nothing, or sink

to non-essentials ; whoever can administer the sacraments,

can dispense God's grace; and, so long as that condition is

safe, a traffic in benefices which may put a blockhead at the

altar is held to involve no fatal sin. Carry the theory fully

out,—scarce a step indeed beyond the point it has reached

at Rome,—and, as the human attributes are inoperative in

the work, you would seem not to need a man at all. And
when we read of the Archbishop at the Cherbourg festival

baptizing the locomotives with holy water, we could not

help asking why an engine, instead of a live dignitary,

might not, after suitable consecration, be qualified to

sprinkle as well as receive the drops of grace. But the

Reformed Church, disowning material consecration, and

throwing the whole stress of the evangelizing process on

living faith within a conscious soul,—at once the gift and

the vehicle of the Spirit,—must ever keep its eye on the

personality of the minister, and shrink from taking any

whom God has left. In humbler, yet not dissimilar things,

we follow better rules. You would not rank yourself with

poets from being Shakespeare's cousin, or because you

inherited a studio write " Artist " after your name. Pro-

fane not a greater sanctuary on guiltier plea. Nothing,

we presume, but the system of patronage can account for

the fact that our English Church, with a high average

of clerical worth, contains more indifferent preachers than

any Church in Christendom. All observant foreigners,

resident for a while amongst us, are struck with the fact

;

and we have heard from Swiss and German, from Swede

and American, expressions of astonishment that a people

with whom religion is not a farce, and who for their

other wants are accustomed to insist upon the best supply,
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can be content with such poor draughts for their spiritual

thirst.

Suppose, however, that by some happy device none but

persons of the true prophetic type were admitted to the

sacred office, the difficulty of constituting it as a profession

would by no means be at an end. Its power is a subtle

and mysterious essence, intense and deep till too broadly

recognized ; but no sooner formulated than lowered, and
perhaps gone. The ordinary division of labour out of

which the several trades and professions arise affects only

the outward employments ; assigning, indeed, different and

limited tasks to our activity, and so far giving a partial

direction to our development ; but leaving free the great

currents of inward affection and character to work and play

in their own channels. The doctor, the lawyer, the banker,

may have each his special prejudices and incapacities ; but

these need not hurt the moral staple of his mind or con-

strain the action of his natural sentiments as a man. The
basis of the sacred profession is different. Here the pro-

posal is to build a life upon a particular order of feelings
;

to detach these, and consign them to a representative class

for their custody and nurture ; to gather them up from

being the diffused function of our integral nature, and con-

centrate them as objects of distinct attention and dis-

quisition. Wonder,—Reverence,—Admiration ; these it is

which the expounder of holy things has to keep alive in

men's hearts, and rightly direct upon divine realities.

Secret roots as they are of not only every gracious blossom,

but every pure fruit of life, to bring down the dews upon

them and open their withered cells is indeed a blessed

office, if only it be possible. But can this miracle be

wrought statedly and at will ? Can such highest affections

be reduced to a business, and be acted on by rule ? Their

whole excellence depends on their simplicity, spontaneous-

ness, unselfishness, carrying us out in trust and love to what

is above us. But if you create an art for taking charge of

them, how can you, as a proficient in it, retain that simpli-
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city ? The emotions for which you have to contrive, you

no longer healthfully experience ; in looking at them you

lose them. It was their Divine Object that entranced you

once ; but you turn the focus inwards, and the object slips

away. The best inspirations of our nature are meant to re-

main fresh and first-hand, and lose their identity in losing

their originality. Charter them as a craft or guild ; and

passing into the hand of conscious skill, they contract the

tincture of self, and awaken the vanity of possession. A
class-interest in regard to them, a class-criticism, a class-

technology arises, and chatters and chafes and scrutinizes

till the bloom is all rubbed off. The verdant places of the

heart have but a tender grass, and will not bear the tramp

of too much speech. This, we think, is a serious danger to

those who follow Art as a profession ; their pure sympathy

with the expressiveness of nature, their creative instinct of

Beauty, need great intensity to hold their ground against

the tyranny of opinion and fastidious self-comparison : and

hurtful as the slang of hardened criticism is to the re-

verential faith of the young artist, is the technic of theology

to the simple piety which it complicates, bewilders, and

talks down.

In an official class for sacred things the Primary devout-

ness which lives in God must dreadfully tend to pass into

the Secondary stage of " Concern for Religion "
; to slip

from the Infinite reality to the ecclesiastical drama, and,

wakened from its vault of midnight worship, detect itself

kneeling before the glass. This self-conscious reflection busies

itself with analyzing and estimating either other people's re-

ligion, or else its own. The former habit is almost inevit-

able in the presence of so many sects and schools within

the nominal embrace of our common Christendom. The
tangle, indeed, is too intricate and thorny for even profes-

sional patience to unravel as a whole ; but when every lay-

man falls in with people that carry some queer creed within

their head and an odd hat without,—when every parson in

his rounds meets rivals on the same field,—when the gilt
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cross on St. Nepomuc's looks loftily down on the thin brick

Ebenezer,—when the church-going stranger in town, walk-

ing on the wrong side of the street, gets shown by mistake

into a Unitarian chapel,— it is not surprising if curiosity

about the faith of ncighl)ours, and the comparative anatomy

of doctrine, should too much take the place and assume

the guise of a more simple and childlike piety. Docs any

one doubt the evil of this, or suppose that the spread of

theological connoisseurship is equivalent to the deepening

of the Christian life ? Let him give his attention, for two

or three months, to the newest offspring of this tendency,

—

the so-called " Religious Newspapers "
; and when he has

watched the interior of which they give him a view, let him

say whether on the whole any more bitter satire was ever

produced on the unity, the guilelessness, the humility, and

heavenly-mindedness of the Christian Church. Even the

party-ties which might be supposed to compensate the loss

of gentler bonds, partake more of corporate egotism than of

personal affection. They are not so much positive sym-

pathies drawing close to a centre of spiritual attraction, as a

residual circle left clear by the repulsive power of anti-

pathies all round, and inscribed with the motto, "Thank

God, We are not as other men are." How rare, accord-

ingly, it is to find a clergyman who does not live in the per-

petual consciousness of opponents near him ! or to hear a

sermon without allusion to unbelievers or misbelievers ! or

to be taken up by the Preacher on the side of one's human

tenderness and genuine conscience, and thence translated

unresistingly into the higher atmosphere of aspiration, trust,

and inmost prayer ! He speaks to us through a dogmatic

screen that muffles all his tones, and deadens the ring of

their humanity. He looks at us with the glazed eye of

ecclesiastical decorum and reserve, that shuts us up and

leaves us dark. Would he but meet us face to face and

glance to glance, and appeal to us in the open vernacular of

every true heart, he would find us not dry at the fount of

tears and penitence and faith.

VOL. II. A A
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The other form of professional elaboration of religion is

sincerer in its source, but not much better in its effect. It

turns inward instead of outward ; and analyzes not other

faiths, but its own feelings. In the eye of many a preacher,

the essence of what is called " personal religion " consists

in keeping the finger of observation ever on the spiritual

pulse, in marking the temperature of the clime within, in

shuddering at every shadow and suspecting every gleam.

He tells you your experience with a magnifying particularity

that makes it hideous, and that would reduce the eye of a

saint to mere blood-vessel and tissue. Too often he pro-

duces the very disease which he describes, fixes evanescent

ills by dwelling on them, and lectures on our epidemic sins

till the healthy world turns sick and finds its home a hos-

pital. His lesson is differently taken by different minds,

but wholesomely by none. The coarse-grained and un-

genial believe all the evil of their neighbours ; the pure and

susceptible, of themselves : while the morally sound and

firm know it to be false of both, and writhe under a teach-

ing which insults every natural admiration, systematizes

spiritual slander, and disowns the watchful guidance of

God. The teaching which works us into a hectic of self-

consumption is as untrue to the Gospel as that whose tact

and scruples are at home among the creeds. Christianity

is not a pathology, whether of the beliefs or of the affections
;

and will never have power till this critical demon be cast

out. Yet how shall those cast it out who, whatever sacred

name they may pronounce, are steeped in the influences

that tempt its approach ; whom, therefore, it chiefly pos-

sesses ; who know no incantations,—scarcely any prayers,

—

except what it secretly suggests ? There is but one hope :

let them acknowledge their failure, feel their powerlessness,

go straight to the Living Source, and own, "We could

not ;" and perhaps He may reply, " Bring it hither to Me!"

Closely as these dangers cling to the religious office, we

do not mean to urge them as objections to its institution.

AVhere, as in the Society of Friends, it has been dispensed
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with in favour of the bare " movements of the Spirit," the

results have not been encouraging. And indeed, had these

good people conceived rather of an " Indwelling " than an

" Irruption " of the Spirit, they would perhaps have imagined

a less fitful relation between God and man, have spared a

little consecration for habitual personal qualities, and

admitted that some men might be, more than others,

permaiicut organs of Divine influence in the world. Admit

this, and a clerisy must follow. If it brings difficulties and

temptations into existence with it, nothing remains but to

keep feeble spirits out, and let the strong struggle through

the dangers as they may. This would assuredly be done

with much more frequent success, had the profession to

bear only its natural burden, without enormous increase

from an artificial ecclesiastical system. The conditions

imposed upon the Christian preachers, in the vast majority

of cases, are enough to suppress the clearest religious genius;

and the nobler and finer it is, the more will they be intoler-

able. Can it be pretended that any mind of the first order

could move freely under the weight of dogma it is expected

to carry ? How much of that dogma, avowed in the creeds

every Sunday, has any week-day reality ? Where, in the

scenes of men's earnest life or spontaneous thought, does

it come into expression ? What proportion of the beliefs

contained in the Thirty-nine Articles, or in the symbolical

books of any Church, comes naturally out in the poetry, the

fiction, the philosophy of our time ? The men of letters

are so silent of them as to indicate that a few only of these

ideas,—though infinitely solemn,—appear in their picture

of the universe. And it is notorious that a literature has

been created on purpose to supply the defect, and, for the

sake of a special public, to exhibit life under more orthodox

aspect. The fact is painfully significant. " The Religious

Public?"— and what other Public have you a right to

recognize or to ignore in this God-created world ? Where
are the people from whose nature he has omitted the

springs of Wonder, Love, Reverence, and quite hidden the

A A 2
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beauty and mystery of life ? Who formed the "rehgious

pubHc " of the " Friend of Sinners " ? O ye masters of holy

things ! has it come to this ? that ye cannot find the inner

sanctuary of our common heart, and bring us to kneel with

you, though dumb worships sigh and wait within us ? and

must ye have your little private chapel, and your pet audi-

ence admitted by ticket, and no light but what streams

through the forms of select and canonized saints ? And as

for what is called a " Religious literature "
: time was that

all literature was religious ; and poets, historians, philo-

sophers looked out on as sacred world, and breathed as

natural a prayer as the divine. Is it not theirs to set before

us the ideal side of life, the essential thought and meaning

that runs through it ? And how should they do this, did

they think it has no inner side at all, and see in it only a

scramble of appetites and a dust of "phenomena "? The

natural alliance of every unconstrained literature is with the

real religion of its time, to whose inner admirations its

appeal is made. They may be low idolatries ; but how

have they become so ? Through the death of higher faiths

in those who pretend to keep them ; but who, instead of

keeping them in the only possible way, viz., by a life and

mind grown from their idea, have handed them to the

custody of formulated words. The very way to create a

defiant worldliness, proud of its sceptic and outcast position,

is to disparage such venerations as a man has, and attach

impossible conditions to those which he has not ; and

virtually tell him, " Either repeat after us the following

sentences, or else pass for one who sees nothing sacred in

heaven or earth." While the demand for sympathy and

approximation is all on one side, the chasm between the

secular and the ecclesiastic spirit can never be crossed.

Till the higher stoop, the lower will not rise ;—stoop, not

merely in voluntary humility, but in simple, manly fellow-

feeling ; heartily sinking down to the solid ground of some

common conviction,—if possible, some common enthu-

siasm ; and forcing no ulterior growth, till it springs of itself
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from the root thus warmed and nurtured. This is precisely

Avhat a Christ-Hke teacher, deep ahke in human sympathy

and spiritual insight, would spontaneously do ; but is

rendered most difficult to men bound not only to visit and

heal the ailing soul, but to carry and every where unpack

the huge medicine-chest of ancient dogma, and prescribe in

the symbols of an unknown tongue. There are few among
the clerical body, we are convinced, on whom the encum-

brance of so much doctrine sits easily, like the natural dress

they give to their common thought and affection. They
take it up in set speech and with official voice. They
shape it into the same stiff" folds of phrase and order

straight from the memory, not fresh flowing from the heart.

Whatever decorous disguise it may give to the cold and

formal, it taxes heavily the flexible and loving soul. It

cannot, indeed, seal up the fountains which God opens

there ; but the running waters are slackened and half-

choked, when forced through the mill-rails of the church

canals, instead of winding their own sweet way along the

meadows of a pure nature.

How, indeed, can it be otherwise ? We do not live in a

Nicene, an Athanasian, or even a Lutheran world. From a

distance, and by an effort, we may understand and not deny

the schemes of doctrine which they have handed down.

But if so, it is only by reference to the antecedents out of

which they grew, and the opposites which they pushed from

the field. Apart from these historical lights, now quenched

for so many centuries, and totally absent from the common
consciousness of to-day, the very language of the old creeds

and confessions is quite dark : the pregnant phrases in

which the distinctive meaning is wrapped have dwindled

to a husk in the climate of our modern thought, or contain,

if any living idea, an altered one. Hence these formulas,

where they do not positively suggest the false, fail, like

foreign speech, to strike upon the home truth of men's

iiiward belief. They are a .set of judicial decisions cut off

from the cases on which they pronounce ; and to say
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nothing of their being ever open to revision, the perpetual

recital of them, and administration of rehgion exclusively

through them, is a monstrous oppression on noble con-

sciences and high affections. If even the Scriptures, with

their broad popular language and that one Divine Image

which so speaks for itself, need to have the temporary

separated from the permanent, the letter of their age trans-

lated into the spirit of ours, how much less must the rigid

definitions of metaphysical divinity, framed in terms of dead

controversies, be capable of sincerely uttering what our

generation wants to say ! Each period of the world has

its own questions to answer, its own burden to bear : and

who can believe that if the Son of Man were to reveal him-

self again in our present England, he would exercise us in

the Nicene Creed or the Augsburg Confession ; and not

rather find anew the springs of conscience and of faith,,

conversing with us by the way, in the language of the work-

shop and the home, about the sins we too well know and

the sanctities we too feebly trust? Leave, then, to those

who are fittest to represent his spirit, a freedom congenial

and essential to it. Let the champion of God have courage

to live out of his freshest inspirations, and go forth with the

simple shield of faith and sword of the Spirit. An arch-

angel's strength would sink under the chain-armonr of the

creeds.

We are far from charging the professional representatives

of religion with any special insincerity. We have no doubt

that in general they are pretty well made up into at least a

belief that they believe the whole dogmatic system to which

they stand committed. But, except with dull men, it does

notoriously take a good deal of "making-up" to bring

them to this not very triumphant result. Those who are

sufficiently behind the scenes to know what is implied in

this process, and along what doleful paths often lie the

approaches to Ordination, will understand us when we say

that too frequently that goal is reached by parting with a

Holy Spirit which the hands of no Bishop can restore. In
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many an Oxford room a youth has been found with dawn-

ing suspicions of a world other than that imagined by the

" great dons." Even there his Heaven will find him out,

and try whether the spell of custom or the life of God is to

be strongest within him. ^Vith the scholar's musical heart,

he cannot escape stray far-off tones penetrating through the

local air, and wakening unknown chords of his nature.

Does not Tennyson lie upon his table, and Carlyle stand

upon his shelf? Has he not been reading Niebuhr, and

hearing something of Ewald's Life of Christ ? Snatches of

influence from powers like these haunt him with strange

visions, at once terrible and divine. Alone, past midnight,

at the week's end, he closes his books, and reads before the

lamp is put out a sermon of Tauler's, or a chapter of the

" German Theology." Why does it sink to such unspeak-

able depth in him, and fill his prayers with such real com-

munings, while the service at St. Mary's next morning

carries its solemnity scarce below the surface ? What is

"belief"? What "unbehef"? What "mysticism"?

Wherein differ the " natural " and the " supernatural " ?

How stand related God's historical and his perennial mani-

festation ? Are these things fully known to our Heads of

Houses ? and when were they fathomed, and the chart of

the survey finished ? Such questionings flash in upon him

as his wings are growing, urging him in due time to rise in

his strength and follow the light to its source. But nearer

to his eye lies the long-destined parish. The old rector is

impatient for his curate ; the letters from home are reckon-

ing the months to the time of ordination. He is lonely

with his secret, on which every thing about him seems to

frown. Social conservatism, scholarly prestige, ecclesi-

astical taste, academic casuistry, draw their silent lines

around him, and lay to him so close a siege that he sur-

renders, with or without an agony. Or if he unbosoms

himself to his tutor, he is referred to the standard recipe

for such cases,—approved alike by High Church and Broad

Church,—to repair the flaws in his creed by parochial work;
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to live on the given doctrine as an hypothesis, in the hope

of its striking root as a reality ; to profess, that is, a lie

to-day for the reversion of the truth to-morrow. It is possible

enough that he may find such advice succeed : there is

nothing to prevent it :
" parochial work " will serve as well

as any other to stifle the misgivings of conscience, and
complete the " quenching of the Spirit " ; and in time he

may forget his doubts, and recite what he has to say with-

out a twinge. When the " hypothesis " is covered over

with the glebe grass, and smiles with garden-beds and
shrubberies,—nay, is strong enough to support the school

and village-library as well,—he ceases to ask how deep it

goes, and is content with the report of a living rock

beneath. There are, however, men of finer nature, to

whom a course of " hypothesis " (we had nearly said

" hypocrisy ") cannot be administered with the same suc-

cess, and on whom the penalties quickly fall which are

righteously annexed to all profession in advance of con-

viction. Smothered misgivings revive, and move with

broader shadow across a mind no longer innocent. The
offices of worship are crossed with passages of shrinking

and of shame, and almost cease to be true except in their

words of penitence. Preaching becomes not an outpouring

of faith and love, but a diplomatic act of caution. When
the struggle between inward self-contempt and the outward

religious function becomes too intolerable, the cure is

thrown up, perhaps for some secular profession ; but per-

haps only to change the scene, to repeat, yet abate, the

agony, till custom has done its stupefying work, and the

soul has obediently shaped itself to the dimension of its

task. What is a man worth as a religious guide, when
through such processes (which, alas, are no fictions) he

finally gets made-up to the orthodox point ? He has sold

his divine gift into servitude, and will prophesy for God no

more.

If in other cases the system, instead of subjugating the

man, is made to bend to his individuality, and assume the
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meaning he wants to put upon it, the consequences are

doubtless less deplorable, and a practical latitude is won :

but the inference is still the same ; there is too much
dogma for the living force that is to work in it. The dis-

proportion is equally manifest, whether the adjustment is

brought about by coercing the person or coercing the doc-

trine. Men of deep and original nature, like the Preacher

at Lincoln's Inn and the (ireek Professor at Oxford, can-

not be suppressed or moulded by enclosure in any frame-

work stiff with age. It glows and softens by their very

contact with it, and takes their shape instead of giving its

own. The results are startling enough. Mr. Maurice is

the apostle of a faith more strongly contrasted,—we do not

hesitate to say,—with the prevailingly-received doctrine of

his Church than the Christianity of the second and third

century with the serious Paganism before which it stood.

Religions more absolutely different than his and, for

instance, Dr. M'Neile's, according to any just measure of

the intervals between faiths, can hardly be found within the

circuit or near the margin of Christian history. Yet he

recites the same creeds, not only, we are sure, with the

purest sincerity, but, we conceive, with a careful fullness of

meaning in every phrase, and a consistent realization of the

connected whole, very unusual among his contemporaries.

Nor is his construction, as many persons erroneously sup-

pose, a personal invention for his own use. It reproduces

in some important points the genuine thought of the early

Church ; and would rest upon very strong grounds, were

there no gospel but the fourth, and no ecclesiastical

theology but of Alexandria, But as an account of what

was meant by the founders of his Church in the sixteenth

century,—of the sense, therefore, in which its formularies

are imposed,—it must always seem far-fetched and un-

tenable, and leave the advantage with its opponents.

Fettered by obligations from this side, he is not free to

raise simply the issues whether his doctrine is scriptural or

unscriptural,—is in the sense of the first centuries or not,

—
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above all, is in itself true or false : be his success ever so

great on these points, the final sentence turns upon another,

—whether this is what the English Reformers meant, and

what he undertook to teach. Failing to convince even his

warm admirers of this, he is shorn of his proper strength :

his justest reasonings, his genial learning, his religious

insight, his exemplary goodness, are neutralized by the

repute of a false position. A mind like his wants more
room than the constitution of his Church allows him ; and

even the portion of room which he has taken, with no idea

of transgressing loyal limits, is regarded by almost every

one else as an irregular latitude. Still more painfully per-

plexing to the moral sense of unskilled observers like our-

selves was Mr. Jowett's promptitude in signing an article of

faith which directly affirms the very doctrine of atonement

(that Christ by the sacrifice of himself reconciled God to

man) which he directly denies. That he found some means

of doing this with a clear conscience, we do not for a

moment doubt : by what Hegelian resolution of contradic-

tories into a higher unity the feat was accomplished we

may perhaps learn from the second edition of his Com-
mentary. But meanwhile, if the most anxious candour can

suggest no presentable explanation of such compliances,

they cannot but produce a truly devastating impression of

clerical unveracity and academic casuistry. What can be

more unfortunate than that men's best feelings,—their love

of plain dealing and good faith, their abhorrence of all

"paltering in a double sense,"—should be enlisted against

a scientific theology and a deeper religion ? Yet so it must

be, as long as scholars, having bound themselves in honour

to a closed circle of doctrine, forthwith set to work to open

it. What can be said for a system which makes the move-

ment of thought a breach of trust ? ^^^e owe it to the

excessive encumbrance of authoritative dogma that faithful

orthodoxy sinks into powerless routine, and irrepressible

genius and learning violate their vows. Our illustrations

of the melancholy fact have been drawn from the Church
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of England. But the results arc precisely the same in

every Nonconformist body which emulates the Church of

England in the rigour of its creed and the liberality of its

culture.

That the clerical religion is quite artificially made up,

and divided by a fatal cleft from the lay state of mind, is

evident on comparing in the world the classes who lived

and learned together in their college-years. The under-

graduates in any given University, and the graduates too

for a considerable time, are tolerably homogeneous in their

tastes, their admirations, their convictions ; with their

marks, indeed, of individuality, and their varieties of pursuit,

but with no differences of principle and feeling that are not

quite miscellaneously distributed. Bring a few hundreds

of them together again twenty years later
;
give all the

clerical men credit for faithful adherence to their ordination

vows ; and see whether this does not mark them out as

altogether " a peculiar people." How many of the lawyers

believe all those doctrines in the lot ? how many of the

doctors ? how many of the men of science and letters ?

Without counting exceptional heretics and sceptics, is not

the proportion remarkable of those to whom the phrase-

ology and formulas of divinity are an uncomfortable sort

of speech, answering to nothing deep within them, and

which would never rise to their own lips ? Why should

this be ? \\' hy should the lives that began with many a

common enthusiasm, so widely diverge on the very field

which is not professional, but absolutely human and uni-

versal in its interest? It is simply because, in the repre-

sentatives of sacred things, the living humanity is overlaid

with a dead crust of ecclesiastical deposit, which oppresses

without sharing the pulsations underneath.

And, accordingly, whenever a Preacher appears with in-

spirations too strong to heed professional restraints, he has

to wait scarce an hour for a response, and the suspended

tide of sympathy is glad to flow. What was it that drew

men, with irresistible attraction, around the pulpit of
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Robertson of Brighton ? His eloquent lips ? his graceful

person? his fearless heresies? All these, no doubt, pro-

vided you take them only as the organs and manifestation

of the true prophet-soul within ; the soul leavened through

and through with an all-surrendering faith, and meeting

God in whatever is real and true. He had the courage to

live the life of his age, as the nearest expression of the life

of all ages ; to shrink from none of its doubts, to go down
to the core of its sins and sorrows, to carry his sympathy

into its saddest problems ; to keep no separate theology,

but let the central fire of heaven within him fuse down his

poetry, his philosophy, his scholarship, his moral sentiment,

into one entire religion, identical with his Christian faith.

Nothing came from him at secondhand, with any dust or

soil of use, but fresh as morning air. Not that he was

above being influenced by the men and books that held

any true converse with him. On the contrary, he had all

the susceptibility to deep impressions, the affectionate

dependence on other minds, which is the glorious paradox

of original natures, the self-confession of their common
kindred. But, as in all such cases, each foreign light that

struck his heart, instead of being reflected back from a mere

repeating surface, entered only to prove that he too was

luminous, and must burst into a beacon-flame for the guid-

ance of trackless wanderers. It is vain to tell us, in dis-

paragement of such men, and in apology for pulpit hum-

drum, that there is no room for originality in religion,—that

its truths, once for all revealed in Christ, are fixed, and can

only be repeated in the ear of one generation after another.

Like every thing in God,—his holiness, and the beauty of

his world,—they are indeed eternal : but, like these, they

are ever born anew into manifestation before us and con-

sciousness within us ; and, above all, they have a fresh

genesis in every greatly-believing and divinely-tempered

soul. What more surely eternal than the Holy Spirit ? yet

even this may have a day of Pentecost, and sweep over the

heart "as a mighty rushing wind," and find utterance in
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"new tongues," and hurry its Stephen upon heresy and

death. One who, like Robertson, speaks to the sleeping

nobleness of men's hearts out of the waking nobleness of

his own, wields a truly revealing power ; opening unsus-

pected worlds where the inner eye saw nothing before, and

so lifting the roof as to let in the heavens. The eagerness

with which such men are listened to shows how little the in-

fluence of the pulpit has really declined, wherever it is re-

lieved of the oppressive weight of traditional dogma and

conventional style, and taken as the station of some self-

forgetful organ of the Living Word.

If the public services of religion spoke with adequate

power to the real wants of men, the clerical profession

would have no serious discontent to fear. Did it worthily

wield that one great instrument, it would meet with grateful

recognition, and be followed with no unkindly eye through

the six silent days of the week. But, as it is, the clergy

suffer a great disadvantage from the absence of some

clearly-defined and positive work other than speech,—work

visible, punctual, and of recognized utility. Far be it from

us to deny or underrate the impalpable influence of wisdom

and sympathy circulating through the homes of a parish or

a congregation, and ever accessible where counsel is needed

or sorrow calls. But how can you erect it into a distinct

business, to carry about the essence of your character ?

What would your character be worth, if you really thought

it fitly set apart for this sort of currency ? The simple

duties of Christian pity and affection cannot be delegated,

without equal injury to those who, by deputing, evade

them, and to those who, in being their deputies, strip them

of their spontaneous grace and charm. The secret sense of

this truth fosters a deep social distrust of pastoral charities

and attentions \ and creates a false and morbid conscience

in the minister himself. It is notorious that into the scenes

most needing the offices of Christian faith and love a man
can carry no such disadvantage as the clerical costume

;

and it takes no little time for even the sincerest self-devotion
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to remove the dislike of the black coat. Grown men and
women in these days do not sincerely want to be as sheep

to a shepherd ; and the attempt to work out the details of

such a relation incurs all the penalties and miseries of pre-

tence. Between the servility of those who want to use him,

and the shyness of those who are afraid of being used, the

clergyman steers an embarrassed course ; and where frank

and friendly treatment assures him that he is with those

who do not distrust him, he begins to distrust himself; he

is full of wonder and compunction that he is unable to

speak and act differently from others ; that he cannot set

himself above the common humanities ; and that, especially

in the presence of sorrow and death, he so naturally falls

into the attitude of reverential learning and looking up, as

to a higher mystery, that he is rather the awe-struck child

than the superior and master of the hour. Or, if he be a

man of dry and formal nature, he will force himself into

professional mannerisms and sentences, which do indeed

difference him from the layman, but having no fine fibres of

connection with the antecedent and succeeding life, never

grow into the heart of the occasion on which they are

struck. These indeterminate spiritual relations of man
with man are too delicate, we fear, and too dependent on

spontaneity of affection, to be made the chief business of a

profession. It is in no slight degree the need of something

outward, something which the will can at any moment com-

mand, that tempts the clergy to lean on some opus o^eraium,

and encourages the reaction into sacerdotal formalism.

They know not what they are good for, or how they differ

from private Christians, unless they have some mystic

activities to exercise. We are convinced that nothing

would so surely dissipate this High-Church disease, as the

obligation, could it be made effectual, of some healthy,

definite, intelligible social work, fixed to nameable hours

and visible to the community around. The anarchy and

self-will into which our moral police has fallen, render it

difficult to recover such tasks of service for a staff of religious
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teachers : else who, in theory, would be more natural

administrators, under suitable checks, of many of the

agencies of our higher culture and civilization ? The
energetic and faithful among them do actually carve out

work of this kind for themselves, and are found in the

schoolroom, at the Board of Guardians, and in committee-

rooms of public institutions. But as they meet there many
a lay citizen who takes his share of such duties of his own
accord and "out of hours," these things are set down to the

account of individual character, and do not help the credit

and clear the conception of the profession. Were the

minister of religion to become,—by general usage as he

often is by personal choice,—the organ of valuable know-

ledge to his people ; to open to their intelligence the very

things that lie before their eyes,—the antiquities of their

village, the natural history of their coast and fields, the story

of the old families of honourable name, whose mansions are

in sight,—he would stand before the popular imagination as

a schoolmaster of adults, a superior in something which they

readily appreciate. Until in some such way greater body

can be given to the clerical functions, they will fail to obtain

a basis of firm trust ; they will suffer in repute from in-

definite expectations ; and take morbid directions from the

mere misery of uncertainty.

It is very natural for preachers to measure the faith and

piety of their time by the numbers in habitual attendance

on churches and chapels, or giving support to connected in-

stitutions. Such a standard, we are convinced, is entirely

delusive. Disaffection towards the organized worship of

the country is not so groundless as to stand in evidence of

a mere godless insensibility. The classes in whom it is

strongest, and who have most completely passed out of

clerical influence,—viz., the artisans on the one hand, and

the academical and professional laity on the other,—are

certainly not the least impressionable ; but, on the contrary,

show in other directions a ready susceptibility of enthusiasm

and reverence. It is not amongst them that you chiefly
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find contempt for poetry, stupidity as to art, disbelief of

nobleness, sordid Phoenician politics, or distrust of unprofit-

able truth. Would you bring together an audience where

Burns's verse would strike most home, where Ruskin would

have most believing hearers, where Miss Nightingale's name
would be greeted with deepest honour, where patriotic

sacrifices would be demanded least in vain, it is precisely

from these classes that you would do well to draw it. And
is it to be supposed that those who are quickest in response

to these lesser religions of life, can be hardened against the

infinite reverence that comprehends them all ? Where
genius, beauty, goodness, in their human apparition, are so

willingly believed and welcomed with so pure a joy, depend

upon it there is an eye of recognition ready for their

auguster and diviner form. Antecedently to experience,

who would say that the elements of religious character

existed with any distinctive force in the social ranks that

are found around the pulpits of the land ? With all their

intelligence and worth, the trading middle-class, and the

upper circle just beyond, are, of all their contemporaries,

the most inaccessible by habit and education to any self-

forgetful fervours, the most conventional and cautious in

their judgments, the most disposed to bow down before

wealth and station, and the most anxiously studious of

decorum. Many virtues may doubtless be interwoven with

such a staple of character. But these are prosaic qualities,

closer by far to the actual than to any ideal world, betraying

an admiration and secret homage not very free to aspire

beyond the near and visible, and tending, in any endeavour

after higher ascent, to a religion of mere longer prudence.

The administration of Christianity, adapted to such tem-

perament and capacity, cannot be taken to exhaust its

power, or to justify an ungenial despair of those to whom it

does not speak. Traces abound of an unorganized religion

sleeping or struggling in men's hearts beyond the circle of

the organized. The most powerful literature of our age,

even when heretical and rebellious, merciless to parsons
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and disrespectful to creeds, is in its essence anything but

irreligious ; its hold on the time is not through the bitter-

ness and scorns, but through the wonder, the veracities, and

the tenderness of our nature. The tendency of Art is more

and more to break with the conventional, and in humble

conscientiousness to reverence the true. Nor are we dis-

couraged by the signs of the times which are most often

adduced in evidence of decadent or diseased belief. The
theurgic or demonologic superstitions which are fevering

and deteriorating so many minds, attest, no doubt, some-

thing worn-out in the current teachings of Churches ; but

also, some continued though desolate groping of faith,

assured that a Divine world still lives and is not far. And
the political coldness and indifferentism about which all

journals voluminously lament, and which honourable but

unhappy members meet in conclave to remove, have perhaps

a certain propriety and veracity in them not altogether pro-

fane. We had rather see men wait quietly, and rest upon

their oars, till some just object of admiration and pursuit

brought its appeal to them, than work themselves into a

fume about nothing, or pretend to a passion they have not.

In the total dearth of awakening questions in public life,

under the sleep of heroic virtues, in the absence of great

dangers, with a sluggish cloud hanging over Europe, a

people rushing into enthusiasms must be made of knaves or

fools ; and we respect the impassive reserve which holds

back, and damps the fire down, and will not burn its fuel to

the waste air. We do not doubt that, when true appeal is

made to any worthy zeal, the responsive chord will be found

in tune ; when there is anything admirable, it will be ad-

mired ; when sacrifice is wanted for noble ends, it will be

ready. Taken all in all, we doubt whether the hearts of

Englishmen were ever more prepared for being drawn to-

gether by common sentiments of reverence, conscience, and

aspiration. Would that the symptoms were more wisely

and kindly judged; and the organized religion more capable

of interpreting and appropriating the unorganized !
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THE UNITARIAN POSITION.

Letter to the Rev. S. F. Macdonald.

Dear Sir,—I have received and read with much interest

the tract on the " Unitarian Position " which you have been

kind enough to send me. With many of its statements of

principle I find myself in hearty accord ; and even where I

cannot entirely concur in your conclusions, you so far carry

my sympathy with you by the spirit and aim with which

they are recommended, that I feel impelled to explain to

you,—as in self-defence,—the grounds of my partial dissent.

And first, let me disclaim in the most emphatic manner

the sentiment which, quite erroneously as I believe, you

impute to some among us,—of objection to well-defined

and distinctly-taught opinions in matters of theology. With

every earnest and thoughtful man it is a spiritual necessity

to establish himself in clear and positive religious convic-

tions, and an imperative duty to give them simple and open

expression in his worship and his life. In every Christian

congregation there must be, as the ground of its internal

union and external action, a fundamental agreement for the

time being,—among themselves and with their minister,—as

to the main features of Christian doctrine, as well as the

essentials of Christian life ; and the unreserved preaching

of these is no less obligatory upon the society than the

private profession of them upon the individual. Still

further, it is incumbent on the wider aggregates of persons

scattered over the area of a province or a country, and,

13 13 2
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united in earnest theological conviction, to combine together

for the teaching and vindication of what they believe to be

true, by the press, the pulpit, the missionary, and all similar

agencies. On these points I never heard of any one who

entertained a doubt ; nor am I aware of a single sentence

ever uttered or written by any one of our ministers or lay-

men which gives even the faintest colour to the imputation

of indifference to definite thought, unreserved expression,

and public union in relation to theological opinion.

The real question is this,—whether Theological combi-

nations and Church combinations should be identical or

distinct ? If the sympathies and admirations and persua-

sions which make men of one school of theology are, in the

long run, the same which group them into one Church

fellowship and constitute their historical unity,—then un-

doubtedly the intellectual theory and the spiritual bond

coalesce. And in all churches whose very "scheme of

redemption " is dogmatic, in which the salvation of man-

kind from a pre-existent curse and certain perdition, and

their actual deliverance from the power of sin, are made

conditional on belief in a given system of doctrines, there

is a hopeless inter-weaving of theology with the spiritual

life. With the7}i it is quite true that if you alter the doctrine

you alter the Church ; and to them it seems absurd to re-

cognize as of the same communion a believer not holding

their distinctive characteristics. The logical classification

and the spiritual classification are with them necessarily the

same.

This, however, is the consequence of precisely that notion

of orthodoxy which we are in the habit of regarding with

just dislike, and for which we substitute the more generous

recognition of a Progi-essive Theology amid sameness of

Spiritual Relations. The consequence is simple and

obvious. It is the conscious sameness of spiritual rela-

tions that constitutes a Church ; it is the temporary con-

currence in theological opinion that embodies itself in a

creed and makes a Sect in the proper sense. The very
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life and soul of the former, so far as we are concerned, is in

the feeling and proclamation of unity in spite of difference.

The essence of the latter is in the accentuation of difference

amid unity,—in the imitative acceptance of the very principle

and mode of thought whence other sects arise. We are

bound, I must think, to hold our particular form o{personal

opiniofi on a different tenure from the spiritual ajfections

which bring successive generations to kneel in our churches
;

to treat the former as a life interest, the latter as a freehold

in perpetuity ; and to beware of fixing upon worshipping

assemblies and an ecclesiastical body whose life runs on

through centuries, the mutable types of thought special to

our own time. But such inadvertence we do assuredly

commit the moment we attach a doctrinal epithet, be it

" Unitarian," or be it " Trinitarian," to the Church of

which we are members. Observe what consequences are

involved, if once we admit that the defining essence of our

Church is the Unitarian doctrine which the last century

has worked out into prominence. In that case, we are

essentially cut off as a Church from identity with the very

body of persons that built and in many instances endowed

our places of worship, and from whom, as the family tomb-

stones attest, most of us are descended. Upon what

ground, for instance, can you claim a rightful succession,

as you have so nobly done, to Matthew Henry and the

founders of Crook Street, if you place the essence of your

Church in doctrines which he did not hold ? When our

religious properties were attacked some years ago, precisely

upon this ground, that our essence was Unitarianism and

the founders' certainly was not, what was our defence ?

We denied the allegation, and pleaded that the distinction

of us both was one and the same, viz., the maintenance of

a Catholic Christianity and open theology as against any

fixity of doctrine in this type or in that ; and we appealed

with special pride to the Salter's Hall meeting, at which a

majority in an open assembly, almost exclusively Trinita-

rian, refused to declare theirs a Trinitarian Church. What
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right have we to claim affinity with that example, and cele-

brate it among the glories of our liberal ancestry, if in our

own persons we reverse it, and abuse the latitude they left

us to its own destruction,—establishing the Church which

they bequeathed us on the negation of a doctrine which

they believed, yet would not make their ground of union ?

Our whole inheritance from the past is bound up with the

condition, that we are not to plant ourselves as a Church

on a dogmatic foundation ; and it is surely the grossest

inconsistency,—our opponents must think it hypocrisy,—at

once to applaud and destroy the latitude of principle which

is traditional amongst us.

So conscious were our leading men of this at the time of

the attack upon our chapels, that they at once saw the

unfitness of what seemed to be the natural organ of repre-

sentation and defence,—I mean the Unitarian Association,

—

to act at all on our behalf. How could an organization,

with a doctrinal name upon its face, go into court and

plead our right to our chapels on the ground of their

doctrinal neutrality ? Accordingly another association had

to be got up specially for the purpose,—the English Pres-

byterian Association,—in order to evade the inconsistency.

And I know it to have been the opinion of the two founders

of the Unitarian Association (the late Mr. Aspland and Mr.

Edgar Taylor) that they committed a disastrous mistake in

giving a doctrinal name to the society ; and that, the error

being discovered, it would be doubling the wrong to make
the Association in any sense the representative organ of our

body. I have this in Mr. Edgar Taylor's own handwriting.

He was for letting the Association subside into a body of

i?idividuals interested in the propagation of Unitarianism,

like a combination for the diffusion of peace or temperance

ideas ; but for trusting to other and broader agencies to

express and sustain the natural affinities of our Churches.

I confess myself of quite the same mind. To a Unitarian

Society,—^just as to a Reform Society,—I would willingly

belong, but of a " Unitarian Church " I could never be a
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member ; and I lament to find myself more and more

excluded from the sympathies and associations that arc

dearest to me by the degeneracy of our Catholic Noncon-

formity, with its self-defensive piety, into the noisy egotism

of the sects.

You speak, and with great truth, of the long line of

believers in Unitarian doctrine traceable from the present

hour up to the early ages of Christendom ; and you justly

say that in your view they form one communion with us,

and are our spiritual ancestry. The negative side of this

truth is, that their ecclesiastical opposites do 7wt form, in

the same sense and degree, one communion with us, and

are out of the line of our spiritual ancestry. Now it seems

to me impossible, without a most per\'erse reading of

ecclesiastical history and literature, to adjust one's sympa-

thies to this arrangement. I am constrained to say that

neither my intellectual preference nor my moral admiration

goes heartily with the Unitarian heroes, sects, or produc-

tions of any age. Ebionites, Arians, Socinians, all seem

to me to contrast unfavourably with their opponents, and

to exhibit a type of thought and character far less worthy,

on the whole, of the true genius of Christianity. I am
conscious that my deepest obligations, as a learner from

others, are in almost every department to writers not of

my own creed. In Philosophy I have had to unlearn most

that I had imbibed from my early text books, and the

authors in chief favour with them. In Biblical interpreta-

tion, I derive from Calvin and Whitby the help that fails

me in Crell and Belsham. In Devotional literature and

religious thought, I find nothing of ours that does not pale

before Augustine, Tauler, and Pascal. And in the Poetry

of the Church it is the Latin or the German hymns, or the

lines of Charles Wesley, or of Keble, that fasten on my
memory and heart, and make all else seem poor and cold.

I cannot help this. I can only say, I am sure it is no per-

versity ; and I believe the preference is founded in reason

and nature, and is already widely spread amongst us. A
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man's " Church " must be the home of whatever he most

deeply loves, trusts, admires, and reveres,—of whatever

most divinely expresses the essential meaning of the

Christian faith and life ; and to be torn away from the

great company I have named, and transferred to the ranks

which command a far fainter allegiance, is an unnatural

and for me an inadmissible fate. That I find myself in

intellectual accordance with the Socini, or Blandrata, or

Servetus in one cardinal doctrine,—and that a doctrine not

distinctively Christian, but belonging also to Judaism, to

Islam, and to simple Deism,— is as nothing compared with

the intense response wrung from me by some of Luther's

readings of St. Paul, and by his favourite book, the " Theo-

logia Germanica."

So much as to one's spiritual relationship with the past.

Then in regard to the future, you disclaim,—and I well

know how sincerely,—any idea of putting dogmatic bonds

upon our successors. Yet surely, if we make the Unitarian

doctrine the essence of our Church, a congregation or

minister cannot depart from that doctrine without forfeiting

membership of that Church and having to seek a new
ecclesiastical domiciliation ; and this is precisely what we
mean by Church exclusiveness and a closed theology. It

is all that a Church can do, by way of limiting develop-

ment, to say, if you quit such and such a form of Christian

doctrine, you must leave us ; and it is precisely what our

predecessors refused to do. The habitual use of a doctri-

nal designation applied to a worshipping society, or to any

group of such societies, its employment in public docu-

ments (such as petitions to Parliament) proceeding from

the body, cannot fail, even in the absence of limiting con-

ditions in the trust deeds, to fix a certain stereotyped

character upon the body, and to mask any wider latitude

which its legal constitution may really possess. This alone

is enough to check the spontaneous course of gradual

change, to which surely the conservatism of reverential

prepossession presents sufficient natural resistance. But it
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is idle to suppose that a " Unitarian Church," no more

decidedly averse to a creed than you are, will abstain from

expressly constituting its new congregations on a dogmatic

basis, and introducing, as is the case with a few of our

existing Chapels, the name of " Unitarian " into its trust

deeds; and it cannot be denied that this tying up of

property by doctrine is to attach a penalty to future change,

and to reverse the usage by which we have inherited from

the past.

Another evil incident to the naming of a Church from a

dogma is this. At different times, and in different places,

the several elements of a doctrinal system will possess a

a very different relative importance. Errors virulent in one

country may be dormant in another, and truths which are

primary in the life of one age may be quite secondary in

another. If the first earnest revolt from some false or

partial conception is permitted to shape itself into a church

the consequence inevitably is, that when the corrective

testimony has been duly delivered, the antithesis which

provoked it gets softened, and the interest in it declines
;

the mind of a new generation passes on to other and less

exhausted themes, and in dealing with its own living prob-

lems is apt to find the pledges of the antecedent period a

mere dead weight of anachronism. Is it possible, for in-

stance, to deny that the relative importance of the Unita-

rian controversy has materially declined within the last half

century ? Better insight into the origin and meaning of

the Trinitarian scheme, more philosophical appreciation of

its leading terms— Substance, Personality, Nature, &:c.

—

and more sympathetic approach to the minds of living be-

lievers in it, have greatly modified our estimates, and dis-

inclined many of us to make the rejection of the doctrine,

any more than its acceptance, a condition of church com-

munion. Where it is totally divorced, as it is generally on

the Continent, and with all the newer phases of belief in

and out of the English Church, from all ideas of birth-sin,

of satisfaction, of election, of endless punishment,—where
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it is reduced to a personal blending of the Godhead with

our humanity, and applied to intensify the glory of self-

sacrifice,—it leaves for some of the noblest of our men and
women a larger ground of sympathy with it than the sort

of miraculously-confirmed Deism which often passes under

the Unitarian name. In this way, real and living concords

break through the lines of nominal and comparatively

formal classification. And interval of space has the same
effect in this respect as change of time. In America,

Unitarian doctrine has been worked out indirectly from

several starting points, different from each other and from

ours. By your rule they fall under the same ecclesiastical

category with ourselves and with the Boston Unitarians.

Yet practically, the spiritual aiifinity uniting us to them is

far less genuine and close than we feel for other bodies of

Christians of whom we cannot predicate our doctrinal

name. So on the Continent, there are Protestants of ris-

ing eminence and influence in France, in Belgium, in

Germany, who, it is well known, would fall under your

definition of our Church. Yet they decline to identify

themselves with us ; and Athanase Coquerel, partly from

this feeling, refused to preach before the Unitarian Associ-

ation a few months ago. They do not like our narrow

theological position ; the doctrine we put forth as chief is

to them but secondary. Their minds are engaged on
other and more comprehensive questions ; their eye is on
the future, while we are clinging to the past. I am per-

suaded that if the natural sympathies of the present age

are to have way, and the liberal, thoughtful, earnest-minded

Christians of our own and other countries are to be brought

into any mutual understanding, it must be through some
other agencies than the word " Unitarian " and that which

it represents. Depend upon it, it no longer answers to the

real, essential, living groupings of our time. As private

persons, let you and me and others, by all means, bear it

wherever there is occasion to mark as ours the particular

opinion which it designates. But let us not attempt to
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force that opinion into a relative position which it cannot

make good, much less to stamp it into the essence of a

Non-conformist body, whose past we thus obliterate, and

whose future we restrict.

You will probably ask me, what distinctive name I would

substitute for the doctrinal one? Were it particularly desir-

able to assume an invariable distinctive name, it would not,

I think, be impossible to find one. Distinction, however,

is precisely what others indeed, from their point of view,

may be anxious to impose upon us ; but what we should

not be anxious to assume for ourselves. Our attitude ought

to be just what the attitude of our founders was. " We are

no sect going aside o.ut of zeal for some fraction of doctrine

to make a new and pet church of our own. We wish to

stay with you, our brethren in Christ, only you will not let

us
; you have artifices of metaphysic by which you narrow

the way of life. Our conscience cannot pass, and must

seek her God alone, till you take the hindrance away, or

come over to be with us where no hindrance is." Of a body

that speaks thus the differentia is, to have no differentia ;

and therefore to eschew for itself any distinctive name, un-

less it be one that holds up to view its openness and catho-

licity. Had we a representative organization, it might be

important to have such a collective name. But so long as

we have to speak chiefly of individual congregations, or of

the body (as on occasion of addressing the Throne) in its

historical character, I am of opinion that local, accidental,

traditional names, varying even at different places or times,

are intrinsically preferable to precise and logical designa-

tions. If a body is to run through a long historical deve-

lopment, it is impossible to seize its true idea a priori ; its

essence is always coming out ; and, to correspond with the

reality, the name must be flexible and expansive, and must

shun a precision true for to-day, but false for yesterday and

to-morrow. Not being anxious to form a sect, but only, till

better days, to keep open and unexclusivc some little corner

in the Church meant to be Universal, I am quite content
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with a stock of provisional and accidental names. The
mere fact that we inherit no other expresses the very genius

of the large-hearted and self-renouncing Christianity from

which we spring.

I must entreat your forgiveness, my dear sir, for this long

infliction, far longer than I at all intended when I began.

The subject has a certain melancholy interest for me ; for

the spirit of the time gives little encouragement to discuss

it. The Unitarian Association having recently done me
the honour to offer me the chair at their annual meeting, I

thought it my duty, in declining, to explain the precise ex-

tent to which I could identify myself with their action ; and

to invite attention to the question, Whether their basis

might not be advantageously enlarged? As this letter

elicited no response, I suppose it was thought unadvisable

to open the question which it raised ; and Mr. Edgar

Taylor's remark comes true, that it is vain to look to the

Association itself for any reform of its own basis. Your
pamphlet revived the train of thought, and made me long

once more for some better life than our churches seem

likely to attain. So I have visited my vain aspirations upon

you.—I remain, my dear sir, very truly yours,

James Martineau.

Castletown of Braemar, Aberdeenshire, Aug. 6, 1S59.
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A SECOND LETTER TO THE REV. S. F. MACDONALD, IN

REPLY TO THE CRITICS OF THE FIRST.

Dear Sir,—The few remarks which I was tempted to

make on your little tract, " The Unitarian Position," have

called forth such copious criticism, that it seems incumbent

on me to review my own argument under the new lights it

has received. And in doing so, I venture again to address

myself to you ; because to no one else apparently, among
those who differ from me, have I succeeded in conveying

my meaning clearly and without offence. My letter to you,

thrown off with the haste and unreservedness of private

correspondence, was perhaps ill-adapted for the ends of

public exposition. But the readiness and candour with

which you apprehended me, deceived me into the hope that

my statement, with all its faults, would in the main be in-

telligible to others too, and induced me to comply with

your wish for its publication. I find however by far the

greater part of the replies it has received addressed to

opinions which it does not contain, and which I do not

hold ; whilst its fundamental argument has had the mis-

fortune to escape notice altogether. To clear the way, let

me restate that argument, numbering its several propositions

for convenience of reference.

I. i. Though for individual believers definite theological

conviction is important to the spiritual life ; and
ii. For simultaneous fellow-worshippers a correspond-

ing theological sympathy is indispensable
;

II. i. Yet it is wrong for permanent Churches to fix their

standard of belief, and commit their religious
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life to the hazards of a specific type of doctrine
;

and

ii. We^ in particular, cannot do so without

1. Readopting that notion of ^^ Orthodoxy ^^ (as

entering into the relation between God and

man) which we profess to reject

;

2. Compelling our Church-sympathies and our

natural reverence often to run across each

other

;

3. Breaking with the Past from which we spring ;

and

4. Compromising the Future which we prepare.

III. Hence we should beware of

i. Accepting any doctrinal organization, however use-

ful its functions in other respects, as repre-

sentative organ of our group of congregations ;

and of

ii. Distinguishing ourselves ecclesiastically from the

General Christian Church by any name, unless

expressing

1. Either our historical origin,

2. Or our refusal to limit God's grace in Christ by

dogmatic conditions.

A mere glance at this abstract will show that the sole

question discussed by me was this :
" AVhat is the right

constitution for a Congregation or Church, which contem-

plates permanent existence through successive generations,

and aims at living adaptation to each in turn ? " And one

part of my answer to the question was this :
" You must

provide for he development of doctrine into forms diver-

gent from your own ; as you also have receded in belief

from forerunners whose memorials are in your grave-yards

and on your chapel-walls." The possibility, nay the inevit-

ableness, of this succession of different types of doctrine, I

certainly maintain. But the co-existence of opposite beliefs,

—say Trinitarian and Unitarian,—among the simultaneous
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members of the same congregation, I have never contem-

plated ; no sentence can be quoted from my letter, which

gives the slightest countenance to such a proposal ; on the

contrary, the statement is emphatically made, that " in

every Christian congregation there must be, as the ground

of its internal union and external action, a fundamental

agreement for the time being,—among themselves and with

their minister,—as to the main features of Christian doctrine,

as well as the essentials of Christian life." Judge then of

my astonishment at the question put to me by one critic

after another, " How can opposite believers join in the

same worship ? " The question is altogether irrelevant. I

have never attempted to unite incompatible theologies, or

to do violence to the natural affinities which bring some

worshippers together and keep others apart. On the con-

trary, I would give the freest play to these affinities, and let

them work out their own combinations, purely by the prac-

tical experience of sympathy. And it is precisely on this

account, that I shrink from prejudging their possible varie-

ties, and setting up the theological divisions of one age as

valid for all time. Let each generation of Christian people

dispose itself according to its own congenialities; and there-

fore not find itself fixed in the framework of a prior classifi-

cation.

Let me then disclaim once more,—I am sorry it is not

superfluous,—any objection to " a definite Unitarian theo-

logy," any desire to check its open and zealous " avowal,"

any approval of negligent vagueness or conscious reserve of

religious conviction, any expectation of coaxing Calvinists

and Arminians to worship together. I simply say to my
fellow-believers, " In clearing your conscience and uttering

your truth to-day, respect the conscience and the truth of

to-morrow. You are mortal ; the Church is immortal

;

your own portion of it counts, and is to count, by centuries.

In your personal action on your own time, use without stint

the right, discharge without fear the duties, of an ingenuous

Christian soul. But in providing for the Future, which be-
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longs to other consciences and not to yours,— in speaking

for the Church into which you were born and from which

you will die,—remember that your concern with it is not

discretionary, but fiduciary; beware of entailing on it a per-

manent tribute to your own opinions ; and see to it, that

you close not against another age any door which you found

open for your own." And here let me observe, that this

principle is the only part of our English Presbyterian in-

heritance of which I have ever expressed appreciation and

respect. Whether it has come down to us by intentional

transmission, or by ecclesiastical accident, is of small con-

sequence to those who value it for what it is worth, and not

for whence and how it came. To represent me, therefore,

as zealous for a Presbyterian revival, and full of misplaced

admiration for a questionable party and an extinct age of

the Church, is simply a flourish of theological rhetoric.

There is another source of misunderstanding between

nie and my critics, which it may be well to clear away,

before proceeding further. In speaking of " our " position,

" our " duty, &c., they have used their " we" " us," " our,"

with an extension different from my own. The class de-

noted by f/iei'r first personal pronoun is a doctrinal class,

the believers of Unitarian faith. The class denoted by

my first personal pronoun, is an historical class, viz., that

ecclesiastical family of English Nonconformists, including

the dead, the living, and the unborn, which constitutes our

congregational succession, and finds in our chapels and

institutions its religious home. Of f/iis great class I had

surely reason to say that its essence was not to be found in

Unitarian doctrine : but by misapplying the assertion to his

own little " we," one of my critics makes me say " that it

is not the essence of Unitarianism that it should remain

Unitarian." * Sarcasms won by such fallacious substitu-

tions do not help us to solve the real question :
" Which

of these two classes is the true ' We,'' to be most fitly

* Mr. Bowman's letter in the Inquirer oi Sept. 10, p. 818.
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identified with the historical Hfe and personahty of our

congregations ?
"

Without further notice of misconceptions for which, if

they are dismissed for the future, I am content to bear the

blame in the past. I will now take up in succession the

leading propositions in the foregoing abstract, and avail

myself of the critiques upon them to give them some
additional illustration.

The first (I. i.) has regard to the value of definite religious

convictions, and their ingenuous avowal. Whilst I rejoice

to find my critics, for the most part, satisfied with my state-

ment on this head, I cannot accept their approval without

protest against their evident surprise ; or take it to myself

alone, whilst others are excluded from it as " less wise."

That there is any party, or fraction of a party, among us,

indifferent to positive religious truth, or careless of its in-

culcation, I believe to be a pure fiction, contradicted by the

habitual speech and action of the persons prejudiced by it.

There are, doubtless, different estimates among us as to the

relative interest and importance of the several parts of

Christian faith : what is primary with one may be secondary

with another; but if each is faithful to his own "proportion

of faith,"' neither is entitled to charge the other with in-

difference.

The declaration, however, on this matter which so well

satisfies most of my critics, is precisely what dissatisfies one

of the most respected of them all, Mr. S. Greg.* He asks,

whether, after all, it is necessary or even possible for most

minds to define to themselves, with any nicety, the form and
contents of their Christian faith ; and whether therefore

(passing on to the next proposition, I. ii.) a ground of

common worship may not be found, in our simple religious

needs, apart from the condition of any ascertained theo-

logical agreement.

These questions go very deep into the relation between

scientific theology and the religious life ; and I am truly

• Letter in the Inquirer oi Sept. 17, p. 845.

VOL. II. C C
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grateful to Mr. S. Greg for raising them. In acknow-

ledging the " spiritual necessity " which lies on " every

earnest and thoughtful man " to " establish himself in

clear and positive religious convictions," I did not mean to

represent that necessity as equally imperative and equally

searching for all. I had in view chiefly the more intellec-

tual classes of this inquisitive age ; for whom in general

religion is impossible without some determinate theory on

which the reason can repose. Being pressed, however, ta

greater fulness and exactitude of statement, I cannot hesi-

tate to agree with Mr. S. Greg, that the religious conscious-

ness,—the simple impulse of piety,—is usually indeterminate

before it is determinate ; shapes itself into a cry,—a prayer,

—a trust,—before it defines itself into a thought ; and in

its own experiences (at once interpreting Scripture and
interpreted by it) furnishes the materials which the under-

standing afterwards elaborates into a theology. Without

presuming to deny that an opposite order is possible, viz.,.

logical thinking first and a suitable kindling of affection

afterwards, I believe the general fact to be that Feeling

goes before Idea. Wherever the fresh forces of our nature

are at work upon Divine things,—or, as I would rather say,

wherever God's spirit is moving in the soul,—there is a dim

and solemn feeling of our way out of darkness into light

;

and the season of deepest faith and worship is prior to the

analysis of notions and determination of creed. If this

be so, there must be a time in every religious movement,

and there must be persons at all times, truly corresponding

to Mr. S. Greg's description,—capable of profound and

effectual piety, without much precision of belief, and with

no exercise of judgment on its diversities. Where this is

the case, do we then gain anything for the sanctities of life

by flinging in among these people the spirit of critical

reflection and theological comparison ? I cannot think it :

the " spiritual necessity " of which I speak has not yet

arisen here ; and it would be a wretched pedantry indeed

to anticipate the crisis of "free inquiry" in a community
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like this. But with the general progress of culture which

takes place in a country like ours, this state of mind cannot

continue ; restfulness in religion is incompatible with mova-

ment in everything else; and could it even be secured,

would be turned, as an incongruous exception, from a

blessing into a curse. There is a necessary relation, which

it is the infatuation of churches to ignore, between the modes

of human faith and the general condition of the human
faculties ; and unless the one shares the variations of the

other, the proportions of truth and nature are lost ; and the

sweet and noble piety of one age passes into the degrading

superstition of another. In a progressive society, scepticism

of inadequate beliefs is a permanent and healthful, though

painful, necessity ; happily followed by an equally constant

emergence into higher religious apprehensions which restore

the harmony. It is in this revising and reconstituting

power, that Thought has its indispensable function with

regard to faith ; and if, through conservative fear or the

luxury of sentiment, it is indolent in this field, while active

in others, the blight of unfaithfulness and unreality will

rest on the religion. This is " the spiritual necessity " to

which I referred as urging " every earnest and thoughtful

man " to definite convictions. And though it presses with

very different degrees of intensity on different minds, and

I am far from wishing to apply the same rule in the same

measure to all, yet it surely is not too much to say, that in

general the members of our congregations have too much
" knowledge of good and evil " in theology to relapse into

the stage of spontaneous and unreflecting piety, or dispense

with the obligation of at once thinking and living out their

faith into conscious clearness. I do not, indeed, deny to

my friend, that we are overdone with the critical spirit

;

and with him I sigh for some holier and more genial season

to our churches. But if the disproportion is to be reme-

died, it must be not by detaining the restless understand-

ing, but by hastening the lagging love. The scientific

spirit is too strong in our days to co-exist with indistinct-

c c 2
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ness of religious belief and teaching, or to suffer widely-

divergent theologies within the same worshipping assembly.

The precise degree of latitude possible without compromise

of sincerity can only be determined by practical experience.

This brings me to the complaint of the Christian Re-

former, that I have overlooked the impossibility of uniting

Trinitarians and Unitarians in ivorship, and have treated

the difference between them as one of opinion only, which

a liberal spirit might be content to waive.* My first re-

ply has been already given ; I have never proposed to

unite contemporaneous Trinitarians and Unitarians in the

same congregation ; and therefore I do not come across

this difficulty about worship at all. My next reply is an

.appeal from mere book-theology, with its over-sharp an-

tagonisms of doctrine, to the living facts of the world. In

the development of religious belief, incompatible extremes

.do not stand next each other, so that the Church moves by

logical leaps from full orthodoxy to the opposite heterodoxy
;

but the change is one of insensible transition, involving at

no point any revolutionary breach of sympathy. This fact

materially qualifies the conclusions we should form from

mere abstract study of dogmatic antipathies. Most of our

own congregations were once Trinitarian ; the different

members passed, with every variety of speed, into the

Unitarian doctrine which now prevails ; and, all through

the period of transition, the phenomenon said to be im-

possible indisputably existed ; some Trinitarians habitually

worshipped with some anti-Trinitarians. And are we now^

in proud consciousness of superior light, to pronounce that

partnership a sin ?

So much for the conditional clauses (I.) of the argument.

In the opening of its consequent members (II. i.) I very

inadequately pointed out what seems to me the essential

distinction between other Christian bodies and our own ; a

distinction which, if it holds, ought to lead us not to imitate

their methods, but to reverse them. ^Vhat is a Church ?

* Christian Riform<:r {ox Oct., p. 6io.
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A Society for realizing harmony or reconciliation between

Man and God. And in constituting it, how are we to draw

the line between the essence which we must secure and the

accidents which we may leave free? By looking to the

terms of this reconciliation ; taking them all in, as indis-

pensable to the end in view ; and leaving out all else, be it

ever so intrinsically good in other relations. It is in obedi-

ence to this principle that most Christians have embodied
in their ecclesiastical constitution a scheme of doctrine :

not because that scheme was true, but because without

faith in it tliere was no reco7iciliation. It stood there as the

primary means of grace, as making the difference between

a soul lost and a soul redeemed ; and had its claim been

other than this, had it been simply sound belief or even

revealed knowledge, momentous to the mind but without

this paramount relation to the spiritual life, it would have

remained among non-essentials. Now what in our view is

the error of these Christians ? Not surely that they ground

their society upon the need, and find its essence in the

appointed way, of harmonized relations between God and

man ; but that, among the terms of that harmony, they in-

clude states of belief which turn out to be significant of

nothing spiritual, and destitute of constraining evidence ;

so that they may be present or absent without determining

anything respecting the life and love of God within the soul.

Wc justly complain of this " orthodox " constitution of a

Church, that it reckons among " essentials " what is really

neutral with regard to our union with God. Do we not,

however, fall into the very same error, if we set up as our

essential a doctrine, like that of the Unipersonality of God ?

Does its belief turn the scale between the life of sinful dis-

tance from him, and the life of conscious nearness to him ?

Can we say that sanctity and self-sacrifice, and all that makes

us akin to him, arc even usually rarer among Trinitarians

than among ourselves ? Are we prepared to set down the

doctrine of the Trinity with the sins and impieties that

alienate us from Him ?—or the opposite doctrine with the
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graces and affections that renew his image in us ? If not,

then this dogmatic distinction has no more business at the

foundation of a Christian Church than the other scheme

whose " essentiahty " we justly impugn. Nothing has any

right to such a place, except the indispensable conditions

of that harmony with God in which the gospel of Christ

attains its end. Christianity is a divine dispensation for

bringing men into conscious union with the Holiest of all,

with the Father through the Son : a Church is an institu-

tion embodying and applying the distinctively Christian

requisites to this end,—the dying away to sin and self, and

the rising into strength, goodness and love by filial surrender

to the Perfect Will. To these (in the fundamental bases of

the Church) nothing must be added ; from these nothing

may be taken ; they are to stand clear of everything else,

and bear witness to the world of the one way which it is

darkness and death to miss. Subsidiary aids,—such as a

rational theory of the Divine nature and of the person of

Christ,—are deserving of high consideration as accessories,

and, in the practical administration of the Church by the

free conscience of successive generations, must enter largely

into its action and expression : but to that secondary position

they must be religiously kept, unless the Church is to betray

its spiritual function, and sink into a Theological Institute.

I think it will be admitted that this at least gives us a

clear intelligible rule for distinguishing between the " open

questions " and the immutable basis of a Church,—a rule

fairly drawn from the idea and object of such an association.

If you reject this rule, you will want some other ; and I

know of none that will not draw the line in a manner per-

fectly arbitrary ; not having the whole uniting force of the

spiritual affections on one side, and the mental variables on

the other ; but running somewhere across the field of intel-

lectual differences in theology, and ever liable to shift with

the movable accentuation of conviction and controversy.

The great strength of the Unitarian protest against the

creeds has always seemed to me to lie, not so much in the
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logic directed against their truth, as in the moral and re-

ligious appeal against their pretended essentiality. There

are comparatively few who will follow you into the evidences

on so deep a question, and commit themselves to a verdict

on the case. But there are thousands ready with a re-

sponse when you ask whether it is possible that these

subtleties, which they fear to touch, can really mingle

with the essential conditions of Divine grace. Here you

reach at once the deep and ineradicable sense of the Divine

justice and love, and win, not an answer from the intellect,

but an Amen from the soul. And this is our proper atti-

tude before the great heart of the struggling world. With

the theologian, discuss the controversy with all care, and

say " Your doctrine is not true." But before the open face

of mankind go to the churches and say, " Your doctrine is

intrusive, and you have no right to put it where it is : people

may find God with it ; they can find Him also without it

:

cease to narrow the way of life." In so speaking however

we surely should remember that this argument of neutrality

cuts both ways ; and a doctrine which it is simply non-

essential to affirm it cannot be essential to deny.

To make the Unitarian doctrine therefore the essence of

our church appears to me to imply, unless we surrender the

whole idea of a church, a re-adoption of that very notion of

Orthodoxy (as entering into the relation between God and

man) which we profess to reject.

And now I come to the topic in my letter, which seems to

have most touched the sensitiveness of my critics. A doc-

trinal basis, I remarked, would compel our Church sympa-

thies and our natural reverence often to run across each

other (H. ii. 2). Now in order to prove this point, what

did I require? Did I want instances in which my sect-

sympathies and my natural reverence rH7i together ? Did

not the exigency of the argument demand, on the contrary,

a selection of cases in which the two feelings traverse each

other ? To such cases then I confined myself, not because

there was no opposite class, but because these alone had
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any pertinence ; and it never occurred to me that a reader

could mistake these illustrative examples for a balanced

confession of my mental history. Yet this list of acknow-

ledgments, in which I have recorded certain obligations to

Trinitarians, and certain disappointments in Unitarians, has-

been made the ground of the strangest complaints.* " It is

so one-sided " :—as if to make it " other-sided " would not

simi)ly have destroyed its relevance. "It picks out all the

uninteresting Unitarian bodies, about which nobody much
cares " :—as if this were not the very point to be made out,

that often Unitarianism came in a form with which it was

impossible to sympathize. " It disparagingly omits all men-

tion of Milton, Locke, Newton, Priestley, Channing, Lind-

sey, Armstrong, &:c." :—as if their omission from a list of

persons with whom I coi/Id not sympathize were not the sign

\}i\dX witJi them I do sympathize. " It is plain from all this

that Mr. Martineau loves and admires nothing Unitarian."

Why, what is my argument in this very place ?—that the

two classifications, viz., that of theological agreement, and
that of heartfelt reverence, often cross one another : which

surely means, that they run neither constantly together nor

constantly apart ; but bring me to love and venerate some

Trinitarians and some Unitarians. And who those Uni-

tarians chiefly are is no matter, as my critics are well aware,

of doubtful inference ; for from my youth up it has been

my joy to own, in words which they have heard or seen, an

ineffaceable debt to Priestley, to Carpenter, to Channing.

In the selection of examples to illustrate this point I was

necessarily limited to the narrow range of my own reading r

had this been more extensive, doubtless happier instances

might have been found. Yet why my critics should think

it paradoxical in me to admire Calvin's skill as an Inter-

preter, and in this relation to couple his name with ^^'hitby's,

I am unable to discover. As far as I understand the logic

* Inquirer o{ Sept. 3, p. 786. Ibid. Sept. lo, p. Sio. Vix. Bow-
man's Letter in do. p. 818. Christian Reformer for Oct., p. 612,

seqq.
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of the objection it is of this nature :
" How can Calvin

explain the Epistle to the Romans? Did he not burn

Servetus ? " " Calvin was a Necessarian ; Mr. Martineau is

not : how can the one help the other through Philip-

pians ? " "Whitby died in 1726, recanting his Trinitarian-

ism, and begging that his commentary might be altered

accordingly ; is it not then a blunder to cite the ////altered

Commentary of 1703 as a sample of Trinitarian interpre-

tation P"'^' These are arguments which I cannot answer.

And as to the dissimilarity between these two theologians,

it is precisely what recommended to me their combination r

to mention two Athanasians, or two ante-Nicenes, would

have been a practical tautology ; and it is just the contrast

of their theology which favourably tells upon their exegesis

in different portions of Scripture. In regard to the great

Swiss reformer a startling judgment of Mr. Hallam's is

quoted against me ; t a judgment so strangely inapplicable

to writings notoriously consulted, translated, republished to

this hour, terse and lucid in their language, and singularly

free from scholastic repulsiveness, that I wondered to think

how great historians, like great poets, could sometimes

doze. On turning to the page however (to which the

Christian Reformer did not help me by any reference) I

find the persons of whom Mr. Hallam is speaking thus

introduced : " These elder champions of a long war,

• Inquirer oi Sept. 3, p. 786. Christian Reformer, Oct., p. 614.

t " Of Calvin and his contemporaries we may say, in the striking

language of the late Mr. Hallam (who quotes Eichhorn as an authority

for the statement), ' They belong no more to man, but to the worm,

the moth and the spider. Their dark and ribbed backs, their yellow

leaves, their thousand folio pages, do not more repel us than the

unprofitableness of their substance. Their prolixity, their barbarous

style' (this is certainly not attributable to Calvin), 'the perpetual

recurrence, in many, of syllogistic forms, the reliance by way of proof

on authorities that have been abjured, the temporary and partial

disputes, which can be neither interesting nor always intelligible at

present, must soon put an end to the activity of the most industrious

scholar.'"

—

Christian Reformer, p. 615.
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especially the lio/nish, are, with very feiv cxceptiofis, known
only by their names and lives. These are they, and many
more there were down to the middle of the seventeenth

century, at whom, along the shelves of an ancient library,

we look and pass by. They belong no more, &c." Nor
is it left doubtful who is to be reckoned with the " very

few exceptions "
: for on the same page Mr. Hallam says :

" Calvin " (as compared with the contemporary reformers)

'''' stands on higher grou7id. His Institutes are still in the

hands of that numerous body who are usually denominated

from him."* If however Mr. Hallam does not speak at

all of Calvin in the passage selected by the Christian

Reformer, in another, with the help of Scaliger, he draws

the very portrait of him that we want,—in his attitude

of Scriptural Expositor. " In the critical and exposi-

tory department of theological literature, much was

written during this period, forming no small proportion

of the great collection called Critici Sacri. In the

Romish Church we may distinguish the " Jesuit Maldo-

nat, whose commentaries on the Evangelists have been

highly praised by theologians of the Protestant side ; and

among these we may name Calvin and Beza, who
occupy the highest place." In confirmation of this

estimate the following note is added :
" Literas sacras,"

says Scaliger of Calvin, " tractavit ut tractandae sunt, vera

inquam et pure ac simpliciter, sine uUis argutationibus

scholasticis ; et divino vir praeditus ingenio multa divinavit

qure non nisi a linguce Hebraicae peritissimis (cujusmodi

tamen ipse non erat) divinari possunt."t

Such is the verdict of the greatest of the elder scholars

cited by the most judicious of the new. If, as my critic

* "Literature of Europe," Vol. I. p. 517.

+ " The sacred Scriptures, in Calvin's hands, were treated as they

ought to be, with pure, true, genuine exposition, clear of scholastic

wi-anglings : and with the divination of a genius more than human he

seized on many a meaning open only to the most finished Hebrew
scholars, without however being one himself."—" Literature of

Europe," Vol. IL pp. 129, 130.
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says, Calvin is " more quoted than read," Hallam, it would

seem, is sometimes more read than quoted. A better testi-

mony than even his is within reach of any York student

who will take from his shelves his notes of Mr. Wellbeloved's

theological lectures ; whose high estimate of Calvin's ex-

pository writings remained in my memory till I could see

for myself the firm mastery with which they seize and hold

the thread of thought they trace, with what logical appre-

hension they measure the relation of the parts to the

whole, how deep their glimpses into religious psychology,

and how direct and precise their style.

I will not detain you with any vindication of the other

admirations I ventured to avow. But it is incumbent on

me to advert to one or two phrases to which exception has

been taken, as disparaging to the faith which I myself hold.

" What more injurious description of Unitarianism," says

the Christian Reformer, " could be penned than that it is a
* sort of miraculously confirmed Deism '

" ? * I pray you

to observe that this description is 7wf applied by me to

" Unitarianism," but to something " which often passes under

the Ufiifarian name"—a phraseology surely implying that

the name is rather questionably stretched beyond its aver-

age meaning when used to cover the case contemplated.

The type of doctrine to which I thus refer as existing, but

exceptional, among Unitarians, should have been called,

says my critic, " Theism"—the word for positive belief in

God,—not " Deism"—the word for rejection of Christi-

anity." Certainly a " miraculously confirmed rejection of

Christianity " would be something original, and the oddity

of the combination, had I made it, might have justified,

though it hardly would have needed, the editor's rebuke.

I cannot however accept his correction, which totally alters,

not to say expunges, the meaning I intended to convey :

and I must adhere to a form of words selected purely for

its scientific precision. Let us go at once to the most
recent and special authority as to the use of these words,

* p. 612.
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—the Author of the "History of Enghsh Deism " (1841).
" The word JDeisin" says Lechler, " denotes a certain mode
of thinking respecting God and his relation to the universe

in general : as opposed to Atheistn, \t recognizes the real

existence of God : as opposed to Pantheism, it recognizes

his distinctness from the universe, holds his existence to

be supramundane, but conceives of the Godhead as stand-

ing in an external relation to the universe, not merely dis-

tinct, but separate from it, as though its course, once

creatively set up, went regularly on, without further inter-

ference of His, according to Laws of Nature established

at the first ; whilst Theism, on the other hand, thinks of

the Living God as in continuous, living and inner relation

to the universe, so that he every moment acts to sustain

and rule both creation as a whole and all single creatures

in it."* It appears then that if I wished (as I did) to mark

the mechanical theory of the universe which dispenses

with God except as First Cause, and considers Divine In-

fluence disproved wherever Law prevails, I could use no

other word than Deism : and had I substituted Theism, I

should have indicated a doctrine of God the exact opposite

of what I meant. Now can any reader of our literature,

especially of the last century,—can any observer of still ex-

isting modes of thought among us,—say that this theory is

unknown to Unitarianism ? or deny that where it exists, the

miracles are looked upon as the attesting " interposition,"

if not of a naturally absent, of an otherwise personally

inoperative God ? The truth is, the elder generation of

Unitarians did not differ, in their Theory of Natural Reli-

giofi, from the class of writers known as the English Deists :

they had the same modes of viewing the questions respect-

ing the existence and government of God, the relation

between Morals and Religion, the rational evidence of a

Future Life. The things believed by them were very much

the same ; but when it came to the grounds of belief the

miraculous credentials stepped in, and gave Christian

* " Herzog's Keal-Enclycopadie." Art. Deismus, by Lechler. 1S55.
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authority to what else would have been without it. This

is the state of things which I intended to mark ; and the

phrase employed to denote it will bear, I believe, the

strictest tests of accuracy.

A still more marvellous susceptibility has been awakened

by another clause of the letter, in which I speak of the

doctrine of the Divine Unity as not exclusively Christian,

but " belonging also to Judaism, to Islam, and to simple

Deism "
; and on that account as less interesting to a dis-

ciple of Christ, and less fitted to supply a designation for

his church, than the special characteristics of the gospel.

" I love rather " (this was my sentiment) " that which we

have in common with our fellow- disciples, notwithstanding

their Trinity, than that which we have in common with

Jews, notwithstanding their Unity : and I think it unfortu-

nate for a Christian church to have its name from the latter

rather than from some element of the former." This, which

is the simple statement and analysis of an indisputable fact,

is strangely said to be a " rhetorical" slur upon the doctrine

of the divine Unity ; the defence of which is accordingly

taken in hand in the following way :—First, it is affirmed

that the doctrine is Christian, because taught by Jesus

Christ ;—which I had not denied, but also affirmed, in say-

ing that Christianity had it in common with certain other

religions. Next, it is said to be an unworthy reflection on

our Unity of God to confound it with that of the Jews, &c.

Well ; if so, the doctrine is not the same as theirs. But

then, finally, it is urged, that the doctrine is none the

" worse for being held by Jews, &c." ; in which case the

doctrine is the same with theirs.* This reasoning I should

perhaps find more convincing, if the offence against which

it is directed had been made intelligible to me : but I can

assure my critics that, after repeated and open attention to

their statements, their complaint speaks to me in an un-

known tongue. Trying to meet their feeling in the dark, I

* Christian Reformer, p. 613. Also Report of Speeches at the

London District Unitarian .Society, in the Inquirer of Sept. 10.
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can only say that I did not dream of " disparaging " the

doctrine of the divine Unity, in which I myself believe : for

surely it is no disparagement of truths to find their relative

order of significance and importance for a particular end.

I should have said the very same thing, only still more

strongly, of a prior and more momentous truth, the Exist-

ence of God : its very magnitude and extension over all

religions, whilst in one view making it supreme, unfitting

it in another to penetrate and bind men together. Some-

thing closer and less spacious is needed for the warm re-

treats of human affection. Am I chargeable, in saying this,

with " depreciating " the first truth of all religion ? The
problem before me was to find the intensest focus of the

Christian consciousness, the true centre of sympathy for a

company of disciples intent on being a living embodiment

of the gospel. And it seemed one step towards a solution

to say, " In proportion as you give prominence to what

Christianity has in common with several religions, you go

away from your point ; in proportion as you press inward

to the special essence which is found nowhere else, and

which warms the Christian genius in all its strongest mani-

festations, will you draw near to the desired end."

On the next point in the argument (II. ii. 3, 4),^—that,

by constituting a church upon a doctrine we break with the

past whence we spring, and compromise the future which

we prepare,—I do not find any answer attempted. The
open constitution which we have inherited is considered

the mere weakness of a period without definite theology ;*

it is not, therefore (we are told), an exceptional excellence

to be preserved,—as constitutional statesmen would pre-

serve a free press ; but an infirm want of rule, to be re-

placed by some better security for " truth,"-—as " positive
"

governors get rid of the " negative " liberty of printing, and

lay a careful substratum of sound principle below all the

action of opinion. Let this fact, then, be clearly under-

stood; for it is nothing else than an entire revolution in the

* Inquirer of Sept, 10, p. S09.
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ideas and constitution of our body : that it is deliberately

proposed to discard the rule, and what is still more im-

portant, the temper, which have been the instruments of

our progress hitherto, and now to shut up at Unitarianism
;

to turn a waiting and watching Church into a made-up Sect.

The plea so elaborately worked out, for the Courts of Equity

in the Hewley case, and for Parliamentary debate on the

Dissenters' Chapels Bill,—that our body had a conscience

against closing theological questions and especially this

Trinitarian controversy,—this plea, so eloquently urged by

Follett and Gladstone on our behalf, having answered its

temporary end, is discarded, and treated by ourselves with

the same contempt, nay, assailed with the very same argu-

ments, to which hostile counsel and a hostile judge long

ago accustomed us. My protest against this is strangely

described as a proposal to " change our fundamental prin-

ciples," to innovate upon a " time-honoured " usage and

name, and to do something very restless or very eccentric.

It is, on the contrary, an expression of fidehty to principles

inherent, till recent times, in the very life of our body, acted

on without noise in former generations, professed and vio-

lated in this ; it is a " standing upon the old paths " ; a

warning against the surrender of a modest but sincere

catholicity for an unnatural imitation of the sect-life of our

country. For my own part, I am content with the function

which the Providence of history has assigned us in English

society ; and I believe that by simply developing its re-

sources without changing its character we have fitting work

for all our faculty, our piety, our love. I do not believe in

the raising up of churches by the machinery of human will

which creates political and civil leagues; nor would I enroll

myself a member of one which, by its first principle, shut

out and disowned the patriarchs of our holy land. A Uni-

tarian church, it is plain, is not their church. Why compel

us to quit their communion, as a condition of fellowship

with Priestley and Channing ? Are we to look up at the

faces of Baxter, of Heywood, of Henry, still hanging on our
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walls, and to say, " We have made a great discovery about

you, that you did not worship the same God with us, and
were in fact idolaters

;
your inheritance, your memorials,

are with us ; but you are not of the same Church with us
;

and we cast out your names among the aliens " ? We must

either do this, or must revert to the acknowledgment that

within the limits of the same ecclesiastical communion, a

wide sweep, not of Christian opinion only, but of Christian

worship, may historically take place in an innocent and holy

way.

But there is said to be a plain contradiction in my plead-

ing for an open theology which shall not commit the Future,

while at the same time approving of distinct conviction and

teaching in the Present. The two things are pronounced

incompatible. Who, it is said, will care to define what is

not to stand ? Who will have the zeal to set up as divine

truth to-day what may disappear with the shifting sands of

human opinion to-morrow? If we may not regard as

settled even the great doctrine which, since Priestley's time,

has stood its ground among us, where are we to rest at all ?

Are we to be ever learning ? and is our creed never to be

fixed ?*

On this point let us first call a witness whom my critics

will hear not less willingly than I, and who certainly did not

fail in either distinctness of theology or ingenuousness of

speech. " Much stress has been laid by several of my
opponents," says Dr. Priestley, " on my frank acknowledg-

ment to Dr. Price, that 'I did not know when my creed

would be fixed.' This, however, I must continue to say,

while I continue my inquiries, and profess, as every fair in-

quirer will do, to be determined by any new and stronger

evidence that shall be presented to me. And this is cer-

tainly no disadvantage to my readers, who, I hope, will not

be moved by my authority, but only by the evide?!ce that I

lay before them ; and that will always be the same, and

* Mr. Bowman's Letter. Iiujuii-cr q{ Sept. no, p. SiS.
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have the same weight, though my idea of its weight should

change ever so often.

" Did not Luther go on changing his opinions till a very

late period of his life, and was he ever reproached with it,

except by the Catholic party, whose spirit, I am sorry to say,

is too apparent in the defenders of the church establishment

of this country ? But similar situations will dictate similar

modes of thinking and reasoning. Was it not highly hon-

ourable in Dr. Whitby, at a late period of a life devoted to

study, and after having repeatedly defended the doctrine of

the Triniiy, to declare himself an Arian, and to defend

that opinion in his 'Last Thoughts'? Equally honourable

was the change of opinion of the late excellent Bishop of

Carlisle, who from being an Arian became a Socinian, and

in the last edition of his ' Considerations,' &c., carefully

expunged every passage that had expressed his belief of the

pre-existence of Christ. Let me class with such men as

these, and not with those who are determined to hold their

present opinions, whatever they be, at all events, and who
shut their ears to all conviction ; for such must be all those

who censure my conduct."—Theological and Miscellaneous

Works of Dr. Priestley, Vol. XVIIL p. 491.

Just and noble as these sentiments are, they overshoot

the requirements of my argument. I have never expressed

disapproval of the individual " fixing his creed "
: were I

even to think it a disease or a sin for a man to change his

opinions after thirty, it would make no difference in any-

thing I have said. My protest is against a church fixing its

creed, i.e., against a prior generation of life-tenants pre-

judging the convictions of a posterior, and using their own
rights to the restriction of their posterity's. I know well

that to believe a thing true is to believe it immutable ; that

earnest conviction naturally excludes all suspicion of pos-

sible change, and carries in it a confidence of spreading to

other minds, and attaining universal recognition. Within the

limits of his proper rights, I would have every man sur-

render himself freely to these impressions, utter them, and
VOL. II, D D
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act upon them. But limits there certainly are to his proper

rights in this respect ; arising partly from the presence

around him of his fellows with precisely similar feeling

attached to different beliefs
;
partly from the certainty of

successors whose faculties and opportunities are not his to

mortgage. There is a point at which the unrestrained

yielding to his feeling of assurance would begin to encroach

upon the sacred ground of his neighbours and his heirs
;

and at this point he must arrest his eagerness, and with-

hold his foot from trespass. Where exactly this point lies

it is a matter of some nicety to determine : but this at least

is plain ; that those acts which a man performs, not as a

private person, but in his capacity as member of a social

body stretching indefinitely beyond the term of his own

life, are ?wt at the disposal of his individuality, but must be

restrained by respect for the equally legitimate individuali-

ties to come. He may impress his character and convic-

tions, with all the moral force he has, upon his contempo-

raries, and, through their propagated sympathy and his own

recorded thought, upon posterity : but he has no right to

take up the properties, the institutions, the spiritual organ-

isms of the Past, and carve his name or motto on their

open brow : he has no right to pledge the future, under

penalties, to repeat and perpetuate his thought. Can any

just man deny this principle? or any reasonable man doubt

that, of all the cases that fall under it, Church-actio7i is

among the clearest ? and that if, receiving our temple

entablature clear and fair, we have it cut into and marked

with the symbols of our personal opinion, we plainly violate

the rule ? And am I gravely told that it is impossible for

us to care about our own truth, unless we may " fix " and

rivet it on the neck of future generations ? that we can

have no spirit to trust in its permanence, if we do not make

some provision against its change ? What is this but a re-

pudiation of the moral limits which attach to every exercise

of right?

It is one of the strangest features of the present dis-
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cussion, that my critics treat me as wishing to enlarge or

exaggerate the hmits of individual liberty, to emancipate

persons of restless intellect from all check of steady

reverence, and establish among us the utmost egotism of

" Free Inquiry." My whole protest, on the contrary, has

been directed from first to last against the unwarrantable

license of Individualism, and the selfish usurpations of

temporary opinions, encroaching on what is not theirs : my
whole desire has been to restore some restraints of rever-

ence for rights other than our own ; for a future beyond

our reparations ; for the Church of Christ that embraces

us ; for the Providential Laws of our humanity. The
thought of my heart has been simply this :

" We are not

our own, to do as we like or as we feel, and take no notice

whose we are, whence we come, and whither we go : we

belong to a holy Society, into which we are woven in many

a fibre, and must beware lest we spoil and stiffen the

pattern of its beauty : let us not live for the present, as

if there were to be no others than we, but wield our power

with a pious self-restraint." I see plainly that when men
fling themselves without reserve upon their personal con-

victions, without looking beyond their own inner feeling of

assurance, they are apt to lose all respect for any con-

science but their own, to overstrain the natural rights of

their earnestness, and become bigots to their contempo-

raries, and legislators for the minds of their successors.

Their aggressions upon their living neighbours, by pro-

voking resistance, carry with them to some extent their

own check and cure. But their invasion of the Future,

which cannot cry aloud for help, is more difficult to meet

:

respect for silent and invisible rights does not easily touch

minds shut up with some strong persuasion. This is the

feeling which I would fain not see die among us. In a

body that has gone through a history like ours, personal in-

tensity of belief ought not to be irreconcilable with the

recognition of a law of change. However disposed I may
individually be to rely on the immutability of my own faith

D D 2
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as the objective truth of God, how can I study the Past,

and see the gradual evolution of new types of belief, in

spite of this untiring confidence of stability, without quali-

fying my first feeling, and owning a double obligation, viz.,

of veracious witness to the Present, and of self-denying

abstinence from the reserved rights of the Future ? It

is this latter duty on which I have chiefly dwelt ; and

how this protest against a blind selfishness, this plea for

others against ourselves, this endeavour to set bounds to

individual impulse by some sense of social reverence, can

appear to any one a mere outbreak of wanton license, I am
perplexed to understand.

Permit me, as I am on this topic, to go beyond the im-

mediate occasion, and speak a more general word in refer-

ence to this whole class of misrepresentations. No one

more heartily despises than I do the proposal to raise a

Church upon the mere basis of " Free Inquiry." No one

more deeply feels that the merging of self-will is the first

act of all devout life, and the indispensable condition of all

Christian union. If there is one modern tendency more

than another against which I have striven through life, with

the united earnestness of natural instinct and deliberate

conviction, it is the extreme Individualism which turns our

foremost politics, philosophy, religion into a humiliating

caricature. There are, however, two ways of protesting

against Individualism. You may do it by taking my hand

and leading me back with you from the fretful foreground

of human contention into the inner harmonies of divine

communion, where differences beween soul and soul sin-

cerely melt away, and there is no surrender of either to

the other, but of both to God. Or, keeping to the dog-

matic front of things, you may try to make me ashamed

of my personal belief, offering me a retreat in your own
" individualism," if I can find myself at home there ; but

prepared, if I cannot, to complain of mine, and moralize

on the perversity of mankind. The latter is the way of

party self-assertion, by which the gentler individualities are
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simply crushed beneath the stronger, and no one is Hftcd

into any higher sphere. The former seems to me the way

of God's own spirit, by which he draws us out of our

notional conceits into a Hving fellowship. I believe in no

blending power but this. Religious union is not to be

brought about, like a railway pacification, by competitive

triumphs, or negotiated compromise, but by the sponta-

neous relapse of divergent thoughts upon some point of all-

absorbing piety.

I now come to the practical conclusion drawn from the

foregoing argument ; and first, that we should beware of

accepting any doctrinal organization, however useful its

function in other respects, as representative organ of our

group of congregations (III. i.). This obliges me to speak

of the British and Foreign Unitarian Association ; and I

shall perhaps most suitably explain myself, if I here intro-

duce the letter addressed to Mr. Aspland, as Secretary, in

March last, in reply to the Committee's request that I

would take the chair at the Annual Meetina;.

" Mv De.vr Sir,—So lively is my sense of the honour con-

ferred upon me by the request of the British and Foreign

Unitarian Association Committee, and so hearty is my in-

clination to respond to the friendly feeling which it ex-

presses, that I narrowly escape the danger of acting, under

the influence of so genial an appeal, against a serious and

permanent conviction. But I remember that I have to

deal with those who can understand a conscientious scruple,

and who will not attribute my respectful refusal of their

request to any personal coldness towards the objects of our

common zeal.

" The plain truth is, that, ever since the Hewley case

brought out into clear light the history and essential basis

of our churches, my eyes have seemed to be opened to a

fundamental error (natural to us all at the time) in the con-

stitution of the British and Foreign Unitarian Association.
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The paramount object of the Association is the defence

and propagation of a special (and most important) doctrine,

under some or other of its Christian types. With this

object is conjoined another—viz., the ecclesiastical union

and representation of our Churches, which are en-

couraged to seek in the Association the organ of their

common action, and to regard its annual meeting as the

expression of their common feeling. Both these objects,

—

the assertion by its believers of a distinctive theology and

the organic union of an historical family of churches,—are

of high importance. In othei' religious bodies,—bodies,

whose origin and constitution are dogmatic and restrictive,

—the two may be pursued together, one and the same

organization serving for both. But, if it be true that our

distinctive character has been, and is to be, the openness

and unexclusiveness of our Christian theology, it clearly

cannot be so with us ; and the attempt to unite the two

involves forgetfulness of our history and loss of our identity,

in order to fall undistinguished into the competing crowd

of sects. We are bound by our past to make not doctrinal

limitation, but doctrinal breadth^—a breadth wide enough

to include our forefathers' Trinitarian faith,—the condition

of our common life and action. With this inherited obliga-

tion, it would be plainly inconsistent to recognize the

Unitarian Association as our ecclesiastical organ, with con-

gregations as its members, and ministers as its official

deputies. Yet such is the character assigned to it by its

published constitution.

" Were it simply a private society of individual believers

united in defence of a distinctive doctrine (like the old

Unitarian Fund), I should feel that its function was per-

fectly legitimate. It is the attempt, in doing this, also to

become the organ of a body proud of its catholic and

open theology that, in my opinion, places it in a false

position.

" In saying this, I am confessing my own sins, and ex-

pressing my owai repentance. The Irish Unitarian Society,
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—devised mainly by me when I was in Dublin,—is liable

to the very same objection. There were few of us at that

time who saw beyond the immediate stage which our

religious history had reached. But I have reason to

know that the chief founders of the Unitarian Association

became well aware in their latter days of the error which

had been committed, and regretted it as I do my own. Mr.

Edgar Taylor assured me, in some of the last conversa-

tions and correspondence I had with him, that he had

ceased to regard the Association as fitted for more than

provisional service, unless his successors should have the

wisdom to reconstitute it on a basis more true to our

religious history and social function.

"Of the liberal administration of affairs under your

present Committee, no stronger proof could be given than

the arrangements proposed for the present year ; and were

not my difficulty founded in the permanent written con-

stitution of the Association, my confidence in the spirit

and i\\Q person?iel oi the Committee would at once induce

my compliance with your wish. And if, as I understand

is the case with the American Unitarian Association,*

there w^ere any prospect of such a revision as would widen

it in correspondence with our present wants and appre-

hensions, I should gladly waive all present scruples, and

take the future on trust. But, under the existing organic

laws, regarded as given facts, I feel precluded, by deep

attachment to an historical trust, from that partnership

in contemporary action, which, from my heart, I earnestly

desire.—I remain," &c.

From this letter,—more clearly, perhaps, than from my
recent one to you,—it will be evident that I had no ob-

jection to the name of the Association, considered as an

engine " for the promotion of Unitarian Christianity." I

remember perfecdy the fact of which " An Old Unitarian,"

* For reasons unknown to me the intention here referred to has since

been postponed or relinquished.
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reminds me,* that in the Association were amalgamated

three prior societies, all with Unitarian objects. The
doctrinal title was naturally perpetuated in the more com-

prehensive organization; and to this not the slightest

objection could be made, provided no new function were

taken on, and the larger area opened were only the three

lesser fields thrown into one. I approve the objects of

those three societies, taken one by one ; I cannot but

approve them taken all together ; and I needed only the

assurance that the pretensions of the Association go no
farther, to cancel every scruple. I was under the impres-

sion, however, that the Association aspired to a character

never claimed by these earlier societies—viz., that of re-

presentative and organ of our group of churches. I was

sure that it is so regarded by a large proportion of its

supporters. I thought this impression inevitable from the

provision in the rules for enrolling congregations, as well as

individuals, among the members. I saw that the natural

effect of successful zeal on the part of the Committee
must be to give wider operation to this provision, and make
it an invidious thing for a congregation or minister to

remain "unattached"; so that it was scarcely possible for

the Association to avoid assuming an ecclesiastical

•character, whether intended or not. It was against this

extension of function that all my objection lay : for this^

the doctrinal name, far from being imperative, was a con-

stitutional disqualification. The alternative, then, was

this : either a doctrinal Association which is in no way
ecclesiastical, or an ecclesiastical which is not doctrinal.

There are two ways in which this objection might be

met :—by disputing its principle ; and by denying its facts.

I can understand a critic who avowedly wishes to unite

the theological and the ecclesiastical function in one and

the same agency. I can understand a critic who disclaims

for the Unitarian Association any tendency to a representa-

tive ecclesiastical function at all. But to what purpose am
* Letter in Inquirer of Sept. 3, p. 794.
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I told that the Association docs not affect to represent

churches that do not like it andpay nothing to its funds ?*

This, I presume, is the case with all voluntary associations

;

and the free money qualification settles nothing respecting

the wisdom of their basis and the consistency of their

aims. There is no protest, however reasonable and con-

scientious, that may not, like Mr. Armstrong's remonstrance

witli the Borough Road School Society, be thrust out

with the remark, " It is your own affair whether you pay or

not ; if you don't like us, you can keep to yourselves." But

this remark is not felt to be satisfactory as either vin-

dication of principle or denial of fact. Does Mr. Aspland's

disclaimer mean more than this ?—does he renounce, on

behalf of the Association, all provision in its constitution,

all wish in its administration, for a representative position,

in relation to our group of churches ? Then he had only to

say so in a sentence in order to sweep my objection away,

by removing the assumed fact on which it rested. As my
letter to him received no reply, it was evident to mc, on

the one hand, that I had not misconstrued the facts ; and

on the other, that the Committee saw no reason to open

with their subscribers the (question of principle which I had

raised. This silence of the Secretary I do not at all refer

to as a matter of personal complaint. Indeed, the answer

which I got at last,—the insinuation that I w^anted to be
*' negotiated with,"—might well have borne a longer delay.

If the hope ever occurred to me that the subject of my
letter might not entirely sleep, it was only because the

question involved in it was of general concern, and the

difficulty which weighed upon me was notoriously shared

by many others, and had been felt by some of the founders

of the Association themselves ; so that the misgiving I

expressed might possibly find some responsive feeling

among the members of the Committee. Had it deen so, I

presume they would no more "have been untrue to their

duty " in bringing their rules of congregational represen-

* Christian Refortner, p. 616.
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tation under discussion at the general meeting, after

suitable preliminary conference among friends, than in

proposing the other alterations of rule which they actually

recommended and carried at that meeting. In the absence

of any sympathy with my scruples, such a course certainly

did not at all lie within their obligations ; but neither did it

lie beyond their competency. If the Committee is pre-

cluded, " in its corporate capacity, from even discussing "*

my wish to sever the theological from the ecclesiastical

function of the Association, how was it that the late Mr.

Aspland, in forming " an English Presbyterian Union " on

a large scale, "got the Unitarian Association Committee to

originate the matter ? "f The late Mr. Aspland, it appears,

felt the necessity, and the Committee of the Association

found the power, of doing the very thing which it is now an

offence for me to propose, and an impossibility for them
" even to discuss !

"

I know not, my dear sir, how it may strike you ; but to

me, I confess, this little fact respecting the late Mr. Aspland

appears indicative of some misgiving as to the representa-

tive adequacy of the Unitarian Association,—the practical

acknowledgment of a function in relation to our churches,

which its dogmatical name and constitution disqualified it for

performing. Yet my statement that, in common with Mr.

Edgar Taylor, he latterly thought the doctrinal name a dis-

astrous mistake, and, having perceived the error, wished

not to make the Association the representative organ of

our body, is called in question by those who certainly are

best entitled to report his opinions. | To the testimony of

his sons on such a subject I unreservedly defer : against

any evidence they may possess I have nothing to offer,

beyond the information I received from his friend and

coadjutor, Mr. Edgar Taylor ; whose own opinions, again,

as reported by me, are equally called in question by " An

* Christian Rcfoi-incr, p. 619. t Christian Reformer, p. 617.

X Ibid, p. 617.
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Old Unitarian."* Writing to you from the country, at a

distance from my papers, I could only speak from memory
of the "conversations and correspondence " of 1838-9.

I have since looked again into the memorials of that time
;

and a few sentences from them will throw light upon the

opinions then prevailing at the head-quarters of our relig-

ious body. In a letter dated December 29, 1838, Mr.

Edgar Taylor says :

—

" I have long considered the Unitarian Association to

require altogether re-casting (if it be considered desirable

to attempt to make it the general representation of our

body, which its origin never aimed at) ; by abolishing in

particular, its proselyting character ; and, as to its books,

by supplying access to books, not merely proselyting and

controversial tracts, but of far higher and more general

value, in a devotional, practical, and theological character.

If our Catalogue is to be acknowledged as supplying what

our denomination wants, as a denomination, we must rank

very low indeed in the eyes of those who peruse it.

" I however very much doubt whether it is the least

prudent or desirable to make any such use of the old

Association. It is not very likely that the members will

ever agree to alter it to the extent wanted ; and its Name
and associations would render it difficult to make it of use

;

especially when we consider that a very large proportion

of our body never have had anything to do with it, and

many think it always did harm. I know more than one of

its first formers and most active supporters, who now think

they were wrong from the beginning ; but it would be far

more wrong to insist on endeavouring to make an institu-

tion of the sort the representation of the body itself. The
polemic name is in itself a disadvantage and restraint, a

preliminary repulsion of many of our friends, and a note

of offence and attack to the rest of the world."

He then urges the necessity of finding some " far better

rallying point and machinery for general union, on princi-

* Letter in Inquirer of Sept, 3, p. 794.
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pies far wider than the propagation of Unitarianism as a

creed ; with a Name, which, as a neutral one (merely de-

scriptive and not theological), would remove the antago-

nistic and offensive character of a body named from a

dogma "
;

" leaving direct proselytism to the Association

(if kept up), or to any special society taking up such

objects." " I really think," he says, " something of this

sort the only effectual and creditable way of getting us out

of our difficulties, and that it furnishes the only chance of

escaping disunion and ruin."

He then speaks with strong disapprobation of the Aggre-

gate Meeting of 1838, and specially of the transgression of

their proper functions by the Unitarian Association Com-
mittee in convening it. " The Association Committee are

not the party to determine the general interests of our

body ; nor are the subscribers generally ; they are only a

part of the body, and their business is to attend to the

interests of their Society. Whereas the prior question is,

whether such an Association ever was or ever can be a

general representation of us. There will probably be many
who will contend, and have a right to contend, for the

preservation of its original objects ; and I don't see that

we have any business to oppose their doing so, who choose

to support them." But "a central rallying-point, I am sure,

will be wanted ; and that must be characterized by higher

purposes, interests and aims, and have, both in name and

substance, a far more neutral and comprehensive style and

appellation than the Unitarian Association can ever have."

Anxious to know how far these opinions were really

shared by others, I asked the question of Mr. Taylor ; and

his reply was, that in speaking of " more than one of the

first formers and most active supporters " of the Associa-

tion, who " now thought they had been wrong from the

beginning," he had Mr. Aspland especially in view, with

whom he was in frequent communication ; but that he was

sure the same views were held by several other of our leading

men. The subject was evidently freely discussed between
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the two friends ; for Mr. Taylor, writing to Mr. Aspland

in the spring of 1839, referred (as to something understood

between them) to " our new foundation " that must be laid,

and to the greater breadth that must be given it ;
" rally-

ing once more round us our good old Nonconformist names,

that never will join our polemic Institution."

These opinions and aims did not prevent Mr. Taylor

from supporting meanwhile the Unitarian Association, of

whose constitution he and his friend were, I believe, the

main, if not the sole, authors.

Having presented my data on this matter just as they

are, I must leave you to decide how far the impression I

received from them was justified. At all events, in attri-

buting to these remarkable and admirable men opinions

with which I am so much in sympathy, I could not intend

to pay any but a respectful and honourable tribute to their

names.

It only remains for me to notice the conclusion to which

I was finally brought :—that we should avoid distinguish-

ing ourselves ecclesiastically from the General Christian

Church by any name, unless expressing either our historical

origin, or our refusal to limit God's grace in Christ by

dogmatic conditions. (III. ii. i, 2.)

When I say that " we " should avoid this, I mean zee in

our ecclesiastical capacity. In all that relates to our per-

manent Church-life, whether in our separate congregations

or in our action as a denomination, we should look beyond

our own horizon, and avoid identifying ourselves with a

particular phase of doctrinal change. Nine-tenths of our

congregations have lived, for something like half their

history, a life to which the word Unitarian does not apply :

and have their trust-deeds and constitution doctrinally

open. What right have the existing occupants to introduce

a theological name, and turn it into a usage on the Minutes,

and in the public acts of the Society ? The mere legal

effect of this historical breach of trust ought to give us

warning. An erroneous impression prevails, I believe, that
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under the Dissenters' Chapels Act, we may do what we
like; and that our open Trust deeds will now carry us

through all our difficulties. This Act however creates in

one respect a peculiar danger. It destroys the old rule

that all subsequent accretions of property should follow

the first foundation ; and expressly provides that, if doctri-

nal descriptions are attached to any accretion, they shall

have their restrictive effect, notwithstanding the greater

latitude allowed in the original Chapel Trusts. Suppose

then the habit to become established of calling a chapel

Unitarian, in spite of its broader basis : suppose that from

time to time bequests, for its schools, for its minister, for

its poor, are left in terms conformed to this current usage :

then although the congregation is still at liberty for ulterior

changes, it can carry into them only its chapel, and must

drop the later enrichments it has received.* Morally, still

* In the Inquirer of October 15, a writer, signing himself " Sigma "

denies that, under the Dissenters' Chapels Act, our old open Trusts

any longer leave us the liberty of change, more than if they actually

contained Unitarian restrictions. The present law, he says, " has

tied up the property " to the doctrine and usage of the twenty-five

most recent years ; and this period being Unitarian, the property is

Unitarian y^r ever. Usage having thus all the binding effect of a creed

in the original trust, you may as well (he thinks), in founding a new
chapel, put your doctrines into the deed at once ; for, whether you do

or not, you will be in the same plight after twenty-five years of Uni-

tarian preaching.

This is an error. The twenty-five years' usage is not binding : it

is only permissive. It is a valid plea against any charge of illegality

in doctrine ; but is so far from rendering other doctrines iinlaivful,

that, if they, in their turn, can win their twenty-five years' term of

peaceable occupancy, it extends a like protection to them. In the

Bill, as originally drawn and presented to the Upper House, the

usage-clause had the force ascribed to it by ^' Sigma ;" a force so

objectionable, as it seemed to me, that I implored the solicitors who
were watching the measure to get it altered. The legal men, how-

ever, were afraid of touching a word in a Bill that had obtained the

Lord Chancellor's approval. The Members of Parliament were freer

to move ; and the Bill received the required amendment from Lord
Sandon in the Lower House. The twenty-five years' usage was made
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more than legally, does a dogmatic name encumber that

legitimate development which belongs to all spiritual life.

It forces the processes of mental and religious growth, natu-

rally modest and noiseless, to take place by starts and

schisms ; and meanwhile gives an artificial advantage, in a

Church, to the inert and perishing element in it. It trains

the minds of successive generations into the stereotyped

forms and phraseology of a particular controversy, in spite

of its altering relations to their general culture. It compels

the trial of new questions by old formulas, that do not

cover half their ground. Say what we will of the absolute

importance of this or that truth, its relative importance

must vary with the temper and dangers of the age. The
centres of living interest in religious thought are ever shifting

in correspondence with the general course of intellectual and
spiritual movement ; and a church will assuredly followthem

with fresh sympathy and power, in proportion as it is unde-

conclusive evidence, not that the doctrines of the period are those " for

the preaching or promotion of which the said meeting-house, &c., was
founded," but that they ^^ may properly be taught in such meeting-

house." A note appended to the Act, as printed in the " Debates on

the Dissenters' Chapels Bill," thus explains the drift of the altered

clause :

—

"'That such religious doctrines as have been taught,' &c., 'may,

inter alia, be taught. To meet objection made particularly by Lord

Sandon and Mr. Cardwell (whose amendment this is), that otiicnvisc

the present opinion of a congregation might be imposed on the chapel in

perpetuity, and that the Unitarians j?i!ght be prevented from becoming

orthodox."— p, 40S.

^' Sigma " says that we went to Parliament in order to get " strictly

entailed upon our own opinions the religious patrimony handed down
from quite another faith. Was it so, indeed ? Shame on us, then,

that we did not rather turn out of our sanctuaries into the highways

and the fields ? But I venture, as one of the actors at that time, to

disclaim on their behalf any such design. In establishing for them-

selves the right to remain unprejudiced by doctrinal change, they had
no wish to withhold that right from their successors.

On the other points of " Sig>na's " letter I have nothing to remark

beyond what is already said above in the text.
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tained by nominal pledge to stand fast at a prior point.

Is it not, in the opinion of all but themselves, a misfortune

to our friends the Baptists, to be defined by a doctrine

which, from having been the intensest focus of the Refor-

mation, has become about the faintest interest in theology ?

and are not the Independents to be congratulated that,

wherever their trust-deeds are open, they have nothing but

natural inertia in the way of their movement ? The
absence of doctrinal name leaves every truth to tell its own

tale, and vindicate its own place : holding to the front of

Divine things, if it have intrinsic grandeur and speak pro-

foundly to the human soul ; or dropping behind, if its

importance is ancillary, and its message transitory. For

my own part, I can trust the doctrine of the Unity of God
to speak for itself from generation to generation, without

designating for it an ecclesiastical province exclusively its

own.

Let then, I should say, that vast majority of our con-

gregations, which inherits an open constitution, and has

asserted its power to pass through a theological history,

retain and transmit the privilege, unimpaired by the assump-

tion of a doctrinal name.

Let that small minority of our congregations which has a

special Unitarian constitution respect the older latitude of

the rest ; and in all common ecclesiastical action with them,

forego the narrower for the broader basis.

Let fresh congregations, in laying out their foundations,

consider whether it is so well to follow the new and more

rigidly completed lines, as the old ones, open to the East.

Let any Central organization, designed as a means of

union and joint life, take its form and spirit from the pre-

vailing constitution of our congregations ; offering a " rally-

ing point " to their spiritual sympathies and activity, with-

out pledging them to theological concurrence.

Not only is this compatible, but in the long run it alone

is compatible, with the zealous expression of distinctive

theological conviction, by each layman, by each minister,
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by each spontaneous association of persons concurrent in

their beHef. Let them only keep their hands off the per-

manent principles of Church-life, and they may combine

and disperse by the free play of intellectual sympathy in

theological just as in political opinion. From the pulpit is

to be preached unreservedly the whole religion of the

Minister,—Christian piety, ethics, theology, politics and

all : during his life-interest in the place he may carry with

him whom he can ; even lead his people, if he will, into the

highways and market-places as missionaries of his special

faith
;
provided it be done at their own charge and in their

own character. Just as there is nothing to prevent one

minister, if he can, from establishing, and the next from

upsetting, " Peace principles," in the minds of a people,

without committing their chapel to either, or handing it

from sect to sect ; so may questions of divinity be left to

various treatment as the climate of human thought changes,

without any breach of continuity, while practical sympathy

lasts. That such latitude in succession is inconceivable

and chimerical is quite a new doctrine. It was formerly

thought narrow to deny it among contemporaries. " I

think," says Dr. Doddridge, " we cannot be too careful not

to give any countenance to that narrow spirit which has

done so much mischief in the Christian Church. And
what confusion would it breed among us, if those who were

supposed to be of different sentiments, either in the Trini-

tarian, Calvinistical, or other controversies, were to be on

both sides excluded from each other's pulpits ! " * It

marks the direction in which our sympathies are moving,

that what was too narrow for the heart of Doddridge has

become for us an inconceivable stretch of the horizon of

charity.

I hope it is apparent by this time that in protesting

against the ecclesiastical assumption of a dogmatic name,

I am influenced by no depreciating estimate of doctrinal

theology in general, or of Unitarian principles in particular.

* Historical account of his own Life, by Calamy, Vol. II. 417.

VOL. II. E
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The question is not about the importance of this or that

discriminative doctrine ; but about the propriety of fixing

any polemically-selected doctrine as the permanent essence

of Church-life. Were every characteristic of my own
theology, all that I most distinctly and positively hold,

picked out, endowed with some adequately expressive

name, and put into the same position, my protest would

lose nothing of its earnestness. As for the word Unitarian,

it is a good one, when you want to mark the particular side

of theology to which it refers, and to speak of people by their

theological classification. So long as the idea of a saving

orthodoxy regulates the language of Christendom, and fixes

curiosity more upon the creed than upon the life of men,

the world will perhaps describe us by this name or by that

of " Socinian." But it belongs to our ecclesiastical protest

against the whole notion of orthodoxy to accept neither :

to insist on deposing the differences of creed from their

monstrous usurpation : to draw forth into just prominence

the spiritual and moral conditions in which alone our rela-

tion to God is realized : and in the name of Christ to pro-

claim a church of goodness, love, and heavenly-minded-

ness.

Under what name, other than doctrinal, we bear this

witness, seems to me of little moment. For my own

part, I am content with the old set of phrases in use in

Priestley's time : and had any one fixed upon us, as upon

the " Quakers " and " Methodists," a merely descriptive

nickname, I should not have objected to wear it. You

may fill an empty name with character ; but a full one

presses its mark into you and makes you serve it. There

are those among us by whom the want seems to be felt of

some designation more entirely true than " English Pres-

byterian "
: and could we pick out of its significance v.-hat

we wish to retain, and drop its false suggestion of synodical

government, the resultant element would certainly be

better than the whole. Of the possibility of this I have no

doubt ; but, as I do not believe that the right thing is ever
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kept out of existence for want of the right name, I will

resist the temptation held out by one or two ingenious

critics, and leave the verbal problem to wait upon the real.

Unity and breadth of name would be a poor mockery,

unless expressing a realized unity and breadth of spirit and

action. Once let this become a fact : let even a vigorous

desire declare itself to do a common work and represent a

common thought in the religious society of our country

;

let some self-renunciation be shown for the sake of reach-

ing the common ground on which we all may stand ; let

each specialty of zeal among us be content with freedom in

its own particular circle, without claiming to occupy the

whole :—in short, let the moral and spiritual conditions of

union exist : and they will solve their main difficulties by

simply proclaiming themselves to be there; and readily

create both " a rallying point " and a name. Mr. Edgar

Taylor, while longing for " a focus of liberal dissent," was

oppressed by a doubt " how far we could ever be properly

made one denomination, considering our discordant ele-

ments in some respects, and our want of discipline." Such

a doubt as that cannot be resolved by inventing happy

names : a Resolution, even unanimous, to call Chaos
" Cosmos," wall not help creation on ; but one Divine

Word really moving in our hearts would set the elements

in order, and make the dividing darkness fly. Let us hope

all things ; and yield ourselves to His spirit who is the

" author not of coufusion but of peace."

Here, my dear sir, having reached the last topic of my
former letter, it becomes me to bring the present one to

its close. The critics to whom I speak through you will

find many of their remarks untouched ;—some arguments

which, after honest pains, I cannot succeed in bringing

into the field of our subject at all ; some misconceptions

which, I am sure, a second reading of the letter would

remove ; and, I must add, a few reproaches and personali-

ties which, having inflicted the pain intended by them,

stand henceforth chiefly in need of silence. But the

E E 2
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substance of every pertinent critique it has been my aim

to notice. And if but a few readers are as candid and

apprehensive as yourself, there is hope that any truth and

good too dimly seen by me may be worked out into light

by the labour of some better skill.

I remain, my dear Sir,

Very truly yours,

James Martineau.
London, October 14th, 1859.

Rev. S. F. Macdonald.



XI.

TRACTS FOR PRIESTS AND PEOPLE.*

It is curious to remark the different effect of excitement

from danger to the State and from danger to the Church.

The former calls into action, even under absolute govern-

ments, generous and uniting passions, before which the

lines of party disappear, and the spirit of forbearance and

self-sacrifice rises to the ascendant. The latter, even in a

*I. " Religio Laici." By Thomas Hughes, Author of " Tom Brown's

School-Days."

II. "The Mote and the Beam: a Clergyman's Lessons from the

Present Panic." By the Rev. F. D. Maurice, Incumbent of St.

Peter's, Vere Street.

III. *' The Atonement as a Fact and as a Theory. " By the Rev.

Francis Garden, Sub-Dean of Her Majesty's Chapels Royal.

IV. " The Signs of the Kingdom of Heaven : an Appeal to Scrip-

ture upon the Question of Miracles." By the Rev. John Llew-

elyn Davies, M.A., Rector of Christ Church, Marylebone.

V. On Terms of Communion :

1. "The Boundaries of the Church." By the Rev. C. K. P.

2. " The Message of the Church." By J. N. Langley, M.A.

VI. "The Sermon of the Bishop of Oxford on Revelation, and

the Layman's Answer."

1. "A Dialogue on Doubt." By J. M. Ludlow.

2. " Morality and Divinity." By the Rev. F. D. ALaurice,

Incumbent of St. Peter's, Vere Street.

VII. " Two Lay Dialogues." By J. M. Ludlow.

1. "On Laws of Nature, and the Faith therein."

2. " On Positive Philosophy."

London, Macmillan, l86l. National Rcvie'v, iS6i.
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free country, seems at once to awaken every dormant

ecclesiastical egotism, to widen every difference, to intensify

all dogmatism, and hoot down the catholic and charitable

temper. In critical moments for the nation, Parliament

knows how to suspend its inner conflicts, and take its mea-

sures with reticent dignity. In critical moments for the

Church, her Councils and Convocations break into a Babel

of contention, where only one thing is certain,—that new
truth and gentle wisdom have no chance, but must leave

the game to the wrangling of schoolmen, the chatter of

popular preachers, the decorous spite of the scholar, and the

arts of ecclesiastical diplomats. The recent panic occa-

sioned by the volume of " Essays and Reviews " presents in

general no exception to this rule. Every party in the

Church, every "denomination" beyond it, has endeavoured

to turn the excitement to account, and make sectarian

" capital " out of it. The Romanist takes the phenomenon
as a fall of the mask from Protestantism : the Anglican, as

proving the need of tradition in aid of Scripture : the

Comtist, as an instalment of Positivism: the Evangelical, as

betraying the cloven foot of " Neology "
: the Unitarian,

—

affectionately embracing in their Oxford dress the daring

heresies which he has frowned down in his own household,

—as a homage, if not to his doctrines, at least to his

method. To the " religious newspapers " the book was as

great a godsend as a Garibaldi expedition or an American
civil war to the Tunes in the long vacation. They have dis-

cussed it according to their nature. They are the modern

receptacles of such debates as in other times found their

centre in ecclesiastical assemblies. In their columns it is,

that, in our days, a Nicolas of Myra must plant his fist in

Arius's jaw : there, that an Athanasius must rage, and a

Eusebius truckle : there, that the orthodox shout is raised

to expel some obnoxious Theodoret : thence, that peaceable

folks keep aloof, like Gregory Nazianzen, from " the con-

course of geese and cranes." They necessarily take the

measure of every theological phenomenon from their own
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special and exclusive point of view ; and, unless from the

conflict or balance of opposite exaggerations, leave its true

proportions no chance of coming out.

The "Tracts for Priests and People" form, in their whole

tone and spirit, a marked exception to this disputatious

partizanship. Proceeding from a well-known band of asso-

ciates,—the 01 Trepl Maurice,—they are not a manifesto in

the interests of a school ;—not a pious parody and coarse

caricature set up as an altar-piece ;—but a serious, manly,

and large-hearted exposition of Christian faith, in its direct

relations to human life. In religious depth and moral

earnestness, in sympathetic appreciation of the doubts they

would relieve, and in a certain openness to truth all round,

they stand out in favourable contrast from the mass of

literature on this cause celcbre. The writers, both clerical

and lay, are free from the opposite disabilities of the men of

mere thought and the men of mere action. Susceptible,

like all persons of liberal culture, to the problems of the

hour, they yet are not enclosed in any scientific clique or

academic officina, where questions are got up and intellectual

formulas hammered into shape ; but are immersed in the

real life of the world where these things appear in the work-

ing ;—where distributed scepticism ferments in the actual

character of the young and thoughtful, preying upon the

spirits, unnerving the will ;—and where, if class is separated

from class, it is not from political injustice, not from social

inhumanity, but from the want of a common reverence

uniting all in God. Greatly to the honour of this set of

Churchmen, it may be said, that no school, born so deep in

the dim recesses of philosophy, ever emerged so soon into

the light of action, or took on itself so faithfully the yoke of

labour : it is truly a paradoxical paternity, by which Cole-

ridge, with his subtle intellect and flabby will, becomes the

father of a " musadar Christianity." The double interest

which his representatives thus acquire in the religious

problems of the day, by mental inheritance and by moral

experience, gives to their words a peculiar weight. They
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are not intellectual cowards, afraid to face any real lights of

knowledge, or to scrutinize the passing shades of doubt.

Nor are they indifferent spectators of the mere play of

thought among the thinkers ; but in contact with its human
results, nearer than less genial counsellors can be to the

confessional of its struggles and its sorrows. In many re-

spects, the "Tracts " speak in a way not unworthy of this

advantageous position.

The characteristic theology of these writers has great re-

sources for dealing with the wants and questionings of reli-

gious minds. Itself the product of a spiritual experience,

which swept in Coleridge through all latitudes, and in Mr.

Maurice has traversed no small arc, it is cognizant of

dangers, and aware of safe and quiet channels, where a less

searching survey fails to show them. The higher interpre-

tation which it gives to most of the distinctive words and

formulas of Church doctrine delivers them from many
oppressive difficulties. The well-known explanation of the

word " eternal," which lifts it out of the sphere of time,

completely transforms the whole " heaven and hell " theo-

logy ; wipes out the contrast between the present and the

future life ; and turns " salvation " into a spiritual emanci-

pation, whether now or then, from whatever is contrary to

God. We need not say how many gross pictures, at this

single touch, vanish into air ; how sentient pleasures and
pains retire in shame before a more solemn reckoning ; and
how the suspicion falls to the ground at once that religion is

but self-interest with a long look-out. The pravity of human
nature returns within the limits of credible fact, when it is

no longer "the sin of being born," but is construed into the

inherent repugnance of Self to higher and rightful claims :

and when, further, those higher claims themselves, as re-

vealed to the soul within and embodied in the moral con-

stitution of the world without, are resolved into the Personal

communion with us of the Son's Divine Humanity, it be-

comes a matter of course to refer all our evil to ourselves,

and all our good to what is beyond us. And if indeed
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there be this supernatural life underlying the natural, realiz-

ing the Order of a Perfect Will in the physical world, and

pleading for its realization in our free spirits,—if the pheno-

mena of the visible universe and the march of history are

but the external scenery and drama of this inner Divine

Personality,—then Revelation is simply the emergence of

the reality into knowledge : not a making of divine things

(which, missed or seen, are always there), but a showing of

them : not an exceptional coup d'etat in the administration

of the world, but an opened sample of its eternal laws.

Even that the Son of God should take upon him a human
individuality is but the manifesting climax of what, as abid-

ing in our nature and originating all its good, he for ever

partially does. And when his death is regarded simply as

the uttermost surrender of a holy w-ill, when its efficacy is

sought, not in the penal virtue of its sufferings, but in the

moral perfection of its obedience, and is found, not in the

pacifying of God, but in the redeeming force of such self-

sacrifice on man, the atonement itself does its best to return

within the shelter of righteous law, and ceases to be a

forensic insult and browbeating to the Conscience of man-

kind. Observe, finally, the proper meaning of the word

"Faithj" as determined by these antecedents. It is personal

trust in the Divine Guide, who speaks with us in every

higher claim ;—a trust consciously exercised by the Chris-

tian, who discerns in the claim a living and a loving eye ;

unconsciously, by the righteous Pagan, who knows not the

Person but reveres the Law\ Salvation by Faith falls thus

into coalescence with salvation by Obedience : only, that its

true power first declares itself, when the impersonal Law
breaks from its cloud and comes forth as the living God

;

when our surrender is one, not of constraint to a dead

statute, but of free affection to an Almighty Guardian; when

what else were Morality rises into Divinity. How different

is this from that Salvation by dogma,—or, at all events, not

without dogma,—which poisons the heart of almost every

church, and is little else than Christendom's standing sin
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against the Holy Ghost ! Is it wonderful that Mr. Maurice

incessantly recurs, — perhaps not always pertinently,—to

this distinction, radical to all religion, and scattering an

infinitude of doubts, between opinion as critical assent to

a proposition, and faith as moral reliance on a higher

Person ?

From this theology no more wise and welcome conse-

quence flows than the erasure of the false distinction

between secular and spiritual things. It is a distinction

that has no root in reality, and lies only in our blindness

or our vision. The world is divine, whether we see it or

not : its common duties, its humblest work, the order of its

affections, the hierarchy of its relations,-—in the home, in

the village, in the commonwealth, in the family of nations,

—

are holy ordinances, the very sacraments of reality, alive

with the Highest Presence : they are secular only to those

from whom this truth is hid, and whom no secret awe deters

from making them the field for the selfish play of humour,

interest, or ambition. " There are not two moralities,"

—

one for nature, the other for grace :
" Conversion " does

not alter, but only reveal, a man's spiritual obligations and
position : it puts him into no divine kingdom, where he was

not already : he stands in the same universe in which he

stood before : only the scales have fallen from his eyes.

That the new experience thus opened is wonderful, nay

even a rebirth of the spirit, may be asserted with the

Evangelical : yet that God's grace is contingent on human
consciousness and recognition may be denied with the

Catholic. In this view, the world and the Church, labour

and prayer, morals and religion, the life of nature and the

life in God, merge into each other and are objectively one

;

and stand apart only through the subjective illusion of our

darkness or our sin. This consecration of the common
ground and work of our humanity relieves many a heart

that vainly demands of itself the anguish and raptures of

conviction, yet beats with a living pulse of righteousness,

and flushes the cheek with joy in what is noble, pure, and
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true. In all these respects, the distinctive theology of our

new " Tractarians " has hold of such deep truths, and stands

clear of so many protests which strike home elsewhere, as

to address itself with great advantage to the troubled faith

of honest and serious minds. There are two forms of

religious distress or dearth to which, especially, it brings

infinite deliverance. First, where, as in Scotland, the

Genevan " plan of salvation,"—with its corresponding " plan

of damnation,—has at last, by long hammering, broken

through the logical crust, and pierced the heart, of humanity;

an insurgent agony has arisen,—a fierce struggle between

defiant denial and believing despair,—on which the gospel

of this school opens as a tranquillizing revelation, permit-

ting hope and charity without forfeiture of faith and holi-

ness. And, secondly, where a Deistical philosophy or a

mere Historical theology had virtually set God away from

the " here " and " now," and, under prolonged drought and

famine of divine things, even delivered the prophet's rod to

Carlyle's hand, to bring water from the rock and show the

manna on the ground,—an unspeakable refreshment was

brought by a theology which, also lifting the thick veil,

showed not only a divine mystery and beauty, but the

Living God himself, and re-baptized the present, not

simply in wonder and reverence, but in the communion

of trust and affection. The depth to which Mr. Maurice's

faith is penetrated with this truth,—of the immediateness

and perpetuity of the Divine self-witness,—betrays itself in

a verbal peculiarity per\'ading his writings. In speaking of

the acts and dealings of God, he is fond of substituting the

continuous or progressive tense (is doing, was doing, will be

doing) for the aorist (does, did, will do) in all the times ; as

if to preclude the idea of cessation, and to suspend us ever

in the midst of the divine activities. Thus it is said, " God
is manifesting himself," "is meeting" men, "is revealing to

them what their character is " (No. II. p. 8). The usage

seems to be infectious, and, in other hands than Mr,

Maurice's, spreads into new connexions, not without a
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disagreeable effect on the style of the writers. " Christ,"

says Mr. Hughes, of the miracles, " seems to me to have

been asserting the freedom of that law of God by suspending

these natural laws ": and, of the first chapter of Genesis,

—

" What impressed me most in it then was, the order and
harmony of the whole, and the way in which every stage is

leading up through man to God " (No. I. pp. 27, 29), The
more we respect the origin of this habit of speech, the more
should we regret its degenerating into even the appearance

of affectation.

The writers of this school, guided by natural genius and
the special work they have to do, have, with all their indi-

vidual varieties, fallen into a certain method of their own.

They are men of religious insight, of moral nobleness, of

deep personal convictions : they have a message to deliver,

and they deliver it ; leaving it for the most part to bear its

own testimony. It is to them itnniediate truth, which wants

no mediation of theirs ; let it only be laid out side by side

with the alternative half-truths, or sham-truths, and it will

make itself good, by simply being what they are not. Its

persuasiveness consists in its answer to the inner need which

it meets, and its faithful interpretation of the experience on

which it falls. Beyond, therefore, its positive announce-

ment, there is little further support given to it than a

comparative portraiture, often contemptuous enough, of

doctrines which would dispute its place. What vast power

there may be in this mere exhibition of some gem of truth

suspended in a gallery of counterfeits, is evident from the

effect of Mr. Carlyle's writings, whose procedure is so far

essentially the same. Such a method is quite adequate to

the functions we have assigned to the Maurice theology.

To the heart parched by the arid miseries of Calvinism, the

simple offer of this theology is as the cup of cold water to

the lips of fever. And so, when pure and susceptible

natures have been permitted to grow up, stiff and stunted,

in the frosts of Deistical exile, the mere approach of a mind

charged with the living warmth of the Eternal Light,—the
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very gleam of its thoughts and tone of its words,—will

suffice to release and melt them into redemption. But there

are limits to the force of simple enunciation, even of the

highest truths. And when our authors, in their recoil from

the formal dialectic of divinity, propose, as a kind of theory

of method, to fall back in general on the delivery of a mes-

sage and the proclamation of a creed, they overstrain the

resources of mere statement, and underrate the complex

exigencies of modern thought. The principle is thus laid

down by Mr. Llewelyn Davies :

" If there is any truth in the Scriptures, His blessing will rest

upon those who bring forward His gospel in advance of all

arguments or traditions, even if they can do nothing but

seriously repeat it, and trust to its being its own evidence. ' If

I say the truth, why do ye not believe me?' 'We are his

witnesses of these things ; and so is also the Holy Ghost, whom
God hath given to them that obey him.' ' By manifestation of

the truth, commending ourselves to every man's conscience in

the sight of God.' " (No. IV. p. 33.)

Though this is justly enough advanced as a reason for

not staking the gospel-appeal on any management of the

miracle-argument, it is evident from the following illustra-

tion that Mr. Davies gives the principle a wider application :

" Professor Stanley, in his interesting account of the Nicasan

Council, relates two stories, which, whether they are true, or

whether they express a conviction in the mind of the Church,
are almost equally instructive. INIany popular discussions of

doctrine took place, he says, previously to the formal opening
of the Council. In one of these, after divines had been endlessly

disputing, a layman stepped forward, and abruptly said, ' Christ

and the apostles left us, not a system of logic, nor a vain deceit,

but a naked truth, to be guarded by faith and good works.' On
another occasion, a heathen philosopher had been contending
with learned Christians, and had always slipped, vcliii mtgiiis

lubricus, out of the grasp of their arguments. An aged con-
fessor hereupon stepped forth to meet him. ' In the name of
Jesus Christ,' he said, ' hear me, philosopher. There is one
(jod, maker of heaven and earth, and of all things visible and
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invisible ; Who made all things by the power of His Word, and

by the holiness of His Holy Spirit. This Word, by which name
we call the Son of God, took compassion on men for their

wandering astray, and for their savage condition, and chose to

be born of a woman, and to converse with men, and to die for

them ; and he shall come again to judge every one for the

things done in this life. These things we believe without

curious inquiry.' After a few more direct words like these, the

philosopher yielded. ' Hear,' he said, ' my learned friends. So
long as it was a matter of words, I opposed words to words

;

and whatever was spoken, I overthrew by my skill in speaking
;

but when, in the place of words, power came out of the speaker's

lips, words could no longer resist power, man could no longer

resist. If any of you felt as I have felt, let him believe in

Christ, and let him follow this old man in whom God has

spoken.' {Eastern Church, p. 132.)

" It would be foolish, no doubt, to imagine that unbelievers

may be captured by a coup de main, through the mere reitera-

tion of any such simple statements. But it is not foolish to

bring out the unspeakable importance of giving due prominence

to the simplest affirmation of what God is, and what He has

done for men." (No. IV. p. 33.)

Notwithstanding the qualifying clause by which the

author guards his rule, we think the reliance of these

Tracts on the coup-de-/Jiai?i method quite excessive, and

especially unsuited to the occasion which has called them

forth. They professedly deal with the crisis evoked by the

" Essays and Reviews," and cannot but intend to throw

some light upon the questions which that volume raises.

Those questions are all of them seated pretty deep in

the philosophy of religion, and the researches of biblical

and historical criticism. The relation between the inner

course of Hebrew history and the outer lines of Heathen-

dom ; the real meaning, true or false, of the Mosaic

account of the Creation ; the discord or harmony of science

and faith ; the existence and purport of Messianic predic-

tions ; the credibility and function of the Scripture

miracles ; the age and authorship of the several New
Testament books ; their consistency or discrepancy in
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narrative and doctrine ; the right procedure for their true

interpreter ; the nature and limits of their authority :

—

these are topics on which it is vain to pronounce by simple

affirmation ; which cannot be referred to the inner response

of conscience ; which remain undetermined in the face of

the deepest sense of the living God ; and on which the

truth can be approached only by the patient skill of the

critic, and the combinations of a thorough philosophy.

Yet in the Tracts before us, only one of these questions,

—

viz., that raised by Mr. Baden Powell, as to the relation be-

tween Natural and Supernatural Order,—is treated with

any thing like a reasonable discussion,—first, in its relation

to the miracles, by Mr. Davies, and then, in relation to

kosmical law as grounded in Will, by Mr. Ludlow. Both

these writers show a respectful appreciation of their subject,

and contribute thoughtful and suggestive essays. But from

none of their associates will " Priests and People," puzzled

by the "Essays and Reviews," gain the slightest help, beyond

the comfort of knowing what Mr. Hughes believes, and

what " lessons " Mr. Maurice draws from the seven treatises,

and the panic, and the quarterly Reviews, and the Bishop

of Oxford and his Lay Critic, and the remaining elements

of the crisis. Personal confessions of faith, whatever their

autobiographical interest, and homiletic comments, however

true their spirit, on what we want to be told and what we

do not want, contribute nothing to the solution of any

pending difficulty. The influence which they may exert,

—

that of sympathy and spiritual response,—can operate only

in the way of diversion from the problems of fact and

thought, whence the whole ferment comes. We are per-

petually referred to the " Living Witness and Interpreter
"

of Divine things. That " Living Witness " we reverently

own. But, for all that, the chronology and incidents of

Matthew's and Luke's introductions remain at variance
;

Galatians and Acts stand at issue as before; the Last

Supper cannot both have been and not have been the

Passover ; and the prophecies of the Second Coming passed
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their date and outlived their meaning without fulfilment.

In such matters there is no diviner interpreter than the

pure and single eye of a truthful spirit, that can see things

as they are, and has no optical tricks for either severing

the harmonious or blending the contradictory. Mr.

Maurice, addressing his brother clergymen, says :

" Why waste the short time in which you are able to work in

speculation ? Why argue and debate, when you might proclaim

good news to your fellow-creatures ? You talk of the value of

testimony and antiquity in establishing certain propositions.

Cannot you trust God to testify of them as He did of old ? You
say the evidence of miracle and prophecy is conclusive. Let it

be conclusive. Then speak out the conclusion. Set forth the

iniracles as they are set forth in the Gospel, as witnesses of

Christ's kingdom over men. Study the prophets, and learn

what words they spoke to the people in their day respecting

the living God and His government over men. See whether

their words are not mightier than all the evidences that have

been deduced from them." (No ii. p. 20.)

Excellent advice for an undoubting clergy among an un-

doubting,—though it may be a heedless,—people !—only,

in that case, quite superfluous, since such a clergy are not

given to " speculate," or at all slow to " proclaim." But,

as a remedy for shaken or undetermined belief, as an

escape from the perception of ditificulties and the force of

discovery, the course recommended is morally irrelevant ;

—

ineffectual, if applied to a questioning people ; if followed

by a questioning clergy, dishonest. Were Mr. Maurice

consulted by persons in doubt about the " Resurrection of

the body,"—still more, had it lost (as is understood to be

the case with many German divines) its decisive hold upon

his own faith,—we are sure he would not be content to go

on "proclaiming;" he would not set aside "antiquity"

and its witnesses, in expectation that " God would testify ;
"

he would have to "argue," probably even to "speculate ;"

and would find that a faith, once disturbed by legitimate

intellectual processes, can be reinstated only by resort to
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them again. It has been said, in benevolent apology for

Mr. Spurgeon's pulpit style, " True, it has its taint of

vulgarity: but vulgar people exist, and must have their

religion." It seems to be forgotten at the other end that

men of letters and science exist, that hosts of academic

and professional youth exist, and, being human, must have

their religion. The culture of the age preoccupies their

minds with habits of thought variously traversing the
* message " of the Church, and with many distinct objec-

tions to parts of the Bible and the creed. Is no notice to .

be taken of this state of mind ? Do you expect that, on

hearing the message, it will die out of itself? Will you

treat it as a delirium,—as a mere fretful illusion,—to be f
coaxed into cure by changing the subject and speaking '

home to another part of the nature ? Or is all sympathy

to be withheld from the mental strife of the intellectual

classes ? and are they to limp on as they can in the rear of

a faith, that will not turn its face to answer them a word ?

We should better understand the attitude of our " Trac-

tarians " towards questions of critical and scientific

theology, if their own faith were unconcerned in the issue

of such inquiries. If they were prepared to say outright,

" The Living Witness will in any case suffice for us : we
want no outward testimony from other times to tell us what

we know : be the Bible what it may, we love it simply be-

cause it communes with us in spirit and draws from us a

deep response : but the revelation of God is eternal and

depends on no book ; " then certainly, critical problems

would be indifferent to them ; they might look past them,

as not in the line of their religion ; and very properly use

such language as the following from the Religio Laid :

" Men may satisfy themselves,—perhaps, if I have time to

give to the study, they may satisfy me,—that the Pentateuch
was the work of twenty men ; that Baruch wrote a part of

Isaiah ; that David did not write the Psalms, or the Evangelists

the Gospels ; that there are interpolations here and there in the

originals ; that there are numerous and serious errors in our

VOL, II. F F
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translation. What is all this to me ? What do I care who
wrote them, what is the date of them, what this or that passage

ought to be? They have told me what I wanted to know.

Burn every copy in the world to-morrow, you don't and can't

take that knowledge from me, or any man. I find them all

good for me ; so, as long as a copy is left, and I can get it, I

mean to go on reading them all, and believing them all to be

inspired." (No. i. p. 25.)

If Mr. Hughes can be so independent of the date and

authorship of historical books like the Gospels, he cannot,

one would suppose, be particular about the trustworthiness

of their narrative parts : for this surely depends a little upon

the age and person of the historian. However much the

portraiture and words of Christ may carry their own
credentials, the record of what happened to him,—the

birth and infancy, the death and resurrection,—owes all its

value to the testimony on which it rests : and loses its his-

torical character if, instead of being contemporary and first-

hand, it is the work of later anonymous compilers. Yet,

with strange inconsistency, the author who is so free and

easy with the witnesses, and cares not to ask who they are,

rests his whole faith upon the thing attested—viz., that the

Son of God became incarnate, being " conceived by the

Holy Ghost, and born of the Virgin Mary." He distinctly

says, " The Incarnation is for me the support of all personal

holiness, and the key to human history" (p. 19). Is it

nothing to him, then, from what hand he receives this key ?

Does he hold it as a mere working hypothesis, which, once

started in the dark, recommends itself sufificiently by fitting

the phenomena ? Or, resting on it as a Y)W\x\&fact, known
historically or else not known at all, can he be indifferent

to its solidity? Nor, considering the extent of the

prophetical element in Scripture, can we understand how
the " date " of books can be a small matter to an author

who evidently identifies prophecy with prediction. How
but by " date " do we know real fore-announcement from

vaticinia post eventum ? The truth is, this school has never
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succeeded in settling accounts between the Eternal Divine

facts spiritually revealed by the ever-living Witness, and the

historical phenomena of the past, which, however connected

with religion, are cognizable only through human testimony.

In the joy of having found the former, even Mr. Maurice

forgets the different tenure of the latter, involves them in

the same feeling and treatment, as if they, too, were

entities, apprehensible to-day, independently of yesterday,

and free from the contingencies of probable evidence. He
wraps up in the same folds of ontological language the

purely spiritual and the simply historical elements of the

creed : with the tacit feeling and assumption that the

permanent carries the transitory not only into being, but

into knowledge. The Personal life of God in the world,

of which his sense is so deep, seems to guarantee for him

the particular Divine acts and manifestations enumerated

in the Scriptures or the formularies of the Church : and

his one standing appeal to us is,
—" Believe in Him who is

signified, and you will believe the signs." Yet it is plain

that no prior apprehension of God would enable us to

divine, before they came, the forms in which his agency

would express itself; or, after they have come and been

reported, to separate the threads of reality from those of

fiction in a narrative of mixed tissue. For knowledge of

the Divine events, taken one by one, we are not less de-

pendent on human attestation than for the biography of an

Emperor or an x\postle : and it is vain to treat them as if

they were deducibles from the primary spiritual truth, and

sure to stand or fall with it. Frequent as this assumption

is in the Maurician writings, there are times when the

reasoning is just inverted ; and we are told that, did we not

know the facts enumerated in the Apostles' Creed, we
should have no escape from atheism or pantheism. If so,

the premisses of all religion are historical, not spiritual

:

the most tremendous consequences are staked upon the

security of the history : and, in place of indifference or

disparagement towards a testing criticism, a consistent

F F 2
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believer will rather hang upon its processes with vigilance

at once anxious and hopeful. Our authors play fast and

loose with these opposite lines of thought : at one time

saying, " Let the critics have their way ; God lives and will

witness to Himself;" at another, "Take away from us the

story of the miraculous conception, and we are stri{)ped of

our belief in a Living God."

It has always been the favourite logic of divines,
—

" Take

your choice : either with us, or without God :
" though

nine-tenths of the thoughtful portion of mankind have

variously ranged themselves between the atheist and the

orthodox, and made the interval habitable at innumerable

points. Our new Tractarians, we regret to observe, are not

ashamed of again plying the worn-out dilemma, and using

the hobgoblin of Positivism, to drive people to the asylum

of the Nicene Creed. " Which you please," they say to

us, " either dead laws, or the Licarnation." Mr. Hughes

distinctly asserts,
—" With our Lord must go all belief in a

personal God" (p. 14) ; and what he means by "our Lord,"

is evident at once from the connexion, and from the follow-

ing paragraph :

" This loyalty I could never have rendered, no man can ever

render, I believe, except to a Son of man. He must l)e perfect

man as well as perfect God to satisfy us—must have dwelt in

a body like ours, have felt our sorrows, pains, temptations,

weaknesses. He was incarnate by the Spirit of God of the

Virgin. In this way I can see how he was indeed perfect God
and perfect Man. I can conceive of no other in which he

could have been so. The Incarnation is for me the support

of all personal holiness, and the key to human history" (p. 19).

This astounding claim for the Incarnation,—that it alone

discloses the personality of God,—has often been advanced

by writers like Dr. Newman (see his University Sermons)^

who make all determinate religion a matter of external

authority : but comes strangely enough from those who

insist on the eternal self-witness of God. We protest

against its levity and rashness. If it be true, our escape
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from " dead laws " is indeed precarious. For there is no

guarantee for the alternative doctrine except the opening

chapters of Matthew and Luke ; whose narratives contain

in themselves, and play off against each other, every con-

ceivable difficulty that can bring suspicion on an historical

relation : they contradict each other's chronology, genealogy,

geography, and whole substance as well as order of both

natural and supernatural events : they stand at variance

with authentic secular history : they are without support

from the other evangelists, even him who had taken Mary

to his home; and reappear in no subsequent allusion

throughout the New Testament writings, not excepting the

very gospels in which they are found. Narratives of this

kind, strongly impressed with a legendary character, in which

nameable angels appear upon the scene, and men and

Avomen speak off-hand in original hymns, and public as

well as private miracles surround the person of the future

Saviour with an insulating glory, entail, if received, insuper-

able difficulties on the subsequent history, or, if critically

examined, suffer greatly by comparison with it. Not

produced till more than half a century from the incidents

they report, not pretending to come from contemporary

witnesses, though full of detail and speeches which even

first-hand testimony could scarcely authenticate, they cannot

for a moment be put upon the same footing with the

accounts of the ministry of Christ. Yet this is the chosen

ground on which to rest the foundation of all religion !

The assurance of a personal God is to stand or fall with the

massacre of the Innocents and the census of Quirinus !

IJut further, the plainest facts refute this claim for the

Incarnation. Had the Jewish people, prior to the Advent,

no knowledge of a personal God ? Does the human con-

science bear no witness to his Moral Government? and

have the wise Heathens only dreamt, whom the shadow of

guilt or the authority of goodness has startled into this

belief? And surely the Apostle Paul was neither pantheist

nor atheist : yet there is not the slightest reason to attribute
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to him the doctrine expressed in the words, " conceived by

the Holy Ghost of the Virgin Mary." On this point,

indeed, there is more than the negative evidence of silence.

Both of the human lineage of Christ, and of the Spirit's

relation to him, the Apostle speaks in terms which exclude

the idea of miraculous conception : "The Son of God," he

says (Rom. i. 3, 4),
'''' sprit7igfrom the seed of David according

to the flesh " (requiring Joseph as connecting link), and
" declared to be the Son of God in power according to the

Spirit of Holiness from the resurrection of the dead."

Here are both the human sonship left to the course of

natural descent, and the divine sonship through the Spirit

referred not to the birth, but to the resurrection. In this

we have perhaps the earliest conception of the union

between the divine and the human in the person of Christ.

By all who received him, he was owned under the Messianic

title of " Son of God "
; and this eminence was referred by

all to the higher principle within him known as the " Holy

Spirit." But as to the specific time and mode in which

this higher principle claimed him, and the phenomena

w'hich most characteristically manifested it, a succession of

different conceptions are found within the limits of the

New Testament. First, and naturally with those on whose

horizon it burst with all its glory, the Resurrection was the

date and inauguration of his Sonship, the transcendent

expression of the living and life-giving Spirit within him,

by which he became the Head of an immortal, as Adam of

the mortal, humanity. In this view, nothing prior to the

Resurrection need have more than a human character and

a moral significance. We have here the sense in which

the greater and indisputable epistles of St. Paul were

written : later some new elements must have entered his

doctrine, if the letters to the Philippians, Ephesians, and

Colossians are really his. The position of the personal

companions of Jesus was different. Looking back from

their final eminence on that ministry of his, which they

had been so slow of heart to interpret at the time, they
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could not but remember how many signs it gave forth of

the same Spirit of holy power which at last broke the bonds

of death; and they would take delight in recalling the

divine gleams that escaped from beneath the folds of his

humility, and betrayed him as already marked out for the

functions awaiting him. Hence by them the inaugural

point was fetched back to a prior date ; and the Spirit was

held to have rested on him and claimed him as the " Son

of God" already at the Baptism. But are, then, the

previous thirty years to be left on the village level, and

awaken no surmise and make no sign ? Some there were

who said that his childhood was not without its signal

marks of grace ; who doubted whether his nature was like

that of other men; and thought he might have been the

"Son of God" from the first and. in a more literal sense

than had hitherto been supposed. This idea of a physical

Sonship, dispensing with one human parent, and involving

an exceptional nature, constitutes a third stage of doctrine

;

of which there is no vestige in the New Testament except

in the introductions to Matthew and Luke. Thus far we

are still without any hint of a pre-existent Sonship ; the

interpretations severally select the Resurrection, the Baptism,

the Birth ; but they remain within the limits of this life
;

even the last, explaining, as it does, by what genesis Jesus

becomes the " Son of God," shuts the door of the past

against that character. The final escape of the title from

historical date into transcendental preexistence was effected

when the doctrine of the Logos had come into contact

with the recorded life of Christ, and applied its solvent and

transmuting power upon his words and deeds and person.

His continued existence in heaven demanded new forms of

expression to mark his Sonship there. So long as he was

on earth, the visible Agent and subject of divine acts, it

was enough to refer to the " Holy Spirit " as constituting

him " Son of God "
: the more so as he had it " without

measure," and it centred all in him, and to others " it had

not come, because he was not yet glorified." The " Holy
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Spirit," however, always means the phenomenal Divine

power, as it breaks into immediate consciousness or expres-

sion ; and ceases to give an appropriate account of one who

has been lifted from the world of manifestation to the world

of eternal realities. Besides, it was the disciples left behind

who were now the organs of the Holy Spirit : from his

glorified person it was so far released and sent down upon

them, that it was now no longer the distinction of his

individuality, but common to both spheres,—its potential

source above, its actual work below. In this generalization

and diffusion of the " Spirit," a need arose of some other

conception to mark, with strict limitation to himself, the

higher principle which still and for ever constituted his

Sonship. The conception of the Logos supplied the want

:

the expressible nature of God, that whereby he thinks and

speaks himself into other minds, and especially passes into

communion with humanity, might well be discerned as the

Divine side of the exalted Christ by those to whom he had

made life holy. In this form, his Sonship escaped into

supramundane time,—became a continuous and undated

fact,—and only dipped down through the shadows of

-Incarnation, to be the link between humanity and God.

The Johannine " Word made flesh," however, involves no

miraculous conception, or birth from a Virgin. It belongs

to a totally different order of ideas. Human parentage

<ioes not stand in its way. The Logos, the source of all

life, can pass into possession of this individual life by its

own ways of silent order. The w^hole drift of the fourth

gospel is to blend all spiritual individuals in one, to recognize

their sameness of nature with Christ, and extend common
predicates to all. Its doctrine turns upon the contrast, not

of human and divine, but of diabolical and divine ; the

human being the neutral theatre for both. The result, on

the other hand, of the Incarnation in Luke is the birth of

an exceptional being contrasted in the composition of his

personality with the race to which he comes. They can

never be sons of God in the sense in which he is : yet
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this, which Luke's Incarnation excludes, is the sole end

contemplated in John's.

Thus, within the Christian Scriptures themselves, there

are no fewer than four different modes of conceiving the

union of divine and human elements in Christ. Of these,

two involve no Incarnation, and a third no superhuman

birth. On the remaining one, incomparably the most

questionable, Mr. Hughes rashly seizes, and makes it the

sole foundation for that faith in a personal God which in

fact equally belongs to all the rest.

Further, we must confess our inability to perceive the

logical connexion between the assumed fact and the deduced

truth. What is meant, we presume, is, that in the figure of

Jesus Christ, historical and human, yet sprung from the

Holy Spirit, God visibly became a Perso)i. True ; but this

is so far from implying an Eternal Personality, that it rather

suggests the idea of a transitory phase of existence, into

which and out of which an impersonal Infinite might pass.

And accordingly the notion of Incarnation has always been

distinctive, not of monotheistic faiths, which attribute

intense character and will to the object of worship, but of

pantheistic religions, which cannot for ever rest in their

fundamental negation of personality, but are obliged to let

their Divine Essence come up now and then, and culminate

in individuality and self-consciousness. Nor is any thing

more certain in the history of early Christianity than that

the Athanasian doctrine was the final result of the influx

of Gciiiile modes of thought, and was resisted at every

stage by the rigid Theism of the Judaic Christians, till

the last remnant of the original Messianic believers was

lost. We are far from affirming that the infusion of new

elements from the Hellenic world was, on the whole, a loss

rather than a gain of truth. But, certainly, its secure hold

of the faith in a personal God the Christian Church owes

to its Jewish descent, and possesses, not in consequence,

but in spite of, its doctrine of Incarnation.

i.'Vnd now, having set aside what we deem a mistaken
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claim for this doctrine, we are free to acknowledge and
define a juster one. Belief in it could hardly be so per-

sistent and passionate, could hardly breathe so continuously

through the poetry, the art, the devotion of Christendom,

had it not roots deeper than the accidental soil of tradition.

Doubtless, it embodies a truth, though Mr. Hughes has

named the wrong one ; a truth more purely distinctive of

Christianity than his. Of Heathen religion, the motto, we
may say, was God in Nature ; of Christian, it is God in

Man ; of Jewish, God over both. The Scriptures every

where,—Old and New,—place the universal centre of gravity,

round which the Providential scheme revolves, not in the

Cosmos, but in Humanity : only, Man who in the Hebrew
religion is the fabricated creature,—the disposable servant,

—of an Almighty Maker, becomes, in the Christian, the

filial partaker of the Divine nature, and drawn, through the

sympathies of a common righteousness, into communion
with God, not of outward converse only, but of inward

life. The new revelation of Him who is " Spirit " presents

Him, not separate at a sovereign interval from a long

hierarchy of distinct species of intelligence below, but as

the essence of holy Hfe in all minds, the light to which

they secretly aspire, the spring of love by which they break

from self to reach it. This truth, this sense of reconciled

approach,—of discovered affinity,—of blended life,—be-

tween Man and God, is what gives its real interest to the

doctrine of Incarnation. The ecclesiastical battle respect-

ing it raged apparently around the person of Christ : but

he stood for our humanity at large ; and the claim made
for him, that he was the meeting-point of two natures,

—

that his personaHty was incompletely thought, unless

identified in its ground with God's essence, while living all

the life of an historical individual,—was in reality pre-

ferred on our behalf. In him the links were found for

connecting two extremes, not ready else to detect the joy

of their immediate relation. Held within the Divine

nature, on the one hand, and never, as Arius affirmed,
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detached into creaturely existence, he was in absolute union

with the Father : having, on the other, the type and experi-

ence of Human nature, he was joined to us by the hand of

brotherhood : and the upward and downward sympathy

together bound heaven and earth by a chain of affinity

unfelt before. That which prevented this double relation

from being limited to the individuality of Christ,-—that

which associated our humanity at large with it, and made

us also of twofold nature,—was the " Holy Spirit," whereby

the Divincness broke away, as it were, from exclusive con-

nexion with the person of the Saviour, and spread as a

flame of new and holy life through the souls of men. The
fresh fields of consciousness, the large horizon of affection,

that opened before minds caught in this heavenly conta-

gion, were equivalent to the gain of a higher nature,—

a

rebirth into another world ; though, in truth, there was no

objective change in the constitution of God's universe, but

simply a waking up to wonders that were always there. It

is a poor self-knowledge that stops with the knowledge of

self : and this narrow bound was now passed, and the dis-

covery made how much we must affirm to be human with-

out denying it to be divine ; how the shadow of our per-

sonal sins will not stay here upon the ground, but while

clinging to our feet will overshoot the brink into the infinite

air ; how the light of our secret conscience is but refracted

from a flood of Righteousness beyond. This truth is the

final fruit of the doctrine of Incarnation ; short of which it

yields nothing but a crude and barren wonder ; but ripen-

ing which, its work is done and its season near its close.

For spiritual truth, once reached, has its own living witness;

and having found its eternal strength, turns round and

gives an interpreting support to the very history or pheno-

mena which have served as its germ. The Incarnation is

true, not of Christ exclusively, but of Man universally, and

God everlastingly. He bends into the human, to dwell

there : and humanity is the susceptible organ of the divine.

And the spiritual light in us which forms our higher life is
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" of one substance " (ofioovmov) with his own Righteousness,

—its manifestation, with unaltered essence and authority,

on the theatre of our nature. All minds are of one

species,—or rather concur in transcending the limits of

species ; all, as Plato said, feed upon the same aliment, the

true, the right, the beautiful, the good ; and that aliment

itself is the very " bread of heaven," the essential life of

spirit everywhere, in its Source and in its distribution. And
however our abstract names may parcel or disguise it, and
make it seem like a thing or thought of ours, it is God's

eternal imparting of Himself to those who may grow into

his likeness. Of this grand and universal truth Christ be-

came the revealer, not by being an exceptional personage

(who could be a rule for nothing), but by being a signal

instance of it so intense and impressive as to set fire to

every veil that would longer hide it. He was not un-

naturally taken for the objective cause of that indwelling

of the Divine in the human which he revealed, and by re-

vealing indefinitely deepened and increased. And it was

in the interests of this supposition,—in order to qualify his

personality for so changing the constitution of the moral

world,—that the theory of the double nature, as special to

him, was wrought out. Take away its physical elements,

remove its speciality, affirm it of humanity in general, and

of him as its revealing representative ; and the same truth

assumes its permanent form, rescued from questionable

history and arbitrary dogma, and secured by the living

testimony of God's Spirit in the heart of man.

What we find, then, in reading the Tracts for Priests and

People is this. The authors have hold of very momentous

truths ; appreciate them justly in their application ; feel them

deeply in their true ground ; but, in stating or deducing

them, try to get them out of ecclesiastical premisses so

utterly precarious in themselves and so illogically prefixed,

as to endanger and perplex the lessons they wish to teach.

They read into the Creed many a thought far richer and

truer than its words contain : and for their private peace
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and guidance this is well
;
quickening old and venerable

forms ; and permitting the fresh flow of veracious faith

within the consecrated channel. But when, for the con-

viction of others, the thought has to be taken out again, it

becomes evident that it is not there ; that its presence has

been simulated by a subjective illusion ; and that when it is

summoned to come forth, it is the ventriloquist himself who
both gives it the call, and answers to its name. The most

astonishing instance of this phenomenon is, perhaps, in the

attempt to extract the Maurician doctrine of Atonement,

which attributes efficacy to the holy obedience, not to the

incurred sufferings of Christ, and expends that efficacy

entirely upon the human side, from the 2nd Church Article,

which says not a word of either the obedience of Christ or

the remedied alienation of man, but declares that the Son
" truly suffered, zvas crucified, dead and buried, to reconcile

his Father to us, and to be a sacrifice, not only for original

guilt, but also for all actual sins of men." This is not

an ambiguous statement : and it affirms precisely the pro-

positions which, in defining their doctrine, our authors

are most careful to disclaim. When, again, the 31st

Article says that "the offering of Christ once made is

that perfect redemption, propitiating, and satisfaction, for

all the sins of the whole world, both original and actual :

and there is none other satisfaction for sin, but that alone :

"

when, further, it draws the inference that " the Sacrifices of

Masses " are " blasphemous fables ;

"—it is plain that the

offering of Christ is assumed to do at a stroke the very

same thing to w'hich the Mass pretended day by day,

—

i.e.,

propitiate an alienated God,—by presenting a substitute

for human obedience, or conversely, a ''''satisfaction for"

human sin. Can any thing be more hopeless than the

attempt to expel from this phraseology the idea of vicarious

righteousness, and Divine claims bought off? Is not that

idea the very pith of all " orthodox " theology ? Is not the

whole worship of the Western Church an attempt of the

disciple to screen himself behind an acceptable Name, and
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put forward, as his only plea and protection, an obedience

that has been rendered for him ? Yet Mr. Garden, who,

like Mr. Maurice and Mr. Davies, is in moral revolt against

this rude and barbarous idea, discovers that its phraseology

is " expressive of a great truth :

"

" Christ's sacrifice of Himself was indeed a satisfaction to

Divine justice, and that in a far higher sense than is furnished

by any mere notions of paying a debt, or enduring a penalty.

The Righteousness of God has an entire satisfaction in the

work of Christ Jesus. The Supreme Reason, the Perfect

Mind of the Father, sees there that on which He can pour

a full tide of complacency and approval. There were barriers

whjch the Divine justice no doubt placed between God and

sinful man ; for perfect justice can never be on terms with

sin ; can never call things other than what they are ; can adopt

no legal fiction in order to treat the sinner as if he were not a

sinner. Those barriers are broken down by Christ's sacrifice.

Man is thereby brought to God. God's justice sees Man pre-

sented to Him, such as He designed Man to be, and is satis-

fied. The sin of the world is taken away, and all who will

avail themselves of it, can occupy a position in which Man is

righteous, and may serve God in holiness and righteousness,

without fear." (No. II. p. 21.)

The word " satisfaction " may undoubtedly be used

simply for '" approval " and " complacency," or for the

object of such feeling : and if nothing more were said

than that the offering of Christ was a satisfaction to God,

the praise might mean only that God approved the offering.

But " satisfaction for " an offence is an approval com-

plicated by reference to an antecedent relation : it is a

complacency compensating and discharging a prior dis-

pleasure : and if the displeasure rested upon one person,

while the complacency is directed on another, the " offer-

ing" is vicarious. On this point the Article leaves no

doubt : the sins are Men's ; the offering is Christ's : the

consequent transition from displeasure to complacency is

God's. Yet this is the text from which Mr. Garden can
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dislodge all doctrine of substitution, and extract a " great

truth " completely at variance with it

!

We must accept it, however, as a law of theological

advance, however humbling to our ideal of Christian

simplicity, that the authoritative text of the past will long

be stretched and strained with the expanding pressure of

new thought, before it sets the prisoner free to build around

it the organism of its future life. If our Tractarians can

convince " priests and people " that the Church does not

encourage the idea of Christ's doing our Divine relations

for us, or redeemning us otherwise than by assimilation to

his self-sacrifice, they will abuse the license of interpre-

tation to good effect, and deliver the religion they teach

from a reproach else fatal to it. They have repeatedly

stated with irresistible force, the moral objections to the

theory of " Satisfaction "
: and the only question is, whether

in the residuary doctrine which they retain, innocent as it

is of affront to the conscience, there is a real truth for

thought and heart to grasp, or only a semblance to engage

and dignify phraseology that cannot be dismissed. That

doctrine, if we rightly understand our authors' not very

precise expositions of it, is briefly summed up in the follow-

ing propositions.

Sacrifice, in its essential idea, is simply the offering of a

gi/f, as an expression of homage : the material object pre-

sented being but the symbol of that self-surrender to a holy

will, which alone has reality with God. In Christ, symbol

and reality coalesce : in his hand is no gift save Himself,—
himself always, utterly, to the last extremity, given up to

the all-righteous Will. In this,—his perfect and unreserved

obedience,—lies the whole essence of his sacrifice. The
element of mere suffering,—the humiliation of the cross,

—

has no separate significance, apart from the whole spiritual

life of which it is the climax. It simply measures the

intensity of the self-dedication, or rather, shows that its

measure could not be found. The offering, as proceeding

from Christ, zvas a perfect obedience.
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That such an offering, as received by a Holy God, should

find acceptance, needs no explanation. But how is it " a
propitiation for the sins of the whole world ? " To this

question we find the following answer : that which Christ

presented spotless before his Father was human nature,—
for he was human : human nature, therefore, now that its

ideal was realized, became well-pleasing in the sight of God :

and we who are samples of it are included in this com-
placency. So far, there would seem to be ascribed to the

Christian sacrifice an effect other than on us, viz., a con-

ciliated sentiment, on the part of God, towards humanity

as a Kind.

Yet on this Divine side of the Reconciliation we do not

find our authors relying for any benefit to us men, so long

as we, on our part, are unaffected by the persuasive efficacy

of Christ's offering. Not till love and faith draw us into a

like spirit of self-sacrifice are we partakers in its blessing.

Redemption there is none from penalty while guilt re-

mains ; nor may we call any one our Saviour, except in so

far as he has delivered us from the sinful affections that

carry their eternal penalties within them. So, in its human
aspect, the Atonement consists, not in any substitution of

Christ's obedience, but in assimilation to it.

That this statement is not incorrect will perhaps be sufifi-

ciently apparent from the following extract

:

" At last comes one in whom the matter of the oblation and
the form are united ; Whose gift is the inward essential

sacrifice ; Who said, Lo, I come to do Thy Will. And He
does it perfectly. The gift of His own Will and of His own
Being to the Will of his Father is entire and flawless. There
is no point at which the offerer pauses. The self-surrender

stays not till the very life has been offered. The obedience is

carried on until it becomes an obedience unto death. Short of

that point, the sacrifice would not have been complete ; there

would have been something kept back. But all is complete ;

nothing is kept back ; all faith in, and all love to the eternal

Father, all sympathy with the brethren, receive their full ex-

pression in the sacrifice which began with the utterance, Lo, I
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come; and was consummated when Jesus bowed His head and
gave up the ghost. In gazing on that, we are gazing on the

Only Gift ever offered to God, which, for its own sake, God could

regard with complacency ; in which for its own sake, God
could take delight. And we may see how the union of Christ

with His brethren renders this gift propitiatory in its effects

upon them. For it is human nature which He has offered up
in spotless sacrifice to the Father ; the whole race is represented

in Him. He is the Head and the Root of all mankind. There-
fore, mankind now stands accepted before God, and every

sharer in the kind may at once plead and occupy the righteous

position which has been won for it by the accepted sacrifice

of its great Representative." (No. II. p. 17.)

Now there are two points which we cannot understand

in this theory : viz. (i) the place it assigns to the death of

Christ; (2) the extension to men in general of God's com-

placency in him personally.

(i) The cross, it is admitted, is but the consummation of

a perfect self-devotion, extending no less through a whole

previous life, but then at last meeting its supreme test. It

is not the sentient endurance, but the moral righfness, of

that death, which constitutes its essence and whole power.

What, then, made it right, and set it in the pathway of a

holy obedience, so that it could not righteously be avoided ?

What Law of God required it ? It was either voluntary,

—

positively chosen as an end ; or involuntary,—negatively

incurred, as incident to a career having ends that came
across it. If the former, the Moral claim for it is relin-

quished : for death, embraced as an end, is simply suicide,

and, instead of fulfilling, violates the Divine Law. If the

latter, it needs to be shown under what moral exigency, in the

discharge of what duty, it was encountered. Till this is

done, it escapes appreciation by the Conscience, and is

dishonoured by vain words of reverence : and when this is

done, it surely loses the]mysterious character assigned to it,

and becomes simply the supreme case of martyrdom. For

what is martyrdom, but death incurred in preference to the

VOL. II. G G
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denial of truth or the evasion of some righteous claim ? Are

our authors content with this description of the cross?

Placing its sanctity and acceptableness on no magical

ground, but on the same footing with the whole devoted

life which preceded it, they ought to set it in the clear

light of real human obligation ; to show what pure affec-

tion required it, what authoritative call would have been

disregarded in declining it. They seem to us to speak as

if self-sacrifice had some holy character and efficacy of its

own, apart from the righteous claim in fidelity to which it

is freely incurred ; as if Christ even made it his end to show

us the path of self-sacrifice :—an end that must defeat it-

self; since, by its presence, it would convert his act into the

empty spectacle of throwing himself away; instead of

illustrating the solemn conflicts of inward allegiance in

which life itself must yield. If there is to be any reality

in his self-surrender on Calvary, if it is to prevail over us by

any true appeal, it must have an intelligible character of its

own, either as an inseparable part of a life faithful to its

highest inspiration, or as having some separate end justify-

ing and consecrating the sacrifice. We consult our authors

in vain for an answer to the question, what was the problem

which required Christ to die ? They reject the plain

answer of most divines,
—" to divert to himself the penal-

ties of men's sins." They do not really mean to sanction

the theatrical doctrine of " example." They would pro-

bably shrink from reducing the case to that of martyrdom.

Yet they throw the whole stress of the offering upon its

moral element of intrinsic rightness and recall it from the

realm of the magical to the region of character. They cut off

the mass of arbitrary consequences appended by the ordinary

forensic theory to the death on Calvary
;
yet transfer to

their own simple and spiritual view the mystic elevation of

language which belongs only to what they have left behind.

They never escape the vicious circle : the cross was holy,

because it was endured to save mankind : and it saves man-

kind, by being holy. In the one proposition, they pay
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homage to theological fiction : in the other, to moral and

historical truth. It is a vain attempt to serve both masters.

(2) The extension of God's complacency in Christ's

offering over the whole of mankind is unexplained ; and, we
venture to add, inexplicable without resuming the very

principle of substitution which has been discarded. He
offered, it is said, our nature spotless before heaven, and

made it acceptable again. Yes ; but God's displeasure was

not,—no moral displeasure can be,—against a Nature : it

was, and is, and ever must be, only against the unfaithful

Will ; and the Wills of men are not generic, but individual

:

they cannot be fused together into a representative type,

—

himself also a free personality,—and change from defor-

mity to beauty, with the Light of his life. The obedience

of Christ was the obedience, not of hutnanity, but of a

man,—of his own individual soul, in dealing with the

special problems, the incommunicable responsibilities, the

lonely sorrows and temptations, of a life particular and even

unique ; and to extend it beyond this personal circle, to

speak as if, by merely being human, Pontius Pilate and

Caligula and Messalina and Borgia acquired a share in it,

and lay less deep within the shadow of God's disapproval, is

to contradict the inalienableness of all moral trusts, and

make character vicarious. As well might you say, con-

versely, that the guilt of Judas Iscariot was the guilt of

" human nature," and must have made us all odious in the

sight of heaven. There are some departments of thought

in which, we believe, Mr. Maurice's Platonic Realism has

a just application. But against its entrance on the region

of the Conscience and gathering up our infinitely distributed

trusts into an incarnate dbos of humanity, we must

earnestly protest. Obligation cannot be discharged by

deputy ; cannot be met but in the concrete. Christ, as

obedient and holy in his humanity, was one man ; and we
are other men : and no " propitiation for our sins " can be

got out of his righteousness, without removing the essence

of all moral distinctions whatsoever.

G G 2
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In our authors' doctrine, then, on this ancient subject,

we find the old phenomenon repeated : it is clear and sound

in what it removes ; confused and incomprehensible in

what it retains. It is no wonder. Theological literature is

one protracted testimony to the unmanageableness of this

favourite topic. It seems to have a fatal fascination in it;

—doubtless because to people who think at all it can never

offer any real repose. One divine after another of powerful

intellect approaches it, with the same invariable result ; that

either his Logic or his Ethics go to pieces at once. When
Butler resorted to the plea that, notwithstanding the ill-look

of the doctrine, there were uglier things to be found in the

real world ; when Jonathan Edwards, with his inexorable

reasoning, had to define Moral relations in a way to secure

their absence from his path ; when Magee could only brow-

beat his opponents, and, as Mr. Garden observes, evade

the knot of the whole question ; when a writer who could

so well expound the principles of reasoning as Dr. Thomson
in his Outlines of the Latvs of Thought, could so ill exemplify

them in his Bampton Lectures on the Atonement ;—we
may be excused perhaps for suggesting that the solution is

still missing ; not for want of genius to work it out, but

because the problem is imaginary, and the answer impossi-

ble. The doctrine arose out of a picture or programme of

the universe and human life which, though still hung up on

many a church-wall, has no real truth for the modern

understanding, no daily presence to the inward eye. The
human sense of sin and consciousness of moral infirmity

have assumed, if a less passionate, perhaps a deeper and a

truer form ; in which a more discriminating measure is

taken of guilt, and its purely personal nature is felt to

remove it from possibilities of exchange. Theories of

salvation are always correlative with theories of perdition :

and since the vision of eternal ruin, as the rule for the

human race, has passed from among credible realities and

descended to the rank of ecclesiastical scene-painting, the

scheme for exceptional rescue, constructed by divines out
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of misinter{)reted Scripture, is felt to be artificial too. So

long as men believed themselves helplessly sold and made

over to some one who meant to torture them,—whether to

the Devil, as the ancient Church supposed, or to a judicial

(led unable to remit, as modern theology pretends,—so

long as, in their view, some one's rights over them had to

be bought off ere they could be set free for true obedience

and hope, the language which described " Salvation,"

" Redemption,"' " Satisfaction," " Propitiation," as an

objective arrangement or supernatural " expedient " devised

on their behalf, had an exact and congenial meaning. But

now the disciple is told, with infinitely deeper truth, that

the terrible claimant from whom he needs deliverance is

himself : and to this inner thraldom, the old programme of

an outer rescue negotiated for him has no proper application.

All that can be said in harmony with it is this ;—that he

cannot, by any act of volition, be his own deliverer; that,

to take him out of himself, he needs a real object, better

than himself, as well as an inner power higher than his

will ; and that, if ever he is to know the law of self-surrender,

as the sole reconciliation of the human spirit with the

Divine, it can only be by the appeal of a realized self-sacri-

fice, in which life becomes the simple organ giving the Will

of God a conscious way. As in the case of the " Incarna-

tion," so in this of the " Atonement," the truth which

remains on hand is not special to the person of Christ, but

human and universal, revealed to us through its perfect

embodiment in him. For our humanity there is no way of

reconciliation and Divine peace, but the path of self-

sacrifice : the glory of its sorrows and the opening lights at

its end, we see in him who entered it for us : and all in

every age who have faith to follow him refresh the emblem

of the cross with new meanings, and " fill up what remains

of the sufferings of Christ."

We have followed our Tractarians chiefly in their discus-

sion of the interior of Christian doctrine ; because it is here

alone that tiicir characteristics, as a distinct class of theo-
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logians, come into view. The grand prior question, how-

ever,—of the possibiUty and fact of supernatural revelation

at all,— is treated in two of the Tracts ; with especial

reference to the credibility of Miracles, by Mr. Davies ; and

to the atheistic conception of Natural Laws, by Mr. Ludlow.

The main positions taken up by the former appear to us

Avisely chosen and well defended : that to minds unprepared

by faith in a living God, and sympathy with the spiritual

elements of the religion of Christ, miracles must remain

now, what Scripture shows them to have been at first,,

unconvincing prodigies : that when the order of persuasion

is reversed, and they issue from one already recognized, on

higher grounds, as Founder of a " Kingdom of Heaven,'"

they cease to encounter any formidable resistance, but are

left in their place as outer " signs " of that kingdom : that

instead, therefore, of setting them as the base, they should

rather come in as the crown of faith, not so much supporting,,

as showing conspicuously and far, the form and structure

of the Divine government to which they belong. The
theologian who disputes this principle, and insists on the

logical cogency of the miracles as proofs, ought to explain

how it is that they do not practically exercise this force,

—

that they are the difficulty rather than the resource of the
" Christian advocate " in dealing with doubt,—and that

they have come to be no longer a real power for aggression,

but the chief object of defence, even with writers on " the

Evidences." Mr. Davies, in common with two or three of

his coadjutors, attributes the alienation of scientific men
from the idea of miracle to a false definition of it as a
violation or suspension of law ; and claims back their

allegiance on the plea that, instead of violating, it fulfils

law, and reveals an order higher than that which it seems

to break. He regards the " mighty works " of Christ as no
less natural to his place in the scale of being, and no more
wonderful except to observers at a lower point, than the

brilliant marvels which a Faraday might display before an
assembly of astonished savages. And were it even to prove
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within the resources of future science to repeat at will the

very acts recorded in the gospels, their Divine character

and function would in no way be affected. This answer

seems to us, we must confess, to miss the point of the

objector^s scruple ; and, in order to render the miracles

credible, to deprive them of all religious value. If they

are merely the exercise of a higher art^ the anticipation of

a skill to be learned hereafter by those who marvel at it

now, they manifest nothing but superior knowledge and

such command of the methods of Nature as might be

attainable in a godless world. The proper treatment of

them in that case would be a close scrutiny of the scientific

conditions of their performance, till the rules were detected

by which they gained their end ; and, the moment this was

done, their characteristic impression would be lost, and

rationalism would have established its case. In proportion

as the Agent himself was of truthful and earnest mind,—

a

Faraday, or such as a Faraday would revere,—he would be

eager for this result, eager to explain and impart the method

of his procedure, and take the seeming mystery and magic

away. He would never use his power as an instrument of

persuasion and authority in matters moral and spiritual

with which it had no inner connexion. In short, a miracle

by scientific process is self-condemned ; for the whole religious

meaning of miracle consists in this,—that it is an immediate

creation of Will, as distinguished from the mediate elabora-

tions of method : the latter being the beaten track of docile

intelligence adapting itself to the given usages of nature
;

the former the exercise of a personal causality transcending

those usages, such as the Author of them could alone

impart. Take away this meaning ; and how can it any

longer be said, that miracles startle and refresh the earth

with the recovered sense of living Divine Power ? That

they do this is due to their acceptance as direct products

of lordly and originating Will, as opposed to the procured

results of obedient and sequacious intelligence.

Whether the phenomena thus issued are properly
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described as exceptions to " natural law," or examples of

it, must depend on the range of definition given to the

word " Natural," and separating it from " Supernatural."

The word is not of stationary and absolute significance,

but always has tacit reference to some " Nature," adopted

for the moment as a standard : and means agreeable to the

nature,—it may be of God, or of the perceptible Universe,

or of Man. With the last of these the present question

has no concern. To God, as all-comprehending, the

miraculous and the ordinary are no doubt " natural " alike,

determined into existence conforniably with the supreme

order of his mind, and the spontaneous rules of a Will

which excludes confusion and caprice. In reference, then,

to this, the ultimate home of reality, it is perfectly true that

miracles (assuming their occurrence) must be instances,

and not violations, of " natural law." Nobody, we suppose,

ever imagined the contrary, or sanctioned the idea that

God issued them on no rule or principle at all. It is not

usual, except in pantheistic speculation, to carry the word
" Nature " up to that height : and not till we limit it to the

physical Universe, can we reasonably ask what is, and what

is not, in conformity with " Natural Law,"

—

i.e., with the

method constituted for the given class of cases. There is

no way of solving such a question except by comparing the

phenomenon with the ascertained rule for its usual produc-

tion, and seeing how far it is en regie. By this test, a

miracle is surely irreducible to natural law. Its very

essence is, to be exceptional to the event's own proper law :

and whoever affirms it to fall under another, which, how-

ever, he cannot find and name, does but whisper its super-

natural character away by a gratuitous surmise. He may
still, it is true, regard it as a Divine act ; because he may
look on all that happens, in the orderly vicissitude of

things, as the immediate product of God's living ^^'ill, and

may regard the " la^vs " of the world as only the rules, and its

alleged
''''

forces " as only the types, of his single Power.

But, in thus abolishing the distinction between pretended
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Secondary Causes and the one Primary, he leaves unre-

moved the difference between the usual and the exceptional

mode of Divine activity. The former is what we mean by

natural law; the latter, by miracle. In the one, God

proceeds in fidelity to a method laid down as a basis for

human expectations : in the other, we conceive him to act,

pro re nata, out of those moral affections which are the

real background of all the order of the world, but which

the custom of things is apt to hide from our dull eye. This

free agency, straight out of the ultimate springs of the

Spirit, unhindered by pledged usage, seems to us to give

the true conception of the " Supernatural." Nature is the

sphere and system of (jod's self-prescribed methods of

reliable evolution of phenomena : but above and beyond

nature he is Spirit ; including nature indeed as part of its

expression ; but, instead of being all committed to nature,

transcending it on every side, and opening a life of com-

munion with the spirits that can reflect himself. All is

thus his agency : Nature, his fixed Will ; Spirit, his free

Will. To take miracle from the latter, and hand it over to

the former, is to strip it of its especial interest as an expres-

sion of character, while setting up for it an inferior claim

which cannot possibly be substantiated. We know the

law to which the act of walking on the sea would present

an indisputable exception. We know of none which it

would exemplify; and indulge an unauthorized fancy in

supposing it.

The anxiety, then, to shift past miracles into the domain

of future science appears to us mistaken. And after all, it

is beyond the reach of any philosophical revision of theory

to touch the real difficulties of this question. Its decision

is practically reserved, not for the metaphysician, but for

the historical critic ; and must arise, not sweepingly by the

adjustment of an idea, but in detail, by patient estimate of

narratives, taken one by one. "Signs and wonders,"

however related to nature and to God, are not self-

evidencing things ;—but reported facts, whose intrinsic
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credibility, even at the strongest, is liable to be forfeited by

testimonial defects. It is not when we sit at a vague

distance, but when we go into the interior detail of Scripture,

that the real elements of this inquiry present themselves.

Who are our informants ? What were their sources of

knowledge ? Do they agree ? Are they free from distorting

media of observation? Are they all of equal value? or

must discrimination be exercised upon their mixed

material ?—such are the questions on which, for the

practical English mind, this controversy hinges. On these

Mr. Davies does not enter : but it is a good service to

rid the field of those prejudgments against miracle which,

too often, intercept the just impression of the sacred

writings.

Mr. Ludlow writes in Dialogue ; first, a short vindication

of earnest Doubt ; and then two discussions, forming the

seventh (and latest) Tract, on Laws of Nature, and on

Positive Philosophy. All these are striking and noble

productions, marked by the same manliness and moral

verve which give character to the Religio Laid, with stronger

support from an acute and reflective intellect. It is the

inherent disadvantage of polemic dialogue written by one

side, that it can hardly do justice to both : and the Comtian

interlocutor of the seventh Tract suffers himself to be

beaten on such easy terms, that Messrs. Mill and Buckle,

we fancy, would hardly accept the verdict, but would move
for a new trial. As a set-off, however, there are concessions

very needlessly, as we think, made to Comte, especially to

that singular generalization from his personal psychology,

the three-fold law ; which has always appeared to us to have

every refutation which history can give to it, and no

evidence beyond its own compactness. Every thing

" three-fold" seems to have a charm and mystery ready for

Mr. Ludlow, as a new outcome of the Trinity : he discovers

it in Comte's law ; in the Pauline " spirit, soul, and body ;

"

in the relations of "force, law, and order" in the Kosmos

;

and of " power, wisdom, and goodness " in morals. It is
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the instinct of an imaginative mind to trace forests of

wonder in tlie frost-work of abstractions thrown upon its

window ; and it were idle to discuss what a glance may
create and a breath dissolve. Far deeper things than these

are brought out by our author's dialectic. He thoroughly

understands the strong position held by wise defenders of

old faiths in relation to the new philosophy ; viz., that they

adopt all its affirmations, and question only its denials.

He is prepared to go along with it through the whole length

of its held,—observation, induction, grouping and hierarchy

of laws ; to allow unreservedly its right of guidance to the

furthest verge of perceptible phenomena ; to welcome every

glimpse it may open into fresh reaches of time and space,

or unsuspected tissues of relation. Only when it begins to

build a blind barrier on the confines of its own province,

and set up its notice that nothing lies beyond but the

limbo of vanity, does he limit his allegiance, and, while

bowing to its Positive science, dispute its Positive omni-

science. The whole process of knowledge,—the logic of

method,—involves in it certain preconceptions of Reason

and postulates of Faith ; without which Induction could

never mount from Fact to Law ; in virtue of which the idea

of Force steals in unseen among the " uniformities "
; and,

in defiance of prohibition, the quest of causes, not Efficient

only, but Final too, insinuates itself into researches which

least intend it. The several threads of this clue, furnished

by the very constitution of the human intellect, our author

gathers up and traces to their ultimate indication of a

Supreme and Living Will. He draws attention to some of

those pathetic traces, which can have escaped no careful

reader of the Philosophie Positive, of an uuconscious faith

in Comte, deeper than his conscious doctrine. From the

exposition of a system which denies purpose in nature, and
any thing superior to man, it is strange to hear that our

higher capacities are " the ends for which the organic life

exists,"—that there is "<? fieed 0/ eternity inherent in our

nature,"—that there will always " appear above us a type of

realperfection below which we must still remain, though it
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invites our persevering efforts to continued approximation "
;

but such involuntary testimonies are sure to push themselves

through some crevices of even the compactest logical

denial ; and betray the indestructible seed of spiritual truth

where there seems neither soil nor dew to let it grow. Of
the attempt, by creating a diversion in favour of outward

"experience," to stifle such germs of higher faith, Mr.

Ludlow indignantly asks

—

Do you think you can silence these obstinate questionings of

man's spirit by that parrot-cry of ' facts !
'

' confine yourself to

facts' ?
—

' Confine myself to facts ?
' the spirit answers ;

* why, I

struggle to do so, but they will not let me ; they drive me away
from them to where they seem facts no longer, but mere
shadows and semblances of mightier realities, of a world un-

seen, of a kingdom which cannot be moved. Facts ! But
your participle implies a verb, ^;«> yi'aV .? Who made these

facts which you told me to study, and wherefore were they

made ? You bid me observe succession ; but where is the first,

and where the last t You bid me dwell on similitude, but where
is the pattern from whence it flows, the standard whereby it is

to be measured ? You speak of order and ' harmony : I crave

for them ; I have glimpses of them every now and them, never

lasting, never satisfying ; merely as flashes from a hidden

realm of light. But as often that order and harmony seem to

have entirely vanished amid disorder and confusion inextri-

cable, or else they are themselves stern, pitiless, crushing. I

cannot believe in them when I miss their presence ; I cannot
cherish them when I feel them grating on me and overwhelm-
ing me, unless I believe in a quenchless source from which they

spring, in an unseen sphere wherein they dwell, in an abiding

Power which uses them with unfailing wisdom, for purposes of

all-embracing love. Give me that faith, and I shall be able,

with the great Florentine, to see written on the very gates of

everlasting woe the words of fire

—

" Fecemi la Divina Potest ate,

La somma Sapienza e '1 Prima Amore."

Deny me that faith, and if I am to forego all looking before

and after ; if I am to shut myself up with the everlasting

riddle of this universe, having no other occupation than to

observe the relations between " my first," " my second," " my
third," " my whole," carefully abstaining from the word itself,
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I tell you that two pennyworth of gin will give me an easier

and plcasanter ancesthesia than all your Positive Philosophy. '

"

(No. VII. p. 43.)

We have no fear of any extensive religious insensibility

from the influence of the Positive Philosophy. There is a

thirst in human nature which is not reached by the flat and

bitter waters of such a Lethe ; and which 'will take men,

when its first delusive sleep is over, to purer and perennial

fountains. We have a much more fatal indifference to

apprehend from the spreading habit of insincere profession

and uneasy acquiescence than from any exceptional bold-

ness of honest disbelief. The crisis which is calling forth

these Tracts is a most serious one ; and, with the partial

exception of their authors, no one is prepared to meet it

with any appreciation of its real significance. The publica-

tion and immense diffusion of the Essays and Reviews

means this,—that the intellectual part of English Society

is in revolt against the received form of Christianity, and

snatching at the hope of something truer and deeper. The
fact, indeed, has long ceased to be a secret. The whole

tone of the current literature,—the artificial separation of

religious books into a class by themselves,—the decent

reticence or ill-concealed contempt of public writers and

poHtical men,—the increasing refusal of an ecclesiastical

career by Academic students of highest promise,—the

eager welcome of such volumes as Frederick Robertson's

by educated people who will read no other theology,—are

unmistakable symptoms of alienation from the recognized

standards of belief. To the ripest mind and character of

this age, the creeds speak a foreign language and reach no

home within. The studious and learned have come to

know that the Scriptures, though the richest sources of

spiritual light, cannot be sustained in the oracular position

which has been assigned to them. The whole theory of

life,—silently felt rather than deliberately thought,—has

irrevocably changed ; consecrating this world, disenchant-

ing the other of a thousand terrors ; softening every curse,
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deepening every trust ; blending the colours of nature and
of grace; and finding the mysteries of eternity already

present at every hour of time. No one, we are persuaded,

can associate habitually with those classes whose mental

and moral habitudes are the surest augury of our social

future, without a profound conviction that the dogmatic

Protestantism of the sixteenth century is fast dying out

of the life of the nineteenth. And the ominous peculiarity

is this,—that it is apparently dying a natural death, without

violence, without conspiracy, without ill-will,—nay, amid

the embraces and the tears of those from whose hearts it

is torn and whose childhood it nurtured. To charge this

class,—which grows in the atmosphere of letters, science,

and moral refinement,—with any wilful alienation,—with

the offences of ' impiety ' and ' infidelity,' so ready on the

ecclesiastical tongue,—is a futile injury. Amid the decay

of formulated doctrine among them, a true reverence, we
believe, prevailingly remains for the great moral and spiri-

tual characteristics of the Christian faith, and an open

susceptibility to any Divine light that goes home to the

veracities of thought and conscience. Is this state of

things to have no meaning and give no warning ? Are

those who, like the authors of Essays and Reviews, recog-

nize it and try to disengage the imperishable spirit from the

transitory form of faith to be refuted by Canon Law, and

removed from a Church which has no room for living

thought ? Then it will be understood that the Church of

the Nation excommunicates the Intellect of the Nation,

and is content to rest on the Squirarchy, the Farmers, and

a portion of the Tradesmen, relying on its social stability

and not on its spiritual power. Such a severance we can-

not but regard as degrading while it lasts and fatal in its

end. The Religion which cannot encompass and vivify the

whole of life, glorifying its thought, refining its art, sweet-

ening its poetry, as well as ordering its affections and en-

nobling its action, is no longer the true expression of Him
without whom nothing is ; and in losing its transcendency,

parts with its essence, and abdicates its power.



XII.

THE CRISIS OF FAITH.*

With all their difference of tendency, these three

volumes have several features in common : they are by

men among the foremost of their age : they are upon the

highest subjects of human thought : and they are distinctly

retrospective
;
pronouncing on the religious changes of a

whole generation, and counselling the world from the

advanced posts of a rich personal experience. The French

statesman, the German critic, the English ecclesiastic, all

moved by agitations of belief,—in which the last two have

themselves been chief agents,—take measure of them from

different points of view ; and tell us how they affect society,

theology, and the Church. The appearance of three such

books within the same year, and still more their reception

among educated men, bear impressive witness to the fer-

menting elements of doubt and faith in the intellect of our

time.

Every age is perhaps vain enough to fancy its own crises

the most momentous : and its pretensions to originality

may always be plausibly rebuked by citing from the past

*" Meditations on the Essence of Christianity and on the Religious

Questions of the Day," V>y M. Cniizot. London, 1S64.

" Das Leben Jesu fiir das deutsche Volk bearbeitet." Von David

Friedrich Strauss. Leipzig, 1S64.

*' Apologia pro vita sua : being a Reply to a Pamphlet entitled

' What, then, does Dr. Newman mean ? ' " By John Henry

Newman, D.D. London, 1S64.

—

National Eirvieiu, 1S64.
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some apparent parallels to its speculations. To get rid of

a troublesome discoverer or vigorous thinker, there is no
readier way,—and it has the advantage of being at once
cheap and stinging,—than to dismiss his new ideas as stale

fallacies dug up again out of the discarded rubbish of the

past. This is the buffet which lazy commonplace delights

to inflict on every man who threatens to leave a mark upon
his age. Lessing and Schleiermacher were only Spinoza in

disguise. Coleridge was but Schelling done into English. In

Maurice, we have the Cambridge Platonists again. Were
not Chillingworth forgotten, Newman and the Tractarians

could never show their face. What do Strauss and what

do the Tubingen school offer but minor varieties of the old

" exploded rationalism ?" If Germany has recovered from

Eichhorn and Gesenius, England will recover from Colenso.

And if we have forgotten the Deists of the last century,

what is to keep in memory the Freethinkers and Latitudi-

narians of this ? This mode of dealing with the pheno-

mena of our time may satisfy a theologian whose critical

discernment just enables him to divide mankind into two

classes,
—" Infidels " and " Christians,"—and who binds up

all literature under these two labels, as he fuses all the

books of the Hebrew and Greek Scriptures into one
" Bible." But how weak and false it is can be no secret to

anyone who can really compare the present with the past

;

and is dimly felt, if not confessed, in the evident alarm of

all churches and the religious suspense of intellectual and

scholarly men everywhere. Whoever can look beneath the

surface must be aware that the present crisis of faith is far

deeper and wider than any since the Reformation,—perhaps

we might say, since the apostolic age ; deeper, as reaching

more fundamental problems ; wider, as affecting the inner

life of the whole civilized world. He will not be deceived

by the loud voices of unyielding dogmatism, and the hard

features of professional advocacy ; but will mark the multi-

plying signs of spiritual perplexity, and overhear the run-

ning whisper of prayer for more light. Setting aside the
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party-leaders,—whose function it is to show a bold front to

the last,—we trace, in the interior of every school, the con-

sciousness of some weakness, the inability to deal effectively

with the charges against it. What were the Munich Con-

ferences, what was the Home and Foreign Review, but a

confession, within the bosom of Romanism itself, of uneasy

relations between ecclesiastical immutability and scientific

progression ? Whence the new literature which disturbs

the decorum of the Anglican Church in her universities,

courts, and dioceses, but from the overpowering discovery

that the old Scripturalism is hopelessly at issue with

assured results of historical criticism ? The Evangelical,

losing courage for his insults against the nobleness of

humanity and the righteousness of God, escapes into

washy platitudes that soak away the logic out of his system,

and spoil the " economy of grace," without restoring the

wholesomeness of nature. The Maurice school, after trans-

ferring the doctrinal centre of gravity from the Atonement to

the Incarnation, and gathering history and life into a Divine

order around it, stop short with showing us its solemnity, and,

to those who do not find it self-evident, are quite helpless

to exhibit its reality ; or, if they listen to the demand for

producible evidence, stake their case mainly upon a gospel

whose historical authority, to say the least, is exceedingly

precarious ; and on an exegesis as ingenious indeed and

spiritually deep, but also as uncritical, as Philo's. The
Unitarian, long accused of making much of the evidences

and little of the substance of Revelation, now redresses the

balance by withdrawing his stress upon the miracles
;

yet,

without them, is at a loss, consistently with his traditional

philosophy and his view of the person of Christ, how to

distinguish revealed from natural religion. Nor are the

symptoms wanting of a similar self-distrust beyond the circle

of Christian believers. The simple Theism which suffices

to sweeten and consecrate the individual life cannot play the

missionary to the souls of multitudes, and feels the want of

that mysterious authority which separates living faith from

VOL. II. H
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mere philosophy. The speculative wanderings of Renan's

later pantheism are but the self-confessions of a desolate

and homeless spirit. And even those men of .science who
have filled the whole capacity of their belief with physical

laws, and left no room for anything diviner, feel themselves

both unable to meet the religious constitution of humanity,

and indisposed, as their modest reticence betrays, to despise

it as a malformation, entailing only infirmity and supersti-

tion. Or if, among a few teachers of secondary rank (like

Rudenhausen, the author of " Isis "), atheism grows loud

and dogmatic, it is disapproved by the foremost men, not

on grounds of prudence and tenderness only, but as defy-

ing an instinct which cannot be unmeaning, and, by

assumption of discord, preventing the separate voices of

our nature from feeling their way to harmony.

Throughout all these schools a visible uneasiness and

instability prevail. Whatever strength they have is merely

relative, as against each other ; not inherent and self-suffic-

ing, enabling any one to stand alone and face the last

criteria of reality. Each of them has its historical justifica-

tion, as a protest against some excess or absurdity into

which its predecessors had run : each has its turn of oppor-

tunity on a rival's unguarded side ; but there is scarce one

which, if you clear the polemic field and take its enemies

away, can show any native and inalienable right to the

domain it claims, or hold its footing among the perpetuities

of a peaceful world. Where would Catholicism be, under

the light of modern thought, if it could not point to the

weakness, the divisions, the half-logic of Protestantism ?

And where Protestantism, be it Anglican or Puritan, but

for the theocratic ambition, the Mariolatry, the childish

supernaturalism, of the Roman Church ? What hold could

Socinianism have taken, had not orthodoxy been incredible ?

And what could orthodoxy keep, were not Socinianism un-

scriptural ? The influence of Mr. Maurice's writings is

quite intelligible as a phenomenon oi comparative theology ;

for men are thankful enough for deliverance from a doc-
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trine of never-ending sin and preponderant damnation, and

soul-saving by opinion ; and trace with joy, in the world's

history and the depths of their own hearts, the living

vestiges of a Personal Divine Guide, whose righteousness

means to triumph in the end. But apart from this relation

to antecedent dogmas, can any impartial observer find in

the system itself,—with its apparent Ditheism, and its

metaphysical manipulation of Scripture terms of time and

space,—a product that can stand either in philosophy or in

criticism ? The changes of individual faith from one of

these schemes to another are seldom difficult to explain
;

there is ever some shadow to escape, and some light to

reach. But can we imagine that anyone of trained and

balanced faculties, taking up ab initio the great problems on

which the sects pronounce, could anywhere recognize the

solution that gave him rest ?

What remedies are there for this state of things ? The
usual " three courses," we are told, are open to us. Dr.

Newman, at one extrenie, recommends and exemplifies re-

actionary retreat to mediaeval Catholicism. Strauss, at the

other, leads the advance into pure Humanism. Guizot

interposes with a conservative position, and entrenches the

whole camp of Christian orthodoxy; and, in pledge of

his firmness, expels as a deserter the devout, the accom-

plished, the persuasive, but too " neological " Athanase

Coquerel. None of these methods can we accept. Not

the first ; because history cannot be forced to repeat itself,

and the conditions of Catholic obedience in belief are at

variance with modern knowledge. Not the second ; be-

cause it empties religion of all its objective realities, and

reduces our highest guidance to a mere human idealism,

painting its images on the air. Not the third ; because it

ignores the indubitable gains of recent thought and research,

spoils the Scriptures by untenable pretensions, and miscon-

strues the word by inadequate interpretation. Could we
even accept the conclusions of the retrogade or conservative

theologians, we should take exception to their method of

H H 2
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persuasion. They do not deal with us as with those who

simply wish to see things as they are. They escape from

the plain question oi fact into endless considerations of

tossihility ; as if everything not impossible were actual ; as

if, because there is a Power adequate to a miracle, therefore

certain miracles have been ; as if, because birth-sin would

account for the evil in the world, we are to accept it for the

real cause ; and as if, because original agreement among
the Apostles would explain the subsequent Unity of the

Church, we must assume their doctrinal concurrence in face

of all appearances. Far worse, however, than this abuse of

hypotheses,—to which all researches are more or less ex-

posed,—is the favourite argument of theologians,—the

appeal to fear. Either Catholic or Atheist, take your

choice, says Dr. Newman. Either the Incarnation or Pan-

theism, as you may see in Renan, says M. Guizot. The
men of newer science too faithfully imitate the tone, and

say in their turn, " You must either come over to Darwin

and us, or go to church with the rest, while churches re-

main." Come whence it may, this threat of consequences

betrays a mind estranged alike from philosophy and faith
;

a mind struggling in the currents of partizan opinion and

not surrendered to the ultimate reality of things. Why try

to frighten us with images of terror, which, if we have to

embrace them, will be terror no more, and if we blindly fly

fhem, will send us to no security of truth ? If there ivere

no God, would you have us still believe in him ? Were he

no more than the impersonal order of the universe, w^ould

you have us think of him as personal ? If Christ were

simply Man, would you have us suppose him God, for fear

of resembling Renan? And if eternal things should

actually be as the Church prayers say, would you, young

naturalists, shame us out of our response, simply to make

a louder shout that Darwin has explained it all ? There is

no more certain indication of a vitiated intellect, bereft of

its natural trust and reverence, than this attempt to regulate

belief by antipathy and alarm. In proportion as a man's
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mind is veracious, he will despise such teaching, and be

abashed, if ever he has managed himself, or been managed,

by it ; and will not only insist on seeing things just as they

are, but while doing so, feel absolute repose in the thought

that the universe is sure to turn out better than had been

expected, and that what God has made true, no one, on

acquaintance, ever found to be horrible. Illusions fascinate

only while they last, and are never regretted when they are

gone ; and even to those who, in a kind of honest despair,

say " Let us know the worst," it ceases to be the worst by

being known. There is no deliverance, we are convinced,

for troubled faith and a distracted Christendom, but in

simple surrender to the clue of truth, patiently followed to

its issues, through every track opened by modern research.

The total inefficiency of inferior methods and of the

alarmist spirit is rendered painfully evident by M. Guizot's

" Meditations." Had they remained as personal musings

upon the pages of his private journal, and been ultimately

used as biographical material, they would have gracefully

filled in some missing lines in the portraiture of his genius

and character. But, published by himself, they must be

tried by a different rule : either as an individual declaration

of opinion, the delivery of a weighty suffrage at a critical

moment ; or as a substantive treatise, intended to influence

the logical balance of controversy, and help in the deter-

mination of doubtful questions. For the first purpose too

much is said ; for the second too little. We should have

thought a good deal of the vote, if it had not been for the

argument ; but even the great authority of M, Guizot's

judgment flows away and is lost in the dilute and feeble

stream of reasoning to which it here commits itself. Unless

in the succeeding volumes there is a reserve of strength of

which there is as yet no premonitory sign, this book will

only illustrate once more, how, on religious topics, men of

rich and practised intellect can satisfy themselves with

reasonings which in any other application would be dis-

missed as too puerile to be seriously meant. The fact bears
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impressive witness to the depth of religious faith in human

nature ; but is a grave injury to rehgious philosophy.

The defence set up by M. Guizot avowedly limits itself to

the common essence of all Christianity ; and applies to the

doctrines of " the Creation, Providence, Original Sin, the

Incarnation, and the Redemption. These," he affirms,

" constitute the essence of the Christian religion, and all

who believe in these dogmas I hold to be Christians,"

(p. i6). And to these five "dogmas" he adds elsewhere

(p. 13), "the Inspiration of the Scriptures;" the denial

of which, no less than of the others, " virtually destroys

the foundations of faith in all the belief of Christians."

We will not pause to inquire by what right our Author

requires of every disciple the full-blown dogmatic system of

the fourth and fifth centuries, and excommunicates not only

the whole body of Arians, but the mass of believers in the

first generation, including the personal attendants on Jesus

himself. We will only say, that no fact in history is better

ascertained than that the theological scheme which he in-

dentifies with the religion of Christ was of very gradual

growth ; that, if tried by it, the Church of even the third

century would be found wanting ; and that it had no place

among the Jewish Christians who were the earliest depo-

sitaries of the faith. Waiving this, we will take the defini-

tion as we find it ; and observe that it plainly consists of

two parts ; the five dogmas constituting a substantive

theology, or theory of the Divine and human relations
;

while the sixth portion,
—" the Inspiration of the Scrip-

tures,"—is the logical instrument for proving the others,

such of them at least as are not doctrines of natural

religion. " The Incarnation," for instance, does not pro-

fess to be discoverable by any but supernatural evidence

;

it is an event belonging to two worlds, and involving in

both exceptional phenomena beyond the range of ordinary

observation and testimony : for our knowledge of it we

must be entirely dependent on information, not human,

but Divine ; and to afford ground for our belief in it, the
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Scriptures must make good a claim of unerring inspiration

qitoad hoc. It is vain, therefore, to discuss the theology,

till we have examined the organon of proof. We shall take

the liberty, accordingly, of inverting our Author's order
;

and, to begin at the beginning, shall look first into the

topic of his sixth meditation,—the Inspiration of the

Scriptures ; keeping our eye steadily fixed on a single

definite point, whether such a biblical inspiration is made
out, as suffices to establish the fact of " the Incarnation."

In answer to such a question, it is irrelevant to dwell

upon the unique religious impression produced by the

sacred books, and assume this as the sure " characteristic of

Divine inspiration" (p. 144). The deep response we re-

turn to many an utterance of Hebrew prophet or Christian

apostle shows, indeed, how truly they had descended to

the unwasting springs of human trust and aspiration : and

whoever passes thither, doubtless reaches a living com-

munion with God, and is sharer in his spirit. But these

Divine susceptibilities are no guarantee of historical

accuracy or doctrinal truth. They are concomitants alike

of a childish and of a comprehensive faith ; and, beyond the

range of our sympathy with them, open to us no new know-

ledge of Divine things. The very psalms which breathe

some of the deepest tones of human penitence and piety

contain, in neighbouring verses bursts of vindictive passion

revolting to every pure and humane mind. The very

prophets who show the grandest insight into the spiritual

government of the world, go astray in their historical antici-

pations, and announce what was never fulfilled. The very

Evangelists who record,—nay, if they are to be believed,

the very Jesus who spake,—the Sermon on the Mount, were

under the illusion that the world had not a generation to

last, and proclaimed the return of Messiah to Judgment

as an event which his hearers would witness in their life-

time. These admitted facts bring the highest religious

light into combination with the intellectual shadows of

humanity ; and if you dazzle us with the former till we
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shut our eyes to the latter, you do but cheat us out of true

vision.

No man, indeed, who is so well abreast of the culture of

his age as M. Guizot, can dream of claiming anything like

a universal infallibility for the Scriptures. He admits,

accordingly, and in no grudging measure, the presence in

them of the "human element," not merely as variously

colouring, without ever tainting, the flow of unerring

thought, but as carrying with it, wherever it was free to

enter, all the natural liabilities to mistake. Do we ask for

a line of demarcation, to shut off the fallibilities on one side,

and reserve the revelation on the other ? We are supplied,

in answer, with three different distinctions, apparently

assumed as identical. i. On Religion and Morals, the

Scriptures are inspired ; on other subjects they share the

conditions of all literature (p. 146). 2. The Infinite alone

is the matter of Revelation ; while the finite world is freely

surrendered to the scrutiny of our faculties (p. 148). 3,.

Only what is beyond the reach of human cognizance is

divinely disclosed ; for all else the sacred books speak the

language used and understood by the generations to whom
they are addressed (p. 149). All biblical statements, there-

fore, on religion and morals, on the infinite world, on

inaccessible things, we are to accept with unquestioning

faith. We will not say that it is impossible for M. Guizot

sincerely to abide by these tests, for when we find him

declaring that throughout the Jewish Scriptures the idea of

God is absolutely self-identical, and " without the least

tincture of anthropomorphism," we appreciate the medium

through which he reads the page, and make unlimited

allowance for its effect. But who that comes face to face

with the Hebrew literature can work with them for an hour ?

Will he bind himself to receive all that is attributed to

God, the "jealous," the "repenting," who sups with one

patriarch and wrestles with another ; who invites Abraham

to human sacrifice, and then lets him off because he takes

it for a call of piety, instead of a temptation to crime ; who

sanctions the cruelties of Saul to the Amalekites, and the
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treachery of David in " hanging up before the Lord " the

seven sons of his predecessor ? ^^'ill he own the Mosaic

law as Divine, with its scanty Hnes of primary duty,

buried in the overwhelming mass of ritual legislation ? Yet

these are matters of "morals and religion." Or, to take the

second test, can he accept as true all the biblical concep-

tions of what lies beyond this finite world ?—of the solitudes

before its creation ?—of the time, the mode, the agencies,

which are to bring it to a close ?—of the Hades where the

spirits of the dead are reserved?—of the Heaven where

the court of Angels is held ?—of the mid-region left free to

the spirits of evil ? If these " perspectives of infinity," are

dissolved into mere symbols, what are the realities that re-

main, beyond the grand primary truths of a Moral

Providence and an Immortal Life, which in other nations

have been clothed in other dress ? And this brings us to

the third test. If only the undiscoverable is taught by

inspiration, the duties of men to one another, and the

relations of which they are conscious towards God, can no

more be the subject of Revelation than the sciences or

history : for in the Conscience and spiritual nature of man
there is no less provision for moral and religious apprehen-

sion, than in his Perceptions and Intellect for interpretation

of the physical world, ^^'ith what consistency can you say

in one breath, " Inspiration speaks only of the undiscover-

able ; " yet, in the next, quote among its most solemn words,

prohibitions of theft, murder, and adultery ?

Who indeed that reflects on the shifting boundary between

science and religion would undertake to run such a line

through the Bible ? Science traces finite causation till it is

lost in the Infinite ; Religion, the Infinite cause till it

appears in the finite : and the border-land must ever be

common to the two. Now that you know the Mosaic

cosmogony to be false, you may dismiss it with an easy

word into the limbo of superseded science : but to the

writer who believed it, it was very solemn religion. The
unity of the human race, now that it has become doubtful,

you may treat as an open question of physiology, and
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regard the story of Adam and Eve as a speculation in

natural history : but with those who hold it, it is the corner-

stone of the world's moral economy ; the P'all, the ruined

nature, the Redemption, collapsing the moment it is

removed. You may make light of the doctrine of demon-

iacal possession, as a mere misinterpretation of disease :

but with what eye would the synoptic evangelists have

looked on you, if you had taken from them the witness

which " the spirits," who " knew him," bore to the

Messiah? In all such cases, errors of fact are errors of

faith. And the more a religion has an historical character,

whose very creed receives definite facts in the past and

predictions for the future, the less can it claim the im-

munities of a purely spiritual belief, and the deeper its

stake in every critical revision and reproduction of

antiquity.

In fine, no mechanical separation,—of subject, of time,

of author,—can part the Divine from the human in any

Scripture ; but only that living Spirit of God which is in

our hearts as in the hearts of old, and which, in all ages, is

ready to know its own. We may spare ourselves the

artifice of picking out, with rose-coloured illumination,

every verse containing the name of God. The religious

thought, like the social and the scientific, glows and darkens

of itself, from writer to writer, from age to age. Taken as

the varying expression of the human soul, attempting to

consecrate life with diviner meanings, it is everywhere full

of pathetic interest. Assumed as the invariable oracle of

Supreme truth, it can never cease to harass the pure with

doubt, and harden the heart of the willing believer.

As with the idea of God in the Old Testament, so is it

with the doctrine of Christ's person in the New. The
question is still the same : whether, in the predicates

assigned to him, we have infallible information from those

who divinely know, or the fallible conception of those who
humanly think. Such a theory as the Incarnation might,

by a well-known process of retrospective reverence, gather
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itself around an historical figure simply human. Such a

fact as the Incarnation, viz., that a seeming man, born,

suffering, dying, was really Infinite God, incapable of birth,

suffering, death, could never be assured to us but by those

who are admitted behind the scene of the finite world.

Mere witnesses, few or many, are useless here : they can

tell us only what they have seen and heard : and this is

a thing neither visible nor audible, and traceable by no

characteristic and exclusive signs. Unless therefore, those

who affirm it can make good a claim to know what humanly

is unknowable, their doctrine must be left to its place

among the historical developments of religious faith. We
are not aware of any reason for attributing to the authors

and editors of the New Testament books a special com-

petency to speak infallibly of things beyond the finite world.

It is as " ivitnesses " that the apostles themselves demand
attention. It is as a crific and cojnpiler of historical materials

that St. Luke conciliates attention to his narratives. It is

as a reasoner on the data of the national life and literature,

and the cross and resurrection of Christ, that St. Paul

appeals to the intellect and affections of his converts. And,

on the other hand, we see every trace that could be expected

of a purely natural and fallible speculation respecting the

person of Christ, mingling itself everywhere with the record

of what he said and did, and with the discussion of Church

questions in each epistle. To a very few of these indica-

tions we must refer.

I. No fewer than three distinct doctrines, evidently

successive in their formation, appear in the Gospels,

respecting the person of Jesus. The question, at once

perplexing and fascinating to the disciples looking back

upon his life,—how and when did the Divine element

which dwelt in him unite itself with the human,—was

susceptible of various answers ; and receiving at first the

simplest and most obvious, was gradually strained to higher

and more recondite solutions. According to the oldest of

the three doctrines, it was at the baptism of Jesus that the
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Spirit came and rested upon him and set him apart for his

sacred work : and under the influence of this view was

originally written the account embodied in our Gospels,

—

of the descent of the dove ;—an account curiously varied

in the Gospel of the Hebrews by the statement that the

dove not simply alighted on him, but went into him. This

incident loses all its significance, unless Jesus, up to that

date, be conceived as undistinguished from other men. If

his very personality had all along carried its Divine

elements within it, what room could there be for an investi-

ture with powers already there ? We have here then the

memorial of a time when the story of the miraculous birth

was yet unknown, and the belief, which long lingered

among the Ebionites, in the simple humanity of Christ,

determined the form of Christian tradition. This is ren-

dered more strikingly evident by the words which, in the

Gospel of the Hebrews, and in one manuscript of Luke,

are attributed to the Divine voice at the baptism—" Thou
art my Son, this day have I begotten thee"—words which

express in the clearest way that the Sonship was not prior

to the public ministry. Another vestige of the same stage

of opinion remains in the two genealogies of Jesus, both

of which give the pedigree of Joseph, and betray a time

when his parental relation to Jesus was not superseded by

the progress of doctrine. That the Apostle Paul shared

the belief of that time is evident from his speaking of Jesus

as "born of the seed of David according to the flesh" ;

though the next words, " declared to be the Son of God
with power by resurrection from the dead" reckon the Son-

ship from a different date,—from the beginning, namely,

not of the earthly ministry, but of the heavenly life.

Soon, however, the Christian imagination, especially in

circles less familiar with the figurative use by the Hebrews

of the Fatherhood of God, began to see something more

than a spiritual meaning in the phrase—" Thou art my
Son, this day have I begotten thee" (Ps. ii. 7); a phrase

which had long been misapplied to the Messiah. One to
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whom such words could be applied must surely, if they

were to have the right meaning, be differenced from other

men in his origin as well as his latter attributes : the sacred

distinction must belong to his very nature, and not have

been externally superinduced ; and from his very birth-hour

the mark must have been upon him of a consecrated and

superhuman life. The natural impulse to look for pre-

monitions of greatness in persons who have become centres

of reverence would, in this case, work all the more effectu-

ally, because directed, at the interval of two generations, on

the darkness of a village household, a darkness in itself

impenetrable and visible only through the haze of a later

glory. In the absence of a clue of history, the only resource

was the clue of prophecy, and the analogies of sacred

tradition : and under guidance of these, the faith and fancy

of the Christians were led to the story of the Birth and

Infancy, of which two versions appear in the first and third

Gospels. The new and literal turn thus given to the verse,

" Thou art my Son, &c.," rendered it no longer appropriate

at the baptism ; and it disappeared from the narrative of

that event, being first accompanied (as in the Gospel of the

Hebrews), and then replaced (as in Matthew) by the words,
" This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased."

If the fourth Gospel were really by the Apostle John,

and if the mother of Jesus were an inmate of his home, we
should certainly expect that he, above all the evangelists,

would dwell upon the marvels of Mary's year of espousal,

and all the signs which she had so " pondered in her heart "
;

availing himself of his special means of information, to

clear up,—as became a supplementary and correcting

hand,—the unmanageable contradictions between Matthew
and Luke. Instead of this, the Gospel called after him not

only is silent respecting the incunabula of the Master's life,

never even mentioning his mother's name, but is imbued
throughout with a conception of his person, quite uncon-

genial with the narratives of the infancy, and belonging to

a wholly different school of thought. Was he born of the
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Virgin Mary by the overshadowing power of the Most
High ? This indeed made his nature more than human ;

but gave it no conscious existence earlier than the human
life : he was a new being, who, with a higher constitution

than others, entered on his first experiences in this world,

and was placed here as the agent of a Divine crisis. To
the authors of Matthew's and Luke's introductory chapters,

he, no less than ordinary men, was a fresh] creation on his

appearance here. Of anything antecedent, which he ex-

changed for this life, there is not the faintest hint : it is his

formation in the womb on which all the light of description

is thrown, without a suspicion of anything anterior but

darkness and negation. On the other hand, it is precisely

in this prior world that the fourth Gospel delights to con-

template him ; transferring him thence into the conditions

and the scenes of humanity, but leaving the mode and

time of transition behind the veil. The whole drama of

this Gospel is so framed as to exhibit, beneath the disguise

which Jewish unbelief could not penetrate, the Divine and

pre-existent Logos moving about for awhile in kindred

with the sorrows of men, and traced by rays of light and

life escaping from beneath his mortal robe as he passes on.

His miracles are here, more than elsewhere, an efflux of

himself; his discourses, lingering little with the simple and

tender humanities, are mystic outpourings of his transcend-

ent nature ; his submission to death, even his emergence

again into life, is his own act ; the one taking occasion of

the wickedness of men, the other of the purpose of God ; but

both, expressions of his life-giving and life-holding essence.

No apprehensive reader, we think, can fail to recognize

these three views of the person of Jesus ; and no one who
reflects upon them in their mutual relations can doubt their

successive origin, and radical inconsistency. The first two,

it is true, appear in combination twice over, on the pages of

one and the same Evangelist. But this only shows, like

many another symptom, that our synoptical Gospels did

not assume their present form till that great fusion of
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elements and tendencies had begun to operate, out of

which, at the expense of so many significant traditions and

distinctive beliefs, the level unity of the Catholic Church

was at last spread. We know that, of the first and second

form of doctrine, all the constituents and the predisposing

causes existed within the immediate circle of the primitive

disciples, and were ready to crystallize around an accepted

Messianic figure. And the third, which furnishes the main

predicate of Christ's Divine nature, is a well-ascertained

product of that Logos-philosophy which in Alexandria had

brought Jew and Greek into the same intellectual school,

and prepared them to meet in the same spiritual church.

The fundamental conceptions, the characteristic formulas,

the phrases floating between abstractions and hypostases,

which distinguish the fourth Gospel, were already teeming

in the speculative atmosphere three generations before we
have any trace of the Gospel itself. They are found in the

treatises of Philo, suspended there in a kind of metaphy-

sical solution, diffused and wavering, but ready to be pre-

cipitated on any point of historical attraction. The Gospel

does but appropriate to the person of Christ the floating

vesture, half cloud, half light, of a pre-existent theo.sophy.

Finding, therefore, these differences of doctrine, and find-

ing them also follow the movements and law of human
opinion, we must look on the writings that contain them

as the historical product and record, not as the authoritative

source, of Christian faith.

II. This inference is confirmed when we test the infalli-

bility claimed for the sacred writers in a field more open to

our knowledge than the exceptional attributes of Christ's

person. The Archbishop of Canterbury thinks it wicked

to doubt that a superintending inspiration preserved these

writers absolutely free from error. Indeed ? Does he

never read a lesson about casting out a devil ? And is the

doctrine of exorcism true or false ? If true, why has the

practical application of it passed from a piety to an im-

posture ? If " the devils " are realities, or if they were so
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when coming out of Mary Magdalen and when entering

the swine, if their superhuman instinct detected the Christ

and burst into a testimony on which an infaUible evangeHst

could rest his case, how is it that from modern books of

Evidences this argument has vanished, and no Bishop

Sherlock, in any " trial of the witnesses," ever puts the

devils in the box ? And if the doctrine be false, must we
not own that an error, which now holds no dignified place

among human superstitions, was twined into the very sul)-

stance of the evangelists' faith ? And what is to be said of

the expectation, expressed in more or less distinct form by

every one of the New Testament writers, and evidently

supplying a prominent topic to the apostolic preaching,

that the then living generation would see the descent of

Christ from Heaven to end the historic world ? We will

not press this point so far as to say that the mistaken faith

in question constituted the very Gospel of the first age,

and that all else was but accessory, a mere atmosphere of

spiritual theory around this solid nucleus of certainty sup-

posed to be revealed. But, taken at its lowest measure,

the fact is surely enough to show that Apostles and Evan-

gelists were not protected from the liabilities of all human
faculty, and could err not less about the issue than about

the evidence of their Master's mission to the world.

III. Nor is the proof of fallibility limited to the sphere

of ideal beliefs : it extends, as every critical reader is aware,

to the region of historical fact. Unless the testimony of

Josephus is to be used only to confirm and never to correct

the evangelists, unless, that is, they are to enjoy an immunity

from all scrutiny, we cannot shut our eyes to the presence

of palpable mistakes in their narrative,—mistakes which,

on the same evidence, would be at once admitted in the

case of any other record. The instances are so familiar to

every theologian that, but for the pertinacious disregard of

them by bishops who can only scold at their logical results,

it would be insufferably elementary to adduce them. Luke,

in order to bring Mary from Nazareth to Bethlehem for the
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Nativity, finds an occasion in the census of Judcca made by

Quirinus, Roman Governor of Syria ; assuming that the

decree would obhge Joseph to report himself and his

family not at his place of residence, but at his ancestral

town. Quirinus, however, did not become Governor of

Syria before the year 5 (a.d.), and the Census did not take

place till two years later, when, on the banishment of

Archelaus, Judpea became a Roman province, and it

devolved on the neighbouring governor to take the needful

steps for its incorporation with the empire. Jesus there-

fore must, in any case, have been above six years old at the

conjuncture provided for his birthday, and still older by

two or three years, if, as Matthew declares, his early infancy

fell in the time of Herod, the father of Archelaus; To the

same date, of the Census, Luke, through the lips of Gama-
liel (Acts v. 37), correctly refers the insurrection of Judas

the Gaulonite ; but prior to that disturbance he places

another, under Theudas, which in reality followed it at an

interval of some thirty years, and was still ten years in the

future at the moment when Gamaliel is made to speak of

it as past. If it be objected that in these instances we
only prove the Evangelists at variance with Josephus, him-

self not unimpeachable, we are reminded of their many
and serious differences from one another ; serious, that is,

as bearing on the claim to a supernatural trustworthiness,

though not as impairing the main outline of the history.

No mosaic work of the most skilful harmonist can piece

together jnto a consistent picture, for example, the two

narratives of the infancy. In the first, Bethlehem is the

permanent abode of Joseph and Mary : and it needed a

Divine warning to prevent their return thither out of Egypt

after Herod's death, and induce their removal to Galilee.

In the second, their original and only home is at Nazareth,

whence they simply visit Bethlehem on the business of

the Census ; and whither they come back in six weeks,

after presenting the child at Jerusalem. Within this short

interval of absence from Galilee, if Matthew's incidents

VOL. II. I I
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are to be provided for, room must be found for the journey

and visit of the Magi (occasioned by a birth-star nearly two

years before), their return by another route, the flight into

Egypt, the massacre of the Innocents, the residence in

exile till Herod's death, and the removal then into the

Northern province of the Holy Land. If, repelled by the

absurdity of this, we insert the Egyptian episode between

the presentation in the temple and the settlement in

Nazareth, we contradict Luke (ii. 39) in express terms
;

we assume that the angel, whose business it was to warn

the holy family against Herod, would let them go to Jeru-

salem within immediate reach of the lion's spring ; and we
suppose that the King, instead of seizing his opportunity

when the child's presence on the spot was publicly pro-

claimed " to all those in Jerusalem who were looking for

redemption," resorted to a gratuitous hit or miss murder

of the Bethlehem children collectively.

If these phenomena were limited to the introductory

chapters, we might try to escape their force by surrender-

ing the tale of the infancy, as a mere preface, to the contin-

gencies of uninspired history. The events lay thirty years

and more out of the first disciples' experience ; and the

guarantee of infallibility, it might be thought, would not

perhaps go further back than their own personal call and

inspiration. The end of the gospel narrative however

exhibits, in its different versions, variances scarcely less

conspicuous than the beginning. Were it not for the mood
of sacred indolence in which the Scriptures are read,—

a

mood which spiritually feels the deeper touches one by one,

but intellectually grasps and paints nothing as a whole,

—

no one could be insensible to the contrast between the

fourth Gospel and the synoptics in their account of the

last days of Christ ; or could fail, if once awakened to it,

to be more impressed by it, the more he studied the sub-

terfuges for escaping it. There is a last meal of Jesus with his

Apostles described with much detail by all the Evangelists.

That they were all engaged in drawing the picture of one
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and the same occasion, so that we cannot make two succes-

sive evenings out of it, is evident from certain common
features incapable of repetition. Both in the synoptics and

in the remaining Gospel Jesus that night predicts Peter's

denial of him, " ere the cock crow " (Matt. xxvi. 34, John

xiii. 38) : in both occurs the betrayal by Judas (Matt. xxvi.

24, 25 ; John xiii. 21-30) : in both, when the band round

the table breaks up, the move is made at once to the scene

of the betrayal in the garden. Yet, this meal is declared

by the synoptics, with particular solemnity of preparation,

to be the Jewish passover, which Jesus earnestly desired to

keep with his disciples before he suffered : while by John,

it is, with equal emphasis, shown to be 7wt the passover,

but an ordinary meal a day before. Luke, for instance

(xxii. 8), represents Jesus as himself setting on foot the

arrangements for holding the passover, sending Peter and

John to see to their execution, and (15) explaining, as he

took his place at table, how intent he had been on

accomplishing this last celebration of the ancient rite. That

this eagerness did not, as some have conjectured, induce

him to anticipate by a day the proper date of the passover

is evident from the direct statement (Matt. xxvi. 1 7, Mark
xiv. 12, Luke xxii. 7) that it was the first day of the feast

of unleavened bread, zvhen the passover must be killed. In

John, on the other hand, the observance of the rite was

still future at the hour of their supper : for the words of

Jesus to Judas, " What thou doest, do quickly," were con-

strued by the hearers into an order to buy what was need-

ful for the feast (xiii. 29) : and the whole proceedings of

the next fatal day, the place of the Jews at the trial (xviii.

28), the time of the condemnation (xix. 14), the quick

removal from the Cross (xix. 31), were affected by the fact

that the paschal lamb was to be slain in the coming after-

noon. The stress which the writer lays upon his own
exceptional chronology of the crucifixion is brought at

once to its extremity and its explanation in his account of

the measures taken to hasten death : the soldiers went

I I 2
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round to break the legs of the three sufferers ; but by a

special providential adjustment Jesus escaped this treatment,

receiving a spear-thrust instead : on which the author fixed

a two-fold meaning ; the emblematic blood and water

(prototype of the mixed wine of the Lord's Supper) was

drawn from Jesus' side ; and by " not a bone of him being

broken " he was declared to be the true paschal lamb

(Exod. xii. 46),—whose "flesh" (John vi. 53-58),
—"the

bread of life" (vi. 35),—was eaten at the Lord's Supper.

To bring out this meaning, announced by the author with

the utmost solemnity (xix. 35-37), it was essential that the

death on the Cross should coincide with the paschal

celebration, and, for the disciples, should supersede it

;

and that while the Jews, still in their blindness, were

engaged in fulfilling the letter of the old typical feast, all

its significance should be absorbed and lost in the

simultaneous realization of the supreme passover,—the

slaying (by their own unsuspecting hands) of the very

" Lamb of God." The contradiction therefore between

this Gospel and the synoptics is no removable semblance,

no accident from different treatment of the same historical

materials ; but expresses a radical contrast of doctrinal

conception : and, even if it could be chafed away and put

out of sight by help of conjecture and adjustment, the

process, in saving each narrative from external collision,

would sacrifice the inner meaning of them all.

The features which we have now pointed out in the

Christian records, viz. ;—different and successive stages of

doctrine as to the Person of Christ,—errors of belief in

regard to both the evidences and the issue of his mission,

—mistakes of fact and mutual contradictions in the story

of his life, deepen in many respects, instead of destroy-

ing, their interest as historical memorials ; but are utterly

subversive of the claim set up on their behalf, to be

regarded as infallible witnesses of events and guides in

faith. In particular, their authority appears quite unequal

to the task of establishing such a doctrine as the Licar-
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nation : even where they affirm it,—as one among several

views of their Master's nature,—no reason can be shown

for raising the statement from the rank of a human idea

to that of a Divine Revelation. The only question is,

whether perhaps the doctrine may dispense with super-

natural testimony on their part, and come within the

legitimate range of ordinary historical proof; whether it

can be left to rest on the exceptional facts of Jesus' life

and his own words, reported to us as they are by early

human, though not Divine, attestation. No portion of the

life can be held available for this purpose, unless it be the

prefatory passages of the birth and infancy : and we have

seen how little we can depend on these anonymous, incon-

sistent, and unhistorical legends. And the relevant words

of Christ respecting himself are chiefly found in the fourth

Gospel, where he is made to hold a language totally unlike

any ascribed to him elsewhere, and perfectly like the

reflections of the Evangelist himself. Could it be shown

that we have here a faithful report of his discourses, it

would no longer remain doubtful that he claimed a pre-

existent Divine nature, though the claim would still be

liable to his own canon, " If I bear witness of myself, my
testimony is not true " {i.e., adequate) ; and the aspect pre-

sented by his character would be materially affected. But,

though it may be long before theological feeling relaxes its

passionate embrace of this Gospel, and it will always retain

an extraordinary interest as illustrating the early develop-

ment of special Christian ideas, yet the struggle against the

inexorable patience of the historical critic must, we are con-

vinced, in the end be vain ; and the book will be tried, not

by the inapplicable rules of authentic narrative, but as a

reflection of retrospective sentiment and faith in the second

century. The other Gospels, it is true, are not without

expressions here and there which accord with the Johannine

claim of a higher nature; and M. Guizot (69) very per-

tinently appeals to one, which is attributed to Jesus by

both Matthew (xi. 27) and Luke (x. 22): "All things are
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delivered unto me of my Father, and no man knoweth the

Son, but the Father ; neither knoweth any man the Father

save the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son will reveal

him." From such passages, however, the dogmatic theolo-

gian and the historical critic reason in opposite directions.

The former, assuming the originality and trustworthiness of

the record, wins from them the authority of Christ himself

for the high doctrine of his person ; the latter, believing it a

well-established fact that this type of doctrine grew up only

with increasing distance from his real life, sees in them the

marks of a later and an unauthentic tradition. Between

the rival probabilities of these two arguments we find

it impossible to hesitate. Amid the obscurity that yet

hangs over the origin of our first three Gospels, one point

has become perfectly clear ; that each, instead of being a

first hand and homogeneous production, has been formed

by accretion of materials differing in value and successive

in time ; so that mingled in the same narrative with pure

and faithful memorials of Jesus are many traditions

vitiated by the ecclesiastical or polemic feeling of a later

generation. The commission of "the keys," for instance,

betrays an age vrhen there was talk of apostolic authority

and church power, and speaks in another tone than the

voice which said, " It shall not be so among you ; but

Avhosoever would be great among you, let him be your

minister ; and whosoever would be chief among you, let

him be your servant." The parting injunction also (Matt,

xxviii. 19): "Go ye, therefore, and make disciples of all

nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of

the Son, and of the Holy Spirit," indicates both in its

substance and its form the latest style of evangelical

tradition ; for how, in the face of this command, had it

really been given, could the original Apostles, to whom it

was addressed, have limited their labours " to the circum-

cision " (Gal. ii. 9), and strenuously withstood the reception

of Gentiles on simple baptism? And who does not recognize,

in the Trinitarian formula of baptism, the set dialect of the
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later Church, far removed from the primitive simpHcity of

Christ ? In these instances, the presence in the Gospels of

unhistorical elements worked in by successive collectors

and editors is no longer a serious question, and however

difficult it may be to trace the operation of similar causes

through the record, the attempt is steadily approximating to

fixed results; and among the passages charged, with the least

hesitation, on post-apostolic invention, is the very verse to

which M. Guizot appeals. Strauss remarks upon it thus :

—

" When Jesus on one occasion addresses himself to God as

Father and Lord of heaven and earth, in thanks that He has

withheld the apprehension of his doctrine from the wise and

prudent, and granted it to babes (Matt. xi. 25, seq. Luke x. 21,

scq})^ he seems so far to take his stand only on the common
ground on which every good man is justified in addressing God
as Father. But when he continues (27),

' All these things are

delivered unto me of my Father, and no man knoweth the Son

but the Father, nor any the Father but the Son, and he to

whom the Son shall reveal him,' we are here carried into a

quite exceptional relation, in which the speaker of such words

is conscious of standing towards God. It is the same as

when the Johannine Jesus says to the Father, ' All mine is

thine, and thine is mine" (xvii. 6-10) ; and again, 'The Father

knoweth me, and I know the Father' (x. 15). In the fourth

Gospel expressions of this sort have a base of support in what

is there said of the higher nature of Jesus : God, who has sent

his personal Creative Word under human form into the world,

has not only specially delivered mankind to his guardianship,

but inasmuch as without him comes to pass nothing that comes

to pass (i. 3), he has, universally, everything in common with God.

For this very reason, however, we can make nothing historical

of these sayings of Christ in the fourth Gospek A Jesus who
can utter such things of himself is no object of historical

treatment. In the first three Gospels, the sentence we have

quoted finds no such supporting ground : in them, Jesus may
be a man begotten of the Holy Spirit ; but he is no Incarnate

Creative Word : and it is not till after the Resurrection that all

power is given to him in heaven and earth (Matt, xxviii. 18).

We are driven therefore to inquire, whether that sentence in

Matthew and Luke admits of interpretation on the broad
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ground of the universal filial relation of men to God. And we
can very well imagine how Jesus, in whom an apprehension of

God as Father had dawned, amid a people knowing him only

as Lord, and themselves his servitors,—had dawned moreover
in virtue of a temperament of spirit removing all variance

between the self-consciousness and the consciousness of God,
—might be assured of an altogether special relation to God :

he might be conscious that no one but he knew God aright,

i.e., as Father ; with all others this knowledge was at least

secondary, imparted from him. But why, then, does he add,
' Nor knoweth any one the Son, save the Father?' Was, then,

the Son, i.e., Jesus himself, a being so mysterious, that only

God could know him ? Not so, if he was a man, but only if in

some way he was a superhuman being ; so that this sentence,

which stands quite insulated in the first and third Gospels,

indicates a fundamental conception similar to that of the fourth

Gospel, and has, therefore, the appearance of an addition made
with a view to raise the representation of Jesus a step further

beyond the simply human than we elsewhere find it in those

Gospels." Pp. 203-4.

When these incrustations on the original picture are

cleared from the canvas, the dress of mythological preten-

sion, the attitude of self-glorification, which are nowhere

less at home than in the divinest nature, will disappear ; and

the figure will come out, grand in its simplicity, of the true

Son of Man, standing in the hght of a new consciousness

that just for that very reason he is also Son of God, and

must draw others to be so too. The Incarnation, taken

in the Church sense, as predicable exclusively of his

personality, is not only, as we have shown, unsustained by

proof, supernatural or natural, but an absolute reversal of

the animating principle of his life and faith. The Church

makes it the most stupendous of miracles that he

individually was at once human and divine : to him it was

the every-day fact that all men are mingled of human and

divine. The Church sets the two natures in such con-

trariety that the rules of the universe must be set aside to

blend them in a single instance : to him it was revealed,

—
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and the revelation bathed the world in a sanctity constant

as the daylight,—that they were in the closest kindred,

living together, whether the consciousness was mutual or

not, in every soul, and incapable, without sorrowful breach

and unfulfilled perfection, of parting from one another.

To set him up on a pedestal alone,—the unique form in

which God's essence has entered the limits of our

humanity,—is to frustrate the very aim and prayer of his

life, by appropriating to him the consecration for which he

cared only so far as it was universal. Not till we say of all

men what the creed says of him exclusively, that two

natures go to make one person, both that which is born

after its kind, and that which is " of one substance with the

Father,"—the blended conditions of the creature and the

Son of God,—do we make any confession which he would

own : and the truth of the Incarnation first comes out,

when, in virtue of it, he represents us all, and by exhibiting

it on the level of our life, makes us aware that our humanity

is not human only, but, beyond the sphere of self, has

fellowship and rest in God. The speciality in him lay in

his unique consciousness and revelation of this universal

fact : opening up, as a personal relation between the Divine

and the human spirits, experiences and suggestions of the

conscience which had indeed come upon the stage, but had

spoken in no living tones before. All the deepest things of

our life and love, once dryly referred to Nature, he construed

into God. Objectively, the world is ruled, and men are con-

stituted, just as they were before he came : there was no less

a holy guest in their hearts, of old, than now. But the dis-

guise is gone, through which we " wist not Who it was :
" and

this discovery,—this conversion of many impersonal into

one personal relation,—transforms the whole aspect of life.

For a moment, but for a moment only, M. Guizot seems

to escape from the Church limits into a wider view of " the

Incarnation " as a general human fact

:

" What is man himself," he says, " but an incomplete and im-
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perfect incarnation of God ? The materialists \\\\o deny the

soul, and the materialists who deny creation, are alone consistent

in rejecting the Christian dogma. All who believe in the dis-

tinction between spirit and matter, who do not believe that man
is the result of the fermentation of matter, or of the trans-

formation of species, are constrained to admit the presence in

human nature of the Divine element, and they must necessarily

accept these words in Genesis,— ' God created man in his own
image ; ' that is to say, they must acknowledge the presence of

God in frail and fallible humanity."—Pp. 72, 73.

If " the Christian dogma " regards Christ as only a fuller

example of the Divine Incarnation which is incomplete in

other men, it brings him into analogy, not into contrast,

with them, and makes him of their kin on the side of his

higher nature, as well as in his humiliation and sufiering.

But what then does his pre-existent Godhead mean ? And
why for his physical birth must he have only a mother ?

These marvels are intended as marks of his higher nature

;

and they are the negation, instead of the affirmation of

humanity, and leave nothing of him for us except his

limitations and his mortality. The fact is, M. Guizot, in

glancing at this analogy, touches on what the Church doc-

trine ought to 7tiea}i, rather than on what it does mean. He
hints at the general truth of which this is the mythology.

But the mythology, intent on glorifying an individual being,

insulates him, and cuts off all approach to the general

truth; it stows away into a particular human biography the In-

carnation w4iich, it is truly said, belongs to universal history.

Among certain disciples of Mr. Maurice a mode of

speech is current, which, used as it is by thoughtful men,

must have some reasonable meaning, but which, again and

again, we have vainly sought to interpret. " To the Incar-

nation," they say, " we cling as the truth of truths, the very

essence of Christianity, and indeed of all religion. Not,

however, that we care much about the historical I/icarnation.

This we could permit the critic to approach ; but the central

reality is sacred to us, and we can sympathize with no doubt
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upon it." Can any one explain this distinction ? Can he

lay out clearly before his thought the two terms of its

antithesis? What incarnation other than ''historical'''' is

there to believe in ? and that of so much higher a kind as

to be an indispensable object, while this is a separable acci-

dent, of faith? "Incarnation," is simply, "Cod in our

humanity ; " it must be somewhere, and somewhen, in one

man, in some men, or in all men ; and in any case it must

be " historical," manifesting itself in some definite phe-

nomena of life, thought, and character, in an individual, in

societies, or in the race. We might say indeed that the

Divine element, if concentrated in a single person, belongs

in its action rather to biography ; if continuous through the

experiences of a people, to history ; if pervading the de-

velopment of mankind, to the sphere of philosophical

theology ; inasmuch as universal facts, which repeat them-

selves in us all, and have place among the constant con-

ditions of our existence, are usually surrendered by the his-

torian to the cognizance of the philosopher. If we try the

enigma with this key, those who propound it mean to say,

" We attach extreme importance to the faith in a Divine

and everlasting guide, present in the human soul : provided

this is saved, we feel comparatively indififerent to the ques-

tion about the person of Jesus Christ in particular, whether

or not it was exceptionally constituted ; and about the

supernatural direction given to the Jews, whether or not it

was exclusive and unique in kind." Here we have an

intelligible position, which really does, in our view, reserve

the pure and spiritual essence of the religion of Christ,

while surrendering its traditional forms to the remodelling

hand of the scholar and historian ; and which, in treating

the Christian Incarnation, not as an isolated subject of

wonder, but as the signal representation and disclosure of a

solemn fact in our humanity, seizes all its permanent signifi-

cance. We should be glad to believe that we had hit the right

sense of the dictum we have cited. The attitude towards

the modern historical critics assumed by the school whence
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it proceeds hardly permits us to think so. But other meaning

we cannot find.

On the other dogmas, which assemble themselves as

mere satellites around the Incarnation, little need be said.

Applying to them a similar treatment, M. Guizot translates

them into general moral truths which they were never

meant to express, and silently drops the more questionable

elements of biblical legend and church mythology, which

they involve, " Original Sin," for instance, is taken to signify

that moral deterioration which is entailed upon the present

by all past guilt ; which, from generation to generation,

makes the sins of the father bequeath an infirmity of

character on the children. In this sense, the doctrine

would certainly embody a profound and solemn truth,—

a

truth, however, which no scepticism, so far as we remember,

has ever called in question, and which certainly Coleridge,

with those who joined in his protest against birth-sin, would

be the last to deny. No rationalist would object to the

propositions that (the legend in Genesis being assured)

Adam, after having disobeyed, had a feebler power of re-

sistance ; and that, in proportion as he allowed himself in

a habit of wrong-doing, his children might exhibit a lower

moral type. It is not till the theologian oversteps these

common-places that reason and conscience begin to revolt

;

when he affirms, not a cumulative deterioration proportioned

to the antecedent unfaithfulness, but a uniform and

universal corruption of a whole race, entailed by a single

transgression at the outset ; and when he further pro-

nounces this inherited taint,—involving in each case only

the " sin of being born,"—" to deserve God's wrath and

damnation." This exaggeration of the first lapse makes,

in fact, all subsequent sins insignificant by eclipse, or even

impossible, by killing out in the poisoned nature the very

conditions of responsibility ; and, in its presence, M.
G-uizot's lesson of the infection and transmission of our

personal immoralities is absolutely lost
;
just as in the city

of the plague, secondary diseases vanish, and it would be
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trifling to hold forth on the contagion of chickcnpox and

mumps. You must get rid of " original sin," or you will

never heartily acknowledge any other.

The dogma of Redemption is less explained away by M.

Guizot ; and is proportionately less successfully removed

from the protest of the Moral Sense. It is perhaps natural

that the venerable historian of civilization should appeal to

the analogies of other religions for suffrages in favour of his

own : and when, on behalf of the doctrine of vicarious

penalty, he pleads its presence in every sacrificial rite, in

every heroic self-immolation to avert the curse of heaven

from an army or a people, it cannot be denied that the re-

semblances are real and wide which encircle the Church

dogma ; and that if it is content in the society of such

kindred, it may win from them suffrages enough. But it is

difficult to distinguish between such defence of the doctrine,

and the usual attacks upon it. What more can be charged

against it than that it is heathenish in its conception,—

a

construction put upon the death of Jesus by minds pre-

possessed with the theory of propitiation by victims, in an age

still haunted by the worship of fear ? No wonder that it

is in harmony with the usages and impulses of inferior

religions, if it is itself an example of them, generated by

the same fictions of superstition. The real question re-

mains behind : Whether it is consistent with Infinite Moral

Perfection to be propitiated for guilt by the sufferings of

innocence ;—a question on which it is astounding that any

one familiar with the alphabet of right and wrong can for

an instant pause. What is the natural verdict of unthco-

logical justice may be seen from an illustrative parallel,

which perhaps may have met the eye of our readers. ^Ve

take it from the letter of the New York correspondent, pub-

lished in the Times of Thursday, October the 20th :

" The case occurred some time ago at Palmyra, where

General M'Neil had his head-quarters. A Unionist, for whom
the general had some special regard, was reported to have

been shot by guerillas. M'Neil forthwith ordered ten suspected
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inhabitants of the town, reported rightfully or wrongfully to be

in league with the guerillas, to be publicly shot in retaliation.

One of them was an elderly man, with a devotedly-attached

wife and a large family of children, the youngest but three

years old. A youthful unmarried man, named Sydnor, a

resident of Palmyra, was struck with sudden sympathy for the

sad fate of the husband and father, and in a fit of generous

impulse, which, had it been recorded in the page of ancient

history, would have rendered his name immortal, offered his

life to General M'Neil, as a substitute for that of his older

fellow-countryman. M'Neil, without a spark of manly or

Christian feeling in his heart, had the ineffable brutality to

accept the offer. The old man was released, protesting against

the bargain, and the young man was atrociously murdered in

his stead."

Yet there are people, we suppose, who accept their " sal-

vation " on similar terms, without " protesting against the

bargain," and have no objection to live in a universe

governed by an Almighty M'Neil,

The real and only truths into which the doctrine of

Redemption might be construed are,—that in a world of

infinite mutual dependencies,—a " City of God,"—where

the unity is not in each but in all,—self-sacrifice is the

appointed way from the human life to the Divine ; and

that, while we vainly try, by an act of will, to break our

inner bonds, inspire ourselves, and earn our heaven, a free

surrender of reverence and faith to a holy object, and a

simple trust in the love of God, will take us out of our

own hands, and change us into new creatures. But these

truths, deeply as they tincture the Pauline Epistles, are

found in no theory of propitiation, and are only darkened

by the defence of sacrificial superstitions.

The weakness of M. Guizot's apology for the orthodox

scheme of dogma is so remarkable as to awaken at times

an involuntary suspicion of its entire genuineness. Not

that we for a moment imagine him to be consciously playing

a part. But it is not uncommon for minds trained in a

well-compacted system to take for granted that it all hangs
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together, and to cling to parts of it which are httle defensi-

ble and feebly held, for the sake of other elements which

speak to far profounder convictions. The real and ultimate

earnestness of the author is probably reserved for the great

primary truths of a personal God and of human responsi-

bility and immortality, the loss of which turns religion into

a chill poetic mist, and gives to life that air of desolation,

which is so marked in the dedications addressed by both

Strauss and Renan to departed relatives. In the case of

both these writers, and, it must be owned, of the great

schools in which they have studied, free historical criticism

has appeared in connection with a far deeper philosophical

scepticism ; and the same dissolving process by which the

artificial compounds of Church dogmas have disappeared,

has been applied to reduce the primitive elements of all

Theistic faith. It is undeniable, and for the interests of

sound theological learning it is deplorable, that a pantheistic

philosophy has furnished the premisses for the leading

conclusions of the newer continental criticism ; and the

earlier writings of F. C. Baur especially, give colour to the

charge that history was not impartially studied, but pre-

judged and forced into the compartments of a speculative

programme. Where a preconceived system of immanent life

and necessary development requires the removal of miracle

and the explanation of human experiences without personal

Divine causation, it is pardonable if opponents doubt the

patience, and distrust the ingenious combinations, of the

professed explorer of the past, and prefer an easy attack on

his questionable principles to laborious scrutiny of his

intermediate reasonings and his ultimate results. Such a

method of reply, however, is illogical and unsafe. The
removal of a pantheistic philosophy will not reinstate all the

beliefs which it has assailed : nor is it needful to defend

them in order to confute it. Church dogmas and biblical

legends may be false for more reasons than one : and it

does not follow that because a bad reason has been given

for rejecting them, no good one remains ; or that, to get rid
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of the bad one, you must make yourself responsible for

their truth. Even in Baur and Strauss, the original

speculative impulse soon worked itself out, and no finer

models of pure historical research and critical judgment

can be found in recent literature, than are afforded in the

later works of the former and the new Leben Jesii of the

latter. Without surrendering their own philosophy, both

writers reason out their conclusions on independent grounds

that tell alike on readers who with ourselves utterly dissent

from it, and on those of their own school. It is time that

the separation which they have made between their criticism

and their metaphysics should be made also by their

opponents, and that every one who owns obligation to their

researches in the early Christianity should cease to be

threatened with their theory of the universe. \\'ith the

great principles of M. Guizot's philosophy, his faith in

human freedom and responsibility, in a living relation

between the spirit of man and God, in a Personal Moral

rule over the world, in a higher life, where the presages of

conscience and pure affection will be fulfilled, we are in

profound accord : and so far as Scripture and the Church

assume and convey these imperishable truths, their authority

will be independent of their external history, and will speak

for itself to the hearts and reason of mankind. But that

authority depends on the intrinsic purity and spiritual depth

of the lessons it is used to enforce ; and is imperilled by

nothing so much as the attempt to pledge it on behalf of

withered theologies and legendary incredibilities by which

no man can live in the open air of this century. No
authority, no miracle, no " Thus saith the Lord," can turn

evil into good, or falsehood into truth : that which has a

footing in reality can make itself known without letter of

introduction ; and that which has none can maintain itself

by no credentials. Dr. Newman, as we have said, con-

descends to the argument,—that the only alternative is,

Catholic or Atheist. Yet his own experiences, recorded by

himself, plainly contradict the statement. On the one
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hand, from early life he has found himself compelled to

"rest in the thought of two, and two only, supreme and

luminously self-evident beings—myself and my Creator
"

(pp. 59, 323). On the other hand, he says

—

" Starting with the being of a God, I look out of myself into

the world of men, and there I see a sight which fills me with

unspeakable distress. The world seems simply to give the lie

to that neat truth, of which my whole being is so full, and the

effect uiton mc is, in consequence, as confusing as if it denied

that 1 ;.in in existence myself" (p. 377).

ThU', the inner and the outer witness are at variance :

he bel.cves at home : he disbelieves abroad. But here, it

is plain there is no real equipoise of testimony; for on the

affirma ive side, there is a "supreme and luminous self-

evide?u-'- ;" on the negative, only a seeming disorder among
secondary phenomena, from which, at most, nothing but a

probal'e inference could be drawn : the conviction from the

first is as irremovable as that self-consciousness against

which argument is vain ; while the second affords a mere

reasoning from visible effects to invisible causes, and

depend;, moreover, chiefiy on the absence of expected

indicai' )ns. Instead of presenting a logical balance,

waitin;. for the casting vote of an infallible Church, the

proble.ii is already decided on its own merits, so far as

immedite, positive, "supreme" certainty cannot be met

by me<!iate, negative, subordinate probability. W'cxe there

then no Catholic Church at all, it could still never be

doubtlul, whether we were to carry inwards the confusing

impression of the world, and permit it to darken and
extingui-h, if possible, the "luminous" sense of a Divine

and g I ding Presence, or whether we were to take this

light o intuitive faith out into the world, and by means of

it brin he tangled look of things into some clearness and
beaut}. Did we even depend on the verdict of some
outwari authoritative voice, we cannot say that the

ecclesi.i nical solution would help us much; a "fallen"

VOL. II. K K
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world, which has been in ruin and has failed of realizing

its idea ever since it was made, seems not greatly preferable

to one that never had an idea. There is however a

Catholicism which does afford a genuine support to the

inner intimations of the private soul : that discover)^ of

sympathetic convictions in other minds, that broad con-

sensus of religious humanity, which turns the lonely hymn
into a solemn chorus, and which, through future ages as

through the past, will continue to consecrate the struggle

of life by faith and prayer.



XIII.

THE NEW AFFINITIES OF FAITH.

A PLEA FOR FREE CHRI.STIAN UNION.

Foreigners have often complained of the intricacy of

EngUsh rehgious phenomena. The present age is eUciting

from the confusion two conspicuous features : a return of

Sacerdotal usage, and the erection of an ideal of secular

good into a systematic faith. The first is seen not merely

in the recovered vigour of Romanism, but in the ritual

and monastic movement within the Anglican Church ; for,

however many may be drawn into this by aesthetic senti-

ment and the charm of sacred symbolism, it has no ulti-

mate meaning or defence except in the doctrine of

sacramental and priestly mediation. The second is seen

in the denial or despair of religious truth which character-

izes the scientific temper of the day, as well as in the

humanistic philosophy which aims to perfect life and

society with omission of their Divine relations. These

two powers are undeniably burning away the Protestantism

of England at its opposite ends ; the one attacking depend-

ent and susceptible minds among the educated classes,

and kindling them with a new fire of devotion and self-

sacrifice ; the other taking hold of the independent and

dissatisfied artizan, and wrapping him in dreams of physi-

cal well-being. Did we look at the progress of these

two forces alone, we might fancy our world surrendered to

the alternative so often threatened, ^^ Rome, or Atheism.'^

K K 2
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But between these extremes lies the main substance and

life of English society, including an immense mass of

religious character and sentiment, which has affinity with

neither of them. It needs the faith of a Manning or a

Comte to believe that the Scotland of Knox, and the Eng-

land of Cranmer and the Puritans, can either reverse three

centuries of their history, or recant the whole of their

religion. Take them collectively, their future development

of thought will be not away from the direction of their past

genius, but out of it, carrying them into ulterior applica-

tions of principles which it is too late to contradict. Indi-

vidual stragglers, however, from the main body of our

national Christendom are without doubt increasingly

numerous ; and from these it is that the two extremes are

rapidly recruiting their strength. Whence this change of

relative forces ? What is it that has weakened the attrac-

tion of the central mass of English Christianity ? or has

added new persuasive power to a religion discarded in

the sixteenth century, and an irreligion outlived in the

eighteenth ?

It cannot be pretended that the Priesthood and the

Papacy have any fresh title to show, or can make good

their supernatural claims better than before. Nor can it

be said that Nature and Humanity, more deeply known,

look less Divine ; since it is the very pride of science to

have won more room for them in space and time, and to

have found them grander, older, more progressive, than

any one had dreamed. So far as the intrinsic merits of

their own case go. Priest and Atheist had never less excuse

than now. But weakness in the intermediate faiths is

tantamount to strength in them. The Reformation did

the work of its time, but not of all time : it shifted the

authority without essentially remodelling the inherited

theory, of Christianity ; and embodied the old scheme of

theological thought in its new ecclesiastical constitutions.

Nay, in its recoil from shameless laxities, and its jealousy

for the Divine holiness, it increased the rigour of the older
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definitions ; it deepened the chasm between man and God,

and cast into the abyss every bridge of approach except its

own hair-line of transit. Its doctrine of human nature

announced a ruin more absolute, and its provision of

supernatural grace promised a rescue more precarious and

arbitrary, than could permanently accord with the experi-

ence and conscience of mankind. Deep as are Augustine's

occasional glances into the passionate depths of the soul,

scarcely are his reasonings against the possibility of anti-

podes more out of place in the present age, than his

theory of the moral and spiritual universe, which was

crystallized in the creeds of the Reformed Churches. It

may be doubted whether, if it rested on an unimpeachable

authority, it could retain its life in the open air of modern

sympathies and relations. But, dependent as it is on the

legends of the Creation and the Fall, and on the Pauline

reasonings which proceed upon them, it has been weakened,

by the progress of Biblical criticism, in its external supports,

whilst losing its internal credibility. The result is too

notorious to be concealed, and too serious to be let alone.

There is an extensive loosening of belief in the " schemes

of salvation," which Protestant Churches are constructed

to administer ; an uneasiness in preachers who cannot

enforce them without consciously refining them away, and

in hearers to whom they bring no real conviction ; a

mutual understanding to lower the standard of religious

veracity, and not ask too much sincerity in profession or in

prayer. It is no longer an insult to a clergyman's honour,

but rather a compliment to his intelligence, to suspect him

of saying one thing and believing another ; while the lay-

man, who need say nothing, uses a right of reticence

which no earnest conviction ever claimed. The theology

which is supposed to be the sole directing light of human
life, and which once tinctured the whole language of human
intercourse, takes refuge in ecclesiastical courts and sec-

tarian newspapers, retains a special order of writers to

recommend it, and a select number of publishers to distri-
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bute it : while the teeming mass of spontaneous hterature

throws up no trace of it, and freely treats of social, moral,

and scientific questions on principles silently at variance

with it.

These are symptoms of weakened cohesion and impaired

life in a system once compact and vigorous. Side by side

with them appear evident marks of new religious sym-

pathies, and the promise of more natural combinations.

Theological groups are breaking up not simply by disinte-

gration from within, but by an unexpected play of mutual

attractions. Far apart on the great circles of belief lights

have appeared which it is impossible to deny are lights of

heaven. Is there a man at once intellectual and devout, in

any land where the English language is spoken, who does not

own spiritual obligations to both the Newmans ? or who has

not on his choicest shelf both the Christian Year and the

In Memoriam ? Is not Mr. Maurice revered as a deliverer

by numbers of people, both more and less orthodox than

himself? In what cultivated home of English religion has

Frederick Robertson not preached his word of power ? How
little has the repute of " unsoundness " thinned the mixed

multitude which throngs to hear every word of a Stanley

or a Jowett ? Even Scotland feels the stirrings of the new

spirit. It is no longer divided into two encampments,—the

children of nature under Burns,—the children of grace

under Knox ; but, gathering the best minds of the land

around such men as Lee, Caird, Tulloch, and Macleod,

renders its divinity so humane, and its humanity so devout,

as to abash the ancient rigour and win over the irreverence

it provoked. And this tendency to fusion and readjust-

ment is no mere latitudinarian compromise, the result of

indifference or artificial concession, and implying a secret

despair of Divine truth. It is a genuine drawing together

of soul to soul in defiance of separating lines of definition,

the discovery of a ground of communion deeper than the

creeds had shown. It arises not from a contracted but

from an enlarged conception of the range and power of
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sacred truth. Instead of being a mere quiet settlement of

quarrels that are past,—the winding-up of an account which

it is time to close,— it comes with the surprise of hope, and

presses into the future for ampler and more harmonious

light.

Persons affected by these influences are ill at ease in

their ecclesiastical home, and find their love for it tried by

many an uncongenial word or usage. It asks for more

concurrence than they can give : and it leaves untouched

some affections which long to quit their silence. By the

rule of any true assortment, we should say they are mis-

placed, and are waiting to dispose themselves around new
and more natural centres of crystallization. They may
very possibly have come to no conscious breach with their

inherited orthodoxy, or at least have retained enough of it

to save them from any direct transfer of allegiance. But

it has ceased to be a religious essential, and has descended

to the rank of personal opinion: towards him who is other-

wise minded they cannot keep up the old antipathy : if the

piety and charity of a Christian shine through him, they

cannot help admitting him to the fellowship of their

hearts. When in contact with him they are less sure that

his creed is wrong than that his character is right : and

crush him as you may in the millwork of your church

logic, he will remain alive and whole as a power over their

spirits. In every Protestant communion not out of reach

of modern culture, and especially in the English and

Scotch Churches, and in the Congregational body, this inde-

terminate state of mind,—clear in spiritual discernment, in

suspense on more or fewer definitions of belief,—prevails

among vast numbers. They find too much decided for

them : they want to be responsible for less doctrine : they

would fain take apart for their personal reflection, and

reserve among the private rights of their own conscience,

many of the topics which their Church has pre-occupied in

its corporate constitution or its name. Were everything

removed but the simplest conditions of common worship
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and common work, and were it left to experience to find

hoiv simple these are, they would welcome the change as a

relief from inward bondage, and throw themselves into

their religious fellowship with new affection ; an affection

infinitely higher than that party-spirit which at present is

used to override the scruples of conscience and mimic the

activities of pity and of love.

Those who suffer from this over-legislation in matters of

belief, may be divided into three different classes :

—

1. Some have found the strain put upon their con-

science intolerable, and become exiles from all religious

association. They remain alone, and tell their deepest

thought to none ; or gather into private knots, and whisper

the secret of their divinest life as if it were a scandal or

a sin. They are wanderers unattached, not from any

churlish indifference to fellowship in spiritual things, but

because they cannot have it without engagements which

they dare not take.

2. Others hope for a reform from within their own
church ; and, while labouring towards the hour of relief,

endure as they best can what is repugnant to their convic-

tions. Among Churchmen, national feeling ; among Non-

conformists, traditions of conscience ; and with both, social

ties and personal affection, passionately plead for the sanc-

tuary of their fathers, and induce a long patience towards

the gravest faults. Language consecrated by ancient piety,

and turned into music by tender and solemn memories,

ceases to report distinctly to the mind its quality of truth

or falsehood, and procures indulgence for prayers and pro-

positions from which, if fresh, the same intelligence would

at once recoil. Hence it is, that amid vast theological

movements there is no corresponding amount of ecclesias-

tical change ; and that the statistics and creeds of sects do

not faithfully represent the inward condition of our Christ-

endom. A sincere man, however, who clings to his Church,

in hope of freeing her from errors and exclusiveness, will

meanwhile decline responsibility for her narrowness and
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antipathies, and insist on freely crossing ,her lines whither-

soever the fellowship of the spirit may carry him. In order

to clear a position otherwise not true to him, he will seek

some medium of expression for the whole breadth of his

catholic sympathies, through which he may bear public

witness to the full spiritual capacity of the kingdom of

God.
3. Among the Nonconformists who were unchurched by

the Act of Uniformity, not a few learned the lesson of

persecution aright ; and when permitted to build their own
" conventicles,'' and constitute their own societies, refused

to put the yoke on others which they had been unable to

bear themselves, and dedicated their chapels to Christian

worship without specification of usage or of creed. Scope

being thus left for natural development, their descendants

became familiar with successive doctrinal change, and with

simultaneous doctrinal variety without interruption of con-

tinuous religious life. To them, therefore, it can be no

new thing to consign the articles of theology to the realm of

individual opinion, and to trust, as societies^ to a purely

spiritual bond. They do not, like the Catholic-minded

Churchmen, find themselves members of a body, and

under a constitution, far narrower than their own spirit,

and obliged to break bounds in order to claim the full

measure of Christian fellowship. In the congregations to

which they belong, everything is possible which the largest

piety can desire, and the latitude of communion which

elsewhere is a dream of the future, foreshadowed by the

brave catholicity of exceptional men, is the legal rule and

corporate principle. There is nothing, therefore, to hinder

a society thus constituted from bearing, in its collective

capacity, the same witness to the comprehensiveness of the

Divine relations which the scattered exiles and the noble

malcontents of less open churches individually bear. Un-
fortunately, these Nonconformist communities have not

always worked out persistently their own historical principle,

but have fallen into usages which have arrested the natural
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growth and limited the spiritual freedom left possible to

them at their birth. There is no breadth of intellectual

basis, no depth of spiritual union, which the Independency

of Robinson and the Presbyterianism of Baxter might not

have reached. But each has parted with its early promise,

and settled on its selected dogmatic lands, duly fenced or

labelled; the one fixing itself in Trinitarian orthodoxy,*

the other in Unitarian heresy; the former guarding its

position by precautionary tests, the latter content, for the

most part, with the warning of a doctrinal name. Explain

it as we may, there would seem to be something transient,

and incapable of passing into institution, in the higher

action of God's Spirit in history. Again and again religious

movements, springing from an impulse truly Divine, and

proclaiming the purest spiritual trusts, prove unable to

sustain themselves at the height of their first inspiration,

and, like Quakerism and Methodism, descend to a lower

ground,—a ground which, with or without the originating

fervour, they can permanently command,—viz., that of a

specific creed and an established discipline. And so, that

which is " born of the spirit " dies down into a theological

school, or a philanthropic habit, or an ecclesiastical organi-

zation. Still, among those who inherit the traditions of the

age of Milton, Hale, and Baxter, there are many who have

caught the spirit of their aims, while outgrowing the forms

of their belief; who honour them for not having embar-

rassed their successors by names and standards of their

own ; who look upon every new doctrinal element built into

the structure of a church as an impertinence insulting to

the great Master-builder ; and who feel bound to leave the

* This is true, however, only of the English line of descent. In

America, Independency has been less stationary ; the Unitarianism of

New England being preached, for the most part, from the pulpits of

churches still calling themselves "Congregational." On the other

hand, the Presbyterian Church of the United States retains, we be-

lieve, without exception, its orthodox creed ; being of Scotch and

Irish, and not of English or Baxterian descent.
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future tenants of their sanctuaries free to think their thought

and pray their prayer, without the pain of breaking with

the past, of erasing its inscriptions, and declaring its

identity gone. Such persons are ready for a rehgious

fellowship not based upon doctrinal conditions. It is

happy for them that often they may have it in their own
worshipping society by simply recalling that society to its

half-forgotten Catholic basis.

Among all these persons there is, and there has long

been, the movement of a common spirit. They are all

averse to both the Sacerdotal and the Atheistical view

of the world. They none of them insist on any form of

orthodox}', though it be their own, as essential to the

pious union of men or their filial relation to God. The
" unattached," who find the place of public prayer uncon-

genial, and have gone " up into the mountain alone," are

willing to return when the devotion shall speak what they

can truly say. The " broad-churchmen " are ready to

widen their communion with the expanding limits of

national piety, not excluding the fullest doctrinal theology,

but requiring the least. The liberal Nonconformists, weary

of sectarian interests, wanting more room for their faith

and affections, and finding that companionship in the

school of divinity is no guarantee of spiritual sympathy,

are longing for a larger fellowship and a freer use of their

right of growth. What is the essence of this common
spirit pervading such different classes ?—Is it intellectual

agreement ? Is there any sort of creed which these people

could club together to propagate ? By no means ; unless

you call it a creed to have a fearless respect for intellectual

freedom, and to trust the bonds of piety, righteousness,

and love amid large varieties of thought. This trust you

may, no doubt,—if you must convert into a dogma every-

thing which the human mind can hold,—express in a pro-

position to be believed. But this is your work at the end,

not its way of beginning. Its birth is in the moral and

spiritual nature ; and those whom it possesses have been
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carried towards one another, not by deliberate steering to

or from the same Unes on the logical chart, but by those

silent changes in the moral currents beneath, and in the

winds of heaven around, which sometimes mysteriously

turn the drift of human affairs.

To many of those who feel the impulse of this common
spirit, it has appeared that its distinct expression and em-

bodiment could be nothing but a pure good. Without under-

valuing the influence of scattered persons of catholic mind,

they distrust the religious power which depends upon sup-

pression or reserve, and think the time has come, for those

who cannot rest in the present, to mark publicly the direc-

tion of their looks towards the Church of the Future.

From this conviction has sprung the " Free Christian

Union," intended to serve as a rallying-point for reformers

who deem the doctrinal requirements of existing sects

excessive and superfluous, and who would be content with

any Church inspired, according to the Christian rule, with

Love to God and Love to Man. It is not surprising that

an organized movement with such an aim should be exposed

to criticism from the most opposite sides. Assuming as it

does that the present ecclesiastical distribution of men is

false to the real religious facts, and is radically wrong in its

very basis, it encounters, as a matter of course, the hostility

of all the denominational journals, whose function it is to

speak for a doctrine and a sect. Finding the essence of

religious union in spiritual obligations, which, being

eternally real, are older and larger than Christendom, it

offends persons who want in their Christianity something

which they may have all to themselves. Taking the name
" Christian " to mark the source whence the living con-

sciousness of these obligations has reached us here, it dis-

appoints those who look with greater favour on other

sources of the same light. These are natural objections,

and relatively to the persons who bring them, of consider-

able force. They indicate that the Union must not expect

adherents from the contented members of doctrinal sects
;
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or from Christians who begrudge all Divine relations beyond

their pale ; or from non-Christians for whom the largest

truth is spoiled by having flowed, as the one thing needful,

from the lips of Jesus. From no one of these classes,

however, could adherents ever be expected. They render

the Union a service of another kind, by putting it to the

severest test, and showing where it needs defence. To
render that defence satisfactory, we must reproduce the

preamble on which the discussion turns.

" Whereas, for ages past, Christians have been taught

that correct conceptions of Divine things are necessary to

acceptance with God, and to religious relations with each

other

;

" And, in vain pursuit of Orthodoxy, have parted into

rival Churches, and lost the bond of common work and

love

:

" And whereas, with the progressive changes of thought

and feeling, uniformity in doctrinal opinion becomes ever

more precarious, while moral and spiritual affinities grow

and deepen :

" And whereas, the Divine Will is summed up by Jesus

Christ himself in Love to God and Love to Man
;

" And the terms of pious union among men should be

as broad as those of communion with God :

" This Society, desiring a spiritual fellowship co-extensive

with these terms, invites to common action all who deem

men responsible, not for the attainment of Divine truth,

but only for the serious search of it ; and who rely, for the

religious improvement of human life, on filial Piety and

):)rotherly Charity, with or without more particular agreement

in matters of doctrinal theology. Its object is, by relieving

the Christian life from reliance on theological articles or

external rites, to save it from conflict with the knowledge

and conscience of mankind, and bring it back to the

essential conditions of harmony between God and Man."

This preamble is first met by the objection, that, while

it denounces sects and disparages doctrine, it proposes to
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establish a new sect upon a doctrine of its own. It is,

therefore, only a fresh proof that all common religious

action must be founded, as the Churches assume, in

accordant belief, and involve a creed.

It might, perhaps, be sufficient to reply, that the Pre-

amble nowhere proposes to dispense with theological belief,

or with agreement in it, as a ground of religious union.

Such proposal would be simply insane :
" He that cometh

to God must believe that he is :
" and if twenty people

come to God, they must agree in believing that He is. So

far is the preamble from denying this, that it directly

assumes some " agreement in matters of doctrinal theology "

to be involved in " filial Piety and brotherly Charity ;
" only

dispenses with "more particular agreement" than these

affections carry in them. The complaint brought against

the sects is, in effect, twofold : that they demand too much

theological agreement ; and that they bespeak and define the

particular points on which this agreement shall take place.

By this explicit notice beforehand of what they must have

from their members, they prefix the intellectual process to

the spiritual, and postpone the experiment of moral and

religious sympathy, till problems which raise a host of

scruples are laid to rest. Can it be needful to point out

the distinction between " belief" an inward state of the

human mind, and a "creed," a "doctrine" a "dogma," the

verbal definition of that state ? or to show how illogical is

the inference that religious union, because involving belief

in common, must be based upon doctrine ? All the moral

transactions of men with each other,—their contracts, their

testimony, their resentments,—involve also certain beliefs,

the assumptions inseparable from our ethical nature. But

who would ever propose, as a preliminary to an insurance

or a deposit, to know the moral philosophy of the broker or

the banker, and be sure of his intuitional or utilitarian ortho-

doxy ? For confidence and co-operation in social relations

it is enough that the right affections and character be there :

let there be honour, fine temper, and veracity, and the
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united life is secure, however different may be the intellec-

tual reports they give of their own ground. While the

philosophers are disputing about the foundation of property,

and cannot take even the first step together, all the wealth

of the world is under peaceable ownership, and has changed

hands a hundred times. While the economists were all in

the dark, or all at issue, about the nature of exchange, the

hum of a million markets never ceased. No oecumenical

council of the wise could even now settle the definitions of

Justice and of Right : yet the voice of law has never

paused, and the tribunals have never been shut. The
religious union of men may be left, just as safely as the

moral, to the natural play of spiritual affinities, and the

mutual understanding of affection and character ; and, for

the common life of devout and humane duty, it is quite

superfluous to think out its processes and grounds into de-

fined speculative form. The more you keep the pious

union waiting for the right theory, the more certain is the

theory to go wrong, and the more fantastic become the

lines of aberration : for, till the common life has been led,

and its inward experiences gained, the very materials are

out of reach which thought has to mould into truth. The
" Free Christian Union " simply proposes to restore the

natural order of religious organization and growth ; to leave

the formative power with the sympathetic impulses of Piety

and Charity ; to be content with the real, though unformu-

lated, common faith in God and the Divine relations of

Man which these two forms of love imply : and to let

doctrine, i.e., the intellectual statement and definition of

particular beliefs, follow, not as a corporate act of the

Church, but as a private function of individual minds.

This is neither a disparagement of doctrine, nor the

announcement of a new one. It certainly alters,—if you

please, inverts,—the relation of doctrine to the combined

religious life. But, in doing so,—in withdrawing it from

the public vote of incompetent assemblies, and delivering

it freely over to the domain of personal research,—the
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scheme makes infinitely better provision for its interests and

its integrity than by surrendering it to be rent in pieces as

the party symbol of the councils and the sects.

As this practical proposal can with no propriety be called

" a new doctrine," so neither can the " Union " be correctly

called a " new sect." A sect is (in religion) an ecclesiastical

body formed by schism from previous churches, or in rivalry

to them, for the expression of some idea, or the establish-

ment of some usage, unprovided for by them. The " Free

Christian Union," on the other hand, simply selects from

among the ends already contemplated by Christian

Churches, the spiritual and catholic elements, and lets

them try their binding power apart from other conditions,

which often oppress and baffle them. Its supporters do

not themselves intend to withdraw, nor do they desire to

withdraw others, from their existing ecclesiastical connec-

tion, but only to bear witness to what is supremely excellent

in it, and help to clear its essence from its accidents.

They have provided no place in their scheme for the train-

ing or the employment of a clerical order, for any separate

institutions, rites, or worship : and the only pulpit which

they have proposed to raise was to be served by occasional

preachers stepping out for the day from their own de-

nomination, and returning to it again. They believe, no

doubt, that in the principle which unites them lies the germ

of the future universal church ; and if here and there a

body of worshippers is already held together by its simple

power, they are ready to enter into fellowship with them,

and help their work. But this fostering function, this wel-

come of spontaneous promise, this offer of refuge to those

who can save the spirit, apart from the questionable form,

belongs to a society, not to a sect ; and is provided for

throughout by lay, and not by ecclesiastical, machinery.

The Committee of the Union has already explained its

attitude in these words :

—

" By silence about many things which, in the present

state of society, are indispensable to the integrity of an
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ecclesiastical organization, we openly disclaim the purpose

of forming a new sect. We desire to assume, in relation

to the liberal elements scattered among the churches, a

Federal position : leaving untouched, as belonging to the

several rights of each section, the domestic specialities of

doctrine and usage which may be needful to complete its

corporate life ; and reserving, for central expression and

universal allegiance, only the common essence which binds

the whole into a divine organism. Hitherto, there has

been nothing to gather up and represent the rights and

obligations of spiritual Unity : they have remained con-

fusedly mixed with the perishable beliefs and eccentric

institutions of innumerable sects ; every fresh body of

seceders has arrogated to itself the entire representation of

the Christian life ; and, amid the hosts of collateral sects,

with equal and incompatible pretensions, no visible symbol

exists of the religious league of humanity. Our hope is, to

give to the essential conditions of Christian life a centre of

their own, where they may try their power unmixed over

some small territory, and offer an asylum to any one who
shrinks from more complex allegiance, without shortening

their arm of authority in regions which have their own
commonwealth besides."

" But your preamble," it is next said, " does not stop in

its extensive embrace with the distinctive genius of Chris-

tianity. In contenting itself with filial Piety and brotherly

Charity, and in making religious fellowship among men co-

extensive with the communion of God, it asks for no more

than the Jew, the Mahomedan, the Indian or the English

Theist can give, and so ceases to be Christian altogether."

To be thus comprehensive, then, is inconsistent, is it, with

being Christian ? The question has happily been decided

by a case in point. A Jew once came to Jesus and asked

him what were the conditions of " everlasting life." For

answer he referred the inquirer—to what ?—to some new
terms,—some rule from the Sermon on the Mount,—some
faith or duty never heard of till the recent Advent ?—No :

VOL. II. L L
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but to the old " law," written from the first not only " on

tables of stone, but on the living tables of the heart :
" and

when the Israelite himself, with true selection, had cited

thence the two great commandments of Love, the problem

was solved, and the answer came :
" This do, atid then shalf

live " (Luke x. 28). Unless, therefore, the disciples are to

be more fastidious than the Master, nay, unless men are to

reject whom God receives, a spiritual fellowship does not

cease to be Christian by being large enough to embrace the

Jew. And, under like conditions, his case covers all the

rest. Those who think that Jesus Christ, if among us now,

would take no notice of such men as F. AV. Newman and

Keshub Chunder, and would not rather commune with

them in every retreat of trial and prayer, must read the

lineaments of his spirit more strangely than the author of
" Phases of Faith " himself. How marvellous it is that

Christian advocates insist on the universality of the gospel,

contrast it, as embracing humanity, with religions limited to

nation or to race, and show that this is because it lays bare

the real living imperishable relations, seated in the spiritual

constitution of the world, between the mind of man and

.the mind of God ; and yet the moment you take them at

their word, and conclude that wherever these real Divine

relations are recognized and revered, the essential ends of

Christianity are attained, or at least attainable, they de-

nounce as blasphemous the conclusion which legitimately

flows from their own pious premisses ! If it be the

characteristic of the religion of Christ to be unexclusive,—

-

its speciality to sweep away all specialities,—if its confession

is, " In every nation he that feareth God and worketh

righteousness is accepted of Him," it is not possible to be

Christian without owning the devout and righteous, irre-

spective of nation and sect. Did the Union narrow the

range of its principle, in order to detain its members' sym-

pathies within " the household of faith," it would forfeit,

instead of earning, the Christian name.

Here enters a critic from the opposite side, and says :
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" I too find your principle too broad for your name ; I

would get rid of the misadjustment, however, not by con-

tracting the principle, but by discarding the name. The
word * Christian,^ by which you designate the Union,

neutralizes your profession of fellowship with persons who
will not call themselves so, or who are attached to other

historical religions. How can they join you, at the

cost of assuming what to them must be a label of

apostasy ?
"

As the previous objection was made against the Jew, the

Mahomedan, and the non-Christian Theist, so is this made
on their behalf^ and with especial force, by Professor New-
man in his recent " Thoughts on a free and comprehensive

Christianity." It is founded on a misconception, not of the

sentiment and principle of the movement which he criticizes,

but of its working field. The Union owns " spiritual

fellowship " with all devout and faithful men, of whatsoever

fold : it "invites them to common action," each on his own
appointed ground, be it Islam, Christendom, Israel, or

among the Hindoos ; but its own object is avowedly " to

relieve the Christian Life " from false reliances, and " bring

it back to the essential conditions of harmony between

Cod and Man :
" and for this reason it appeals to persons

in sympathy with that life, and calls itself '• The Free

Christian Union." It is quite fanciful to say that the

Union has sought for members among Jews, Mahomedans,

Parsees, Bengal Theists, and all the decent religions of the

world. Not one of these classes has ever been in the con-

templation of its founders, being to all intents and purposes

out of sight and reach. The only pretext for such a state-

ment is, that the principle of the preamble is Catholic

enough to be applied to them, if they were practically at

hand. This no doubt is true ; the principle being Christian,

it could not be otherwise. The question therefore is,

whether it is allowable, first to lay down a rule of universal

import and recommend it to the acceptance of any one

whom it may concern ; and then to select a particular field

L L 2
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for its immediate application, and to organize for the work

the persons fittest to act upon that field.

Confront the question with human life, and surely the

answer is unambiguous. Action, however large its principle,

must take its cases one by one : and the range of cases

which any given instrument can reach lies within strict

limits. To assign and to keep these limits is not to betray

the principle, but to lend it the efficiency of practical wis-

dom. If a man founds a hospital, it is no imputation on

his universal humanity that its provisions extend no further

than the boundaries of Middlesex ; nor would even Surrey

people charge him with inconsistency, though he should

preface his bequest with acknowledgment, in general terms,

of the duty of helping the distressed. If a Wesley or a

Brainerd chooses to address himself to some class specially

accessible to him in all localities, and to leave others to

agencies distinct, the selection does not derogate from his

impartial " zeal for souls." The apostle Paul's gospel was

not less comprehensive because his missionary field was the

Gentile world, and he abandoned the Jewish pale to the

Judaic twelve. Similarly, the Free Christian Union chooses,

in preference to foreign religions, "the Christian life" Til

home as its province for carrying out a principle intrinsically

applicable beyond, and tries to organize a service fittest for

this work. Mahomedans and Hindoos would help it

about as well as those who " seemed to be pillars " at

Jerusalem would have " added to " Paul at Athens. To
found a charge of exclusiveness on such practical limita-

tion of instruments and work is as reasonable in the one

case as in the other.

The phrase " Christian Union," then, like the phrase

"Gentile Church," marks only the main recruiting field and

sphere of operations selected for an enterprise which may
have other provinces and other agencies. Whenever Jews,

Mahomedans, and Hindoos apply themselves to the same

work, they will offend no one by forming a Free Jewish

Union, a Free Mahomedan Union, a Free Hindoo Union :
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and, meanwhile, they have no ground for offence in the

example of a P>ee Christian Union. Professor Newman
supposes quite an imaginary grievance when he puts the

case thus :
" How could you ask the Jew to range himself

with you under the name Christian ? What would you

think of me if I asked you to call yourselves y^/^/Vj-? Yet

this is no more insulting than that." The answer is simple :

" We have not asked the Jew to call himself Christian, nor

have we offered the name to any one who feels it a dis-

honour to bear it." The different feeling towards this

name, the clinging to it, the shrinking from it, is ^ifact too

deeply grounded to be ignored. Among those who are

attached to it there is some surviving moral homogeneity :

\vhile those whom it offends are a heterogeneous multitude

with only the negative conditions of sympathy. Excep-

tional individuals on the one side may be drawn by con-

genial thought and affection to a few upon the other. But

when we are looking for natural lines in the organization of

masses, it would be blindness to treat the boundary as in-

visible, or to deny that the groups on either hand will do

better work if they work apart. Mr. Newman thinks it an

indispensable condition of a purer religion to remove the

authority of Jesus Christ. Many who love and honour him

plead for the very same religion on the authority, or as em-

bodied in the life, of Jesus Christ. Surely it is in the

interest of their common mission, as servants of Divine

Righteousness and Love, that he and they should pursue it

with characteristic instruments and on separate tracks.

Those who repudiate the Christian name are naturally

anxious, ere they throw it away, to take out of it whatever

beauty and value it may have held, and to surrender it into

the hands which have most spoiled it. Hence they turn

round with displeasure on every natural ally, who, within

the Church, has been trying to redeem the name, and with

prayer and fasting cast the demons out of it ; and applaud

every bigot's claim who succeeds in making it the vehicle

of his own ravings, and hands it over to be repossessed
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after fruitless exorcism, by seven other spirits worse than

the first. It is perhaps a remnant of Mr. Newman's early

orthodoxy, that he takes the word " as commo7ily tinderstood,''

and shuts up within it all the accepted creeds. In his view,

you are but retaining the pretence of Christianity, when you

have got rid of " what has hitherto been regarded as essen-

tial to it" ("Thoughts," p. 13); and your "pretentious

phraseology " provokes in " the orthodox an enmity not

unjust." Who ever heard before, from scholar, reformer,

and heretic, a voice so in tune with Exeter Hall, and giving

such an account of the " notes " of the church ? If the

" hitherto regarded," the " commonly understood," and the

"orthodox," are to determine what Christianity is, every

attempt to cleanse the stream of tradition, and recover any

purer water of life, has been misplaced ; it may flow on as

it arrives, and when it has drained off the unreason of all

the ages, the "British Public" and Lord Shaftesbury shall

tell us all about it. Thus to degrade Christianity into an

epitome of the opinions which a medley of populations

and centuries of ignorance have voted into their ecclesiastical

mythology, is surely a superfluous act of historical despair.

And it leaves the name, after all, in the most indeterminate

condition—resolved to stand for some creed, but unable to

say ivhat. Change your place or time, and the " hitherto

regarded," and " commonly understood," will change too.

Is it the " orthodoxy " of Rome or of Geneva, of the

Deanery of St. Paul's or the Deanery of Westminster, of

the second century or the sixth or the sixteenth, which has

the right to keep the keys of the Christian name, and open

and shut it at will ? Are all to be deemed Christians by

whom the structure of Dogma was gradually built up ? yet

none to be Christians by whom it has been gradually taken

down, however nearly the two series may correspond, term

for term ? Or if you allow, without forfeiture, the first

subtraction from doctrine or history as " hitherto regarded,''

on what plea can you refuse ulterior simplifications? At

what point in the scale of doubt does the excommunication
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take effect, and the " enmity not unjust," begin ? May
the Doctrine of the Mass be questioned, but not the Real

Presence ?—or the Real Presence, but not the Trinity ?—or

the Trinity, but not the Incarnation ?—or the Incarnation,

but not the Messiahshii)? And as to matters of history,

what may the critic take, and what must he leave ? May
he remove the dates, only not the things dated ? or the

Flood, but not the Fall ?—or some of the miracles of the

Old Testament,—as those of Joshua and Jonah,—but none

of the New ? Make what selection you may, it must be

simply arbitrary, denying for the future the very principle

of change which has landed you in the present. Endless

confusion arises from the assumption that Christianity is

identical with some " orthodoxy " of thought, instead of

being a principle of spiritual life, a peculiar type of conscious

relation between humanity and (Jod, revealed and infused

by the Divine ministry of Jesus Christ. Whoever so clings

to this conscious relation, and is so at one with the dis-

tinctive religious life of Christendom, as to value his place

there, has a right of asylum in its sanctuary and partner-

ship in its name, whoever may pursue him with the bell,

book, and candle of orthodox displeasure.

We often hear it said that, where there is agreement

about ihi/igs, it is idle to waste discussion upon names : and

it has been pronounced a matter of indifference whether

liberal-minded church reformers organize themselves in

" Free Religious Union," or in " Free Christiatt Union."

The remark has neither reason or experience on its side.

In the world of physical objects, it is true, things dominate

over names, and can take care of themselves, while their

vocabulary shifts. But in the world of ideas, in philosophy,

in morals, in religion, words dominate over things, and in

their significance are even identical with things, and are as

much the living organism of thought, as the wing and throat

of the bird are the conditions of action for its especial

nature. Cynicism is seldom shallower than when it laughs

at the " power of words " over what it contemptuously
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calls " the popular imagination." Power they certainly

have. They are alive with sweetness, with terror, with pity.

They have eyes, to look at you with strangeness or with

response. They are even creative, and can wrap a world

in darkness for us, or flood it with light. But in all

this, they are not signs of the weakness of humanity

:

they are the very crown and blossom of its supreme

strength ; and the poet whom this faith possesses will, to

the end of time, be master of the critic whom it deserts.

The whole inner life of men moulds the forms of lan-

guage, and is moulded by them in turn ; and as surely

pines when they are rudely treated, as the plant whose

vessels you bruise or try to replace with artifical tubes.

The grouping of thought, the musical scale of feeling, the

shading and harmonies of colour in the spectrum of

imagination, have all been building, as it were, the mole-

cules of speech into their service ; and if you heedlessly

alter its dispositions, pulverize its crystals, fix its elastic

media, and turn its transparent into opake,—you not only

disturb expression
;
you dislodge the very things to be

expressed. And in proportion as the idea or sentiment

thus turned adrift is less of a mere personal characteristic,

and has been gathering and shaping its elements from ages

of various affection and experience, does it become less

possible to replace it by any equivalents, or dispense with

its function by any act of will. The word " Christian " is

the casket which holds for human thought the supreme

treasures of the inner life of man, and the most precious

gems of his external civilization ; and when all has been

emptied out from it which false zeal and mistaken piety

have stored there for safe keeping, there yet remains, in the

catholic genius of the religion, the richest historic deposit

with which Providence has blessed the world. To part

with that word, and throw ourselves upon philosophy to

weave us a substitute, would be to interrupt the Past in its

creation of the Future, and not only to migrate to unre-

claimed countries, but to sink the old native land that we
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might do so. Part as we may with what once was

demanded by the Church, there is something,—and that,

too, the very hoHest influence in life,—that is still with us
;

and this residuary truth, this Divine spirit, which emerges

from the mixed inheritance of Christendom when all that

is perishable has been discharged, does but own its descent,

and look up with fitting reverence to its fountain-head, when
it claims the name of Christian. Possibly, the same truth

and the same affection may be reached by the meditative

thinker as the fruit of a devout philosophy; by the Indian

Theist, as a purification of his native faith; by the

Mahomedan, as the inner meaning of his sacred oracles
;

by the Jew, as the natural development of the Law and

the Prophets. If so, may God speed them all ! But

each will find his mission best among his own spiritual

kindred. Here, in England, we have to do, not with

Mahomedans and Hindoos, but with Christians. ^Ve our-

selves have been moulded by a Christian literature and

civilization. We love the Christian hymns and memories

and prayers. We must appeal to Christian influences

and susceptibilities. We must avail ourselves of such pure

admirations and faiths as are ready-made around us, and
point to the acknowledged symbols of Divine truth and
beauty. And in this spirit, and with these resources, we
elect to do our work a?nong those who stand with us as

partners of the same historical inheritance, and of the same

undeniable essentials.

Whether it is hopeless now to save the name " Christian "

from theological abuse, and allow it, in its large historical

sense, to those who find the original of their religion in the

religion of Christ, may be not unnaturally questioned by a

desponding observer of men. But that the attempt, as

made by the " Free Christian Union," should, in the eyes

of even the worst interpreter, " seem very si?iister " (New-

man's " Thoughts," p. 9), is surely impossible. " Those
who have active belief in Christianity " will complain, we
are told, that a trick has been put upon them, and will say,
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" By calling the Union Christian, you allure us to believe

that it is confined to Christians, and suddenly we discover

that non-Christians are admitted." But did we not, we
reply, tell you in the preamble what we meant by Chris-

tianity ? and did we not invite those only " who rely for

the religious improvement of human life, on filial Piety and
brotherly Charity, with or without more particular agree-

ment in doctrinal theology ? " If you rely on something

else, or require " more particular agreement," how can you
say that we have " allured " you hither ? You had fair

notice to keep away.

Indeed the warning given in the preamble to all dogmatic

Christians that the Union cannot meet their wants, is so

emphatic as to provoke just the opposite criticism ; that

the scheme is romantically simpleminded, and while offering

the broadest fellowship, will frighten everybody away. Does
it not leave room for Unitarians, as well as Trinitarians ?

And " a total change of judgment, equivalent to a religious

revolution, must pass over England, before those who are

called orthodox will be able to desire spiritual union with

deniers of the divine Trinity " (Newman's " Thoughts," &c.

p. lo). Be it so. Is it not notorious that in England "a
total change of judgment, equivalent to a religious revolu-

tion," is actually taking place, and disposing to " spiritual

union " those who could never approach one another

before ? During periods of fermenting thought and rapid

change, the old hard lines of theological division variously

bend and shift and melt away in the minds of living men,

long before they give any sign of softening on the written

creeds. How many men remain " orthodox " enough to

listen without restiveness to the damnatory clauses of the

Athanasian Creed ? And if, without abandoning the

doctrine of the Trinity, they would take its excommunica-

tion off, what is to hinder their religious recognition of

persons who cannot accept the formula? The moment
you shrink from the idea of " exclusive salvation," and no

longer dare to plant your differing brother outside the
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Divine relations which embrace yourself, the real barrier to

spiritual fellowship is gone, and the separation is no greater

than that which, on any subject of intellectual interest,

parts the schools of speculative opinion. Nay, it is much

less : for where the interest is purely scientific, there is

nothing to qualify the rivalries of theory, so that the con-

trasts of thought are sharpened till they become all in all
\

while in religion, as soon as it is felt to involve a common
relation between each man and God, there is a blending

affection, a sympathy of reverence and aspiration, a con-

scious co-presence with Infinitude of Goodness, under the

power of which the varieties of opinion retire into insignifi-

cance. To what extent the Christianity of laymen in

England and Scotland has reached this stage no statistics

can tell. But it is certain that amongst them there are few

who adhere to a stiff and made-up theology ; and many

whom such a theology has alienated from all ecclesiastical

institutions. Probably the largest number of those who
think and feel at all upon the subject, would be found

between these two ; with no very active or conscious revolt

from what they habitually hear
;

yet with faith of very

varying intensity in different parts of the scale,—deep and

strong in the great spiritual and moral bases of devout life,

—faint and superficial in the subtler articles of disputed

theology. To class all these people together as alike

" orthodox," and to attribute to them the inaccessible and

exclusive temper of the well-drilled and rigid divine, would

be mere blindness to the realities of life around us. To
assume that, as soon as ever their creed has relaxed, they

will forthwith think out their hesitations and push them

home to a " Sic et Non," and, if consistency required, go

over at once to another church, would be a ludicrous mis-

interpretation of the actual world by the logical obligations

of the schools. Human belief on the highest subjects does

not hasten thus to set into a definite shape,—selected, too,

from the limited variety of types at present existing for its

choice. Long after its effective pulse has ceased to beat,
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it retains a species of half-life, like the disembodied souls

in Hades ; now and then haunting the upper light, a
" tristis imago, saspius occurrens ;

" oftener hid, except

from memory, in the shades below ; still accosted with

some pious recognition ; only, at each near approach which

sympathy may make to it, eluding the living embrace :

" Ter conatus ibi collo dare brachia circum :

Ter frustra comprensa manus effugit imago,

Par levibus ventis, volucrique simillima somno."

A large portion of the homage visibly paid to the traditional

theology of our churches is but a worship of the Manes of

ancestral beliefs. The pious office will long continue : but

it no longer hinders the living generation from forming new
affinities beyond the bounds of its own spiritual clan, and

widening its relations as the intellectual world expands.

In an age abounding with these phenomena of shifting and

suspended faith, not all the work of guidance and fellowship

can be effected by the churches of set theology. And if

others find it more congenial to occupy together the central

entrenchments of spiritual Christianity, and leave the lines

of thought for access thither and excursion thence open in

all directions, there are wanderers enough abroad, it is

believed, to make their asylum welcome. None dwell in

securer peace than those who defend only the defensible :

and if they offer an impregnable retreat to the freedmen

and exiles of the territory around, they will not wait long to

extend their census and their walls ; and may leave it to

the future to determine, whether their enclosure shall dis-

appear with the momentary want, or shall grow upon the

map of Time into a true City of God.



XIV.

A WAY OUT OF THE TRINITARIAN
CONTROVERSY.*

There is a charity, as well as a zeal, which is " not

according to knowledge," and on which, therefore, no

reliance can be placed for permanently abating the divisions

and harmonizing the aims of the Christian world. It is

found in men of kindly temper and broad natural sense,

who look right at the visible surface of life, without regard

to the medium through which they see it, or the mysteries

that lie behind it, and cannot imagine why so many
common wants and interests,—so much work to be done

and sorrow to be soothed and borne,—do not make us all

one in humane and forbearing affection. Such an observer,

occupied with what comes before him, and content to rest

in it, asks for no theory of it, and cares nothing for the

several interpretations of it by the competing creeds of

Christendom. He supposes all these differences quite

superficial or purely ideal ; takes no pains to appreciate

them in detail ; and expects, by smiling indulgently on

them all, to make them gradually forget themselves, and

fall into the open arms of his comprehensive benevolence.

In private life this genial mood softens away asperities, and

neutralizes many an acrid propensity. For the bigotry of

mere temperament, the charity of mere temperament is the

appropriate check ; and we may bless God for the " honest

• C/tnstian Reforvter, l886.
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and good hearts " that so often sweeten with loving gifts of

nature the sour pretences of special grace. But still, the

differences of religious faith and feeling are beyond the

handling of most accomplished good-humour. They lie

very deep below the surface of thought and action. They

are unimportant only to him who is in truth a stranger to

them all ; to others they have a meaning that colours the

whole universe, and fills the common forms of life with a

distinctive spirit. Religious doctrine may be only theory

to the critic, but it is the expression oi fact to the believer,

—fact infinite and ever present, the vital breath of every

moment, deprived of which the soul must gasp and die.

To know something of the source whence we come, and

find there not a fermenting chemistry, but a holy love ; to

draw near till the eye of the living God gleams on the up-

lifted face, and the communion of spirits shows that he is

there ; to shrink from him in sin, to seek quiet with him in

sorrow, and to trust him everywhere ; to gain assurance

of his will, be reconciled to his affection, and hopeful of

his heaven,—these things are to some men indispensable

necessities, without which they would esteem it better that

they had never been born. It is from the depth of such

natures that theology and churches arise ; and if you would

harmonize them when they seem discordant, you must

descend into like depths
;
you must feel their truth ere you

criticize their errors, and appreciate their difference before

you can persuade them that they are one. If controversy is

ever to cease, it will not be by good-natured indifference to

all earnest conviction, but by a sympathy profound enough

to understand it ; by a charity, not of easy indulgence, but

of genuine insight ; by a full trust in the under-truth that

feeds the roots of all our faiths. There is no short cut, no

lazy path, to a true Christian love. It does not consist in

mere reaction from sectarian rigour ; in dislike of all exact

beliefs ; in outcries against fanaticism and cold-hearted taste

for " moderation "
; in turning the blind side of the mind

to all that lies beyond the secular moralities. Real charity is
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not negative,—a simple freedom from antipathies ; but

positive,—a reverential sympathy with what is true and fair

and good in the mixed products of our humanity, and

through this, a tender allowance for the rest. It is a

grace of open eye. To feel charity towards a si)t, you must

understand the temptation ; towards a sorrow, you must

know its depth ; towards an erring creed, you must appre-

ciate its meaning and its ground. In the oldest, if not the

most momentous controversy of Christendom,—in the con-

troversy which divides Unitarians from churches called

orthodox,—I find a mutual misunderstanding of an extra-

ordinary kind, to explain which will go far to remove it

;

and to remove it is to prepare the way for conscious

approximation of Christians the most widely separate.

Unitarians believe in One God in One Person. In their

conceptions of him they follow the bent of their practical

genius and plain moral feeling, alike averse to metaphysical

refinements, ethical coarseness, and imaginative fervour
;

selecting as their favourites those scriptural designations of

him which touch no tender scruple of taste and conscience

and raise no deep problem in the reason. Trained, too

often, under the influence of two favourite maxims ;—that

" Where mystery begins religion ends," and that " Plain

texts must be taken as guides and measures to the meaning

of the obscure," they lay but a secondary stress on those

which savour of mystic depth or moral boldness. And so

they think of God as the great original Mind, uncaused and

eternal, from whose thought the i)lan, from whose power

the execution, from whose goodness the right and happ)-

issues of this universe proceed. With what he is in him-

self, irrespective of his works,—with what he was in any

lone eternity prior to the life-giving fiat of his will, they do

not concern themselves : they begin with the creation, in

whose laws they see the impress of his wisdom and the

scope of his omnipotence. And as the visible creation

starts the date, so does its extent determine the range, of

their religion. \Vherever law and order go, there is the
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witness of their God : he is coextensive with the organism

of nature, beyond which their contemplation is not accus-

tomed to pass. Freely, indeed, they will own to you that

God is more than nature,—has a being that transcends it

and might at any moment change or annihilate it. But

this only means that other things were possible to him than

he has ordained,—things excluded by the system that

prevails. It does not mean that there is a real and actual

realm, in which he lives and operates, to-day and to-morrow,

out of his own free spirit, and supplements fixed legislation

by flexible affection. His existence always renders an in-

terruption of natural law possible ; and once or twice in

history this possibility has been realized in miracle or

special inspiration : but the case is exceptional and past.

Of any permanent preternatural activity of God, any sphere

in which he has bound himself by no rules, but reserves

and uses still his first fresh creative rights. Unitarians have

little conception. Their religion is since nature and history,

and within nature and history. Here, they think, God's

work is determinate and known ; and the outlying region of

mystery is to them as though it were not, a forbidden field

into which imagination is tempted only to be lost.*

What then are the characters, what the Divine acts, with

which Unitarians fill in their idea of God ? He is the

Author of the universe, creating it from thoughts of beauty

and beneficence ; and its Preserver, sustaining it constant

by his fidelity. He is the Father of Spirits stamped with

* I need hardly caution the reader against taking my description of

the two opposite theologies as if it were valid in all particulars of their

present living adherents. Both of them M'ere formed in a now distant

past, which gave them their defining lines : and, for the purpose of

any exact insight into their relative characteristics, it is necessary to

look at them in their historical existence and operation ; and especially

as they presented themselves in what may be termed the classical

periods of the Trinitarian Controversy. On both sides, insensible

movements of approximation have softened the old contrasts ; though

survivals enough of each type remain, to test the truth of the compari-

son which I have drawn.
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his likeness and conscious of his law ; their Moral Governor,

training them by his discipline, helping them by his sym-

pathy, warning them by his retribution ; their eternal Judge,

of whose holiness it comes that he accepts repentance and

remembers mercy, and hastes to meet the prodigal's return.

He is the Providence of history, arranging the acts of its

great drama, distributing to nations their genius, to prophets

their inspiration, to heroes their place and parts ; and

evolving from the web of relations, traversed by individual

impulse, shapes of design and tints of beauty, which no

mind but his had preconceived. And as he perpetually

is in himself and does all this, so especially did he let us

know it through Jesus Christ, in whom he dwelt, the Light

Divine amid human shadows ; through whom, in parable

and miracle, in deepest words and purest sacrifice, he made
us wonder at his grace and truth ; and to whom, the risen

and glorified, he draws our hearts, now set on things above.

These are the attributes and ofifices that, in the Unitarian

view, constitute the being who holds them, God. He that

bears these marks,—He that is Source of nature. Soul of

souls, Lord of the earth, and Fountain of Grace, appears

under every aspect that is divine, and fills to our thought

the whole space that is accessible to affection, trust, and

adoration.

Trinitarians believe in One God in three Persons : cither

making room, by this numerical enlargement, for more

than was comprised in the simpler conception ; or else re-

disposing in triple arrangement, the characteristics which

before were held to a single centre. The word ^^ Person,"

I need hardly observe, is not to be understood in its

ordinary sense, to denote a separate free agent, detached

from all others by individuality of essence and will. If it

were so,—if the three names of the Godhead denoted

beings distinct from one another " as three angels or three

men," their worshipper would be justly chargeable with

Tritheism. I dare not say that this charge is never true.

Too probably, many a disciple, unschooled in the fine

VOL. II. M M
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distinctions of a Greek theology, thinks of the Father

chiefly as the God prior to the plan of Incarnation, of the

Son as the historical figure in the gospels, of the Holy

Ghost as the agent sent on the day of Pentecost to take

the place of the ascended Christ. He fancies these acting

each on the others as outside beings, and conducting a

divine drama among themselves ; and as he directs his

prayers, now to one, now to another, they sit apart within

his faith ; and his awe, his aspiration, his affections, flow

into no living unity. This may be the fault, and is assuredly

the danger, of the doctrine ; but is far from being its real

meaning and intent. To understand it aright, we must

reduce our idea of personality to a much fainter shade.

We must melt, as it were, its edges away, till the sharp

outline is gone, and we can no longer tell where one ends

and another begins, for both merge in a common ground.

We must think of the three persons as so many nuclei of

intenser light, distinguishable amid the universal element

of divine thought, around which the attributes cluster with

a certain preferential affinity, without, however, ceasing to

exist in the same essence, of which all are alike aftirmable.

In short, the ground colour of the doctrine is laid in the

Greek Pantheism, which conceived of God as the thinking

power of the universe. In comparison with this infinite

element, Personality, implying concentration and distinction

of qualities, appeared finite and inadequate. To reconcile

the two,—to retain the mystic breadth of the one, with

the human intensity of the other, personal differences

were superinduced upon a Divine essence that underlies

them ; and the absolutely One is revealed as relatively

Three.

What then are the attributes of the First Person ? You
cannot fail to remark that one thing only is said respecting

him in the Nicene Creed, viz., that he is ^^ Maker of

heaven and earth, and of all things visible and invisible ;

"

and that even this does not distinguish him from the

second Person, of whom also it is affirmed that " by him
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all tilings were made.^^ The creative act, therefore, is

characteristically the Son's ; only mediately and through him

as executive cause (St ol) is it referred to the Father as

intending cause ; of whom, when this is withdrawn,

absolutely nothing remains to be said, except that He is the

Father, of whom is the Son. In vain do we ask for any

other mark, for any single act, for any distinctive quality,

by which we may recognzie Him in our thought. Go over

in your mind all that has ever been transacted in this

universe from first to last : try every incident in turn of the

great scheme described in Scripture ; the six days' work

upon the worlds, the constitution of humanity, the experi-

ment in Eden, the separation of nations, the historic mission

of the Hebrew and the Gentile races, the redeeming

episode from Bethlehem to Calvary, the guiding presence

of the church below and the intercession for the saints

above, the final victory of the heavenly kingdom, the

resurrection, the judgment, and the gift of everlasting life

;

inquire, which now of these things belongs specifically to the

Father ; and you will find there is not one ; all, without

exception, are attributed to the Son, and, indeed, are

continually pressed upon us, as proofs of his divinity. In

short, demand as you will " a sign " by which you may
know the personality of the Father, lest you " confound "

it to your damnation,—and " no sign shall be given " to you.

Not one fact or phenomenon is due to his distinctive

agency ; and the thought of him, untraced by a line, and

blanched of all colour, sinks back into an absolute blank.

To understand indeed what the early church meant by
" the Father," you must proceed exactly in this direction,

from a full universe to an empty one ; thinning away its

population of objects and events, till you reach a primeval

solitude, and can ask what now is here ? When you have

thus undressed the whole, and fold after fold have laid

aside the garb of nature, you feel that still it is not mere

vacancy that is there. Dead as the silence seems, it is not

dead, but only sleepeth : motionless and dark as all the

M M 2
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space around, it is the poised and brooding cloud, " the

hiding-place of thunder," whence the lightning is to flash.

Slumbering power stands before waking act ; secret possi-

bility before visible reality ; the inner capacity of thought

before the outward word of speech. To this dormant

potency, this infinite faculty, this perfection that yet hangs

back and is but does not breathe, theologians struggling

with the mystery, give the name of " Father "
; which serves

at least to convey the idea of an anterior source of that

which yet waits to be. God then, as he exists in himself

ere he at all appears,—God, alone with the void,—God, as

a still presence,—a starless night, a dumb immensity of

intellect, is intended by the first Person in the received

creed. Let now the silence be broken, let the thought

burst into expression, fling out the poem of creation,

evolving its idea in the drama of history, and reflecting its

own image in the soul of man ; then this manifested phase

of the Divine existence is the Son. It matters not what the

medium and form of manifestation be
;
physical nature,

human discipline, the moral law, the course of revelation,

all, as the IVord or utterance of an otherwise iniite Infini-

tude, are alike to be referred to the Son of God. The
one fundamental idea by which the two personalities are

meant to be distinguished is simply this ; that the first

is God in his primeval essence,—infinite meaning without

finite indications ; the second is God speaking out in

phenomena and fact, and leaving his sign, wherever any-

thing comes up from the deep of things, or merges back

again.

By the help of this idea, we may resolve an apparent con-

tradiction in the Church doctrine. While the relation

which has been described,—of aboriginal silence to eventual

expression,—implies that the second is posterior to the first,

and while the very phraseology of the doctrine, borrowed

as it is from the parental analogy, repeats this impression,

we are nevertheless told to believe that the Son is co-eternal

with the Father. How, it is naturally asked, can this be ?
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Where is the filiation, if both have ever been contem-

porary ? what spoken word is that, which does not follow

on the thought it speaks ? I beheve, however, that every

thoughtful man will find himself entangled in the very

same contradiction, with no happier escape. In order to

conceive of the origin of things, we travel upwards into the

old eternity, dropping created objects as we go, till the

reckoning of the ages comes to zero, and there is no earth

to swing the pendulum, no sun to show how the dial stands.

We have no way of representing to ourselves the causality

of God in regard to the great whole, except by imagining

him antecedent to it, and thrusting it out of view, that we

may contemplate Him alone. But does any one nowadays

suppose the creation a real cosmical transaction ? a sudden

crisis, accomplished by a paroxysm of Omnipotence, with

chaos before and order afterwards ? Do you conceive that

if you could be actually transported into the proper hour

of the past, you would find as a fact the great desert of the

Divine loneliness ? Did he, think you, ever " leave him-

self without witness " and expression ? No ! of the very

essence of his perfection it is, not to remain self-enclosed

;

and a manifesting universe is no caprice or repentance, but

the everlasting efflux of his will. The objects and beings

of nature, taken one by one, have their several dates of

actual birth ; but they come up into a sphere which was

never empty ; the eternal duration has throughout been

^marked by their succession ; for God has never slept, but

always lived. We have, therefore, on reflection, to alter

our first conception. Instead of prefixing him as Cause to

•the whole at once, we plant him.behind each in turn ; we

think of him as the abiding ground of all that is appointed

to come and go,—the Power ever-during, ever holy, ever

;fresh, that all along throws out '.the beauty and the good
~which .we adore as His. We have to, confess that, seek him

in what hiding-place of duration we may, there already is

some vestige of his mind ; his Word is eternal as Himself.

This, then, is what is meant by the assertion that the Son is
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co-eternal ivith the Father ; and, so understood, it is an

attempt to correct our first and false impression that God
existed for a period before he acted ; that his manifestation

followed, after an interval, upon his essence ; it denies that

the difference is one of time ; brings the two, in that re-

spect, into coalescence ; and for the relation of after and

before bids us substitute that of ever-rising phenomenon and

ever-abiding ground.

Is it not obvious, then, why the creeds are at a loss for

anything distinctive to say about the Father ? The moment
anything arises it is the Son, upon whom, therefore, all the

finite facts and objects which express and exemplify for us

the Divine nature and Providence crowd to form and fill

up his attributes. Since " without him has nothing been

made that was made," everything is drawn to his name ;

and the Father, contemplated in himself, presents only a

bare immensity,—a dark blank of infinite possibility,—the

occult potency of all perfection, but the realized stage of

none. He is like the vault that holds the stars, invisible in

itself and made sensible to us only by them ; the con-

dition of their being, the ground on which they appear;

but indescribable, except by reference to their pre-

sence and place ; the sublimest of objects when traced

and peopled by their diagrams ; but without them, and

in itself alone, equivalent to a mere blindness for our

thought.

Respecting the Third Person in the Trinity, and the

doctrine of the Holy Spirit, it is impossible, and for my
immediate purpose needless, to speak at length. One
remark only will I make. The separation of this person-

ality from the others, as not proper to be merged in them,

is founded on a feehng deep and true, viz., that the human

spirit is not a mere part of nature, to be flung in among the

fabricated objects of the physical world, and dealt with by

the common Providence that manages cosmical affairs, and

engages itself to inexorable laws. We are persuaded of

something diviner within us than this,—akin in freedom, in
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power, in love to the Supreme Mind himself. In virtue of

this prerogative, we have to be otherwise provided for, in

our highest life, than the mere products of creative order

;

we need, not control simply to be imposed and obeyed, but

living communion, like with like, spirit with spirit. To
open this communion, to bring this help and sympathy, to

breathe on the fading consciousness of our heavenly

affinity, and make us One with the Father and the Son, is

the function, truly of quite a special kind, reserved in the

doctrine of the Church, for the Holy Ghost. What God
is in himself; what He is, as manifested in the universe and
history, brought to a focus in the drama of redemption

;

what He is in communion with our inner spirit :—these are

the three points of view denoted by the " Persons " of the

Trinity.

Now, with which of these three does the One object of

the Unitarians' worship coincide ? Both they and their

opponents will at once reply,

—

with the Father. I venture

to give a different answer, and to say, with the Son. True,

we do not name Him so ; true, we call upon Him as " the

Father." But if, freeing yourself from the snare of words,

you will look at what the words denote, you will correct

your first impression. Examine (I would say to the Uni-

tarian) what you mean, when you speak of God : what are

the attributes, what the acts, that mark Him to your mind ?

Creative thought, guiding Providence, redeeming grace.

And under what head are these found in the threefold

scheme ? They are the distinctive characters of the secofid,

not of the first personality. Everything that you can say

to convey a just conception of your God,—that he spread

the heavens,—that he guided Israel,—that he dwelt in the

Human Christ,—^that he rules the unsuspecting world, and

abides with the conscious heart of the church,

—

ail you

will discover registered among the characters of the Son.

It is in hi>n, therefore, among the objects of your church-

neighbours' faith, that your belief is placed ; and if you are

to be deemed wanting in any part of the full conception,
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the charge against you ought to run, that you omit the first

Person, and begin with the second.

And in a great measure this charge is true. The Father,

in the sense which I have endeavoured to explain, is really

absent from the Ujiitarian creed. That abstract and meta-

physical idea, of a silent and unmanifested God, is foreign

to our practical and positive genius. We are at home with

the realized and concrete ; we make no advances to the

Divine Mind till we are spoken to, and then are too busy

with what is said to concern ourselves with the abyss where

it lay asleep. We do really therefore cut off the top of the

creed, and first begin upon our own truth when we reach

its middle term. Unless this be well understood, the two

theologies, conversing together, do but reason in the dark,

and never really meet each other ; their very language,

familiar as it sounds, is but an unknown tongue. The
word " Father," for example, has quite different senses, as

used by the two. " Father " of whom and what ? The
Unitarian will say, " Of men, of us, of all creatures, the

Man of Nazareth, of course, included." The Trinitarian

will say, " Of the Son, the eternal Word, while as yet there

was no man, and before all worlds." Of such Fatherhood

as that, which has no reference to created beings, no illus-

tration in the phrase " for we are also his offspring," and
which has always been as complete as it is now, the Uni-

tarian has no idea, and therefore no belief. This is not at

all what he means, when he speaks of God's paternity.

Did Trinitarians perceive this, they would be less disposed

to charge us with believing in only a cold, distant, and
awful God. The charge is founded on the supposition

that we believe only in theirfirst Person, and leave out the

rest ; in which case it would, indeed, be true. But tell

them that the object of our belief is their second Person,

not their first, and they will feel how false the accusation ; for

it is precisely around him, as the very centre and solar glory

of their faith, that all their trust and reverence move, and
in him that their affections burn and glow. If it is in him
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that we also put our faith, though under another name, then

we are at one with all Christendom in the very focus and

fervour of its religious life.*

The word " Son " also, on the lips of the two theologies

has quite different meanings. Speak to the Unitarian of

" the Son," and he immediately thinks of Jesus of Nazareth,

as the historical Christ of the Gospels ; on the incidents

of whose biography and the date of whose mission his

mind accordingly remains fixed. With this preposses-

sion, he is shocked to find this human figure raised to

equality with "the Father"; he looks upon this as the

deification of a man, and is tempted to denounce it as an

idolatry. And idolatry it would be, if the Trinitarian,

speaking of "the Son," intended the historical Jesus of

Palestine ; if, taking up that image, and starting from that

point of chronology, he began to expand it till he enthroned

it in the heavens, and let it pass as an equal element into

the previous light of God. But his way of thought is in

fact the inverse of this method. " The Son " comes

before his mind, not as an historical personage at all, but

as God's eternal expression of himself, ^—the thought he

puts forth in all his works and ways ; manifested through

all ages by nature and history ; but concentrated with

unique brilliancy in the character and existence, the holy

life and redeeming work of Jesus, in whom the Spirit so

* As some confirmation of the foregoing interpretation of the ortho-

dox mode of thought, I am tempted to quote a sentence or two from

the letter of an excellent and large-hearted vicar of a Northern parish,

with whom I am in friendly correspondence :
" I have just returned

from a united prayer-meeting, at which ministers of all denominations

were present, and have been struck by the way in which the prayers

of all earnest and able men present point to the fact that Trinitarian-

ism does supply a real need. The prayers were prayed almost entirely

unto Jesus as God—Jesus as the way, the truth and the life. The
Heavenly Father was, for the most part, a great far-off Original, of

whose love they could only say that, but for Jesus Christ they could

never have believed in it ; and but for a belief in Jesus Christ's power,

as co-equal with the Father, they would still despair of its continued

and steady presence by means of the Holy Ghost, the Comforter."
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dwelt without measure that he was the very "Word made
flesh "

; the divine perfection on the scale, and united with

the incidents, of humanity. In this sense, the faith pro-

fessed in " the Son " is so far from being an idolatry, that

it is identical, under change of name, with the Unitarian's

worship of Him who dwelt in Christ. He who is the Son
in the one creed is the Father in the other ; and the two

are agreed, not indeed by any means throughout, but in

that which constitutes the pith and kernel of both faiths.

Let the advocates of each compare them together from this

point of view, with mind open, not to words only, but to

the real thoughts they contain, and with temper sensitive to

sympathy rather than to divergency, and there is hope that

we may yet all come into the unity of faith, and true

knowledge of the Son of God.



XV.

THE NATIONAL CHURCH AS A FEDERAL
UNION.

From different quarters, two opposite complaints are

brought against the Church of England ; of her insisting

on too rigid a uniformity, and of her admitting too wide a

latitude, of doctrinal belief and ritual usage. The facts on

which these charges respectively rest, though seemingly in-

compatible, are really related as cause and effect. The

articles, the creeds, the services, to which assent is required,

contain many hundreds of propositions unverifiable in

experience, and precariously inferred from inconclusive

texts ;
propositions dealing with matters so abstruse and

transcendent that concurrent acceptance of them by even

a hundred persons would be possible only by giving them

no thought. The enormous demand may not be too

much for dependent natures accustomed to take things on

trust ; but less docile minds, that are under the necessity

of seeing for themselves, rise against it, and either put

their own meaning into the words before agreeing to them,

or shelter themselves by some mental reservation. The

very tightness of the bond provokes the effort and the

ingenuities of relaxation. The literal sense of a formulary

once abandoned, the possible substitutes deviate in all

directions ; a slight swerve this way or that, given at the

outset to some indeterminate conception, will carry it home

to a rationalistic, or a spiritual, or a sacramentarian result.
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Hence the homogeneous stratum of passive acquiescence is

intersected and modified by veins of active thought,

injected and crossing at various angles ; with the practical

effect of dividing the whole mass into sections, specimens

from which no one could suspect of being all quarried from

the same bed. It is a highly significant fact that this issue,

which attests the failure of uniformity, is by no means
regarded as a scandal, except in the polemic of party with

party
; but is appealed to by eulogistic observers in evidence

of the singular moderation of the Church, and the large

scope of theological freedom provided for her members.

Where else, it is asked, do you find an ecclesiastical body
whose communion extends from the borders of Romanism
to the " reasonable " gospel of Locke and Tillotson ?

A Church which aims at uniformity and arrives at an

exceptional range of variation, cannot well be either

blamed or praised for both at once. Whichever be right,

their co-existence is wrong. Nor is it doubtful on which

side the surrender must take place. The tendency of

modern feeling in favour of religious union is becoming

too strong for the frail tissue of doctrinal distinctions.

Every loyal Churchman finds a generous joy in receiving

his communion from the hand alike of a Liddon, a

Bickersteth, or a Jowett ; and in pleading for his Church,

delights to point to the broad fling of its Peter's net, that

brings to land great fishes and small of many kinds, " and

for all there are so many, yet is the net not broken." And
so great is the aversion to enforce the rules of uniformity,

that no bishop, if he can help it, will set the law in

motion against an alleged offender in rite or doctrine ; and

in every suit which cannot be escaped the public sympathy

is always with the accused, be he charged with a sacerdotal

posture or an heretical doubt. That this set of the tide in

favour of comprehension is final will hardly be disputed-

And if so, the necessity is urgent of relieving the facts and

feeling of the actual Church of England from condem-

nation by her own law ; for while the Acts of Uniformity
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remain, the work of the Church will be honeycombed by

the canker of unveracity and self-sophistication.

But if Churchmen feel a generous pride in sheltering

within their communion the contrasted apostolates of

Simeon and Venn, of Pusey and Keble, of Robertson

and Stanley, they are ready for a yet more capacious

hospitality. These differences within their sanctuary con-

tain in principle, and exceed in degree, the characteristics

which sever the Nonconformist Christians from them and

from each other. Be their seat and sphere of action

internal or external, all these variations are the repro-

duction of an ancient and undying conflict between the

priest and prophet ;—between the minister of helps that

carry men to God, and the organ of God's own spirit seek-

ing and claiming men ; the mediating agent that can cleanse

the hindrances away, and the immediate flash and voice of

conversion piercing the soul. Dependent minds that rest

on outward authority, spiritual minds that meet divine

things in and around their own consciousness, divide

between them the chief varieties of ritual and devotion :

the Anglicans consulting most for the wants of the former,

the Puritans addressing themselves rather to the experience

of the latter, and bringing the inward witness of religion

to its ultimate isolation in the Society of Friends. If with-

out forfeiture of fellowship the varying lines of thought

can be followed within the Church of England, they

can be followed beyond ; and to claim communion with

Wilberforce and Newton, while refusing it with Chalmers

and Guthrie ; to own it with Law and Fletcher,

while disclaiming it with Robert Hall and Elizabeth

Fry ; to affirm it with Patteson, and deny it with Living-

stone, is possible only by arbitrary trifling with a sacred

bond.

; Here, then, are two indications of unsoundness in the

present position of the Church of England. The practical

feeling of her members, that their party distinctions are no
breach of unity, and even attune her message better to
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different minds, attests the collapse of her fundamental

insistence on uniformity : it is the protest of her experience

against her theory. At the same time, this practical feeling,

so strong against schism within, rests content with alienation

from corresponding diversities without, and looks down
upon them as on the factions of a foreign land. An
institution with two such weaknesses is in a state of unstable

equilibrium, and needs readjustment with present realities.

It retains in its constitution, it embodies in its offices of

worship, the assumption, long falsified by facts, that it is the

sole organ of the nation's religious life ; and takes no notice

of the nearly equal multitude of English Christians beyond

its fold, unless it be in the Litany against "false doctrine,

heresy, and schism," or the collect for "preservation from

false apostles." Is it surprising that this pretension, natural

enough in an age when no one dreamt of a plurality of

Christian communions, should now, in the face of modern

facts, be found irritating and arrogant ? It was never

meant as a wrong, but has come to have all the effect of a

wrong. In that character it has worked itself into a hurt-

ful power in the State ; for it has established an alliance

between the earnest Nonconformists of the " Liberation

Society" and the political Radicals, religious and non-

religious, for the denationalization of the Church and the

alienation of its endowment. In strong deprecation of so

drastic a measure, the National Church Association suggests

another mode of dealing with the problem.

In some important respects the Earl of Selborne's

admirable " Defence of the Church of England " alters the

whole aspect of the ecclesiastical problem. He makes it

clear, by historical evidence, that the Church endowment,

including tithes, arose, as much as any rent-charge be-

queathed last year, by voluntary gift, and preceded all laws

required for its protection ; so that it stands upon the same

footing with the income of Dissenters' trusts. The Parlia-

mentary grants made by the Church Buildings Acts of

1817 and 1824 were altogether exceptional; and to these,
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—the impression of which I well remember,—we owe per-

haps the prevailing Nonconformist misconception that the

ecclesiastical revenues are furnished, first or last, from the

public exchequer. It is further shown that the civil power,

in undertaking to adopt and administer certain pre-existing

ecclesiastical laws, did not select for favour the Church

which it thus " established," inasmuch as there was but

one in existence, to which all alike belonged. By a careful

and complete record of the constitutional growth of the

English spiritual organization. Lord Selborne furnishes an

historical defence of the Church perfect for nearly a

thousand years of her development. And if her position

in these latter days had no more reasonable assailants to

meet than the " Liberationists," we might well say that he

had made her secure : for their attack is decisively repelled.

But the vindication of her past is not enough to equip

her for her future. Living on into altered relations, and

pressed by the exigences of a highly complex society, her

constitution no longer works smoothly with the modern en-

vironment, but encounters many a disabling jar. The tone

that befitted her as the sole herald of Christ to this nation

is out of character with the many-voiced religion of our

time, and sounds too stately for private folks unused to pray

with trumpet-tongue. The quiet assumption that her

spiritual fold is co-extensive with the civil existence of our

people, that she has no partners in her watch over them,

that they are all due to her temples and as much bound to

believe her creed as to obey the laws, is an untenable

survival of a social condition long obsolete. So far as

appears. Lord Selborne finds nothing in this attitude that

needs defence. Having justified it in the past, he leaves

it as it is, and makes no abatement from the claim of

uniformity. Having swept from the field the assailants im-

mediately threatening, he retires without noticing the un-

guarded exposures and internal insecurities which tempted

their attack and still remain.

It would be difficult to cite a more surprising triumph of
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faith over fact than the expectation prevalent among the

clergy, that by faithfulness and patience they can recall all

wanderers, piece together again the shattered regula fidei,

tire out the whims of Nonconformity, and bring the whole

nation back into their Church. No doubt, the personal

devotedness and Christian graces of a vast spiritual army

may make great conquests, which might be conclusive if it

had these advantages all to itself ; and that the neglected

wastes of a land should be so reclaimed would be a pure

joy to every good man. But the level of ministerial charac-

ter and service, as of zeal in the people, does not rise in

one religious class while sinking in all others ; the moral

upheaval, wrought by large and long-gathering forces, affects

the whole area together, and leaves its parts related as be-

fore. Besides, the causes of Nonconformity are not per-

sonal antipathies and humours, but grave and reasoned

convictions deeply anchored in the conscience and kept

steadfast by many a subsidiary hold on the immovable

breakwaters of memory and reverence. Are these causes

transient ? Does the debate between the single and the

triple rank of clerical orders show, after so many centuries,

the least sign of wearing out ? If Robinson and Cromwell

were to visit the world again, would they find their " Inde-

pendency " tired of its longevity ? Has not the Eucharistic

controversy which divided the Reformers reasserted its

power in the dissensions of our own time ? How long do

you require such phenomena to last before you will admit

them to have a root which you cannot pluck up ? Or per-

haps Dissent is an English perversity, and its causes are

only local. Has then the Anglican ecclesiastical type

spoken so persuasively to the universal Christian conscious-

ness, that only our insular captiousness gives any place for

other forms ? On the contrary, while communions of the

Continental Reformation spread over every land which the

Papacy lost, and then crossed over to evangelize the western

world, Anglicanism could not plant itself even in Scotland,

and in foreign lands remained ever an exotic :
carried
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everywhere by missionaries in charge of it and colonists

that loved it, few habitable places are out of reach of its

voice ; but from its isolated stations and its groups of

English worshippers, it has not burst forth beyond its native

bounds and evinced, like the Geneva gospel, a diffusive and

world-subduing power.

In the face of this experience, the hope of exclusive sur-

vival for the present Church of England has little to sup-

port it but a predisposing faith. Measure also the " moun-

tain " which this faith has to " remove ;" for to cast Non-

conformity " into the sea " is a gigantic feat. There are

1 3.J millions of Church of England people in this country :

in order to draw all Christian worshippers into their fellow-

ship they will have to absorb \2\ millions of religious exiles
;

and to shut up, or episcopally consecrate, upwards of 13,000

Wesleyan chapels, 2,600 Independent, 2,200 Baptist, and
many other minor sects ; and to deal with their attendant

endowments, schools, and colleges. You keep in existence

the great cause which has created these things ; by what

reversal of its action do you expect to destroy them ? The
hope that the Scotch may all turn prelatist, and the Irish

peasantry, Methodists, and the French, Quakers, is not

more chimerical : both perhaps to be realized about the

date of the return of the Ten Tribes.

Arguments of this kind, founded on rules of probability,

appeal with sufficient effect to practical men ; and for them

nothing is more certainly proved by historical evidence than

that the aim at uniformity in theological doctrine is

invariably baffled, and that latitude for varieties is a prime

essential to religious unity. I am aware, however, that

reasoning from experience is inoperative against the apriori

assumptions of the dogmatic theologian ; and that the his-

torical plea may be met by his reply, " We may hitherto

have been always at theological variance ; but uniformity is

divinely provided for, and has to be ; and therefore it will

be ; and here it is, if you will only take it." It is as the

assured possessor of a divine revelation, or a divine institute,

VOL. II. N N
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that the speaker feels authorized to answer thus : with that

faultless model before him, he can test the defective con-

ceptions of other men, and see how far down they lie, as

the human inevitably must, below the superhuman. Strange

that the guides of the world should lose their way by such

self-deception ! Doubtless, a Divine communication must

tell what in itself is purely true and good ; and the spirits,

if such there be, into which it thus passes, must, in regard

to it, be in perfect unison. But when committed to us men
as its custodians, it enters finite conditions, and incurs all

the liabilities of a fallible nature : shrinking with the con-

traction, finding room with the expansion, of the capacities

it occupies. And the richer and ampler its contents may
be, as befits the infinite pouring into the finite, so much the

larger and the more certain must be the scope for variation,

according to the dimensions of the souls it seeks, and the

growth of thought through successive ages. With resources

for meeting the soul in all its possibilities, it will come into

contact, as history unfolds, now with this susceptibility, now
with that ; though still reserving its plenitude till " we all

come to the perfect man, to the measure of the stature of

the fulness of Christ."

Moreover, in an historical revelation it is only the primary

movement that can complete itself by immediate descent

of Divine into human thought. All ulterior transmission

must be through the vehicle of language, whether oral

between co-present men, or written for delivery from age to

age. For us, all the gift of God in Christ is conveyed to

our comprehension through the Scriptures ; from the study

and comparison of which it has to be gathered by rational

analysis and combination. In this process we are at the

mercy of our own finite faculties, and cannot escape their

liabilities to err ; and the results which emerge have no

higher certainty than may attach to human inference and

interpretation. When, of two equally competent students,

one finds, in the records of the Primitive Church, a hier-

archy of spiritual officers, and the other an equality, the
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tenure of their respective convictions is exactly the same

;

and for a decisive verification they must wait for further

evidence. Each interpreter must feel a full personal

assurance of having hold on a revealed intent ; but neither

has any warrant for disparaging the corresponding assurance

in the other, and saying " I have the mind of Christ
;
you

have only your own." To justify such an attitude it would

be needful, not only for the objective matter on which

thought is directed, to be divine, but for the thinker's own
procedure to be also divine. In other words, before you

speak thus, you must have, or be, an infallible interpreter.

Short of this, there is no foundation for any exclusive claim

of divine authority on behalf of any one body of Christian

institutes and doctrines as against others, and no title to

denounce them as heresy or apostasy. The demeanour of

assured "orthodoxy" towards "the heterodox," of the

"catholic" towards the "excommunicate," is without

excuse. The temper which it betrays has its root in intel-

lectual illusion, and its fruit in moral arrogance.

Never is this tendency more misplaced than when, as a

supposed " inseparable accident " of office, it infuses itself

into a mind else the congenial home of all Christian graces.

Nothing can sit less well on the excellent Bishop of Win-

chester than the air which his ecclesiastical authority has

recently obliged him to assume towards Canon Wilberforce,

and still more than the reasons he gives for prohibiting

intercommunion with Dissenters. The Anglican Church,

he tells us, stands on a totally different level from any other

community of Christians, being the res ipsissima which

Christ himself primitively instituted, and which is nowhere

else to be found. It is therefore unique, Divine, the one
visible body in organic union with the Head ; whereas the

Nonconformist organizations are mere human institutions,

and can offer only what is in the gift of the members' will.

The difference is that between Church and not-Church,

and it is impossible for the ministers of the former to have

ecclesiastical fellowship with those of the latter. This, the

N N 2
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bishop says, is the primary assumption on which his Church

is founded. But, as we have seen, it is also the principle

on which the Presbyterian Church is founded, and it is

valid, as an exclusive charter, either for both, or else for

neither. After what has been said it will be evident that

Bishop and Presbyter must both of them step down from

their oracular platform and discuss their difference humbly

together, as a matter of historical criticism and scholarly

exegesis.

A second principle which the Bishop finds at the base

of his Church is this,—that the divine institution, being in

contact with " human elements," has not been preserved,

throughout its transmission, free from error, but " has run

into excessive and unhealthy growths," needing the Refor-

mation to "prune" them and restore its purity; and in

England this Avas done with such discriminative wisdom as

to reproduce exactly the primitive model. It is plain that

the human liabilities let in by this second principle destroy

the divine guarantee claimed in the first. If, in one age,,

the custodians of the Church can misconstrue its functions,

and claim what does not belong to it, what is to secure us

against its having gone wrong in another, the " human
elements " being never absent ?

Why is it not as competent for the Presbyterian to treat

Episcopacy as an " unhealthy growth," as for the Bishop to

apply the " pruning " knife to transubstantiation ? If at

the Reformation the human faculties rediscovered and

re-erected the pure Church, had they nothing to do with its

first organization and growth ? Had they one whit less or

more concern with the creation of one type of Christian

community than of another? In whatever sense one of

these is a " human institution," in the same sense is every

other. They are all of them products of different human

judgments upon the same data : in whatever sense one of

them is formed in realization of a divine model, in the

same sense is every other ; and for any one to plant itself

at a supernatural elevation above the rest, is not less out of
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place than for one decipherer of a fragmentary or ambiguous

inscription to assume papal airs towards differing fellow-

interpreters. This common tenure of all our varying

beliefs, that they are simply so many human interpretations

of divine things, you can no more escape than you can

jump off your own shadow. The more we learn to live

together humbly and trustingly on these terms, each

following out his own sanctities with the least possible

chafing against those of others, the sooner shall we find the

secret by-ways by which these sanctities all run into each

other, so as to carry us past the subtleties of churches to

the very mind of Christ.

The subjective character of an individual's theological

judgments, and their consequent precariousness, is seldom

denied. But, from the stress laid on the continuity and

concurrent acceptance of the same beliefs, it seems to be

imagined that some escape is afforded from infirmity to-day

by its persistence to-morrow, and from aberration in each

by assent in a crowd. This is intelligible in the Roman
Catholic, who assumes a supernatural guidance of every

oecumenical council by the Holy Spirit ; it only needs to be

rendered credible by adequate evidence. In the absence of

this, and under the admission of " unhealthy growths " and

impaired " purity," it is obvious that nothing is gained in

security for truth, but only in scale of voting power, by

removing the issue from the private chamber to the public

assembly. In the conse?isiis eccksiastictis the appeal only

passes from an individual to a multiform fallibility ; which

is apt to be a more dangerous force, in proportion as a

cumulative wave of prejudice and passion driven by a

sweeping Zeitgeist is more formidable than the ripples of

individual idiosyncracy.

To one who looks on every partial variety of Christian

faith as secreting within it some living seed of truth and

good, the history of the Church presents no more humiliating

descent than from the sublime idea of " Catholicity,"—the

universal uplooking and uplifting of regenerate humanity
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to God,—to the actual process by which the contents of the

word " CathoHc " have been determined. To the thought

itself pure expression was given by the well-known rule,

" Ut id teneamus quod ubique, quod semper, quod ab

omnibus creditum est."* Yet, in the application, the

ubique excludes the whole Eastern Church and the dominions

of the Goths ; the sc?fiper blots out the two infant centuries

of Christendom, ere it had yet passed beyond the At8ax7

rav da>8eKa anoaToXav ; and its a/> OJtUlibllS flings into the

outer darkness innumerable swarms of excommunicants,

—

Donatists, Arians, Monophysites, Albigenses, Hussites,

—

down to the miscellaneous host through which the Refor-

mation has re-evangelized the old world and created the new.

This narrowed " universality," gained by the arts of party

conflict, is all the " orbis terrarum " to which Rome appeals.

Thus, by a perverse contradiction, the term Catholic obtains

definition of its contents by a perpetual expulsion of

minorities, each in turn, as it arises, driven away with the

brand of anathema ; and the Church's Unity is the residual

product of a ceaseless consecration of antipathies expended

upon an ever-fresh batch of outcasts. The process, Baxter

would say, is a continuous " robbing Christ of some portion

of his flock." The catholicity thus formed is a cumulus of

execrations, and its Church is built of " stones of stumbling

and rocks of offence."

The time has come to throw open mind and heart to a

truer catholicity than this,—to one which shall be inclusive

instead of exclusive ; which shall find its sanctuary brighter

and warmer for the new lights of thought and waves of

feeling that flow into it ; and shall rejoice to see some
unawakened portion of our people caught up by an unlooked-

for inrush of the " Spirit that bloweth where it listeth," and

plunged into a new baptism of conversion ; and shall be

able to welcome the movement as a gain of fresh territory

to the kingdom of Christ.

" Unity " is the secret soul of both these catholicities ;

* Vincentius :
" Commonitoiium," cap. iii.
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perverted, in the " exclusive," by the postulate of " uni-

formity "
;
perfected, in the " inclusive," by the irresistible

development of " varieties." The historical crisis in which

Providence handed us over from the one to the other, and

so deepened and widened our spiritual problem, was the

Reformation period ; which opened indeed in the sixteenth

century, but has not even yet delivered all its contents.

It was easy to be uniform in rite and doctrine, so long as

the comparatively childish and passive mind of our Christian

populations was dependent on outward authority for a

dictated theology, repeated by rote and incorporated in

habits ; nor is it wonderful that such reverence as was

congenial to that stage of character settled upon the system

en bloc, and forbade the slightest loosening of its solidity.

But when, later in the European day, that system fell

under the intense focus of reflective reason or conscience,

slowly climbing to its meridian, its cohesion yielded ; the

startling magnitude of its contents became apparent, and

their many-sided aspects played with distributed power

upon the quickened spirits of men. The objective force

of dogma is conservative, not creative : it is the influence

of a constant picture, looking at you with the same face,

not of a living experience through which you pass ; and

it is sure to give way when a reaction upon it arises

from enlarged self-consciousness and penetrating thought.

Hence, when the Reformation spread the Scriptures be-

neath the waking eye of Europe, the one overpowering

impression everywhere left was, of the inwardness of the

religion of Christ ; under the influence of which sacraments

were cancelled or reinterpreted, and the mediating priest

superseded, and doctrine centred on the relation of the

redeemed soul to God. The incongruity of the old " uni-

formity" superstition with this creative change long re-

mained,—nay, still remains,—unrealized ; and it went on

trying its hand at all sorts of symbolical books, the multi-

plication and contradictions of which drew upon them the

reproaches and derision of the Roman Catholics, concen-
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trated in Bossuet's "Histoire des Variations des Eglises Pro-

testantes." On the principle of the "exclusive catholicity
"

demanding " uniformity," the book is unanswerable. The

true reply is missed, till you resort to the " inclusive

catholicity," and claim as a blessing what is thrown at you

as a reproach. " You upbraid us with the ' variations of

Protestants ?
' Yes, we vary, and shall vary, so long as

finite faculties can be in touch with only one part at a time

of the infinite truth and beauty and good : and the differ-

ences which you count against us are, in their very number,

the best witnesses for us ; showing at how many points the

divine message finds contact with us, speaks to our thoughts,

and throbs through our life."

The unity which is still possible, I do not say in spite of

this variety, but as the pervading principle of this variety,

is certainly not the same with the prior exclusion of Dissent.

It is no longer a unity of opinion ; it is now a unity of faith

—i.e., it is not a coincidence in the subjective judgments of

a plurality of persons, but a direction of them all, in the

absence of visible coincidence, upon the same infinite

object, the centre of all that is holy, just, and true in itself

and in every soul that owns them. It is a consciousness

that we " know in part, and prophesy in part," and that,

from the several stations of our geocentric position, all our

views of heavenly things need a correction for parallax

which we cannot make ; and a faith that the seeming dis-

cordances of our trust and prayer feel their way into tune

as they ascend, and harmoniously meet in the All-perfect

Presence which they seek. Under these conditions, the

different communions virtually say to one another, " We
doubtless divide the truth among us, as it is given us, and

as we severally need and can appropriate it,—you, this part;

and we, that." This is a relation which admits of profound

sympathy and the most beneficent co-operation. But

when one of the communion quits the level pavement of

the common worship, and mounts its high-altar steps, and

says to the rest, " You doubtless have each a part of the
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truth, much mixed ; but we have the whole of it, quite

pure;" this is a self-assertion of "legitimacy," a brandish-

ing of the " white flag," which puts an end to every *' con-

stitutional" guarantee, and gives warning that the only

choice is between deposition and absolutism. What hope

can you have of coming to an understanding with another,

when you begin by requiring entire surrender on his part ?

In spite of some discouraging symptoms, I cannot believe

that the existing Church of England will consent to be the

victim of such obscurantism. And if she will take the

only tenable ground, foregoing her tacitly assumed patent

of infallibility, and accepting her Protestant parallelism

with other Christian communions in this countrj', her diffi-

culties may be removed, and a prospect opened to her of a

real hegemony far more dignified and far better secured

than will ever be conceded to her as the ecclesiastical heir

of the Apostles.

The adjustments needed for this end have been long

delayed. In a certain theoretic sense they were due at

the Restoration ; for then, more definitely than at any other

date, was the crisis of the English struggle between the

exclusive and the inclusive catholicity. For upwards of

no years, the composite forces which made up the old

religious uniformity had lost their equilibrium, and been in

strife together,—always, however, with a view to a continued

ecclesiastical unity, though not the same unity as before.

The ideal of what the English Church should be was far

from being identical in the different parties to the projected

settlement. The Anglicans wanted to save more from the

past ; the Puritans, to lighten the sacred ark for its future

course by more freely throwing over its excessive burden of

rite and dogma. The quarrel was about the form which

should be given to the One Church in England, and no one

demanded liberty for the co-existence of several. Whether

there was ever, during that intense agitation of religious

minds, any possible via media which, had it only been

found, might have realized the contemplated end, is very
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doubtful. The influence of the continental divines and
controversies, the conflicting tendencies of the Scotch and
English religious mind, the exasperation of ecclesiastical by
political disaffection, combined to produce irreconcilable

fanaticisms, and to silence the counsels of moderation. At

all events, the course pursued on the return of Charles II.

turned the scale, and by violently enforcing uniformity

rendered it for ever impossible. The powers of ecclesias-

tical cohesion were overstrained ; the pressure upon con-

sciences was intolerable ; the English Christendom was

broken in pieces, and from that moment took its separate

lines of development, and bespoke distinct centres of com-

munion. Had there been at the head of affairs in 1662 a

statesman of large and calm wisdom,—a Sir Matthew Hale

instead of a Clarendon,—he might have seen that the

moment had arrived for substituting the inclusive Catho-

licism for the exclusive ; and, instead of repeating the

criminal folly of persecuting exemplary citizens and trusted

pastors of the people, might have allowed the English

Christendom to organize itself upon its separate axes, each

traced from the same invisible Head, and supporting by

their attraction similar spheres of realized righteousness.

Had this been done, we should long ago have had that best

economy of spiritual energy in which each worshipper's piety

is brightest, because in its own natural home, and yet most

open to fellow-feeling with the several comrades, who,

marching by converging roads, meet him on the same

battlefield against the hosts of sin and darkness. Late

though it be for a duty so great and simple, nevertheless,

if we " have faith as a grain of mustard seed," it may yet

be done. We cannot, and we need not, dissolve or change

our separate communions, or in any way weaken our loyalty

to them. But why not cluster them all together, as con-

federated members of a common country,—a divine com-

monwealth, with plenty of human work claiming the heart

and hand of all ? That is the purpose of the legislative

measure which I now propose to explain and recommend.
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To guard the reader against certain natural but erroneous

preconceptions, I will first refer to some ends, often in

favour with Church reformers, at which the present scheme

does 7iot aim.

Its object is not to " liberalize " the existing Church of

England, or widen the entrance to its ministry, by reducing

its formularies to the expression of "what is common to all

Christians." Its supporters are aware how little congenial

to the spirit of this age would be such an imitation of the

attempts at " comprehension " made by Tillotson and re-

vived by Blackburne. They have no faith in a latitudin-

arian neutrality and silence towards articles of belief

blended in many minds with the very essence of devotion

;

and therefore no desire to limit in any way the doctrinal

and ritual terms which the members of a religious body

may deem indispensable to their communion. The pro-

posed enactment does not prescribe any alteration in this

respect. True, it repeals the Acts of Uniformity which at

present define and enforce for the Established Church the

contents of its faith and the conditions of its worship.

But the legal control thus relinquished by the State is

delivered into the hands of the Episcopal Church itself,

which, in the exercise of new constitutional powers, may
either retain its formularies as they are, or from time to

time modify them as may seem best. Complete freedom,

whether for conservation or for reform, is thus secured.

But, lest that freedom, in its early exercise, should unfairly

press upon the existing clergy, it is provided that they shall

not be bound to anything beyond the engagements into

which they entered at their ordination. By this course

Parliament is not asked, as it was in the old *' comprehen-

sion Bills," for the " doctrinal legislation " from which

political men shrink, and for which, indeed, a House of

Commons containing samples of all beliefs and non-beliefs

is no fit assembly. By discharging from the Statute-book the

one great example of such legislations, the law-makers' aver-

sion to it is finally satisfied. They take leave of it for ever.
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Again, it is 7iot proposed to throw preferment to benefices

open to non-Episcopalians, or to confer a legal right upon

either them or the clergy to occupy each other's pulpits,

irrespectively of the rules of their own communions. In

these respects the constitution of the Episcopal Church

would remain exactly as it is, until its own representative

Synod thought fit to change it.

Again, it is tiot proposed to disendow the Church, or

to divert its estates and revenues to purposes alien from

their intended destination. On the contrary, the main

design, in regard to temporalities, is to save the whole of

that endowment for the united Christian culture of the

English people, and in doing so to make no change in its

mode of application except such as, on the legal principal

oi (V pres, the courts of justice constantly prescribe, in order

to keep alive the essence of an old intent under new and

unforeseen conditions. The ancient donors (Saxon and

Norman) whose voluntary gifts instituted that endowment,

lived and died in presence of one only Church as their

total local Christendom, and could exercise no preference

among its future and unsuspected differentiations ; and no

one can say how they would have been affected towards

the several Reformation developments, had they lived on

to experience them. Their endowment then stands in an

impartial relation to the religious growths of later times,

and must be taken as conferred upon the entire Christen-

dom of England : and on that earlier estate, formed prior

to the division of one communion into several, bodies of

Puritan descent or character have as legitimate a claim as

the Anglican. That they were banished from all participa-

tion in it, and otherwise treated as outcasts, must in this

view be regarded as a wrongful forfeiture : none the less,

that they themselves, had they been in the ascendant,

would probably have dealt out the same measure to the

Anglicans. This wrong the present scheme proposes, not

indeed to repair, but simply to terininate, by now at last

admitting the excluded to their just share. The process is
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analogous to the removal of an attainder, and reversion of

a sequestered estate.

This claim, however, applies not to the whole of the

endowment, but only to such portion as grew up while the

Church was regarded as co-extensive with the nation.

From the moment when, by the Act of Uniformity, it

ceased to embrace the whole of the English Christendom

and identified itself exclusively with the Episcopalian branch

of it, all gifts and bequests made to it, as so defined,

must have been intended for it in its legal form, as dis-

tinguished from all varieties of Nonconformity. Whatever

increment the Church property has received by gift or

bequest since 1662, constitutes a special endowment of the

Episcopalian Church.

By this arrangement the position is made good, that no

diversion is contemplated from the intended purpose of the

ecclesiastical estate.

Once more, it is not proposed to place the present

Church of England, while still subject to the restrictions

of the Acts of Uniformity, at the disposal, parish by parish,

of popularly elected parochial boards, which shall have a

voice in appointing the clergy, shall regulate the services,

and control the building and the funds, and even, perhaps,

(as has been suggested), hand over the church to any

religious body that can contrive to get a majority of votes.

This method is founded on the supposed legal fiction

(which Earl Selborne shows to have no existence) that every

English subject is "constitutionally" a member of the

Church of England. If such a principle was ever known
to the law, it either meant no more than that the church

was open to any one who chose to seek its services, and

the churchyard accessible for the burial of any deceased

parishioner ; or it was the expression of an enforced con-

formity, recognizing no man as a citizen unless he were a

conforming Churchman. In any case it has become, under

present social conditions, such an empty unreality as to

bring to certain ruin any construction built upon it. So
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long as the nation and the Church were co-extensive, the

parochial organization naturally served for both civil and

ecclesiastical purposes : the rates voted by the ratepayers

went in part to secular uses

—

e.g., to relieve the poor ; in

part to ecclesiastical

—

e.g.., to repair and cleanse the church,

to provide its furniture, to keep the churchyard ; and those

who subscribed the common fund had rightly the election

of the churchwarden to administer it. But with the

extension of Nonconformity arose resistance to the

application of public rates to Church purposes, and the

compulsory levy of them ceased ; and it is not easy to see

with what justice those who have thrown off the obligation

can now be re-instated in the corresponding power, not

without enormous increase of its range. The parochial

Nonconformists, having washed their hands of their local

ecclesiastical responsibilities, and procured legal recognition

of their exemption, it is too late to invite them back again,

in order to overpower the bo7ia fide Churchmen in the

control of their religious services and interior affairs. It is

difficult to conceive of a more flagrant and irritating wrong
than the drowning of the habitual worshippers' voice in

regard to matters of such deep interest to them, by bring-

ing to the poll a mixed multitude, not, only of Dissenters,

but of the non-religious who have nothing to guide them
but anti-clerical antipathies. Having once entered on the

policy of severing the civil functions of the parochial area

from the ecclesiastical, we must go through with it, and
surrender the administration of the offices and resources of its

Episcopal church to the real members, on whom the whole

local charges are already thrown.

The injustice of this parochial democracy has the less

excuse on account of its obvious inefficiency. So long as

the Acts of Uniformity are left on the Statute-book, and so

long as advowsons and rights of presentation remain, the

bishops, the churchwardens, the patrons, are bound by

restrictions and invested with privileges which leave no

appreciable latitude for change in the services, the personal
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appointments, or the finances ; nor could any important

proposal be made which did not trench on some existing

right or obligation. The favourite escape from this

difficulty—viz., by appeal to the bishop,—does not seem

well-advised ; for what can be more dangerous in itself and
more embarrassing to him than to vest in him a dispensifig

power over the law which it is his office at once to obey

and to administer ?

On this dispensing power the Parochial reformers

apparently rely for that "gradual relaxation of the Act of

Uniformity," which they prefer to its repeal ; for how can a

law still in force be "gradually relaxed," unless by judicial

suspense of its provisions or connivance at its violation ?

When the new rights claimed for the Parochial Board clash

with some clause in the statute of 1662, are they to have

the effect (?iofi obstattte Episcopo) of so far annulling it ?

Is it thus to become possible for a parish of Broad-church

sympathies to drop the recital of the creeds ? or, if of

Puritan proclivities, to remove the liturgy in favour of free

prayer? or, if afraid of priestly pretensions, to dispense

with "Holy orders" in the incumbent? or, if sacerdotally-

minded, to set up the confessional? or, if prevailingly

secularist, to secure the living and its pulpit for a lecture

against all religions ? To enter upon a process of this kind

would be to whittle away the Act of Uniformity bit by bit

;

to destroy the self-identity of the Institution to which it

gives shape ; and to substitute for it, not any larger unity,

but a chaos of conflicting tendencies, comparable only with

the mediaeval feuds and factions of the Italian cities. Even
if the veto of a resolute bishop here and there availed to

baffle the innovators and uphold the historic law, it would

be at the cost of a struggle hardly less deplorable. To set

popular feeling upon the strain, pulling in all directions,

—

this way in one parish, that way in another,—upon an iron-

bound Church that cannot yield, can produce nothing but

an angry and fruitless expenditure of strength.

If the new parochial action were jwt made conditional
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on episcopal consent, an absolute power would rest in

every parish of repealing within its bounds whatever part

it pleased of the Act of Uniformity. Or rather, as every

unconditional right created cancels, eo ipso^ the prior

restriction which excluded it, that Act collapses on the

day which legalizes the Parochial Boards. Which is better,

this indirect repeal, which breaks up an old order into the

hopeless disorder of fourteen thousand autonomous

councils, each moving on its own line of variation, or a

direct repeal by a legislature careful not to part with the

old order without providing for a systematic organization of

the new ?

For these reasons the proposed Bill freely surrenders the

whole of the parish and district churches and chapels of

ease to the Episcopalians, and provides for an entire

separation of the ecclesiastical management from the

functions of the parochial civil administration. This will

assimilate the smallest ecclesiastical area,—the single church

with its worshippers,—to all the larger circles within which it

is embraced, and in which there is no confusing mixture

of secular with spiritual functions. The whole series will

be ecclesiastical. The rector's or vicar's own real flock will

constitute the primary unit of the Episcopalian Church

system. A number of these will form the constituents of a

rural deanery ; and by referring each larger term, as it

arises, to a higher group, we arrive at the archdeaconry, the

diocese, the province ; each with its own representative

body, and all culminating in a General Synod, with full

powers to determine and modify at discretion the whole

system of Church order and life.

Having cleared the proposals of the National Church

Association from the cognate aims which they do not

include, I proceed to their positive contents.

The first projected step in the plan of action, the prior

condition of its ulterior and chief aim, shall be described

by the Earl of Selborne, in spite of the easy indifference

with which he dismisses it. " Disestablishment," he
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says, " without disendowment, a renunciation by the State of

such powers of control as are involved in Establishment,

without a total or large secularization of the endowments of

the Church, is a measure which nobody now proposes, and

which I therefore need not consider."* The reason why
" nobody now proposes " to separate disestablishment from

disendowment is, that under the discipline of the Liberation

Society everybody has been taught, if not to fuse the two

ideas into one mass, at least to couple them like chain-shot

that must always fly together. The popular Nonconformist

conception of the Church of England as a State-created or

State-selected and State-endow-ed institution, set up by pro-

fane intrusion of secular power into spiritual relations,

mixes up historical error and illusory theory into one huge

prejudice, in which accurate distinction is lost : with the

effect of misdirecting all practical effort at reform upon the

sweeping project now struck down by Lord Selborne's

assault. To him, doubtless, it is no unwelcome thing, at

his point of view, to give the coup de grace, by an easy

stroke at a single neck, to both disestablishment and disen-

dowment together, and to leave his beloved Anglican

Church undisturbed in her lonely ascendency. But those

who find no warrant for that ascendency cannot accept it

as the sole surviving alternative, and on looking out for

another may perhaps alight upon it by the discriminative

act of approving disestablishment and rejecting disendow-

ment. This will become plain, if we fix exactly the mean-

ing of the chief words.

A Church is not established, so long as the rules of its

constitution and procedure are voluntary, framed, accepted,

and administered by its members under stipulated sanctions.

The engagements involved in membership are simply

matters of private contract.

A Church becomes established, whenever the rules of its

constitution and procedure,—in other words, its ecclesiastical

laws,—are taken up into the civil law of a State ; before

* "Defence of the Church of England," p. 72.

VOL. II.
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the judicature of which alleged violations of them are

brought as public offences, punishable by enacted penalties.

Where the Statute-book is thus enlarged by incorporating

a body of ecclesiastical law, the judicial system for inter-

preting that law and trying alleged transgressions of it, is

naturally composed in part of clerical, in part of lay persons

who have made a special study of this branch of law. The
tribunals for causes ecclesiastical, which, under a purely

voluntary constitution, would be mere committees of arbi-

tration, become ecclesiastical courts ; the bishops engaged

in them become judges; and their lay assessors are selected

from a class of experts in ecclesiastical law. By the theory

of the English Constitution, it is the Crown that presides

in every court of justice in the land ; and in virtue of the

division of our whole corptis juris into the purely civil and
the also ecclesiastical, the royal supremacy is usually named
under the double expression, " Over all persons and causes

civil and ecclesiastical," in order to carry the same sovereign

presence, as sole fount of justice, on to the bench of both

courts temporal and courts ecclesiastical. It is really, how-

ever, the same function, and that pia-ely civil, which the

Crown exercises, and the same law, and that also civil,

which the Crown interprets and declares, in both instances

;

for no law ecclesiastical has any entry there unless it has

been made a part of the civil law ;—in that capacity alone

does it possess validity. From these constitutional facts

the following consequences flow :—
(i) To repeal the Acts of Uniformity is to throw out of

the Statute-book its portion of adopted ecclesiastical law
;

for any residue that may be found in other Acts is merely

dependent and subsidiary, and must follow the fate of the

constitutive enactments. That repeal, therefore, is disestab-

lishment—the farewell act in which Parliament takes leave

of the rather wayward spiritual ward it has controlled so

long, and, trusting at last her adult discretion, says, " Go in

peace !

"

(2) The law of the Church disappearing from the code.

J
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there is no further need of a special judicature for inter-

preting it, and the ecclesiastical courts drop of themselves.

The Episcopalian body, like the Presbyterian body in

Scotland, will have its own provisions for deciding on

alleged breaches of its rules, and visiting them with spiritual

censures and other liabilities voluntarily accepted in the

contract of membership. But if the accused deems him-

self wrongly judged, and able to show either that his act,

as charged, is compatible with his contract, or that the

penalty imposed is a temporal injury beyond its reach,

he can seek redress in the civil courts which enforce

the observance of all express engagements. Thus, the

supremacy of the Crown remains, in the last resort, the

security for justice to the accused, no less in a disestablished

Church than in an established ; only, by the merging of

ecclesiastical causes as a separate category, it is the civil

shield which it spreads over all who need redress.

(3) It is too obvious to need more than simple statement

that, when once the State law has divested itself of Church

law, and therefore leaves the Episcopalian communion on

the same legal footing with other branches of the English

Christendom, there is no longer any plea for

(a) Vesting the presentation to benefices, or the

nomination to bishoprics, &c., in the Crown, or any

great officers acting in a public capacity as Ministers

of State; or

{p) Assigning to the bishops baronial rank and

legislative functions in the House of Lords.

On first addressing myself to the Church problem, I was

prepossessed by a strong aversion to the idea of "disestablish-

ment ; " having long perceived how unsound was the Non-
conformist theory of the State, yet not freed myself from its

confused conception of " disestablishment." When obliged

to look closely into the meaning of the word, I was sur-

prised to find that the features just enumerated were its

whole contents ; and I asked myself, as I now would ask

002
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my reader, whether there is in it anything alarming ; nay,

whether it would not open a far better future for a living

and growing organ of religious power than the continuance

(were that possible) of its present law-bound existence. I

do not suppose that any one is really content with things

exactly as they are, or feels that, without straining at the

present restrictions, there is room enough for such flexible

movement and diversity of operations as would turn to full

account the spiritual gifts of the Episcopalian communion.

The signs of restiveness under too tight an organism are

everywhere manifest, and are a plain providential call to

larger life. As it is, the leaders in clerical energy cannot

enter upon that larger life without Parliamentary leave ; and

if they carry their petition to St. Stephen's, what reception

have they to expect ? Political men of all parties, it is

notorious, are irreconcilably averse to any further parlia-

mentary meddling with doctrine and ritual, and will not

listen to proposals for mending the law of the Church :

they wait for the great crisis which, as they expect, will rid

them of the whole business ; and of this crisis they have as

yet no notion, except from the Liberationist programme of

disestablishment and disendowment together. From so

rash a proceeding Conservative and moderate politicians no

doubt shrink. The reason they do so is, that they dread

and disapprove the secularization of the Church endow-

ment. But even they share the feeling that a chamber like

the House of Commons, composed indifferently of Episco-

palians, Presbyterians, Roman Catholics, Nonconformists

of all varieties, Jews, and persons disowning all interest in

religion, is a body not qualified to undertake a revision of

the creeds, ritual, and liturgy of a Church embracing

Episcopalians alone. They naturally say :
" You must not

depend upon us any longer for this sort of work, for which

many of us are quite unfit. Set your own spiritual home
in order ; the Church must reform itself." Excellent advice,

were it not a little cruel ; for the Church simply caiinot re-

form itself by even the smallest change of constitution, so
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long as Parliament holds it within the grasp of its present

law. The very object of the enactment now proposed is to

remove that inability. When passed, it would be precisely

an enabli)ig Act, etnpoweritig the present Church to reforJ7i

itself vfiihout foreign interference ; and till it is passed, the

well-meant advice is but a poor mockery. The measure

therefore indisputably commends itself by the following

important advantages :

—

(i) It meets and finally satisfies the settled political

aversion to further ecclesiastical legislation, by ridding the

Statute-book of all Church law.

(2) In doing so, it satisfies all the Liberationist objections

to State intermeddling in matters of religion, and removes

that stumbling-block out of the way.

(3) It sets the Episcopalian Church free to develop its

own life, and modify its message and its methods as new
conditions may recommend.

(4) It effects these ends without diverting the Church

endowment from its religious purpose.

I ask, with some confidence, whether in this form the

dreaded " disestablishment " would not plainly be an

emergence into fresher inspirations and more fruitful labour ?

The reaction indeed into an " unchartered liberty " might

easily be too strong, were it not for one restraining limit

which yet remains to be explained. The immediate effect

of a bare repeal of the Acts of Uniformity would be, not

to free the whole body of Churchmen for orderly self-

government, but simply to leave the clergy free to follow

their own individual and arbitrary wills, and fling the ser-

vices and ritual usages into confusion and uncertainty.

Parliament, in relinquishing its own control, is bound to

substitute some other safeguard against this. The mode of

doing so is obvious. As the control surrendered is that of

a lay legislature, so is the control substituted properly found

in a preponderant lay representation, both in the synodical

constituencies and in the synods themselves. Whether the

proposed ratio of two laymen to one clerk, is the best pos-
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sible, may of course, like all such quantitative questions,

be open to doubt. But the provision of some such pro-

portion has been found, I am assured, to work admirably

in the Irish Disestablished Church.

The powers of ecclesiastical self-government vested in

the General Synod cannot of course touch any one's civil

rights, and cannot therefore take or tax his property.

Hence the autonomy of the disestablished Church would
be limited by the reservation of the patrons' title to present

to vacant livings. Their rights, possessing a negotiable

value legalized for centuries, cannot be cancelled uncom-
pensated. If they are to be bought off, it must either be

by Parliament before dis-establishment, or by the General

Synod after ;—in the former case, at the cost of the nation
;

in the latter, of the Church : not the former, so as to throw

the burden as much on outsiders as on members of the

benefited community, but on the latter, when acting on its

own behalf. If, then, the Synod deems it important to

substitute election, or other mode of clerical appointment,

for presentation, it will have to redeem the benefice from

the patron. In the scheme, power is accordingly reserved

to give him notice that his right will be taken up at its

value, the amount being determined by an arbitrator

acceptable to both parties. The episcopal Church, thus

empowered to obtain possession of all appointments and
regulate the mode of making them, would occupy a stately

position side by side with the co-ordinated voluntary

bodies, and nobly tax their energies to keep in hne with

it on the march against all actual and threatening spiritual

ills.

Is it too much to expect that the community which thus

gains its liberty of self-disposal shall recognize, as co-

members of a common Christendom and partners in the

evangelization of a common country, the other voluntary

religious bodies which long have been so, which actually

are so, and which will remain so, whether it chooses to

greet the fact or to pass it by on the other side ? The
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time, I trust, is past for theoretic fictions to sustain a

narrow-hearted aUenation between conterminous provinces

of the same spiritual commonwealth. At all events, the

impartial State, in preparing a field for their equal liberties

and labours, must credit them with a true understanding

of their mutual relations, and make provision for not only

the passive equilibrium of justice, but the active and growing

co-operation of affection. Hence it is proposed that any

Christian denomination at present counted as Dissenting

shall be co-ordinated with the Episcopalian as another

branch of the Church of England, on showing its hold on

the English religious life by a history of one hundred years

and a magnitude of two hundred congregations, and also

its adequate provision for education and character in its

ministers. And it is to the bodies fulfilling these conditions

that a proportionate participation is extended in the benefits

of the Church endowment prior to 1662 ; and is left

applicable to any religious purpose approved by the

recipients. Of the funds thus nationalized, a certain portion

is reserved for religious and moral objects prosecuted in

common by all or some of the united confederates : so that,

as soon as they begin to draw together and consolidate

their scattered efforts, there shall be help awaiting them

for expansion over a wide field. The remaining portion

•will be open to distribution among the several associated

bodies in their distinct lines of Christian life and action.

It is reasonable to believe that, in subdivided sects seeking

this admission, the minor varieties, already tired of their

isolation, would undergo a rapid and welcome fusion, and

by incorporation in a nobler organism be saved from dis-

integration. The tendency to gravitate towards each other

is more manifest every day in the different components of

both the Wesleyan and Presbyterian communities. The
confederated group of communions thus constituted would

take the name no longer monopolized by the Episcopalian

body, and be the " Church of England " in its enlarged

sense. They would have their collective representation in
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a "National Church Assembly," for the combined guardian-

ship of Christian principles and prosecution of common
enterprises of righteous zeal and piety.

In proposing to substitute a Federal for a competitive

relation among religious bodies, we certainly cannot appeal

to experience for support, or hope to convince those whose

belief is limited to realized facts. The experiment has

never yet been tried of expressly combining in religion the

two loyalties,—that engendered by wide fellowship in a

common warfare for a common cause, and that which binds

us with closer and tenderer devotion to the inner household

of our own domestic faith. It would have been tried long

ago but for the prepossessing delusion that they had no right

to co-exist, that spiritual union must be limited to our own
" elect," and that all attachment beyond was an attempted
" fellowship of Christ with Belial," and that whoever gave

way to reverence and affection for misbelievers of other

communions was a traitor to his Lord. But now, in spite

of this miserable hindrance, the human heart,—rather, the

Divine Spirit (here both are one),-—has shamed this false

antagonism away, and made it an indisputable fact that,

besides our interior faithfulness to our own class of disciples,

we are drawn by irresistible attraction to strong and saintly

souls, how far soever from our borders, and look up to

them as true children of God, and long to fill up with them

what remains of the sufferings of Christ. Once touched

by the two enthusiasms, we learn that they help instead of

hindering each other, like the kindred love of country and

of ho??te, and gain assurance that both are harmoniously

embraced in the love of God. It is impossible to doubt

that the blending affections are higher and more sacred

than the dissevering thoughts. The piety of a George

Herbert, a Baxter, a Fenelon, a Wesley, a Robert Hall, a

Barbauld, an Elizabeth Fry, was nurtured in different

schools
;
yet breaks into prayer and song and life in tones

and labours that subdue and humble us all. If the text be

true, " By their fruits ye shall know them," have we ncv
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common fellowship with these, or they with one another ?

Owning the same Head to begin with, and brought to the

same heart and will when the inward working declares

itself at last, mnst they and we excommunicate each other,

and say, " the essential is not there," because we join the

beginning and the end by the links of differing chains ?

Shall it always be that the sweet singers who are grouped

together in our hymn-books, like a choir of angels, to lead

and lift our suppliant strains, must shrink from the kiss of

fellowship in this life, and say, " Ah, no ! the seal is not

upon his forehead ? " May we not rather trust the blind

man's answer, " Why, herein is a marvellous thing, that ye

know not whence he is, and yet he hath opened mine

eyes ? " Surely the least that we can ask for these uniting

sympathies is, that they should lead us to a Federal con-

fraternity of labour for the common products of Christian

character and the missionary conquests of the kingdom of

God.

For such federal union nothing more is, in the first

instance, needed or possible than simply to open the way

for it, construct its organism, and provide the means of

development, without either forcing it upon the unprepared,

or prematurely attempting to define its work. It is enough,

at the outset, to place the several constituent communities

side by side on equal terms of recognition, and without an

excuse remaining for jealousy or alienation. This change

of attitude, the assumption of a fraternal instead of an

outlawed position, cannot but abate the inducement to

dwell upon differences, and must reveal all sorts of new
accordances and possibilities of co-operation. It is difficult

to limit the economy of moral labour, and the increase of

spiritual efficiency for social ends, which might arise from

partnership in effort now frittered away in sub-division.

As it is, every " little Bethel " and new mission-house added

to the half-dozen within a quarter of a mile, attempts, not

only to preach the gospel to its scanty flock, but to supply

the whole set of concomitant institutions,—Sunday schools.
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provident clubs, temperance societies, library, reading, and
lecture rooms ; even concerts and amusement ; so as to

concentrate the whole contents of life beyond the labour-

hours upon the favourite spot. Hence a fortuitous multi-

plication of petty agencies on an inconsiderable area, feebly

managed, crossing one another, struggling with difficulties,

and narrow alike in spirit and in means. The men and
women really fitted for the work of an evangelist are few,

and when found are capable of large action on an ample
field. And as soon as the possibilities of religious co-

operation are opened up, the moral organization of our

large towns will assume another aspect. The army of

worthy but poor creatures will be disbanded : the " troupe

d'dlite " of fellow-workers who really burn with the apostolic

fire, will be singled out and entrusted with a field propor-

tionate to their power ; and will be furnished, in place of

hole-and-corner nests of dingy piety and indebted benevo-

lence, with stations and places of assembly where worship

can have some aspect of dignity and sweetness, and know-
ledge and art can spread out their resources, and the

prophets of the perfect life can have around them an outer

aspect of it as bright and pure as its spirit within. Instead

of defeating one another fifty times over by conflicting

attempts at Christianizing our unreclaimed population on
the same area, we shall join resources for a great campaign

and carry the banner of the Cross to victory. The extent

to which home missions, foreign missions, movements in

check of the utter secularization of life, and in promotion

of sanatory, educational, industrial, and moral improve-

ment, might be consolidated without trenching on the

sacred reserves of any Christian conscience, is incalculable,

and would widen its bounds with every fresh experience.

The great need is to take heart of faith, and to begin.

Once let the separatist habit be broken through, and the

divided positions of thought be bridged by a covering

feeling which takes the terror from the gulf between ; let

the usage become familiar, of open counsel on a serious
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duty, and for an earnest end ; and the mere frequency of

face-to-face conference in such a mood will imperceptibly

smooth the way to closer relations.

"A long experience," says Keble, " confirms me in thinking

that where persons oppose each other honestly, however

decidedly, in belief or opinion, the cause of truth, which com-

monly lies between both, and of charity, without which even

truth itself can scarcely be maintained truly, is greatly served

by the softening and enlightening necessity of personal and

official communion." (Keble's Letters.)

Does the reader pronounce such co-operative labour of

separate religious communions impossible ? I pray him to

ponder the following record of experience, from a letter of

my late friend, Rev. W. H. Channing, to his mother, de-

scribing his attempt to find for himself a field for a mission

to the poor in the most neglected part of the city of New
York :—

" I found the city was under the care, from one end to the

other, of a board of visitors called ' tract distributors,' whose

object was to teach the gospel to the poor. Here were a sort

of ministers at large, occupying as good husbandmen this

desolate wilderness, as I had been led to expect to find it. I

have been gradually coming more and more to appreciate this

truly sublime effort. Let me give you some idea of the extent

of it. The city is divided into portions, each ward being one,

over which there is a superintendent, who is one of the most

influential men in the ward for piety and talent. Under him
there is an agent, who receives a salary, and devotes his whole

time to the work of directing religious effort in his ward. The
wards are divided into districts, in each of which there is a

visitor, whose duty it is to visit all the families under his charge

at least once a month, and oftener if possible, bring them to

prayer meetings, which are held in the district, direct them to

churches, reform them, sec that their children are in Sunday-

schools and day-schools, and help them in the way of charity.

These visitors have monthly meetings to report progress and
give and receive advice. The agents meet weekly to animate

each other in the work. There are now sixteen agents to
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twelve thousand visitors. The expenses of the work are one
hundred dollars a month. They intend this year (1837) to

increase the number of visitors to two thousand, and their plan,

when completed, contemplates establishing a mission church in

each ward. Here is the plan. What think you 1 I challenge

Christendom for the last 1800 years to show such a sublime

plan of Christian philanthropy. It is sublime, and it is not

theory, remember, but for the most part in effective operation.

To complete the picture, let me tell you that every denomina-
tion in the city (except the Unitarians, who are excluded) go
hand in hand in this grand mission. In addition there are six

Presbyterian free churches, four Episcopal, two Baptist, twenty
Methodist churches, which are always free, and four Roman
Catholic." *

If this could arise in America 'through the spontaneous

attraction of perfectly unrelated churches towards the same
modes of Christian work, how can we doubt its readier

possibility here, in a group of communions expressly con-

federated in consideration of their common origin and in

hope of nearer approximation? Our national history

throws all the advantage on our side ; for it is a law of all

long-lived nations that the feuds of history die out, while

its deeper unities, after hibernating through some " winter of

discontent," wake with the returning sunshine and assert

their life again.

The doubt whether separate Christian bodies are sus-

ceptible of federal union derives apparent support from a

rule which is laid down in relation to States, as condition-

ing the successful working of a federal adjustment. Mr.
Albert Dicey, in his masterly book on " Home Rule," says

that

" If such a government is to be worked with anything like

success, there must exist among the citizens of the confederacy
a spirit of genuine loyalty to the union. The * unitarian ' feel-

ing of the people must distinctly predominate over the senti-

ment in favour of ' State rights.' Unless the national senti-

* "Memoir of William Henry Channing," by Octavius Brooks
Frothingham, pp. 1 31-132.
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ment predominate, the federation will go to pieces at any of

those crises when the interest or wishes of any of the States

conflict with the interests or wishes of the union." *

It must be admitted that our cluster of religious bodies

in England does not fulfil this condition. The attachment

of the Anglican, the Presbyterian, (Sec, to his own spiritual

home is far deeper than the sympathies which draw each to

the whole. The rule, however affirms, not a pre-requisite

to the institution of a confederacy, but a condition of its

permanence when instituted. And it is in the very pro-

cess of its formation and in the struggles against the perils

of its infancy, that the central loyalty has its genesis and

gains its tension. During the war of Independence and

the earlier years of the Union, the weakness of the federal

bond in the American States was the source of the most

serious difficulties. But as the lapse of time gave them a

national history, it kindled a growing patriotism finally

ascendent in the Civil War. The analogy therefore is full

of encouragement. ' Similar relations introduced among
religious communities, at present separate, would call into

play a corresponding development of blending affection,

which only waits for its opportunity. Give it the intensify-

ing conditions, and those who are now Churchmen first and

Christians afterwards will be turned into Christians first and

Churchmen afterwards.

For some of our most devoted reformers, the federal

principle is unsatisfying, because it does not give t(?iiiy, but

only union ; and that is not enough for their eager aspira-

tions. They dislike the spectacle of our multiform Christ-

ianity, and will not recognize it as a fact that has any right

to be ; and think that by admitting its component parts to

a defined status, with annexed rights and duties, we virtually

stereotype them, and arrest their merited break-up. Instead

of condescending to notice them, we ought to pass them

by, and go straight to " the people " and tell them that the

* "England's Case against Home Rule," pp. 17S, 179.
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Nation is the Church, and may do as it likes with all eccle-

siastical institutions : its will is the Church's will, and as

soon as the Nation knows its own mind, the Church will

have got its unity.

Of this doctrine no more need here be said than may
suffice to relieve its pressure upon the proposed federation.

For that purpose a single remark appears enough. In

framing measures to fit the changed conditions of English

society, you must look at that society as it is, and not as

you would prefer it to be. The clerical habit of treating

our national history as flowing on complete in its channel

within the Church banks, and regarding Nonconformist

phenomena, not as tributaries to its fertilizing course, but

as back-waters from ugly floods, which only desolate and
hide the fair fields, and blot out the whole landscape, till

they drain away and restore the swamp to tillage, betrays

itself in this theory scarcely less than in its opposite, the

high Anglican. It involves an ignoring of actual English

life on such a scale as to render futile, if not ruinous, any

legislation founded on it. Wish as you may, say what you

will, the religious sects of England are characteristic facts,

belonging to the inmost life of nearly half its people, and
destined still in the future, as in the past, to make up for

them the best part of the history which they know. Other
classification of what interests and concerns them will be
frustrated in effect by running counter to the lines of their

intelligence and feeling. The reformer cannot with im-

punity disregard the natural planes of cleavage in the

material with which he deals. If he wants to divide it, it

is there alone that it will yield ; if to integrate it, let him
lay the lamin?e parallel together, and maybe they will co-

here and crystallize ; but if he leaves them l3ang at all sorts

of angles, they will but cross and cut. How it can be wise

to suppress a class of conspicuous facts, already recorded

in the Registrar-General's reports and made the ground of

many a legislative act, it is difficult to conceive. And not

less so, how the recognition of them as heads of arrange-
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ment for a federal union can tend to " stereotype " them as

they are ; for neither change in them, nor even absorption

of any one into another, would remove them from the

union, or expose them in it to the slightest disadvantage ;

while their proximate relations within it would vastly

increase the probability of their merging in an ultimate

unity.

For the National Church of England thus composed

nothing has been asked from the total Church endowment,

except a proportionate participation by its new members in

the revenues of the pre-Restoration estate. All the sub-

sequent acquisitions, the whole of the parish and district

churches with their glebes, all the residences, rectories,

vicarages, decanal and episcopal houses, are assigned to the

Episcopalians as at present. There remain the cathedrals.

Are they to be given up unreservedly to any one particular

branch of our Christendom ? A mere glance at one of

those stately piles rebukes so poor a thought. Taking us

back to a date beside which our oldest surviving divisions

are modern, conventual rather than parochial in their re-

sources and character, founded or enriched by kings and
bishops of renown, containing the tombs of crusaders and
pilgrims, of statesmen and judges, of heroes, philosophers,

poets, saints, that crowd the roll of our long annals, they

are unique as monuments of our entire historic life, and
can be the monopoly of no select communion. Their

administration must be as large as their structure, and con-

secrate them anew as temples of unity. Accordingly, it is

proposed to vest their estates in " National Church Com-
missioners," and to make the capitular body of mixed com-
position, including three members from the non-episcopal

confederates. This provision itself bears fitting witness to

the change from the exclusive to the inclusive catholicity.

And the chapter so formed will arrange for use of the

cathedral by any one of the federated bodies on adequate

occasions, and, especially, for an annual united service

and communion of them all. At the same time, these
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additional uses need not disturb the present daily services,

still left in charge of the Dean and his half of the canons
;

and the change may take place without silencing the morn-

ing and evening bells, or the sweet murmur of the cus-

tomary prayers, that soothe and consecrate so many faithful

lives. So far, the old may keep its place and be at peace.

But it must not set its face against the new, which also

comes to seek a blessing. There are fresh alliances to be

sanctified, and more generous fervours to flow into our

devotions, and these also must be invited to the same

solemn shelter, and ask voice through the same organ-peals.

I know not how others may feel ; but when I think of those

annual trains of worshippers converging upon the Minster

gates, then thronging nave or choir with silent thanksgiving

to the all-harmonizing Love, looking on the signs of so

many holy souls of the living and the dead, responding to

the prayers for the unity of them all, and joining in the

hymn which seems to fulfil the prayer, no spectacle appears

more worthy to fill that grand perspective, more softening

to the hearts that join in it, or more true to the parting

prayer of Christ :
" That they all may be one ; as Thou,

Father, art in me, and I in Thee, that they also may be one

in us." (John xvii. 21.)

THE END.

Woodfall & Kinder, Printers, 70 to 76, Long Acre, London, W.C.
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A History of the University of Oxford. By the Hon. G. C. Brodrick, D.O.L,

A History of the University of Cambridge. By J. Bass Mullinger, M.A.
The Bnrllsh Church In the Middle Ages. By Rev. W. Hunt, M.A,
The Arum Controversy. By H. M. Gwatkin, M.A.
Wycl'ffe and Movemeata for Reform. Bv Reginald L. Poole,

The Couater-Eeformstlen. By A. W. ward.
The Church and the Rsbuu Bmplre. By the Rev. A. Oanr.

The Church and the Purltana, lwO-1860. By Henry Offley WakeuiftS.

The Ohimiti aad the iMtaa smpir: By the B«v. fi. F. Tezer.

Hildebrand aad Eia Ttaua. IBg the Rer. W. B. W. Sttphens.

The PopeB and th« Hoheastatiten. By Ugo Batsaui^
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BIOGRAPHICAL WORKS.

Armstarong'H (B. J.) Life and Letters. Edited by Qt, F. Armatrtng. Fop. 8to. 7i.64.

Bacon's Life and Letters, by Spedding. 7 vols. 8to. £4, it,

Bagehot's Biographical Studies. 1 voL 8vo. IS41.

Carlyle'8 (Thomas) Life. By James A. Fronde. Oiown 8tO. 1795-183i, 2 vols.

7*. 1834-1881, 2 vols. 7i.

Fox (Charles James) The Early History of. By Sir Q. 0. TreT«lyaa. Cr. 8to. U.
Fronde's Cassar : a Sketch. Crown Svo. 3j. 6d,

Hamilton's (Sir W. K.) Life, by Graves. 8 vols. Bra. 15«, esok.

HavelooVs Life, by Marshman. Crown Svo. St. td,

Macanlay's (Lord) Life and L«tt«r8. By his Nephew, Bir G. 0. Trsvelyan, Bart.
Popular Edition, 1 vol. cr. Svo. 2t. Qd. Student's Edition, 1 vol. cr. Svo. 6t,

Cabinet Edition. ! vols, post Svo. 13i. Library Edition, 8 vols. Svo. S6i.

MoDougall's Memoirs (Bishop of Labuan). By 0. J. Bunyon. Svo. li«.'

Hendelssohn's Letters. Translated by Lady Wallace. > Toli. or. 8to. Si. eaoh.

Moore's Dante and his Early Biographers. Crown Svo. i3. 6d.

Newman's Apologia pro Vlt& Snft. Crown Svo. Si. Cheap Edition, or. 8v«. Si. 6d.

— Letters and Correspondence dnriag hlji Life in the English

Church. 2 vols. Svo. SO*, net.

Bhakespeare, Outline of the Life of. By J. O. Halliwell-PhilUpps. Dlnatrated.
3 vols, royal Svo. 21».

Shakespeare's True Life. By James Walter. With SOO Illustrations. Imp.STO.lli.

Bonttaey's Correspondence with Caroline Bowles. Svo. lii.

Stephen's Essays in Ecclesiastical Biography. Orowa Sto. ft,M
WoUlngton's Lite, by Gleig, Grows Svo. I/, td.

MENTAL AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY FINANCE, itc.

Amos' Primer of the English Constitution. Crown Bvo. 64.

Bacon's Essays, with Annotations by Whately. Svo. IQt. Sd,

~ Works, edited by Spedding. 7 vols. Svo. 78*. td.

Bagehot's Economic Studies, edited by Hutton. Svo. lOi. M,
Bain's Loglo, Deductive and Inductive. Grown 8to. 10*. M.

PjlBT I. Deduction, 4«. | Past II. iBdooUon, <i. M
— Hental and Moral Bolenoe Orown Svo. 10*. M.
» The Beases and the Intellect. Svo. IS*.

— The Emotions and the Will. Svo. IS*.

Blake's Tables for the Conversion of 6 per cent. Interest tiom ^ to 7 per cent.

Svo, 12*. 6d.

Case's Physical Realism. Svo. 16*.

Cmmp's Short Enquiry Into the Formation of English PoUtlo&I Oplnlon4 Sro. 7$,6d.

— Causes of the Great Fall la Prices. Svo. 6*.

Sowell's A History of Taxation and Taxes In Bngbmd. Sto. Yola. 1*8, tl*.

VoU. 8 1> 4, 21*.

Green's (Thomas Hill) Works. (8 Toli.) VoU. 1 fc 3, Fhiloeophioti Worka. 8to.

18*. eaoh. Vol. 8, Kisoallaniee. With Memoir. 8to. Sli.
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A Selection of Worki

Sams'e BaaayR, edited by &reen & GroM, S vols. 8to. 2St.

— Treatise of Human Nature, edited by Oreeu & Oros*. i toU. Sto. 38«.

Ladd'a Elements of Physiological Psychology. 8vo. 21i.

Lang's Custom and Myth : Studies of Early Usage and BelleL Ozova StOi It, M,
Cioslie's Essays in Political Economy. 8vo. lOi. 6d.

Lewes'e History of Philosophy. S vols. 8to. 8S(.

Lnbbock's Origin of Civilisation, Illnstrated. Svo. 18»,

Uaoleod'a The Elements of Banking. Crown 8vo. 6*.

~ The Theory and Practice of Banking. Vol. 1, 8vo. lit. Vol. J, 14*.

— The Theory of Credit, (2 vols. 8vo.) Vol. 1, 7i. 6d. VoL 2, Part 1,

4i. dd.

Manuals of Catholic Philosophy, crown 8vo. :

—

Clarke's Logic. 6s.

Bickaby's First Principles of Knowledge. Si.

— Moral Philosophy. 6i.

— General Metaphysics. 6t.

Maher'B Psychology. 6s. 6d.

Boedder'g Natural Theology. (/» the press.)

Devas' Political Economy. {In preparation.)

Max MUller'a The Science of Thought. 8vo. 21*.

Mill's (Jamee) Analysis of the Phenomena of the Human Mind, t rola. 8to. tit.

Mill (John Btnart) on Representative Government. Ciowu 8vo. it.

— — on Liberty. Crown 8vo. Is. id,

— — Bzamlnation of Hamilton's Philosophy. Ivo. 18i«

— — Logic. Grown 8vo. Ss,

— ;^ Fzinciples of Political Economy. S Tola. 8to. 90t, People'!

Edition, 1 vol. crown 8vo. {|.

— —

•

Utilitarianism. 8vo. i«.

— — Three Essays on Religion, &c. Sve. te
Monck's Introduction to Logic. Crown 8vo. 6*.

Mulhall's History of Prices since 1860. Crown 8vo. St.

Sandars' Institutes of Justinian, with English Notoa. Syo, ISli

Seebohm'B English Village Commnnity. 8yo. Iti.

Bully'B Outlines of Psychology. 8vo. 12*. fid

— Teacher's Handbook of Payohology. Grown Svo. U, W.
Bwinbume'a Pictmre Logic. Post 8vo. 6t,

Thompaon'fl System of Paychology. S vols. 8to. 8$«,

— The Problem of Evil. 8vo. 10*. 6d,

— Th* Religious Sentiments of the Hunan Miud. 8to. ti, 64,

— Social Progress : an Essay. 8vo. ft. id.

Webb's The Veil of lais. Svo. 10s. M,
Whately'i Elements of Logic. Grown 8to. it. fid.

— — — Rhetoric. Crown 8vo. U. M,
Zell«;'B Hiatory of Eclecticism In Greek Philosophy. Ofown 8vo> lOi. U,
— Plato and the Older Academy. Orown Svo. ISi.

— Fre-Socratio Sohoola. I vols, orowx Svo. 80<,

— Booi&tei and the Booratio Sohooli. Orowu Svo. lOt. Mi
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in General Literature.

Zeller's Stoics, Epicureans, aud Sceptics. Crown 8vo. ISt.

Outlines of the History of Greek Philosophy. Orown 8to. lOi. 6d,

I

CLASSICAL LANGUAGES AND LITEK'/TiAP.E-^

I
Aschylua, The Bunienldefl of. Text, with Metrical KngUsh Translation, bj

J. P. Daviei. 8to. 7*.

I
Arlstoijhaues' The Achanilana, translated by B. Y. Tyrrell. Orown 8vo. 1*.

I

Aristotlu's The Ethics, T«xt and Notes, by Sir Alex. Orant, Bart, 3 vols. 8vo. 'Sit,

— The Nicomaohean Ethics, translated by WiUiams, orown 8vo. 7j. 6d.

— The Politics, Books I. III. IV. (VII.) with Translation, &o. by

Bolland and Lan$;. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Becker's Chariclu and Oalltu, by Metcalfe. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d. each.

Oioero's Correspondence, Text and Notes, by B. T. Tyrrell. Vols. 1, 2, It 3, 8vo<

12>. each.

Famell's The Greek Lyric Poets. 8vo.

Harrison's Myths of the Odyssey in Art and Literature. Illnstratcd. 8to. 18j.

Hellenica : a Collection of Essays on Greek Poetry, &0. Edited by Evelyn

Abbott. Svo. 16#.

Mackail'B Select Epigrams from the Greek Anthology. 8vo. 16j.

Plato's Parmenides, with Notes, &o. by J. HAguiie, Svo. 7t. 6d.

Sophocles. Translated into English veree by Robert Whitelaw. Or. Svo. 8s. 6d.

Virgil's Works, Latin Text, with Commentary, by Kennedy. Crown Bvo. lOi. ea.

— aineld, translated into English Verse, by Conington. Crown 8vo. ds.

— — — _ _ _ byW.J. ThomhiU. Cr.8vo.7».M.

— Poems, — — — Prose, by Conington. Crown Svo. 6i.

— Eclogues and Qeorgica of Virgil. Translated by J. W. Mackail. Royal

16mo. 6s.

Witt's Myths of Hellas, translated by F. M. Younghnsband. Crown Svo. 84. €d.

— The Trojan War, — — Fcp. Svo. Si.

— The Wanderings of triyises, — Orown 8vo. 81. 6(1

— The Retreat of the Ten Thousand, — Crown Svo.

ENCYCLOP>EDIAS, DICTIONARIES, AND BOOKS OF
REFERENCE.

Axston'a Modern Cookery for Private Families. Fop. Svo. it. id.

Ayre's Treasury of Bible Knowledge. Fcp. Svo. 6*.

Blake's Tables for the Conversion of 6 per Cent. Interest, &c, 8vo. 12j. 6rf.

Chisholm's Handbook of Commercial Geography. 29 Maps. Svo. I61.

Q-wllt'B Bnoyolopeedia of Arohiteoture. Svo. 62<. 6d.

Longmans' New Atlas. 66 Maps. Edited by G. G. Chisbolm. ito. or imperial

Svo. lis. ed.

M'Onlloch's Dictionary of Commerce and Commerolal NaTlgatioa. 8to. 68i.

Mannder'B Biographical Treasury. Pop. Svo. 6j.

— Historical Treasnry. Fcp. Svo. 8».
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A Selection of Works

Maunder'e Sclentifla and Literary Treasury. Fop. 8vo. 9*,

— rraMury at Bible KjiowleOire, adlted by Ayie Fop. «T0. >l.

— Treasory ot Bocan;, edited by Ldndley 4i Moors. Two P»rtR •'

— TnaeoTj ot 0«o<rr»''*" -~p- =»«'• <"•

T--;^, VI knowledge and LlbrHiy of Belereno*. Vop. Svo. Cf.

— Tresoniry of Natural History. Pep. 8vo. «i.

Qtiain'i! Dloidobaty ot Medidne. Medlmn Svo. 81<. 6d., or in S vola. tU,

Blah's Dlotloiua7 of Iloman snd Greek Antiquities. Grown 8to. 7j. M,
Soget'c TheaaaroB ot Bngllsh Words end Phrases, Grown 8vo. lOf. 64,

^TBlteb'i Popvlxc TaMes, by Marriott. Grown Sro. 10«. M.

NATURAL HISTORY, BOTANY, AND GARDENING,

I Bennett end Horray's Handbook ot Oryptogamio Botany. 8to. 18«.

ilSarPwUft Aerial World. With 68 niustratlons. 8vo. 10*. 8<f,

— Polar World. With 93 Illustrationi. 8vo. lOi. M.

I

— Bea and ite living Wonderi, With 310 HlBstrations. Sto. lOi. 64.

— SBbterranean World. With 80 Illuitratloni. 8to. lOi. 84,

— TroploiU World. With 180 IllnstratioBs. Sro. 10*. Mt
Lladtoy's Treasory of Botany. 2 vols. fop. dvo. lis,

l/oudon'i Saoyolaptedla ot 0ardentag. 8vo. 314.

— PlantB, 8vo. 43«.

RivMS*! Grotaaitl Honew. Grown 8vo. 8<.

— Mtntetnre Fmlt 6«rden. Fop. 8vo. 4«.

Maaley'B FanfUar History of British Birds. Grown 8vo. t$. 64
Wood'a Bible AnlatalB. With 112 mostrstion*, 8to. lOjr. 64.

— Eomee Wlthont Hands. With 140 niostratlons. 8to. 10«. 64.

~ Inmots Abroad. With 600 lUustrationa. 8to. 10«. 64.

— Inaeote at Home. With 700 Illaatrationfl. tro. lOt. (4.

— Ontof Doors. With 11 Ulustratlong, Grown 8vo. I*. 64.

-= Petiand Baviaitsd. With 83 Illastrations. Grown 8vo. S«. 64.

$33 Btn»s8« DwatllaiB. With «0 Illnstratlona. Crown Sre. U. M.

THEOLOGICAL AND RELIGIOUS WORKS.

OolenM on th« Fentatench and Book of Joshna. Orowa. tT»> Sfc

De U Sanssaye'g Manual of the Sdenoe ef Religion.

Eobart'B Medical Langnage of Bt. Lake, Sva 16«.

Hudonald'B (G.) Unspoken SeraMnn. First and Seoond SwriM. Chrown 8to. Ij. 64,

each. Third Series. Crown 8to. 7*. «d,

— The Miracle* of onr Lord. Grown 8to. Si. 64.

ICftrtiistaa'l BndeBVoatB after the Ohristiac Lite. Grown 8yo. 7s. 64.

— Hymns ot Praise and Prayer. Crown 8vo. 4i. 64. 3Smo. 1«. 64.

=- The Seat of Anthority In Religion. 8vo. H*.

km Sermons, Havns ot Thoaght oa ^ored Things. 8 ols. ft. 64. tBOll,
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in General Literature.

Uartineau's Essaye, Berlewi, and Addresset. 4 toIs. crown 8vo. 1i. 6d. each.

[7n eourie of iixiJbUcation.^

ICkx Mttller's Origin and Growth of Religion. Grown 8vo. It. 64.

— — Boienoe of Religion. Grown 8to. 7j. M.
— — Glfford Lectures on Natural Religion. Grown 8vo. lOi. 64.

Newman's Apologia pro Viti SuA. Grown 8yo. 64. Cheap Edition, cr. 870. 3t. M.
— The Arlana of the Fourth Century. Grown 8vo. 6«. Cheap Edition

j

crown 8to. 8». dd.

— The Idea of a University Defined and Illngtrated, Crown 8vo. 7i,

— HlBtorloal Sketches. 3 voU. orown 8vo. 8«. each.

— Dlsonsslone and Argnments on Various Subjects. Cabinet Edition,

•Town 8to. <«. Cheap Edition, crown 8vo. 3i. 6(1.

-^ An Essay on the Dsyelopment of Chriatiau Doctrine. Grown 8to. 6«.

0>M«p KdltlocL, erown Sre. %t. td,

•^ Certain DUSaeltlM Felt by Angllcani In OathoUo Teaching Oon>

•tdered. Tri. 1, orwwn 8vo, 7i. 6d. VoL J, arawn 8to. 6«. 64,

.^ nie Via Media of the Anglican Ohnrch, niostT«te<l In Leoturet, JiO.

i Tola, orown 8va. St. each.

<— BoaayB, Critical and Historioal, S vols, orown 9to. U«. Gheap Edition,

crown 8to. 7».

^ Bnays on BIMlcal and en Bcoleglastlcal Mtiaelfla. Orowa SrOi •#.

Cheap Edttloa, arvwa Svo. t<. td.

— Present PoaltlaB «f Cathofioa in England. Orown 8to. 7f. 84.

— An Bssa; tn Aid of a Oi«aunar of Ajssent. OaMseD Edition, It. M,
Cheap BdlaoB, orowa Sro. $t. Sd.

— Select Trestteea of St. Athanaslue In OontroTert? with the Aifauu

Translated, t Tola, orown Sro. 15<.

Perrlnc'i Tk« * Work aad Sayi ' of Moms. U. 84.

Bepfyto Dr. liglittoof kMya. By the Author of * Bapematural Religion.'

BetMrtB' Btmk Um LaHgoage of Gfartot and His Apostlee. Sro. 18*.

l^aBataral Religion. Complete Edition. 8 vols. 8to. 86«.

*c* For other Works aee Meesrt, Longmans, Qreen, it Oo.'s Catalogue of
TiMolocieal Works.

TRAVELS, ADVENTURES, Ac.

Baker's Ugfat Teui in OeyUm. Orown 8to. St. id.

— Rifle and Hound tn Ceylon. Grown 8to. 8*. 64.

BiaBsey'i tSnnshlne and Btonn tn the But. Library Edition, 8to. Hi. Oabtnet
Hdltlen, crown Sm. 7«. 64. Popular Edition, <to. 64.

— Voyage in the ' Sunbeam.' Library Edition, 8to. fli. Cr.blnet Bdition,
or. 8to. Ti. 64. School Edit. fop. 8yo. it. Popular Edit. 4to. 64.

~ In the Trades, the Tropioe, and the Roaring; Forttaa.' Oablnel dltlail,
crown Ato. 17j. 64. Popular Edition, 4to. 64.

— Last Journals, 1886-7. lUustrated. «to. 21*.

Bryden's Kloof and Karroo. Sport, Legend, &«., tn Cape Colony. 8to. 10«. M.
Qntterbnck'B The Sklppat to Arotic Seas. lUobtrated. Crown 8yo. 10«. 64.
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Deland'B Florida Days. Illustrated. 4to. 21».

Froade'8 Ooeana ; or, England and her Colonies. Or, 8vo. S(. boards ; St. 64.olothi

— The English in the West Indies. Crown 8vo. Si. boards ; 2*. td, cloth.

Hewitt's Visits to Remarkable Place». Crown 8vo. Zs. 6d.

James's The Long White Mountain ; or, a Journey in Manchuria. 870. S4t,

Knight's A Treasure Hunt. Crown 870.

Lees and Olutterbuck's B.C. 1887 : a Ramble in British Columbia. Cr.STa 6«.

Nansen's The First Crossing of Greenland. 2 vols. 8vo. 36i.

Riley's Athos ; or, The Mountain ot the Honka. 8to. 21«.

Three in Norway, By Two of Them. Crown 8vo. It. txwrdi ; St. 64. oloth.

Willoughby'B East Africa and its Big Game. 8vo. 21«.

Wollf 's Ramblea in the Black Forest. Crown 870 7«. 64.

WORKS BY RICHARD A. PROCTOR.
The Orbs Around Us. With Chart and Diagrams. Crown 8vo. ti.

Other Worlds than Ours. With 14 niustrations. Crown 8yo. 6t.

The Moon. With Plates, Charts, Woodcuts, and Photographs. Crowa 8T0. Ij.

Universe of Stars. With 22 Charts and 22 Diagrams. 8vo. lOt. id.

Light Science for Leisure Hours. 8 vols, crown 8va 6t. eaoh.

Chance and Luck. Crown 8vo. 2i, boards ; 2s, 6d. cloth.

Larger Star Atlas for the Library, in 12 Circular Maps. Folio, Ifc.

New Star Atlas, in 12 Circular Haps (with 2 Index Platea). Orows Svo. Ij.

The Student's Atlas. 12 Circular Mapsi. Svo. 6t,

How to Play Whist, with the Laws and Etiquette of Wuiat. Orowa 8T0. U. 64.

Home Whist : an Easy Guide to Correct Play. 16mo. It,

The Stars in their Seasons. Imperial Svo. 5*.

Strength. With 9 Blustrations. Crown Svo. 2s,

Strength and Happiness. With 9 Illustrations. Crown Sro. ii.

Bough Ways Made Smooth. Crown Svo. 6t.

Oar Place Among Infinities. Crown Svo. 64.

The Expanse of Heaven : Essays on the Wonders of the Flimameat. Crowx
Svo. 6*.

Pleasant Ways In Science. Orown Svo. 6j.

Myths and Marvels of Astronomy. Crown Svo. 61.

The Great Pyramid : Observatory, Tomb, and Tempi*. Orown Svo. 6t,

AGRICULTURE, HORSES, DOGS, AND CATTLE.
Fitzwygram'B Horses and Stables. Svo. Bt,

Lloyd's The Science of Agriculture. Svo. ISt,

London's Bncyclopsedia of Agrioolture. Sit.

Frethero's Pioneers and Progress of English Farming. Orown Svo. 6j.

Steel's Diseases of the Ox, a Manual of Bovine Pathology. 8vo. 1(«.

— — — Dog. Svo. 10». 64.

— — — Sheep. Svo. 12».

Btonehenge's Dog in Health and Disease. Bqnare orowu 8to. It. M,
Villa on Artifioial Manures, by Crookss. 8to. tU,

Yev&.ii'a Work on the Dog. Svo. 6j.

— — — — Horse. Svo. 7«. 64.
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WORKS OF FICTION.
B; E. BiDSB Haooarb.
She. 'is. Gd.

Allan Quatcr-
tnaiu. 3^. 6d.

Oleopatra. '6s. 6d.

Beatrice, fts.

Mtiiwa's Revange.
is. bda. ; it. id.

cloth.

Colonel Quaritch.

3*. 6d.

ByH.RlDEUHAOaAIlD&ANDKKWL.ANa.

The World's Desire. 6».

By the Earl oif Beaconsfikld
Alroy, IxioH, <fcc.

KBdymion.
The Young Duke.
Coutarinl Fleming.
Henrietta Temple.

Vivian Grey.
Veuetia.
Ooniuggby,
liOthair.

Tancred.
Sybil.

Price U. each, bda. ; 1*. 6d. each, cloth.

The HuoHKNDiN Edition. With
2 PortrfdU and 11 Vignettes.

11 vols. Crown 8to. i2t.

By G. J. WHTTB-1IKLVIIJ.K.

The Gladiators. I Kate Coventry.
The Interpreter. Digby Grand.
Eolmby Houae. 1 General Bounce.

Good for Nothing. Queen's Maries.

Price li. each, bda. ; U. 6d. each, doth.

^c:

By Blizabkth M. Sbwell.

Amy Herbert. I Oleve HaU.
Gertrude. Ivors.

Ursula. I
Earl's Daughter.

The Experience of Life.

A Glimpse of the World.
Katharine Ashtoii.

Margaret PercivaL
Laneton Parsonage.

U.id. each, oloth; 2i.6<i.each, gilt edges.

By G. n. Jkssop.

Judge Lynch. 6*.

Gerald Ffrench's Friends.

By Mrs. Molkswobth.
Marrying and Giving in Marriag*.

3>. 6d.

Silverthorns. 6*. |
Neighbours. 6s,

The Palace in the Gardeu. 5s.

The Third Miss St. Quciitin Gj.

The Story of a Spring Morning. 6i.

By May Kjcndall.

ich is Life. 6i.

By Mrs. Olifhant.

In Trust. | Madam.
Price If. each, bds. ; It, 6d. each, oloth.
Lady Car. it. 6d.

64.

By A. C. UoYUi.

Micah Clarke. 3s. 6d.

The Captain of the Poleatar, &c. 6j.

By G. G. A. Mukray.
Gobi or Shamo. 6t.

By C. PHiLLiprs-WoujiY.

Snap. 6t,

By Stanley J. Wkyman.
The House of the Wolf. 6*.

By jAJiis Patn.

The Luck of the DarrellB.

Thicker than Water.

It. each, boards ; It. 64. eaeh, olath.

By Anthony Tbolixjpi,

The Warden.
Barchester Towers,

li. each, boards ; It. 64. each, oloth.

By Bret Habtb.

In the Carquinez Woods.
Price \s. boards ; It. 64. doth.

On the Frontier. Is,

By Shore and Sedge. It.

By EOBKBT L. Stkvinsoh.

The Dynamiter. 1<. swd. It, 64. cL

Strange Caie of Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Hyde. Is. sewed ; 1j. 6d. cloth.

By B. L. Stbvinson and L. Obboubni.

The Wrong Box. 6j.

By Buna Lyall.

Autobiography of a Siandsi. 1<.

By F. Anbtkt.

The Black Poodle, and other Storiea.

Prioe Si. boards ; is. 64. cloth.

By Mrs. Dklakd.

John Ward, Preaohei.

2j. 64. cloth.

Sidney, tt.

iubouia;
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By tbe A-dtbob of ' Thb A.TKLrBB DU
Lts.'

The Atelier du Lya. 2*. 8d.
Kademoiselle Mori. 2«. 6d.
In the Olden Time. 2*. 6d,
Hester's Venture. 2j. 6d.
That Child. 2*. 6d.

Under a Cloud. 2s, 6rf.

Fiddler of Lngan. 2». 6i.

A Child of the Revolution. 2«. Bd.

By Chkisttb Murray& Hr. Herman.
Wild Darrie. 2#. bda 2*. 6d. cloth.

By Chbistie Murray & Hy. Murray.
A Dangerous Oatspaw, 2f. 6d,

By J. A. Pboudm.
The Two Ohieffi of Dunboy. U,

By Mrs. Huoh Bell.
Will o' the Wisp, Zt. id.

By William O'Brikn, M.P.
When we were Boy*. 2i. td.

By the Author ot ' Thoth.*
Toxar. 6i.

By Jamxs Baker.
By the Western Sea. 6i.

By W. E. NoERiB.
Mrs. Fenton : a Sketch. 6j.

By A. D. Crakk.
Historical Talks, price 6i. each

;

Edwy the Pair.

AlfgartheDane.
The Eival Heirs.

ofThe House
Waldeme.

BrianFitz- Count

By AgnKS GiBBIlNK.
Ralph Hardcastle's Will. tl.

Nigel Browning. Si.

By Jean Inqblow.
Very Young, and Qnlte Another

Story.

By A. liEB Knight.
Adventures of a Midshlpmite. 6f

,

By L. T. Mbade.
The O'Donnells of Inohfawn. 61.

Daddy's Boy. 6i.

Deb and the Duchess. 6«.

House of Surprisea Si. 64,
The Beresford Prise. <«.

By Mrs. O'Reilly.
Hurstleigh Dene.

By G. COLMORE.
A Living Epitaph.

By L. N. Comyn.
Atherstone Priory. is.td.

By C. M. ToNGB, M. Bramston, &c.
Astray : a Tale of a Oonntry Town.

3*. 64^

By W. H. Pollock & L»dy Pollock,
The Seal of Pate.

etorles of Wioklow. Top. Ito. 9s,

Mephlstopheles in Broaidoloth :

Satire. Pop. 8vo. 4<.

Victoria Begina et Imporatxtz : •
Jubilee Bong from Ii«land, 1887.
«to. a*. 6d.

POETRY AND THE DRAMA
Anofitrong'fl (Si, 3.) Poetical Works, Fcp. Sva C«.

— (G. P.) Poetical Works :—
Poemg, Lyrical and Dramatic. Pep.

6vo. 6«.

Ugone : a Tragedy. Pop. 8to. 8«.

A. G«rland from Greeca. Fcp. 8T0.9f

.

King Saul. Pop. 8vo. ((.

King David. Pep. 8vo. tt.

King Solomon. Fop. 8vo. Si.

Arnold's (Sir Edwin) The Light of the World. Crown 8to. Tt. td. net.

Ballads of Bosks. Bdit«d by Andrew Lang. Fop. 8vo. U,

Bell's Chamber Comedies : a Collection of Flays sad Moaologuei for the
Drawing Room. Crown 8vo. 6t.

Bowdler's Family Shakespeare. Medium 8vo. lit. 6 vols. fop. Svo. Slf.

Clark-Kennedy'! Pictures in Rhyme. With Illustrations. Grown 8to.

Clive's (Mrs. Archer) C V ') Poems. Crown 8vo. 6«,

Dante, Le Commedia <\L A New Text, carefully revised. Pep. 8to. tt,
''

Deland's The Old Gardao, and other Yersee. Pop. 8vo. tt.

Ctoethe'B Panst, troBslated by Birds. Crown 8vo. Fact I. <i. ; Fart II. 9t,

— — translated by Webb. 8vo. 12*. 64.

mm -~ edited by Selss. Crown 8vo. U.
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Haggard's (Klla) Life kud Ita Author. With Memoir, &a Grown 8vo. 8*. 6d.

IngeloWB PoemB. 2 Vols. top. 8vo. 12f. ; Vol..3, fop. 8vo. 6«.

— Lyrioal and other Poems. Fop. 8vo. 2$, id, olotli, plaiB ; 3f. oloth,
gilt edges.

Eendall'a (May) Dreams to Sell. Fcp. 8vo. 9*;

Lang's Grass of Parnassus. Pep. 8vo. 6*.

Layard's (Nina F.) Poems. Crown Svo. Gi.

Kacanlay's Lays of Ajident Rome. Illnstrated by Scharf. 4to. 10». id. Bijou
Edition, fcp. 8vo. is. 6d. Popular Edit^ fcp. 4to. 6d. swd., It. cloth.~ Lays of Ancient Rome, with Ivry and the Armada. Illustrated by
W«gnelin. Crown 8vo. Si. 6d. gilt edges.

Nesbit's Lays and Legends. Crown 8vo. 6t,

— Leaves of Life. Crown 8vo. 5*.

Newman's The Dream of Gerontins. 16mo. ed. sewed ; It. doth.— Verses on Various Occasions. Fcp. 8vo. 63. Cheap Edit. cr. 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Header's Voices from Flowerland : a Birthday Book. 2». ed. clnth, 8*. 6d, roan.— Echoes of Thought : a Medley of Verse. Crown 8vo. 6*.

Rossetti's A Shadow of Dante : an Essay. Illustrated. Crown Svo. 10^. 6d,

Smith's (Gregory) Pra Angelico, and other short Poems. Crown 8vo. is. 6d,

Bonthey's Poetical Works. Medium 8vo. lit.

Stevenson's A Chlld'p Garden of Verses. Pep. 8vo. 6/,

Tomson'B The Bird Bride. Fcp. 870. 61,

Virgo's .fineid, translated by Conlngton. Crown 8va. St.

— Foemfi, translated into English Prose. Crown 8vo. 61.

SPORTS AND PASTIMES.
American Whist. Illustrated. By G. W. P. Pep. 8vo. 6*. 6d.

Oampball-Walker's Correct Card, or How to Play at Whist, Pjp. 870. Jj. 6i
Chetwynd's (Racing) Reminiscences, &c. 8vo.

Vord's Theory and Practice of Archery, revised by W. Butt. 8vo. 14«.

Francis's Treatise on Fishing in all its Branches, Post 8vo, Iti.

Gallwey's Letters to Young Shooters. Crown Svo. 7s. 6d.

Hutchinson's Some Great Golf Links. Illustrated.

Longman's Chess Openings. Fop. Svo. 2». 6<l.

Pole's Theory of the Modem Scientific Game of Whist, Fcp. 8to, it, M,
Proctor's How to Play Whist. Crown 8vo. Zt. 6i.
— Home Whist. 18mo. 1/. sewed.

Bonalds's Fly-Fisher's Entomology. 8vo. 14».

WUoooks's Sea-Fisherman. Post 8vo. 61.

MISCELLANEOUS WORKS-
A. K. H. B., The Essays and Contributions of. Orov .1 Svo. Ss. Gd.

A.ntumn Holidays of a Country Parson
Changed Aspects of Unchanged
Truths,

Oommon-Plaoe Philosopher in Town
and Country,

Critical Essays of a Country Parson.
Counsel and Comfort spoken from a
City Pulpit.

East Coast Days and Memories.
Graver Thoughts of a Country Parson.
Three Series.

Ludsoapes, Churches, and Moralities.

Leisure Hours in Town.
Lessons of Middle Age.
Our Homely Comedy ; and Tragedy.
Our Little Life. Essays Consolatory
and Domestic. Two Series,

Present-day Thoughts.
Recreations of a Country Parson.
Threo Series.

Seaside Musings on Sundays andWeek-
Days.

Sunday Afternoons in the Parish
Church of a University City.

•To Meet the Day ' through the Christian Tear. it. 6d.

LONGMAITS, GREEN, A; CO., London and New York.
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Asstey'B Voce* Fopnli. Reprinted from Punch. With SO Illastiatlo&S. Tcf,

4to. 6>,

Armstrong's (Bd. J.) Essays and Sketohee. Pep. 8vo. tt.

Arnold's (Dr. Thomas) Miscellaneons Worka. 8to It. M.
Bagehot's Literary Studies, edited by Button. S vols. 8vo. n«.

Baker's War with Orime. Reprinted Papers. Svo. lis. 6d.

Bine Fairy Book (The). Edited by Andrew Lang. IlUigtrated. Cr»wn Svo. 6*.

Book (The) of Wedding Days. Illustrated by Walter Crane, 4t9, 21i.

Parrar's Language and Languages. Crown Svo. 6j.

Huth'B The Marriage of Near Kin. Royal 8vc. 21«.

Jefleries' Field and.Hedgerow : Last Essays. Grown 8vo. St, 6<i.

Lang's Books and Bookmen. Crown Svo. 6i. 6d,

Letters on Literature. Pep. Svo. 6*. Bd.

— Old Friends : Essays in Epistolary Parody. Grown Svo. Si. td.

Mason's Steps of the Sim : Daily Headings of Prose. 16mo. 3». Gd.

Max Miiller's Lectures on the Science of Language. 3 vols. orowB Svo. 18j.

— — Lectures on India. Svo. 12t, 6d,

— — Biographies of Words and the Home of the AryaB. Orown 8va7«.64.

Moon's The King's English. Fop. Svo. 3j. Gd.

— The Revisers' English. Fop. Svo. 3j. 8(J.

Mozley's Letters from Rome. 2 vols, crown Svo.

Red Fairy Book (The). Edited by Andrew Lang. lUuitrated. Crown Svo. 8«.

Hendle and Norman's Inn* of Old Southwark. Illustrated. Royal Svo. 28#.

Shakespeare (The) Birthday Book. By Mary P. Dunbar. 32mo. Ij. Rd. cloth.

With Photographs, 32mo. 5s. Drawing-room Edition, with Photographs,

fcp. Svo. 10». Gd.

Strongand Logeman's Introduction to the Study of the History of Language. 8vo-

Wendt's Papers on Maritime Legislation. Royal Svo. £1. 11*. 6d,

WORKS BY MR. SAMUEL BUTLER.

Op. 1. Brewhon. B».

Op. 2. The Fair Haven. 7». 6<i.

Op. 3. Life and Habit. 7s. 6d.

Op. 4. Evolution, Old and New.
lOi. 6d.

Op. 5. Unconscious Memory, 7s. 6<J,

Op. 6. Alps and Sanctuaries of Pied*
mont and the Canton Ticino,
105. Sd.

Op. 7. Selections from Ops. 1-6. 7*. 6d.
Op. 8. Luck, or Dunning. 7s. 6d.

Op. 9. Ex Voto. 10*. 6d.

Holbein's ' La Danse.' 3s,

WORKS BY MRS. DE SALIS.

Cakes and Confections. U.6d. .

Soups and Dressed Pish k la Mode.

Hntr^es a la Mode. Pep. Svo. 1.. 6d.
\
gw^eetei'lup^r DishesW» Mode. Is.Bd.

Game and Poultry ila Mode. Ij. td. Tempting Dishes for Small Incomes.
Oysters i la Mode. Pep. Svo. Is. 6i. I Ij. ed.

Puddings and Pastry a la Mode. 1*. 6d. Vegetables a la Mode. Pep. Svo. 1*. Bd.

o _i A 1 M^j- w..., fi»,« 1. cj Wrinkles and Notions for Every House-
Savouries & la Mode. Pop. Svo. U. Gd. ^^^^^ ^^^ g^^ ji. 6<f.
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THE BADMINTON LIBRARY.
Hdlted by the Dxtki of Beaufort, E.Q. and A. B. T, Watson.

Crown 8vo. Price 10*. 6rf. each Volume.
Hunting. By the Dnke of Beaufort, K.O. and Mowbray Morris. With Con-

tributions by the Earl of Suffolk and Berkshire, Rev. E. W. L. Daviea,
Digby Collins, and Alfred E. T. Watson. With Frontispiece and C3 lUos-
trations by J. Sturgess, .1. Charlton, and Agnes M. Biddulph.

Fishing. By H. Cholmondcley-Pennell. With Contributions by the Marquis
of Exeter, Henry R. Francis, M.A. Major John P. Traheme, G. ChriBtopher
Davies, R. B. Marston, &c.

Vol. I. Salmon, Trout, and Grayling. With 158 lUnstratione.

Vol. II. Pike and other Coarse Fish. With 1.32 Ulustrationi.

Racing and Steeple-Chasing. Racing : By the Earl of Suffolk and W. G.
Craven. With a Contribution by the Hon. F. Lawley. Steeple-cha.sing : By
Arthur Coventry and A. E. T. Watson. With 56 Illustrations by J. Sturgess.

Shooting. By Lord Walsingham and Sir Ralph Payne-Gallwey. With Con-
tribuTions by Lord Lovat, Lord Charles Lennox Kerr, the Hon.G. Lascelles,

and A. J. Stnart-Wortley. With 21 Plates, and 149 Woodcuts, by A. J.

Stuart-Wortley, Harper Pennington, 0. Whymper, J. G. MillaJs, G. B.
Lodge, and J. H. Oswald Brown.

Vol. I. Field and Covert.
|

VoL II. Moor and Marsh.

Cycling. By Viscount Bury, K.C.M.G. and O. Lacy Hillier. With 19 Plates,
and 61 Woodcuts, by Viscount Bnry and .Joseph Pennell.

Athletics and Football. By Montague Shearman. With an Introdnctioa
bj Sir Ricljard Webster, Q.C. M.P. and a Contribution on ' Paper Chasing'
by Walter Rye. With 8 Plates and 45 Woodcuts.

Boating. By W. B. Woodgate. With an Introiiuction by the Rev. Edmoud
Warre, D.D. And a Chapter on ' Rowing at Eton ' by R. Harvey Mason.
With 10 Plates, and 39 Woodcuts, by Frank Dadd.

Cricket. By A. G. steel and the Hon. R. H. Lyttelton. With Oontribntlona
by Andrew Lang, R. A. H. MitcheU, W. G. Grace, and F. Gale. With 11
Plates and 52 Woodcuts.

Driving. By the Duke of Beaufort, K.G. ; with Contributions by other
Authorities. Photogravure Intaglio Portrait of his Grace the Duke of

Beauiort, 11 full-page Illnstrationa, and 54 Woodcuts in the Text, after

Drawings by G. D. Giles and J. Sturgess. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo .10^. 6(i.

Fencing, Boxing, and Wrestling. By Walter H. Pollock, F. C. Grove,
CaniiUe Prevobt, Mattre d'Armes, 15. B. Michell, and Walter Armstrong.
With a complete Bibliography of the Art of Fencing by Egerton Castle,

M.A. F.S.A. With 18 Intaglio Plates and 24 Woodcuts.

Tennis, Lawn Tennis, Rackets, and Fives. By J. M. and C. G.
Ueathcote, E. O. PleytlKll- bouverie, A. 0. Ainger, &o. With 12 Plates and
67 Woodcuts, &c. by Lucien Davis and from Photographs.

Golf. By Horace Hutchinson, the Right Hon. A. J. Balfour, M.P. Sir Walter
G. Simpson, Bart. Lord Wellwooil, H. S. C. Everard, Andrew Lang, and
other Writers. With 22 Plates and 69 Woodcuts, &o.

In Preparation,

Riding. ByW.R. Weir, the Earl of Suffolk and Berkshire, the Duke of Beaufert,

and A. E. T, Wation. With a Chapter on Polo, by Capt. Moray Brown.
[/n llif press.

Yachting. U" preparation.
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THE SILVER LIBRARY.
Crown Syo. price 3i. Sd, each.

Cardinal Newman's Apo-
logia pro Vita Su4.. .. 3 6

Cardinal Newman's Cal-
lisu : a Tale of the Third
Century 3 6

Cardinal Newman's An
Essay on the Development
of Christian Doctrine .. 3 6

CardinalNewman's Essays,
Oiitical and Historical. 2

volB 7

Cardinal Newman's The
Ariani of the Fourth Cen-
tury 3 6

Cardinal Newman's Verses
on Various Occasions . . 3 6

Cardinal Newman's Two
Essays on Biblical and
Ecclesiastical Miracles . . 3 6

Cardinal Newman's Paro-
chial and Plain Sermons.
8 vols each 3 6

Cardinal Newman's Dis-
cussions and Arguments on
Various Subjects . . . . 3 6

Cardinal Newman's An
Essay in Aid of the
Grammar of Assent ..3 6

She : a History of Adventure.
By H. Rider Haggard. With
82 Dlustrations ., ..3 6

Allan Quatermain. By H.
Ridei Haggard. With 20
Illustrationa . . . . ..36

Colonel Quarlteh, V.C. : a
i alt ot Vouutry Life. By
H. Rider Haggard .. .. 3 6

Cleopatra. By H. Rider
H y^rard. 29 Illustrations 3 6

Micah Clarke : hi.< Statement.
A TaJe of Monmouth's Re-
bplliou. B\ A. '"cman Doyle. 3 6

Petland Revisited. By the
Rev J G. Wood. With 33
Tllunr.rations . .. ..3 6

Strange Dwellings : a De-
scnpiion 01 the Habitations
of Animals. By the Rev.
J. G. Wood. With 60 illus-

tration* .. ., ..3 6

Out of Doors : Original Ar-
tiolei on Practical Natural
History. By the Rev. J. G.
V/cod. With 11 Uluatra-
tioDS S

Familiar History of Birds.
By the late Edward Stanley,
D.D. Lord Bishop of Nor-
wich. With 160 Woodcnts

t. d.

Rifle and Hound in Ceylon.
By Sir S. W. Baker. With
C Illustrationa

3 g

S C

Eight Years In Ceylon. By
sir S. W. Baker. With 6

I
lUustrationg 3 g

Memoirs of Major-General
Sir Henry Havelock, E.C.B.
By John Clark Marshmau. 3 g

Visits to Remarkable Places

:

By WiUiam Howitt. With
80 lUustratious .. .. 3 6

Field and Hedgerow. Last
Essays of Richard Jefferies.

With Portrait . . . . 3 g

Story of Creation : a Plain
Account ot Evolution. By
Edward Olodd. With 77
Illustrations 3 g

Life of the Duke of Wel-
lington. By the Hev. G. R.
Gleig, M.A. With Portrait 3 g

History of the Romans
under the Empire. By the
Very Rev. Charles Merivale,
D.G.L. Dean of Ely. 8 vols.

each

Short Studies on Great
Subjecis. By James A.
Froude. 4 vols. . . each

Csesar: a Sketch, By James
A. Froude

3 g

3 6

3 6

Thomas Carlyle : a History
of his Life. By J. A.
Froude, M.A.

1795-1836. 2voU. ..

1834-1881. 2T0to. ..

LONGMANS, GREEN, & CO., London and New York.
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